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Foreword

The Etplanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris and the Americe,n

Ephemeris a,nd Nautical Almanac was first published in 1961 "to provide the user

of these publications with fuller explanations of these publications themselves."

This supplement was reprinted with amendments in 1972, 1974, and 1977. It was

allowed to go out of print because the International Astronomical Union decided to

introduce new astronomical constants, a new standard epoch and equinox, new time

axguments, a new astronomical reference frame, and new fundamental ephemerides,

all of which required major revisions to the supplement. In addition, The Astro-

nornical Ephemeris ar'd The American Ephem,eris and Nautical Almanoc series were

continued from 1981 with a new tille, The Astronomical Almanac, which contains a

revised content and arrangement and is printed only in the United States, The work

of computation, prepa,ration, proofreading, and production of reproducible material

is still shared between the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

Ma,ny changes in the arrangement of the almanarc were introduced in the edition

for 1981, and major changes in the basis ofthe ephemerides were made in the edition

for 1984. The changes in 1981 included: the replacement of the hourly ephemeris

of the Moon by a tabulation of daily polynomial coefficientsl the introduction of

a new system of rotational elements for the planets; the extension of the scope of

the data on satellites; the inclusion of orbital elements and other data for minor

planets of general interest; the extension of the list of bright sta.rs; the inclusion of

new lists of data for other types of stars and nonstellar objectsl new explanatory

material; and a glossary of terms. The changes in 1984 included: the replacement

of the classical theories by the Einsteinian theories of special and general relativ-

ity; the replacement of ephemeris time by dynamical timescales; the adoption of

new fundamental heliocentric ephemerides based on a numerical integration of the

motion of all the planets and of the Moon; and the use of the IAU (1976) systemt
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of astronomical constants, the standard equinox of J2000 0' and the FKS celestial

referencesystem.Anaccountofthesechangeswasgiveninthe39-pageSupplement
to the Astronomi.cal Almanac fot 1984, rvhich was bound with the Almanac, and is

also given here in great detail in Chapter 13'

Most ofthe text in this supplement has been written for readers who are familiar

with the principal concepts of spherical and dynamical astronomy but who require

detailed information about the data published in The Astronomical Almanac and

about how to use the data for particular purposes. Similarly, the reference data

given in this supplement are presented in forms that are appropria.te to rrsers who

understand the significance of the quantities whose values are given. To a la,rge

extent, the chapters are independent of each other, but an introductory overview

has been given in Chapter 1 and a glossary of terms has been given at the end of

the volume. References to textbooks and other sources of background information

a.re given at the end of each chapter.

Preliminary proposals for the new edition of the Explanatory Supplement were

drawn up in 1979, and more detailed outlines of the Supplement were prepared in

1986 bv the staffs of Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac Office and the U.S. Nautical

Almanac Office. By 1988, it was evident that Her Majesty's Nautical Alnanac

Office would not be able to participate as originally planned, and the U.S. Nautical

Almanac Ofrce took over the entire project.

The supplement is organized by chapters and sections such that it can be up-

daied in the future. It is planned that future reprints will incorporate developments
and improvements. We hope that this new publication will prove to be even more
useful than its predecessor.

Preface

The primary purpose of this revised. Explanatory Supplement is to provide users of
The Astronomi,cal Almanac with more complete explanations of the significance,
sources, methods of computation, and use of the data given in the almanac than

can be included annually in the almanac itself. The secondary purpose is to provide

complementary information that doesn't change annually, such as conceptual ex-
planations, lists of constants and other data, bibliographic references, and historical

information relating to the almanac. It is hoped that lhe Erplanatory Supplement
will be a useful reference book for a wide range of users in the fields of astronomy,
geodesy, navigation, surveying, and space sciences, and also tcachers, historians,

and people interested in the field of astronomy.

Many users of the almanac are not the professional astronomers for whom it

is primarily designed, and so this supplement contains some explanatory material

at an elementary level; it is not, however, intended for use as a basic textbook

on spherical and dynamical astronomy. In some respects it does supplement such

textbooks since it is concerned with new concepts or new techniques.

This supplement differs in many respects from its predecessot, the Erplanatorg

Supplement to The Astronomical Epherneris and The Ameri,can Ephemeris and

Nauti,cal Almanac. Vector and matrix notations have been introduced and more

diagrams have been provided. Simple conversion tables and tables of quantities

that can be calculated directly from simple formulas have been omitted. Detailed

step-by-step examples have been omitted, and approximation methods have not

been given. Most of the text is new but historical material has been carried over for

the convenience of those who do not have ready access to the previous supplement.

This supplement has been prepa,red by the Nautical Almanac Office of the

United States Naval Observatory. Material has been contributed by scientists from

the Nautical Almanac Office of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, Jet Propulsion

xxvll
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Laboratory, Bureau d.ee Longitudes, Time Service and Astrometry Departments

of the U.S. Naval Observatory, alxd other scientists. The authors of each chapter
have been indicated, but other individuals may have been involved in contributing,
inproving, and checkiug the material. The valuable assistatrce that has been given
in many ways by other astronomere and Bcientists is gratefully acknowledged.

Suggestions for improvement of this supplement, a.nd of The Ashpnomical Al-
monac itself would be welcomed. They should be sert to the Director, Orbital
Mecha.rrics Department, U.S. Nav'al Obeervatory, Washington, DC 20392.

Jomes B. Hagan
Captain, U.S. Nawy
Superinteudeut, U.S. Naval Obserratory

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT
TO THE ASTRONOMICAL ALMANAC



CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Positional Astronomy

by PK. Seidelmann and G.A. Wilkrns

1,1 INTRODUCTION

1.11 Puroose

The Astronomical Almanac gives data on the positions and, where appropriate,
orientations of the Sun, Moon, planets, satellites, and staxs as they may be seen
from the surface of the Earth during the course of a year. A proper appreciation
of the significance of these data requires a basic understanding of the concepts of
sphericol astrononly, which explain how the varying directions of celestial objects
may be represented by positions on the surface of the celestial sphere.In addition, an
appreciation of why these celestial objects appear to move in the ways predicted in
The Astronomical Almanac reqrires an uuderstanding of the concepts of dynamical
astronorny, which provides a mathematica.l explanation of the objects' motions in
space under the influence of their mutual gravitational attractions. Spherical and
d1'namical astronomy together form what is referred to here as positional astronornA.

This text has been written for readers familiar with the principal concepts of
spherical and dynamical a€tronomy who require detailed information about the
computation and use of the data published, in The Astronomical Almanac. The
prima.ry purpose of this introductory chapter is to introduce the concepts, termi-
nology, and notation that are used throughoul The Astronomical Almanac and.lhis
supplement; rigorous definitions, formulas, and further explanatory information are
given in the later chapters of this supplement. The glossary gives concise definitions
of words pa,rticular to spherical and dynamical astronomy. The reference data are
presented in forms that are appropriate to users who uaderstand the significance
of the quantities whose values are given.

*



1.2 TIMESCALES AND CALENDARS

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

1.21 Atomic Timescales

1.211 International Atomic Time For scientific, practical, and legal purposes the

standard unit for the measurement of intervals of time is the SI second, which is

defined by the adoption of a fixed value for the frequency of a particular transition of

cesium atoms. Time can be measured in this unit by the use of time standards based

on processes of physics, Cesium frequency standards, hydrogen masers, ion storage

devices, and other such devices are able to count seconds and subdivide them very

precisely. Thus, such a device can provide a timescale whose accuracy is dependent

on the precision of the measurement and the stabiliiy of the device. Such a timescale

provides a measure of time for identifying the instants at which events occur; the

interval of time between two events can be calculated as the differences between

the times of the events. The results of the intercomparisorr of about 200 frequency

standards located around the world are combined to form a standard timescale

that can be used for identifying uniquely the instants of time at which events

occur otr the Earth. This standard timescale is known as International Atomic

Time (TAI). It is the basis for all timescales in general use. It is distributed by

many difierent means, including radio time signals: navigation systems. such as the

Global Positioning System, LORAN C. and O\IEGA; communication satell i tes:

and precise time standards.

1.212 Relativistic Effects In high-precision timekeeping, and for some purposes

in solar-system dvnamics and astrometry, it is necessary to take into account the

efiects of special and general relativity and to recognize, lor example, that the rate of

an atomic clock depends on the gravitational potential in u4rich it is placed and that

the rate will appear to depend on its motion relative to another clock rvith rvhich

it is compared. In particular, one should recognize that the independent variable,

or timescale, of the equations of urotion of the bodies of the solar system (or of a

subset of thern) depends upon the coordinate system to which the equations refer.

The relationship between any such timescale and TAI, which is appropriate for use

at sea-level on the surface of the Earth, may be specified by an appropriate formula
containing periodic terms and an arbitrary linear term. Trvo su<:h timescales have
been given special names, and these have been used in ?i.e Asl.rortomical Almanac
since 198.1. Terrestrial Dynamical Timc (TDT) is used as the tirnescale for thc
geocentric ephemerides (giving. for exarnple. apparent positiolrs $'ith respect to
the center of the Earth), whereas Barycentric Dynamical Tinre (TDB) is used as

the tirnescale for the ephemerides that refer to the cerrter of lhc solar system.

TDT differs from TAI by a constant offset, which t'as cltosen arbitrarily to give

contimrity with ephemeris time (see Section 1.22), whereas TDB and TDT differ
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by small periodic terms that depend on the form of the relativistic theory beiug
used.

In 1991 the International Astronomical Union (IAU) adopted resolutions in_
troducing new timescales which all have units of measurement consistent with the
proper unit of time, the SI second. Terrestrial Time (TT) is the time reference
for apparent geocentric ephemerides, has a unit of measurement of the SI second.
and can be considered equivalent to TDT. Geocentric Coordinate Time (TCG) and
Barycentric Coordinate Time (TCB) arc coordinate times for coordinate systerns
that have their origins at the center of mass of the Earth and of the solar system,
respectively. Their units of measuremcnt are chosen to be consistent with the proper
unit of time, the SI second. Because of relativistic transformations, these timescales
will exhibit secular variations with respect to Terrestrial Time. For example, TDB
and TCB n'ill differ in rate by approxirnately .19 seconds per centurv.

1.22 Dynamical Tlme

The equations of motion of the bodics of the solar system involve l,ime as the inde-
penderrt variablc. Until 1960, mean solar tin.rc.q,'as used, but when it rvas recognized
that the rotatiorr of the Earth u'as irrcgular, a new timescalc rvas introduced that
corresponded to the independent rariable. This was called ephomeris time (ET) and
u'as bascd on the motion of the Sun. Later, rvhen it I'as necessinf. to distinguish be-
tween relativistic eflects rvhich cause diffcrences betrveen tirrrcscales frr the ccntcr
of the Ea,r'th ancl the center of the solar systcm the dynauri<:al time arguments,
Terrestrial Dynamical Time, and Barycerrtric Dynamical Titnc, u,ere introduced.
TDT was defincd in a way that nzrintains continuity with ET. Since ET was not
specified as eithcr TDT or TDB. either can bc considered to be the extension of ET.
Since TDT is defined in terms of TAI, which can be determined onlt.back to 1956.
the determinatiorr of dynamical t ime prior. to 1g56 must be bascd on comparison
of observations ald theories of the urotions of the Sun, Moon, and plalets.

1 .23 Rotational Timescales

As the Earth rotates about its axis. it also moves iu its orbit around the Sun.
Thus, while thc Earth rotates once with respect to a fixed star, the Earth movcs
in its orbit so that additional rotation is necessary with respc<:t to the Sun. The
rotation of the Earth with respect to thc equinox is called sidercal t irne (ST). The
Earth's rotzrtiorr rvith respect to the Suu is the basis of Universal Time, also called
solar t irrx:. Since the rotatio[ of thc Earth is subject to irrcgular. forces, sidereal
time and Univorsal Time are irregular u'ith respect to atornic timc. Sidcreal t ime is
the hour anglc of the catalog cquinox and is subject to thc motion of the equinox
itself due to precession and nutation. Otherwise, it is a direct measrrre of the diurnal
rotation of the Earth. Sidereal time reflects the actual rotation of the Earth and can
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be determined by observations of stars, artificial satellites, and extragalactic radio

sources. On the other hand, the apparent diurnal motion of the Sun involves both

the nonuniform diurnal rotation of the Earth and the motion of the Earth in its

orbit around the Sun, In practice, Universal Time is directly related to sidereal time

by means of a numerical formula. For each local meridian there is a corresponding

local sidereal tirne. The measure of the rotation of the Earth with respect to the

true equinox is called apparent sid,ereal time, Tbe measte with respect to the mean

equinox of date is referred lo as mean sidereal time. Apparent sidereal time minus

mean sidereal time is called the equation of the equinooes.

1.231 Sidereal Time The local hour angle ofthe equinox has a special significance

since it serves to specify the orientation of the celestial (equatorial) coordinate

system with respect to the local terrestrial coordinate system in which hour angle

is measured. The local hour angle of the equinox is known as the local sidereal time
(LST) and it increases by 24' in a sidereal day. The fundamental relation for some

celestial object X is

local hour angle of X = local sidereal time - right ascension of X. (1.231-1)

This mav be written in the abbreviated form

L H A X = L S T - R A X . \r .23r-2)

The value of the local sidereal time is equal to the right ascension of the local
meridian, and so may be determined by observing the meridian transits of stars
of known right ascensions, the positions of radio sources using Very Long Baseline
Interferometry, or the distance from a location on Earth to a retroreflector on the
Moon by Lunar Laser-Ranging. Local sidereal time can be calculated from the
sidereal time on the prime meridian (Greenwich) when the difference in geographic
longitude is known (see Figure 1.231.1); thus

local sidereal time = Greenwich sidereal time + east longitude. (1.231-3)

1.232 Solar and Univ€rsal Time The general form of the relationship between
sidereal time and Universal Time may be derived by substituting the Sun for X in
the above equation. The local hour angle of the Sun is, by definition, 12 hours less
than local apparent solar time (LAT) and so

LAT = LST - RA Sun * 121 (r.232-r)

The right ascension of the Sun does not varv uniformly with time nor does the
Sun move on the equator, but it is possible to introduce the concept of a point U
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Ephemeds meridian Local m€ridian Computed Mesn Sun (U)

Longitude

|.002738 AT

Grcenwich m€ridian X True Sun

Figure 1.231.1
Calculation of sidereal time

that moves around the celestial equator at a uniforrn rate. Hence, Universal Time

is defined in terms of Grecnrvich sidcreal time (GST) by an expression of thc form

( t .232,2)U T =  G S T  R A U - 1 2 ' ,

where the coefficients in the expression for RA U are chosen so that UT mzry for

most purposes be regarded as mean solar time on the Greenlvich meridian.

1.233 Equation offime The difierence between local mean time (LNIT) and local

apparent solar time is known as the equation of time, and the relationship is now
pwnr - . " -n  in  iLa  f ^ rm

LAT = LHA Sun + l2n = LMT + equation of t ime, ( t .233- I )

although the equation of time used to be regarded as the correction to be applied to

apparent time to obtain mean time. The principal contributions to the equation of

time arise from the eccentricity of the Ea,rth's orbit around the Sun (which causes

a nonuniformity in the apparent motion of the Sun around the ecliptic) and the

inclination of the plane of the ecliptic to the plane of the equator. The equation of

time varies through the year in a smoothly periodic manner by up to 16 minutes,

as shown in Fieure 1.233.1



Figure 1.233.1
Variation in the equation of time through the year

1.24 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)

Although TAI provicles a continuous, uuiform, and precise tirncscalc lbr scientific
referencc purposlrs, it is not conl,enicrrt lbr general use. In cvcrl.clay life it is more
couvenicnt to use a svslem of tirnr:scales that r:orrcsporrd to the alternation of clav
and niglrt, apply over fairly widc areasj and carr bc easily related to each other and
to TAI. In these tirrrcscales, the numelical cxpression, or rneasure. of the time ol
an eve[t is given in the convcntiona] forni of 1.cars, months. da1's, hours, minutes.
seconds, and decirnals of scconds i.e.J as a calcndar date aDcl time of day. 'Ihe

standard tirrre on the prime rnericlian is knorvn as Coordinatcd Unil.ersal Time
(UTC). UTC is an al.omic timcscale that is kept in close agreenent with Urrivcrsal
Tine (UT), u'hich is a measule of the rotatior of thr: Earth on its axis. The rate
of rotation of the Flnrth is not uniform (with respcct to atomic time), and the
difference betq'cen TAI arrd tlT is incrcasing irregularly by about I second every
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18 months. The difference betrveen UTC and TAI is always an integral nuurhel of
seconds. UTC is tra,irrtaincd irr close agreernent, to better than one second, r'ith UT
by introducing extra secondsl knou'n as leap seconds. to UTC, usually at the errcl of
the last day of Ju[e or December. The Earth is divided into standard-time zones

in which the timc kcpt is that of a standard meridian (multiples of 15" Iongitude).

Thus, the local noon at any place in the zone is near twelvc noorr ol the standard

time. These standard times usually differ from UTC by integral numbers of hours.

In summer, the tine may be adranced to increase the hours of dal.light in the
eve[ing.

1.241 Greenwich M€an Time (GMT) In the past, the term Greeuwich Nleau Time
(GMT) has been used. It is the basis of the civil t ime for the United Kingdorn ancl,

as such, is related to UTC. However, in navigation terminology, GN,IT has becn used

as Universal Time. For precise purposes it is recommended that the term GNIT not

be used, since it is ambiguous.
Prior to 1925, GMT rvas measured for astronomical purposes from loon to

noon, so that thc date would not change in the middle of a night for an observer in

Europe. In 1925 that practicc was discontinued, and GNIT was then measured from

midniglrt to midnight. Thus, care rnust be taken in using time refelences before

1925.

1.25 The Enumeration of Dates

1.251 Civil Calendars The alterrration of day and night is a clcar physical phe

nomenon that is repetitivc and countable; so the solar day is the basic unit of all

calendars. Some calendars usc the lunar month and/or solar year for longcr units,

but these periods arc neither fixed nor made up of integral mrmbers of days. Nlore-

over, thc length of thc lunar month is not a simple rational fraction of the solar
year. However, the cycle of u'eeks, each of seven namcd days, is very widely used,

and it continues independently of the enumeration of days in the calendar'.

The Gregorian calendar is now cornmonly used throughout most countlics ofthe

world for the identification of solar days. It was derived from the .Julian calendar,

so named because its system of rnonths was introduced by Julirrs Caesar' Thc

present system for the enumeration ol ycars in the Julian calcndar was introduced

only gradually after A.D. 500: the extension of the present systern to carlier years

is known as the Julian proleptic calcndar. The change from the Julian calendar

to the Gregorian calendal took placc in most countries in rvestertt Europe (alld

in their colonies) between 1583 and 1753. However, rnany other countries did not

changc systems until much later, and at times both systems were used concurrently.

One rmrst be very careful when using astronomical data published at times and in

places where the calendrical svstetn in use may be in doubt. Nlany other calendars

have been used, and may still bc used for some purposesJ in other countries Such
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calendars often depend on various astronomical phenomena and cycles, but are noq'

primarily of religious signiflcance

A particular instant of time may be identified precisely by giving the calendar

date (assumed to be Gregorian unless otherwise specified) and the time of day in a

specified time sYstem.

1,252 JulianDate For many astronomical purposes it is more convenient to use a

continuous count of days that is known as the Julian day number. The day number

is extended by the addition of the time of day expressed as a decimal fraction of

dav, to give the Julian date (JD). It is intportant to note, however, that the integral

values of the Julian date refer to the instants of Greenwich mean noon (since the

system was introduced when the astronomical day began at noorr rather than at

midnight); correspondingly, the Julian date for 0h UT always errds in ".5" This,

and the fact that current Julian dates require seven digits to express the integral

parts, make the Julian date system inconvenient for some prtrposes- The valtre of

JD minus 2400000.5 is sometimes used for current dates: it is knorvn as the modified

Julian date (NIJD). The Julian date system may be uscd rvith TAI, TDT, or UTC,

so when the difierence is significant, the particular timescale should be indicatcd.

1.253 B€ss€lian and Jutian Years For some astronomical purposes, such as thc

specification ofthe epoch ofa celestial coordinate svstem, it is convenient to measulc

time in )€ars and to identify an instant of time by giving the year and the decimal

fraction of the year to a few places. Such a system was introduce(l by Bessel' and is

still in use, but it has two disadvantages. First, the Iength of the year varies slowly,

and second. the instants at the beginning of the years (.0) do not couespond to

Julian dates, which are convenient for use in dynaurical a.stronomy. The Bessclian

system has been replaced by a new system in which 100 years is exactly 36525 days
(or 1 Julian century) arrd in which 1900.0 corresponds exactly to the epoch 1900

January 0.5, lrom rvhich time interval q'as reckoned in the principal theories of the

motions of the Sun, \{oon, and planets. The old ancl ne$, systems are distinguished
when necessary by the use of the prefix letters "8" and "J." Thc standard epoch
that is now recommended for use for new star cataloss and theorics of motion is

J2000.0 = 2000 January 1.5 = JD 2451545.0 TDB.

1.3 CELESTIAL AND TEBRESTBIAL COORDINATES

( 1.2s3-1)

'I -31 Coordinate Systems and Frames

In astronomy, it is neccssary and convenient to represent the position of an object,
such as a star or a planet, in several dilTerent coordinate systems according to the
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context in which the position is to be used. Each coordinate system corresponds to

a particular way of expressing the position of a point with respect to a coordinate

frame, such as a set of rectangular axes. Often the coordinate frames with respect

to which observations are made difier from the coordinate frames that are most

convenient for the comparison of observational data with theory ln general, each

position is represented by a set of three coordinates that specify the position of the

object with respect to a particular coordinate frame. In many cases, the distance of

the object is not knownl so two coordinates are sufficient to represent the direction

to the object, although three direction cosines may be used

In general, an object is moving with respect to the coordinate frame' and the

coordinate frame is moving and rotating in "space." Therefore, it is necessary to

specify the time to which the three spatial coordinates refer and the time for s'hir:h

the coordinate frame is defrned. These two times may be the same, but are often

difierent. Times may be expressed in terms of different timescales. Both spatial

coordinates and times rnay be expressed in a variety of units As a further compli-

cation, positions may be of several kinds' according to whether or not alloll'ances

have been made for aberration, diurnal rotation, refraction, and other factors that

afiect the direction in which au object is observed. Ephemerides and catalogs that

represent high-precision positions and properties of astronomical objr:cts at given

times must always be accompanied by a precise statement that specilies all of these

various factors, if the numbers are to be used properly to their full precision'

A coordinate lrame is usually represented by three mutually perpendicular

(rectangular) axes, and is defined by specifying its origin, a fundamental teference

plane (the .ry-plane), a direction in that plane (the r-axis), and the positive (or

north) side of the plane. Other fundamental planes or directions may be used; for

example, the direction of the a-axis (i.e., the normal to. or pole of. the xy-plane)

may be specified, or the.t-axis may be specified as the l ine of intersett ' ion' or node,

of two reference planes.

The vector r from the origin to the object may be represented by rectangular

coordinates (x,r,;); that is, by the projections of the distance r on thc tlrree axes

It can also be representecl b1' spherical coordinates, in u'hich directiotr is usualll'

specified by the longitudinal angle (.\) in lhe ry-referencc plane and the latitudinal

angle (B) from the reference plare (see Figure 1.31 1). Less frequeutly thc polar

angle (90" p), or complement of the latitudinal angle, is used; the prefix "co" may

be added to the name in such cases. The lorrgitudinal and latitudilral aDgles are

given difierent names and symbols in <lifferent coordinate fi'aures lfthe longitudinal

angle is measurcd in the negative (or left-hauded) sense with respect to the z axis'

the prefix "co" may be used to indicate thc complement to 360'

The geometric transformatiotrs of coordinates between different coordinate sys-

tems, and the allowances for physical effects, may be calried out using the tech-

niques of spherical trigonometry or those of vector and matrix algebra' Generally'

matrices would be the preferred method, but some transformations are easier to
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",j,"" 
r..t.,

Representation of the vector r in rectangular coordinates

explain using spherical trigonometry. The concept of the celestial sphere will be
used for purposes of explanation, with the arcs on the sphere representing angles
between directions. The center of the sphere can be Iocated in many diflcrent places,
but in most cases the sphere will be used to illustrate a particular reference frame
with a specific origin. It must bc remembered that r'hen an objcct represerrted
on the sphere is changing radial distances from thc center. these changes must be
incorporated into the mathematics of the computation.

1.311 Coordinate Designations Many dilTerent <xrordinate systems arc used to
specify the positions of celestinl objects. Each system depends on thc choice of
coordinate frame and on thc way of specifying coordinates with rcspect to the
frame. The term celestial coordirrate frame is rrsed here for a coordinatc framc that
does not rotate rvith the Etrrth (or other plauet), so that the coordin.rtcs of stars,
for example, change only slou'ly with time. (Frames that rotate with thc Earth are
discussed in Section 1.33.)

The designations used to indicatc the principal origins of celestial coordinate
framcs are as follows:

(1) topocentric: viewed or measured from the surface of the Earth.
(2) geocentric: viewed or measured from the center of the Earth.
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(3) selenocentric: viewed or measured from the center of the Moon.
(4) planetocentric: viewed or measured from the center of a planet

responding designations for individual planets).
(5) heliocentric: viewed or measured from the center of the Sun.

' l t

(with cor-

(6) barycentric: viewed or measured from the center of the mass of the solar
system (or of the Sun and a specified subset of planets).

The principal celestial reference planes through the appropriate origins are as
follows:

(1) horizon: the plane that is normal to the local vertical (or apparent direction
of gravity) and passes through the observer.

(2) local meridian: the plane that contains the local vertical and thc direction
of the axis of rotation of the Earth.

(3) celestial equator: the plane that is normal to the axis of rotation of the
Earth and passes through the Earth's center.

(4) ecliptic: the mean plane (i.e., ignoring periodic perturbations) of the orbit
of the Earth around the Sun.

(5) planet's meridian: a plane that contains the axis of rotation of thc planet
and passes through the observer.

(6) planet's equator: the plane that is normal to the axis of rotation of the
planet and passes through the planet's center.

(7) orbital plane: the plane of the orbit of a body around another (e.g., of a
planet around the Sun or barycenter).

(8) invariable plane or Laplacian plane: the plane that is normal to the axis of
angular momentum of a system and passes through its center.

(9) galactic equator: the plane through thc central line of thc local Galaxv
(NIilky Way).

1.32 Celestial Coordinate Systems

1.321 Equatorial and Ecliptic Frames The line of intersection of the mean plane
of the equator and the ecliptic dcfines the direction of the equinox (^l). Using
this direction as the origin. the right ascension (a) is measured in the plane of
the equator and celestial (or ecliptic) longitude (.\) is rneasured in the plane of the
ecliptic (see Figure 1.321.1). Right ascension, l ike hour angle, is usually expressed in
time measure from 0h to 24h, and both right ascension and longitude are measured
in the positive (or right-handed) sense. The contplement of right ascension with
respect to 24h is known as sidereal hour angle (SHA); in navigational publications
it is usually expressed in degrees. Declination is measured from the equatorial plane,
positive to the north, from 0o to 90". Celestial latitude is measured from the ecliptic
plane, positive to the North, from 0" to 9O'.
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rr Pole of plane O,r,)r, equator

Equaror of zr

Figure 1.321.1
Equatorial and ecliptic reference planes

The equinox is at the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator; this is

the direction at which the Sun, in its annual apparent path around the Earth,

crosses the equator frorn south to north. It is also referred to as "the first point

of Aries," and it is the vernal (spring) equinox for the Northern Hemisphere. (See

Figure 1.321.1.) The inclination of the plane of the ecliptic to the plane of the

equator is known as lhe obli,quitll of the ecliptic (e).

The equator and ecliptic are moving because of the efiects of perturbing forces

on the rotation and motion of the Earth. Hence, the equinox and obliquity change

as a function of time; so these celestial coordinate frames must be carefully defined

in such a way that they can be related to a standard frame that may be regarded

as being fixed in space.

1.322 Precession and Nutation The celestial pole, which is in the direction of the

axis of rotation of the Earth, is not flxed in space, but changes because of gravita-

tional forces, mainly from the Moon and Sun, that act on the nonspherical distri-

bution of matter rvithin the Earth. The quasi-conical motion of the mean celestial

pole around the pole of the ecliptic is known as lunisolar prece$ion. The much

smaller motion of the actual, or true, celestial pole around the mean pole is known

as nutation. The period of the precessional motion is about 26,000 years; the prin-

cipal period of the nutation is 18.6 years. The motions of the celestial pole are

accompanied by corresponding motions of the celestial equator and of the equinox.
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The motion of the equinox due to precession gives rise to an almost steady
increase in the celestial longitudes of all stars at the rate of about 50" per year, but
the latitudes are hardly affected. The corresponding changes in right ascensions and
declinations depend on the position of the stars in the sk1,. The nutational motion
has an amplitude of about 9"; it is usually represented as the sum of two componelts.
one in longitude and one in obliquity. There is also a small rotation of the plane
of the ecliptic that gives a precession of the equinox of about 12" per century and
a decrease of the obliquity of the ecliptic of about 47" per century; this is known
as planetary precession since it is due to the effects of planetary perturbations on
the motions of the Earth and Moon. These motions of the equatorial and ccliptic
coordinate frames can be modeled; however, some parameters have to be determined
from observations, since, for example, the internal structure of the Earth is not
known well enough.

In principle it is possible to obtain a standard celestial coordinate frame that is
fixed in space by using the frame that is appropriate to an arbitrarily chosen instant
of time, which is kno*'n as the standard epoch. The positions of the equator and
equinox for such a standard epoch cannot be observed directly, but must be specified
by adopting a catalog of the positions and moiions of a set of stars or other celestial
objects that act as reference points in the sky. The standard cpoch is now J2000.0,
although the epoch 81950.0 has been used for much of this ccntury. Therc can bc
diflerent standard catalogsl for example, one is based on the positions of very distant
quasars that have been measured by the techniques of Very-Long Baseline Radio
Interferometry (VLBI); another is the FKS catalog of the positions and motions
of a much larger number of bright stars. The relative orientation of these diflerent
frames is determined from observations. Standard expressions for precession and

nutation are used to connect positions for the standard frames (r'hich are for thc
standard epoch of J2000.0) with those for the mean and true fraures of other dates.

A statement of the celestial coordinates of a star or other celestial object must

always specify precisely the coordinate frame to which they refer. It must also bc

recognized that the coordinates that represent the position (direction) of a celestial
object depend on the position and motion of the observer as well as on the origin
and orientation of the coordinate frame to which thev are referred.

1.33 Terrestrial Coordinate Systems

For astronomical purposes it is necessary to be able to specify the position of an
observer, or other object, at or near the surface of the Earth in a geocentric coor-
dinate frame that rotates with the Earth and that may be related to the geocentric

celestial frame used for specifying the positions of the "fixed" stars. It is also nec-
essary to set up topocentric coordinate frames that may be regarded as fixed with
respect to the surface of the Earth and that may be used in the measurement of the
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positions ol celestial objects. The direction of the axis of rotation of the Earth pro-

vides an observable reference axis for both geocentric and topocentric frames, and

the direction of the vertical (or apparent direction of gravity) provides an additional

observable reference axis for topocentric frames.

1.331 Horizon Reference The lines of intersection of the plane of the meridian

with the planes of the horizon and equator define the directions from which azimuth

(A) and local hour angle (h) are measurcd. Azimuth is measured in the plane of

the horizon from the north. incrcasing in positive value tou'ard the ea.st. Local hour

angle is measured in units of time: t hour for each 15' positive to the west $'ith

respect to the local meridian.

The latitudinal angles t'ith respect to the horizorr and equator are known as

altitude (a) and d,ecli.natiort. (6). Altitude is measured positivcly ton'ard the zenith;

in astronomv the zenith distance (z = 90o a) is more generally used. Declination

(6) is measured lrom the equator, positive toward the north pole of rotation. The

zenith dislance of the north pole, t'hich is the same as the codeclination of the local

vertical (or zenith), is equal to the geographic colatitude ofthe point of observatiorr.

This relationship is the basis of the astronomical methods lor the determination of

geographic latitude.

1,332 Shape ofthe Earth For some astro[ornical purposes the Earth may be re-

garded as a sphere, but often one must treat the Earth as an oblatc ellipsoid of

revolution. or spheroid, and may need to takc into account other departurcs frorn
sphericity. In particular, the height above mcan sea Ievel of a point on the Earth is
measured from an irregular surface that is known as the geoid (see Section 1.336).
Such heiglrts satisfy the condition that water flows dou'nhill under gravity. There arc
several svstcms of terrestrial coordinates; so any sct of precise coordinates should
be rccompan ipd  br  a  p rec isc  de .c r ip t ion  o f  the i r  ba . is .

The oblateness of the Earth is a consequence of the rotation of the Earth the
axis of rotation coincides on average with the axis of principal momerrt of inertia,
u'hich is usually referred to as the orls of f,gure. The axis of rotation and the axis
of figure do not coincide exactly, but the axis of rotation moves slowly in thc Earth
around the axis of figurc in a quasi-periodic motion with a maximum amplitudc of
about 013 (or about 9m on the surface of the Earth). This is referred lo as polar
motion. The equator of the Earih passes through the centcr of mass of the Earth.

1.333 Geocentric Coordinates Geocentric coordi,nates are coordinates that refer
to a coordinate frame whose origin is at the ccnter of mass of the Earth arrd whose
fundamental planes are the equator and an (arbitrary) prin.re meridian through

"Greenwich" (see Figurc 1.333.1). This frame defines a system of rectangular coor-
dinates (;r,y,z) or of spherical coordinates, (longitudc (I/), latitude (rp'), and radial
distance (p)). Longitude is measured positively to the east and usually designated
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to spheroid

Equator

Figure 1.333.1
Geocentric and geodetic coordinates

from I 180". Longitude may be expressed in time units from 0n to 24h for some
applications. Latitude is measured from the equator (0") to t 90', positively to the
north.

The Earth is not a rigid body, but is subject to secular and periodic changes
in shape and in the distribution of mass. The crust of the Earth mav be consid-
ered to consist of plates that move slowly over the mantle and that are subjcct to
deformation. In these circumstances, the coordinatc frame is realized by the adop-
tion of values for the positions and motions of a sct of primary reference points
on the surface of the Earth. These values are chosen in an endeavor to satisfy cer-
tain conditions; for example, so that the prime meridian nominally passes through
Greenwich and so that there is no net rotation of the primary points with respect to
the frame. In practice, different techniques of observation and analysis give rise to
reference frames that differ from each other, and from the standard frame, in origin,
orientation, and scale. Moreover, the z-axis of the standard geocentric terrestrial
frame is not aligned with the Earth's present axis of figure, since it was chosen to
give continuity with the axis represented by the adopted coordinates of the original
set of monitoring observatories. This axis corresponds to the Conventional Inter-
national Origin of the coordinates of the pole, and so may be referred to as the
conaentional pole,

t c
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1334 Geodetic Coordinat€s Geodetic coordinates are coordinates (longitude, Iat-

itude, a.nd height) that refer to an adopted spheroid whose equatorial radius and

flattening (or equivalent parameter) must be specified. Geodetic longitude (,\) is

defined in the same way as geocentric longitude (,\'), and these two coordinates

a,re equal to each other apart from any error in the adopted origin of geodetic

longitude. Geodetic latitude (9) is equal to the inclination to the equatorial plane

of the normal to the spheroid (see Figure 1.333.1). Geodetic Iatitude may differ

from geocentric laiitude (9') by up to l0' in mid-latitudes. Geodetic height (h) is

the distance above the spheroid measured along the normal to the spheroid. (See

Section 4.21.)

Geodetic coordinates mav be formally referred to a,n internationally adopted

spheroid whose origin and fundamental planes are those specified for geocentric

coordinates. Generally, however, they are referred to a spheroid that has been fitted

to the geoid over a particular region. The center of such a spheroid may difier

significantly from the center of mass of the Ea"rth, and the fundamental planes

may not be parallel to those of the international spheroid. The orientation of the

reference frame of a regional spheroid is specified by the adopted coordinates of

the origin point, which is usually a geodetic leference station near the center of

the region concerned. Geodetic coordinates may also be referred to globally defined

spheroids whose origins and fundamental planes may be found to difier from the

ideal specification. Usually the term datum is used in geodesy for regional or global

reference frames such as the ones given in Section 4'24 for the international spheroid

and also for certain global and regional spheroids. In certain cases up-to-date values

of these parameters are given in The Astronomical Alm(Lnac.

1.335 Geographic Coordinates Tl;.e letm geographic coordi'nates is trsed for terres-

trial longitude and latitude when these are determined by astronomical observations

with respect to the celestial pole and the local meridian through the Iocal verticall

and for height above the geoid, commonly referred to as height above mean sea

level. The letms astronomical coord,inates arrd, teffestrial coordinates are also used

for such coordinates.
The geographic longitude of a point may be defined as the angle between the

plane of the astronomical meridian through the point and the plane of the prime

meridian through Greenwich. The astronomical meridian is the plane that contains
the direction of the local vertical and the direction of the line through the point that
is pa,rallel to the axis of rotation of the Earth. The Iocal vertical is a,fiected by local
gravity anomalies and by the varying gravity fields of the Sun, Moon, and oceans.
Therefore, the astronomical meridian is not precisely the same as the geodetic

meridian that passes through the point and the actual axis of figure through the

center of the Earth. Consequently, the geographic and geodetic longitudes of a point

difier slightly. Geographic longitude is equal to the difierence between (observed)

local sidereal time and Greenwich sidereal time at any instant.
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Geographic latitude is also defined in terms of the local vertical and the axis
of rotation, and so is not equal to the geodetic latitude. The inclination of the
local vertical to the normal to the reference spheroid is known as the deflection
of the vertical. The corresponding difierence between the geographic and geodetic

coordinates may be as much as l' (that is up to 4" in time-measure). The motion of
the axis of rotation within the Earth causes the values of geographic longitude and
latitude to va.ry by up to about 013 over a period of a few years. The daily tidal
variations in the direction of the vertical may reach about 0101.

1.336 Height and Geoid The height (or altitude) of a point on (or near) the sur-
face of the Earth depends on the reference surface to which it is referred. Geode-
tic heights are measured with respect to a specified geodetic datum (or reference
spheroid), but the more commonly used geographic heights are measured with re-
spect to a surface that is known as the geoid. The geoid is a particular equipotential
surface in the gravity field of the Earth and is commonly referred to as the mean-
sea-level surface. The geoid is an irregular surface that may lie above or below
the international-reference spheroid by as much as 100m; this difierence is known
as the "undulation of the geoid" and should be taken into account in the precise

derivation of geocentric coordinates when the height above mean sea level is given.

For very precise studies, it is also necessary to take into account the variations in
height due to Earth tides and ocean loading (see Section 4.3).

1.337 Topocentric Coordinate Systems There are two main topocentric coordi-

nate frames. One is based on the direction of the local vertical, which defines the
plane of the horizon; the other is based on the direction of the Earth's axis of ro-

tation, which defines the plane of the celestial equator. The local meridian, which

contains the direction of the local vertical and the direction of the axis of rotation,
is common to both frames.

The angular coordinates in the topocentric coordinate frame of the horizon

and local meridian are known as azimuth and altitude. Azimuth (A) is measured

from 0o to 360" from north in the direction of east; that is, in the negative sense

with respect to the direction of the zenith. (In some circumstances azimuth may be

measured from the south, and so the convention that is used should be stated to

avoid ambiguity.) Altitude (c) is rneasured positively from the horizon toward the

zenith; however, in astronomy, the zenith distance (z = 90o - a) is more commonly

used. Both the altitude and the azimuth of any celestial object change rapidly as

the Earth rotates, and therefore, for many purposes it is more convenient to use the

topocentric frame of the celestial equator and the local meridian. The direction of

the north celestial pole is pa,rallel to the Earth's axis of rotation, and the altitude

of the pole is equal to the geographic latitude of the point of observation. This is

illustrated in Figure 1.337.1, which shows the Earth as a sphere.
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Plane of Earth's equator

Figure 1.337.1
Relation between geographic latitude and the altitude of the celestial pole

In this topocentric equatorial frame, the angular coordinates are known as Iocal

hour angle (LHA, or h) and declination (6). LHA is measured from 0" to 360o, or

from 0h to 24h, from south in the direction of west (i.e., in the negative sense with

respect to the direction of the north celestial pole), and the LHA of a celestial object
increases by about l5o, or ln, for every hour of time. Declination is measured from
the equator to the celestial pole, positive toward the north. Codeclination, measured
from the pole toward the equator, is sometimes used instead of declination. The
declination of a celestial object is not changed by the diurnal rotation of the Earth.

1.34 The Botation of the Eadh

The connection between a local coordinate frame (defined with respcct to the Earth
at the poilt of observation) and a celestial coordinate frame is complicated by
three aspects ol the rotation of the Earth: the precession and nutation of the axis
of rotation (Section 1.322), the motion of the pole of rotation within the Earth
(Section 1.341), and the variabil ity of the rate of rotation (Section 1.342).

1.341 Polar Motion Measurements of the zenith distances of the celestial pole of
rotation at different places and times show that the Earth's axis of rotation is not
fixed within the Earth, but moves around the axis of maximum moment of inertia.
This phenomenon is known as polar molion. Since it cannot be predicted accurately
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in advance, the position of the pole is determined from regular observations as an
international service. In a celestial coordinate system, the axis of maximum moment
of inertia moves around the axis of rotation in a complex motion in which an annual
component and a 14-month (Chandler) component create beats. The amplitude of
the quasi-circular motion varies between 0105 and 0'i25 in a six-year cvcle.

1,342 Length of Day The variations in the Earth's rate of rotation are, at present,
unpredictable and are due to several different causes. There is a long-term slowing
down of the rate of rotation that appears to be due largely to ihe efiect of ,idal
friction. Therc are irregular changes with characteristic periods of a few years that
appear to be due to an interchange of angular momentum between the mantle and
the core of the Earth. There are also seasonal and short-period irregular changes
that appear to be due largely to exchanges of angular momentum betrveen the
solid Earth and the atmosphere. The total effect on the orientation of the Earth in
space is determined from observations by an international monitoring service that
provides future predictions based on the observations.

These variations are usually represented by the corresponding changes in the
Iength ol the (universal) day (with respect to a day of 86400 SI seconds) and
by the accumulated difference between UT and TAI (or ET before 1955). The
latter difference in time may be expressed as a corresponding difference in angular
orientation of the Earth. Table 1.342.1 shows the orders ofmaenitude ofthe different
variations.

The accumulated efiect of the changes in the rate of rotation can be seen most
clearly in the geographic longitudes and times at which certain phenomena, such
as eclipses of the Srrn, were observed in early historv. The accumulated effect of
the changes in the rate of rotation has amounted to two hours over the last two-
thousand vears. This q,as a source of much confusion when the rotation of the
Earth provided the standard timescale for all purposes. It is now recognized that
sidereal time and Universal Time are best regarded as measures of angles that $erve
to specify the orientation of terrestrial coordinate systems with respect to celestial

Table 1.342.1
Variations in the Earth's Rate of Rotation

North celestial
pole

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEIT,lENT

of celestial equator

Zenith

Earth's
axis of
rotation

Characterislic Changein
Time Length ol Day

Difference Difterence
in Tlme in Orientation

a few days
'100 days
a few years

0.1  ms 1  ms
1 m s  0 . 2 s
3 m s  1 0 s

0t01
3',
3',
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coordinate systems. They must be determined from observations, although man-

made clocks can be used for interpolation and extrapolation.

1.35 The Connections between Terrestrial and Celestial Coordinates

In studies of the distribution and motion of celestial bodies it is necessary to have

procedures for the transform allon, or reduct'ion, of "observed" topocentric coor-

dinates, which are referred to a terrestrial frame that rotates with the Earth, to

(or from) "reduced" barycentric coordinates, which are referred to a celestial frame

that is fixed in space. The generally adopted procedure uses an intermediate system

of geocentric coordinates, which are referred to a celestial equatorial frame of date

that is defined by the current directions of the Earth's axis of rotation and of the

equinox. The principal stages of the full reduction are as follows:

Stage 1: Rotation of the terrestrial frame from the horizon to the equator and

from the local meridian to the prime meridian.

Stage 2: Translation of the origin of the terrestrial frame from the observer to the
geocenter-a change from UTC to TDT may be required.

Stage 3: Rotation of the terrestrial frame for polar motionl i.e., from the conven-

tional pole to the true celestial pole (or celestial ephemeris pole).

Stage 4: Rotation of the terrestrial frame around the true pole from the Green-
wich meridian to the celestial frame whose prime meridian passes through the true
equinox. (The angle of rotation varies rapidly as the Earth rotates, and is known
as the Greenwich apparent sidereal time.)

Stage 5: Rotation of the celestial frame for nutation from the true pole and true
equinox to the mean pole and mean equinox of date.

Stage 6: Rotation of the celestial frame for precession from the mean equator and
equinox of date to the standard (mean) equator and equinox of J2000.0.

Stage 7: Translation of the origin from the geocenter to the barycenter of the Solar
System a change from TDT to TDB may be required.

Stage 1 requires a knowledge of the geographic longitude, latitude, and height
of the place of observation. If appropriate, the efiect of the tides on the deflection
of the vertical and on the height may have to be taken into account.

Stage 2 requires a knowledge of the geodetic longitude, Iatitude, and height for
reducing the coordinates of very close objects. For distant objects, such as stars,
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the translations of the origin may be treated as srnall rotations corresponding to
small parallactic shifts in direction.

The standard values of the coordinates of the pole that are required in Stage 3
are published in arrearsl "quickJook" and predicted values are also made available.
Indicative values are tabulated at a wide interval in The Astronomical Alrnanac (p.
K1o) .

For Stage 4, the required value of the Greenwich sidereal angle at the time
of observation may be calcrrlated in three steps from the UTC of the instarrt of
observation. The first step is to apply the dillerence between UT and UTC values
to the value of UTC. Standard values are published in arrears, but a quick-look

or predicted value may be of sufficient accuracy. The value of UT is then used
to compute the values of the Greenwich mean sidereal time from a polvnomial

expression. Finally, the equation of the equinoxes is applied to give the Grcenwich

apparent sidereal time, which is converted to angular measure to give the rcquired

Greenwich sidereal angle.

The values of the nutation in longitude and obliquity that are required in Stage

5 may be computed from harmonic series that are based on an adopted theory

of nutation. In some circumstances it may be appropriate to appll' further srnall

conections obtained from the analysis of reccnt VLBI observations.

The values of the precession that are required in Stage 6 may be computed

from adopted expressions for the angular quantities concerned. Stages 5 and 6 may

be combined in a single rotation matrix; daily r,alues of the matrix arc published

in The Astronomical Almanac (pp. B45 B59).
The rectangular coordinates ofthe geocenter with respect to thc barycenter ma5,

be obtained from published ephemerides, such as that printed in The Astronomical

Almanac (pp. Baa B58), which gives both position and velocity.

1.36 Effecls of the Position and Motion of the Object and Observer

I.361 Parallax The direction in which an object is seen depends on the position

of the observer as well as on the position of the object. The change in the direction

of a celestial object caused by a change in the position of the observer is knorvn as

a parallactic shift, The arnount of change in direction corresponding to a standard

linear change in the position of the observer, across the line of sight, is known as the

parallax of the object it is an inverse measure of thc distance of the object from

the observer (see Figure 1.361.1). For objects within the solar system the standard

linear change is the equatorial radius of the Earth. For the stars and other such

distant objects, however, the standard linear change is lhe astronornical unit of

d'istance (tu\ or, in efiect, the mean radius of the Earth's orbit around the Sun.

The basis of the parallax can be deduced immediately from a knowledge of the
type of object. The parallax of an object in the solar system is usually referred to

as a horizontal parallax, since the actual parallactic shift takes this value when the
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Figure 1.361.1
Parallax of an object

object is seen on the horizon (from a point on the Earth's equator). The parallax
of a star is often referred lo ars an annual paru,llo,r, silnce the parallactic shift varies
with a period of one year. By analogy, a horizontal parallax may be referred to as
?t d,i,urnal parallax; lhe oblateness of the Earth must be takerr into account in the
precise computation of the parallactic shift of the N{oon.

Distances $'ithin the solar system are conveniently and preciselv expressed in
astronomical units and may be expressed in meters using a conversion factor based
on radar measurements to planets. Prior to 1960, this conversion factor rvas based
on determinations of the solar parallax. i.e., of the equatorial horizontal parallax of
the Sun rvhen at a distance of 1 rru.

The catalog positions of stars and other objects outside the solar system are
usually referred to the barycentcr of the solar svstem. The correction for annual
parallax may be applied with srrfficient accuracy for many purposes by assuming
that the orbit of the Eartl.r is circular. For full precision, however. it is usual to
express the correction in terrrrs of the barycentric rectangular coordinates of the
Earth that are tabulated 1t The Astronomical Almo,nac. These coordinates are also
used to reduce the tirnes of observation of such phenonrena as pulsar emissions to
a common origin at the barycenter of the solar svstern.

1.362 Proper Motion and Radiat Velocity The motion of an object outside the so-
lar system is usually expressed in terms of its proper lnotion and radial velocit)'.
Proper motion is expressed in terms of the secular rates of chalge in the right as-
cension and declination with respect to a standard coordirrate frame. It is necessary
to know the distance (or parallax) of the object before the rnotion transverse to the
Iine of sight can be expressed in Iinear measure. Ra<lial velocity is the name given to
the motion of the object along the line of sight and is derived from observations of
the Doppler shift in the radiation from the object. It is usually expresscd in km/s.
An observational value must be corrected for the rotational motion of the point of
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obser\ation and the orbital motion of the Earth around the barYcenter. When tho
parallax is known, thc propcr motion and radial velocity can be combined to forrn

a space-motion vector that represents the motion of thc object with respect to the

standard reference frarne. This space-motion vector should be used when compul-

ing apparent positions for any date and transforming positions from one standard

epoch to another.

1.363 Aberration Bccarrse the velocity of light is finite. the direction in u hich a

moving celestial object is see[ br.a moving obserYcr (its apparcnt positiol) is not

the same as the direction of the straight l ine betl i 'een the observer and the objcct

(its geometric position) at thc same instant. This displacement of thc apparent

position from the geometric position ma1'be attributed iII part to the motiorr of

the object and in part to the orbital and rotatiortal ntotiorr of the observer. both

of these motions being referred to a standard coordirtatc frtrme. The former part.

which is indcpcn<lcnt of tho rDotion of the observer, is rt:ft:rred lo as llte corre't:lion

for l ight-time; thc latter part. which is independent of tht: urotion or distance of t lttr

object. is referred to as slcllor aberration. (For stars thc totrection for l igirt-t inre

is ignored.) The suru of the t$'o parts is called planetarll aberration because it is

applicable to planets atrcl other mcnbers of the solar svstettr. The tern:' aberratxon

is used in this supplcntr:trt to include the effects of the tttotions of both object aud

observer. but it is sonretimes used elsclhere for the effect (l l le to the rnotion of the

observer alone. For prccise astlometr]'. stellar aberration rlrust be calculated froDl

the formulas of the spocial theoly ol relativitl'. but for llx)st classicill purposes thc

theory depending ol or)h' the first power in u / c, r'ltcrc r is the vclocit.Y of th(l

obsen'er and c is tlrt: vr:locitv of light, is srrfllcient.

The motion of alr ol)scrvcr orr lhc Earth is the rosrtltallt of the Earth's cliur-

nal rotation ancl t lrr: Flarth's artrtual orbital motion aroun(l t ltc barvcentcr of thtr

solar system. Stellal abcrrtrtiott is tlterefore regardecl a.s tltc suttt of diurnal aberra-

tion and annua,l al)qration. for q'hich the rnaximum cfft:c ts ttrc about 1'i3 and 20"'

respectir-el1..

Annual abcrratiort affects all ob.iects in the same patt of the skf in a similar

wal'. and so in photoglnphic obser\?tions of stars it dot's ttot obscure the mu<:h

smaller efiect of annual palallax, t'hich afiects thc aPl).uclll positiorls of onll' the

nearby stars.
In determining plecisell '  the differences bctlvoen thc celestial coordilrates of

a solar systcm objcr:t nnd a fixed star, it is uecessarv to takc into account thc

differential abcrration lrr:tween the object and the star. In <rlnstructing an ephemeris

of a moving object that is to be compared directly with tlrc catalog positions ol

stars at some epoch, it is ncccssary to take into account thc correction for light-time

but not stellar aberration; such an ephemeris is known as at astrontetric ephemeris.

An ephemeris in s'hich aberration is fully taken into account along with precession,

nutation, and light-bendiug is known as an app&rent ephemeris.
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1.364 Deflection of Light In precise computations it is necessary to take into ac-

count the efiect of the gravitational field of the Sun (or other massive object) on

the velocity of propagation of light. The effect causes a bending of the path, so that

the apparent angular distance from the Sun is greater, and an increase in the travel

time, so that pulsed radiation is retarded. This effect resembles refraction in the

Earth's atmosphere, although the latter efiect is usually much greater.

1.365 Refraction Refraction in the Earth's atmosphere affects most directional

observations. It depends largely on the altitude of the object above the horizon,

and its precise value depends on the atmospheric conditions at the iime. Since the
efiect depends on the position of the object with respect to the observer, it cannot
be included in ephemerides. Nominal allowances are made for refraction in the
computations of the times of rising and setting phenomena, for which the efiects of
refraction are greatest. Refraction increases the apparent altitude of a celestial body
and increases the travel times of laser pulses. Most analytical theories and tables
of refraction assume that the surfaces of equal refractive index in the atmosphere
are concentric and that it is sufficient to know the pressurer temperature, and
relative humidity at the point of observation. Significant variation from such models
can occur, so that the angular refraction may not be exactly zero in the zenith.
Measurements of azimuth may also be aflected by refraction in the horizontal plane.

The refraction of radio waves depends largely on the properties of the iono-
sphere and is much more variable than reftaction for light waves. Nlultiple-frequency
measurements may be used to determine the refraction correction for radio waves.

1.4 ORBITAL MOTIONS

1.41 Motion in Two-body Systems

1.411 Laws of Motion Over a short period of timethe motion ofa planet around
the Sun, or of a satellite around a planet, can usually be treated as if the two
objects are isolated in space and moving around each other in accordance with
Newton's laws of motion and gravitation (i.e., Keplerian or two-body motion). The
smaller, or secondary, body moves around the larger. or primary, body in an orbit
that lies in a plane passing through the primary. The orbit is in the shape of an
ellipse with the primary at a focus. Correspondingly, the Iarger body moves in a
smaller orbit around the center of mass of the pair. The orbits of the major planets
and most satellites are almost circular, whereas the orbit of Comet Hallev, for
example, is extremely elongated. The shape of an ellipse is usually characterized
by its eccentricity, e. A circle is a limiting case as s approaches zero, and e tends
to unity with increasing elongation. Comets may also move in parabolic (e = l)
or hyperbolic (e > l) orbits. The geometric properties of these conic sections are
surnmarized in Fisure 1.411.1.

Directrix

E = eccentdc anomaly
y = true anomaly

"2 ,,2
ra )E l l ipse t0  <  e  <  l l :  \  +  tO =  t

Directrix

(b) Parabola (e = I): y2 = 4q1

Figure 1.4ll.l
Geometric DroD€rties of conic sections

a
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.'){g)
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Kepler discovered the elliptical character of the orbit of Mars, and found that
the speed of motion of Mars was such that the line joining Mars to the Sun swept
out equal areas in equal times. He also found that the squares of the periods of
revolution (P) of the planets are proportional to the cubes of the lengths of their
semi-major axes (a). Newton was the first to demonstrate that these properties
were consistent with the existence of a gravitational force of attraction between the
Sun and the planet. This attraction varies inversely as the square of the distance
(r) between the two bodies and directly as the product of their masses (M and m).
Newton defined the mass of a body as a measure of the amount of matter in the
body, and the momentum of a body as the product of its mass and its velocity.
His second law of motion states that the rate of change of momentum of a body is
proportional to the force acting on it and is in the same direction.

If the Sun and a planet are regarded as forming an isolated system, then the
system's center of mass can be regarded as beirrg at rest or moving at a uniform
velocity in space. This point can be treated as the origin of a set of nonrotating
coordinate axes, which are then used to form an inertial coordinate frame to which
Newton's laws of motion and gravitation apply. One can then write the equations
of motion of the Sun and of the planet with respect to the frame. The equation for
the motion of the planet relative to the Sun (i.e., treating the Sun as the origin of
a coordinate frame whose axes remain parallel to those of the inertial frame) mav
then be derived; it takes the simple forn

GIM + m)r
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r, = true anomoly

Figure 1.412.1
Angular orbital elements

where & is knol u as thc Gaussian constant of gravitation. It is no$' the plactice to

treat the value of k as a fixed constant that serves to definc the astronomical unit

of Iength (ru) rvhich is slightly less than the semi-major axis of the orbit of the

Earth around thc Sun (see Chapter l5).

1.412 Orbital Parameters Positions of a body moving in an olliptical orbit can

be computed frorn a set of six orbital pararleters (or elements) that specify thr:

size, shape. and orientation of the orbit in space and the positiorr of the bodl'at a

particular instant in time knot'n as thc cpoch. Commonll-used paranlcters alc:

c = the scrrri-major axis of the ellt)sc;

e = the <:cr:entricity of the ell ipse;

I = the inclination of the orbital planc to the reference plaue;

Ct = thc lolgitude of the node (N) of the orbital plane on tlte reft tenc, platte;

cu = tho argurnent of the pericenter (P) (angle from N to P);

i '= the epoch at rvhich the body is at the pericenter.

The longitude of the pericenter, D, *'hich is the sum of f! and u.,, mal be used

instead of ,.,. And the value of the mean zruomaly, M, or rnean longitude (L = 6 + M)

at an arbitrary epoch may be used instead of T. The reference planc is usually the

ecliptic, and the epoch for which the reference plane is specified must be stated.

These angular parameters are shown irr Figure 1.412.1. The mean daily motion of
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( l . 4 l l  1 )

where r and i are the position and acceleration of the planet with respect to the
Sun expressed as vectors, with Newton's dot notation to denote differentiation
with respect to time, and lv'here G is the constant of grar.itation. If the vector r has
components r, ), z with Iespect to the coordinate axes. then Equation 1.,111 1 is
equivalent to three sepalate equations of the form

GIM + mF

13
(r.4tr-2)

Many of the basic properties of motion in an ellipse rnay be dcrived by consider-
ing the case when the orbit lies in the xy-plane and expressing r and y in polar
coordinates r and d. The principal results arc given in Figure 1.411.la.

It is convenient to use an astronornical systern of units in q4rich the uDit of
mass is equal to the mass of the Sun, and the unit of tirne is onc dav. When this is
done, Equation 1..111 1 is writtet as:

.  k2( t  +  m\ r
r=  - - -  

13  ' ( r . 4 1 1 - 3 )
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a plaret (z) in its orbit may be determined from

2n k,,4 + m
" -  P  

-  
a 3 t 2

\t.4r2-l)

where P is the period in mean solar days and n is in radians per day.

The elements may be given as mean elements rvhere the values are a type of

average value over some period of time. The elements may be given as osculating

elements. which are the instantaneous values of the elements or the elements for

the elliptical motion that the body would follow if perturbing effects were removed.

Since the solar system bodies are in well-behaved orbits, this set of elements may

be used. In cases where the eccentricity or inclination may be zero, a universal set

of parameters should be used instead.

The orbital parameters can be used to compute the velocity as well as the

position of the body in its orbii. Conversely, if the position and velocity of a body

are known at a given instant, it is possible to calculate the parameters of the

elliptical orbit. When a new minor planet is discovered, each observation gives two

coordinates (usually, right ascension and declination). At least threc observations,
preferably more, are required to determine the parameters of an elliptical orbit that
woulC pass through the observed positions. Gauss' and Laplace's methods can be
used for this procedure (Herget, 1948; Danby, 1989).

1.42 Types of Perturbations

It is only for applications where reduced accuracy is required that two-body motion
is adequate for the representation of the motion of a planet or satellite. For other
applications a number of perturbation effccts must be included:

(a) The attractions of other planets or satellites must be included in all cases.
(b) The nonsphericity of the distribution of mass in a primary body must be

included in calculating the motions of satellites.
(c) The tidal forces that arise when the gravitational attraction departs from

simple inverse square form must be included in the motions of satellites.
(d) The nongravitational forces, or reactive forces, must be included when com-

puting the orbit of a comet.
(e) The effect of atmospheric drag and solar wind must be included in the

computation of orbits of artificial satellites.
(f) Radiation pressure must be included in the motion ofartif icial satcll i tes and

in the motion of particles in the rings around planets.

1.421 Ephemerid€s For precise calculations of the motion of the planets and the
Moon, the equations of motion must include the relativistic terms. This is normally
done using the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) version of the equations. The
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independent variable, t ime, in thc PPN equation for the solar systcrn is the Barycen-
tric Dynamical Time. When converting the barycentric positions of the plalets io
geocentric positions, one must convert thc time according to the relativistic metric
used in the conlputation. Similarly, the optical observations bcing compared to the
ephemerides nust be corrected for gravitational light bending, and radar obsena-
tions must be corrected for the appropriate time delay involved. With the exception
of the NIoon, the natural satellite ephemerides do not require the inclusiorr of rela-
tivistic elfects to the accuracies currently being used.

The perturbation effects may be corrtputed either by mrmerical integration of
the motion of the body or by the use of a general theory that provides an expression
for the motion of the body as a function of time. Currently, it is uot possible to
achieve the accrrracy of observations by means of a general-theorv approach for
the motion of the planets and the floon. On the other hand. for rapidll '  moving
satell i tes. such as the Gali lean satell i tes, it is not possible to nurrrericall1- integrate

those bodies over an extended period of tirne and retain thc necessary accuracy
required for observations.

1.422 Numerical Int€gration Nurnerical integration is the most acorrate rnethod
of calculating the rnotion of bodies in the solar system, particularly the \ 'Ioon and
planets. There arc many rnethods of nurncrical integration. Textbooks on celestial

mechanics describc such methods. Usuallr', Cou'ell's method is used u,ith an equa-
tion that includes the PPN relativistic fornlulation. The init ial conditions for the
numerical integr.rtiorr are adjusted to fit available observational data aDd a sec-

ond numerical intcgration is performed based on that correction. This process is

repeated until thc numerical integratiou represents the observational data to thc

required accuracy.

1.423 Analytical Theories As an alternative to numerical integration, an analyt-
ical theorl', usuallv in the forrn of a Fourier series or Chebyshev series. can be

developed to represent the motion of the bodies. Historicall l , this $,as the method
of computation for the planets and thc Nloon. and the techniquc is represented b1'

Newcomb's theories of the Sun, Nlercury, and !'enus; Hill's theoly of Jupiter and

Saturn; and Brown's lunar theory. Today this method is used only for planetary

satellites, whcre sufficient accuracy can be achieved by this method. These theories
permit determi[ation of the positiorrs of the bodies for any timc within the period

of validity for the theory. Theories of thc planets and the Moon have been developed
by Bretagnon, Simon, Chapront, and Chapront Touze, but they do not achieve the
accuracies of nrrmerical integration.

l.4Z Observational Data The computation of accurate ephernerides of the Sun,
Moon, and planets depends upon the availability of accurate observations of their
positions at precisely known times. Optical observations of the Sun, Moon, and
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planets have been made using meridian, or transit circles; with a person's eye; or

with electronic detectors. Obserrations of \{ercury. Venus, and N{ars can be madc by

radar ranging. Observations of the Nloon have been made using laser ranging since

1969. Planetary radar-ranging and Lunar Laser-Ranging provide much more precise

measurements than transit-circle observations. Radio observations of spacecraft on

a planet, in orbit around a planet. or encountering a planet also provide tery precisc

positional data.

Observations of the satellites can be made by photographic or charge-coupled

devices (CCD) techniques, and by recording the times ofmutual phenomena (eclipses,

transits, or occultations) of these bodies. Accurate observational data go back to
only about 1830i so computations of the motions of bodies in our solar systenl are
limited by the 160 years of observational history.

1.425 Differential Corrections The process of correcting a numerical integration
or an analytical theory to give a better fit to the observational data is referred to as
lhe differential correction process, Ir\ this process, an equation of condition can be
written for each observation. This equation provides the relationship betu'een cor-
rections to the initial adopted conditions of the motion and the diflerence betrveen
the computed and observed position of the body. These equations of condition are
combined into normal equations, which are then solved to determine the improved
initial conditions for the motions. This process is described in textbooks on celestial
mechanics.

1.426 Repres€ntative Ephemerides It is often advantageous to use computers to
compute the positions of the bodies from formulas rather than to read ephemerides
that were based on either numerical integratiots or analytical theories. A represcn-
tative ephemcris can bc prepared by evaluating a limited expression that represcnts
the motion of the body to a specified level of accuracy over a limited time period.
These expressions, which are usrrally power series or Chebyshev polynomials, pro-
vide the most emcient rneans of generating thc ephemerides with computers.

'I .43 Perturbations by and on Extended Bodies

1.431 Gravity Field ofExtended Bodies Newton's law of gravitation lormally ap-
plies to idealized point masses, but it can be shor.n that the gravitational force due
to a spherically symmetric body is the same as if all the mass were concentrated at
the center. In practice, astr.onomical bodies are rarely sphcrically symmetric, and
most are rotating at such a rate as to cause the bodies to be clearly oblate. In ad-
dition, surfaces of equal dcnsity are not spherical, and the gravitational attraction
on an external point mass is not normally in the radial direction. Other departures
from purely radial variation in density occur; so the extcrnal gravity field of an
extended body, such as a planet, is represented by a spherical harmonic series. The
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coeflicients of such a series may bc determined by analyzing thc departures ol tlrer
motion of a satellite from a fixecl ellipse. The effects are most noticeable for close
satellites. and the eflects of the higher_order tcrms decrease very rapidly with <lis-
tance. The most noticeable effect is that of the second-order zonal harmoui<.. .J.
which causes the polc of a satellite orbit to precess around the polar a-xis of the
planet. though the inclination to the equator remains u.altered. The clircction of
the pericenter also precesses around the orbit. (See Section 4.31.)

The equations of motion of a satellite mtry be refencd to a coordinate svslcl[
that is f ixed relativc to the planct if the appropriate Coriolis terms arc includcrl to
take account of the rotation of the planet. The expression for. the potential furr<t ion
nrzw also bc rnodified in a similar way the arbitrarv constant in the potelrt ial
function is usrrally chosen so that the surface of zero potential corresponds to nx,an
sea le'el (or the geoicl) in the casc of the Earth. This is the surferc,. frorrr *,hir.lr
hcight is measured for nrapping purposes.

1.432 Forces on Extended Bodies The gravitational forces on an cxtcuded bo<\.
nray he resolr-ed into a force ancl a couple. Thc force ac,ts througlr t1,,,..1t,.1 ,,f
milss and causes an acccleratiolr of t,he body il its orbit. .Ihe couplc changes 1h:
rotational rlotiou of thc body. A simple exturrple is t lrtrt of a two_l)odv slst(, l l l .
such as the Sun and a planet. irr rvhich oue bodl. is iur oblate spheroicl that is
rotating about its principal axis. The torquc. rvhich urtry be consirlcr.ed to urct orr
the cquatorial bulge, has a gvroscopic effect. irn(l causes t,hc principar axls ro pr(,(,css
arorrnd the normal to the r.rrbit piarne at a coDstant inclirration. In rnore coruplcx
systems! a r.rtational r 'otirn is superimposecl orr the rnairr prccessio.zrl trtotion.  ̂ ' .1
an irregular bocll.rnay "trrrrrble" as it mo\cs alound its or.l) it.

The folces on an extendcd boclv *,i l l  also c:ruse a tjdal distortiorr cven if i t is :r
solid, but sliglrt l l '  elastic. bodli Tho effect is similar to that of the o( can tidos orr
the Earth. For a simple nroclel therc are trvo "high tides,' and trlo ., low tides.. that
remain stationar.y with lespect to thc attracting body. .Ihe l ine of t hc high tides is
slightly displaced from the l ine joirring thc cclters of t lxr trvo bocii<rs. This causcs
a Det torque tl lat tends to change the rate of rotation of the bodr.. On the otlror
hand, thc existcnce of thc tidal distortion changcs the attraction on thc other trody
ancl gives a srrr:rll comporrenl, at right angles to l,he line of t:enters, tlurs causing tlrt:
ot'bit to exJrancl or contract, clepenciirrg orr the (.ircumsta|ccs. This effcct is rcferrc<l
to as tidal Jrict.ion.

The principal elastic properties of a spherical body may be r.eprescntcd in terrrrs
of pirrameters known as Loue numbers. Resonanr:e cffccts may or:cur if the tidarl
forces contain a periodic compol(tlt t lrat matc.hes one of the natural frequencies
of vibration of the bodv. The dissipation of thc tidal energy ma], bc large enough
to heat the body significantly; this is bclieved to bc the case for Io of thc Galilean
satcll i tes of Jupiter.
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The forces that give rise to the nutation of the rotation and the tidal distortion

of the shape of a body are essentially the same, although in the past they have often

been expressed in difierent forms, and with difierent notations. These forces can be

derived from a potential function that allows the various periodic terms in the

nutation and in the tides to be identified and computed The accurate computation

of the Earth's nutation requires the adoption of a model of its elastic properties

and also of the viscous properties and shape of the fluid core.

1 .5  ASTRONOMICALPHENOMENA

The various motions involved in the solar system, including the rotation of the

Earth, the orbital motion ol the Earth and planets, and the motion of the Moon

around the Earth, cause a number of important and/or interesting astronomical

phenomena. Some of these phenomena are events that can be timed exactly, some

are matters of arbitrary definitions, and others are not subject to either exact timing

or exact definitions.

.1.51 Rising, Setting, and Twilight

The rising and setiing times of an object are given with respect to sea level, a

clear horizon, and refraction based on normal meteorological conditions. Rising

and setiing times are strictly local phenomena depending upon the longitude and

latitude of the place on the Earth's surface. For the Sun and Moon, the times of

rising and setting refer to the instants when the upper limb of the body appears on

the apparent horizon.
The actual times of rising and setting may differ considerably from the tabu-

lated values, especially near extreme conditions when the altitude is changing very
slowly. Thus, the computation of the time of moonrise and moonset for very north-
ern or southern latitudes can be subject to large uncertainties. Also, the use of
imprecise methods can lead to extremely large errors. In addition, the illumination
at the beginning or the end of twilight can va,ry greatly because of meteorological
conditions and the physical surroundings. Precise times have little real significance
except in special circumstances, such as navigation at sea.

1,511 Times ofSunrise and Sunset The calculated times of sunrise and sunset are
based on the Sun having a geocentric zenith distarce of 90'50' (34' is allowed for
horizontal refraction using a standard atnrospheric model, and 16' for the semi-
diameter). Corrections are necessary if the meteorological conditions differ signif-
icantly from the standard model or to allow for the height of the observer or the
elevation of the actual horizon. The times of rising and setting and associated phe-

nomena change rapidly from day to day in polar regions or may not occur for long
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periods. When the Sun is continuously very near the horizon, accurare rrmes are
difrcult to tabulate.

1.512 T\dlight Conditions Twilight is caused when sunlight is scattered by the
upper layers of the Earth's atmosphere, Twilight takes place before sunrise or after
sunset. There are three distinct types of tv/ilight. Civil twilight ends in the evening
or begins in the morning when the center of the Sun reaches a zenith distance of
96'. Nautical twilight ends or begins vrhen the Sun reaches a zenith distance of
102o. Astronomical twilight ends or begins when the Sun reaches a zenith distance
of 108'. In good weather conditions and in the absence of other illumination, the
indirect illumination of the Sun at the beginning or end of civil twilight allows
the brightest stars to be visible and the sea horizon to be clearly defined. For the
beginning or end of nautical twilight, the sea horizon is generally not visible, and
it is too dark for observations of altitudes rvith reference to the horizon. At the
beginning or end of astronomical twilight, the indirect illumination from the Sun
is less than the contribution from starlight and is of the same order as that from
the aurora, airglow, zodiacal light, and the gegenschein. In all cases the actual
brightness of the sky depends on direction as well as meteorological conditions.

1 .52 Meridian Transit

Once each day at a given location the Earth's rotation causes a celestial body to
cross the meridian plane defined by the north and south poles and the zenith. When
this happens, the object will have its ma-ximum altitude with respect to the horizon.
Generally, observations with a telescope are best made when the object has an hour
angle of less than two hours.

For objects near the pole that can be observed as circumpolar objects from a
given location, there can be a second meridian transit when the object is below
the pole (lower transit). Observations when the object is above the pole are called
upper transit. These two observations permit an independent determination of the
location of the pole.

1.53 Conjunction, Opposition, and Elongation

The times of conjunction and opposition of the planets are those at which the
difierence between the apparent geocentric longitudes of the planet and the Sun
are 0o and 180", respectively. Conjunctions for the outer planets take place u'hen
the planets are in the direction of the Sun from the Earth. Oppositions occur when
the planets are in the opposite direction from the Sun with respect to the Earth. For
Mercury and Venus, superior conjunctions take place wherr the planets are more
distant from the Earth than the Sun, and inferior conjunctions occur when the
planets are closer to the Earth than the Sun.
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If heliocentric geometric longitudes are used in place of geocentric longitudes,

a small correction must be applied to conect for the effect of light-time. This

correction can be a maximum of 10 ninutes for the conjunctions of Venus and

Mars. Due to the eccentricities and inclinations of the orbits and the efiect of

perturbations, the times for these phenornena may be difierent from those at which

the geocentric distance is a minimum at inferior conjunction of Mercury or Venus or

opposition of a superior planet, or at which the dista"nce is a maximum at superior

conjunction of Mercury or Venus or conjunction of a superior planet.

The elongation (E) of a planet, measured eastward or westward from the Sun,

is calculated as the angle formed by the planet, the Earth, and the Sun. The elonga-

tions a.re measured from 0o to 180' east or west of the Sun and are tabulated to the

nearest degree. Because of the inclination of the planetary orbits, the elongations

do not necessarily pass through 0o or 180" as they change from east to west or west

to east.

1.54 Eclipses, Occultations, and Transits

An eclipse lakes place when one body passes into the shadow of another body. An

occultation takes place when a larger body passes in front of a smaller body so

that it cannot be seen by the observer. A solar eclipse takes place when the Moon

blocks the light of the Sun as seen by an observer on Earth, and so is really an

occultation. A transit takes place when a smaller body passes in front of a larger

body, e.g., when a satellite passes in front of a planet or when a planet passes in

front of the Sun. A shodor,u transit takes place when the shadow of a smaller body
passes in front of a larger body. This can occur when the shadows of satellites pass

in front of planets.

1.541 Tfansits Tbansits of Mercurv and Venus across the Sun's disk can occur
only when both the Earth and the planet are simultaneously very close to the
same node of the planet's orbit on the ecliptic. Because of the neax constancy of
the longitude of the nodes and perihelia of the planets, the Earth will be near the
nodes on about the same dates each year, and the planets will be at the same point
in their orbits when they pass through the ecliptic. For the highly eccentric orbit
of Mercury, this means that the conditions and limits at the November transits are
very different from those at the May transits. During the twentieth century there
are fourteen transits of Mercury-ten in November and four in May, including
grazing transits in 1937 May and 1999 November. Future transits will take place
on 1993 November 6 and 1999 November 15. In the twenty-first century there will
be five transits in May and nine in November. The transits of Venus are quite rare.
Generally there are two transits of Venus within an eight-yea.r period and then a
gap of over 100 years until the next pair of transits. The next transits of Venus will
be 2004 June 8 and 2012 June 6.
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1.542 Solar Eclipses Eclipses of the Sun or Moon occur when the centers of the
Sun, Earth, and Moon are nearly in a straight line. This condition can be fulfilled
only when conjunction or opposition occurs in the vicinity of a node of the lunar
orbit on the ecliptic. A total solar eclipse takes place when the disk of the Moon
appears to completely cover the disk of the Sun. Alternately, an annular solar eclipse
takes place when the apparent disk of the Moon is smaller than the apparent disk
of the Sun, so that the light of the Sun is not completely blocked. A pa.rtial eclipse
of the Sun takes place when the location on the Earth is not in the path of the
umbral shadow cast by the Moon. The exterior tangents to the surfaces of the Sun
and Moon form the umbral shadow cone. The interior tangents form the penumbral
cone. The common axis of the cones is the axis of the shadow. The actual size of
the shadow will be rather small, Ieading to a narrow path and a short duration
for a.n eclipse. The path of the shadow on the surface of the Ea.rth can be rather
complicated, due to the orbital motions of the Earth and Moon, and the rotation
of the Earth. Seven minutes of total solar eclipse is a rather long period for totality.
The actual length of time and width of the path varies for sola"r eclipses. Solar
eclipses corne in certain patterns that repeat after a long interval called a,Snros.
A Saros is approximately 223 lunations, which is approximately 19 passages of the
Sun through a node or approximately 6b85 1/3 days (see Chapter 8).

1.543 Lunar Eclipses A luna.r eclipse takes place when the Moon passes through
the shadow of the Earth. In this case, the times and circumstances are the same
for all parts of the Earth from which the Moon is visible. There are three types
of lunar eclipses: A penumbral eclipse, also called an appulse, takes place when the
Moon enters only the penumbra of the Earth. A parti,al eclipse occurs when the
Moon enters the umbra without being entirely immersed in it- A totat eclipse ta,kes
place when the Moon is entirely immersed within the umbra.

1 .55 Satell i te Phenomena

The Galilean satellites of Jupiter undergo the phenomena of eclipses, occultations,
transits, and shadow transits. The times for beginning or ending ofthese phenomena
(i.e., the disappearance and reappearance for eclipses and occultations, and the
ingress and egress for transits and shadow transits) are given in The Astronom,ical
Almanac. When Jupiter is in opposition, the shadow may be hidden by the disk
and no eclipse can be observed. In effect the satellite is occulted by the planet
before it goes into eclipse. In general, eclipses may be observed on the vrestern
side of Jupiter before opposition and on the eastern side after opposition. Before
opposition, only the disappearance of Satellite I into the shadow may be observed,
since it is occulted before reappearance. After opposition, only the reappea,rances
from the shadow are visible. In general, the same is true for Satellite II, although
occasionally both phenomena can be seen. For Satellites III and IV, both phases

J5
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of the eclipses are usually visible except near certain oppositions. Similarly, the

occultation disappearances and reappearances of the satellite cannot be observed

if at the times concerned the satellite is eclipsed.

For Satellites I and II there are usually cycles of six phenomena consisting of

both phases of both transit and shadow transit, of one phase of the eclipse, and the

other phase of the occultation. For Satellite IV, none of the phenomena occur when

the plane of the satellite's orbit, which is essentially the same as that of Jupiter's

equator, is inclined more than about 2o to the line from Jupiter to the Earth (for

occultations and transits) or to the Sun (for eclipses and shadow transits). Because

of the finite disks of th€ satellites, the phenomena do not take place instantaneously.

The times given refer to the centers of the disks. At certain times similar phenomena

can take place for Saturn satellites. Predictions of these phenomena are made in

special publications.

1.56 Physical Observations ofthe Sun, Moon, and Planets

In addition to needing information about the positions of the bodies and the phe-

nomena due to the relative positions of the bodies, one also needs information about

the physical appearance of the bodies. A physical ephemeris gives information about

the orientation, illumination, and appearance of the body; it also provides data that
can be used in determining the cartographic coordinates of points on the surface.
For each body, it is necessary to adopt a set of rotational elements and other pa-

rameters that specify the shape of the surface and identify the position of the prime

meridian. For the Sun, and for planets and satellites whose solid surfaces cannot
be seen, it is necessary to adopt conventional values of the rotational elements. It
also may be convenient to adopt different values of the rate of rotation for certain
bands of latitude. The position of the prime meridian is fixed by adopting a value
for the longitude of the central meridian (which passes through the pole ol rotation
and the apparent center of the disk) at some suitable arbitrary epoch. For a body
with a solid surface, the prime meridian is usually defined with respect to a clear,
sharp, surface feature. The appropriate ephemeris data are tabulated for the Sun,
Moon, and planets in The Astronomical Almanac. The basic values for the Sun,
Moon, planets, and satellites are given in their respective sections.

The fraction of the area of the apparent disk of the Moon or planet that is illu-
minated by the Sun is called the phase.It depends on thc planctocentric elongation
of the Earth from the Sun, which is called lhe phase onglc. Ncglecting the oblate-
ness of the body, the apparent disk is circular, and tlrc termi,nator is the orthogonal
projection, onto a plane perpendicular to the line ol sight, of the great circle that
bounds the illuminated hemisphere of the body. The terrninator is therefore, in
general, an ellipse, reducing to a straight line at a phasc angle of 90o and becoming
a circle at a phase angle of 0' or 180".
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The elements of the rotational motion are the period of rotation. the position of

the axis of rotation in space (represented either by the coordinates of the point on

the celestial sphere toward which the axis is directed; i.e., the pole of the rotation,

or by the inclination and node of the equator on an adopted reference plane), ald

the planetographic longitude of the central point of the apparent disk at an adopted

epoch. This longitude defines the central meridian on the disk.

In general, the apparent positions of points on the disk are represented most

conveniently by the apparent distance and position angle relative to the central

point of the disk. Position angles are ordinarily measured from the north point of
the disk toward the east. The central point of the apparent disk is the subterrestrial

point on the surface. Its position on the geocentric celestial sphere is diametrically

opposite the apparent position of the Earth on the planetocentric celestial sphere.

The north point of the disk is on the apparent northern limb at its intersection with

the celestial meridian that passes through the north celestial pole and the center

of the disk. The vertex of the disk is on the apparent upper Iimb at its intersection

with the vertical circle that passes through the zenith and the center of the disk.
Two types of coordinate systems are used for physical observations. Planeto-

centric coordinates are for gerreral use where the z-axis is the mean axis of rotation,
the r-axis is the intersection of the planetary equator (norrnal to the z-axis through

the center of mass) and an arbitrary prime meridian, and the 1'axis completes a

right-hand coordinate system. Longitude of a point is measured positive to the east

from the ephemeris position of the prime meridian as defined by rotational ele-

ments. Latitude of a point is the angle between the plarretary equator and a line to

the center of mass. The radial distance is measured fiom the center of mass to the
surface point.

Planetographic coordinates are used for cartographic purposes and are depen-
dent on an equipotential surface or an adopted cllipsoid as a reference surface.
Longitude of a point is measured in the direction opposite to the rotation (pos-
itive to the west for direct rotation) from the cartographic position of the prirne

meridian defined by a clearly observable surface featurc. Latitude of a point is the
angle between the planetary equator (normal to the z-axis and through the center
of mass) and the normal to the reference surface at the point. The height of a point
is specified as the distance above a point with the same longitude and latitude on
the reference surface.
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CHAPTER

Time

by P.K- Seidelmann, B. Guinot, and L.E. Doggett

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The methods and accuracy of timekeeping have changed dramatically since 1960.
The definition of the second-the most precisely reproducible unit in the Systdme
International (SI) was once based on the rotation or the motion ofthe Earth. Now
the second is based on natural frequencies of atoms of selected elements. These
cha.nges are significant for three reasons:

(1) All time systems now refer to the SI second.
(2) Precise time is available on a real-time basis.
(3) The unit of distance, the meter, has been defined most precisely in terms

of the distance traveled by light in a given time interval.

To establish a system of time, one must define two quantities: the unit of
duration (for example, the second or the day), and the epoch, or the zero, of the
chosen time. In physics and astronomy there are four types of systems in common
use. Broadly speaking, they are the following:

(a) Atomic time, in which the unit of duration corresponds to a defined number
of wavelengths of radiation of a specified atomic transition of a chosen
rsotope.

(b) Universal Time, in which the unit of duration represents the solar day,
defined to be as uniform as possible, despite variations in the rotation of
the Earth.

(c) Sidereal time, in which the unit of duration is the period of the Earth's
rotation with respect to a point nearly fixed rvith respect to the stars.

(d) Dynarnical time, in which the unit of duration is based on the orbital motion
of the Ea,rth, Moon, and planets.

t eo
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Fast-rotating pulsars (millisecond pulsars) may in the future lead to a new time

system. In each of these systems, various definitions of the unit of drrration and of

the epoch have prevailed in different periods of recent astronomical history. The

following section describes the details of these systems.

2.2 MEASURES OF TIME AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS

2.21 Atomic Time (TAl)

Atomic time is based on counting the cycles of a high-frequency electrical sig-

nal that is kept in resonance with an atomic transition. The fundamental unit of

atomic time is the Systime International (SI) second. It is defined as the duration

of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between

two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom (see Section 2.312).

International Atomic Time (Temps Atomique International, or TAI) is a prac-

tical time standard that conforms as closely as possible to the definition of the

SI second. It fulfills the needs of accuracy, long-term stability, and reliability for

astronomy. Although TAI was officially introduced in January 1972, it has been

available since July 1955. The SI second and International Atomic Time are used

as bases for interpolatio[ and prediction of the other timescales.

TAI results from the analysis by the Bureau International des Poids et Measures
in Slvres, France, of individual timescales from commercial atomic-time standards
and the primary frequency standards in many countries. It is realized in two steps.
First, an intermediate time scale, denoted EAL (Echelle Atomique Libre), is formed
by combining data from all available high-precision atomic standards. The data
from the individual clocks are combined using an algorithm that minimizes the
effect of adding and dropping clocks and that weights clocks appropriately. As the
name implies, EAL is a free-running, data-controlled timescale. After analysis of
EAL, corrections are applied for known ellects to maintain a unit of time as close as
possible to the definition of the SI second. This adjusted timescale is published as
TAI. Since TAI is accessible through the published corrections to each contributing
timescale, it is often called a paper-scale clock.

A large number of commercial cesium standards and a few hydrogen masers
provide availability, reliability, and short-term stability to the TAI system. Accuracy
and long-term stability are provided by laboratory cesium clocks or standards.
It is anticipated that improvements in the clocks or standards will permit future
improvements in the International Atomic Time, but the fundamental principles
underlying the formulation of the TAI will remain the sarne.

2.211 Relativistic Effects Advances in the accuracy of time compaxisons require
the adoption of a set of conventions and a coordinate reference frame to account
for relativistic effects in aI internally consistent manner. At its 9th session (1980
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September 23 25), the Consultative Committee for the Definition of the Second
(CCDS) recognized this need and proposed the following to the International Com_
mittee of Weights and Measures (CIPM):

(a) that TAI is a coordinate timescale defined at a geocentric datum line and
having as its unit one SI second as obtained on the geoid in rotation;

(b) that with the present state of the art, TAI may be extended with sufficient
accuracy to any fixed or mobile point near the geoid by applying the correc-
tions of the first-order of general relativity (i.e., corrections for differences
in gravitational potential and velocity and for the rotation of the Earth).

2.22 Dynamical Ttme

Dynamical time represents the independent variable of the equations of notion of
the bodies in the solar system. According to the theory of relativitv, this inde-
pendent va,riable depends on the coordinate system being used as the system of
reference. In modern astronomy, the equations of motion are often referred to the
barycenter of the solar system. As a result there is a family of barycentric dynarni-
cal timescales that depend on various forms of relativistic theory. The independent
variable of an apparent geocentric ephemeris is a terrestrial dl.namical time, w.hich
is also theory dependent. For a given relativistic theory there exists a trarlsforrna-
tion between the barycentric and terrestrial dynamical timescales. The arbitrary
constants in the transformation can be chosen so that the tiruescales have onlv
periodic variations with respect to each other.

Since the transformation between barycentric and geocentric tirnescales de-
pends upon the theory, the two types of scales cannot both be unique. Thus,
the dynamical timescale for apparent geocentric ephemerides was chosen to be
a unique timescale, independent of the theories, whereas the dynarnical timescales
for barycentric ephemerides form a family of timescales that are not unique and are
theory^dependent.

The recommendations for the dcfinition of dynamical time adoptcd at the IAU
General Assembly of 1976 in Grenoble, France are as follows:

(a) At the instant 1977 Jauuary 0l d00h00-00" TAI, the value of the neu' tinrescale
for apparent geoccntric ephemerides will be 1977 January 110003725
(1"00'00'321184) exactly.

(b) The unit of this tinescale wil l be a day of 86,400 SI seconds at mean sea
level.

(c) The timescales for equations of rnotion referred to the barycenter of the solar
system will be such that there will be only periodic variations between these
timescales and those of the apparent geocentric ephemerides.
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In 1991, in the framework of resolutions encompassing both space and time

references, the IAU has defined new timescales TCB, TCG' and TT, as explained

in Section 2.223.In lhe 1976 and 1991 resolutions, the dynamical time of planetary

motions is identical to the timescale of terrestrial atomic physics. The consequences

of this assumption are considered in Section 2.34.

2.221 Tenestrill Dynamical Time Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) is the the-

oretical timescale of apparent geocentric ephemerides of bodies in the solar systern

TDT is specifled with respect to TAI in order to take advantage of the direct avail-

ability of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is based on the SI second.

TDT is currentlv set equal to TAI * 32.184 seconds.

Since TAI is a statistical timescale based on a large number of clocks operat-

ing on the Earth, and TDT is an idealized uniform timescale, the two timescales

cannot be made identical. TAI is subject to systematic errors in the length of the

TAI second and in the method of forming TAI. For the near future, however, the

cumulative effect of such errors is likely to be significant only for evaluation of the

millisecond pulsars.

The relationship between TDT and TAI provides continuity with ephemeris

time (ET). The chosen offset between TDT and TAI is equal to the estimate of the

difierence between ET and TAI at the time that TDT was introduced. For years

prior to 1955, when atomic time was not available, TDT must be extrapolated

backward, using the theory of a rapidly moving celestial body that has been fit to

observations made since 1955. The Moon and Mercury are the most suitable bodies

for such purposes. The accuracy of the backward extrapolation will depend on the

length of the comparison after 1955 and will deteriorate as a function of the length
of time prior to 1955. Use of the Moon for this extrapolation is complicated by the
Moon's tidal acceleration. At this time there are uncertainties concerning the value
of the tidal acceleration and the systematic variations between the theoretically
calculated position of the Moon and the observations.

2.222 Buycentic Dynamical fime Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) is the in-
dependent variable of the equations ol motion with resper:t to the barycenter of the
solar system. In practice, TDB is determined from TDT by means of a mathe-
matical expression. This expression depends upon the constants, the positions and
motions of the bodies of the solar system, and the gravitational theory being used.
An approximate formula is suf6cient in most cases for converting from TDT to
TDB. Such a formula is

TDB = TDT + 0i001658 sing + 0i000014 sin 29,

g = 357i53 + 0. 9856003(JD 2451545.O)
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and JD is the Julian date to two decimals of a day.

A more accurate expression is given by Moyer (1981):
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\2 .222 2)

When numerical values are substituted into the expression, the relationship
becomes:

T D B  T D T = A I e + 1 . 6 5 8 x 1 0  3 s i n ' +  1 . 5 4 8  x  1 0 - 6 s i n D

+ 3 . 1 7 6 7 9 x  l 0 - r o a s i n ( U T l  + l ) + 5 . 3 1 2 x  1 0  r 2 a s i n ( U T l  + )  M )

+  1 . 0 0  x  l 0 - r 3 r s i n ( U T l  + )  - 2 M ) - 1 . 3 6 7 7  x 1 0  " a s i n ( U T l  + ^ + 2 L )
-  2 . 2 9  x  l O  r 3 a  s i n ( U T l  + ^ + 2 L + l u t ) +  1 . 3 3 x  1 0  r 3 a s i n ( U T 1 + . \ - D )

-  1 . 3 1 8 4 x  1 0  l O v c o s Z + 5 . 2 1  x  1 0  6 s i n E ;

+2.45 x 10 6 sin Ese + 20. 73 x 10 6 sin(Z 4)
+ 4 . 5 8 x  1 0  6 s i n ( Z - t 5 a ) +  1 . 3 3  x  1 0  l 3 z s i n ( U T l  + ) + L - L 1 )

+ 2 . 9 x  l 0  ' * a s i n ( U T 1  + . \ + l - t 5 a ) . t2.222-3)

The symbols in Equations 2.222 2 and 2.222 3 are defined as follows:

AZ4 = s6ns16.1 term in expression
c = speed of light

rl, fr = position and velocity vectors of point i relative to pointj. The dot denotes

differentiation with respect to coordinate time t
where

(2.222-r)
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pj = gravitational constant of body i

pJ = gravitational constant of the Sun augmented by the grawitaiional con-

stants of the planets and the Moon

ai, e, Ei = semi-major axis, eccentricity, and eccentric anomalg respectively, of

heliocentric orbit of planet i; without subscript, the orbit of Earth Moon

ba,rYcenter

,3i = circular orbit velocity of pla"net i relative to Srn, y(1r3 pay a1

.\ = east longitude of atomic clock

z = distance from Earth's spin axis of atomic clock in km
y = coordinate of atomic clock in distance from Earth's equatorial plane

(positive north) in km

aln = semi-major axis of geocentric orbit of the Moon
j,n = circular orbit velocity of the Moon relative to Earth, t/(ps + pJ7 q^

e = mean obliquity of the ecliptic, i.e., inclination of the ecliptic plane to

mean Earth equator of date

du = Greenwich mean sidereal time : Greenwich hour angle of mean equinox

of date
Sc = circular orbit velocity of Earth Moon barycenter relative to the Sun,

'vTp;+n;+VJn
Z = mean longitude of the Sun with respect to the Earth Moon barycentric

referred to the mean equinox and ecliptic date

D = the mean elongation of the Moon from the Sun

4 = heliocentric mean longitude of planet i

Subscripts and superscripts are as follows:

A = location of atomic clock on Earth that reads International Atomic Time (r)
m = Moon
S = S u n
C = solar system barycenter
E = Earth
J = Jupiter

SA = Saturn

The absence of a subscript indicates the Earth.
The relation between the eccentric and mean anomalies is:

2 / f IME 4J

(2.222_s)h = M t

Es.c = Msl

2.223 Space-Time Coordinates In 1991 the IAU adopted resolutions clarifying ihe

relationships between space-time coordinates. These resolutions introduced Terres-

trial Time (TT), Geocentric Coordinate Time (TCG), and Barycentric Coordinate

Time (TCB), and they permitted the continued use of Barycentric Dynamical Time

(rDB).
The space-time coordinates (Xo = ct, x|,12, 13) would be defined in the frame-

work of the general theory of relativity in such a way that in each coordinate system

centered at the barycenter of an ensemble of masses exerting the main action, the

interval dsz would be expressed at the minimum degree of approximation by

/  1 t 1 \  /  )  \
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where c is the velocity of light, r is the proper time, and U is the sum of the

gravitational potentials of the ensemble of masses and a tidal potential generated

by the external bodies, the latter potential r,anishing at the barycenter.
The space-time coordinates are further constrained such that:

(1) The space coordinate grids with origins at the solar system barycenter and

at the Earth's center of mass show no global rotation with respect to a set

of distant extragalactic objects.
(2) The time coordinate is derived from a timescale realized by atomic clocks

operating on the Earth.
(3) The basic physical units of space-time in all coordinate systems are the SI

second for proper time and the SI meter for proper length (this is related

to the SI second by the value ofthe velocity of Iight: c = 299192458 rr.s-' ).

It should be noted that the preceding kinematic constraint for the state of ro-

tation of the geocentric reference system implies that when the system is used for

dynamics (e.g., the motion of the Moon), one must take into account the time-

dependent geodesic precession in the motion of the Earth, and introduce the corre-

sponding inertial terms in the equations. Also, if the previously defined baxycentric

reference system is used for dvnamical studies, the kinematic efiects of the galactic

geodesic precession may have to be taken into account.
To be consistent with the proposed space-time coordinates, coordinate times

would be specified such that:

( I ) The units of measurement of the coordinate times of all coordinated systems

centered at the barvcenters of ensembles of masses are chosen so that they

are consistent with the proper unit of time, the SI second.

t  )  ))t  -Ar

The eccentric anomalies of the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn can be computed to
sufrcient accuracv from

E = M + e sin M + (e2 / 2) sin2 M +.

EB=Me+es inMa
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(2) The reading ofthese coordinate times is 1977 January 1, 0h0'32i184 exactly,
on January 1,0r'0'0" TAI exactly (JD :2143114.5. TAI), at the geocenter.

(3) Coordinate times in coordinate systems that havc their spatial origins at
the center of mass of the Earth and at the solar systen barycenter and
thai meet the previously stated requirements are designated as Geocen-
tric Coordinate Time (TCG) and Barycentric Coordinate Time (TCB),
resPectivelY.

TCG and TCB rvere adopted b1' the IAU in 1991. Thev are in a wav com-
plementary to TDT turd TDB, but it must be recognized that some astronomical
constants and quantities have different numerical values when using TDB. as op-
posed to TDT, TCG, or TCB. It should further be noted conccrnirrg TCB and
TCG that:

(1) In the domairr comDlon to any t*o coordinate systenls, thc tcnsor transfor-
mation law applied to the metric tensor is valid without rescaling the unit
of time. Therefore thc various coordinate tirncs cxhibit secular variations.
Recommendation 5 (1976) of IAU Cornmissious 4, 8, and 31. completed
by Recommerdation 5 (1979) of IAU Con.rmissions 4. 19, and 31, stated
that Teuestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) ancl Btrrycentric Dynamical Time
(TDB) should cliffer onll 'by periodic rariations. Thcrcfore TDB and TCB
difler in rate. The rclationship bet$een these tiruescalcs in seconds is given
br.:

TCB - TDB = Lax(JD 2443144.5) x 86400 (2.223-2)

The present estimate of the value of 16 is 1.550505 x l0 8 (t I x 10 ra).

(2) The relation TCB - TCG involves a firll forrr-dimcusional trzrnsformation:

. l  I  I
T C B  I C G = c - ' I  I  t t ! r Z +  U " , r { x " r ) d r + v " . r x  -  x " 1 l  .  t 2 . 2 2 3  3 l

1J,,, I

x. and v. denote the barycentric position and vclocitl 'of the Earth's center
of mass, and x is thc barycentric position of the obsert'er. The external
potential, U."s, is the Nervtonian potential of all solar sl.stcm bodies apart
from the Eart.h. Thc extcrnal potential urust bc craluated at the geocenter.
In the integral, / = TCB and 19 is chosen to agree with the epoch of Ter-
restrial Time (TT). As an approximation to TCB TC(l in seconds one
might use:

TCB-TCG = Lc x (JD -2443144.5) x 86400+c 2v" (x-x")+P. (2.22i4)

The prcsent estinrate of the value of Lq is 1.480813 x l0-8 (i I x l0-r4).
The quantity P replescnts the periodic terrns which can be evaluated using
analytical formulas. For observers on the surface of the Earth, the terms
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dependiug upon their terrestrial coordinates are diurnal, u.ith a maximuqr
amplitude of 2.1 ps.

(3) The origins of coordinate times have been arbitrari ly set so that these tirnes
all coincide with the Terrestrial Time (TT) at the geocenter of 1977 January
1, 0"0.0" TAI.

(.1) When realizations of TCB and TCG are needed, it is suggested that these
realizations be designatcd by expressions such as TCB(,rxr). r'here r,tx in-
dicates the source of the realized timescale (e.g., TAI) and the theory used
for translbrmation into TCB or TCG.

In additiolr, it was agreed to delete the rvord "dynamical" from Terrestrial
Dynamical Tirne (TDT) and just call i t Terrestrial Time (TT). TT rvould bc defined
as follows:

(1) The time reference for apparent geocentric ephemerides is Terrestrial Time,
TT.

(2) Terestrial Tirne is a tirnescale difiering from TCG uniquely by a constant
rate, its unit of measurement being chosen so that it agrees with the SI
second on the gcoid.

(3) At instant 1977 January 1. 0h0'0" TAI exactl"v, TT has the reading 1977
Januar;' 1, 0'0'32i 184 exactly.

It should be noted <oncerning TT that:

(1) The dir,'ergence bct$.een TAI and TT is a consequence of the phJ.si(al de-
fects of atoruic time standards. In the irrtcrvnl 1977 1990, in addition to
the constant offset of 321184, the deviation probablv remained within the
approxirnatc l imits of i l0/.s. It is expected to increase more slowly in the
future as er conseqlrence of improvements in timc standards. In many cases,
especially for the publication of ephemerides, this deviation is negligible.
In such cases, it can bc stated that thc argunrent of the ephemerides is
TAI  +  32 :184.

(2) Terrestrial .firne difiels from TCG in seconcls uniqrrely b1'a scaling factor:

(2.223,s)

47

TCG - TT = Zc x (JD - 2443144. 5) x 86400

Tlre prcscnt cstinrate of the r.alue of Lc is 6.969291x 10 r0 (1 3 x l0 16).

The two tirncs<:alcs are distinguished by diflcrent namcs tc avoid scaling
errors.

(3) The unit of measurement of TT is thc SI scconcl on the geoid. The usual
multiples, such as the TT day of 86400 SI seconds orr the geoid, and the TT
Julian ccntury of 36525 TT days can be used, provided that the reference
to TT be clearly indicated whenever ambiguity may arise. Corresponding
time intervals of TAI are in aqreement with the TT intervals within the
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utcertainties of the primary atomic standards (e.g., u'ithin t 2 x l0 14 in

relative value during 1990).
(4) It is suggested that realizations of TT be designated by TT(x.rr), where xrr

is an identifier. In most cases, a convenient approximation is:

TT(TAI)=TAI+321184 (2.2234)

However, in some applications it may be advantageous to use other realiza-
tions. The BIPM, for example, has issued timescales such as TT (BIPM90)

The concepts were adopted by IAU resolution and will probably be implemented

into general use in the future. There is an Astronomical Standards Working Group

currently considering various details of interpretation and implementation.

2.23 Sidereal T]me

In general terms, sidereal time is the hour angle of the vernal equin<.rx, which is also

known as the first point of Aries. Apart from the inherent motion of the equinox, due
to precession and nutation, sidereal time is a direct measure of the diurnal rotation
of the Earth. Equal intervals of angular motion correspond to equal intervals of
mean sidereal time. so that sidereal tirne reflects the actual rotation of the Earth.
and can be determined by observations of celestial objects.

The sidereal time measured by the hour angle of thc true equinox i.e., the
intersection ofthe true equator ofdate with the ecliptic ofdate is apparent sid,ereaL
time. The position of the true equinox is afiected by the nutation of the axis of
the Earth, which consequently introduces periodic inequalities into the apparent
sidereal time. The time measured by the diurnal motion of the mean equinox of
date, which is a,fiected by only the secular inequalities due to the precession of
the axis, is mean sid,eteal time. Apparent sidereal time lninus mean sidereal time
is the equation of the equinoxes. In ephemerides immediately preceding 1960, the
equation of the equinoxes was called the nutation in right ascension.

The period between two consecutive upper meridian transits of the equinox is a
sid,ereal d,ay.It is reckoned from 0h at upper transit, which is knolr'l as sidereal noon.
Owing to precession, the mean sidereal day of 24 hours of rnean sidereal time is
shorter than the actual period of rotation of the Earth by about 0i0084, the amount
of precession in right ascension in one day. The ratio of the length of the mean
sidereal day to the period of rotation of the Earth is 0. 99999990290i - 59 x 10-12 T,
where Z is measured in Julian centuries from J2000.0. Correspondingly, the period
of rotation is l. 00000009?093 + 59 T x IO-t2 mean sidereal days. Thcse numbers are
not rigorously constant b€cause the sidereal motion of the equinox due to precession
is proportional to the length of the UT day, that is. to the period of the rotation
of the Earth, whereas the angular measure of the complete rotation is, of course,
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constant. However, the conceivable change in the period of rotation is such that the
effect of a variation in the daily precessional urotion is inappreciable. The secular

vaxiations are almost inappreciable (see Section 3.21). The apparent sidereal day,

nominally of 24 hours of apparent sidereal time, differs from the period of rotation

by a variable amount depending on the nntation.

To each local meridian on the Earth there corresponds a local sidereal time,

connected with the sidereal time ofthe Greenwich meridian by means ofthe rela,tion:

local sidereal time = Greenwich sidereal time + east lonsitude. (2.23- t  )

Sidereal time is conventionally measured in hours, minutes, and seconds. so that

longitude is measured (positively to the east) in time at the rate ofone hour to l5'.

An object transits over the local meridian when the local sidereal time is equal to

its right ascension.

Classically, sidereal time was determined from observations of the transits of

stars, either over the local meridian or, with a prismatic astrolabe, over the small

circle corresponding to a constant altitude. Because the reduction of these observa-

tions depended on star positions taken from a standard star catalog, sidereal tinre

was actually based on the hour angle of the zero point of right ascension of the

catalog, known as lhe catalog equinor. 'lhis poiDt is distinct from (but close to) thc

dynamical equinox defined by the orbital motion of the Earth (see Section 3.1).

Apparent sidereal time, because of its variable rate. is used only as a rneasure

of epoch; it is not used as a measure of time interval. Observations of the diurnal

motions of the stars provide a direct measure of apparent sidereal time, a^s their

right ascensions are measured from the true equinox. But in many practical methods

of determining timc, the right ascensions are diminished by the equation of tht:

equinoxes, so that mean sidereal time is deduced directly from the observations.

Today, sidereal time is determined most accurately by interferometer obscr-

vations of radio sources. It can also be determincd from lunar and satellitc laser-

ranging. Since the rotation of the Earth is subjcct to irregular forces, sidereal tinte

is irregular with respcct to atomic time. The practical determination of sidereal

time requires that short-period irregularities and polar urotion be evaluated at the

same time.

2.231 Greenwich Sider€al Date In order to facilitate the enumetation of succes-

sive sidereal days, the concepts of Greenwich sidereal date and Greenwich sidereal

day number, analogous to those of Julian date an<l Julian day number (see Sec-

tion 2.26), have been introduced. The Greenwich sidereal date is defrned as the

interval in sidereal days, determined by the equinox of date, that has elapsed on

the Greenwich meridian since the beginning of the sidereal day that was in progress

at JD 0.0. Thc integral part of the Greenwich sidereal date is the Greenwich sidereal
day number, a count of transits of the equinox over the Greenwich meridian The
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decimal part of the Greenwich sidereal date is sirnply the Greenwich sidereal tirrrc

expressed as a fraction of a sidereal day. These concepts can be applied equally well

to mean or aPParent sidereal time.

2.24 Universal Time

Universal Time (UT) is the measure of tirne used as the basis for all civil time-

keeping. It conforms closely to the mean diurnal tnotion of the Sun. The apparent

diurnal motion of the Sun invoh'es both the nonunilorrn diurnal rotation of the

Earth and the motion of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. Although it u'ould

be possible to define a system of timc mcasurcnlent in terrns of the hour angle of

thc Sun, such a system could never be related prcciselv to sidereal time and could

not, therefore, be determined by observations of sttrr trartsits. As a result, Univcrsal

Time is directly rclated to sidereal time by rneturs of a rrurncrical formula. It docs

not reler to the motion of the Earth and is not preciselv related to the hour angle

of the Sun.
Universal Time at any instant can be derivcd from observations of the diurnal

motion of the stars or radio sources. The uncorr-ccted observed rotational timescale.

rvhich is dependent on the place of obser\.atiou, is designated UTO. Correcting this

tirnescale for the shift in longitude of the observing sl ati()n caused b1' polar motion
produces the UTI timescale. l 'hich is independent of obsen'iug location. but is

influenced by the slightl l '  rariable rotation of the Earth.
Sincc 198.1 January 1 Greenrvich rnean sidereal t irrrc (G\IST) has bccn relartcrl

to UT1 as follorvs:

GMSTI  o f  0 'UT l  =  24110: .54841+ 8640184:812866 ? ,  +  0 :093104 4  6 .2x  l0  6 I i

(2.24-t)

where 7u = d, 136525, du is the nurnber of clays of Urivorsal Timc elapsed since
.ID 2451515.0 U'Il (2000 January 1, l2hUT1), takirrg on values oft 0.5, I 1.5.
X 2.5. X 3.5. .. .. This relation conforms to tlx' I)osit ion and motion of the equinox
specificd irt the IAU 1976 Svstem of Astronomi< al (lolstants. the 1980 IAU Theory
of Ntttation. artrl the positions and proper motions of stars in the FK5 catalog.

E<luatior 2.2-1 1 is oftcn considered to bo tl le de,finit iorr of [,rT1. because n.hen
it rvas cstablished. the obserr-ation of trausits of thc FI{5 stars (ol of other stars
u'ith t]rcir positions and proper rnotiolls itr t l tc l ' l{ j-r slstem) *'as thc best means
to obtain l lT1. \\Ihur new techniqucs for rrrcasurirrg UTl becane opcrational (see
Section 2.32). the arbitrarl '  constants involvc<i in thoir irrrpleruentation were set to
align thc lJTl r'alucs u.ith thosr: obtained by obsr.n'arlions of FK5 stars and to bc
consistcDt wilh Ecluation 2.2,1 1.

The rnodcrrr clefinition of UTI was established il order to fulfill the follo*'ing
conditions:
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(a) UTl is proportional to the angle of rotation of the Earth irr spacc, reck-
oned around the true position of the rotation axis. In other words. UT1 is
proportional to the integral of the modulus of the rotation vo<.tor of the
Earth.

(b) The rate of UT1 is choscn so that the day of UTl is close 1,o the nrean
duration of thc solar day.

(c) The phase of UT1 is chosen so that l2h UTl corresponds approxirnatcly. in
the average. to thc iDstant rvhen the Sun crosses the meridian of Grcr.nulich.

Conditions (b) and (c) arc uot strictl) '  compatible with condition (a). Bv adopt_
ing (a), one accepts that UTl deviatcs secularly from solar time; hou,cver, the
dir''ergence is extremely srnall.

The constant teru and the rrunrerical coefficient of T, in Eclra.tion 2.24 1 u,.ere
chosen so that UT1 would bc rrrrrtinuo's in value and rate through the t:ltiurge fro'r
the old to the new system of constants (1984 Jamrary 1). The surall cliflcrc,rrccs due
to the change in the theory of nutatiorr rvere negiected.

The r.ariation of UT1 q'ith rcspect to uniform time truh, rcpr.eserrts thc irrog_
ularit ies of the rotation of thc Earth. The duration (A) of thc clal. of l_rTl in SI
seconds is giren b1.

I = 86400 (t,z - ut) I n, t ) )/l-) \

rvhere i-1 and L,2 are t l le lalrrcs of l ,-Tl -  TAi in seconds at rr-dar- intcrvals. I 'hc
angular velocit l-of t l rr :  Earth. ; .  is given bv

. ,  =  (86400/  A)  x72.921151461 x  10  0rads  I t )  ) 4 -1 \

For the dynamics of thc solar systcrn, thc studv of the rotation ol thc Earth, arrtl t lrrl
strrdy of the Galaxy, orrc neecls thc relationship betneen the position arrri trrotion
of the equinox and thosc of a poirrt orr thc cquator. the horrl tr,rrgk: of whiclr trrrlv
represents the rotatiorr of thc Earth in space (siderr:al rotation). Thcrc ar.c scvcral
ways to estabiish this rclationslrip, inclucling using statistics on l l lc prol)( '1. nlot ions
of stars. thc d1'narnical rncth<xl. arr<l obsr:rrations of quasars; thest: ktr<l to siiglrt l l .
different realizations of the c<luinox and. therefore. of the siclereal t inrt:. TIrcr.t ' forc.
an agleement has berrr rrrack't() takc as a rcference the cquinox an(l its rn()tidr as
realized b1'the IAU 1!176 Slst.ur of Astr(nromical Constants. the 1980 IAII ' l 'hcon'
of Nutation. arrd the posit iorrs aud proper nrotions of stars of the FI{5 catalog.

2.241 Conversions bet\,yeen Universal Timeand Sidereal Time 'Ihe nunrbcr ol sec-
onds of sidereal t irne in ar Juliarr ccrrtury can be obtaincd bv dir.cct dif lcrcrl. iation
of Equation 2.2,1 1:

s / = 8 6 4 0 1 8 4 . 8 1 2 8 6 6 + 0 .  1 8 6 2 0 8  I  1 . 8 6 x 1 0  5 7 2 . (2.241-t)
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Dividing by 36525 (the number of days in a Julian century) gives the number of

seconds of mean sidereal time in a day of Universal Time (UTl to be precise):

s = 866361,55536790872 + 5.098097 x 10-67 - 5. 09 x l0-1022 (2.24t-2)

where Z is the number of Julian centuries elapsed since JD 2451545.0. The quantity

J represents the number of sidereal seconds in a day of Universal Time. Dividing

Equation 2.241-2 by 86400 gives the ratio of mean sidereal time to UTl:

y' = |.00273'1909350795 + 5. 9006 x 10 | I 7 - 5. 9 x l0-r51. (2.24r-3)

Taking the inverse of this expression gives the ratio of UTl to mean sidereal time:

I I rt = 0.997269566329084 - 5.8684 x 10 rr7+5.9 xl}-tsTa. Q.2414)

Although the lengths of a day of UTl and a day of mean sidereal time vary

slightly with variations in the Earth's rotation, the ratio of UT1 to mean sidereal

time is given by Equation 2.24I-4 ar,rJ is unaffected by rotational variations. Thus,

the established method of determining Universal Time by multiplying an interval

of sidereal time elapsed from 0" UT by a fixed conversion factor maintains the

constancy of the ratio of Universal Time to sidereal time, irrespective of variations

in the rate of rotation of the Earth.
Roughly speaking, UTl can be regarded as solar time or dynamical time in

these equations. Then Equation 2.241-4 can be thought of as giving the length
of one sidereal day in units of solar days. Disregarding the inappreciable secular
variations, the equivalent measures of the lengths of the days are:

mean sidereal day = 23r56'94t0n0524 of Universal Time,

day of Universal Time = 24h03'56?5553678 of mean sidereal time.

The rotational period of the Earth is 86164.09890369732 seconds of UTI or
23'56'04:09890369732. This gives a ratio of a UTl-day to the period of rotation
of 1.002737811906. The rate of rotation is 15.04106717866910 seconds of arc per

second of time.

2.242 Conversion of Local Apparrnt Sidereal Time to UTI The usual procedure
to express the UTl date of an event that occurred at some instant dated in local
apparent sidereal time (LAST) is as follows:

(a) Express the date in local mean sidereal time (LMST) by
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where EQ is the equation of the equinoxes.
(b) Express the date in Greenwich mean sidereal time by

G M S T I = L M S T - ) , ( )  ) t ) _ ) \

where ) is the astronomical longitude of the instrument, positir,-e toward
the east. Since the pole of rotation is moving with respect to the surface
of the Earth, the instrumental meridian is subject to small variations. The
position of the rotational pole (r,;y) with respect to the Conr.entional Inter-
national Origin (CIO) can be used to correct for this effect. This correctron
of )s (referred to CIO) to ) is accomplished by applying the expression

,\ = ,\o - ("r sin )o + ycos )6) tan @ t )  ) L ) - \ l

where / is the latitrrde of the instrument.
(c) Compute the tirne d elapsed between 0h UTl and the everrt, expressed in

mean sidereal time by

d = GMSTI GMST1 of  0"UTI . () )4t--4\

(d) Convert d, expressed as an interwal of sidereal time, to an interval of UT1:

c.t

( )  ) l )_\ \

where r is the ratio of mean solar time to sidereal time intervals, given in
Equation 2.241 4.

For instance when the hour angle, ll, of a star with riglrt asccnsiorr o has been
measured, the corresponding UT1 value is

UTI = (H+d - EQ - l - GMSTI of 0"UTl)r. (2.2424)

The relationship betq'ecn LMST and local civil time (LCT) is given by

LMST of 0h LCT = G\'ISTI of 0n UT1 - (t - r\\ t r. (2.242,7)

where LCT = UTt + ), and GMST1 of 0h UTI is obtained from Equation 2.24 1.

2.?43 Coordinated Universal Time Since 1972 January 1, most, and now all, broad-
ca€t time services distribute timescales based on the redefined Coordinated Univer-
sal Time (UTC), which difiers from TAI by an integer number of seconds. UTC is
maintained within 0.90 second of UT1 by the introduction of one-second steps (leap

UTI = r0

L M S T = L A S T - E Q , (2.242-r)
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seconds) when necessary, usually at the end of June or December. DUT1, an ex-

trapolation of the difference UTI mimrs UTC, is transmitted in code on broadcast

time signals.

2.25 The Ephemeris Meridian

Since hour angles are calcrrlated with reference to the meridian of Greenwich or

other geographic meridians, they are dependent on the rotation of the Eafth. For

solar-system bodies, whose motions are expressed as a function of dynamical time,

such calculations can only be carried out accurately after a value of AI ( = TDT

UT) is known. To facilitate practical calculations of phenomena that depend uport

hour angle and geographic location. the concept of an auxiliary reference meridian,

known as lhe ephemeris meridi,an, was introduced.

Although the ephemeris meridian was originally used in conjunction with ephern-

eris time, its name has been retained for use rvith calculations in TDT. Its position

in space is conceived as being where the Greenwich meridian would be if the Earth

rotated uniformly at the rate implicit in the definition of dynal.rical time; i.e.,

l. 002738A2 east of the actual mcridian of Grecnwich on thc surface of the Earth.
Calculations in terms of TDT may be relerred to the ephemeris neridian us-

ing methods that are formally the same as those done in UT, when referred to
the Greenwich meridian. As soon as a sufficiently accurate value of AZ can be
determined or extrapolated, the longitudes and hour angles can be referred to the
Greenwich meridian, and the times in TDT can be expressed in UT. This procedure
is followed, for example, in predictions of the general circumstances of eclipses.

Equation 2.24 1 gives the hour angle of the equinox at 0n UT, referred to the
actual geographic meridian of Greenwich. However, if 7 is expressed in dynamical
time rather than Unir''ersal Time. Equation 2.24 1 gives the hour angle of the
equinox at 0" TDT, referred to the ephemeris meridian.

The Universal Time of transit of the Sun, Moon! or a planet across thc rrreridian
of Greem.ich can be found by subtracting AZ from the dynamical time of Green-
wich transit. To determine the dynamical time of Greenwich transit, the tabulated
time of transit across the ephemeris meridian must be interpolated from the ge-
ographic longitude of the ephemeris meridian (1.0027384? east) to longitude 0'.
The Uuiversal Time of Greenwich transit is given approximately bv

UT of Greenwich transit = TDT of ephemeris transit + (AZl lz)Aa, (2.25-l)

where Aa is the first difference in tabular rieht ascension and i is the tabular
interval.

It is possible to define hour angles, sidereal time, and an cquation of time with
respect to the ephemeris meridian. But to relate such a system to observations
from the surface of the Earth, the value of AZ is required. Jt is more convenient

Universal meridian Mean Sun ofUT
(Greenwich)

Figure 2.25.1
Meridian relations and time

and conventional to convert TDT to UT by means of AI and to relate hour angles,

longitudes, and times to the Greenwich meridian.

The speed of rotation ol thc ephemeris meridian is such that it makcs one

complete revolution of 360', relative to the mean equinox, in 23h56'04i098904 of

dynarnical time. The ephemeris meridian coincided rvith the Greem'ich meridian

at some date between 1900 and 1905.

Apart from its practical adrantages, the concept of the ephemeris meridian

is valuable in providing a clear picture of the relation between dynamical time

and Universal Time. Figure 2.25.1 shows the relationship betwecn the ephemeris

meridian and the universal (or Greenwich) meridian. It also shows the relationships

between the local meridian, the equinox, and the truc and mean Sun.

2.26 Julian Date

To facilitate chronological reckoning, astronomical days, beginning at Greenwich

noon! are numbered consecrrtively from an epoch intended to be sufficiently Iar in

the past to precede the historical period. The number assigned to a day in this

continuous count is the Julian day number, which is defined to be 0 for the day

starting at Greenwich mean noon on 1 January,1713 B.c., Julian proleptic calendar.

The Julian day number therefore denotes the number of days that has elapsed, at

Greenwich noon on the day designated, since the preceding epoch The Julian date

(JD) corresponding to any instant is, by a simple extension of this concept, the

Local meridian TYue Sun
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Julian day number followed by the fraction of the day elapsed since the preceding

ooon.
Julian dates can be expressed in Universal Time or dynamical time, though the

timescale should be specified if precision is of concern A Julian date expressed in

UT will differ by AZ from the same date expressed in TDT. It is rot recessary to

know the exact difference between dynamical and Universal Time when specifying

the Julian day number in dynamical time. The timescale, when it needs to be

specified, should be given after the Julian date; e.g-, JD 24515'15.0 TDT.

Prior to 1984, the terrn Julian ephemeris date (JED) was used to distinguish the

Julian date in ephemeris time, with the day beginning at 12h ET, from the Julian

date in Universal Time, with the day beginning at 12' UT. The Julian epherneris

date is equivalent to the Julian date in Terrestrial Dynamical Time.

The fundamental epochs of celestial refetence coordinate systems are properly

on Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB). Thus J2000.0 is 2000 January 1.5 TDB,

which is JD 2451545.0 TDB.

In timekeeping laboratories, for many space activities, and for other applica-

tions, a Modified Julian Date is often used. It is defined by MJD = JD - 2400000. 5.

Thus a day of MJD begins at midnight of the civil day. The timescale should be

specified when precision matters, e.g.. NIJD 47479.25 TAI. Note that NIJD is used

in Table 2.58.1 (pagc 86).

2.27 Ttme Zones

Universal Time is equivalent to the standard time for 0' longitude, u'hich is defined
to be the meridian through Greenrvich, England. A rvorlds'ide system of standard
time zones is based on 15' (i.e., one hour) increments in longitude. These standard
time zones are identified with letter designations. in addition to appropriate names.
Thus the standard time zone for 0o longitude is laboled Z Thc standard time zone
for l5o east longitude is labeled ,4. Subsequent letters designatc zorres increasing
eastward in l5o increments, $'ith M designating the zone for 180" cast. The time
zone for west 15'is labeled 1y', 1a'ith letters progressing to )/for 180" r'est longitude.

In practice, however, each country selects the appropriate time zone, or zones,
for itself. The exact zone boundaries within each country are determined through
that country's internal political process. In addition. sorne countries disregard the
aforementioned convention by adopting a zone on a fraciion of an hour. Nrlany coun-
tries also adopt daylight saving time, sometimes called summer time or advanced
time, which is generally one hour in advance of the standard time normally kept
in that zone. The dates for changing to and from daylight saving timc vary among
the countriesl a few countries retain advanccd tirne all year.

Figure 2.27.1 is a world map ofthe different time zones. Since the zones adopted
by individual countries are subject to change, details of the map may become ob
solete. Fignre 2.27 .l

World map of !ime zones
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Today, International Atomic Time (TAI) represents the most precise achievable

determination of time. This timescale is completely determined by applying the

methods of physics to the determinatioD of time. However, we live and make astro-

nomical observations on the surface of the rotating Earth; thus, it is necessary to

relate TAI to the less consistent timescale deiermined from the Earth's rotation.

The most recent information on time standards and methods of disseminating

time and frequency is given in the volumes of Proceedings of the Precise Time and

Time Interval (PTTI) Applications and Planning Meeting and the documents of

CCIR Study Group 7. A review of frequency standards was given by Audoin (1984).

2.31 Frequency Standards and Clock Performance

To produce uniform time intervals, a clock must generate a frequency that is accu-

rately known with respect to a standard. The standard frequency for atomic time

was established by Markowitz ei al. (1958), who measured the resonance frequency

of Cesium in terms of the ephemeris second. The curreltly adopted standard is a

hyperfine transition of the Cesium-l33 atom (F = 3, Mp = Q to p = {, Mn = 0), which

is assumed to be 9192631770 Hz in a magnetic f ield of H = 0. A description of the
physics involved and a review of frequency standards are given by Mockler (1961),

Beehler el ol. (1965), and Vanier and Audoin (1989).

No clock is perfect. Since all clocks are subject to random-noisc rate variations
and systematic effects, a perfect ciock is an ideai that can only be approached.
but not reached. Improvements in clock performance require improvements in the
signal-to-noise ratio of the carrier power to phase side-band power. Given these
facts, it is necessary to be able to specify clock performance.

We first consider a clock as a generator of a nearly sinusoidal signal voltage:

VU ) = [Vo + €(r)] sin O(r). (2 .31  r )

For our purposes, e(t) r'ill bc very smail or will vary slowly and we can ignore it for
most timing applications; r is the ideal time or the timc of a reference clock. We
can write for the instantaneous phase

@1r; = 621 .. 61rr, (2.3r 2)
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is the ideal or reference frequency, Q the circular frequency in rad/s, and /(r) the
phase error of the clock. The clock error is then

x ( t )=0 ( t ) / o ,

and the instantaneous normalized frequency error is

(.2.3r4)
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o 1 r ; =  ̂  f r l a  1 1  r ) 2 ,

(2.31-6)

All measures of clock performance will be related to y(/) or t(t), rvith age, euvi-
ronmental conditions, etc., as qualifying parameters. However, for various reasons,

frequency aspects y(r) have been emphasized over accumulated clock error x(t). The

basic problem in an1' measure of clock performance is the fact that .{(l) as well as
y(t) mav be unbounded as / goes to infility.

For details ol characterization of clock performance see Allarr (1985), Barnes

(1976), Altan (1983), Jenkins and Watts (1968), and Loeb (1972).

2.311 \pes of Clock Noise Various types ofrandom clock disturbances have been

recognized. Some of these are called rvhite phase noise, white rate noise, and random

walk in rate. Barnes and Allan (196,1) rccommended rneasures of clock perlbrmance

that do not depend critically on darta length or the cut-ofl frequencies in the per-

formance of drifts. One solution is to take the average of the r'ariances of only trvo

samples. This statistic is now gcncrally accepted and designated either pair vatiancc

or Allan variance. This is defirrcd bv

y( t )=+=a 1dd: , t \  (2 .3 r -s )
dt dt

The average normalized frequency error between tl and t2 is given by

r(r2) r(rr) | f ' . .v= -  I  v t t )d t .'  
t2 t t  12 tt  J,

(2 .31 r -1 )

where 11 and y1 I represent successive samples y computed as in Equation 2 31 6,

but with the conditions that /2 /l = i be the same for all samples and that therer

is no dead timc between samples.
Allan (1966) investigated the depencleuce of the general sample variance on the

parameters of dead timc, integration time, number of measurements in the sample,

and measurement-system bandwiclth. Further details are found in Barnes el al

(1971), Howe (1976), and CCIR Report No. 580.

where

F = C l l 2 t r (2.3r-3)
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2312 Clock Mod€ling The Allan variance (Equation 2.311-1) is a function of r.

Starting with sufficiently small values of r (a fraction of a second) and letting z

increase, we observe that, for all clocks, o(r) is first decreasing (frequency white

noise), then reaches a smooth minimum (frequency flicker-noise floor), then in-

creases (frequency random walk). The values of r corresponding to the flicker-noise

floor indicate the ability of the clock to ensure short-term or long-term stability.

The knowledge of a(r) versus r is essential for deciding which clock should be used

in applications. It is also necessary to recognize abnormal behavior (Percival, 1976)

in order to predict the clock frequency and to maiatain synchronizations. Methods

of optimal prediction have been discussed by Barnes (1976). Further references are

Box and Jenkins (1970) and Anderson (1975).

The methods of characterizing clock frequency can also be applied to computed

timescales, such as TAI, under the assumption that such timescales are the output

of fictitious clocks.

2.32 Measurement of Atomic Time

2.321 Quartz-Crystal Oscillators Although they measure molecular rather than
atomic resonances, quartz-crystal oscillators play a fundamental role in timekeeping.
They are almost indispensable sources of stable signals in all systems, including
atomic clocks. They can be free-running or locked to a reference signal, with time
constants ranging from milliseconds to days. The performance characteristics may
range from 10-4 to 10 1l in frequency stability per day. Gerber and Sykes (1966)
give a review of quartz-crystal oscillators.

2,322 Cesium Beam Standards Cesium-bean frequencl' standards can be divided
into two categories. One is laboratory cesium-beam frequency standards. These re-
alize the second with the utmost accuracy (currently, 1.5 x 10-ta) and are, there-
fore, stable in the very long term. As of 1988, operating instruments are located
in Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the United States, and the
USSR. Other instruments are under construction in several countries. The other
category includes commercially available frequency standards. These devices are
Iess accurate (2 x l0 t'?), but may eqrral the laboratory stanclards for stability up
to about one year. The typical stability ofsuch high-performance clocks is 3 x l0-ra
for a tirne interval of one day (Percival, 1973).

2.323 Hydrogen Masers The maser is the instrument of choice for applications
where the utmost stability is needed for integration tirnes from ten seconds to ten
days, regardless of cost. The optimum stability reaches about 1 x 10-15 for integra-
tion times of 1000 to 10000 seconds. The clock transition is the transitiol F = l.
MF = 0 to F = 0, Mr = 0, with a transition frequency f h = 1420405751. 768 Hz (Rein-
hardt and Lavanceau, 1974). The frequency of transition is dependent on the cavity
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size and temperature (Peters and Washburn, 1984). Nerertheless, sorne hydrogen

masers equipped with automatic tuning of the cavity and kept in ternperature-

controlled rooms have a long-term stability of the same order as the best cesium

standards. Ramsey (1968) gives principles and scientifrc background for masers that

make it clear why the hydrogen maser has gained such high interest among physi-

cists. Kleppner (1965) gives a discussion of the various physical efiects goverrring

the maser's behavior, along with detailed technical considerations.

2.32 Rubidium Vapor Cells The rubidium clock is an appropriate device rvhen

a relatively low-cost clock is needed that has better stabilitv than a qrrartz-crystal

clock. The rubidium clock can reach a stability of 1 r l0 ll per day under the

best conditions, but it is subject to temperature- and pressure-induced frequency

variations. Ringer el al. (1,975) describe the design and perforrrtance of a clock for

the GPS satell i tes. This clock has achiev"d stabil ity of 2 r l0 rr per day.

2.325 Mercury Ion Frequency Standard The mercury-ion frequency standard trses

ions that are confined in a small region of space by an electromagnetic field trap.

Thus the particles can be observed without having them collide t'ith the walls,

which would disturb the atontic tesonance. The mercrrry isotope Hg-199 has an

extremely narrow microwave resonalce line at 40507 MHz. Although this type of

frequency standard should be a large improvement over the cesium starrdard, it has

an unfortunately low signal-to-rtoise ratio, resulting in Iimited short-term stability.

However, the long-term stability is very good, since integration can take placc over

a number of days (Winkler, 1987).

2.33 Earth Botation Measurement

At the present time accurate determinations of UTI and polar motion are based on

VLBI, satellite laser-ranging, and lunar laser-ranging data. The difierent techniques

are shown in Table 2.33.1.

2.331 Optical methods Universal Time can be determined from transit instru-

ments, in particular the Danjon astrolabe and the photographic zcnith tube (PZT)

(Markowitz, 196C). The methods used are those of classical spherical astrolomy

as presented in textbooks (Mueller, 1969; Woolard and Clemence, 1966; Danjon'

1959). Optical observations can determine UT to about 5 ms of time.

The classical optical methods are restricted by three major problems: atmo-

spheric refraction, star-catalog errors, and spurious deflections of the vertical. Cur-

rent estimates of the capabilities of the various methods for Universal Tiure and

polar motion are given in Table 2.33.1. As there are generally correlations between

successive measurement errors, increasing the averaging time by a factor J does not

result in a decrease of the uncertainties by f-1l2.
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fable 2.33.1
Techniques for l\.4easuring Earth's Rotation
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* LJnder good meleorclogical condilions

2,332 The Doppler Method The Doppler satellite system lrses as a refefence a
rrctwork of stations distributed or''er the globe. The system does )t have a lixcd
relerqrcc in space and is dependent upon the dynarnics of thc satcllitcs and the
knowledge of the positions of the Earth-based stations. A rcporl on this method
is given b1. Andelle (1976). The Doppler ruetlrod providcs length of day and polar
motion r'alues. but cannot determine L'niversal Tinrc.

2.333 Lunar Laser-Ranging Laser pulsc rarrging bett'een Earth-based telescopes
aucl rettoreflectors installed on the surfacc of the NIoon is currently done to a preci-
sion of approxinratelv 2 crn. A capability of determining Universal Tiure to a fraction
of a millisecond w-as demonstlatcd by Silr-erberg (197a) and is eflectivell' shorvrr bJ'
recont results (Newhail el ol.. 1988; Veil let and Pharn Varr, 1988).

Because of the precisiorr of the measulemeuts. thcsc obsorvzltiols z[e vely serr-
sitive to the dynamics of the Earth Nloon systcrrr. They provide very accurate
co[ections to the thcory of the Nloou's rnotion and librations and the theorv of
gencral relativitv. Othcr significant pararncters are those that afiect the positions
of the Nloon based rctroreflectors and the Earth-basecl telescope inclucling Earth
ticlcs, contincntal drift, plate motion. and polar motion. The observations are also
serlsitivc to the constant of preccssion, the theory of nutation, and the Earth's orltit.
All of these parameters are correlatcd irr complex lvavs.

2.334 Radio lnterferometry lhe r-otational posil,idr of the Earth is neasuled with
respect to a plane paralhl u'ave frorn a cosrnic radio source that is so far awav thait
it can be safely assumed to be rvithout proper ntotion. Very Long Baselirrc Inter-
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lerotrclrl (VLBI) and Corrnected Elcrncnt Interferolnetrv (CEI) carr bc used to

determine Unirersal Time arrd polar motion t'ith cxcellent resoiution. VLBI of-

lers higher precision. In addition, it provides synchronizatiorr betn'een clocks at the
participating obscr-vatories to a precision of a fraction of a nanosecond. But since

the observations from participating observatories must be correlated, VLBI has the

disadvantagc of a delay between the iime of observation and thc availabilitv of the
results. CEI techniques have the advantagc of beillg less expensive and providing

immcdiate results. VLBI techniqrres are described by Cotrnselman (1976) and -\{eeks

(1976). Short baseline techniqucs are described by Johnston (197,1).

2.34 Dynamical Time Determinations

Thc IAU (1976) definit ion of d1-namical t ime (see Section 2.22) relates the dynarrr

ical time of solar-system ephelnerides to thc timescale of terrestrial atonic physics.

Horrcver, distinctiols lnltst be made betn'ccu an ideal dvnamical time, *'hich is

the indcpendent l'ariablc in the equations of rnotiou for the solar svstem, and both

TDT and TDB, rvhich are clrrrentl-y defined as ideal forms of atomic titrc.

In principle. thc tirue in the equations of motion of the Sun. \l[oon, and planets

coukl <iiverge from thc lirrre determined from obsetvations of phenorrxxla of terles-

trial physics. At thc prcsent t ime. obserrational determinations are not sufficienilv

accurate to indicate sucir a slrstematic diflerctrce. If a true diflcrcrrce q'ere detccted.

the scientific com[lurrity would have to dccide hou'to acconrrnodate that dillerence

An ideal d-v-namical lirne can be determirrcd onll' b1' analysis of observal,ions ovcr

au extended pcriod of t irne.

Occultatiorr obser'\'ations. specifically observations of the time t'lten thc l'[oon

passes in front of a star, provide thc rnost acculate currcut rnethod lor in'esl,igating

dynamical t ime. The observations rcquile a recording of t ire timc lr 'hen the occrrl-

tation took place and the location of the obserr-er. The predictecl dYnar[ical t ime

of the occultation can lle cornpared rvith the recorded atomic time of 1,he observcd

phenonrenon to provide inforrnation concerning tlrr: clifierencc betrccn dyrtami<:al

tiure and Irrternational Atonic Time (TAI).
A differcnce betrveerr <lyttamical time and TAI could also be revca]ed if difli:rerrt

methods of detcr-rriniug lJniversal Timc give discordanl results. [n particular'. a

disagrcement betrve<:n Lutral Laser-Rarrgirrg and Very Loug Baseliue Intcrferometr-r"

could indicate nonrnodelecl r''ariations of the \{oon's right asccnsion. Ihis n'ould

provide a <letermination of dynamical time.
Rrture analysis of high-prccision planetary obserlations could reveal a cljfTer

ence in the timescales if differences betrvccrt predictcrl and observed positiorls are

systematically proportional to the r-nean rnotioDs of the planets. At the prescnt

time. the plarretary lcsicluals do not indicate such a systemati( deviation, anrl the
possibility is only a conjecture.

Technique Polar Univelsal
Motion (" ) Time (ms)

Measurement
Conditions

Averaging
Time

Astrolabe
Photographic Zenith

I U D E

Optical l\,4ethod
Doppler
CE I
VLBI

Salellite LaserRanging
(LAGEOS)

Lunar Laser-Ranging

one inskumenl
one instrument

network of 80 instruments
1 satellite, 20 stations
one basel ine
network of 5 or 6 stations
2 stations
nelwork, - 20 stalions

l inskumentt

0.06
0.04

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.001

0.001

4
4

0.8

'1

0.05
0.1
0 .1

0 .1

2 hours
2 hours

5 days
2 days
3 days

24 hours
I nour
3 days

'I day
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METHODS OF TIME TRANSFER

The determination and maintenance of a timescale at its source is a distinct prob-

Iem from the dissemination of that timescale to many sites around the world. The

appropriate method of disseminating the timescale is Iargely dependent upon the

accuracy required. Also, the appropriate method can be expected to change with

time as new and improved technologies become available

Although this section will discuss the various techniques currently in use and

the accuracies achievable, it can be expected that the contents of this section will be

one of the first to be out of date. The most up-to-date information on this subject

can be found in the documents of the Consultative Comnittee on International

Radio (CCIR) Study Group 7: Standard Frequencies and Time Signals. A review

is given by Klepczynski (1984). A CCIR. Handbook on satellite time and frequency

dissemination is in preparation.

There are two main techniques for transferring time: transportation of an op-

erating clock and sending of time signals. The latter technique subdivides into

one-way and two-way methods.

In the one-way methods, knowledge of the propagation delay is required and is

often a limitation to the accuracy. For instance, the traditional high-frequency time

signals are subject to delay variations and an accuracy of only 1ms can be achieved.

But in the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites, the propagation

can be well-modeled, and deternination of time from a specific satellite has an

uncertainty in the 10-20 ns range

One mode of operation of the one-way technique is to receive the same sig-

nal at two or more sites. After the exchange of data, the difierence of readings of

tlte clocks is obtained at the emitter. Only the difierential delay of propagation

is needed. This method allows for accurate time comparisons using the signals of

commercial television, LORAN C, GPS and geosynchronorrs satellites, and natural

a^stronomical sources such as VLBI.

Two-way techniques involve the nearly simrrltaneous exchange of time signals

back and forth, along the same path. The uncertainties are reducc<l because the
propagation delay is eliminated in the data processing. Usually the method is ap-
plied using a satellite to relay the signal. This requires complex equipment. Laser
pulses can be used either for a terrestrial link or for a link involving reflection on

an artificial satellite. In the USSR, the two way technique is routinely uscd with re-

flection on meteor trails, with accuracies reaching 20 25 ns. When the uncertainties

of the time transfers are srnaller than 1,us, relativistic eflects must be considered,

as explained in Section 2.47.

2 I TIME

2.41 Radio Time Signals

Radio time signals continue to be a simple means of distributing time. The trans-

mitted time is UTC, rvith a code or voice transmission of DUT1 so that UTl can

be obtained using the relation UTI = UTC + DUTI. A number of countries have

standard-frequency transmissions with a wide coverage and an extended period

of continuous trarrsmission. The common frequencies for transmission are 2.5, 5,

10, 15, 20, and 25 Mc/s. However, a number of countries also have transmissions

at special frequencies and specific times. Report 267 5 of CCIR Study Group 7

and the Annual Report of the time section of BIPM give the characteristics of

standard-frequency and time-signal emissions in allocated bands, and characteris-

tics of stations emitting with regular schedules with stabilized frequencies outside

of allocated bands.

The accuracy that can be obtained is severely restricted by unknown r'ariations

in the travel time of the radio signal, particularly on the higher frequencies. The

received signal may contain, in varying qrrantity, signals that have travcrsed differ-

ent transmission paths. Reception conditions may difier widely between difierent

reception sites and, at arly orle site, there may be a considerable diurnal variation.

The best result is generally achieved by measuring transmissions at different tirnes

throughout the day and by taking suitably weighted means. Anomalies are partic-

ularly troublesome when sunrise or sunset occurs on the transmission path; these

times should be avoidcd if possible. The most serious discordances may occur n'hen

the reception site is within the skip area of the transmitte., since the predominating

signal may be received bv backscatter from a distant point, cither on the grorlnd

or in the ionosphere.

2.42 Portable Clocks

The use of portablc artomic clocks for thc corlparison of tinr€rscales has been the

most reliable and accurate rncthod. It has also been one of the mosl expc'nsive

techniques on a cost-pel-comparison basis. Portable clocks have b< en ncc*ssarl for

calibrating path delays for svnchronization by other means. Portablc atontic clocks

were first used by Redcr and \\iinklcr (1960) in experiments conductecl in 1959 and

1960. These early atomicrons were 7-feet high an<l weighed sevcral hundred portnds.

They were portable in the sense that they coulrl be transportctl u,hile mnning, but

they required cxtensive external power. In tlic carly sixties. the size of cesium-beam

clocks was reduced enough that two nrerr could, u'ith diffiorlty, transport a clock

This was demonstrated by Bagley and Cutler (196,1).

6564
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In 1965 the U.S. Naval Observatory established a portable clock service, which

has provided thousands of clock synchronizations. The portable clock consists of a

commercial cesium-beam oscillator, a counter or clock, and a pou'er supply ll'ith

rechargeable batteries, which are capable of approximately eight hours of continu-

ous operation without connection to alternating current. The clock system weighs

approximately 68kg and measures approximatcly 0.4nr by 0.,1rn by 0.53m. The

usual precautions of minimizing shock, vibration, hcat, cold, arrd magnetic flelds

are mandatory to yield high accuracy on portable clock trips.

For a clock trip, the portable atomic clocks are adjusted and kept as close to

the frequency of the master clock as possible. The tirne is set so that the diference

between the portable clock and the master clock passcs through zero at the mid-

point of the trip. On the day of departure. clock measurements are made against

the reference clock systems of the master clock with a resolution better than a

nanosecond, and with a small, portablc, ten-natrosecond counter that is taken on

the trip. During the trip. clock data are recorded for each individual clock. Wherr

the clock is returned, it is zrgain compared rvith the rnaster clock. Once post-trip

data are available, both the frequency offset of the portable clock and thc reductiorr

and analysis of the trip data can be completed. For accurate results, the changes in

the gravitational fields on the clock aud the clock r,'elocity relative to ground-based

or statiouary clocks must bc considercd (see Scction 2.47).

2.43 LORAN-C

The LORAN C navigation s1'stem has been routinell 'used as a time-transfer stan-
dard for t ime and frequency coordination since 1969. The LORAN C system con-
sists of chains, each of which has a mastel transnlitter and two to four secondary, or
slave. transmitters. Each of thc master transmitters is separated b.v several hundrecl
kilometers. The mastcr transrnitter emits a selics of coded 100-kHz bursts that arc
repeated a,fter specificd and controlled delays by the secondary stertiols. Bursts of
100-kHz transmissions enable the receiver to scparatc t.he stablc ground wavc signal
from the sky-rvave signal that arrives ,10 ms or more later. A nnvigatiorr or timing
receiver will track the third cycle of the received bursts. Each LORAN C station
has a cesium standard for cleriving tirtre signals. The cotrrplete chain is ovorseen b1'
one or nlore monitor stations that nteasure atrd control the emission delarls. Navi-
gation ac<:uracy u'ithin the grorrnd-mvc covcrage of t lx: chain is 0.10 0.25 nautictrl
Iniles. Ground-*'avc coverage of the LORAN C transrnitter is highly rarinble, and
is a fuDction of thc radiated porver (275 1800 kilou'atts) and the conductir. it l . of
the path. Over land, ground-wave covcrage is typicallv 500 1000km; ovcr water
this coverage can be over 2000km. Since each LORAN C chain is independent.
tirne cornparisoDs with LORAN C erre restricted to laboratories that haye com-
lnon ground-wavc views of a singlc chain. With a single chain, the monitor stations
maintain self-consistent t iDring to bettcr than a microsccond. The unccrtainty of
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a LORAN-C time comparison is on the order of 50-100ns for one day, with the
uncertainty increasing to 300 1000ns for one hundred days. This increase is due
to annual q'eather-related effects over the LORAN C ground-wave path. Changes
in ground conductivity as well as temperature will change the path delav of the
LORAN C ground-wave signal. Uncertainty of the path delay is the physical lim-
itation of LORAN C timing networks, and is independent of the qualit l. of the
LORAN C system or the LORAN C receiver.

2.44 Television ComparisonTechniques

Another technique for time or frequency comparisons is television (TV) transmis-
sions or high-porler, rvide-bandwidth communication links that broadca^st in VHF
and UHF frequency bands. (These bands have small propagation delay lariations.)
Television receivers are incxpensive and readily available. There are two basic types
of TV transfer links. The first is the differential transfer link. in u'hich both clocks
are in common view of a single TV transmitter. The second includes a microwave-
network link as part of the differential path. The common-vie\\' transfer link is
much rnore stable. since onlv the different propagation paths through the atmo-
sphere affect the measurement. Long-tern] time-transfer stabilitl of 10 150ns can
be expected. Such transfer links have been used for comparison for evervthing from
remote clocks to standard timing laboratories.

A clock-comparison lirrk that includes a network microriv'ave systern will have
greater time-transfer uncertainty. The differential path includes delays from uscr
to transrnitter. delays from studio to transmitter link. delays lrom an internediatc
studio, delays through multiple microlvave repeaters to the net$'ork origination
point, and delays from thc transmitter to the other user. Except for the delay
between the user and the transmitter. the delays are subject to step changes lront
a hundred nanoseconds to several-hundred microseconds.

To ensure that the TV programs remaiu on the air, the links arc redundartt
for reliability. Therefore. if there is a bad studio-to-transmitter link. a l.'ackup link
rvill be sl'itchecl in its place. These changes to the backup c?rD cause dilTerenccs
in the delay of as much as 500 nanoseconds. Due to this redundant chalacteristic
of the TV networks, thc networks are largely unsuitable for high-accuracy tirrx:
coordination.

Another factor that reduces the use of TV-network transfer links is the use
of digital frame synchronizers by the network stations. The purpose of the frarne
synchronizer is to synchronize the netu'ork picture $'ith all locally generatcd signals,
thus preventing picture rolls when switching between a network program and a local
program. A digital frame synchrolizer continuously digitizes and stores an incoming
TV signal. The stored digital information is continuously read out and converted
back to an analog video signal under control of the station's master synch generator.
The synchronizing pulscs for the nctwork picture have therefore been replaced by
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local station synchronizing pulses. Thus network s1'nchronizing pulses that are used

for the time transfer have been lost.

2.45 Use of Satellites

Both the Tfansit satellite systern and the Global Positioning Svstem (GPS) can

be used for one-way time transfer. Each Trausit satellite contirruously transmits its

current ephemeris encoded by a phasc modulation on two stable carrier frequencies

of approximately 150 MHz and 400 MHz. The navigational information is broadcast

in two-minute intervals, which begin and end at the instant of each even minute.

An encoded time marker is broadcast. with time uniquely marked at the instant of

the even minute.
The broadcast frequencies are based on the highll'precise rraster oscillator.

The Transit satellite system is cxpected to be replaced by the NAVSTAR GPS
navigation system. This system calls for a constellation of 18 satellites that are
distributed in orbital planes inclined at 63'with respect to the Earth's equatorial
plane. Although the GPS system is designed for navigation capabilitics, it also
coordinates most of the major timescales in the rvorld. The GPS system has an
accuracy of about 10 ns for ten-day averaging. The most accruatc titne comparison
by GPS is based on a common satell i te procedure. GPS satell i tes on a fl1'b1-mode
make two separate comparisons tith respect to the GPS satell i tc clock. A l inear rate
for the satell i te clock is assumed. This nrethod does not provide the same accuracl
as the cornmon-r.iew procedure, since the clock error and iorrospheric errors r.ill
be present and more significant. The error budget for a comnrou-vieq' GPS time
transfer is eiven in Table 2.45.1.

Table 2.45.1
Error Budgets for Common View GPS Time Transfer

Type of Delay Besl Case Worsl Case
BMS RIVS
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With one-u'ar' l . i lne transfer, the accuracl of the method is basi<'all l  l inrited

to the acculacl. of the ephemeris or the knouledge of the satell i te s positiorr. I l  a
two-&'a\. t ime tlansfer. a time-interral countcr is located at each Earth statiorr. The

counter is startcd by a pulse from a local clock and stopped b1'a pulsc rc<civecl via

the satellite frorn the remote clock. Thus the time interlal bett'een pulses involves

the transmitter delay, the propagation delay between the Earth station and the

satellitc, the delay in the satellite for the signal received, the propagation delay

between the satcllitc and the other Earth station, and the same list of clclays on

the return direction. In addition. the effect of the Earth's rotation nrust be taken

into account, bccause during the period of the time transfer. both Etuth stations

have moved and the satellite has rnoved. Thus each leg of thc coniperrison lnust

be considcred individualll', and thel cannot be assumed to be equivalcnt to the

corresponding Ieg at a different time. The dificrential delay' eflects czrttscd bl the

Earth's atmosphere and the difierent frc<luertcics of the difierent legs shoulcl not

exceed a feu, nanoseconds, whether due to geonetric effects or to volocity effects

caused bv the ionospherc and troposphere. At frequcncies of 20 30 GHz, lhc ef{ects

of humidity mery cause significant inequtrlitics for tirne transfers at thc rtatrosc< on<l

level (Oaks. 1985).

2.46 Intercontinental Clock Synchronization by VLBI

With Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). radio signals frorn celcstial objects

are recorded at individual remote radio tolcscopes. The observational datl are then

brought togethel for correlation so that l)recise values for the differeltrr:s betu'cen

the clocks at the individual antennas can bc determined. The fundarlentals of

VLBI have been dcscribed bv Klempcrcr (1972). rvho also presents an extelrsive l ist

of references. Scvcral VLBI experimcrttal programs. and the funclanerltals of the

process, were described by Clark (1972). FreqLrcncy compatisons rvith an accur.rc]'oi

10-13 to 10-la and clock synchronization of the order of 1 ns are possibk:. 
' lb acrhieve

this accuracy, 110-megahertz bandwidths arc required. These cart be aclticvcd by the

bandwidth synthesis techniques described by Hinteregger et al. (1'972) and Rogers

(1970). The VLBI process requires distinct measurements based on prcarranged

experime[ts involving difierent locations. The results of the time co:nparisous art'

not available until the trl,'o data sets are brought together and correlatcd. In theory,

if sufficient data are available and a sufficiently large bandwidth can be obtained.

the VLBI svnchronization method is mainly l imited in accuracy by the diff iculty

of determining thc overall system delay and the atmospheric or ionospheric delay
(Johnston el al.. 1983).

Satellite Ephemeris
lonospheric
Tropospheric
User-Position
Multipath
Receiver
Signal-To-Noise
Tolal Rl\rS
(for single 13-minute kack)

3 n s
2ns

1 0 n s
100ns
20 ns

l n s
2 n s
l n s
1 n s

103 ns

ns
ns
ns
ns

7 n s
4.2 ns

Note: Some ol ths €rrors dep€nd on lhe distance (for exampl€ lh€
salellile ephemeris), Ths besl cas€ applies to dislance of
2000-3000 kmi th€ worsl cas€ is lor distance ol 600H000 km.
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2.47 Relativistic Effects in Time Transfer

When transferring time betrveen two points, the process can be viewed from one

of two reference frames-a geocentric, Earth-fixed, rotating frame or a geocentric,

nonrotating, local inertial frame. Discussions of time transfer vien'ed from these

two frames are given in the following sections, The equations used in the discus-

sions represent clock rates with ar accuracy better than 1 in lOra. In addition, the

equations are consistent with the proposal of the Consultative Committec for the

Definit ion of the Second (see Section 2.211), but they extend the procedures to

heights that include geostationary satellite orbits.

2,471 Clock Transport from a Rotating Reference Frame When time is transferred

from point P to point Q by means of a portable clock, the coordinate time accu-

mulated during transport is
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2.472 Nonrotating, Local Inertial Reference Frame When time is transferred frorn
point P to point Q by means of a clock, the coordinate time elapsed during the mo-
tion of the clock is

where c is the speed of light; r,,, is the angular velocitv of the Earth's rotation; v is
the velocity of the clock with respect to the ground; r is a vector from the center of
the Earth to the clock, which is moving from P to Q; Ap is the equatorial projection
of the area swept out during the time transfer by the vector r as its terminus
moves fiom P fo Q; LU(r) is the potential difference beiween the location of the
clock at r and the geoid as viewed from an Earth-fixed coordinate system (with
the convention that AU(r) is positive when the clock is above the geoid); and ds is
the increment of proper time accumulated on the portable clock. The increment of
proper time is the time accumulated on the portable standard clock as measured
in the rest frame of the clock; i.e.. the reference lrame traveling with the clock. AB
is measured in an Earth-fixed coordinate system. As the area As is swept out, it is
taken as positive when the projection of the clock's path on the equatorial plane
is eastward. When the height h of the clock is less than 24km above the geoid.
AU(r) may be approximated by gh, where g is the total acceleration due to gravity
(including the rotational acceleration of the Earth) evaluated at the geoid. When i
is greater than 2,1km, the potential difierence AU(r) must be calculated to greater
accuracv as follows:

ALt t r ' )=  cM. f  l - l  
)  

t ^ " r ( / r i n2e-a i1a l t9u '  
l r * (a . ) ' r l . o , .2d -  r r l  .' \ r  a t . /  2  '  2 a t  L  r t r  l

(2.4',71-2)
In this equation, a1 is the equatorial radius of the Earth; r is the magnitude of
the vector r; d is the colatitude; GM" is the product of the Earth's mass and the
gravitational constant; and J2 is the quadrupole moment coefficient of the Earth
( ' /z  = +1.083 x l0  3) .

( )  l ' 7 1 - 1 \

Here U(r) is the potertial at the location of the clock and v is the velocity of

the clock, both as vieu'ed-in contrast to Equation 2.471 | frorrl a geocentric

nonrotati[g reference frame. U, is the potential at the geoid, including thc effect

on the potential of the Earth's rotational motion. Note that AU(r) / U(r') - Ue,

since U(r) does not include the effect of the Earth's rotation. This equation also

applies to clocks in geostationary orbits, but should not be used beyond a distance

of about 50000 km from the center of the Earth.

2.473 Electrornagn€tic Signals TFansfer from a Rotating Reference Frame From

the viewpoint of a geocentric, Earth-fixed, rotating frame, the coordinate time

elapsed between emission and reception of an electromagnetic signal is

I  la  I  AU{r) l  2 ,a
A r =  I  d o l l - - ,  l +  , A E .c J P  L  c ' I

t t  4 1 1  1 \

where do is the increment of standard length, or proper length, along the transmis-

sion path; and AU(r) is the potential at the poirtt r on the transmission path less

the potential at the geoid (see Equation 2.172 1), as viewed from an Earth-fixed

coordinate system. As is the area circumscribed by the equatorial projection of the

triangle whose vertices are at the center of the Earth; at the point of transmission

of the signal, P; and at the point of reception of the signal, Q.
The area As is positive when the signal path has an eastti'ard component. The

second term amounts to about a nanosecond for a round-trip trajectory from the

Earth to a geostationary satell i te. In the third term, 2a/c2 = l-6227 x 10-6 ns knr 2;

this term can contribute hundreds of nanoseconds for practical values of As. Thc

increment of proper length do can be taken as the Iength measured using standard

rigid rods at rest in the rotating system. This is equivalent to measurement of length

by taking c/2 times the time (normalized to vacuum) of a two-way electrornagnetic
signal sent from P to Q and back along the transmission path.

2.474 Electromagnetic Signal Thansfer frorn a Nonrotating, Local Inertial Frame

From the viewpoint of a geocentric nonrotating, local inertial frame, the coordinate
time elapsed between emission and reception of an electromagnetic signal is

t, = 
l,n a, 

[, 
''':; '" . *)

,  f  , l ,  AU( r )  .  r , '  . 2u^l f t =  I  d s  l l  -  ,  + ^ , 1 +  ) , { r .
JP L  c '  zc ' j

t  )  L 1 1 _ 1 \

t,=! l,a a" [r 
- u,',rt ''] , \2.4'7 4-t)
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where U(r) and 4 are defined as in Equation 2.472 7, and do is the increment of

standard length, or proper length, along the transmission path. The quantities do

appea.ring in Equations 2.473 | and 2.474 7 difrer slightly because the reference

frames in which they are measured are rotating with respect to each other.

Dxample I Due to relativistic effects, a clock at an elevated location will appear to be

higher in frequeocy and will difier in normalized rate from TAI by

L.Lh I c2, (2.4'74 2)

where AUr is the diference in the total potential (gravitational and centrifugal potentials),

and where c is the velocity of light. Near sea level this is given by

c(.d)h t c2, (2.4'7 4-3)

where g(d) = (9.780+0.052sin267mfs2 is the total accelerat ion at sea level (gravita-

tional and centrifugal), / is the geographical latitude, and h is distance above sea level.
Equation 2.474-3 must be used in comparing primary sources of the SI second with TAI
and with each other. For example, at latitude 40', the rate of a clock will change by
+1.091 x l0-r3 for each kilometer above sea level.

Example 2 If a clock is moving relative to the Earth's surface with the speed v, which
may have the component v. g in the direction to the east, the normalized diference of the
frequency of the moving clock from that of a clock at rest at sea level is
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where / is the latitude, ) is the longitude (the positive sense being eastward), and P is the
path over which the radio signal travels from A to B. If the two clocks are synchronized

by a portable clock, they will differ in coordinate time by:

a-o= [a,(^1 g)
JP \  '  - '  /

^ . t= -2aAE lc2 ,

- \  [ ] "o " "4as , (.2.41+-'1)

(2.474-8)

where y is the portable clock's ground speed, and P is the portable clock's path from A
to B.

This difierence can be as much as several tenths of a microsecond. It is recommended

that Equations 2.174 6 and 2.474 7 be used as correction equations for long-distance

clock synchronization. Since these equations are path dependent, they must be taken into

account in any self-consistent cootdinate time system.

I f ac lock i s t r anspo r ted f romapo in tA toapo in tBand i sb rough tback toAonad i f f e ren t
path at infiniiely low speed at I = 0, its time will ditrer from that of a clock remaining in

Aby

where AE is the area defined by the projection of the round trip path onto the plane of the

Earth's equator. Ae is considered positive if the path is tra\€med in the clockt'ise sense

viewed from the South Pole.

Exanple 4 Since

2u  I  c2  =  1 .6227  x  l 0  6nskm-2 , (2.4'7 4-9)

(2.4744)

where c.., is the angular rotational velocity of the Eaft} (a =1.992 x l0-5 rad/s), r is the
distance of the clock from the center of the Earth (r = 6378. l40km), c is the velocity of
light (c = 2.99'792458 x 105 km/s), and I is the geographical latitude.

Dxample 3 A clock is moving 2?0 m/s eastward at 40" latitude at an altitude of I km.
The normalized difference of frequency of the moving clock relative to that of a clock at
rest at sea level is

I r 2  p td ) f i  I
, F *  f  

- - ! r / r ( cos  d )vE ,

- 4 . 0 6 x  1 0 - r r + 9 . 8 2 x  l 0  1 3  l . 0 7 l x l 0 r 2 = 4 . 9 5 x 1 0  r 3 (2.414 s)

the time of a clock carried eastward around the Earth at infinitely low speed at l' : 0 at

the eqnator will difier from a clock remaining at rest by -201.4ns.

2.5 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TIMEKEEPING

2.51 Introduction

The earliest attempts to measure time were probably based on observations of ce-

Iestial and meteorological phenomena: the seasonal motion of the Sun along the

horizon, the progression of Moon phases, the shifting of winds, and so on. Time-

keeping, which we take to mean the measurement of subdivisions of the day, has

long involved observations of both celestial and terrestrial phenomena. On the ce-

lestial side is the measurement of shadows cast bv a vertical gnomon, which led

to the development of sundials. On the terrestrial side is the development of water

clocks (clepsydrae). The origins of both approaches predate historical records. His-

torical references to water clocks are found in Babvlonian and Egyptian records of

the sixteenth century B.c. (Turner, 198,1).

The choice of a coordinate frame is purely a discretionary one, but to define coordinate
time, a specific choice must be made. It is recommended that lor teDestrial use, a topocerl-
tric frame be chosen. In this frame, when a clock B is synchronized with a clock A by a
radio signal traveling from A to B (both clocks being stationary on the Earth), these two
clocks differ in coordinate time bv

u-o=3f1 "o" 'oas. (2.4144)
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The system of hours developed first in Egypt, where day and night were each

divided into 12 parts. This resulted in a system in which the lengths of daylight

and nighttime hours varied with the seasons. In summer, an hour of daylight was

longer than an hour of darkness; in winter, the situation was reversed. Only at

the equinoxes were hours of day and night of equal length. When this system of

temporal hours spread throughout Europe, it became a function of Iatitude as well

as season. It continued in civil use until the spread of mechanical clocks in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries encouraged the gradual acceptance of equal hours.

Our familiar system of 24 equal hours comes from Greek astronomv. At least

as early as Hipparchus, the Egyptian system of 24 temporal hours was merged with

the Babylonian division of the day into 360 equal units. The result was a system of

24 equal hours, with each hour divided into 60 minutes (Neugebauer, 1975). This
established a tradition for astronomical tables that continues to this dav.

Although their origin is a mystery, mechanical clocks were in use in Europe
near the beginning of the fourteenth century. They were driven by weights and
controlled with the recently invented escapement. A regulating device allowed the
clocks to be adjusted, morning and evening, to maintain temporal hours. They did
not provide adequate standards for scientific timekeeping, but were built for public
use.

In the mid-seventeenth century, the pendulum was successfully applied to clocks.
By the late eighteenth century, clocks t'ere improved to provide accurate time for
scientific purposes and for navigation at sea.

Useful surveys of the history of timekeeping are provided by Andrewes and
Atwood (1983), Landes (1983), and Whitrow (1988).

2.52 Appareni Solar lime, Mean Solar Time, and the Equation of Time

Apparent solar tirrre is the measrrre of time defined by the actual diurnal motion of
the Sun. If the Sun's right ascension increased at a uniform rate, solar days would
be equal in length throughout the year (assuming uniform rotation of the Earth).
Apparent solar time would then provide a uniform measure of time. Hotvever. the
Sun's motion in right ascension is not uniform because the Sun moves in the ecliptic
rather than the equator, and the Sun's motion in the ecliptic is not uniform.

Mean solar time was defined by the motion of an abstract fiducial point. which
came to be known as the fictitious mean sun. This point was posited to move
uniformly in the equatorial plane at a rate that is virtually equal to the mean rate
of the true Surr's motion in the ecliptic. The difference between mean solar time
and apparent solar time is called the equation of time. It is never larger than 16
minutes.

The concept of mean solar time, together with the principles for determining the
equation of time, extend back at least to Ptolemy. For Ptolemy and his successors,
mean solar time was useful for constructing tables of solar motion. But as long as
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the only means of obtaining accurate time was by direct astronomical observation,

apparent solar time was in general use. Determinations of local apparent time were

commonly made by observing altitudes of the Sun or stars, Thus apparent solar time

was the argument in The Naut'ical Almanac and other national ephemerides until

the early nineteenth century. Mean iime, when needed, was obtained by applying

the equation of time to the apparent time.

The equation of time, in the sense of the correction to be applied to apparent

time in order to obtain mean time, was tabulated in the national ephemerides

from their earliest inception. It was used for regulating clocks and determining the

argument for entering astronomical tables. During the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries, as clocks were improved and came into extensive use at sca,

apparent time was gradually superseded in civil use by mean solar time.

In the mid-nineteenth century, when mean time was first introduced as the

argument in the national ephemerides, the equation of time was supplemented by

an ephemeris of sidereal time at mean noon. This provided a means of calculating

mean solar time from sidereal time, without using the equation of time. Clocks were

not sufficiently perfected for the theoretical distinction between apparent sidereal

time and mean sidereal time to be of any practical importance. This distinction was

therefore disregarded, and the very imperfect expressions then in use for nutation

were of no consequence for the purpose of time determination.

The Riefler clock, introduced about 1890, was the earliest timepiece with an

accuracy comparable to determinations of time from observation. As the accuracy

of clocks increased, the explicit recognition of mean sidereal time as distinguished

from apparent sidereal tirne became necessary. The term uniform sidereal time was

often used at first, but this measure was noi strictly uniform, and the term was

dropped from use.
After the introduction of the Short free-pendulum clock in 1921, the rpmoval

of the short-period terms of nutation from the observed clock corrections was nec

essary in order to check the clock satisfactorily. These terms were included in the

ephemerides of the sidereal time at 0h, beginning with 1933.

The equation of time came to signify the opposite of the original concept'

Apparent solar time was obtained by applying the equation of time to the mean

time kept by clocks, which were regulated by determinations of mean time from

observations of sidereal time. The link between mean solar time and sidereal time

was founded on the relation

moan  so la r  l ime  a l  C roenw i r -h  =  CHAQ -  R6  +  l 2 ' , (2.s2-r)

where GHAQ is the Greenwich hour angle of the mean equinox of date (i.e., Green-

wich mean sidereal time) and R6 is the right ascension of the fictitious mean Sun'

Underlying the concept of mean sola-r time was the assumption that the rotation

of the Earth was uniform. In the first half cf the twentieth century, this assumption
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was repudiated (see Section 2.53), rvith the result that mean solar time was no longer

used in precise timekeepiug. It was replaced by two concepts: ephemeris time was

introduced to satisf;r the desire for a uniform measure of time, and Universal Time

(originally introduced to specify Greenwich mean time measrrred from midnight

instead of nool see Section 2.521) came to designate a measure of the Earth's

rotation.
Over the centuries, the exact definition of mean solar time, and hence of the

equation of time, evolved as net'tables for the motion of the Sun were inttodttced.

In analyzing historical observations that are expressed in mean time, care must be

taken to determine t'hat definition t'as used in the reductions.

2.521 Greenwich Mean Tim€ Prior to 1925, mean solar time was reckoned from

noon in astronomical practice. The mean solar day beginning at noon, 12h after the

midnight at the beginning of the same civil date, q'as knorvn as the astronomical

day. Mean solar time reckoned from mean noon on the meridian of Greenwich u'as

designated Greenwich Mean Time (GNIT). Local mearr time (LNIT) was reckoned

from mean noon on a local meridian. Beginning rvith the national ephemerides for

1925, a discontinuity of 12h was introduced in the tabular arguments, so the instant

designated December 31.5 in the volumes for 1924 was designated January 1.0 in

the volumes for 1925.
In The Nautical Almanac, the designation Greenwich Nlean Time (GNIT) u'as

still used for the new reckoning, together with local mean time where appropriate,
whereas in The American Ephemeris the designation Greenwich Civil Time (GCT)

was adopted, together with local civil timc (LCT). This confusion in telminology
was finally removed by dropping both dcsignatious and substituting Universal Time
(UT). Care is necessary to avoid confusion. To distinguish between the tr,'o reckon-
ings that have both been called Greenwich Mean Time, the designation Greenwich
Nlean Astronomical Tirne (GMAT) should be used for the reckoning fron noort.
The designation UT always relers to time reckorred from Greenwich midnight, evcu
for epochs before 1925.

In addition, it should be ncted that in the United Kingdom, Greenwich Mean
Time has meant the civil time or Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). For naviga
tion, Greenwich Mean Time has meant UT1 (see Section 2.24). Thus GNIT has two
meanings that can differ by as much as 0i9. For these reasorrs GMT should not be
used for precise purposes.

2.53 Rotation of the Earth

The continued failure of successive lunar theories to represent the observed motion
of the Moon gradually led to the realization that thc rotation of the Earth is not
uniform. In ephemerides calculated from gravitational theories, the tabular times
are the values of a uniform measure of tirne. quite independent of the variable
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rotation of the Earth. Consequenily, the observed hour angle of a celestial bodv

(which increases with the Earth's rotation) diffcrs from the position tabulated in

the ephemeris. An analysis of thc discrepancies between observed and computed

positions reveals the differcnce between a rneasure of the Earth's rotatiol and the

measure of a uniform gravitational time. The discrepancies are most evident in thc

mean motion of the Moon, due to the rapidity of its notion and the accrirercy ryith

which the inequalities of motion can be observed. ilorvever, variations in thc Earth's

rotation also prodrrce discrcpancies in the observed motions of the other bodics in

the solar system, in proportion to the magnitude of their respective nean motions.

The flrst variation to be recognized was a secular retardation of the rate of ro

tation due to tidal interaction between the Earth and Moon. Adaurs (1853) shorved

that the observed secular acceleration of the rnean motion of the Nloon could not

totally be produced by gravitational perturbations. However, the validity ol his re-

sults was hotly contested. The issue was resolved when Ferrel (186'1) and Delaunay

(1865) showed from dynamical principles that the tides exert a retarding action on

the rotation of the Earth, accompanied by a variation of the orbital velocity of the

Moon in accordance with the conservation of momentunt.

Newcomb (1878) considered the possibil i ty of irregular variations of the Earth's

rotation as an explanation of lunar residuals. In the erxl, however, he could not

find collaboration from planetary data (Ncu'comb, 1912). Some of the <lifilculties

faced by Newcomb, and prior astronomers, resulted from inadequacies in the lunar

theory. This situation was rcctified when Brown (1919) introduced his nerv tables. A

number of studies offered increasing evidcnce of irregular variations in the Earth's

rotation. N{ost important &-cre papers by de Sitter (1927) and Spen, er Jones (1g:Jg).

which correlated irregularit ies in the Moon's motion with irregularit ies of the inner

planets.

Meanwhile, the accuracY of crystal-controlled clocks was becoming compalable

with that of the rotation of the Earth. By comparing thc observcd rates of the

clocks of national time services, Sioyko (1937) found a peliodic seasonal variation

in the rate of rotatiorr.
The Earth's rotation rate was therefore undcrstood to have seculat. irregular,

and periodic variations. Since mean solar time was tletermined directly from sidcreal

observations. it could no loneer be considered unifbrm.

2.54 Universal Time

Newcomb (1898) gave the following expression for the right ascension of the ficti-

tious mean Sun:

Ro = l8'38"451836 + 8640184:542 r+ 0:0929f'7. r : )  5 4 - l l
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where Z is measured in Julian cerrturies fronr 1900 Januarv 0, 0h Greenwich mean

noon. This expression differs from that of the mean longitude of the Sun by onlv

a slight, progressively increasing excess of 0:0203 f2. This difference is due to the

secular acceleration of the Sun and to the different rates of general precession on

the ecliptic and on the equator.

By inserting Equation 2.54 1 into the formula for mean solar time, Equa-

tio1' 2.52-I, and evaluating the result at 0h mean solar time on the Greenwich

meridian, we obtain the Greenwich mean sidereal tirne at 0h rnean solar time:

GHAQo = 6h38'45:836 + 8640I84:542 T + 010929 72, (1 \ t-)\

where T takes on successive values at a uniform interval of | /36525. But because
the rotation of the Earth is not uniform, values calcrrlated frour this expression are
not consistent with observed hour angles of stars.

From the beginning of the century through 1959, these formulas li'ere used
in the British Nautical Almanac and in the American Ephemeris to define mean
solar time and to relate solar time and sidcreal time. As given by Newcomb, the
independent r''ariable in Equation 2.54 1 is consistent r-ith that of his solar tables.

As evidence accumuiated that the Earth did not rotate uniformly. Nen'comb's 7"
was irrterpreted as the independeot variable of the Earth's orbital revolution rather
than its axial rotation. Since Newcornb's tables were the basis of the fundamental
ephemerides of the inner planets, the independent variable of his tables was called
ephemeris timc (ET). It becamc associated with the concept of a uniform measure
of time, based on the laws of orbital dynamics.

To clarify notation, Is (expressed in Julian centrrrics of 36525 ephemeris davs
from 1900 Jarruary 0, l2n ET) can be used in Equation 2.54 | to signify ephemeris
time. Then R6(7s) = Re dcfines a uniformly mof ing fiducial point that is indepen-
dent of the Earth's rotation.

To make Equation 2.54 2 consistent with observed hour angles of the stars.
Universal Time (UT) was instituted as a measure of the Eartb's rotation. Then
Equation 2.5,1 1 becomes a delinition of UT, with 7u (measured irr Juliarr ccnturics
of 36525 days of Universal Timc from 1900 January 0, 12h UT) scrving as the
independent variablo: R5(?.y) = Ru. The difierencc between Rs and Ru is given by

Rs Ru = 0.002738A7, a? 54_t\

where AZ is the differcnce between ephcmeris time and Universal Time (AZ =
ET - uT).

Prior to 1960, the designation "R.ight Ascension ol Mean Sun+ 12h" was some-
times applied to tabulations of Greenwich sidereal time at 0h UT. This inexact
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terminology was dropped when the distinction betu''een ephemeris time and Uni-

versal Time was introduced in national ephemerides in 1960. Equation 2.54 2, with

?.u as ihe independent variable, was used during the period 1960 1983 to calculatc

tabular ralues ol Grecnwich mean sidereal time at 0' UT. Beginning with ephemer-

ides for 1964, Equation 2.24 t has served as the defining relation between Universal

Time and sidereal t ime (see Section 2.24).

2.55 Ephemeris Time

From evidence compiled by de Sitter (1927) of f luctuations in the Earth's rotation,

Danjon (1929) recognized that mean solar time, which was observationally tied to

the rotation of the Earth, did not satisfy the need for a urriforrn timescale. He sug-

gested using the timescale of the Newtonian laws of planetary motion. His call for

reform, appearing in a nontechnical journal, was perhaps unnoticed by specialists;

certainly it was unheeded. Two dccades later, Clemence (19'18) published a more

specific proposal, apparently without being aware of Danjon's paper (Clemencc,

1971). From the results of Spencer Joncs (1939), Clenence derived the factor AT

that would reduce Universal Time to the measure defined by Newcomb's tables. In

addition, Clernence determined thc cr-rrrection to Brown's lunar theory that would

make the independent variable of the lunar theorv consistent wittr that of Nerv-

comb's Sun. Thus a comparison of lunar observations with Brou'n's (corrected)

theory could be used to determine Al.
In 1948 a proposal to establish a rnore uniform fundamental standard of time

was referred by the Comit6 International des Poids et Nlesures to the Interna-

tional Astrononical Uniorr. This proposal was considered at the Conference on l,he

Fundamental Constants of Astronomy held at Paris in 1950. At this confcrence,

Clemence proposcd usiirg the measure ol tirre defined by Ncwcomb's Tables oI the

Sun. The Confcrerrce adopted a resolution rccommending that this measure of time

be adopted, be expressed in units of the sidereal vear at 1900.0, and be designated

by the name ephemeris lime. as suggcsted by Brou*'er. This recornmendation was

adopted in 1952 by the International Astronomical Union at its General Assemblv

in Rome.

Upon further consideration, the tropical year, rvhich was considercd more fun

damental than the sidereal year, was chosen as the unit of tirne. Accordingly, the

Comit6 International des Poids et Mesrrres, at its session in Septcmber 1954 in

Paris, proposed to the 10th General Conferencc on Weights and N4easures that the

fundamental unit of time be the second, redelined as 1/31556925.975 of the length

of the tropical year for 1900.0. The Conference authorized the Comit6 to adopt

this unit after formal action on the definition had beerr taken bv the International

Astronomical Union.
The IAU, at its General Assembly in Dublin in September 1955, approved the

definition proposed by the Comit6. However, the tropical year was understood to
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be the mean tropical year defined by Newcomb's expression for the geometric mean

longitude of the Sun; the value ol the second required for exact agreement with

Newcomb's tables is 1/31556925.97474 of the tropical year. The primary unit of

ephemeris time was the tropical year at the fundamental epoch of 1900 January

0, 12h ET. The tropical year was defirred as the interval during which the Sun's

mean longitude, referred to the mean equinox of the date, increased by 360'. The

adopted measure of this unit was determined by the coefiicient of 7, measured in

centuries of 36525 ephemeris days, in New'comb's expression for the geometric mean

longitude of the Sun (referred to thc mcan equinox of date):

L = 2'79'41' 48104 + 1296027 68';13 T + l':089 72 .

The tropical year at 1900 January 0, 12n ET accordingly contained

(2.55-l )

360 t60 t60
x 36525 x 86400 = 31556925. 9747 ephemeris seconds. (2.55-2)

129602168.13

Consequently, the Comitd at its session in Paris in October 1956, under the author-

ity given by the 10th Geleral Conference, adopted in place of the value formerly

recommended a slightly rnore precise value of the tropical year at 1900 January 0,

l2h ET: "La seconde est la fraction 1131556925.97 47 de l'ann6e tropique pour 1900
janvier 0 i, 12 heures de temps des ephernerides." (ProcEs Verbaux des S6ances,

1957) .
At this session, a Comit6 Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde was estab-

lished to coordinate the work of physicists on atomic standards and of astronomers
on the astronomical standard of ephemeris time. In 1960, the 1lth Conf6rence Gen-
erale des Poids et Mesures formallv adooted the eohemeris second as a fraction of
the tropical year.

At its 1958 General Assembly in Moscorv, the International Astronomical Union
adopted the following definition for the epoch of ephemeris time: "Epheurclis time
is reckoned from the instant, near the beginning of the calendar year A.D. 1900,
when the geometric mean longitudc ol the Sun was 279"41'48:04, at u4rich instant
the measure of ephemeris time was 1900 January 0d l2h precisely."

With its basic unit and initial epoch defined in this way, ephemeris time u'as
equivalent to the system of time of Newcomb's solar tables. Ncwcomb originally
identified this tinescale with mean solar time. rvhich he considcred to be uniform.
When mean solar time, as determined from obserlations, was sho\\'n to be nonuni-
forn, Newcomb's timescale rvas identified directly with epheneris time. The first
two terms of the Sun's geometric mean lorrgitude rvere defined as absolute con-
stants, and the corresponding values for the Moon and other planets were subject
to possible revision to bring them into accord with observation. The svmbol 7 in
these expressions was therefore intended to represent ephemeris time, not only in
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the theory of the Earth's motion around the Sun, but also in the heliocentric the-
ories of the other planets. Ephemerides derived from Newcomb's tables of Lhc Su1
and planets could therefore be regarded as having ephemeris time as the inclepel-

dent time argument. The mean longitude of any other planet, or even of thc N{ooq,

could have been used to define the origin and rate of a rrniform time system, and
ephemerides of the Sun, Moon, and planets could have beerr constructed with that
time system as the independent argument.

2.551 The Detennination of Ephemeris fime In principle, the ephemeris time at
any moment can be determined by comparing the observed positions of the Sun,

Moon, and planets with their corresponding ephemerides. The tabular time for
which the observations agreed n'ith the ephemcrides q'ould be the ephemeris time.

In practice, Universal Time, which can be detcrrnirred very accurately arrcl rvith

little delay from obscrvations of the diurnal motions of the stars. rvas use<l as an

intermediary measure of time. The difference betn'een the tt'o measures of tine,

Af = ET - UT, was thcn obtained by comparing observations *'ith ephemerides.

Observations of the N,Ioon, whose geocentric motion is much greater than those

of other bodies, provided thc nlost accurate determination of A7. Ilo*'ever, direct

comparison rvith the lunar ephcmcris calculated from Brot'n's lunar tables did not

give AT immediately, since Brot'rr's theory was not strictly gravitational and his

tables were not in complete accord with Newcomb's solar tables. This was rectified

by eliminating the empirical term from the mean longitudc ol the N4oon and by

applying the correction to thc tabular mean longitude:

LL = 8 l '12 -  26. '74T 11.2272. (2 .ss l - r )

Additional corlcctions u'ere needed Ibr souie of the periodicr terms in longitudc.

latitude, and parallax. Beginning in 1960. the lunar ephencris q'as calculated from

this amerrdcd theory directiy frorr thc lheoretical exprcssions for tlx: longilrtde'

latitude and parallax instead of from Brown's tables. Thc improved r:phernelis was

made available for 1952 1959 in the Improued Lunar Eph,emeris (Narutical Alrnanac

Oflice, 195.1).
A disti lction l lrd to be drawn betw'ccn UT'+ AZ and E'f ' whcn AT was dcter-

mined using thc prcvious equations and obscrvations ofthc NIoon U'f +A? difft:red
from ET in tlvo main respccts:

(1) by a quadratic exprcssiott in 7 of the forn a + bT + c1a , thc coeflicients of

which had been obscrvatioually determined to be zero, but n'hich alnrost

certainly difiered from zcro by signiiicant autounts (it should be noted that

the term c72 is more of a fundarnental physical character t'bar' a + bT);
(2) by any deficiencies that miglrt have been present irt Brown's lunar theory,

including revision of any constants involved; in particular, Brown used l/294

for the flattening of the Earth.
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In the period from 1960 to 1984, improvements were introduced in the lunar

theory, and the different versions of the lunar theory rl''ere designated by i = 0,

j = 1 and j = 2.'lhe ephemeris times determined from these lunar theories were

correspondingly labeled ET0, ETl and ET2.

Thus the value of A 7 could difler systernatically depending upon rvhich method,

or body, was used for its determination. This will continue to be true when AZ is

extrapolated back in timc prior to the availability of atomic time.

2.552 Difficulties in th€ D€finition ofEphemeris Time In hindsight, the definition

of ephemeris time (ET) was subject to a number of dificulties, both in concept and

in implementation. It was based on Newcomb's theory of the Sun and an associated

set of astronomical constants. Both the theory and the constants were replaced in

1984. At a deeper level, however, ET sufiered from its prerelativistic origins. Since

its definition ignored general relativity, ET cannot be categorized as a geocentric

or barycentric timescale, nor as a proper time or coordinate time.

Both the fundamental unit and thc epoch of ET contained technical problens.

The tropical year was chosen as the unit of time under the assumption that it was

independent of astronomical constants, particularly the constant of precession. In

reality, determinations of both the tropical ycar and the sidereal year depend on

the adopted system of astronomical constants. Unfortunately, the possibility of a

time-dependent variation in the equinox, commonly called equinox motion, was not

recognized. As a result, ephemeris time \a'as subject to corrections introduccd in

the system of constants in 1984.
The fundamental epoch. dcsignated 1900 January 0, 12r' ET, *'as the instarrt

at which the geometric mean lorgitude of the Sun, relerrcd to the mean equirr"x

of date, was 279" 41'48'.'04. Although this instant was definitive, its deterlninatiorr

depended on a comparison ol observations \a''ith an apparent ephemeris of the Surr.
The observatiorrs u,ere themseh'es definitive, but the appareni ephemeris as deducecl
from the geometric mean longitude depended on the value adoptecl for the constant
of aberration. All relevant observations and detcrminations had bccn made using
20'.'47 fot the constant of aberration. A change in this vahre would lead to a changc
in the determination of the itrstaIrt of the fundamental epoch and, thus, to a corlc
sponding change in thc mcasurcs of ephemeris time assigned to all other instants.
This particular difficulty could have bccn avoided by specifying the epoch as the
instant when the geometric mean longitude of the Srrn, reduced by the constalt of
aberration and refcrred to the mean equinox of date, stas 219'41'27'!57; bui there
were objections to the implied use of an "apparent mean longitude."

Ephcmeris timc was defined by thc lrtotion of a body that is difficult to observe
Determination of ET was better accomplished by observatiorrs of rapidly moving
bodies the \{oon, N4ercury, and Venus. However, there was no specified relation
ship between ET as defined and ET as determiled lrom observations of the Moon,
Mercurv. or Venus. In oractice. the determination of ET from the motion of the
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Moon was based on accepted values of various constants. Changes in the constants

resulted in different measures of ET, as described in Section 2.551

2.553 AZ Formulas from Historical Observations The variations in the rotation

of the Earth can be determined from observations, though early observations are

much less accurate than modern observations. The rate of rotation does not decrease

uniformly, as it rvould if tidal friction were the only mechanism afiecting the Earth's

rotation.
The formulas for AT must be divided into time periods. The equation for the

time period from 1650 to the present is given by McCarthy and Babcock (1986):

A(TDT-UT1) = 5:1s6(1 0.404) + 13 .3O66e O.3264)(t - 0. 19(t 0.01)'?, (2.s53-l)

where t is given in centuries since 1800.0. Thc equivalent expression for the length-

ening of the day is:

LOD = 7 i286(1  0 .  170)x  10-6(year  1819.25(1  104) . (2.553-2)

Tabular values of AZ are given by McCarthy and Babcock (1986) for 1957 1984

and by Stepenson and Nlorrison (198'1) for 1630 1980. Current r''alues are given in

lhe The Astronomical Almanac.

The following expressions for historic periods are from Stepirenson and \'Iorrison

(1984). A parabolic represcntation of the data lrorn -q..1. 948 to A.D. 1600 is given

by

LT = 2515 t2 , (2.553-3)

where / is time in centuries from L.l. 1800. This result is equiralent to a rate ot

lengthening of the day of 1.,1ms/century.
For the period from 390 B.c. to A.D. 9'18 the parabolic representation is

AT = 1850" - 435r + 44.3r2, r )  55l-r1)

where r is measured in cerrtrrries fron ,q.1. 9'18. \\riih the origin at A D 1800, the

corresponding expression is

LT = 1360'+32Ot+44.3P. (2.553-5)

The equivalent rate of lengthening of the day is 2.4 ms/century (Stephenson and

Morrison, 1984).
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The formulas above are based on the value of the lunar tidal acceleration n.

where n = 26100 century-2. If another value of n is used, the ralrres of TDT - UTI

should be corrected by the addition of

A?'(TDT-UTf)= -r" .8zr(An t2)(T -  t9.ss), / )  5511 \

where T is measured in Julian centuries from 1900.0 (McCarthy and Babcock,

1e86).

2.56 History of Atomic Time

Until 1960, the unit of t ime, the second, was defined as a specified fraction (1/86400)

of the mean solar da1.. With the adoption of ephemeris time, thc second *.as definecl
to be a specified fraction of the year (see Section 2.55). This definit ion was more
precise than the definition based on the mean solar day, but it was difficult to
measure from observational data and to implement with operational clocks.

The idea of using atomic resonances in an atomic clock is due to Rabi, who
suggested it in an American Phvsical Society lecture in January 1945. The first,
atomic clock in actual metrological use was built at the National Physical Labo
ratory (NPL) by Esscn and Parry (1957). Details of the early developments arr:
described by Ramsey (1972), Beehler (1967), and Forcuran (1985).

Since 1967, the SystEme International (SI) second (see Section 2.21) has beerr
the standard unit of tiurc in all timescales. The length of the SI second $'as define(l
by Markowitz et aL. (1958) in tcrms of the observationally detcrnrined value of the
second of ephemeris timc. Thus, the SI second closely matches an cphcmeris second
and provides continuity with ephemeris time.

Beginning in July 1955, atomic timescales were availablc from organizations in
several countries. Thcse werc based on the cesium-beam frcquency standards at the
individual organizations. In 1971, the experimental atomic timescale established
by the Bureau International de I'Heure (BIH) r'as adopted ars the worlds'ide time
reference system, under the name International Atomic Time (TAI). As this decision
implied no discontinuity of the BIH timescale, it is convenient to designate it as
TAI since its beginning in July 1955. The origin of TAI rva^s arbitrarily. chosen so
that the TAI and UTI readings at 1958 January 1,0h were the same.

Since 1971, TAI computation has undergone two major corrceptual changes.
In 1973, as a consequence of the 1972 meeting of the Consrrltative Committee
for the Definition of the Second (CCDS), a new TAI algorithm was irnplemented,
whereby each clock participates with a weight that is a firnction of its past and
present frequency. The mean frequency of each clock over a two-month interval
rs computed with respect to TAI. The weight of a clock is proportional to the
reciprocal of the variance of six mean frequencies. This takes into account the
changes of frequency or the short-term instability of the clock. The other change in
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TAI took place irl 1977. In 1976. three laboratories nraintaining cesium standards

the National Bureau of Standards, National R.esear< h Council, and the Phvsicalisc|-

Technische Bundesanstalt agreed that the frequcncy of TAI rvas too high by l0-l l.
That same year, IAU recomrnended that the TAI frequency bc corrected by exactly
-10 x 10 13 on 1977.Ianuary 1. This adjustment was the first direct input of thc
laboratory standards ou TAI.

In April 1977, the Consultative Committee for thc Definit ion of the Se<:oucl
recommended thtrt frequency steering by frequent small adjustments (of the saurc
order as the variations expected from random noisc) u,as better than noticeable
corrections at less fre<1uent interrals. This practice rvas applied immediatch. to
TAI.

In 1985 the IAU adopted a resolution agreeing to transfer the responsibilitl. for
TAI from the BIH to the Bureau International des Poids et Nleasures. undcr th<r
responsibility of the International Committee on \{eights and N{easures (CIP\{)

and the General Conference of Weishts and Measures,

2.57 History of Coordinated Universal Time

Beginning in 1962, an increasing number ol broad<.rst t ime serlices cooperatql to
provide a consistelrt tinre standard. \Iost broadcast signals $€re s1-nchronized to
the redefined UTC in 1972. Prior to 1972, broacl<rast tirne signals \r'ere kept $'ithil
0.1 second of UT2 bv introducing step adjustments. norrnally of 0.1 second, arrcl
occasionally by changirrg the duration of the second. Thc scale UT2 resulted lrout
applying the following frrrrnula for the seasonal variation in the rate of the Earth's
rotation to UTl:

UT2= UTI + 01.O22 sin?nr 01012cos2rrr 01006 sin 4zrr + 0i0}i cos4r. . (2.5'l 1\

where r represents the fraction of the Besselian vcar of thc obserlation.
The seasonal variation in the rotation of the Earth s'a.s first detected bl mearts

of excellent crystai clocks at the Physicalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (Schcibe
and Adelsberger, 1936). These variations \4'ere coDfirrned by Stoyko (1936, 1937).
Finch (1950), ancl Srnith and Tucker (1953). Lunar tidal variations were foun.l to
be in reasonable agrcernent with the theory. More recent reports are available by
O'Hara (1975), Guinot (1970), and Markowitz (1976). Previously, the research orr
long-term variations in the rotation of the Earth was correlated with the motion
of the Moon, which was the only clock availablc rvith sufficient precision (Spencer
Jones, 1956; Munk and McDonald. 1960). Now UTC is based on UT1 as specified
in Section 2.24.

-$,
-,7
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2.58 History of Transmitted Time Signals

Prior to 1956, the transmittcd time signals were steppcd or steered to maintain

a constant relationship to the lotation of the Earth. From 1956 to 1971, various

approaches were used by different organizations to maiutain the transmitted signals

close to the value of time detcrmined from the Earth's rotation. After 1971. all the

transmissions ivere tied to UTC as deterrnined by the BIH. For the period 1956

1971 it is possible to obtain a correction to the transmitted time signal from thc

available documerrtation of the history of the transmission during that time period.

The Bureau International de I'Heure, located at the Paris Observatory, rvas

founded to coordinate the practices followed by the national tirne services in ob-
servations and calculations for the determination of time, and to establish precise

international standards; it carne rrnder the auspices of the International Astronom-
ical Union in 1920.

In 1988, the BlH activities on astronomical time were taken over by a ncw
service with a wider scope the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS), the
Central Bureau of which is locatetl at the Paris Obscrvatory. The responsibility of
atomic tinescales has been transferred from the BIH to the Bureau Internatiorral
des Poids et Nlesures (BIPN4) in Sbvres, France.

Table 2.58.1 provides the documentatiol of the steps and frequency changes
utilized by radio station WWV. In countlies r'"'here the civil time system $'as not
the same as WWV, a different table of corrcctions appropriate to the civil tirrrc
system actuaily used should be introdrrced, if available.

Table 2.58.1
Time and Frequency Steps by WWV and tVlC (USNO)

Step'

Table 2.58.1, continued
'fime and Frequency Steps by WWV and IVC (USNO)

Step'

'1958 Jan.  15 36218 1900
Feb. 5 36239 1900
Feb. 19 36253 1900
Apr 9 36302 1900
June 11 36365 1900
July 2 36386 1900
July 16 36400 1900
O.r.22 36498 1900
Nov.26 36533 1900
Oec.24 36561 1900

1959 Jan.28 36596 1900
Feb.25 36624 1900
Aug. 5 36663 1900
Aug.26 36806 1900
Sept. 30 36841 1900
Nov.4 36876 1900
Nov- 18 36890 1900
Dec. 16 36918 1900

WWV controlled at an oflset ol abo./i -100 x
10 10 du ng 1958.

WwV controlled al an oltsel ot 100 x 10-10
duing 1959.

LJSNO beoan conlrollino NBA at an oflset ol
-170 x 10 1o dur ing 19;0.

UTC began 1960 January 1.r The inilial partici
pating observalories and laboratories were USNO,
RGO, NBS, NRL and NPL. The o ginal offset was

150 x 10 10.  No internat ional  UTcoffselwasrn
effect betore 1960.

UTC of iset  dur ing 1961 was 150xlO 10-

UTc ol lsel  dur ing 1962 was 130x10 10.

UTC ot fset  dur ing 1963 was -130 x 1o 10.

UTC offset during 1964 was 150 x 1o 10.

NrC(UsNo) advanced 1-6 milliseconds 10 Oclo6e(,
1964. WWV relarded 1.0 milliseconds 10 Oclober,
1964.

UTC of fsel  dur ing 1965 was 150!  10 10.

UTC ollsel during 1966 was -3OO x 10 10

WwV only; MC(USNO) was not advanced 1967

September20. UTC offsei during 1967 was -300 x

1 0 ' " .

UTc ol lsel  dur ing 1968 was 300x10 10.

UTC offsel dlring 1969, 1970, and 197'l was
- 3 0 0  x  1 O - ' " .

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
2A

No time sleps

1961 Jan.  1

1962 Aug. 1

1963 Nov. 1

37300 0000

37512 0000 50 advance
No time steps

38334 0000 100
'1964 Apr. 1 38486 0000

Sepl. 1 38639 0000
Oct. i 38669 0000

100
100

1

1956 Jan. 4
Mat.7
lvlar. 28
July 25
Aug.22
sept. 19
Oc t .31
Nov- 14

35476 1900
35539 1900
35560 1900
35679 i900
35707 1900
35735 1900
35777 1900
35791 1900

60 advance
20 advance
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
2Q

20
20
20
20

1965 Jan.  1
[,,lar 1
July 1
Sept. 1

1966

1967 Sept. 20

1968 Feb. 1

1969
1S70

r971

On 1957 lvlarch 13, the time step made at 1900 UT
was obtained from log books, bul the step made al
2000 UTwas fronr TS Bulletins.

0000 i00
38820 0000 100
34942 0000 100
39004 0000 100

No lime sleps

39753 0000 200 4 advance

39887 0000 100 advance

No time sieps

1957 Jan.  23 35861 1900
Mar 13 35910 2000
May 1 35959 1900
June 5 35994 2000
June 19 36008 1900
July 3 36022 1S00
Juty 17 36036 1900
Aug. 14 36064 1900
Ocl .16 36127 1900
Nov. 6 36148 1900
Dec. 11 36183 1900

* All steps are retardations in milliseconcls unless olhefwise noled.
I See Trans. tAU Beports, xta, 362-364.
Nole: P or to 1956 January i, WwV did not make lime steps. Inst€ad WwV sleered ils lrequency to lollow
closely lhe Eanh's rolalion. Sieps were lhereJore unnecessary fihe syslem followsd by WWV was the N2
system, used by ihe U.S. Naval Observalory from 1953 April I until 1955 December 31).
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CHAPTER 3

Celestial Reference Systems

by C.Y Hohenkerk, B.D. Yallop, C.A. Smith, and A.T. Sinclair

3.1 CELESTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS

In order to specify positions of astronomical objects, such as sta.rs, galaxies, quasars,
planets, and satellites, it is necessary to have a reference system. The currently avail-
able reference system is based on the FK5 star catalog, which provides a reference
frame, the IAU 1976 System of Astronomical Constants, the IAU 1980 theory of

nutation, and the procedures that provide the methods for implementing the ref-
erence system. Chapter 4 describes in detail the distinction between a reference
systern and a reference frame.

An ideal celestial system would be an inertial system so that the equations
of motion could be written without any rotational terms. Unfortunately, the re-
alization of an ideal celestial reference system can only be approached, it cannot
be achieved. As this chapter was being prepared, the IAU appointed a working
group to study the many difierent aspects of reference systems and to formulate
improvements for the future. Therefore, although this chapter attempts to provide
the instructions and the methods for the current reference system, it also indicates
some of the difficulties with the present system and possible future changes.

The ideal reference system would provide an inertial frame that could be used at
all frequencies of the electro-optical spectrum, and at all magnitudes or intensities.
Unfortunately a number of problems interfere with realizing such a reference system.
The first problem is that ao known point sources radiate at all frequencies of the
spectrum such that the positions determined at one frequency can be accurately
related to those determined at another frequency. Thus we have different sets of
reference sources in the optical, radio, and X-ray frequencies.

We have the problem that the dynamicai range for all observing systems is
limited. Generally in the optical range only five magnitudes of intensity can be
observed astrometrically by one technique. Thus the method and the references
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used for observing bright stars are difTerent from those for observing faint stars. We

can define a reference frame based on the very distant extragalactic sources that

should be without proper motion and provide a pseudofixed reference frame, but

it is impossible to measure the positions of brighter stars or solar system objects

directly relative to those faint distant sources. Thus we have a problem realizing an

observable reference frame at all frequencies and magnitudes.

There is also a problem delining the ideal reference frame. In classical mechanics

an inertial reference frame is either at rest or in a state of uniform rectilinear

motion with respect to absolute space. However, the theories of general and special

relativity required some changes to this concept. In the general theory of relativity,

Einstein defined an inertial frame as a freely falling coordinate system in accordance

with the local gravitational field which is due to all material matter of the universe

(Einstein, 1956). The special theory of relativity defines an inertial frame in a

space-time continuum in the absence of gravitational fields, rather than in absolute

space (Moritz, 1967), and the transformation between inertial frames is given by

the Lorentz transfbrmation.

There are finite regions rvith respect to a chosen space of refercnce where ma

terial particles move freely without acceleration and in which the laws of special

relativity hold with remarkable accuracy, which can be regarded as quasi-inertial

frames. Thus the center of mass of the Earth-Nfoon system falling in an elliptic

orbit around the Sun in a relatively weak gravitational field is an example of suclt

a finite region. Therefore, we may assume quasi-ilertial frames of reference, arrd

any violation of the principles when using classical mechanics can be taken into

account with small corrections applied to the observations and by an appropri
ate coordinate-time reference. The effects of special relativity for a system movirtg
with the Earth around the Sun are of the order l0 8: Iikewise those rvith seneral
relativity are ofthe order 10 8.

It is necessary to distinguish between various types of quasi-inertial frames.
For example, the galactic reference frame. which is based on assumptions about the
proper motions of celestial bodies and their statistical properties. is a frame definr:d
kinetically. A reference frame can be constructed on extragalactic sources based oir
the assumption that the galaxies have no rotational components to their motions.
Alternatively, we can construct a quasi-inertial frame based on a dynamical systern.
This reference frame is based on the theory of motions of the bodies of the solar
system, and is constructed in such a way that there remains rlo rotational term itl
the equations of motion.

In Newtonian mechanics, the various types should be equivalent, but this is not
true in general relativity. In general relativity a dynamical system of coordinates
is a local reference frame that is locally tangent to thc general space-time mani-
fold. In contrast the kinetic frame is defincd by assumptions about the apparent
motions of remote objects and is therefore a coordinate system that is subject to
relativistic effects such as geodesic precession. Even if this is suitably corrected, a
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basic difference between the concepts remains, which is another reason for using

the terminology quasi-inertial.

Although we may desire a single ideal reference system, in practice we have to
recognize not only the conceptual diflerences in reference frames used in the avail-

able systems but also the differences in the realizations of these frames. Although

the FK5 can be viewed as a kinetic frame based on the stars, its origin is tied to
an equinox that is deflned by the solar system. But, in practice, the FKS does not
have a simple fiducial point. Its real origin is a meridian of zero right ascension.

The meridian does not exactly go through the equinox defined by a givcn solar svs-
tem ephemeris, nor is that meridian necessarill' a plane. It carr difler systematicallv

in a declination dependent way. Therefore. the origin of the FK5 reference frame

is defined as a catalog equinox. This is contrasted with the eqrdnox delirred bv a
solar-system ephemeris and called a dynamical equinox. Each solar-svsterrr ephcm-
eris defines its own origin or equinox. In the case of the epherncrides DE200/LE200,

an effort was made to make the origin agree with the FK5 equinox, but it was rec-
ognized, and needs to be recognized, that there is some difference, *'hich will be
determiued more accurately with time.

Therefore, although n'e may have a corrccptual ideal reference svstern, cach
realization of a reference frame will be sornewhat different. and there r.ill be a need
to determine the transformatiorls frorn orrc rclerence lrame to another. The FK5
reference frame is verv close to the DE200/LE200 reference frame, u,hich in turn
is very close to the radio source reference frarncs. The deviations are partly due
to the difierent acculacies lvith rvhich the various reference fraures arc dclcrmirred.
Similarly there can be time depenclent difiereuces between thc rcfcrcncc frames.
The FK4 reference frarne was forrnd to have a rnotion as a firnction of time. This
could be vierved as a sysl,ernatic error in the proper motions of the FK,l systeui.
Although it is hoped that these clifferences u'ill be srnall, it rnust be recoguized
when doing precise positional astrolomt- that these difierences do exist-

For precise reduction of observations it is necessary to include all the displacc
ments and motions involved in the reference systems. These include the differertces
in the origin of the frame, barycentric, geocentric. or topocentric, together lvith the
appropriate timc coordinate as discussed in Chapter 2. Also the time-dcpenderrt
variations in the celestial coordinates must be included; thcsc are precession, nuta-
tron, parallax, aberi-ation. and light deflection. The reduclion to topocqrtric coor-
dinates includes thc Earth-orientation parameters (UT1 UTC and polar motion),
diurnal parallax, diurnal abcrration, and refraction. Thc basis for the exprcssions
necessary lbr these conversions is the subject of thc rest ofthis chapter.

3.11 Fundamental Referencesystems

Stellar reference frames can be dcterrlined observationally. Bccause of the many
motions involved, it must be recognized that the observational determirration of the
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reference frame depends upon the dates of the observations. From the rotation of the

Earth, the plane of the equator and hence its pole can be determined. A fiducial

direction in the equatorial plane must be determined either from the definitiorr

of a given object, collectivelS' from a number of diflerent objects, or from solar-

system observations defining the ecliptic. The observational determination of the

fundamental reference frame can then be converted to a conventional standard

reference frame by application of certain specified procedures These procedures, in

combination with the reference frame, constitute the reference system and will be

specified in this chaPter.

3.12 The Dynamical Reference System

The motions in the solar system provide a number of possible bases for reference

frarnes, the standard being the equator of the Earth and the equinox defined by the

intersection of the mean planes of the equator and the ecliptic. Alternatively, the

ecliptic and the equinox can define a reference ftame. Some woulcl argue that the use

of the invariable plane with an equinox provides a suitable reference frame, but this

frame is not n'ell-determined. A referertce frame. horvel'er defined, can be determined

from the process of calculating the ephemerides of the solar-system bodies based

on their equations of motion in the chosen frame, fitting these computed positions.

suitably reduced to the frame of observation, to observed positions, and hencc

determining computed ephemerides that are consistent n'ith the observational datzr.

Such a fitting process, with sufficiently accurate observation data, can also providc

the basis for determining the constants for the procedures ne(iessary for reducing

the observational data. Some observing techniques for solar-systern objects, such as

range measurements and spacecraft obserlations, are independcnt of any external

frame, such as the stellar frame, but these observations have a strong dependence
on the observing sites, i.e., the telrestrial coordinate systenl, the Earth-orientatiotr
palameters, and an accurate basis for time. Other observatioms are made q'ith

teference to stellar coordinate framcs. for which the dynamical reference frarne

must be determined with refercnce to the stellar refererrce ftalttc for the consistent
use of these observations.

3.13 The Conveniional Celestial Beference Svstem

Conventional reference systems catr be defined io provide a consistent basis for

comparison. Such conventional rcference systems must include specifrcation of the

reference frame at a given date, and all the necessary procedures and constants

required to transform this conventional frarne from one date to any other date.
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3.2 BASIS OF REDUCTION OF CELESTIAL COORDINATES

A necessary part of any reference system is the procedures required to relate a
reference frame for one time to one for another time. These procedures involve
precession, nutation, space motion, parallax, aberration, and light deflcctiorr. In
this section, these different effects will be discLssed from a theoretical basis along
with an explanation of the determination of these efiects. To complete the discus_
sion, formulas for polar motion and refraction, which are required in topoceutric
reductions, are given at the end of this section.

3.21 Precesslon

Since the plane of the ecliptic and the plane of the cquator are usccl as planes of
reference, and their intersection, the equinox, is used as the fiducial point, it is
necessary to inchtde the fact that these planes are in motion. Thc motion of the
ecliptic is due to the gravitational action of thc planets on the Earth's orbit and
makes a contribution to precession known as planetary precession. If the erluator
were fixed, this motion would produce a precession of the equinox of about I2" per
century and a decrease in the obliquitl. of thc ccliptic of about 47" pel centurt.
The motion of the equator is due to the torclue of the Sun, Nloon, and planets on
the dynamical figure of the Earth. It cau be separatcd into t$'o parts, the lu,nisoLar
precession, which is the smooth, long-period motion of the mean pole of the eqrrator
about the pole of the ecliptic, r,i'ith a period of aborrt 26,000 years, and nutati,on,
which is the short-peliod motion of the truc pole around the mcan polc with an
amplitude of about 9" and a varietv of periods of rrp to 18.6 years. The cornbination
of lunisolar and planctary precession is callcd genenrl precession,

The notation used here follows Lieske el ol. (1977), u'ho give a useful table that
contains cross-references to the notation used by other authors.

A basic way of clescribing the motiorr of the ecliptic is to use angles r1 and
II1, where zr,1 is the angle betrveen the mean ecliptic at a fixed epodr e6 = lg a1d
the mean ecliptic of date €o = /, and I1,1 is the angular distance frorrr the equinox
T6 at the fixed epoch to the a.scending node where the ecliptic of clate meets the
fixed ecliptic of epoch (Figrrre 3.21.1). Exprcssions for rq and JIl ar.e obtained
from Newcomb's thcory of the Earth's orbital motion about thc Sun, but with
modifications to allow for irnproved determinations of the planctary rnasses. The
form of the expressions from the theorv are

sin zq sin /1a = s/ + sr I +sz/1,

s in  r rA  cos  J I ,4  =c t+c t f  +cz t3 , (3.2t-r)
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Ecliptic at r

Ecliptic at ,o

Equator at t
Equator at to

Figure 3.21.1
The ecliptic and equator at epoch and date

where  fo r  con t inu i i y  n1  >0 for t>0andr r ,4  <0 for t<0 .  Numer ica l  va lues  fo r  the

coefficients J, sl,.r2, c, ct, and c2 are given in Table 3.211.1 (page 104), expressed

conventionally in arc seconds.
The precessional effect due to the motion of the ecliptic is described by the arc

PT in Figure 3.21.1, and is referred to as the accumulated planetary precession.

\A .  I t s  ra te  o fchange a t  epoch lg  i s

l = J c o s e c € 0 ,

where e6 is the obliquity of the ecliptic at the epoch re.

(3,21-2)

The basic parameter for describing lunisolar precession is Newcomb's preces-
sional constant, which has the value P0 at epoch r0. It is not quite constant but has
a very slow rate of change Pl of approximately -0100369 per Julian century. Thc
constant occurs in the dynamical equations of motion for the equator because of the
torque produced by the Sun and Moonl so far it has beel impossible to calculate
a sufficiently accurate value of Pe from its theoretical dependency on geophysical
parametels, and so the valuc used comes from the obsen'ed rate of precession.
Lunisolar precession at epoch ts,

(3.2 t-3)
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The combined effects of planetary precession and lunisolar precessiou is called
generaL precession in longitude. Lieske el al. (1977) have adopted the definition
of the accumulated general precession pa as defined by Newcomb, shown in Fis-
ure  3 .21 .1 ,  o f

P r = T R - T o R . 13.214)

Newcomb actually adopted an expression for p1 that conputed the angb Tse. in
Figure 3.21.1, where Q is the projection of the equinox of date on the ecliptic at
the fixed epoch le. The difierence is small, being 0l'0005 / cy2; hou'ever, at epoch /s
both procedures give the same rate

p = q) - Xcos€0 = P0cos€0 - P, - scoteg, (3.21-s)

is the rate of change in longitude fa along the ecliptic due to the notion of the
equator at epoch t0, where P is called the geodesic precession, which is a relativistic
nonperiodic Coriolis effect amounting to 1l'92 per Julian century (Lieske et al.,
1977\.

and p may be resolved into general precession in right ascension, m. aud general
precession in declination, n, where

m = qr cos €0 - X = (P0 cos €o - Pa) cos eo s cosec €0,

a = d sin es = (Po cos €o - Pr) sin eo;

hence p  =  2g9560+,1s in€0. (1.2 l -6)

The constants of precession in the past have been derived from the analysis
of the proper motions of stars, In the solar neighborhood the stars are themselves
revolving about the center of the galaxy. The method was thoroughly reviewed
by Fricke (1977), who concluded that Newcomb's lunisolar precession should be
corrected by +l'JlO per Julian century with an uncertainty of 1 Oll5 per Julian
century.

There are several ways of formulating precession. For example, the vector di-
rections of the polar axis of the Earth and the polar axis of the ecliptic may be
expressed in terms of polynomials involving time arguments (Fabri, 1980; Mur-
ray' 1983), which are then used to calculate the effects of precession. The method
discussed below has been adopted by the IAU (Lieske el qt., lg77) for rigorous
calculations. It has developed from the time of Newcomb, and is well-suited for
the practical application of corrections for precession to coordinates aud orbital
elements.

The accumulated precession angles (A, Za, ar\d. 0e, which are used to calcrrlate
the efiect of precession on equatorial coordinates, are referred to a base epoch eg
and have time arguments that describe precession from an arbitrary fixed epoch
6r to an epoch of date ep. The angles are shown on the surface of a sphere in
Figue 3.21.2, and polynomial expressions for them are given in Section 3,211.

l = P o c o s € o - P 8 ,
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Figurr 3.21.2
The precession angles Ce, u, and 0e

In the figure the pole of the equator at e. is point P6 and the pole of the
ecliptic is point ly's. At the epoch ep, P6 has moved to P and Nn to N. Imagine a

right-handed set of three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate axes with origin at the

center of the sphere, ,r-axis pointing to Ts, where the equator and ecliptic meet (the
equinox) at the fixed epoch ep. The y-a-xis is 90" away in an easterly direction along
the equator, and the z-axis points toward the pole Ps. Initially precession will move
P6 toward T6, but the movement of N6 as well will cause Po to move in a slightly
different direction.

A rotation of -(,a about the z-axis makes P6^fs pass through P, This great circle
meets the mean equator of epoch at right angles at point p and the mean equator
of date at right angles at R. The.r-axis is now in the direction Q; the y-axis points

toward the node S, where the two equators cross,
A rotation +da equal to the angular separation of P from P6 about the new

y-axis brings the mea,n equator of epoch to the mean equator of date. The z-axis
points to the pole of date P, the y-axis to the node S, and the x-axis now points

towa,rd R in the plane of the equator of date.
Finally, a rotation of -3a equal to the angle TPR about the z-axis brings R to

^1, so that the r-axis points toward ^f, the equinox of date, and still lies in the plane

of the mean equator of date.
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The precession matrix P, made up ofthese rotations (see Section 11,4), precesses

equatorial rectangular coordinates from an arbitrary fixed equinox and equator of
epoch €F to one of date eD and is given by

P[e;, e2] = f,.3(-s) R2(+0A) R3( (a).

Rewriting Equation 3.21 7 in terms of spherical coordinates gives

(3.211)

(3.21-8)

Having calculated the precession angles for the matrix P, one can calculate the
inverse matrix P I in various waysl for example,

P =

cos ZA cos dA cos (A

sin za sin G

sin zA cos 0A cos CA
+ cos aA sin (,{

- cos ZA cos dA sin (A - cos Z,{ sin 0A
sin z^ cos (^

- sin za cos da sin (a sin za sin 0e
+ cos tA cos (A

- sin d1 sin (,a cos d.qsin d,a cos (A

p I  = Rtr (  - (4 )  Rl r r  +da r  R,  r r  -ze r

= RJ(-CA) R;(+aA) Rl(-zA)

= R:(+&) Rz(-de) R:(+za)

= Ple p, e 71, , / l  t l - q )

'where use has been made of the property that the inverse of a rotation matrix is
its transpose (i.e., it is orthogonal).

3'211 Precession Angles and Rates Adopted by IAU (1976) The new basis for pre-
cession is taken directly from the discussion of Lieske et al. (1977) and modified
by the smatl amount discussed in Lieske (1979). The following values are adopted
constants at epoch J2000.0

p = 5029iO966 per Julian century

Pr = -01'00369 per Julian century

Pe = l'!92 per Julian century

eo = 23"26'211448 ( 3 . 2 1 l - l )
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Table 3.211.1
Accumulated Precession Angles

sin,rAsin]1A=(4]1976-0:75250f+0l0oc/.31f2rt+(0:19447+0]000697DF-O:OOoi79f3
sin?r,4cosn4=(-46:'8150-0:00117f+010054419f,)t+(olo5o59-O]OO3712D12+0:000344f

r^ = (47:OO29 0106603 I + 0:000598 72) | + (-O]O33O2 + O:OOO598 D P + 0]000060 p

IIa = 174"52' !9a2 + 328914789 f+0:60622I + (-869:8089 - 0:50491 Dr+OtO3536f
{ A = F$Ai77U + O: 49263 T - O: 0OO1 24 tz) f + (- 1 t07259 - 0:001 1 06 n F _ O]OOI 1 47 F
x^ = (10:'5526 - 1:',88623 r+01000096 rr) f+ (-2t38064 - 0t000$3 D f - O]OO1125 13
p,a = (502910966 + 2:22226 T - OIOOOO42 T2) r + (1 t1 1 1 1 3 - O]OOOO42 D F - 0]000006 F
(4 = (230612181 + 1139656 r - 0t000139 12) t+ (0t30188 - 0:'000344 D t2 + 01017998 t3
z1= (2306i2181+ 1:39656 r - 01000139 12) r+ (1:09468 + 0]000066 I) t2 + 0101820313
9^ = (2004131 09 - 0t8s$0 r - 0100021 7 12) | + (-o:4266s - otooo2l 7 D F - 0:041 833 F

The equations in Table 3.211.1 give expressions for the accumulated precession
angles as functions of time, where the base epoch of the equations is eo = J2000.0
or JD(es) = 2451545.0, and the time arguments are in units ofa Julian century, i.e.,

I = (JD(6r) - JD(eo)) / 36525

,=(JD(€D) - JD(e)) 136525, (3.2t t-2)
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which transforms the position vector rs referred to the fixed epoch e6 = /n, to the
position vector r referred to the epoch of date ep = /, and vice versa. The matrix
P (see Equation 3.21 8) is evaluated using the precession angles (,4, zA, and dA (see
Table 3.211.1) and the appropriate time arguments.

Equation 3,212 | can be rewritten in terms of right ascension and declination
(o, 6) as

sin(o - zA) cos 6 = sin(oe + (a) cos ds

cos(o - z,{)cosd = cos(o0 +(A)cosd,acos60 sindasin6s (3.212-2)

sin d = cos(oo + (e) sin d,4 cos 6e + cos d,a sin 66,

and the inverse is

sin(os + (1) cos 66 = + sin(a - za) cos 6

cos(ae + (1)cos6e = +cos((1 - zA)cos d,{ cos 6 + sin da sin 6 (3.212-3)

sin d6 = - g6s1q - 21) sin d,a cos 6 + cos ga sin d.

3.213 Approximate Reduction for Precession Approxirnate formulas for the re-
duction of coordinates and orbital elements referred to the mean equinox and equa-
tor or ecliptic of date (r) are
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where as is a fixed epoch and ep is the epoch of date.
The expressions at epoch ep for the rates per Julian century of general preces-

sion, in longitude, (p), right ascension (m) and declination (z), and n the rate of
rotation of the ecliptic, are

.l
p = 

fiWett,=o 
= 5029i0966 + 2i22226 T - o:oooo42 T2

d
m = 

fi{ee 
+ zila = 4612:4362 + 2:793r2T - o:Un27872

)
n = I t9otlo' = 200413 I09 - 0185330 r - 01000217 12

alI 
-

ll
r = 

fitratlr=o 
= 4'7:0029 .0:'06603 r+0:'0005S872.

3.212 Rigorous Reduction for Precession The most convenient method of rigor-
ously precessing mean equatorial rectangular coordinates is to use the precession
matrix P as follows:

r = P r o

and 16 = P-r1,

The subscript zero refers to epoch J2000.0, and cr. and d. refer to the mean epoch;
with sumcient accuracy

om = o - j{iu + lu sin o tan o)

6*=6- j ru "o ro .

For reduction to J2000.0

a o = a - M  N s i n a - t a n d -

5 o = d - N c o s o .

,\o =.\ - a + &cos() + c')tanpo

l3o = p - bsin(^+ c')

Qo= Q - a + b sin(Q + c') cot ie

i o = i - b c o s ( o + c ' )

c.ro = (., - Dsin(f,) + c') cosec ie

For reduction from J2000.0

o = a 0 + M + N s i n c t m t a n 6 m

6 = 6o + Ncos cr.

l  =  )o  +a  -  bcos( . \o  +  c ) tan t

3 = B o + D s i n ( l o + c )

Q =  Qo+a b  s in (Qo +c)co t i

i = i o + b c o s ( C ) o + c )

o = rro + , sin(Oo + c) cosec L

$

- ,
-i
-

(3.2r2-r)
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or om = oo + j , t  *  t  r 'n  oo,-  Oo,

6' = do + 
llv cos o.
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(3.21 3- I  )
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Table 3.214.1
Precession Angles 1 984 Januarldoh

Woolard and Clemence Klnoshita Adopted

and the precession angles, obtained to suf8cient accuracy, from expressions in Ta-

ble 3.211.1 for the fixed epoch of J2000.0, I = 0, are

rt sin IIe = 4i 1976 t + 0:19447 ? - 0:000179 t

trrt cos IId = -4618150 r + 01050591 + 010003441

M = (Ce + ziT = 0, t) = l? 2812323 t + 0:0003879 I + 0:0000101 y'

N = 0t(T = 0,t) = 095567530r - 0?000118s I - 0:0000116 f

a = pA(T = 0, t) = l:396971 t + 0:0003086 I

b = 1tA(T = 0, r) = 0:013056, - 0:00000921
I

c= I80"  -  I I^+ la  = 5? 12362 +O?241614t  +O?OOO|\22P

I
c '  =  180 '  -  I I ^ - ;a=s?12362 l :155358t -0 :00019641 G.2r3-2)

where 'r1. = II|(T = | t, t = O1 is evaluated at the mid-epoch.
Formulas, ralid over short periods, for the reduction from the mean equinox

and equator or ecliptic of epoch t1 (e.g., the middle of the year) to date (r = r; + r).
where z is a fraction of a year and lrl < 1, are

o  =  . t l  +  r (m +ns in  o l  tan6 l ) 6 = 6 1  +  r l 1  c o s  o l

)  =  . \ r  +  r (p  -  7 r  cos( . \ t  +6" ) tanB)  B= P l  + i rs in ( ) r  +6 ' )
(3.2t3-3)

Q =  A+r (p  -  ? r  s in (Ol  +6 ' )co t i )  i  =  i r  +zr rcos(Qr  +60)

.r = Jrt + r7r sin(Ot + 6") cosec i

where p, m, n, and r are the annual rates, evaluated at ,l .

3'214 Newcomb's Precession A section on Newcomb's precession angles has been
included since it is relevant for the transformation of old catalogs. Since Newcomb's
value of the precession constant (Newcomb, 1895) came into general user several
representations have been used for the practical realization of the accumulated
precession angles denoted by (s, z, and 0, which distinguishes them from Lieske's
precession angles (a, 2a, and 0a, Onc may cite the formulations given in the Er-
planatory Supplement (1961), the development by Andoyer (1911), from which the

discussion by Woolard and Clemence (1966) was drawn, and the formulation given

in the introduction to the SAOC (1966), as well as a more recent discussion by Ki-
noshita (1975) and repeated by Aoki el al. (1983), where the discussion is carried
to one more significant figure than that given by Andoyer.

Among the various represerrtations, differences in the accumulated precession

angles of the order of I mas are found in as short a time as 30 years. For example,
a comparison of results from Woolard and Clemence (1966), Kinoshita (1975), and
lhe Enplanatory Supplement (ES) for the accumulated precession angles (s, z, and
d between equinox and equator of 81950.0 and the equinox and equator of 1984
Jan 1d0h is shown in Table 3.214.1.

Results from the Kinoshita formulation agree with that of Woolard and Clem-
ence at the 0.1 mas level. Disagreement of the results from the ES at the 1 to 2 mas
level is brought about by the neglect of higher-order terms in the ES (p. 30). The
Andoyer (Woolard and Clemence) expressions for the precession angles are

(0 = (230351545 + l3g:'120 tt + 01060 4) r + (301240 - Oi2'1O tJ 12 + t7!995 13

z = (23O35'!545 + 139:720 ̂ + 01060 f ) r + ( I 09:480 + 0'1390 tr ) 72 + I 8:325 13

0 = (2o05r:12 - 85:29tt - 037 &)r + (-42:65 - o:3'1 t)r2 - 4l]80 13

(3.214-t)

where tr and t2 are the intervals in units of 1000 tropical years ol 365242,19a782
days between the initial fixed epoch e6 and 81850.0, and between the final epoch

of date e2 and B1850.0, respectively; thus

ty = (ep - 81850.0) / (i000 tropical years),

t2 = (ep - B1850.0) / (1000 tropical yea.rs),

a n d  T = t 2 - h .

(o

z

783.70925

783.80093

681.38830

783.70938

783.80106

681.38849

7A3.7079A 7A3.7092

783.79942 783.8009

681.38732 681.3883

(3.214-2)
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The rates of general precession in riglrt ascctrsion m0 and declination n0 are
given by
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correction to right ascrnsiou = e tan 6 Ao - 1sec2 6 46,

correction to declirration = fAo,

where  e= cosa(z r+s ine  Aq l )  s inoA ' ! ,

/ = + sin.r (r1+ sin € Air!) cos o A€,

e = 23? 44, (3.2 l6-  |  )

t is the time from the standard epoch to the time of observatior, al(l n tlrc r.rte

of precession in declination. If I is in years then tt is in radians per vear, an<l Ar:'

and Ae are the nutations in Iongitrrde and obliquity at the tinto of obst:r'r'ation.

expressed in radians.

The errors in arc rrnits caused by rrsing these formulas are of orclcr l0 8t2 sec? 6

multiplied by the displacement in arc from the companion star.

3.22 Nutation

The long-period motion of the Earth's rotation axis lvith respc(rl t,o tltr: axis of

the ecliptic caused bv lunisolar torque is call lunisolar precessiorr. '['he' sltort-1>eriod

motion of the Earth's rotation axis $'ith respect to a space-flxed coordiuatc s1's-

tem is called nutation. It is intirnatell '  connected u'ith polar motiou. rvlt iclt is thc

movement of the Earth's rot.tt ioll axis rl i th respect to an Earth-fixed ((Drdinate

system. This short-period rot?rtional motion of the Earth includes effects of both

forced motion and free motiott. The forced motion is due to the tor'<1te product:cl b1'

the gravitational attraction of the Nloon and to a lesser extent that of the Srrn arld

planets on the equatorial bulge of thc Earth and any deforrnations of thc Earth'

For the free motion, the external forces are set to zero in the eqllatidrs of ntotion,

which then vield particular intcgrals. The free motion can be deternrirtecl only frorn

observations and mav be excitecl by internal processes. If the llarrth wcrc a rigid

body, it would be possible to conlpute the coefficients of the forced periorlic tt:rnts'

The observed values of sonte of the terms are differcnt frorn the calculated valucs,

because of the diff iculty of utodeling the nonrigidity of the Earth. Tlrn prinlipal

difierence occuts in the coefficicnt of the 18. 6-year nutation terrns, wltich is knou'n

as t}ae constant of nutation.
The reference pole for nrrtation and polar motion is called the CelestiaL Ephem-

eris Pole.It is chosen to be along the axis of figure for the mean surface of a model

of Earth in which the free motion has zero amplitude. This pole has the advan-

tage that it has no nearly diurnal components of motion with respect to either

a space-fixed or an Earth-fixed coordinate system. Previously, the ephemeris pole

was chosen to be the instantancous axis of rotation, but it was pointed out by

Atkinson (1973, 1975) that this ted to quasi-diurnal motions and was not the best

reference pole.

,n = 
fKo+ zl),': = 46Oi t':Og| +27g';44Ott +O')t2O4,

no = 
#G);n 

= 20ost':12 - 8s':29 tt - o:l 4

3.215 Approximate Reduction for Prec€ssion and Nutation The folloning fornru-
Ias are based on the day number method (see Section 3.3.11). and transforrn the
right ascension and declination (o6, 6s) from the standard epoch and equinox of
J2000.0 to the true equinox and equator of date,

(3.2r4-3)

(3.2t5-2)

(3.215-  I  )

(r = ac + I + g sin(G + (lo) tan 60,

d = 60 + I cos(G + (1o),

where J, g, and G are given by

J = M + A ( n / n ) + E ,

g = 1 3 2 + 1 A + 1 v ) 2 ; r / 2 ,

G = t ; I n - t ( B t ( A + t  ) + : M .

The expressions for /, g, and G are an extcnsion of the use of the day numbers.
which apply precession and nutation from thc epoch I (e.g., the middle of the nearest
year) only to thc epoch of date t+r, where r is the fraction of a year. Thus,4, B, ancl
E are the Besselian day numbers, and m and rl are the annual rates of prccessiorr
(see Section 3.342). The additional terms M and N (Eqrration B.2tB 2), q.,hich arc
the accumulated precession arrgles, are rcquiredto apply precession frorn J2000.0
to epoch l.

The values of l. g, and G are tabulated at 10-di*, dates in Z[e Ast.ronomictLl
AlmantLc.

3.216 Differential Precession and Nutation fhc corrections for difierential preces-
sion and nutation are given below. These are to be addecj to the obsened diflercnce
in the riglrt ascension and declination, Aa and A6, of arr object relative to a com-
parison star to obtain the difierences in the urezr[ lllace for a standard epoch (e.g.,
J2000.0 or the beginning of the year). The diffct:nc.es Arr and .46 are in the sense
"object - comparison star," and the corrections lre in the same units as Ao and
46. In the correction to right ascension the same units must be used for Arr and Ad.

"1,
:,r
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The Celestial Ephemeris Pole is the axis about which the diurnal rotation of
the Earth is applied in thc transformatiorr betwccn celestial and terrestrial frames.
and so it is often referrcd to as the axis of rotation in general discussions. as it was
in the first palagraph of this section. It mav also be leferred to as the true celestial
pole of date (IAU, 1976).

3.221 Celestial Ephemeris Pole The principal axcs ol a body are the orthogonal
directions that define a cartesian coordinate system in rvhich the morncnt of inertia
tensor is a diagonal matrix, i.e,, the products of inertia are zero. For a rigid ellipsoid
of revolution, two of the principal moments of inertia are equal, and the principal
moment is larger about the third. This latter axis is the axis of figure. The Earth
imperfectly resembles an ellipsoid of revolution, and, in addition, is elastic. Thus
its inertial tensor, and the directions of the principal axcs, are functions of time.
Nevertheless, the instantaneous axis of figure F can be defined as the line passing
through the center of mass ol the Earth, r'hich is parallel to the prirnary eigenvector
of the instantaneous inertia tensor of the Earth. The intersectiorr of F *.ith the
surface of the Earth is the instantaneous pole of flgure.

The instantaneous axis of figure of a deformable Earth is subject to substantial
motions due to distortions of the Earth, such as those caused by the bodv tides.
This effect makes it diflicult to interpret the motions of axis F, above, in terms of
intuitive, rigid-body concepts. It then becomes useful to define the mean surface
geographic axis, B. as an axis attached in a least-squares sense to the Earth,s outer
surface. Consider a network of observatories on a rigid Earth and an axis fixed
with respect to the positions of the observatories. The only possible motion of the
observatory network is a possibly time-dependent, rigid rotation: that portion of
the rigid rotation vrhich is not parallel to the axis will cause motior of the axis as
the latter follows motions of the observatories definirg it. On a deformablc planet
we must allow lor the possibility of other motions of the obsenatorics. and r.e:
generalize the definition of the axis so that it is defined in a least-squarcs sense b1-
the position of the observatories. The axis B is exactlv this axis in the lirnit of arr
infinite number of unilormly distributed observatories. Thus if we decompose th<:
motion of the Earth's surface into a mean rigid rotation plus a residual dcformatiorr^
B moves with the sense prescribed by the mean rotation. The axis B does not
respond to body tides. Note that for a rigid Earth B coincides with F at all times.
There is no nontidal periodic motion of observatories on the Earth with respect to
B. There are motions of observatories rvith resDect to B caused bv crustal motiorrs
and, of course, b1' tidal forces.

The Conventional International Origin, the CIO, was defined by adopted l.ti-
tudes of the frve International Latitude Service (ILS) observatories contributing to
the International Polar Nfotion Service (IP\{S) (Nlarkowitz and Guinot, 1968). It
is not knorvn whether the CIO is fixed *,ith respcct to B, but it is believed that the
CIO roughly coincides with the mean pole F over the period 1900 to 1905. Later the
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terrestrial pole was defined by a largcr number of observatories operating opticerl

equipment (e.g., PZT's). This system atternpted to maintain continuity $'ith thc

CIO system. It rvas coordinated by the Bureau Ilternational de l 'Heure (BIH), and

so it is called the BIH polc. IvIore recently SLR and VLBI have become the most

accurate observational techniques, and the BIH pole bccame strongly dependcnt

on these data, In 1988 January the international activities of timekecping and of

monitoring Earth orientation were separated, and the mainienance of the terrestrial

reference i'rame was taken ovcr by the International Earth Rotation Servicc (IERS).

again attempting to naintain the same pole as the CIO and BIH, brrt bccause of the

higher accuracies now obtained it is necessary to include a model of plate motions

in the reductiott of observations. This reference frame is called the IERS l'erres

trial Reference Frame (ITRF). International timekeeping is non'coordinated by the

Bureau International des Poids et \Iesures (BIPNI)

The terms nutati,on ar'd polar motion ltave been defined as the forced and frce

motions, respectively, of the adopted referencc pole (the Cclestial Ephemeris Pole),

but in sone cases the separation of these effects is not clear. The forced solution is

the solution of the Earth's equations of rotational motion that accounts for all the

external forces (specifically the gravitational forces due to the Sun' N'Ioon, and pla.rt

ets). The free solution is that solution which rcsults from setting the extcrnal forces

to zero (ihe particular solution ol the difierential equations). For a rigid Earth this

results in the Euleriarr free motion. a componcnt of polar motion, rvhich rvould have

annual periods in a terrestrial frane. For a nonrigid Earth the period is lengthened

to about 1.1 months. and is called the Chandler compo ent of polar rnotiol Hencc

the forced annular polar motiorr due to the climate along with rnotions resultitLg

from geophysical strains and meteorological effects should logically be includcd in

nutatiolr. but in practice they are included in polar motion because these effects

cannot be calculated as accurately as the external forcing eflects

For an Earth q''ith a fluid core thcre exist a second lree solution, thc so-called

nearly diurnal free polar motion (also called the nearly diurnal free rvobble or the

free core nutation), t'hich has not yct been clearly obserred. Like polar motiou rt

is part of thc trarsfornation from space-fixed to body-fixed coordinates (Yatskiv'

1980) .

3.222 The 1980IAU Theory of Nutation and Reduction The 1980 IAU Th'-ory of

Nutation was computed for the Celcstial Epherneris Pole by deternriniltg the tru-

tations in longitude and obliquity of a rigid Earth (Kinoshita, 1977), and uraking

modifications for thc lonrigid Earth model 1066 A (Gilbert and Dzieirvonski, 1975)

by Wahr (1981) in such a fashion that therc are no nearly diurnal motions of this

celestial pole with respect to either space-fixed or body-fixed (crust-fixed) coordi-

nates. Tables 3.222.1 and 3.222.2 gfue the 1980 IAU Nutation series aud the set of

fundamental arguments (Van Flandern, 1981) based on the orbital rnotion of the

Earth and Moon needed for evaluating the series.
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Table 3.222.1, continued
Nulalion in Longitude and Obliquity Referred to the Mean Ecliptic of Date
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which is rewritten in full as

True equator of date

1 1 5

Mean ecliptic of date

Mean equator of date

(3.222-6)

Table 3.222.2
Fundamental Arguments

I = 134"57'46:733 +11325r + 198"52'021633)r + 311310 72 + 01064 fg

// = 357'31'39:'804 + (99r + 359003'011224)T - 0:577 f2 0:U2f3

F = 93o 16'18:877 + (1342r + 82'01'031137)T - 13!257 12 +0:011 Ij

D = 297" 51' O l !3O7 + (1 236r + 307006' 41 i328) f - 61891 72 + 0101 9 73

J? = 1 35'02'401280 - (5r + 1 34'08' 10i$9) r + 71455 I + 0i008 73

Not6: 1' = 3600 and 7 = (JO - 2,151545.0) i 36525 is the number ol Julian c€nturies o136525 days
of 86400" ol dynamicaliimg from lh€ lundamenlal epoch olJ2000.0lo date- The lundanental
argum€nts arel

/ = the mean longilude of the Moon minus lhe mean longitude ol the Moon's p€rig€e,

// = lhe m6an longilude ol the Sun minus the mean longitude ot the Sun's perigee,

F = lhe mean longitude ollhe Moon minus ths mean longatud€ of lhe Moon's node,

D = the mean longilude of lhe Moon minus th€ m€an longitude of lhs Sun, i.e-, lhe mean
elongation oflhe Moon lrom tho Sun,

f2 = the longilude ollhe m€an ascending nodo of th€ lunar orbit on the ecliptic measured lrom
lhe mean equinox ol dat€,

Figrre 3,222,1
The mean and tlue equators of date

Nutation describes the motion of the true pole relative to the mean pole and
may be resolved into the components Al in longitude and Ae in obliquity, which
are shown in Figure 3.222.L The nutation matrix N is a sequence of three rotations
which uses these angles and the mean obliquity of the ecliptic, €0, to transforrn
equatorial coordinates referred to the mean equinox and equator of date to the true
equinox and equator of date.

The rotations are a lotation of eo about the ,r-axis, which transforms the
ry-plane from the mean equator of date to the mean ecliptic of date (see Fig-
ure 3.222.1), followed by a rotation of -Al about the z-axis, which applies nutation
in longitude and rotates the x-axis, pointing toward the mean equinox of date '1 

,
to the true equinox of date TT, and lastly a rotation of -e, the true obliquity of
date, about the -r-axis, which rotates the ry-plane to the true equator of date. The
expressions for the mean and true obliquity of date are given by

eo = 23'26'211448 4618150I- 0l'00059 12 +010018r3?3, (3.222-1)

N =

Nutation may be rigorously applied to equatorial rectangular coordinates thus:

r = Nro, (3.222-s)

where the position vector r0 refeued to the mean equinox of date is transformed to

the position vector r referred to the true equinox of date.

The nutation matrix is taken from Emerson (1973), and it is the complete

rotation matrix without any approximations. The nutation angles Ary', Ae ma1'be

eraluated from

t;*,:.
- sin Ary' cos €o

cos Ad cos € cos €o + sin e sin es

cos Af sin e cos e6 - cos e sin e6

s . - ^
A b =  L  J , s i n A i  a n d  A t  =  

L L t c o s A i
i= l  F l

-vhere Ai = ail + bil' + ciF + diD + eil)

. , 
- , 'n o* t,n.: 

I
COS L\L,  COS € Sln €0 -  Sln (  COS €0 |

cos Atl sin e sin eo + cos e cos eq J

(3.2224)

€ = € o + A € ,

where 7'= (JD - 2451545.0) / 36525. The nutation matrix is

(3.2222)

(3.2221)

and the multipliets ai) bi, ci, d;, e1, and, the coefficients & and C are given in

Table 3.222.7, which defines the 106 terms of the IAU (1980) nutation series The

terms of the series are grouped according to their periods, and arranged roughly

in order of magnitude of the coefficient of the nutation in longitude within each

group. The fundamental arguments /, //, F, D, auJ' O, in the FK5 reference system,

a.re given in Tab\e 3,222,2, Values for these nutation angles and e, calculated using

these series, are tabulated daily in ?he Astronomical AlmanacN = Rr(-e) R:(-Alr) Rl(+€o),
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3.223 The Equation of the Equinoxes and the Uniform Equinox The equation of
the equinoxes, which in editions prior to 1960 u'as callcd "nutation in right ascen-
sion," is the right ascension of the mean equinox rcferred to the true equaror ara
equinox and equals Ar/ cos e. In Figure 3.222.1 it is represented by the arc T1Q and
it represents the difference betv'een the true zrnd mean right ascensions of a bodl-
on the true equator; it is thus the difference betlvcen apparent and mean sidereal
time; i.e.,

GAST = GNIST + Ap cos e ; (3.223- t \

where GAST and GNIST are the Greenrvich apparerrt and mean sidereal times.
respectively (Section 2.23), which, togcther rvith thc equation of the equinoxes are
tabulated daily to 0?0001 in The Astronomi,caL Alrnanac.

It is sometimes more convenient to refer right ascensiorrs to the uniform equinox
(Q inFrgrte 3.222.1) (Atkinson and Sacller, 1951), which is the true equinox ofdate
rninus the equation of the equinoxes. The adlantages zrre that in the determirrtr-
tion of horrr angle, right ascensions of objccts refc'rrcd to the uniform equinox are
subtracted from mcan sidereal time. These right ascensions are smooiher functions
ol tinc rvhich reducc the number of ternrs rcquirc'd u,hen they are represented lrl
polynonial or Fourier-type expression over a fixed time interral. It also sinplifies
interpolation if tablcs gir 'e mean sidereal t irre ald right ascension r.eferrcd to the
uniforrn equinox.

3.224 More Accurate Nutation Recent analvsis of highly accurate obser\.ations
(VLBI) irxlicates the need for some systerratic rnrrcctions to the IAU 1980 Nuta-
tion scries. Presumably these corrections are duc to the difference of the real Earth
obtaincd from the model of Wahr. The latest dillcrences Herring (1987) publishcrl
in BIH Annual R.eport for 1987 (1988) are giverr in Table 3.22,1.1. The correctiors

Table 3.224.1
Corrections to IAU 1980 Nutation Series
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Al. and Ae" to be added to tho IAU 1980 nutations in longitudc artrl olt l ir lrritv.

A{' arrd Ae, respectively arr:
T

AU. = )  (LJ, ,  srnA, ,  + Lc, ,  cosA, , ) ,

:|
Ar .  =  )  (U ( ; ,  cos  A t ,  +  U 'ns tnAn ) , ( \  ) ) t _ t  r

where A,, the sum of thr: re<1tirc<l arglrlnents is gir-en in Equation 3.222 6. Thesc

corrections are made up of trvo tcrms: thc first terms, lS, for longitrrrl<r arrcl OCn

for obliquity are called in-phasc, or dircct: the other t$'o terms LC,, arr<l OS,'. arr:

called out-of-phase, or indirect.

There are other effects cluc to the planets that are callcd tho plu.rlctl.ly terms

in nutation. Vondrak (1983) has produced a table (Table 3.224.2) ol85 tcrtrts l l tet

gives the combined direct and irxlirect planetary efiects that lttt,,c a rttitxtlttllrt

amplitude of several parts itr l0 o arcseconds and should be usccl if rrt i l l i iucscconcl

accuracy is required.

The planetarl '  nutation iu lolrgitrrde. Ar,7. and in obliquitl 'Ar,, IItal bc calctt-

lated from

85

A '  p = 
L 

(LJ, ,  \ rn 44 + L(  , ,  cos A/ ,  )

85

A,.p = L {OC, co\A,, + OS" sinA,,)

and, An = anl I s,F + c,,D + dnQ + enQ + f ,v + g,,E + h.M + i,J + i.S

w h e r e L S , , L C , , O C , , , O S , , , z r r r d t h < : r n u l t i p l i e l s a n , b , . c , t , C , , e , , . f , . g i . h , t . i , t ' , : , : , r d j , l
are given in Table 3.224.2. Tlrc fuDdamental arguments /. F, D, and r? ar('given ilr

Table 3.222.2. Q. V, E. M. J, and S, the rnciu heliocentric longitudcs of t ltt '  lr lattets
Mercury. Venus. Earth, Nlars. .Iupiter, and Saturn, respectivel! ' , are gir ', tr rrs:

Q= 252?3 + 149472.7 T M = 353?3 + t9I4O.3 T
Y =  1 7 9 9 9  +  5 8 5 1 7 . 8  r  J = 3 2 ? 3 + 3 0 3 4 . 9 7
E=98?4+35999.4T S= 4890 + 1222. lT

r 1 t)4-1)

where 7 is measured in.lulian ccrrtrrries from 24515.15.0.
The IAU is at present studying rarious proposals prior to adoptillg aII intploved

nutation series. In the future l,hcre will be a need lor an improved nutiltion transfor-

mation with improvements to both the rigid body and nonrigid body comporrents'

|  7  ) ) 4 - )  |

Argument
Multiple ot Period

Coeflicienl for
Longitude Obliquity

LS, LCN OCN OSN
1 "  x  1 O - s

N o .  l l F  D n
o 2n bn cn dn en days

20a

32

1 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 r 0 0 0
3 0 0 2 - 2 2
4 0 0 2 0 2

6798.4 725 417
365.3 523 61
182 .6  102  -118

13.7 -81 0

224
-24
,47

0

*



Table 3.224.2
planetary Terms in Nutation, Combined Direct and Indirect Effects
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Table 3.224.2. continued
Planetarv Terms in Nutation, Combined Direct and Indirect Eflects
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I F D ! ) Q V E M J S
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0
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3.225 Approximate Nutation and Reduction The rutation matrix given in Equa_
tion 3.222-4 can be simplified to

(3.22s-r)

where Ary' and Ae are expressed in radians and second-order terms have been
neglected, since they can reach only one unit in the eighth decimal place.

Equatorial rectangular coordinates referred to the mea,n equinox can be con_
verted to the true equinox by application of the corrections

Ar= -(ycos e + 2sin e)Ary',

Ay = +rcos eAry' - zAe,

Az = +r sin €A?y' +yA€. (3.22s,2)

Similarly the first-order corrections (Aa, Ad) to right ascension and declination
may be calculated directly from

I I -Aty' cos e -Alsine 
I

N= l+A?y'cos€ I  -Ae L
| +Aty' sin e +A€ I l

Ao = (cos e + sine sin o tanf)Aty' - cosotan64€,

.4'6 = sin e cos oAry' + sin oAe. (3.22s-3 )

These can be combined with the reduction for precession from the mean equinox
of the middle of the year by means of day nurnbers (see Sections 3.21b and 3.34).

It is also possible to calculate the nutations in longitude and obliquity to about
l" by considering only the dominant terms of the series (see Table 3.222.1), thus

A/ = -0?0048 sin (t25?0 * O?05295d) - 030004 sin (200?9 + l?9712gd)

Ae = +030026cos ( LZS?O - O?OS295d)+ 030002cos (20019 + t?g7tTgd),

(3.2254)

wheie d is the number of days ftom 245L548.O.

3.226 Differential Nutation For objects within a small area of sky difierential nu-
tation is always combined with difierential precessionl see Section 3.216.
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3.23 SDace Motion

The motion in space of stellar objects as a function of time must be considered since
star catalogs give the position of a star at an epoch referred to a mean equator and
equinox at a chosen epoch.

taditionally, stellar motion has been divided into proper motion, which occurs
perpendicular to the line of sight and is given as components in right ascension (po)
and declination (p6), and radial velocity i, which occurs along the line of sight. In
f-undamental catalogs the epoch of the star positions is identical with that of the
equinox to which the catalog refers, but in observational catalogs the epoch may
differ from that of the equinox to which the positions are referred. In all cases,
the correction to position consists of th€ product of the star's space motion vector
with the interval between the required epoch and the epoch of the star's position
in the catalog. In some catalogs the secular variations of the proper motions are
also included, and in such cases the mean value of the proper motion during the
interval must be used. For double stars the orbital motion of the comDonents with
respect to each other may also have to be included.

The position vector r of a star at the catalog epoch r is given by

(3.23-r)

where o and 6 are the catalog right ascension and declination, and r is the barycen-
tric distance to the star in au, which can be computed from

(3.23-2)

where p is the parallax of the star. If p is unknown, unavailable, or zero to within
the accuracy of measurement, set it to some small but finite positive number in
order to avoid mathematical indeterminacy; a choice of l" x 10 7 will efiectively
place objects of unknown parallax at a radius of l0 Mpc.

The space motion vector i can be obtained by differentiating Equation 3.23 1,
giving

I r cos6cosa ]
r= l r cosds ino l ,

I  rs in6 l

cosdcosr l l  f  t5sra. ' l
cos6sina I  I  srut  I

s in6 I  L f t i  l

. f- 
cos6 sin a

r= 
L 

cos 0 cos o

r  = |  /s inp,

- sin, cos o
- s i n 6 s i n a

cos 6
, (3.23-3)

where po and p6 are the proper motions in right ascension and declination, respec-
tively, and i is the radial velocity. The factors 15s, s, and /< convert pd, p6, ar'd i
into the required units for the space motion vector, assuming that po is in units
of time. If i is required in AU per day, and po and p6 are in seconds of time and
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seconds of arc per Julian century, respectively, aud i is in kilometers per second,

then

s =2r l(36Ox3600 x 36525) converts from arcseconds/cy to radians/day,

k = 86400 / (1.49597870 x l0*") converts frorn km/s to ,lu/day. r I t'l--d r

AII catalogs do not necessarily give the proper motions as rates per century; some-
times they are per year.

It is worth considering the cases in which ihe available data are incomplete. The
radial velocity is required only for relatively nearby stars for which foreshortening
effects (second-order changes in the apparent motion of the star due to the shifting
aspect of its motion) are significant. However, the radial velocity is useless in this
regard (and should be set to zero), if the parallax (distance) is unknown. If the star's
radial velocity is zero or unknorvn, or has been set to zero because the parallax is
not known, then the above space motion is tangent to the celestial sphcre at the
star's catalog position r. Convelsely, if the proper motion components are zero.
then the star has no known tangential velocity. Also, it may be that the propcr
motion cornponents are known but not the parallax. In such a case, if a "reasonablt:
guess" parallax lalue is not used, then the computed velocity components corrlcl bc
greater than seems physically plausible. However, this is a computational curiositr
with no physical meaning or practical effect on the results of the calculation.

The position rl of the star at epoch /l is calculated from
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A linear approximation to a star's motion in space, which ignores the changes

in proper motion due to the changes in right ascension and declination, and ignores

foreshortening and radial relocity, may be made when the highest accuracy is not
needed, or if the time interval (r) is small such as in the day-numbers method
(Section 3.34) when r is a fraction of a year. Corrections are made directly to the
right ascension and declination. via

o t = c r + T p a ,  = 6 + r p o ,

where r = 11 - / is expressed in the appropriate units.

(3.234)

3.24 Parallax

Pamllax is the term used to describe the difference ir] the apparent direction of

an object as seen from two different locations. For example, the Sun, Nloon, and
planets are observed from the surface of the Earth, and most almanacs publish their
geocentric positions. The term is usually used in connection with a shlft of origin
from the center of the Earth to the surface (diurnal parallax), or a shift from the

barycenter or heliocenter to the geocenter (annual parallax).

The following is a simple and rigorous lncthod of making correctious for both

diurnal and annual parallax, and it is recommcrrded that it be used in prefcrence to

approximate methods. The position vector of a body rs, with respect to the origin

E, is given by

r e = u B - E a , r ' l  )1- l  \

where Es and ug are the position vectors of the nerv origin and the bocly, respec-
tively, with respcct to the old origin and refcrrcd to the same referencc fratne.

Approximate methods arc given for calculating diurnal and annual parallax

that are useful when the appropriate data are not available; e.g., the distance of

the bodv is not known.

3.Zl Diurnal Parallax Diurnal parallax is a shift of origin from the center of
the Earth to the surface of the Earth. Coordinates with an origin at the surface
of the Earth are called topocentric coordinates, and depend on the position of the
observer. Using Equation 3.2,1 1, the topocentric rectangular equatorial coordinates
of a body r/ are given by

r r  = r + ( t r  - t ) i , (3.23 s)

where /l - / is the interval between the required epoch and the epoch of the catalog.
If i is in eu/day then clearly (r1 - t) must be in days. Use of the space motion vcclor
(Equation 3.23 3) includes both proper motion and foreshortcning efiects irr 11.

The errors that are being made in this method of calculating space motiorr har.e
been investigated by Stumpff (1985). Basically, proper motion ancl radial velocitl'
are observables that should be converted to inertial quantities. Thus catalog proper
motions include thc effect of aberration. whereas radial velocities include a rcla-
tivistic Doppler effcct. Fortunately, these effects arc I'ery srnall and are importtrnt
for only a few nearby stars whose apparent rnotions are charrging rapidly across
the line of sight. Siumpff has shown that the crrors in neglecting these elfects can
rncrease progressively with time, so that after several decades they may bccome
significant at the mas level.

There is no explicit correction for light-time in stellar apparent place compu-
tation; it is assumed that the position and space motion vectors implicitly include
the light-time and its time derivative.
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- p cos @' cos (d + )),

- pcos 4tl sin (d + )),

- psin (ft,

( 1 ) l l - ) \

( \ ) L )  t \
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r ' = r -g ( / ) ;

x' = r' cos 6'cos a' = rcos 6 cos o

y' = r'cos 6'sin a' = rcos 6 sin a

z' = r' sin 6' = rsin 6

o '  =  o  -  
"  : c o s  d / s i n i s e c d ,

6 '  =  6  -  r  e$ in  Ot  cos6 -  cos@/cos is in  d ) ,

t < c

Le .

(3.241-r)
where r and g(r) are the geocentric position vectors of the body and the observer,
respectively, referred to the same reference frarne. and

/2 = x'2 +y'2 + z'2, at =tan-t1/ / xt), 5' = sirr-t(2, / r,).

where a and A (the unit distance) are dcfinetl b1. the IAU (1976) sl.stem of const anrs.
The equatorial horizontal pnrallax (horizontal paralla-x) of any objcct lrav bc

calculated from

(3.242-3)

where 4 is the geocentric distance of the object in AU. In preliminan- rvork orr
comets and minor pla'ets, where the geocentric distance is u.known, it is convcniett
to calculate parallax factors po and p5 for each observation; these nrav bc usetl. oncc
the geocentric distances are deternlined, to give the parallax corrections i'thc fo.u

6 6 1 = p , " l A ,  t r f = p 6 t A , (3.2424)

where Aa = o o/ anri 46 = 6 - 6/. The parallax factors are calculatecl frou

p. = 8'.'7941 48 p cos // sin i sec 6 = 0158627 65 p cos // sin I sec 6,

p6 = 8'. '794148 p (sin / 'cos 6 - cos / 'cos & sin 6), e.242_5)

where p is expressed in -tu.
The parallax correction for alt itude. callcd parallax in alt itude, is gir cn approxi_

mately by rcosa'. rvhcre a/ is the topocentric alt itude: it is added to the lopocentric
altitude to form the geocentric alt itude to low precision (about 0ll ); therc is no cor-
rection for azimnth (Z). This approxirnation does [ot allorv for the oblatent,ss of
the Earth, which, for the N,Ioon, can produtx, an crror of up to 012. For an obsr:rver
at latitude d the oblatcness of the Earth can bc corrected for b1. atlding thc next
te rm o f  the  expa,ns ion .  wh ich  is  r /s in2 /cosa/+r r l s in2 /coszs ina t ,  therc  f  i s
the  f la l le r i rg  {s r .c  Se, . r ion  3 .211. ) .

3.243 Approximate Annual Parallax The reduction for anrrual pa,rallax frorrr the
bary-centric place (o, 6) to [he geocentric place (n1 , 61) is given b1.

or  =  a  +  ? r (Xs ina  -  / coso) /  ( l5cos6) ,

6 r  =  6  +  r (Xcos  n  s in6  +  ls inos in6  -  Zcos  6) , (3.243- l )

where ?r is the parallax in arcsec, X, Y. Z arc thc barycentric coordirrates of thc
Earth in eu, and the right .Lscension is expressed in units of time.

These expressions may be simplified by using the star constants c, d, c', d, (sce
Section 3.342) incorporated into the day-number urethod (Sectiorr 3.341) in order
to correct for annual parallax. Thrrs

The geocentric position of the observer is given here in terms of p, the distance
of the observer from the center of the Earth. the geoce[tric latitude //. the Iongitude
A^ (east- longitudes are positive), and the Greenwich sidereal tirne d. If the position
of the body is referred to the true equinox of date, then apparent sidereal tirne
must be used. Section 3.244 gives the formulas for the positiorr of the observer in
an Earth-fixed reference frame.

The topocentric hour angle (lt,) may be calculatcd from l/ = g +,\ - a,, where
apparent or mean sidereal time is used as appropriate, and g and a/ are expressed
in the same units. At upper meridian transit l/ = 0.

3'242 Approximate Diurnar paralax Approxirnations to Equation 3.241 1 nar-be made in various ways. For objccts relatively close to thc E.;;f,,-"; ;"';;;Moon, whose parallax is significant, it can be assumed that the Earth is spherir:al
by setting p = I Earth radii. For the more distant bodics, su<:h as the Sun. tlrt:planets, or comets, ll'hose parallax amou.ts to onry a fc'i, secr'ds of arc, it carrrbe assumed that the geocentric and topocentric distance are equal; j,e., / = r.

}:: j: l  :r* 
O:Oies the ropocentric right ascension and declination (o,, 6,) mavoe approxrmated using the geocentric position (o. 6) to sufficierrt accuracv bv trrcnlsl-ordcl approXimat iOn

where ,r is the equatorial horizontal parallax, a l,he equatorial radius of the Earth.p the geocentric distance of the obseryer, and l the gr:ocentric hour arrgle.
The solar paralla-x is given by

sinTa = a /A and ?ro = B':j94149, (3.242-2) a t  -  d=  L ( }=T (dX  cY ) ,
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v/here Ao and 46 are in the same units as rr. Also, they may be combined with
the correction for annual aberration (see The Astronomical Almanoc,822).

The times of reception of periodic phenomena, such as pulsar signals, may be
reduced to a common origin at the barycenter by adding the light-time correspond-
ing to the component of the Earth's position vector along the direction of the object,
that is, by adding to the observed times (X cos cr cos 6+ y sin o cos 6+Z sin 6)/c, where
c = 173.14 Au/day, and the l ight-time for 1 AU is | /c =U0057755.

3.244 Terrestrial Coordinates There are three commonly used ways of express-
ing terrestrial coordinates (i.e., Earth-fixed): (i) geocentric equatorial rectangular
coordinates, ,x, y, z; (ii) geocentric longitude, Iatitude, and distauce, ), $', p; (iii)
geodetic longitude, latitude, and height; l, /, h. Geodetic coordinates a.re referred
to a reference spheroid (an ellipse of revolution), which is normally geocentric, and
is defined by its equatorial radius (a) and flattening (f). For example, those of
MERIT (1983) are
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. (*tt j;r)*"oo- *:r3"o'6d,

d 6 '=

EXPLANATOBY SUPPLEIVENT

( 1 ) L . l  ) \
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(3.2444 )

61 6= L6  =r (d 'X  c '1 ) ,

a = 6378.137 k:n and f =11298.25'7.

.ir = p cos d/ cos ̂  = (aC + &) cos @ cos ,\,

y = pcos @/ sin.\ = (4C + lr) cos d srn ̂,

c = t + )r + *r. *r - ()t. )r .frr) *,'o

* (*1r'* ]f) *"oo - fir' coseo,

o = r - )r * trr. *r. ()t - ftr) *",r

(*, . *r)cos+d 
+ fi /3 cos6d,

(, . )r) sn\2,f - (:r'z + f,f) "i,+o * l/3 srn od.

(3.244 1)

The geodetic and geocentric longitudes of a point are the same. The following
relationships hold between the geocentric and geodetic (geographic) coordinates:

The expressions for p and $ - $' are for points on the spheroid (l = 0), and the

latter quantity is sometimes known as the "reduction in latitude" or "the angle of

the vertical." and it is of order 10'in midlatitudes. To a first approximation when

ft is small, the geocentric radius is increased by h I a and' the angle of the vertical is

unchanged. The height ft refers to a height above the reference spheroid and difiers

from the height above mean sea level (i.e., above the geoid) by the '\rndrrlation of

the geoid" at the point.

3.25 Aberration

The velocity of light is finite, and so the apparent direction of a moving celestial

object from a moving observer is not the same as the geometric direction of the

object from the observer at the same instant. This displacement of the apparent

position from the geometric position may be attributed in part to the motion of

the object, and in part to the motion of the observer, these motions being referred

to an inertial frame of reference. The former part, independent of the motion of the

observer, may be considered to be a correction for light-time; the latter part' inde-

pendent of the motion or distance of the object' is referred to as stellar aberration'

since for the stars the normal practice is to ignore the correction for light-time The

sum of the two parts is called. planetary aberration, since it is applicable to planets

and other members of the solar system.

3.251 Light-Time In Figure 3.251 | E is a stationary observer at time t, and P

is the position of a celestial object also at time /. The dotted curve represents the

orbit of P. The light which is received at E at time , was emitted by the celestial

obiect when it was at P/ at time (t - 7), where 7 is the light-timei i'e', the time

2= psrn6 ' = (aS + /l) sin f,

where a is the equatorial radius of the spheroid, and C and S are auxiliary functions
that depend on the geodetic latitude and the flattening / of the reference spheroid.
It follows from the properties of the ellipse that

C=(cos2d+( l  -  112sin2 61-112,  s=( l  - f l rc . | 1 )44-1\

Geocentric coordinates may be calculated directly from geodetic coordinates
and conversely. It is easier to use an iterative procedure for the inverse calculation
(see Section 4.2.2). Series expansions, which contain terms up to f3, for S, C, p, and
Q - 6 ' a r c

s = r - 3ur + *r. *r - (it - )r - )r) *"ro
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E(t)

Figure 3.251.1
Light-time aberration

taken for the light to travel from P/ to E. The direction EP' is called the geometric
direction of the object allowing for light-time.

Light-time is calculated iteratively, with a first approimation I calculated
from the geometric distance between the object and the observer at time r, and
the next approximation 12 calculated from the distance between Pf at (t - rl) and
the observer at time t, No allowance has been made here for the relativistic delav
caused by the Sun's gravitational field. However, the apparent-place algorithm given
in Section 3.31 (3.315) includes this efiect, which is of the order of 1 microarcsecond.

3.252 Stellar Aberration In general, the observer at E will be moving with a ve-
locity V. The appa.rent change in the geometric direction of the celestial object at
I/ due to the orbital motion of the Ea.rth about the barycenter is called stellar
aberration. In Figure 3.252-f, p is a unit vector in the geometric direction EP',
i.e., in the direction of the body at time t allowing for light-time (but ignoring the
effect of light deflection). The observer is moving with a velocity V relative to the
stationhxy frame, and at time t will observe the body at P// in the direction p1,
where FfB = 0 is the angle between the direction of motion and p in the stationaxy
frame, and FEP" = Ad is the displacement due to aberration in the moving frame,
which is always toward the direction of motion.
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The classical Newtoniau expression for the direction of the source as seen by

the moving observer is obtained by vector addition of veiocities a-s follows:
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(3.2s2-t)

Takiug the scalar pa-rt of the vector cross product of p with Equation 3'252-1, then

p + Y  l c
P t  =  

l p + v / c l '

sin Ad =
(V lc ls in0 s in 20 + . . .  ,

,rc+rgf d+9i7fr

s ince  lpnp l l=5 i17 \p ,  lPap l  =0 ,  and l t " I l=  
!s in l .  (3 .2s2- '2 )

The term of order V / c is about 0. 0001 or 20"; the term (V / c)2 has a maximum

value of about 01001.

In special relativity, the velocity of Iight is constant in the moving and station-

axy frame, and the Lorentz formula for the addition of velocities applies. Hence

B  r p + ( V i  c ) + ( p '  V  I  c l ( V  I  c \  |  ( l  +  a - 1  |pr  =T.

=I"^'-i( : ) '

(3.2s?-3)

where 6-r = \fr=O /4, again taking the modulus of the vector cross products

of Equation 3.252 3 with P, then

( V / c ) s i n d +  + ( v  / c ) 2  s i n 2 0  l \ l + B  t l
s tn^o=f f i

s \ n 2 0  + . . . , (3.2s24)

which shows that special-relativistic aberration and classical Newtonian aberration

agree to order V/c (mas precision). However, it is recommended that special-

relativistic aberration (Equation 3.252-3) be used, particularly when high precision

is requied (see also apparent-place algorithm, Sections 3.315 and 3 317)'

The motion of an observer on the Earth is the resultant of diurnal rotation of

the Ea.rth, the orbital motion of the Earth about the center of mass of the solar

system, and the motion of this center of mass in space. The stellar aberration is

therefore made up of three components, which are referred' to as d'iumal aberration,

annual abermti,on, and. secular abenation. The stars and the center of mass of the

solar system may ea,ch be considered to be in uniform rectilinear motion; in this

caae the correction for light-time and the secular aberration are indistinguishable,

a,nd the aberrational displacement due to the relative motion is merely equal to the

proper motion of the star multiplied by the light-time; it is constant for each sta'r'

=i"^'-i(I)'
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and in general, is not known, and is therefore ignored (see Section 3.23 on space

motion for further discussion). The term "stellar aberration" is sometimes loosely

used in contexts where "annual aberration" should strictly be used.

3,253 Classical Annual Aberration In accordance with recommendations of the

International Astronomical Union (1952) the annual aberration is calculated as

from 1960 from the actual motion of the Earth, referred to an inertial frame of

reference and to the center of mass of the solar system. The resulting aberrational

displacement Ad may be resolved into corrections to the directional coordinates by

standard methods. If, for example *, i, and 2 are the components of the Earth's

velocity parallel to equatorial rectangular axes, the corrections to right ascension

and declination, referred to the same equator and equinox, in the sense "apparent
place minus mean place" are, to second order in V / c,
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the Earth with respect to the Sun, obtained as a couection to be applied to the
geometric place a, 6 in order to obtain the apparent place o1 , d1 :

a; - a = -(n sin O + re sin 11) sin o sec 6

- (/r cos O cos € + Ke cos ll cos e) cos o sec 6

6r  -6=  - (K  s in  O +  re  s in  Z)  cos  a  s in  6

(3.253-3)

- (/i cos O cos 6 + Ke cos JI cos €)(tan € cos 6 _ sin o sin 6).

where O is the true geometric longitude of the Sun, e and II are the eccentricitv
and longitude of perigee of the solar orbit, e is the mean obliquity of the ecliptic.
and rc is the constant ofaberration (see Equation 3.253 4). The second term in each
factor in Equation 3 253-3 depends explicitly on the eccentricity and represents the
components of the displacement due to the departure of the elliptic orbital motion
from a circle. The component of the aberration that depends on e is known as
elliptic aberration.

The constant of aberration r is the ratio of the mean orbital speed of the Earth
to the speed of light, where perturbatiorrs and the motion of the Sun relative to the
barycenter are neglected. It is derived from

n = r o t \ r t I - " r ) , /1 t  51--d I

(3.2s34)

where tc is the constant of aberration; a, e, and. y are the semi-major a-,<is, eccen-
tricity, and true anomaly of the Earth's orbit; and B and R are the Sun,s latitude

Y Y
cosdAa =  -a  s ina  +  l  cosa

c c
I

+  , ( X s i n o  y c o s o ) ( X c o s o  +  y s i n o ) \ e c d  +  . ,
c.

xvz
A O  =  - -  C O S O  S l n O  -  -  S l n A  S r n O  +  -  C O S O

c c c

* 
$<* 

,in o - i'cos o)2 tan 6

I
+ ;(-tcos 6cos a + i 'cos6 sin ri + 2sin6)

x  ( - l s ind  cos  a  +  i ' s in  6  s in  o  -  Zcos  6)  + . . . .  (3 .253 l )

These equations are usually used to first order in (V/c), and ignoring the Z term ar'
expressed in terms of the Besselian day numbers C and D (Section 3.342), u'hiclt
represent the classical annual aberration terms. An account of how C, D, and the
E-terms of aberration have been calculated in the past is given in Section 3.53.
Atkinson (1972) gives a useful algorithm using a truncated series for calculating C
and D to 0'i001.

To a lower precision it is possible to use the expressions

X=+0.0172sin. \ ,  i=  -0.0158cos. \ ,  Z= -0.0068cos) / 1 t < 1 - ) \

for the barycentric velocity of the Earth with respect to the mean equator and
equinox of J2000.0, where ) is the apparent longitude of the Sun.

Also to first order in V/ c, we obtain for the aberration in right ascension and
declination due to the unperturbed elliptic component of the orbital motion of

where c is the speed of light, a is the mean distance of the Earth from the Sun, n
is the mean motion, and e is the eccentricity of the orbit.

The annual aberration due to the barycentric motion of the Sun or to thc action
of any particular planet may be obtained, when the ecliptic latitude of the planet
is neglected, from

o, - o = -!!!6in o sin 1+ cos e cos cr cos /) sec 6,
c

61 -  6=  - ! ! !6osas in f  s in l+cos / (s ine  cos6 cos€s inas ind) ) ,  (3 .253 5)c

where I is the heliocentric ecliptic longitude of the planet, tn is the ratio of mass of
the planet to Sun, a is the meal distance, and n is the mean motion. The cocfficients
to be used are given in Table 3.253.1. The Sun's aberration in longiiude, a-ssuming
unperturbed elliptical motion, can be givcn as

A, \  =  -n  sec  0(1  *ecosy)=r ic ( l  e2 '11R,
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and true radius vector. The e2 term afiects only the fifth significant figure; so until

the constant of aberration was specified io five significant figures and the Iongitude

of the Sun was given to three decimal figures, this term was ignored,

Measurements of radial velocity may be reduced to a common origin at the

barycenter by adding the component of the Earth's velocity in the direction of the

object, that is, by adding

icos o cos 6 + l'sin o cos d + Zsin d. (3.2s3-7)

3.254 Diurnal Aberration The rotation of the Earth on its axis carries the ob-

server toward the east with a velocity apcos$'. where u., is the equatorial angular

velocity of the Earth (the standard value of c,: is given in Section 3.353; if a is thc

equatorial radius, then eu -- 0.4@ km/s is the equatorial rotational velocity of thc

surface of the Earth), and p and $' ate the geocentric distance and latitude of the

observer, respectively. The corresponding constant of diurnal aberration is

qa 2 cosd'=o' :32ooe cosd/=0:021334 cosd/.
c a  a  a

/ ? )54-l  )

The aberrational displacenrent may be resolved into couections (apparent mean)

in risht ascension and declinatior
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where the plus and minus signs are used for upper and lower transits. respectivelr':

this may be regarded as a correction to the time of transit.

Alternatively, the effect may be computed in rectangular coordinates using

the following cxpression for the geocentric velocity (i) vector of the observer wilh

respect to the celcstial equatorial reference frame of date:

( \  ) \ / - - l l

where d is the Greenwich sidereal time (mean or apparent as appropriate). and ,\

is the longitude (east longitudes are positive).

The geocentric velocity vector of the observer is added to the barycentric veloc-

ity of the Earth's center, to obtain the corresponding barycentric velocity vectors

of the observer (see Section 3.353)

3.255 Planetary Aberration Planetary aberration is the apparent displacement of

the observed position of a celestial body produced by both the motion of the body

and the motion of thc Earth. It is often calculated by adding the couection for

stellar aberration (Section 3.252) to the geometric position corrected for l ight-time

(Section 3.251). On the other hand it may be calculated clirectl l ' .  either b1-using

the barycentric positions of thc body and the Earth at tinrc (t - 7), or by using the

barycentric positions and velocities of the body and the Earth at time r as described

below. Horvever, although these latter tt'o methods are sirnple and rvidely used. thc

first method may bc preferrcd, since it brings out the principle that aberration

depends upon the relative vclocity of observer and obje<:t.

If we denote the barvcentric position of the Earth at tinc t by EB(/) and thc

barycentric position of the planet at time / by uB(/)r thcn the geometric geocentrlc

position of the planct at timc t allowing for light-time is given by

P ( r ) = u s ( r - r ) - E s ( t ) , (  3 .255-  l  )

whete z = P/c is the l iglrt-t ime and P = Pl I l P1 is the geocentric position of

the planet allorving for planetary aberration, then using classical stellar aberration

(Equation 3.252 1)

P r  = P + r E s . (3.25s-2)

If we assume that thc velocity of the Earth EB and the velocity of the planet Ds

axe constant during the light-time, then Equation 3.255 1 may be written as

Table 3.253.1
Coetficients (nma / c) for the
Major Planets

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

t 1, )</-)\

venus
Eadh
Jupiter
Saturn
uranus
Neptune

010001
010001
0t0086
010019
0t0002
0t0002

I c,'pcos {/sin(d + )) l
t= 

| 
L.,ncos d'cos(o + I) 

I 
,

where i is the hour angle. The efiect is small but is of importance in meridian
observations. For a star at transit. i  = 0" or 180', so Ad is zero. but

Aa = OiO2l33 4 cosd 'cos l ,sec6,
a

A6 = Oi32OO ! cos /' sin ft sin d,
a

Aa = t0i02133 4 cos d'sec 6,
o

/  I  t54-1)

Pr = us(r - t) - EB(r - t), (3.2s5-3)
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Pr = us(r) - Ee(r) r(us En). f  l  755  -4 r

Since Newtoniau arbcrration and special-relativity abcrration agrce to order y/c, it
is only when mas precision is required that it bccomes necessary Lo use a rlgorous
formula (see Section 3.252).

3.256 Differential Annual Aberration The diffcrcrrtial <.oorclinates of a rnor.ing ob-
ject with respcct to a fixcd star rvil l  be affectcd bl.diffcrential aberration: if Aa.
Ad arc the observed dil lerences of the coordinates in the sensc movinq obiect minus
star. the! thc corrcctions for differential annual abcrration tu.e

A(a1 - o) = (Dcos o - C sin a) sec 6A(r + (D sin o + Ccos o) sec 6tan 6l\6,

A ( 6 r  -  6 )  =  - ( D s i n o +  C c o s a ) s i n d A a + ( D c o s r i  -  C s i n o ) c o s d A d

Ctan es sin dA6,
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In a transit of a plartct across the disk of the Sun, c.g., thc cxternal contacts

occur when the observcr is ou the colrical surface that circu[]scribes 1'hc Sun and

the planet and has its vcrtex bctween thc Sun and tlte planet. Thc intcrlal cotrtact

occur when the observer is on thc cone circumscribing the pl.ulct lr,ucl thc Sun

having its vertex betlvcen the planet and the Earth. The obsen'ed contacts arc at

the instants whcrr the apparent positions of a point on the limb of tlle plarret and a

point on the l imb of the Stut are tlte sarne; i.e., the ray of l ight froln thc Sun that

reaches the geometric positiott of thc observer at the instant 7. of contact has grazed

the planet on the rval'. This ral left the Sun at a previous tinrc ? 12 and reachcd

the planet at time (f - 12) + 71 . The circumscribing cones are forrn(l br t he grazing

rays; hence. the points on the Earth and the planet that lie in thc strnre straight

Iine on one of the cones at the instani of a contact are the geotlletric position of

the observer at the timc I, and the Seometric position of the point olr the planet at

time T - 12 + 11. Therefore, in the formulas of the theory of trartsits, for anv value

of the time T, all quantitics dcpcnding on the time must be derivtrl frorn the values

of the geometric coordinatcs (r, 1, b) of the planet at T - 12 + 11 artd the geometric

coordinates (/,1', b') of the Earth at /.

Similarly, in cornparing obscrved positions of objects iIr the solar systcrn \\ ' i th

one another or $'ith reference stars, in order to determine the coorclinatcs of a body.

great care is required iD corrocting the observations for aberratiolt. zrccorcling to the

means of observatiorr used, attd thc method of comparison.

In eclipsing binarJ- sJstclns. an apparent variation of the perio'l tnal-he pro-

duced by the rariation in light-time with changing distance froln thc obscrver due

to an orbital motion of the eclipsing pair t ' i th respect to a distant third cornpone[t

(Irwin. 1959).

3.26 Gravitational l ightdeflection

Gravitational light dcflection rvas predicted by Einstein and first t:oltfirrncd photo-

graphically at the eclipse of 1919 NIay by expeditions frorn Grecnwich and Cam-

bridge, England (Dyson et ol., 1920). It has been measured many tirrres' and mr'st

recent high-precision rDeasuremcrtts havo been made q'ith radio illterferolnel'els'

which can observe sources vcty close to the Sun. Fomalont and Sranlek (1975) lrave

confirmed the deflection predicted by Einstein's theory rvith an accuracv of 1%'

which is an order of magtritttde lnore accurate than that achieved opticalll from

eclipse observations. The deflection incrcases the closer the light path is to the Sun;

at a heliocentric elongation of 90o, however, the deflection has decrr:ased to 01004

The algorithm for the deflcction of light is ihat of Yallop (1984) as givcn in ?'€

Astronomical Almanac 1981, whlch is an a<laptation of Murray's (1981) formulas'

The isotropic metric has been assumed. Only the Sun's gravitational ficld has been

included; each of the planets causes a similar effect ihat is smallcr by a factor

equal to the ratio of thc planct's mass to that of the Sun (1/1047 for Jupiter) The

(3.2s6- l )

wherc C ancl D are the aberration dav numbers ck'firx,d in Section 3.342, ancl thc
units of cach tcrrtr are consistent. Thc corrections shotrlcl be applied q,ith thoso
for diiTcrcntial precession and nutation to give nrciur positions referred to the s.tme
equator and equirrox as those of the stars.

Alternatir.elv the.orrections for differential anrlral aberration to be added to
the obselved cliflereuc.es (in the sense mor.ing oltject rninus star) cf right asccnsioll
and declination to aive true differelces are

in right ascension aAo + bAd iu units of 01001
in dr:r: l ination cAn + dA6 irr urrits of 0l0l

(3.256-2)

rvhere Ao, 46 are thc observed difierenccs in uni1,s of l. arrcl I '  respectir.ely, ancl
where a. b, c. d are coeflicieuts defined by

a = -5. 701 cos(f/ + (r) sec 6,

b = -0. 380 sin(I1 + o) sec d tan 6,

c  =  +8 .552 s in (H +  o)  s in  6 ,

d= 0 .570cos(H +  a)cos  6 ,

I l  = 2 3 . 4  ( d a v  o f l e a r /  1 5 . 2 ) . (3.256 3)

3.257 Differential Planetary Aberration Abcrral iorr, bccausc of its dcpendence orr
the relative rnotions and distances, sometirnes has t:orlplcx effects q4rere trvo or
rnorc bodies arc involvd, as, e.g., in ecl ipscs, lrarrsits, l rrd the phenomena of satel-
lite systerns; a,rrd orr some pilst occasions, tho detcrtniniltiotr of lhese effects has
presentcd an iutr icate problem.

#
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Figure 3.26.1
Gravitational light defl ecrion

gravitational field of the Earth, also ignored here, can deflect light by a few tenths
of a milliarcsecond for ground-based observers. It may also have to be allowed for
in precise astrometry with Earth satellites.

In Figure 3.26.1, S is the Sun, P the body that is being observed, and E is the
Earth. The unit vectors e and q represent the heliocentric directions of the Earth
and the body, respectively. The heliocentric elongation of the Earth from p is r,l
where cosry' = q. e. The geocentric direction to the body p when the light left it
is given by the unit vector p. The dotted arc AEB represerrts the light-path as it
passes the Earth. The tangent to the l ight-path at EisXEy. As the l ight, which
was emitted at P, travels along the path AB, it is always deflectecl tov,ard the Sun.
At E the direction between p and the tangent to the light-path is Ad (as shorvn irr
the figure). Einstein's general relativity theory predicts that
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since (q ^ e) ̂  p / sin ry' is a unit vector in the plane PES, at right angles to p and

pointing away from the Sun. This equation may be written in the form that is more

useful for comPutation'

pr = p+ * t (p.  q)e -  (e.  p)ql .

The dimensionless scalar quantities 8l and 82 are

2u
g t =  b  a n d  8 2 = l + q  e ,

(3.26-3)

(3.2tu)

where p = 1.32'112438 x 1020m3s-2, c = 864OO / ra = l73.1M633 xu/day, and
'rA = 499.W4782 is the light-time for 1eu in seconds, based on the IAU (1976)

system of constants. The value of 8l is always close to 2 x 
-10-8, 

but 82 varies

between 0 and +2. The vector pl is a unit vector lo order p I c'.

Stars represent the asymptotic case when p = q, and Equation 3.26 3 becomes

e - ( p  e ) p
P r  = P + 8 r  

l - p *

where E is the distance of the Earth from the Sun, p is the heliocentric gravitational
constant, and c is the speed of light.

The apparent direction of P is along the tangent to the light path p1, and by
vector addition

p,  =p+91jTIad,
s ln  p

(3.26,5)

When one is applying the light deflection correction in the algorithm for appar-

ent places (see Section 3.316), using the vector Es in the relativistic deflection com-

putation introduces a minor approximation resulting from the use of the barycentric

position of the Sun at the epoch of observation. The resulting error cannot exceed

0. l mas in the worst case (object observed at the limb of the Sun with barycen-

tric motion of the Sun orthogonal to the line of sight) and is generally much less

Furthermore, the deflection algorithm itself results from a first-order development

that assumes small deviations of the photon track from a straight line in Euclidian

space; the error in neglecting second-order effects can reach about 0 5 mas for an

object observed at the Sun's limb (Kammeyer, 1988, private communication)'

Figure 3.26.2 shows the magnitude of the deflection of light, as viewed frotn the

Earth, for planets and stars as a function of the geocentric angular separation of the

observed body from the center of the Sun. Maximum deflection occurs for bodies

that are about to be occulted by the Sun. Minimum deflection for Mercury and

Venus occurs when thev are about to transit the Sun. For the other bodies' minimum

deflection occurs at 180o elongation from the Sun. The figure was produced fronl

Equation 3.26 1 assuming circular orbits.

Table 3.26.1 tabulates the deflection angles A{ = g1 tan(l/2) (Equation 3'26- 1)

for various values of D = 180" - ty' (for stars, D approximates the geocentric elonga-

tion). The body disappears behind the Sun when D is less than the limiting grazing

value of about 0925.

2p sin dr
AQ = --;=: ------- ,

c ' t  I  +cos i ,
(3.26-t)

(3.26-2)
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3.261 Approximat€ Light Deflection for Stars The increments to be added to the
calculated right ascension and declination of the star may be evaluated app1e11i-

matelY from

o?27

45' 90" 180'

0 : l  t '

cos D = sin 6 sin 6. + cos 6 cos d. cos (o - ar),

cos 6. sin (a - a.)
Aa = 0i000271

(l cos D) cos d 
'

sin 5 cos 5. cos t o - o.) - cos d sin d,

100'
Geocentric elongation

Figure 3.26.2
Light from the planets and stars deflected by the sun

The table u'as produced assurning that thc Earth Sun distance E = I, aucl
thus 91 = 0l'00407. The variatiol of the Earth Sun distance modulates the va]ue
of 91 by less t\an 27e,. This sitnplc form of the gravitational deflection forrnula
has been noted previously by Shapiro (1967) and by Fukushima (1982, private
communication). In this forur. tlie deflection is not explicitly dependcnt on thc
distance of the emitting body lrom the Sun or the Earth. Thereforc. to an obsen'er
on the Earth, the apparent gravitational deflection is the samc for all objccts that
lie anywhere on a given Iine that extends radially outivard from the Sun. This result
holds regardless of the orientation of the l ine n'i lh respect to the Earth.

Thc equations for Iight deflection have arr indeterminacy for light paths startirrg
beyond the Sun on thc extension of the Sun Earth linel bodies there ar.e hidden Lr1
the Suu's disk and urrobservable in any cvent. For these bodies or the Suu itsclf,
thc deflectiorr can bc considered to bc zero.

Table 3.26.1
Apparent Deflection Angles

I  -  cosD , (3.26r-t)

where c!, d, os, 6s are the geocentric right ascensions and declinations of the star
and the Sun, respectively. For stars, D, the geocentric elongation. approximates
l80o - {, where I is the heliocentric elongation. These corrections mav be included
with the day-number reduction for stars given in Section 3.341.

3.27 Polar Motion

The rotation of the Earth is represented bv a diurnal rotation around a reference
axis whose rnotion with respcct to the inertial reference frame is represented by the
theories of precession aird nutation. The reference axis docs not coincide *'ith the
axis of figure (maxirnum nroment of inertia) of the Earth, but uroves slorl.ly (in a
terrestrial reference frarne) in a quasi-circular path around it. The rcfercncc axis
is the Celestial Ephemeris Pole (normal to the true equator), and its motion &'ith
respect to the terrestrial referencc frane is known as polo,r motion. The Celestial
Ephemeris Pole is the axis about, which the diurnal rotation of the Earth is applir:d
in the transformation between celestial and terrestrial frames. and so must not be
confused with the instantaneous a,ris of rotation. The maxinum amplitude of the
polar motion is typically about 013 (corresponding to a displacemcrrt of about 9 m
on the surface of the Earth) and the principal periods arc about 365 and 428 days.
The motion is afiected by unpredictable geophvsical forces, and is determined from
observations of stars, radio sources, the Moon, and appropriate Earth sti lell i tes,
using relevant techniqucs including VLBI and laser ranging.

The pole ancl zero (Greenwich) rneridian of the terrestrial referencc frame are
defined implicitlv by the adoption of a set of coordinates for the instruments that are
used to determine UT and polar motion from astronomical observations. (The pole
of this systcm is known as the Conventional International Origin.) The position of
this terrestrial reference fraurc r-ith respect to the true cquator and equinox of date
is defined by strccessive rotations through tn'o small angles x, y, and the Greenwi<:h
apparent sidereal tirnc d. The angles r and I correspond to the coordinates of the
Celestial Ephemeris Pole with respect to thc terrestlial pole measured along the
meridians at lorrgitude 0' and 270' (90' west). Current values are published by the
International Earth Rotation Service; values from 1970 January 1 onward are given

46 = 01'00407

0:'001

l "  x  1 0 - a

l " x l 0  5

10"

D 0925 095
ad 11866 0t '933 0:466
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in section K oI The Astronomical Almanac. An 80-yearJong series of values on a

consistent basis has been published by the International Polar Motion Service. The

coordinates x and y are usually measured in seconds of arc.

Polar motion causes variations in the zenith distance and azimuth of the Ce-

Iestial Ephemeris Pole and hence in the values of the terrestrial latitude (/) and

longitude ()) that are determined from direct astronomical observations of latitude

and time.

The rigorous transformation of a vector r0 with respect to the frame of the

true equator and equinox of date to the corresponding vector r with respect to the

terrestrial frame is given by the formula
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temperature, pressure, and humidity and even temperature lapse rate, gives a, well-

defined reference vahre. Thus, for example, residuals of the observed values from

the reference values could be used to model the local variation of refraction.

3.281 Refraction-Numerical Int€gration In this section we give a precise algo,

rithm for calculating refraction using numerical quadrature. The real accuracy is

very dependent on the conditions, particularly for large zenith distances, and on

the atmospheric model.

The atmosphere is assumed to be spherically symmetric and in hydrostatic

equilibriun.r, and to obey the perfect gas law for the combined mixtrrre of dry air

a,nd water vapor, and also for the dry air and watcr vapor separately. The two

layers of the atmosphere are the troposphere and the stratosphere. The troposphere

extends from the surface of the Earth to the tropopause, which is assumed to be

11 km (ft,) from the Earth's surface. In this region the temperature decreases at a

constant rate (a = 0.0065" km r) and the relative humidity is constant and equal

to its value at the observer. In the stratosphere the temperature remains constant

and equal to the temperature at the tropopause (7,) and there is no pressure due

to water vapor. The upper height (r,) of the stratosphere is taken as 80km, sirrce

above this height refractiort becomes negligible.

The total bending of a ray is given by

r = Rz(--r) Rr(-y) Rs(d) ro;

ro = R:( d) Rr0) Rz(x) r,

(3.27-r)

(3.27-2)

conversely,

where Equation 3.27 1 represents a rotation of 0 about the z-axis, followed by a

rotation of -y about the x-axis, and finally a rotation of -l about the y-axis (see

Section 11.4). The vector r could represent, for example, the coordinates of a point

on the Earth's surface or of a satellite in orbit around the Earth.
Alternatively the transformation can be expressed as a variation of the longi-

tude a"nd latitude of a point, and to first order, the departures from the mean values
,\-, S. (corresponding to vector r0) are given by

Ad=-xcos . \ . -ys in . \ .  and A. \  =  ( .x  s in  ) .  +ycos) . ) tandm.  ( .327-3)

The variation in longitude must be taken into account in the determination of
Greenwich mean sidereal time, and hence of UT, from observations.

3.28 Ref raction

Atmospheric refraction is included in lhe The Astronomical Alm,onac in only a few
topocentric phenomena, such as the times of rising and setting of the Sun and
Moon, and in theory in the predictions of local circumstances of eclipses. How-
ever, for observational reductions the effect of refraction must be included. In this
section we give a low-precisiou formula, valid at the horizon, that is particularly
useful for navigation; a formula valid for zenith distances less than 70o, which takes
into account the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere; and an algorithm for
evaluating the integral in the classical formulation using quadrature. This latter
algorithm, which allows for the principal change of refraction due to variations of

(3.281- l )

This integral is a transformation of the usual refraction integral. It has been rec-
ommended by Auer and Standish (1979) becausc it is more suitable for numerical
quadrature; it is a more slowly varying function over the whole range of ; and re-

moves the problem at z = 90'. Howevcr, there is a discontinuity in the function
dn I dr aL the tropopause, and so the iutegral is evaluated in two parts, from ; = ;"
to ;," in the stratosphere, and from z= e t,o zo in the troposphere.

The following procedurc gives the steps required to calculate the total refrac-
tion, (, i.e., the sum of the refraction caused by the troposphere ((1) and the strato-
sphere ({"), from

- l '^ rdn ldr
t= t --------------:- atz.'  

J o  n + r d n l d r

(=€,+€, = l'' ru,* 1",',,' ro, (3.28r,2)

n to a specified tolerance e, where / is the integrand given in Equation 3.281 1.
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Step 1: The parameters of the Earth aad the
sumed to be constant are
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atmospheric model, wh.ich a.re as-

R=8314.36 Ma =28.966 M*=18.016 6= 18.36

re = 6378120 ir=!1000 ft" = 80000 a=0.0065 (3.231_3)

Step 2: The parameters of observation*the initial conditions. The observed zenith
dista.nce, zs, of an object with wavelength of ) pm is recorded by an observer at
latitude {, height lro meters above the geoid i.e., rn = r" I 114 meters from the cen_
ter of the Earth. The meteorological conditions at the time of observation are the
temperature S K, the pressure P0mb a.nd the relative hurnidity R;.

Step 3: Calculate the para.rneters dependent on the initial conditions and the
model of the atmosphere. Those denoted by C; a.re needed at each step of the
integration.

P,a = Rn(To I 247 .1)6 ,

E = 9.78a0 - 0. 0026 cos 2/ - 0. 0000 0028 to),
/ | 4',r88 0.0t36\ 273. 15A =l287.604 + 

- ' : .1

\  ^2 - *  x  ) tb lJ f j x r0 - " '
C t = a ,  C 2 = l M a / R ,  C 3 = C 2 / C t = " / ,

C t=6,  Cs  =P,o( l  -  MatM*) . t t6 - i ,

Cs=A(po+C)/To, C7 = (AC5 + 11.2694 x 10-6 p,{-) / To,

Ca = a(t - l)Cs / To, Cs = e(6 - l)Ct I To. e.2814)

Step 4: Use the following expressions to calculate r, n, and. dn / dr, which depend
on the atmosphere, and thus evaluate the integrand f at each step in z along the
path of the ray.

_ 
The value of r corresponding to the curent step in zenith distance z is found

by solving Snell's law zrsinz = noro sin zo using Newton-Raphson iteration thus:

nitr idni ldr i

, 1=l ; for i = 1,2,..., (3.281-5)
niri - ',o/o sin z0 / sin, ,*r=rr-f

where r1 is the value of r calculated at the previous step of the integration. Con_
vergence is rapid, so the initial estimate rl is trot critical. Four iterations should be
su.ftcient.
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In the troposphere at distance r 1! 4 from the center of the Earth, the temper_

ature f, the refractive index a. and dn / dr ate calculated from

T = T o - a ( r - r r ) ,

(3.2814)

In the stratosphere at a distance r where 4 ( r ( r, and the temperature is givel
by T1 = T6 - a(rt - ro) the refra.ctive index n and, dn I dr are calculated from

, = ,. f..(^r)"- -,(+)'-'l+,
#= -,(#)'-'.",(;)'-'

The integrand is

I  r - L \
n=  |  + (n t  _  1 lexp (  _  r r i  

) ,

#=-7''- Itexp(- 
"+)

" l  d n f  r d n l d r
I  l r , n , =  l =  - - .

L  q r l  n + r a n t d r

(3.281-:7)

(3.281-8)

(3.28r-9)

Step 5: Calculate the following para.meters which are required for the limits ofthe
two integrals. At the observer, the observed zenith dista.nce is z6; set r0 = r" +r, and
cala:Jate n6, dnnldrn /6. At the tropopause, in the troposphere calculate rt = re*hrt
th, dnt / dh, fl, and using Snell's law

Zr = sin-l 
noro srnzo

lltft

At the tropopause, in the stratosphere ns = rt, and ca.lculate n6, dn6 | dr6, f6, and
?a. At the limit of the stratosphere calculate rs = r. + hs, n", dn" I dr", f", utd 2".

Step 6: Integrate the function over the required interral usirg numerical quadra-
ture, e.g., Simpsorr's rule, by forming the suumations over equal steps of z. In the
troposphere S = (zt - zd | 16 is a convenient step length to start with. Repeat the
integration, halving the step size each time, until there is no significa.nt difierence
between two consecutive ralues and the tolerance permitted (i.e., 0.5e). Repeat this
step for the stratosphere. Thus the total amount of refrarction will be { = $ + $,

3.282 Saastsmoinen's Reftaction Formula This formula, rralid for zenith dista.nce.s
to 70o, was devised by Saastamoinen (1972), a.nd it is equivalent to the re.

tables in ?he Star Alrnanac. Given the observed zenith distance, zs, the
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temperature, Pressure' and partial pressure of water lapor' (Zo, Po, P'o)' the refrac-

tion for a wavelength of 0.574pm. ie., visible l ight, and for an observer at sea

level is

where R is the refraction and C is the parallactic angle -i'e ' t'he angle at thc object

in the spherical triangle pole-object-zenith Thus when the object is on the meridian

f= 0",^una the amount of refraction, R, is a direct correction to declination onlv'

but the right ascension is unafiected'

Refraction tables based on a st,andard tempelatule and pressure are printed in

r"arious publications, for example, Abalakin (1985)' Pulkova (1956)' together with

correcti;n tables for other temperatures and pressures The standard conditions

usedin ?he Nautical Almanacare I= lO'C andP= 1010mb; in Tlrc Star Almartac

f =7'C and, the Pressure P = 1005 mb'

3.3 APPARENT AND TOPOCENTRIC PLACE ALGORITHMS

This section presents a set of algorithms for calculating apparent and topocentric

places of planets and stars. The methods are given in a steprvise forrn using matrix

.nd u""to, operations which carr then be programmcd usillg a set of subroutines'

each of which handles one particular aspect of the reduction Frrll details on the

various topics are discussed in the appropriate part of Section 3 2 The algorithm

for calculating apparent places of planets and solar-system bodies is given first'

because it is the nore comprehensivc The procedures lol calctllating apparent

places (Sections 3.31 ancl 3.32), topoccntric places (Scctiort 3 35)' and differential

astrometry (Section 3-4) are bascd on Kaplan et ol (1989)'

The following notation is uscd in the algorithms The srrbscripl' B refers to the

solar-system barlcenter. a = lul rneans calculate the squarc root of the sum of tlte

squares of the coDrponents, and (u r) iDdicates t'he scalar product' i e ' the sum of

the products of their corresponding componerlts

3.31 Aoparent-Place Algorithm for Planets

The algorithm used to compute thc apparc[t place of a Planel or otlter solar-

system"body at an epoch of observation t/ '  given its cphenreris rvith origin at the

soltr-"y"t"m barYcerrter zrnd its coordittates rcferred to thc Earth's rneatr equalor-

ur1d .qritt.r* of a Ieferertce epoch, t0' can be succinctly teptesenterJ as
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t = t6'2't t Q tan zo (l + 0. 0000 394 0 tan2 zo)

- 0'i0000 749 Po(tan zo + tan3 uo),

where Q=(Pe-0.  l56P'4)  /  ?0. (3.282-1)

A formula to calculate P,x in tenns of the relative humidity is given at the start of

Step 3 in Section 3.281. Saastamoinen gives correction tables for other wavelengths

and heights above sea level.

3,283 Low-precision Refraction Topocentric phenomena such as the times of ris-

ing and setting, and navigational reductions require tltc amount of rcfraction ac

curate to 0i5. The following formula is dependent on the apparent altitude. IJ:

i.e., the observed altitude corrected for thc index crror of the sextant and dip (see

Section 9.331), and on the temperature and pressure. and gives the amottrtt of

refraction, R, in degrees;

0?0167
tan(H + '1.31 l (H +4.4)) '

(3.283-l )

where I,P are the temperature in <legrees Celsius and the pressure in millibars.

If 7 and P are unknown, assume thc terrn in the first bracket is unity The elTect

of refraction is removed frorn an observation by subtracting R from the obselved

altitude. When only the truc alt itude is known, it is possible to iterate using thc

formula above, iu order to find the observed altitude. This is necessary', partictt larl l

at lo\,,,' altitudes, when the refraction correction is large.

Alternatively, at low altitudes, when H < 15', the followirrg may be used:

0:1594 + 0.0196H + 0. 00002H2

/  0 _ 2 8 P  \p -  |  _  |" -  \ r+z t t )

I + 0. 505H + 0. 0845F
(3.283 2)

For rising and sctting phenomena a constant of 34' is used fbr f lc ltorizr'utaL

refraction; thus for the center of the Sun or N'Ioon to be coincidcnt rvith the horizon

the true altitude wil l be 34'.
The observed right ascension and declinatiort, (o, 6), of an objcct mav be

corrected, to first order, to givc the true position al , 61' usirrg the following forDrulas:

a l  = o  R s e c 6 s i n C

d r = 6 - R c o s C ,

^ = ( ; * )

u4(r ' )  = N(/)P(t) f ts [uB(r -  ' )  -  Es(t) ]1, (3 .3  1 -  l  )

where

// is the cpoch of observation' in thc TDT timescalc:

t is the cpoch of observation, in the TDB tirnescale;

/s is the reference epodl to rvhich thc epherneris is referred' e'g ' J2000 0i

T is the light travel tirne from the planet to thc Earth' in tbe TDB timescale'

for light arriving at the epoch of observation t;

t
(3.283-3)
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uB(r - r) is the barycentric position of the planet at epoch / - r, referred to the
mean equator and equinox of t6;

Er(t) is the barycentric position of the Earth at the epoch of observation r.
referred to the mean equator and equinox of t6;

8t...1 is the function representing the gravitational deflection of light;

/t...1 is the function representing the aberration of light;
P(t) is the precession matrix, a rotation from the mean equinox and equator

of to to the epoch of observation !;
N0) is the nutation matrix, a rotation from the mean equinox and equator

of date to the true equinox and equator of date r;
u4(/) is the apparent geocentric place ofthe planet at the epoch of observation

/' represented as a three-dimensional position vector (.r, y, z) and referred
to the true equinox and equator of observation.

This expression is schematic; the full functional forms of / and g, the elements
of the P and N matrices, and other auxilia.ry calculations are not indicated.

3.311 Relevant Time Arguments

Step a: Express the epoch of observation / as a TDT Julian date.

Step br Compute 7, the number of Julian centuries in the TDT timescale from
J2000.0 TDT (JD 2451s45.0) TDT.

T'=(/  -  24srs4s.0) /  36525 ( 3 . 3 1 l  l )

Step c: Compute the mean anomaly rn of the Earth in its orbit, in radians, at the
epoch of observation

m = (357 .528 + 35999.O5O1) x 2r I 36O. (3.3rr-2)

Step d: Compute s, the diflerence, in seconds, between the clock reading in the two
timescales (in the sense TDB - TDT), and r, the TDB Julian date coresponding
to the epoch of observation

s = 0. 001658 sin (rn + 0. 01671 sin z),

t = t ' + s 1 8 6 4 N . (3.31l -3)
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Step e: Compute T, the number of Julian centuries in the TDB timescale elapsed
since J2000.0 TDB (JD 2451545.0 TDB)

T = (t - 2451545. 0\ / 36525. t 3 .31 r -4 )

In the expression for s, the lunar and planetary terms of order l0-5 seconds have
been ignored. Furthermore, the expression for m (Step c) strictly requires a time
argument in the TDB, not the TDT, timescale. See Moyer (1981) for a complete
discussion.

However, the algorithm given above is much more precise than is required for
the computation of apparent places of stars and most solar-system bodies. For
s te l la rappaxentp laces ,se ts=0, t= / ,andT=T 'w i thneg l ig ib leer ro r .Forso la r -
system bodies, the same approximation can be used for all bodies except the Moon
and close-approachlng comets and asteroids, where the error in using the t = tl
approximation may approach 0'1001 in very unfavorable circumstances.

3312 Ephemeris Data for the Earth and Sun

Step f: Extract from the ephemeris, for the time t, the barycentric position and
velocity of the Earth, Eg(t) and lis14, and the barycentric position of the Sun,
Ss(r), referred to the Earth's mean equator and equinox of the reference epoch /6.
Also form the heliocentric position of the Earth Es(t) = Eu11) - Ss(/). Note that the
barycentric position of the Earth is that of the center of mass of the Earth, and
not that of the Eaxth Moon barycenter. All position vectors are in AU and velocity
vectors in eu/day.

The standard ephemeris of the major bodies in the solar system is the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory ephemeris designated DE200 (Standish 1982a). The posi-
tions of the Sun, Moon, and planets given in The Astronomical Almanac and other
international almanacs are now obtained from this ephemeris. Values of the com-
ponents of the vectors E3, Es, and -EH at 1-day intervals are tabulated in Tft.e
Astronomical Almanac, A set of analytical planetary theories fitted to DE200 has
been developed by Bretagnon (1982).

The barycentric position of the Earth is used to form the geocentric position
of the body (see Sections 3.314 and 3.315); the barycentric velocity of the Earth is
used in the aberration computation (Section 3.317); and the heliocentric position
of the Earth is used in the computation of the relativistic gravitational deflection
of l ight (Section 3.316).
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3.313 Ephemeris Dats for the Planet
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/  I  1 1 . 1 - l  r

(3.31s,1)

(3.315-2)
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Step g: Extract from the ephemeris, for the time r, the barycentric position of the
planet, uB(t), referred to the Earth,s mean equator and equinox of the reference
epoch J2000.0.

3.314 G€ometric Distance Between Earth and planet

Step h: Compute d, the geometric distance between the positions of the center of
mass of the planet and the Earth at time /, in .ru, from

d= lus ( r ) -EsO l . (3.3 l4- I )

(3.31s-3)

where U = lf l l . E = lEHl. Q = lQ, p is the heliocentric gravitational constaDt .rDd

c is the speed of l ight in eu/day (Equation 3.31'l 2). Using the IAU 1976 svstem.

u = 1.32712438 x l02omls-2.

Compare r' t ' i th z: if they are identical t ithin some small tolerance, cortt inue

to Step l. If thel are not. then replace the value of r *' i th the value of r ' and repeat

Steps i through k unti l the l ight-time converges to u'ithin the tolerance permitted

Since the speed of bodies in the solar system is small compared to the specd of

light, this process converges rapidly.

The tolerance permitted depends on the precision desired in the final coordi-

nates and the apparent angular speed of the bodl' as vieu'ed lron Earth. The most

rapidly moving objects in the sky are the Nloon (angular rate = 0'15 per second).

Mercury (angular rate at inferior conjunction 0105 per second), and the SuIr (an-

gular rate 0104per second). Hou'ever, occasionalll' an Earth-crossing asteroid or

comet may exceed these rates for short periods of time. For a conlputational preci-

sion of one milliarcsecond. therefore. the light-time convergeDce tolerance must be

f t 0 0 2 = 2 x  l 0  8  d a j s  u r  l e s . :  u - e  s t l g B c s r  l x l 0 - 8  d a l s .

Kaplan el al. (1989) ignore the second term in Equation 3.315 3, (order 1 nicro-

arcsecond). which is due to the relativistic delal caused b1'the Sun's gravitational

field.

Step l: Once r has converged, set U = us(, r)-Es(r) and Q = utlt 7)-SB(/-7),

the geocentric and heliocentric positions of the body at time t - 7

3.316 Relativistic D€flection of Light

Step m: Form the following unit vectors and dimensionless scalar: quantities

u  =  U /  l u l ,  q=Q/ lQ l ,  e=EH/ lEH l ,
2!

s , = ; ; .  8 2 = l + ( q  e ) .
(3.316- l  )

where the constants p and c are given in Steps k and h. A detailed explanation on

light deflection is given in Section 3.26.

cr' = Ll +l2tt tc2\1" ,E-ffi.

The geometric distance is the quantity tabulated in The Astronomico,l Almawlc as
the "true distance" of solar-system bodies.

Using d compute r, a first approximation to the light-travel time between the
planet and the Earth, as

where c is the speed of light expressed in eu/day; its precise value may be computecl
from 86400/r,a, where 2,4 is the l ight-time for unit distance (1eu) in seconds. In thc
IAU (1976) system c= 86400 /499.004782 = 173.144633 ^\r /day.

3.315 Geocentric Position of planet, Accounting for Light-Time

S.tep it Extract from the epherneris, for the time / - r, the barycentric position of
the planet and the Sun, uB(r - 7) and Sg(r _ r), respectively.

Step j: Calculate U and Q, approximations to the geocentric and heliocentric po_
sition of the center of mass of the planet, respective\r, at the epoch of observation
t, from

U = u B ( r - r ) - E s ( r ) ,

Q = u s ( r - r ) - S s ( r -  r ) .

Step k: Next compute r/, a better approximation to the light-travel time between
the planet and the Earth, as

t
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Step n: The deflected position ofthe body relative to the geocentric inertial frame
that is instantaneously stationaxy in the space-time reference frame of the solar
system (the natural frame) is theu

u '  =  lu l  (o*  4  t (u .  4e  -  (e .  u )q l ) . (3.316-2)

The vector u1 / lUl is a unit vector to order u t *.

For the Sun or bodies lying behind the sun on the sun Earth line, the light deflec-
tion ca.n be considered zero, so that ur = U.

3317 Aberration of Light

Step o: Form the following quantities:

where the velocity (V) is expressed in units of the velocity of light a.rrd is equal to
the Earth's velocity in the barycentric frame to order V2.

step p: The aberrated position ofthe body in the geocentric inertial frame that is
moving with instantaneous velocity (v) of the Earth relative to the natural frame
is then given by the vector

P=ur / l u r l ,  Y=EsO lc ,

B - t=1 / t - 1 t2 ,  . f r = (p .V ) ,  f z= t+ f t / 0+p - t ) ,

tz = (B- tur+ 
/2|u,  lv)  /  ( l  + / r) .

u2 = ur + lul lV.

(3.317-l )

(3.317-2)

(3.317-3)

The above algorithm includes relativistic terms (Murray, lggl) (see Section 3.252),
which a,re of the order 1 milliarcsecond. Therefore, fo. -urry applications one may
use the much simpler classical formula

3318.Prccession

Step q: Elaluate the three fundamental precession angles (,a, zA, and gA using
the equations given in Section 9.211 lvith epoch e6 = J2000.0 and ep = r and the
associated matrix P (Equation 3.21_3).
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Step r: Transform the coordinates from the fixed reference epoch 16 = J2999. g 1o
the epoch of observation r, by applying the precession matrix P to the vector u2:

u: = Puz. (3.318- l )

3319 Nutation

Step s: Eraluate the mea.n obliquity of the ecliptic, €0, the two fundamental nuta-
tion angles, Ary', Ae and the true obliquity of the ecliptic € = €0 + .4'6, for the epoch
of observation /, and calculate the associated nutation matrix N. Full details a"re
given in Section 3.222.

Step t: Transform the coordinate system to that defined by the Earth's true equa-
tor a.nd equinox at the epoch of observation r, by applying the nutation matrix N
lO VeCiOr U3:

u+ = Nu: ,  (3 .319- l )

where u4 is the apparent geocentric position vector of the planet at the epoch of
observation t/ .

The combined precession-nutation matrices given in The Astronomical Almanac
(R = NP) may be used in place of Steps q through t above; thus u+ = Ruz, where
the ralues of the elements of R must be interpolated to the epoch of observation,

33110 The Apparent Position in Spherical Coordinates

Step u: Compute the object's apparent geocentric right ascension, o, and decli-
nation, d, at the epoch of observation t/, using the three components of the vector
U4, i.e., .r, y, and z:

o = t a n - r 1  a n d  6  =  t a n - ' (3.311O- l )

Note: ua is
for inverse

not a unit vector. Most computers have a double argument function

tangent (e.g., ATAN2) which will provide the correct quadrant if the

and denominator are entered as separated arguments.
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3.32 Apparent-Place Algorithm for Stars

The algorithm used to compute the apparent placc of a star at an epoch of ob-

servation t/, given its mean place, proper motion, and other data (as available) at

reference epoch to, can be succinctly represented as

ur(r') = N(t) P(r) "ft sluB(r0) + (, - /0)uB(t0) - EB(r)ll, (3.32- I  )

where

r/ is the epoch of observation, in the TDT timescale;

/ is the epoch of observation, in the TDB timescale;

ro is the reference epoch and equinox, e.g., J2000.0, of the sta,r catalog, irr

the TDB timescalei

uB(r0) is the catalog mean place of the star at the reference epoch 10, represented

as a three-dimensional position vector in AU, with origin, solar-systcm

barycenter, and coordinates referred to thc rnean equator and equinox

ol 16;

Og(to) is thc space motion r€ctor (in ,lu/day) of the star at the reference epoch

/0, obtained from the catalog proper motions. parallax, and radial veloc-

itv;
Es is the barycentric position of thc Earth at the epoch of obser\ation 1.

referred to the mean equator and cquinox of t9;
gt... l is the furction representing the gravitatioual deflection of l ight;

ft.. .1 is thc function representing the abeu'ation of l ight;
P(/) is the precession matrix, a rotation from thc nea.n equinox and erluator

of te to the epoch of observation li
N(1) is the nutation matrix, a rotatiolr fron) thc mean equinox and cquator-

of date to the true equinox arrd cquator of date t;
u.r(t') is the apparent geocentric place of thc st.u at the epoch of observatiorL

// represented as a three-dimensional position vector (x, y,.z) and refcrretl
to the true equinox and equator of obserlatiorr.

This expression is similar to Equation 3.31 1 for pliurets. \,Iost of the algorithnr
is identical; the difference is due onl1. to the mole cornplex rnotion of a plauet
compaled to that of a star. In SectioD 3.31 r,i 'e hacl to obtain the position of the
planet from an epherneris and deal rvith the l ight-tirnc ploblern explicit l l ' :  in this
scction r'"'e u'ill rxsurne uniform rectilinear rnotion for the star and neglect lariatious
in light-tinre as the star moves.

3.321 Relevant Time Argum€nts

Step l: Follow Steps a through e in Section 3.311. This gives the value of t, the
TDB .Iulian date corresponding to the epot:h of observation, and ? the number of
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Julian centuries in the TDB timescale elapsed from the reference epoch J2000.0

TDB. For starsJ skip Step c and simply sel t = l/

3.322 Ephemeris Data for the Earth and Sun

Step 2: Follow Step f in Section 3.312 and extract from an ephenreris, for time l,

EB(t), [lB(t), and Se(r), the barycentric position and velocity of the Earth' and the

barycentric position of the Sun. Also, form EH(l) = En(t) - Sg(t)' the heliocentric

position of the Earth. All position vectors are in eu and velocity vectols in eu/day.

For apparent places of stars accurate to a few milliarcsecond it is necessary

only to obtain the Earth and Sun's position components to three significant dig-

its and the Earth's velocity components to five significant digits lt is therefore

feasible to construct relatively compact closed-form algorithms which provide the

required data (Stumpff, 1980b) The U.S. Naval Observatory has developed com-

puter subroutines, based on a truncated and modified form of Newcourb's theory'

which evaluates the barycentric position and velocity of the Earth, without using

external files. Howevet, for the highest precision, or s'hen the apparent places of

planets are being computed more complex algorithms or external files arc re<luired

3.323 Star's Position and Space Motion V€ctors at the Catalog Epoch

Step 3: Given are o and 6, the catalog mean barycentric right ascension and decli-

nation of the star al to = 2451545,O. the reference epoch J2000 0, and p,' and p6 the

corresponding proper motion componcrrts in seconds of time arrd alc, rcspcctivcly,

per Julian century (of TDB). Also given are p, the parallax of the star in scc'rnds

of arc, and i, i ts radial velocity in km/s.

Form the barvcentric positiorr vector, uB(t0) (in AU), and space lnotidr vector,

ns(rs) (eu/day), of the star at the catalog epoch t0, refeued to the Eartlt 's nteart

equator and eqrrinox of the catalog epoch using Equations 3.23 1 antl 3 23 3 in

Section 3.23.

3.32 Star's Position Vector at the Epoch of Obs€rvation

Step 4: Compute the barycentric position of the star. at the cpoch of olrscrvatiolt '

by adding the distance moved during the intcrval of t ime between tlre cal alog ep'Jch

and the eooch of observation. as

uB(/) = uB(to) + (/ - r0)uB(t0). (3.324-t)
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The assumption is made that there is no explicit correction for light-time in stellar

apparent-place computations (see Section 3.23).

3.325 Geocentric Position ofth€ Star

Step 5: Form the vector U, which represents the geocentric position of the star at
the epoch of observation, l.

U = us(r) - Es(t). (3.325-l)

This step introduces annual parallax, and is a shift of the origin from the solar

system barycenter to the Earth's center of mass.

3,326 R€latiyistic Deflection of Light

Step 6; Follow Steps m through n in Section 3.316, with Q = us(t) Ss(r) th<:
heliocentric position of the star, to obtain the geocentric position of the star ut,
corrected for relativistic light deflection.

3.327 Aberration, Precession and Nutation

Step 7: Follow Steps o and p in Section 3.317.

Step 8: Follow Steps q and r in Section 3.318.

Step 9: Follow Steps s and t in Section 3.319.

3.328 Star's Apparent Position in Spherical Coordinates

Step 10: Follow Step u in Section 3.3110.

3.33 The Computer lmplementation of Apparent-Place Algorithms

The development of the apparent-place algorithms using matrix/vector notation is
rigorous, and allows the planet and star algorithms to use those parts u'hich are
common to both. It also allows users to tailor their program to their own necds, as
well as the testing of alternative, or simplified, algorithms for special purposes.

In this unified approach for planets and stars, position vectors have bcen uscd
throughout. N{any other algorithms use unit vectors (see- The Astronomical AIma-
noc). There are penalties either way, and iI the procedures are carefully implemented
the results wil l be identical.

The method given here involves a series of steps. However, if the observation
time remains the same, quantities such as the time arguments, the ephemeris data
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for the Earth, and the precession and nutation matrices can be saved and re-usecl.

For example, when there are a large number of apparent places to be computed,

it is more efficient to compute the places of all bodies at a given observing epoch

before moving to a new observing epoch. The major computational burden in the

algorithm involves the retrieval of data from the planetary ephemeris in Steps f
through I and the evaluation of the two nutation angles Al and Ae in Step s.

If computational time becomes critical (such as within telescope-coltrol sys-

tems or in microcomputer implementations), the method of obtaining the epheur-

eris and nutation data must be considered. Self-contained algorithms can often be
simplified by truncating small terms from the series, if high precision in the final

apparent place is not required. Consideration should also be given to precomputing

the required data for fixed intervals and storing the data in an external file that can

be efficiently accessed and interpolated. Planetary ephemeris data are frequentlv

distributed in this form anyway. Precomputing and storing the elements of the com-

bined precession-nutation matrix (see end of Step t) is also feasible; see Section B of

The Astronomico,l Almanac. The convenience of self contained aigorithrns must be
weighed against the number of calculations rcquired. the accuracy of the algorithm,

and the accuracy needed for the final result.

3.34 ApparenfPlaces-Day-NumberTechnique

The 1976 IAU resohrtions on the astronomical reference frame included two state-
ments about the procedures for computing apparent places and the reduction of

observations. First, reductions to an apparent place shail be computed rigorously
and directlv without the intermediary of the mean place for the beginning of the
yea,r whenever high precision is required. Second, stellar aberration shall be com-
puted for the total r''elocity of the Earth referrcd to the barycenter of the solar
system and the mean places shall not contain E-tcrurs, Implicit in that recommcl-
dation is the fact that, when accurate results are desired, dav mrmbcrs should not
be used. Thus, this section on day numbers is inchrded as a means to help unravcl
what may have been done to observaliorrs in the past and to understand the proce-

dures that were followed in the past for historical purposesl and for thosc who can
be satisfied with a reduced lcvel of accuracy, e.g., for making rapid calculations ol
star positions il real time for poitrting telescopes.

Before we explain thc rnethods of day numbers, an additional warning concern
ing the past practice for computing day numbers seems advisable. Specilically there
have been a number of changes in the method used for computing the aberration
day numbers, C and D. A detailed discussion is given in Section 3.53.

The day nurnber technique may also be used for objects within the solar system,
but the geocentric position of the body is required at the time t - At, where z11 is
the tight-time. Thus the proper motion, and annual parallax corrections must be

omitted.
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The calculation of the apparent place of a star for a date t+t, where / represents

a fixed epoch such as the beginning of the Besselian year or, as is current practice,

the middle of the Julian year, and r represents a fraction of the year, first requires

the calculation of the mean place lor the mean equinox and epoch of r. The reduction

then involves the application of corrections for precession, from the epoch I for the

interval r, nutation, stellar aberration, annual parallax, proper motion, and orbital

motlon.
Proper motion, orbital motion, and stellar aberration do not affect the frame

of reference, but cause changes in the actual direction in which the star is observed;

the corresponding corrections must therefore be calculated with respect to a par-

ticular reference system and applied to the position of the star in the same system.

Precession and nutation, however, are changes in the frame of reference and do not

affect the actual direction in which the star is observed, These two corrections, and

that for annual aberration, are sufficiently large to make their order of applicatir.rn

of significance if cross-product terms are neglected. The corrections for parallax,

proper motion, and orbital motion are generally very small and can be applied at

any convenrent stage.
Since nutation is calculated from the longitudes of the Sun and X{oon referred to

the mean equinox of date, it is (theoretically) necessary to apply precession before

nutation. There are then two methods for calculating the reduction to apparerlt
place; if precession and nutation are applied first (Method 1), then the aberration

correction should strictly be applied to a fixed star whose coordinates (refcrred to

the moving frame of reference) are continuously changing. If aberration is applied

first (Method 2) then the corrections for precession and nutation should strictil'be
applied to the changing position of the star.

The two methods give identical results, of course, but for systematic calcula-
tion oqe must apply corrections for precession, nutation, and aberration to a fixed

star, any residual corrections (if appreciable) being applied separately. As night be

expected, the largest correcting term is the same for both rnethods, but the other
terms difier. An analysis of the magnitude of the residual terms, taken in conjunc-
tion wii,h the second order terrns of precession, nutation, and aberration thenmelves,
show conclusively that Method 2 leads to smaller residual errors (Porter and Sadler,
1953; see also Section 3.344; also, it is more logical to apply aberration with respect
to a fixed frame of reference.)

From 1984 onward, the day numbers printed in The Astronomi,caL Alnt'anac att,

calculated according to Method 2, and are designed for use rqith star places referred
to the mean epoch and equinox of the middle of thc Julian year.

3.341 M€thods Using Day Numbers The apparent right ascension and declination
(o1 , 61), of a star at an epoch t+ r-, which includes the effects of precession, nutation,
annual aberration, proper motion, and annual paralla><, aud includes the second-
order day numbers ("/ and "/' see Section 3.344), may be calculated either using the
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Besselian day numbers A. B. C, D, E, and star constants (Section 3.3,12), fronr

a t  =  a + A a +  B b +  C c + D d  +  E + J t a n 2  6 + r p .  +  n ( d X  c y ) ,

5t = 6 + Aa' + Bb' + Cct + Ddt + Jt tan 6 + r p6 + r(dt X - ct la, (3.341_t)

or using the inclependent day rrumbers f, S, G, h, H (Section 3.343), fronr

( r r  =  a  + l  +gs in (G +  o)  tan  6  +hs in (H+ a)  secd +- / tan2 6

+r l to+ l t (d .X  cn ,

6r = 6 +8cos(G+ a) + ftcos(I1+ (:Y) sin 6 + icos6 + "/ ' tan 6

+ r1t5 + r(.d'X - c'l), 1 1  1 z 1 l  ) r

where a, d are the right ascension ald declination of the star for the mean equinox
and epoch of 1, and po ancl p6 arc the annual proper motions in riglrt ascension
and declination, respectively, and rr is the parallax. X and Y arc the barycerrtric
coordinates of the Earth. Thc dir,y numbers are usually tabulatcd in seconds of arc;
when used for calculating the star's right ascension, measured iu timp. either ther'
or the star constants bv ri,hich they are multiplied should be divided by 15.

For stars, the correctio s for the deflection of light, which has not bcur included,
are given in Section 3.261.

3.342 Besselian Day Numbers and the Star Constants To the first order, the Besselian
day numbers A, B, an<l E correct for precession and mrtation: C and D correct for
annual abcrration, and are gir,-cn by

A q .
A = nr * n---i = flr + srn €o Au,

B =  A e ,

E=^'+, (3.342 l )

where X = XA(T=O,t+r), t lt = dA(.T =O,t+.r), n, and m (for the in<lependent day
numbers) are the precessional parameters (Section 3.211), and the nutation angles
A/, Ae, and E0 thc mean obliquity of thc ecliptic, arc givcn irr Section 3.222. They
are all evaluated for the epoch / + T.

Since 1960 (see Section 3.53 for previous methods) the aberrational day num-
bers are a function of the Earth's barycentric velocity i, and are given by

l.

D =  - k *  C = + k Y  t = + k 2 , (3.342-2)
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*Lt"rs it = (X,Y,4 are the velocity components, in AU per day, referred to the mean

equinox of I (since aberration is applied first), and f = (za /86400) x R x 3600, where

re = 499.004782 is the light-time for unit distance in seconds, and R converts from

radians to degrees (i.e., k converts from lu/per day to seconds of arc).

If, however, the barycentric velocity of the Earth (fe) is referred to the standard

equinox of J2000.0, (e.g., as in DE200), then use the precession matrix P (see

Section 3.21) to precess these coordinates from the fixed equinox of J2000.0 to the

eouinox of date /, i.e.,

i = P1J2000. 0, tl io r ' l  1z1r-1\

The quantities A,{, Ae, A, B, C, D, E, in seconds of arc, and 7 are tabulated

d,aily in The Astronomical Almanac.

The star constants, which are constant only for the mean equinox of the flxed
epoch /, are defined by
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Table 3.344.1
Second-Order Terms

1 5 9

(3.344-t )

Adcos 6

a=mln+s i r ro tan6,  c '=  cos  c r .

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

I

1 0

+fgcos (G + a)sin 5

- 
l.fg cos G cos a sin 6

+lgf sin 2(G + a)tan 5 sin 6

+]ef cos osin (2G + a)cos 6

+rltF sin 2(H + a)sec 5

+9hs in (G+H+2d) tand

+9lsin (G + (})

-/gsin (G + a)

+;/9cos Gsin c!

j d  s i n ' ? (G+  o ; t an  r

; , f  sin2 (H + a)tan 6

+;,f  cos2 (H + a)sin 26

+hl cos (H + (x)cos26

tF sin26
-ghsin (G + a)sin (H + a)sec 6

/1 t1)_/ \

where cr and 6 are the mean place of the star for epoch /. The precession rates
(Section 3.211) m and z, and e6, also should be evaluated for epoch t.

3.343 Independent Day Numbers The independent day numbers /, g, and G cor
rect for precession and nutation, andh, H, and i correct for annual aberration. They
are given by

Terms 1 to 4 are neglected in the approximations for precession and nutation, 5

to 8 are neglected at the annual aberration stage, and 9 and 10 result from Method

2. Method 1, which is not considered here, gives rise to more terms.

Thus the second-order corrections J and "// are such that the corrections to right

ascension and declination are Jtan26 and "// tan 6, respectively. They are derived

from the rnost significant terms, i.e., terms 3, 5, and 9, given in Table 3.344.1, and

replacing sec d by t tan d, witir an error that vanishes at the poles. This gives

J = +[g sin (G + a) t ft sin (I1 + rr)] [g cos (G + a) t,rr cos (H + o)]

=  + [ (A  1D)s ino+(B l  O cos  a ]  [ (A  t  D)  cos  o  -  (B  1  C)  s in  o ] ,

l

" / '  =  - :  [R  s in  (C +  o)  t l?  s in  (H +  o)J2
I

= - jt{a t o) rin o + (B I Qcos al2,

the upper sign being taken for positive declinations, and the lower sigtr for negative
declinations. The expressions for second-order terms and J and.// assume that /, g,
h a,re measured in radians, and,/ must be divided by 15 to be converted to seconds
of time.

These second-order dav numbers J and J/ are tabulated it The AstronomicaL
Almano,c as simple functions of north or south declinations, right ascension' and

date, so that the complete reduction may be made in one operation.

b = c o s o t a l 6 ,

c = c o s o s e c 6 ,

d = s i n a s e c 6 ,

b' = sin a,

c' = tan eo cos 6 sin a sin 6,

d/ = cos a sin 6,

f  = (mln)A+ E = mr + cose Al ,  hs inH = C,

(.3.343-t)

These day numbers a"re defined in terms of the Besselian day numbers, which are
given in Section 3.342.

3.344 Second-Order Day Numbers In the equations of Section 3.341 the terms

"/ and,// are called the second-order day numbers, and approximate the second-
order terms that have been ignored. Table 3.344.1 lists all the second-order terms
neglected from approximations made at the various stages.

g s i n G = 8 ,

g c o s G = A ,

hcos H = D,

i = Ctan€.
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Table 3.344.2
Errors Oue to Neglecting Second-Order Terms

0:007 0:008 0:009 0:010 0:012 0:014 0:016 0:018 0:020
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as it is usually considered a correction to observations rather than an effect to be
taken into account when computing a topocentric place, it is not considered here.

The simplest way of computing a topocentric place is to compute an apparent
pla.ce using the position and velocity vectors of the observer rather than the center
of mass of the Earth. That is, modify the barycentric vectors Es(r) and ts(r) by
adding the position and velocity of the observer relative to the center of the Earth,
see Step h. This procedure is equally applicable to stars and solar-system objects.
The development that follows requires quantities related to precession and nutation
that, in the computation of geocentric apparent places, are not needed before Step
q. These quantities should be computed, used here, and saved for later use: they
are specifically noted as they arise.

3.351 Location and Universal Time ofthe Obs€rvation

Step a: Determine the universal time of observation, specifically, the epoch of
observation in the UT1 timescale. UT1 is affected by unpredictable irregularities
in the Earth's rotation, but is always within 0i9 of UTC, the lattor defining civil
time and broadcast worldwide according to international convention. The difference
AUT = UTI - UTC is determined and distributed by the International Earth
Rotation Service. The predicted r'alue of AUT to rvithin 0il (denotcd DUT) is also
coded into UTC broadcasts. (See Section 2.24.)

Step b: Obtain r (in meters), the position vector of the observer in an Earth-
fixed, geocentric, right-handed coordinate system, with the ,ry-plane the Earth's
equator, the xz-plane the Greenwich meridian, and the z-axis pointed toward the
north terrestrial pole. In terms of the observer's geodetic latitude e, longitude )
(east longitudes positive), and height i above the Earth's reference cllipsoi<l [frrr
most purposes the height abol'e mean sea level (the regional geoid) can bc used]. r
is given by

(3.35 1- r )

where a is the eqrratorial radius of thc Ea,rth,
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The method is of advantage in the routine calculation of a number of star places.

In particular, Porter and Sadler (1953) clearly show the advantages of restricting

the range of r to i 0.5; this has the effect of reducing all the second-order terms

in / and g, which are functions of time. A more detailed analysis of the magnitudc
of the neglected terms in different methods has confirmed the conclusion that if
r is allowed to reach +1, and no secorrd-order corrections arc applied, there arc
unavoidable errors of 0'.,010, even at declinations of 45o. If r is restricted to I 0.5.
and the J and J/ terms are included, then the maximum error reduces to 0l'003, arrd
the range of declinations over which second-order corrections rnav be neglected is
correspondingly increased.

Table 3.344.2 gives the upper limit of declination for a given error '!r'hen no
second-order terms are applied.

3.35 Topocentric-Place Algorithm

The topocentric place of a star or planct rcfcrs to its apparent direction as it would
actually be observed from some placc on Earth, neglecting atnrospher.ic refi.action.
The apparent place, developed in Sections 3.31 and 3.32. can be thought of as the
apparent place of an object for a fictit ious observer located at the center of a trarrs-
parent nonrefracting Earth. The difference between the apparent aDd topocent.ic
place is due to the slightly diffclcnt position and velocity of an obserr.er on the
Earth's surface compared with those of the fictit ious obscrvcr at l.hc Earth's center.
The change itt direction of the observcrl body due to the tliffcrcucc of position is
referred to as geocentric parallaz, and is significant only fbr objc<rts in thr: solar sys-
tem. It is typically a few arcscconds for most solar-systcm trodics, bul, reaches about
lo for the Moon. The changc in dircction due to the difierence in vclocity (due to
the rotation of the Earth) is referred Lo a^s d,iurnal aben'atiott, and is independeDt
of the distance of the observed bodv, and is ahval.s less than 0i32.

Atmospheric refraction also afiects the apparent direction of celestial objects.
In fact, refraction at all wavelengths is orders of magnitude larger than either geo-
centric parallax or diurnal aberration. Refraction is discussed in Section 3.28, and

(3.3s 1-2)

and / is the adopted flattening of the Ealt| 's rcfcrence ell ipsoid. The IAU (1976)
cons tan ts  a rea=6378140m andf  =  I1298.257.

C=(cos@2+( l  -  f )2  s in2  E) -112,  S=( l  -J ) '?C,

5o

574

540 63"

8 1 0

60'

7A"

57'

760

490

70'

350

670

25"

62'

f (aC + l i )cos ocos I l
r =  l ( ac+n )s i nds in l  I ,

L  (aS+ , )s inq t  l
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3.352 Apparent Sidereal Time at the Epoch of Observation

Step c: Use Step s of Section 3.319 to obtain the two fundamental nutation angles,

Ary' and Ae, and the mean (e6) and true (e) obliquity of the ecliptic. Save all these

quantities for later use.

Step d: Using the UT1 epoch of observation as the argument, compute the Green-

wich mean sidereal time 9.

0n = 67310".54841 + (876600h + 86401 84a812866)7, (3.352- l )

+ 0:0931041 - 6".2 x tO 6Tl

where 7u is the number of centuries of 36525 days of universal time from 2000
January 1, 12' UT1 (JD 2451545.0 UTl). The Greenwich apparent sidereal time is
then

0 = 0^ + A{ cose, (3.352 2)

where d- and Al must be in the same units. Greenwich mean and apparent
sidereal time are the angles between the Greenwich meridian and the mean and
true equinoxes of date, respectiveln and with the equation of the equinoxes (Sec-
tion 3.223) are tabulated daily at 0h UT1 in Lhe The Astronom.ical Almanac.

3,353 Geocentric Position and Yelocitv Vectors ofth€ Obs€ryer

Step e: Compute the geocentric position and velocity vectors of the observer. rvith
respect to the true equator and equinox of date, in meters, and meters/second,
respectively, from
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The preceding expressions take into account polar motion, which affects the

components of the observer's geocentric position vector at the 10-meter (013) level,

and may be neglected if desired by replacing R1(yr) and Rz(xp) by unit matrices. Ne-

glecting polar motion affects the computed topocentric place of the Moon by several

arilliarcseconds, with a much smaller effect, inversely proportional to distance, for

other bodies, If effects at this level are important, corrections are also required to

refer the regional geoid (the coordinate system for the observer's geodetic latitude,

longitude, and height) to the Earth's reference ellipsoid. In forming the velocity of

the observer a standard value for the rotation rate of the Earth has been used, and

the small effects due to the variation in rate frorn this value and due to the change

of the polar motion components have been ignored.

More information on the computation of an observer's geocentric coordinates

are given in Section K ol Th.e Astronomical Almanac, Mueller (1969), Taff (198r),

as well as ChaPter 4.

Step f; Converi the geocentric position and velocity vectors to units of AU and

Au/day, respectively, by multiplying g(l) by I I A ar'd E(t) by 86400 /A, where A =

1.495978'70 x 10ll is the number of meters in 1,q.u (IAU (1976)).

3.354 Position and Velocity ofthe Obs€rver in the Space-Fixed Frame

Step g: Transform the vector g(/) and g(/) to the coordinate system defined by the
Earth's mean equator and equinox of the reference epoch t6, which is the space-fixed
coordinate system in which the position and velocity of the Earth are expressed:

G t r l  =  P  t P  l B t l )  =  P r P r * , r , =  R r g l t .

c(/) = P-'N-1 g(/) = PrNr E(r) = Rr E(r), (3.35,1.- I )
g(r) = R:(-d) Rr0p) R2(,rp) r,

A(r)=wR,rg(r)

(3.353 l )

(3.3s3-2)

whete w = 7.2921751467 x l0 5 radians/second (Aoki et ol., 1982) is the standard
value of the rotational angular velocity of the Earth, d is the Greenwich apparent
sidereal time at the time of observation, calculated in Step d, and R is a unit
vector pointing toward the north Celestial Ephemeris Pole of date. The angles .r2,
yp correspond to the coordinates of the Celestial Ephemeris Pole with respect to
the terrestrial pole mcasured along the meridians at longitude 0' and 270" (90"
west) (see Section 3.27).

where P and N are the precession and nutaiion matrices, developed in Steps q and
s in Sections 3.318 and 3.319. Here the inverse matrix is simply its transpose. The
most efficient procedure would be to evaluate the elements of these matrices at
this point and save them for later use in Steps r and t. Steps (q) and (s) could be
skipped.

Strictly, the precession and nutation matrices define a transformation between
a space-fixed system and a slowly rotating system. The slow rotation is the chang-
ing orientation of the Earth's axis due to external torques that the precession and
nutation theories describe. Therefore the conversion of the observer's velocity given
in Equation 3.354 1 is missing a Coriolis term. However, the equivalent linear ve-
locity of this rotation is of order 10-5 m/second for an observer on the surlace of

[ - s i n d  c o s d  0 l
='" 

L ";" 
_;" '  

3] 
R'(yo)R2(ro)r,

*
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the Earth, comparable to the tracking velocity of large telcscopes and con4rlcttll'

negligible.

3.355 Barycentric Position and Velocity ofthe Observer

Step h: Calculate the barycentric position and velocitl'of the obserr:er Os(t) :uld

Os(t), by adding vectors G(t) and G(l). obtajned above, representing the gcocclt]-ic

position and velocity of the observcr. to EB(t) aDd Es14, obtained in Stcp f of
Section 3.31, which represents the barycentric position and velocity of the Ealth.
thus
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3.4 DIFFERENTIALASTROMETRY

t 0 3

For differential astrornetric measurement, the algorithms in Sections 3 3i and 3 32

can be simplified. In differential work it is necessarY to consider onlv effects that

can alter the angles between the position vectors of the observed bodies, i e , arc

lengths on the celestial sphere. The orientation of the coordinate system is not

"onrid.r"d 
of fundamental irnportance, since in most cases the celestial and instrrr-

mental coordinate Systems ale coupled. In any event, in dificrential observirrg. the

coordinate systern is not established until after the fact, during the reduction of the

observat rons.

There are three types of difierential positions: the virtual place the local place'

and the astrometric place. For the reduction of high-precision differential observa

tions, the local place should bc uscd. With available computing power' it is straight-

forward to compute the local place of all objects within a field and rrse l'lte ensemble

of  loca l  p la .es  as  thc  s ta r l ing  po in t  fo r  lhe  rcduc t ion  proccdr t re '

3.41 Virtual Place

The virtual place can be thought of as an apparent place expressed in thr: coordinate

system of the reference epoch I0 It represents the position of the star oI plaDet as it

would be seen frorn the centcr of mass of the Earth at some date in thc coordinate

system defined by the Earih's rnean equator and equinox of the refcrcltce epoch'

assuming that the Earth and its atmosphere werc transparcut and nonrefracting'

For the reduction of high-precision difierential astrornetric obs"rvatious' therr'-

fore, the final precession and nutation rotations need not bc performed' and Eqrra-

tions 3,31 1 and 3.32 1 reduce to. respectivr:ly.

r

os=Es( t )+G( t ) ,

Os=Ee( r )+G( r ) . ( -1. -155- l )

Then reclcfine the vectors Es(t) and Es(/) to be identical to Os(t) and Oelr;.

Step i: Continuing at Step g in Section 3.31. the other stcps follos- as lrcfitt ' .
except that the elements of the precession and urrtation matrices ueed not lrc t '
computed in Steps q and s.

The right ascension o and declination 6 obtained at Step u represcrlt t l)e
topocentric place of the object at t lrc epoch of obscrration. The topocentri( hou1'
angle of thc object is given by LHA = d+,\ - a, whcre objects w'est of the nr('r i( l iaD
(setting) have positive hour angles.

Irr rnany cases, the previous pro<cdure may be simplif ied. but most ,rLle is
needed for objects in the inner solar system s-hen the highest precision is rt '<1uitctl.
For objects beyond thc inner solar system. to rnilliarcsecoud precision. nrrtation
can be ignored throughout. That is, rnean sidereal time can be used inslctrcl of
apparelt sidereal time (the equation of the equinoxes can be considered zero) a,nd
the nutation rotation matrix in Equations 3,35,1-1 can be neglccted (i.e.. N can be
considered the unit matrix). Additionall l ' .  the differcnce betvct:n UT1 and LITC
timescales can be ignored. However, these simplifications may not result in aul real
computational saving. The nutation parameters would have to lle calcuiatetl a,rryri/tl]
in a later step. Furthernrore, these sirnplifications zrffect the computed sidereal tilne
at the l" level, and will therefore cause errors in the computed topocentri( llotlr
angle of this magnitude. Therefore. irr rnany cases, carrying out the full proccdulc.
and saving the r'alues of the relevant nutation and time variables for later use, n1a)
be the most Drudent course.

(3.41-1)

(3.4r-2)

where all the sytnbols have been define<l in Sections 3 31 and 3 32 Thc resulting

position is called the virtual plzrce and is computed by following, in Section 3 31'

Steps a through p, then setting u4 = u2 and skipping to Stcp u, or equivalcntly ftrr

stars, in Section 3.32, Steps 1 through 7, and Step 10 where ua = uz' The ornission of

the final precession and nutation rotations rloes not introduce any approximations

or  d is lo r t ion . ,  5 ipce  on ly  o r thogona l  t rans furmal ions  arc  omi t ted '

3.42 Local Place

The Iocal place is essentially the topocentric place expressed in the coordinate

system of the reference epoch ts. Local place is related to topocentric place in the

u1(/') = f[sluB(t r) - Es(r)]1,

aud ua(') = /[g[uB(r0) + (1 - r0)uB(ro) - Es(t)]1,
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same way that the virtual place is relatcd to apparent place. Specifically, the local
place represents the position of zr star or planct as it rvould be seen from a specifi<
location on Earth at some date and time, in the coordinate svstem deflned bv trrt,
Earth's mean equator and equinox of the reference epoch, assuming the atmospheri,
were nonrefracting. To computc it, simpll,add the procedurc for calculatirre th(,
topocentric place (Section 3.35) to the procedure for computing tlre virtual pJa.,,
(section 3.41). (Note: The precession and nutation rotations in sectio'3.354 shouLr
not be omitted.) The local place has utility beyond its use in rerarrvc astrorretr\,.

3.43 Astrometric Place

In differential rr,'ork it has also becn customarl,. if not stricth, correct. to llegle(.t
both the gravitational deflection of l ight (function g[... ]) and thc aberratiou of l ight
(function /[...]). The assumption is that for sufficiently small f iclds thcse diflerential
effects are so small that the relative positions ofobjects remain unafier:ted. Sirnilarh.
difierential refraction is iguored, although its efiect coulcl be much larger becaust,
of the variation in color over the samc ficlds. An1. rcsidual distortion of tho fiekl
resulting from the neglect of thcse effects is assumed to be absorbcd into platr.
consta[ts or similar paranleters solved for in the data_rcduction Drocess.

The astrometric place of the planet or star js obtail led fro[r Equations i].31 1
and 3.32-1, which reduce to

u + ( 1 ' ) = u s ( r - r ) - E s ( / )

and ua(ri) = uB(r0) + (/ - r0)[B(r0) - EB(r),
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(3.43- r )

(3.13 2)
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For observations of solar-system bodies, it is frequently useful to cornpute a
topocentric astronetric place. Only the correction for geocentric parallax is ap-
p1ed. To compute a topocentric astrometric place, simply add the procedure given

in Section 3.35 to the procedure given above for computing an astrometric place.
(Again, the precession and nutation rotations in Section 3.354 should not be omit_
ted). In this case, however, the observer's velocity vector need not be corr4)uted,
since aberration is ignored. Topocentric astrometric places of stars are I1cver re-
quired, since the topocentric correction is vanishingly small.

Before 1984, the effects of the E-terms of aberration were omittcd: a detailed
discussion on them is given in Section 3.53. Also, in the past the term ,,astrographic,'

place was used instead of astrometric place.

3.5 TRANSFOBMATION TO FKs SYSTEM AND EPOCH J2OOO.O

Expressions are given for converting both observational and conpiled catalogs from
the old FK4 reference system of 81950.0 to the new FK5 refercnce svstem of
J2000.0. A detailed discussion of the formal background is also given.

3.51 FK4 Zerc-Point Correction in Right Ascension

An early discussion of the problem of the position and motion of Nervcomb,s equinox
and the FK4 equinox can be found in Black*ell (1977). Later, it was deternined by
Fricke (1982) that the FK4 right-ascension system requires a correction of +0:035
at 81950.0. This has been referred to as an equinox correction. It implies that the
right ascension of every star in any catalog whose right ascensions are referred to
the system of FK4 at epoch and equinox B1950.0 must be increased by +01035. The
motion of the equinox of +0i085 / cy. Fricke (1982) and the correction to lunisolar
precession of +1110/ cy Fricke (1977) implies that the FK4 system has a rotation
ln right ascension relative to our present best realization of a,n inertial system of
(G085 - l:10) per century. This has been corrected in the FKS by altering the
proper motions by 0085/cy and precession by l ' l l0/cy.

The equinox couection at any epoch, 7, given as a function of its value at
81950.0 and the difierence in epoch (I ?n6), has been given by Fricke (1982) as
follows:

E(O = 0:035 + 01085(T Td / 36524.2198'182, (3.51- l )

wnere ? is the Julian date at any epoch and 76 is thc Julian date corresponding
to the beginning of the Besselian year 81950.0, i.e., Is = 2433282.42345905. We
suppose that the divisor of the epoch difference should be the number of Julian

and is obtained by following. in Soction 3.31, Steps a through l, or equivalenth. fbr
stars, Steps 1 through 5, then setting ua = U and skipping to the rasr srep.

However. it should be recognized that the gravitational deflection of lisht shoujd
not really be ignored in this way, since it cannot irr princriple bc absorbedinto l,lateconstants or similar reduction parameters: the deflection is a firnction of positioD
and distance. Although in any part of the sky the direr:t ion of the deflection is thc
same for all bodies, its magnitudc is less for solar-s5rstem bodies than tbr stars (see
Figure 3.26.2). Generally, this detail is of l i tt le practical importance, since orrl l, i l
a few special cases can it cause errors exceedirrs 0:,01.

Astrometric places are simple to compute! and thprefore have been widell. used.
Another attractive fcature is that they can be directly plotted on an ordinary star
map with negligible error in the resulting field configuration. Astrometric places
are-therefore used for the ephemerides of faint or fast-moving solar_system bodies,
such as minor planets and Pluto, in Z[e Astronomi.cal Almanac.

t
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days per tropical century, but no significant error is made if the number of Julian

days per Julian century (36525) is adopted instead.

Aoki et al. (1983) have made a convincing argument that, for the sake ofconsis-

tency with the new definition of UT introduced at 0h UT on 1984 January 1 (Aoki

et aI., 7982), it is important that the FK4 equinox correction should be applied to
right ascensions of the FK4 catalog referred to the same equinox and epoch (198,1

January 1) as the date on which the new definition went into effect. The equinox
correction corresponding to that epoch is accordingly,

E(2445700. 5) = +0i06:qO. (3.51-2)

The reduction to the IAU 1976 system of constants at J2000.0 of the right ascension
system of an observational catalog (as distinct from a compiled catalog) referred
to the FK4 system at an arbitrary equinox and at the mean epoch of observation
should be done in a manner consistent with the way in which the catalog rvas
referred to the system of FK4 at the time of obscrvation. On the other hand. if an
observational catalog has been constmcted from a fundamental treatment of thc
observations of solar-system objects and thus referred to the observed dynaniical
equinox, the reduction to the IAU 1976 system of constants at J2000.0 I 'ould ignore
the zero-point correction normally required by the FK4 system in right ascerrsion.

3.52 The Correction to the FK4 Proper Motjon System in Right Ascension

The existence of a secular term of the lorrn 0i085(2, Ti /36524.2198782 in tbe
equilox correction has generally been interpreted as a constant, nonprecession-
dependent conectiotr applicable to the FK4 right-ascension proper-motioD svstern
(Fricke 1982). This implies that at any epoch, and regardless of the equinox. all
right-ascension proper motions of the FK,l catalog (or any catalog r.ith the propcr.
motions referred to the FK4 system) must be increased by +0:085 per tropical
centurv.

The nonlinear character of precessiol vie*.ed as a mathenatical operation sug-
gests that subtle differences can be introduced ilto a cataloe transformation frorrr
one epoch arrd eqrrinox to alothcr. dependjlg on th..p.,ch at rvhich correctious
arc introduced. A number of possibilitios come to mind. Onc could, for exanpl<:,
apply the corrections to positions and pr.oper motions rcferred to:

(1) the epoch and equinox of the beginning of 1984; or
(2) the epoch and equinox of B1950.0; or
(3) the epoch and equinox of the mean epoch of observation.

Among these three options, the third one most closely approximates the op-
eration that would have been carried out if the improved IAU 1976 system had
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been available at thc time of observation. In the case of individual obserlational

catalogs, such as the series of firndamentally observed Washington Six-inch Transit

Circle catalogs, the reductiorr to the FK5 equinox is best done by directly calculat-

ing the difierence FK5-Catalog from the stars in common to both catalogs.

3.53 Elliptic Terms in Aberration

3.531 Effect on Position RecommendatioD 4 of IAU 1976 Resolution No. 1 indi-

cates that from 1984 onward, stellar aberration is to be computed from the total

velocity of the Earth referred to the barycenier of the solar systeul, and mean

catalog places are not to contain elliptic terms of aberration.

The problem of reducing observational catalogs to a unilorm system is compli-

cated by the change irl the conventional value of the constani of aberration. n'hich

since 1911 had been taken as 20'i47 (Paris conference, 1911), and from 1968 has bccn

taken as 20'1496 (IAU 1967). Before 1911, the value of StrLtve and Peters. 20i4551,

was in common use, and from 1984 the value of 2O'.'19552 has been introduced as

the conventional value.

Reduction to a uniform system is furthcr complicated by changes in the methocl

of computing the aberrational day numbers, C and D, given in the national ephem-

erides and almanacs. Before 1960. the aberrational dav numbers C and D *'ere

calculated lrom a circular approximation io the motion of the Earth in rvhich small

periodic terms due to the action of the Nloon and planets and the elliptic terms in

aberration q'ere neglected (see Explanatory Supplement, p. 48fr.).

Beginning u'ith 1960, lhe aberrational da1'numbers C and D rvere derived

from the true velocity of the Earth rcferred to the center of rnass ol the solar

system and to a dynamically determincd frarne of rcference. The elliptic terms in

aberration due to the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit rvere then removed from an

otherwise completcly correct expression of the annual aberratiolt. Furthermorc, as ot

1960, epheuteris values of the aberlationa] clay nurnbers properly reflect thr: slou'ly

changing eccentricity and longitudc of perihelion of the Earth's orblt (E:rplanatory

Supplement, p. 158tr.).
When one is working u'itir jndividual obscrvational catalogs, reductions to a

uniform system of annual abcrration should take into account the changes in the

value of the constalt of abcrration and the method of calculation of the published

values of the aberrational dav numbers, C and D This will adjust the published

values of the observed posil,ions in a manner consistcnt with conveutions in use at

the time the observatious were made arrd reduced from apparent to mean place'

If this procedure is not followed, then corlupted data will be produced, and the
potential for svstematic improvement will be diminished.

The FK4 catalog, and other fundancntal catalogs such as the N30 (N'Iorgan'

1952) and thc Gencral Catalog (Boss 1937), were compiled from observations nrade
prior to 1960, whe[ a circular approximation was nade to the rnotion of the Earth
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in its orbit, and the elliptic terurs in aberration were ignored, except for stars $,ithit
l0' of the poles in the case of the FK4 catalog,

Due to the rapid, daill' change in the value of the circular component of an-
nual aberration, it is not possible to correct mean positions for changes that havq
occurred in the adopted lalue of the constant of aberration eiiher in the conpilccl
fundamental catalogs or in observational catalogs of mean positions. Observations
of solar-system objects are normally given on a daily basis and may be corrccLed
with a high degree of rigor. However, because the elliptic terms in aberration change
so very slowly, their influence can be removed from the FK4 catalog positions bv
subtracting the elliptic terms in aberration from the catalog right ascension anrl
declination (o*,, 6"") to obtain the corrected right ascension and declination (o, 6)
as follorvs:

d = ocat (ACcosa.u, + ADsinn""t) / (15cos6""r),

t 6=6,u, (AD cos a.,, AC sin a"o,) sin 6"", ACtan€cosAat, (3.531 l)

where AC = 01065838, AD = +01'335299. and ACtan e = 0:'028553 at epoch
81950.0. using the J2000.0 value of the constant of aberration.

These equations represent the classical elliptic aberration with firsl-order ac
curacy iu the ratio of the Earth's velocity to thc r.elocity of light (\lbolard :rrrd
Clemence 1966, p. 113tr). N{ore than the necessary number of significant figures is
carried in order to ensure correct roundinp;.

For applications requiring accuracies better than 1 milliarcsecond (mas), tlic
discussions of Stumpfi (1979, 1980a) regarding the second-order rclativistic terms
in ell iptic aberration should be consulted.

The nurnerical values for AC. AD, anti ACtane given here arc no!. generalll
applicable to every case in which positiorrs have bcon referred to the equinox of
B1950.0. For an observational catalog referred to an arbitrarv equinox, each positiorL
(where right ascension and declination must be treated separately if their rneal
epochs of obserr'ation are not thc same) may be precessed to thc equinox of the rnezur
epoch of observation and then corrected for the elliptic tcrms of aberration rrsirrg
values referrcd to the rnoving equinox (see, e.g., Scott 1964). \Ianv obserrational
catalogs wiil require an epoch-dependent correction of this type. Compiled calalogs
may or mav not requirc a correctiorr, deperrding on how the compilation rvas dotrc
(Lederle and Scht an. 1984).

The time-depcndelt expressions lor the coefiicients of Equation 3.531 I ma1,
be written as follows (\\roolard and Clernence, 1966, p. l1,lI{):

AC = -,te cos I cos e,

AD = -/<e sin I,
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v/here t = 20149552 is the constant of abenation at J2000 0'

e = Eccentricity of the Earth's orbit

= 0. 01673011 0. 00004193(I - T0) - 0. 000000126 (T - Tdz ,

f = N'Iean longitude of perigee of the solar orbit

= 282"04' 4g:g5l + 6tg}]61(T - I0) + I165(7 Z0)2 + 01012(T r0)3,

6 = Obliquity of the ecliptic

= 23a26'41':836 46:8495(T - T 0100319(7 - T0)2 + 0100181(7 r0)3,

where (I Te) is in urrits of Julian centuries of 36525 days aud I0 is the epoch

B1950.0 (2433282.123459os). Equation 3 531 2 has bcen developed from ES, p 98'

and may be used to refer Equation 3.531 1 to any epoch of obserr'ation relative to

the  mov ing  ( i .e  .  o f  t la te )  equ inox .

For recently observed \\rashington catalogs, srrch as the W5(50) Six-inch.Tran

sit Circle Catalog (1963 1971) (Hughes and Scott 1982) and the WL(50) Ser'cii irtch

Tfansit Circle Catalog (1967 1973) (Hughes, Snith, and Branham, in press) ob-

served from El Leoncito in San Juan, Argcritina. thc assumed constant of aberration

used in the apparent place conputations rvas 201496. The W6(50) Six inch Transit

Circle Catalog (1973 1982) (currently under discussion) wil l be re-rcdtrced in strict

accordance with the IAU 1976 rcsolution, atrd \r ill be renamed to rcliect J2000 0 as

the equinox to $'hich it t'ill be referred

3,532 Effect on Proper Motion Aoki el nl. (1983), introduce a (ronection to the

proper motions to compcrlsate lbr a secular change of thc elliptic aberration asso

ciatgd witrh the \ariatiorr of the cccentricity of thc Earth's orbit. of thc longitrrcle of

solar pcrigec, and of thc obliquity of the ecliptic u'ith time. Ledclle and Schwan re-

mark that this is unneccssary bccause of the prir,ctice fbllowed irt the t:ornpilation ol'

FK4 proper rnotions by which differencr:s in right ascerrsion and declinatiorr bctwecI

observed positions and positions comprrted on the btuis of the FKll were usecl ln

fact, the problen is complicatecl by the practice of having climinatecl the ittflutnctr

of elliptic aberratiott for circurlpolar stars bcfore prccessing to il lel ctluttiox antt

epoch, ancl thcn re introducing thc effect of elliptic aberration appropriate for the

new equinox ancl epoch. Tltis rvas not done for the stars between +80o atd -80"

declinatiorr (l ' l{3, 1937; FK4, 1963), *'hich means that uo single practice wil l u'ork

equallv well or consistently for all stars ol the FK'l, nor for any catalogs refcrred to

the FK4 svstem. Corrcctions for the secrrlar change of ell iptic terms in aberrirt ion

are not necessary lor proper motions of cilculnpolar FK4 stars. brrt a corrcctlolr ls

required for FK4 stars bctween +80o ancl 80'

A very good casc can be rnade that the highest-accuracy transformation of

the FK4 catalog to the equinox of J2000.0 would result if the procedure outliled

(3.s3r-2)
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above were folloq'ed paying spccial attention to the treatment of the stars as fegards
the elliptic terms in aberration. Stars within lO. of the poles necd have only the
elliptic terms in aberration at 81950.0 removed from their positions. Their proper
motions need no modification. For stars between +80o and _g0. in declination, the
positions and proper motions should be precessed to the equinox of the mean epoch
of observation and the elliptic terms iI] aberration (referred to the moving equinox
of the mean epoch of observation given by Equation 3.531 2) should be removed
from the positions. Equation 3.831 1 may be differentiated with respecr ro nme to
give the equations for the correctcd proper motions (p,p/) in right ascension and
declination in terms of the catalog proper motions in right ascension and declination
1t*r, pL^), and the catalog positions ((r*,, d.u,),

p = pca, - (Accos ocar + AD sin clcat) / ( 15 cos 6""1) (3.532_l)

- p"", sin I "(_AC sin a"u, + AD cos o"u,) / cos d"u1

- plu, sin l "(ACcos a"", + AD sin n"n,) tan 6""r / ( 15 cos 6c"t),

pt = p|^, - (Lb cos o.,, - ACsin a"u,) sin 6.u, (3.532_2)

- l5p"u,sin l"(-ADsina",, _ ACcos o"",) sin 6"o,

- pl,, sin I "(AD cos o"", A C sin a"u,) cos d"u,

- (ACtan € + ACa, sec2 e) cos 6"",

+ l5 p""t sin l"ACtan e sin 6"u,,

rvhere the factor 15 converts arc to time or vice versa. and
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Hence rvith

e = 
ft"bn= 

0.00004193 per tropical cy

f = 
#,bn= 

+6190154 Per troPical cY

i = 
ft4rtt= 

-4618485 per tropical c1'

mo = 4609:90 per tropical cy

no = 2004!26 per tropical cy

po = 5O26!75 per tropical cy
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(3.s32-5)

(3.s324)
the numerical values for AC, AD, and ACtan e in the fixed frame at 81950.0 are

AC = -01001580 per tropical century,

Lb = -0'!OOl245 per tropical centurl',

ACtan € = -01000677 per tropical certur]'.

AC = +tei, cos e sin | - f(A cos € - e€, sin e) cos f,

AD = -te sin f - &ef, cos f,

ACtan e = +kei, sin e sin f - i(?cos e - et,sin e)cos f tan e,

(3.s32 3)

The equations for ms and n0 are given in Section 3.214, and p6 = m0 cos r + tro sin €.

3.54 Precession

A detailed discussion on precrxsion is given in Section 3.21. The rrew IAU 1976

precession angles are defincd in Section 3.211, and the old Newcornb angles are

discussed in Section 3.214.

3.541 Newcornb's Precession The precessional motion of the referencc frame from

the equinox and equator of B1950.0 to 1984 Jan ldOh is calculated using Andol'er's

Equation 3.214 1. The adopted values are tabulated in the last column of the Ta-

ble 3.214,1. These values were obtained with the following time argutnents; /t = 0. I '

tz = Q.133999566814, and r = 0.033999566814. The rcsulting precession rnatrix is

| +0. 999965667560 0. 007599409538 -0. 003303433841 I
Pr=  |  +0 .007599409535 +0.999971123992 -0 .00001255J021 l .  (3 .541- l )

f +0.003303433s46 -0.000012ss1s54 +0.ggsss4543s6s )

3.542 The IAU 1976 Precession The precessional motion of the reference frame

from the equinox and equator of 1984 Jan 1d0h to J2000.0 is calculated using the IAU

(1976) precession angles defined by Lieske (1979) and and given in Section 3 211'

The values obtained by evaluating these expressions with ? = -0. 1600136893 and

where i" and i, are the r.ates of change of I ancl e irr radians per tr.opical century.
The quantities AC, AD, AC tan e have to bc evaluated in a fixc<l frtrme at

Bi950.0. To convert from thc rotating frame of clate to this fixed fiame. the in-
slantaneous rates of change mo, noj and po at B 1950.0 have to be removed frorn the
displacements in right ascension (I cos €), declination (i sin e), and longitude (f) due
to precession of the mean longitude of perigee.
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3.55 The Proper-Motion System

The discontinuity in the right-ascension proper motion system of the FK4 catalog
is to be imposed at 1984 January 1o0n. Proper motions referred to that equinox and
epoch should:

(1) be corrected for the zero point of the right-ascension proper-motion svstern
as discussed in Section 3.52,

(2) be changed from the Newcomb to the IAU 1976 (Lieske et al., I9T7) pre-
cession basis, and

(3) be expressed in units of Julian rather than tropical centurres.

Only points 2 and 3 apply to the proper motions in declination.
The fundamental condition to be satisfied at 1984 Jaruary 1d0h is that the

centennial variation on the new basis shall equal the centennial variation on thc old
basis plus a constant correction in the case of the right-ascerrsion proper motions:

<rn . *= t i r o ra+8 ,

6** = dora. (3 .55  l )

Let quantities without subscripts be taken as the new values referred to the IAU
1976 basis, and those with subscripts 'o' be ta,ken as referring to the old (Newcomb)
basis, then in risht ascension
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lt, p' are the proper motions in right ascension and declination, respec-

tively, referred to the IAU 1976 basis and precessed to 1984 January

1"0';
fr, ft are the centennial general precession in right ascension and decli-

nation, respectively, referred to the IAU 1976 basis at 1984 January

1"0';

a0, 60 are the righi ascension and declination for the FK4 catalog pre-

cessed to 1984 Jan 1;
= oo + 0:06390;
= 6oi
= 01085 per tropical century;

are the proper motions in right ascension and declination, respec-

tively, from the FK4 catalog, for example, and precessed to 1984

January 1o0n;

mo, no are the centennial general precession in right ascension and decli-

nation, respectively, referred to Newcomb's precession at 1984 Jan-

uary 1d0n;

F is the factor for converting from tropical centuries to Julian

centurres.

The quantities m and n are calculated using the IAU 1976 precession (Sec-

tion 3.211) and at 1984 January 1d0n with 7 = -0. 1600136893

n = 4611i98926 / Julian century = 307:465950 / Julian centurv, and

n = 2O04i44743 / Julian century = 133".629829 / Julian century (3'554)

Similarly ms and n6 may be derived from the equations for Newcomb's preces-

sion in Section 3.214, and at 1984 January 1d0h with tr = 0. 13399956681,

mo = 4610'95218 / Julian century = 30'7".396812 / Julian century, and

no = 200410"126 / Julian century = 133:600750 / Julian century. (3 55-5)

The values ol m, n, ms, and ne will be used later in Section 3.566.

3.56 Equations for the Transformation of Catalogs from 81 950.0 to J2000'0

This transformation is conversion from a mean place to mean place. That is, it trans-

forms catalog mean places and proper motions from one refetence epoch (81950 0)

to another (J2000.0). The complexity of the transformation results from the changes

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEIVENT

(3.ss-2)

(3.ss-3)

y = ,7, and the accumulated angles liom 1984 January 1d0h to J2000.0 are (1 =
36819985, zA = 369:0188, and 0A = 320'7279, and the resulting precession matrix is

| +0. 999992390029 -0. 003577 999042 -0. 001554929623 Ip, = | +0.003577999042 +0. 9999935989J7 -0.00000278 t855 | . {3.5a2 11
L+o.Oorss4s2s624 0.000002781702 +o.sgsg9879r0s2 )

a

6
E
lr'o, Plo

p + m + n sirLo'tan 6 = (ps + rne + ne sinae tan 66 + i F,

and in  dec l ina t ion

p '  +  ncoso =  1p l  +116cos  as) f ,
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in constants, timesceles, a.nd procedures

catalog data.
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mandated by the IAU for epoch J2000.0

3561 Units and the System of Positions and proper Motions It is assumed that
the positions and proper motions of the catalog to be transformed to J2000.0 are
referred to the epoch and equinox of 81950.0. The positions are assumed to be
in units of seconds of time in right ascensior and seconds of arc in declination.
However, when these quantities are used as arguments of trigonometric fuactions,
it is left to the user to express them in degrees or radians as necessary. similarly, the
inverse of a trigonometric f'nction is assumed to be degrees. The proper motrons
are aasumed to be in units of seconds of time per tropical century in right ascensiou
and secoads of arc per tropical century in declination. Radial velocities are taken
to be in r.rnits of km/s and the pa,rallaxes are in seconds of arc. It is also assumed
that the catalog iu question is referred to the system of the FK4. If uot, steps must
be ta.ken either to refer the catalog to the FK4 system or to alter the appropriate
steps in the discussion which follows.

3,562 EllipticAberration Correct the catalog right ascension ard declination (o"",,
d""1) for the elliptic terms in aberration using Equations 3.531 1 and j.SZl_2. If
necessar1, correct the cata"log proper motioDs (p""t, p!,) for the elliptic terms in
aberration using Equations 3.832_J, and 8.532-2.

3.563 Position and Velocity Vectors (81950.0 to l9g4 Jan ldl)n) At the equinox and
epoch of 81950,0 form the position vector ul, and the velocitv vector ur from the
corrected positions o and 6. the proper motions p and p/ (corrected if necessary).
the parallax p, and the radial velocity i, using Equations 3.23 1 and 3.23_2 given in
Section 3.23. Note that to obtain the required units of AU/ tropical centurv s is the
conversion factor from seconds of arc to radians a.nd * = g6a00 x 36524-2rggig2 x
1.495n87O x l0-8 is the conversion from km/s to AU per tropical century. Thus
the unit of u1 is astronomical units (lu), arld ri1 is in .lu per tropical century.
- 

The position vector at epoch 11 1984 Jan 1d0h (244b200.b), b;t still referred to
the equinox of B19b0.0, is

u2(r1) = ur(ro) + dr(rr - r0), 9.563-1)

where (11 - f6) is the number of tropical centuries betweeu epoch ,0 (B19S0.0) aud
epoch t1.
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Pr€cession frcm 81950.0 to l984Jan ld(I' Apply the precession ftom 81950.0

lg84 Jan ld0li to the vectors u2(tl) and Ul, using the precession matrix Pr calcu-

ftom the angles (0, z, and 0 given in Section 3.541. Then

u3(tr) = Pl u2(tl)

riz = Pt tlr.

(3.s6,t1)

(3.s64-2)

(3s64-3)

G56+a)

(3.564-5)

(3.sffi)

.[!om the compouents.r3' ]3' 23, arrd' i2, y2, 22, of the vectors u3 and U2' respectively'

calculate the right ascension and declination and their proper motions at 1984 Jan

1d0:

at = tan-l,b I h),

(3.564-7)

(3.s@8)

Apply the zero-point correction to

dr  =tan-r  ( r r ,y l tGr) ,

15 s(fi + f)'

where fi=fi+y\+fi.

The equations for p2 and p!, lollow directly from the total time derivative of the

equations for a1 and 61 . The units of or and 6l are degreesl p2 and pl2 a.re in seconds

of time per tropical ceutury, and secouds of arc per tropical century, respectively,

with s defined in Section 3.563.
The parallax, ht at L984 Jan 1o0n, consistent with a model assuming linear

spane motion, is given by

P3 = sin-'(1 //3)

and the new radial velocity in AU per tropical century, i3, is

h = @ 3 i 2 + y i 2 + 4 b ) t 4 .

3565 Right Ascension Zero-Point Correction
fhe right ascension:

02=cl+0106390,

6 z = 6 r

(xzyz - yz*z)

fi22 - zt\xtiz + rtiz + ztzzl

"  t .  ,s G \ l n - z i

(3.s6s-l)
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v/here the right ascension and declination (a1, d1) are expressed in seconds of tiure
and seconds of arc, respectivell..

3.566 Tiansformation of the Proper Motion System Appll,ing the couectiors and
transformations discussed in section 3. 55 to the proper motions:

p, = ip2 + 0. 085) F (m , md - (lr sin a2 - rs sin a1) tan 62

= (p2 + 0.085) F (307.465950 - 307.396812)

- (133. 629829 sin a2 _ 133.600750sina1) tan 62,

p\ = plz P (n cos Q2 - n6 cos o1)

= t1i F (2OO4.14743 cos a2 - 2OO4.Ol l26 cos a1)

where F = 1.00002135903.

The radial velocity will be in eu per Julian century, and the conversion factor to

km/s is 1.49597870 x 108 / (86400 x 36525)

If neither the radial velocity nor the parallax of a star were known at the

beginning of this procedure, then the fictitious values produced by the procedurc

s h o u l d b e i g n o r e d . I f o n l y t h e p a r a l l a x i s k n o w n , t h e n t h e o r i g i n a l B l 9 5 0 0 r a h x :
should be brought forward without modification

3.57 Transformationof Observational Catalogs

If the transformation is applied to an observational catalog in which no proper

motions are given, and the mean positions are referred to the mean epoch of obser

vation and the equinox of 81950.0, then the mean positions should bc precessed to

the equinox of the mean epoch of obserlation, rl'hich' in general' rvill bc different

for each star. The right ascension and declination should be cottected lor terms in

elliptic aberration correspondirrg to the nean epoch of observation' provided they

hai not already been removed rvhen deriving the catalog place Special care must

be taken if tlte epochs of observation in riglrt ascension and declination arr: differerrt'

wh ich  happcns  f requent ly  in  mode ln  obser ra t iona l  ca la logs '

fhe right ascensions, if they n'ere referred to thc FK4 system should be cor

rected for the zero-point error elaluated at the mean epoch of observation in riglrt

ascension. The positions may be brought forward to J2000 0 usirrg the equafions for

the IAU 1976 prccession angles (1,;a, and d; given in Table 3 211.l eraluated for

the time interval from the mean equinox of obscrr''ation to the cqrrinox oI J2000 0'

In this case. the proper motion part of the complttation may bc ignored

The same is true of catalogs of radio-interferometrically deterrninetl positions

of quasars and other obiects presumed to be located at extragalactic dist'ances'

However. the transformation of very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) and

connected-element interierometrv (CEI) catalog positions from the eqrrinox of

81950.0 to J2000.0 is slightly more complicated than the transformation of the

FK4 catalog because of the way the zero point irr right ascension is establishe<l'

This usually involves a systematic adjustrnent to all right ascensions \Iost adjust-

ments refer to the averaged optical and raclio right asccllsiorl of 3C 2738 givcn by

Hazard el at. (1971\. To the extent that this right ascension was referred to the

FK4 system at its mean epoch ol obsen'ation, it also requires a correction to right

ascension bv an amount that the FK4 equinox requiled at thc same epoch'

Another factor that should be taken into consideration when transforming lrF

terferometrically observed positions from the 81950 0 basis to the J2000 0 is the

intrinsically high accuracy of such a catalog ln or<ler to preserve the high accuracl-

of such catalogs, the cffects that have been discussed earlier the elliptic terrns in

aberration, the equinox corection, and the use of Newcourb's precession constant

to refer observations to a fixed equinox should all be removed in a manncr as

closely analogous to the operations rvhich I'ould have been employed in reducing
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(3.566-l )

From Equation 3.566 1 it becomes evidcnt that a star precisely at or rvithin ir
ferv seconds of arc of a pole musl be treated as a special case. Historicalll.. proper
motions have been giverr in right ascension and declination without problems. If
a star is very close to the pole, the singularity is avoided by consideriug the real
displacement p3 cos 62.

3.567 Position and Yelocity Vectors (1984 Jan ld0h to J2000.0) Form rne \.€ctrors
u4 and u4 frorn o2, d2, /{:, A!, using Equations 3.23 1 and 3.23 3 ensuring lhat the
unit of ua is astronomical units (lu). and ua is in AU per Julian cenrur1,.

Forn the position vector u5 at epoch.12000.0:

u5(/2) = u4(4) + [4(r2 - rr), (3.567-1)

where (12 - tt) is the number of Julian centuries bct$,een epoch r: (J2000.0) and
epoctr 11, 1984 Jan 1d0h.

3.56E Precession from 19g4 Jan 1d0h to J2000.0 Applv the precessiorr fi.orn 198.1
Jan 1d0h to J2000.0 to the vectors u5 and u4, using the prccessiolr mahix pz calcrl,
lated from the angles (,a,;a, and da qiven in Section 3.542

u6 = P2 u5(/2);

ri5 = P2 ua.

(3.568- I )

(3.568-2)

From the compolents of the \€ctors u6 and u5, the riglit asccnsion and cieclirration
and their proper motions at J2000.0 along u,ith the rnodified parallax and raciial
velocity rnay be computcd from a reapplication of Equations 3.5tj4 3 to 3.564 8.
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the original obsenations at the epoch of observation had the irnproved constalts
been available at that time, In general. this means that catalog positions rnust be
precessed back to the equinox of the mean epoch of obscrvation using the same
precession constants as the catalog compiler used, and if necessarv corrected for
the elliptic terms in abeuation and equinox error of the FK.l svstem. The modific{
position is then precessed to the equinox of J2000.0 using the Lieske el al. pre_
cession. This procedure does not recognize 1984 as an epoch at which any spccial
condition is to be imposed and best preserves without distortion the high pr.ecisigl
of interferometricallv detcrmined positions.

3.58 NumericalExamples

Numerical examples are given in Table 3.58.1 for selected FK4 stars. ,lhc sclcctiol
li'as made on the basis of proximity to the north and south poles, the magrritude:
of the proper motion, parallax and radial r.clocit1.. arrd one star n,hich crosses thc
equator bet$€en 81950.0 and J2000.0. For each star. the first l ine gives the 8t950.0
position on the FK4 system and the second line gives tlu.tlarrsformecl rltrta for
J2000.0. The transfor.med FK4 data given in Table 3.58.1 a,re not the saure as the
FK5 data resulting fron the incorporation of ncw observational results prorlrrcecl
since the publication of the FK4 catalos.

3.59 Matrix Method

There has been much controvcrsy in thc ljterature over the correct procc(hu.e fclr
transforming catalog positions and proper motiorls to the FK5 svsteul dis<.rrssecl
in the preceding sections (Smith el o/.. 1989). The matrix nrethod describcd herc
(Yallop el ol., 1989) is basecl on Standish (1982b) but modified to agree \\ ith thc
procedure givcn in Section 3.56. The transfbrmation is catcgorized iuto nirru steps;
six of the steps of the transformation are represented by a six-bv six llral,l.ix (le-
scribed below. Sections 3.591 and 3.592 give thc complete algorithms for conr,e,r.i irrg
star places from 81950.0 to J2000.0. and from J2000.0 to 81950,0 bl.rcr.crsiug thc
transfcrruration. It should be noted that whcrr transferring ildir.idual obser.\ations.
as opposed to a catalog rneaa place, thc safest method is to transform the.bser
vation back to the epoch of the observation, on the FK4 systern (or in the systcnr
that was used to produce the observed mean place). convert to the !.K5 svstiem,
and transform to the epoch and equinox of J2000.0.

The transforrnation lor a fundamental catalog position is as follos,s:

Step 1: Form the position and velocity vector from the FK4 catalog dtrtai i.e.,
form the position and velocitv vector flom the right asccnsion, declination, proper
motions, paralla;i, and radial velocitv.
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Table 3'58.1
Selected Star Positions on FK4 and FK5 Systems
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FK4 tt tt'

s/cy "tcyh m s Km/s

1 1 9  0 3
119 03

1307  11
1307  11

1393  14
'f 393 14

17 24.774
20 04.3100

17 55.447
19 55.6785

11 43.975
10  14 .5196

-65 10 06.70
-64 52 29.332

15 35.74
04 10.830

74 44 12.46
,74 45 11.036

+27 .141
+26.8649

+27.827
+27.7694

+11.702
+8.4469

00
00

1 0
't0

+116.74 0.134 + 8.70
+116.285 0.1340 + 8.74

+ 74.76 0.156 +86.80
+ 73.050 0.1559 +86.87

-43
43

-60

+38
+38

239 06
239 06

538 14
538 14

793 21
793 21

907 01
907 02

923 20
923 21

36
39

o4
06

48

08

50
52

54

11 .250
36.1869

39.935
54.5901

44.744
49.8131

03.004
46.0652

06.172
58.7461

59.224
33.2650

37 4a.85
50 07.393

29 59 .10
44 44.965

+89 01 43.74
+89 15 50.661

-89 08 18.48
-88 57 23.667

04  39 .15
43 07 .456

01 58.08
10 03.240

+3.105 -  21 .12  0 .115 +35.00
+3.1310 -  21 .304 0 .1150 +35.00
-49.042 + 71.20 0.751 -22.20

49.5060 + 69.934 0.7516 22lA

+35.227 +318.47 0.292 -64.00
+35.3528 +320.206 0.2923 63.89

+18.107 0.43 0.000 + 0.00
+21.7272 - 1.571 0.0000 + 0.00

+38
+37

+00
00

+33.873 -580.57 0.116 98.30
+33.7'156 581.216 0.1161 -97.81

0.09 0.000 + 0.00
+ 0.171 0.0000 + 0.00

- 2.73 0.000 + 0.00
2.402 0.0000 + 0.00

+0 .411
+O.4273

Step 2: Remove the E-terms of aberration frou] the B1950.0 catalog ulczrll place.

There is also a question rvhether thc E-terms should be rernor.ed frour thc propel

motions or not. Thc problem is dis<:usscd urore full l  in Section 3.53 and thc corre
sponding vector devcloprnent is given irr Yallop el al. (1989). If the FK.l catalog is
used, they certainlv do not have to be rcrnoved from stars within l0' of the poles,
because they have not been included (Lcderle, 1984).

Step 3: Apply spa(c motion to the positior.r lectol to the epoch 198.1 .lartrtart ' 1 0,
which is the epoch at rvhich the sidereal time expression iu terms of flT is changed
(IAU, 1e76).

Step 4: Precess, usiug the FK4 preccssion constants, the position, aucl velocity
f rom 81950.0  to  l98 l  Januan t .

Step 5: Apply the equinox correction FK.l to FK5 at 198,1 Januar)' 1.0 to the riglrt
ascension and proper motion in riglrt ascension.

Step 6: Convert the proper motions frorn seconds of arc per tropical century to
seconds of arc per Julian centuryI
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Step 7: Precess, using the FK5 precession constants, the position and velocitv
from 19E4 January 1.0 l,o J2000.0.

Step t: Apply space motion to the position vector from 19E4 Ja.nuary 1.0 to
J2000.0.

Step 9: Convert the position and velocity vector back to right ascension and dec-
lination and proper motions in right ascension and declination, and extract the
parallax and ra.dial velocity in the FK5 system.

The Steps 3-8 may be represented by successive multiplication by the matrices M1,
Mz, M:, l&, Ms, and ltlr on the position and velocity vector at Bl9b0.0 to produce
the position and velocity vector at J2000.0 where

(3.59-1)

and the position and velocity vectors r and i a,re expressed in au and seconds of
axc per century, tropical or Julian, as appropriate. The conversion of the units of
the velocity vector is doue by matrix M1. The followiag is a brief expla.nation of
the notation used:

Cs = 36524.21987817305 days, the length of the tropical centurSr;
G = 36525 days, the length of the Julian centuryl
e = Epoch, e.g., 1984 January 1.0;

JD(date) = Julian date, JD(81950.0) = 243328 2.4234sso5, JD(J2ooo.o) =,24.s1545.o,
a.nd JD(1984 Ja.nuary 1.0) = 2445700.5i

I and O = Unit and null 3 x3 matrices.

The rotation matrices M2, l\[3, and M5 are formed from the e;, i = 2,3 matrices,
which are given by

(3.se-2)

where R1's are the standa.rd 3 x 3 rotation matrices, a.nd / is a function of time.
The derivatives of the required rotation matrices are

(3.s9-3)

il] =' [ll] =Mo Ms r\& ', on,', l;i]

o,@,ir=lr#,fft, .%,],

A  J - s i n d  0  - c o s { l  r  f  - s i n d  c o s d  0 l
; -Rr (d )= l  0  0  0  l ,  *n r tO l= l - * rO - r in j  o l .

I  cosC 0 -sindl oq L o o 0J

In &space the notation for the precession matrix (Section 3.21) has to be mod-
ifed to include a further parameter s, where s = 0 when precessing from one inertial
frame to a.nother inertial frame, a,nd s = I when precessiag from an inertial fra.rne
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a noninertial ftame (i.e., rotating hame of date)' The expression for P, using the

accumulated precession angle uotation, becomes

P[ep, e2, s] =

In order to calculate Po and P. the equatorial precession a.ngles on the FK4

(Section 3.214) and FKS (Section 3.211) systems are required, respectively, together

with their rates of change with respect to time. The precession rates on the FK4

r r l
I | = Q:(-2,r, -saq) Qz(+O,r, +s0e) Qr(-G, -sG). (3.59-4)
r l

and FK5 sYstems are given bY

a= fi a<n.'t z= f"zlr,r) e = fie6',t '
a= fta<r,o ze= ftu<t,tt e^= !eo1r,t1'

lr
L"P

(3.5e-5)

(3.se-6)

The six matrices are defined as follows:

M1 Adds space motion between the standard epoch 81950.0 and e to the

Dosition vector at 81950.0:

", = [; "l], (3.s9-7)

where !s = c(JD(e) - JD(B1950.0)) / CB and c = url(180 x 3600) is the factor that

converts the proper motions to radians per century.

M2 Applies FK4 precession from 81950.0 to 6, to the position and velocity

iu 6-space:

M2 = PolB1e50.0,s, t l = Q3(-2, -i) Qz,le,+i)\Q3Geo, -cd. (3.59-8)

M3 Adds the equiuox correction to the right ascension and proper motion in

right ascension at epoch e:

M: = Q:(-8", -E), (3.5e-9)

where E = E50 + E(JD(€) - JD(B1950.0)) / CB , Eso = 0!525 and E = li275.

l[4 Converts the proper motions from tropical centuries to Julian centuries:

^ " - [ I  o  I  (3 .5e- lo )
" *=  [o  (c r t cB  ] '

IttI5 Applies FK5 precession from e to J2000.0, to the position and velocity

Gspace:
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(3.59- l1 .1 r r = r o - A + ( r o  A ) r o ,

i r = i o - A + ( r o  A ) r o ,

| -r.625s't1
whereA= |  

-o.r t l t l  
I  x l0 6 radians,

L -0.  138431

| +r:us l
A = I 

-11580 
| x to-3 p". tropical cy,

L -or65el
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Step c: Remove the efiects of the E-terms of aberration to form r1 and i1 from

1 8 5

(3.s91-2)

(3.s91-3)

Ms = P,-'Uzooo. o, e, 1l

= Q3(+e4, +&) Q2( -0e, -0/JQzGa,+2i.

M6 Adds space motion between e and J2000.0 to the position vector at €:

(3.59-12)

where tr = c(JD(e) - JD(J2000. 0)) / Cr and c = z / (180 x 3600).

The following two sections give complete algorithms for the conversion to and
from J2000.0 using the matrix M and its inverse M-r. It should be noted that here.
and in the method given on pages B42 and 843 of The Astronomical Almanac,
Kinoshita's development of Andoyer's precession angles (Aoki el ol., 1983) have
been used. However, the numerical values for the vector components for correcting
the Bterms of aberration in Equation 3.591 2 have been taken from Yallop el al.
r1989).

Planetary positions may also be transformed using N{p, where l\4 is a 3 x 3
matrix formed from partitioning M = MzM:MqMs (Ma has no effect on position)
into four 3 x 3 matrices and extracting the leading matrix. Alternatively, use the
appropriate 3 x 3 rotational matrices from M2, M3, and M5,

3.591 Conyersion of Stellar Positions and Proper Motions from the FK4 System
at 81950.0 to FK5 System at J2000.0 A matrix method for calculating the mean
place of a star at J2000.0 on the FK5 system from the mean place at 81950.0 or
the FK4 system, ignoring the systematic corrections FK5 FK4 and individual star
corrections to the FK5, is as follows:

Step a: From a star catalog obtain the FK4 position (a6, 66), in degrees, proper
motions (poo,1.u6o) in seconds of arc per tropical century, parallax (16) in seconds of
arc, and radial velocity (vs) in km s-r for 81950.0. If n6 or v6 are unspecified, set
them both equal to zero.

Step b: Calculate the rectangula,r components of the position vector rs and veloc-
ity vector i6 from

a,rrd (ro A) is the scalar Product.

step d; Form the vector .' = 
[:] ] 

and calculate the vector * = 
[i] 

*.-

', = l; -'i] ,

R = M R r

where M is a constant 6 x 6 matrrx:

I 
nseeszseiaz

l +o .0111820610

| 
+o.0048s7e47e

| 
0.000ssr

| 
+o 2385r4

L-04r5623

-0.01 I 182061 l 0.0048s79477 +0.0000{1242395018 -0.00000002710663

+0.9999374784 -0.0000271765 +0.00000002710663 +0.00000242397878

- o.tno)27 | 41 4 +0.999988 1997 +0.00000001 177656 -0 00000000006582

0-238565 +0.415739 +0.99994704 -0 01I 18251

0.002667 0.008541 +0.01118251 +0.99995883

+O.O12254 +0.002117 +0.00,185767 0.00002714

,0.00000001 1 77656

- 0.00000m0006587

+0.00000242,1101 73

o.00/85167

0.00002718

+ 1.00000956

(3.591-4)

and set (x,y,2,i, j ,, i) = R'.

Step e: Calculate the FK5 mean positior (a1.61), proper motions (po,,p6,) in

seconds of arc per Julian century, parallax (r1) in seconds of arc, and radial velocity

(vl) in kms-' for J2000.0 from

cos o t  cos  6 t  =  , r  /  r ,  s in ( I l  cos6 l  =y / r ,  s ind l  =z / r ,

x y - y x
t r o l  =  )  

- j 1 .  
l 1 b , =

a(f +)4 - z(xi + yi)

r t \ / x '+Y 'r o =

r o =

f cos oe cos 6o l
I sin o6 cos 6s I
I sin66 j

f 
-loo sin a9 cos 6s - /-.160 cos c!0 sin 60 I

| 
+4." cos oo cosdX* 

f;r 
ttn "o'. u. 

.1

v1 = @i + yy + zi) / (21.095r0r), |tt=1to/r,

where r = tF;f;V If rrp is zero then v1 = vp.
+ 21.O95 vororo,

(3.591-  1) (3.s91-s)
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R r  =  M - ' R o ,

i = 3 r  +  A  _  ( s . A ) s ,

where A is given in Step c oI Sectron J.591.

where M-l is a constant 6 x 6 matrix:

| 
+0.9999256795 r{1.0t |I8t482s +0.otx8590039 -0.00000242389840 0.m000002? I0544 -0.0000000 t 1777.12

l.. 
00111814828 +0.999e1718:19 u.oo(N211i71 {.000000027105:t4 O.o0t!,)o2423g2.702 +0.00uxr000006585

| 
-0@185q0O40 Lr.oorj.l:?t5s7 +)ooo9881946 +O.0000{J0O I | 777.12 {.0qX10000006585 0.uJ({X12.12404995

l...000o5:l 
+0 2tx50,r -0,rts6t,t +0.99ggt!j2 +0.0l El:15 +0.tM85852

l-0238500 
-00112667 +o.r) t2254 -0.o l l t8 l . t5 +0.99991613 0.L,LXJ(J?7|7

L +0.435730 -0.008541 +0.(rj2l17 0.ixx85852 _0.0{1002716 +0.9999668.1
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Step 5: Calculate the FK4 mean (o1, 61), proper motions (po,,p6,) in seconds of
arc per tropical century, parallax (21) in seconds of arc, and radial velocity (u1) in
km s-r for B1950.0, as given in Section 3.591 Step e, by setting (r, ), z) = r/, ( i, i , a) =

i/and r= '6i7iV

In  Step 4 set  ( r r , ) r ,zr )  = r i ,  ( i r , i r .2r ,  = i | ,  and ,1 = ,@ +f iZr ,  the l

vr  = ( r r i t  +y r i r  +  z rh)  /  (2 l .o95nor t ) ,  1 t t=1 fo / r t .

If z'o is zero then v1 = Ys.
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3.592 Conversion of Stellar positions and proper Motions from the FKS Syst€m
at J2000.0 to FK4 System at 81950.0 A matrix method for calcutating the mearr
place of a star at 81950.0 on the FK4 s;lstem from the mean place at J2000.0 orr
the FKS system, ignoring the systematic corrections FK,l FKS and individual star
corrections to the FK4, is as follows:

Step l: From a star catalog obtain the FKS position (o6, 6e), in degrecs, propol
motions (pa., p6o) in seconds of arc per Julian century, parallax (&l) rn seconds of
arc, and radial velocity vs in kms-l for J2000.0. If rs or (u6) are unspecified, set
them both equal to zero.

Step 2: Calculate the rectangular components of the position vector 16 iurd veloc_
ity vectol ig from Equatiol 3.591 1.

r r n l
S t e p  3 :  F o r m  r h e  v p c t o r  n " =  l l  f  a n d  c a j c u l a t c t h c  v c c t o r  R ,  =  f r r  

' 1 , . .  
_-  - "  

1 ,u . ,  l i ,  | t ' " - '

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

(3.592- l  )

(3.s92 2)

Step4: Include the efiects ofthe E-terms of aberratiol trs follorvs. lbrn s1 = 11/7.1
and Sr = il / 11 whcrc ,t = Jiiii?t.

S c t s = s t , a n d c a i c u l a t e r f r o n r = s r  +  A  -  ( s .  A ) s ,  s , h e r c  A  i s  g i v e l  i n  S t c p  c  o l .
Section 3.591.

set s= r/r and iterate thc expressiql for r on<r. .r tq.ic. u't i l  a co'srstcnt \.alue 01.r is obtained, then calculate

$

(3.s92-3)
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CHAPTER

Terrestrial Coordinates
and the Rotation of the Earth

by Brent A. Archinal

INTRODUCTION

The task of establishing or defining the terrestrial coordinates of a point is inextrica-

lly linked to establishing the rotation of the Ea.rth over time. The definition of any

fiprrestrial reference coordinate system (TRS) is given by establishing a celestial

reference coordinate sysiern (CRS) and a suitable tra.nsformation between them'

This transformation is what is generally cafled Earth rotation (ot Earth orienta-

tion), including the various changes in the orientation of the Ea.rth's axis in space

and internally, and the rotation (a.nd rotational variations) about that axis' (This

latter rotation is also often defined as Eat'th rotation-both uses of this term will

be made here with the meaning being given from context.) One could connect the

celestial and terrestrial coordiuate system at any given instant using three Eulerian

"g.ngles, atrd then form a time series of such angles to deflle Eaxth rotation However,

fbr historical reasons (mostly in order to associate the motions of the Earth with

physical processes a,rrd to allo$/ for successive approximations of the motion)' in

practice these angles a,re expressed iu terms of precession, nutation, polar motiorr'

and rotation about the Earth's axrs.
Before we proceed into any explanation of terrestrial coordinates, it is also nec-

eBsaxy to distinguish between a (celestial or terrestrial) "reference system" and a

fteference frame." A reJerence systern is the conceptual definition of an "ideal" coor-

$lnate system, based on some abstract principle(s). For example, an ideal terrestrial

would be one in which the Ea,rth's crust shows only deformation with no

or tradrslations. A conuentional reJerence sYstern is one where the model

to define coordinates is given in detail; that is, speciflc model choices have

ma.de. The realization of such a converrtional reference system, using actual
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observations, adopted station coordinates, etc., provides a convcntional re.ference

/rame (Kovalevsky and N{ueller. 1981; Ntlueller, 1988; Koralevskv et cl., 1989).
This chapter initially will provide the basic concepts of various adopted tcrrcs_

trial reference frames (mostly based ol the use of rcference ellipsoids), and of ther
Conventional Terrcstrial Reference Coordinate System (CTRS) as it is currentlv
realized by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS). Also included is irr-
formation on the actual transforrnation of coordinatcs from onc frame to another.
This will be followed by information, rnostly extracted from the IEI|S Standard::
(McCarthy, 1990), regarding the Earth's gravity f ield (to a l imited extent), t i. les.
and plate tectonics. Methods for monitoring the Earth's rotation (past, present, and
future) are described and information on the IERS is provided. Finally, a summary
of determinatiotrs of historical variations in the rotalion of the Earth's axis is giverr.

An overview of Earth rotation and its carrscs in general has not been gil-en
because space is lacking for such a cornplete treatment, and the arnple coverage frorn
this vie*'point by Teisscyre (1989). Nloritz and Mueller (1982), Lambeck (1930).
and NIunk and \,IacDonald (1960). The rnotion of the Earth's celestial pole due lo
precession and nutation has already been covcred in Chapter 3. (llcaders scckilg
more detailed information on thc subjects of gravity, gcodesy, geooeuc asrronom\-.
and terrestrial refereuce systems should consult standard texts such as N{uellcr anrl
Rockie, 1966; Heiskanen arrd \,Ioritz, 1967; NIueller. 1969; Bomford, 1971; NIoritz.
1980; Torge, 1980; \ ' Ioritz and NIueiler. 1987; Kovalevsky et r:1., 1989.) NlcCarthr.
(1990) also provides further informatiorr on accepled models of ef{ects on various
space geodetrc sysl,ems.

4,2 TERRESTRIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS

In this scction the lundamentals of various tcrrestrial coordinate syslrcms arc pre-
sented, covering both the various tvorldwide and common local svstems used to
deflrre the coordirrates of an objcct on or rrear the Earth's surface. It includcs th<:
neccssary explanations of the common abstract representations of the Earth's srrr
face, such as with the geoid or various cllipsoids. It encls rvith irrformation on thr:
current Conventional Terrestrial Refercnce Coordinate Systcur. as it is realized b1:
the IER.S Terrestrial Coordinatc Svstem.

4.21 The Figure of the Earth and the Reference Ell ipsoid

Most tcrrestrial coordinate systems for rucasuring positions near the Earth's surface
use as their referencc an abstract surface near that of the Earth. A best-fitting
rotational ellipsoid is rnost commonly assuIrred as an approxirnation to the surface
of the Earth. A rotational ellipsoicl is used, sincc it represents the shape of the
Earth far better than a sphere, because of the flattcning of the Earth at the poles.
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Topography
Geop (through p)
Geoid
Ellipsoid

Figure 4.21.1
The Eaith's surface and reference surfaces

a1rd yet is still a fairly simPle rnathematical surface. (A rnore complicated surfact:.

such as a triaxial ellipsoid, l'ill not greatly inprove thc rr:preseutation, but u'ill

greatly complicatr: the rrrathematics involved in using it ) Such a reference srrrface

has proven useful for relcrencing the position of points and mcasllrements on or ncar

the Earth's surfacc. Refercnce ellipsoids ma1' be eithcr local ot Ien'estrial. depcn<lilg

olr whether they are an approxintrtion for a given area or tln] ettire E:r'rtll'

Another typc of hlrpothetical surface that proves useful for refercnciug obser-

vations is a geopotential srlrface, or geop, a surface of equai gravitl- potential (In

geodesy, grat,ity includes both the effects of gravitational potential and potential

due to centrifugal force.) The gravity vector is perpendicular to the geop at e\€rv

point. Such a definit ion is quitc natural when nost instruDlents "peratc'l 
on tlre

sudace of the Earth alc sensitivc to local gravity (through the use of a pltrnb bob,

bubble level, pool of Xlercury. ctc.). It is also critical for anv hydrologic purpose'

where anv water surface closely follows a geop, and &'hcre waier florvs "dorvnhill"

from a geop ol higher potential to orre of lower potcntial A parti 'rtJrr geop of

great irnpotance is the geoid, a geop \vhose potential is definr:d to l)e th'lrt oI thc

Earth at sea level. N4any dillerent dcflnitions have bcen givt:l in the past fi)r the

geoid, perhaps the best conceptuall l '  being an imaginary "strrfact: coirrcidilLg tith

mean sea-level in the occans, and lying un<ler thc land at the lr:vel 1o lr4rich the

sea would reach il a<lmitted by small frictionless channels" (Bonfor'<l' 1971) Vari-

ous other dcfinit ioris are given in Heiskanen and N'loritz (1967, pp 48 50)l N{oritz

(1980, p. 6); and Torge (1980, pp. 2 3). I practice, the avera.ge gravity poterrtral

of the Earth at sea level is deterrnined ernpirically (norvadays usuallv via a'ltirrtet-

ric measurements of the world's oceans by satcllite), ancl tlte sur-face of the samo

potential is by definition the geoid. Thc geoid srrrface is then elTectively the same

surface usuallv referred to a rnean sed leu.'1.
The overall situation is shorvn in Figure 4.21 1. I'hc obscrver is at point p

on the surface of the Earth (topography). A rcference ell ipsoid (parficularl l a local

one) approximates the gcoid and lies generally below the topography A geop passes

throughp, but thc geoiJ itself lies close to the refcrence ellipsoid. Note that although
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Refercnce ellipsoid
af,is of rotation

/"
equatorial radius

Tangent to
ellipse at p'

Figure 4.22,1
Geocentric and geodetic latitude

the geop and geoid surfaces are not the sarre as that of the topography, there are
some similarities since tbe mass of the topography influences the local gravity. Also
shown in the ffgure arc lhe geoid und,ulation (N), which is the height of the geoid
above the ellipsoid, the ellipsoidal height (h), which is the height ofp above the
ellipsoid, and the mean sea leael height ot or.thometric height (H), which is the
height ofp above the geoid. Note that:

N = h - H . (4.21-t)

This relationship is approximate since Il is actually measured along the curved
v€rtical or plumb line through p, whereas i and N a.re measured along a straight
line through p perpendicula.r to the ellipsoid.

4.22 Geocentric, Geodetic, and Astronomical Coordinates

Va.rious coordinate systems exist for measuring longitude and la;';ilude, Geocen-
tric coordirates a,re determined from the center of the Earth; geod,etic coordinates
are determined relative to a reference ellipsoid; and astronomical (or geogmphic)
coordinates a,re determined relative to the observer,s local vertical. Figwe 4.22.!
illustrates the diflerence between geocentric and geodetic latitude, once aga.in for
a point p on the Earth's surface. The geocentric latitude /, is the ansle between
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Figare 4.D.2
Astsonomic latitude atld lorgitude

fhe ellipsoidal equator and line fron p to the center of the ellipsoid. The geodetic

latitude 4 is the angle between the ellipsoidal equator and the normal from p to

the ellipsoid (at point p/); a and b are !,he serni-maior and semi-minor axes of lhe

elipsoid, respectively; f,the ffattening, or I //, the inuerse flattening, is often used'
with

(4.22-r)

Fhe geocentric longitude ()) is defined by the angle between lhe relerence (or zero)
rmeridian a.nd the meridian ofpointp (andp/), measured eastwa.rd around the Earth

' hom 0' to 360' (IAU, f9$, p.  Z). The geodetic longitude will be the same as the
'geocentric 

longitude if the reference ellipsoid has been chosen with the same axes

and reference meridian as the Earth this is assumed to be the case in further

here. The astronomical coordinates of point p a,re determined relative to

local vertical direclion (or zenith) at point P (seeFigtre 4.22.2, where z indicates

direction of the zenith and z/ the direction of the ellipsoidal normal)' A vertical

plumb) line passing through p will iutersect the Earth's equatorial plane with

angle O, the astronomical latitude ofp. Astronomical longitude A is measured
rb) line passing through p will iutersect the Earth's equatorial plane with I
e O, the astronomical latitude ofp. Astronomical longitude A is measured I
rgle between the reference meridian plane and the plane including the local I
thmugh p and perpendicula.r to the equatorial plane. Note ,n* ,0" t"t, 

J

,  a - b
a

angle between the reference meridian plane and the plane including the local

d Defle.ction of vertical
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Figure 4.22.3
Deflection of the vertical on a unit sDhere

vertical does not necessarilSr pass through the Earth's axis. The angle between the
local vertical direction and ellipsoidal normal through p is known as lhe d,eflection
of the aertical0. The deflection of the vertical is often broken into two orthogonal
components (see Figure 4.22.3, where z indicates the direction of the zenith, and z/
the direction of the ellipsoidal normat), one { being in the meridional direction, the
other 4 in the orthogonal ptrime verii.cal direction. Relations between the geodetic
and astronomical longitude and latitude and these components of the deflection of
the vertical are

sin@ = cos4311q - 6','

sin4 = css4'in1'1 - ^''

Using small-angle formulas, these can also be given as

€=a-d,
? = (A - l)cos d.

(4.22-2)

(4.22-3)

(4.224)

(4.22-s)

As to the meaaurement of the ,,height" of point p, several types of ,,height,'

measurements are possible, referred either to a nearby surface, such as the geoid
or ellipsoid, or to the center of the Ea.rth. The ellipsoidal height ft, a.nd mean se&

TEBBESTRIAL COORDINATES AND THE ROTATION OFTHE EARTH

Ftgrc 4.22.4
Geocentric cartesian coordinates

level or geoidal height 11 have already been mentioned. The geocentric radius r,

is also shown in Figure 4.22.4. "fhese heights are associated with the geodetic,

astronomical, and geocentric systems, respectively.
In addition to these s;rstems of latitude, longitude, and height, it is common

to e:rpress the position of a point on or near the Earth in a right-handed geocen-

tric cartesian coordinate system (Figure 4.22.4)- Tbe coordinates of a point p are

expressed as a triplet including X, I, and Z coordinates. Here the direction of the

Za)ds is that of the rotational reference ellipsoid, and the X-axis is perpendicula"r

{ideally) the center of the Earth. Conversion from geocentric to geocentric cartesian

loordinates is given by
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',\o 
that through the reference meridian. The l-axis is of course perpendicular to

1tf,e X- and Y-axes in a right-ha.nded sense. As with the other systems, the origin is

lx l
l"l
tz  )

f cos d'cos I I
t l

=r l  cosd ' s i n )  l .
I  s ind'  I

**'*J
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Conversion from geodetic to geocentric ca,rtesian coordinates is given by

(4.22-7)

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid

'/F=6 ,trr=, (4.22-8)

and N4 is the ellipsoidal mdius of cutature in the meridian, and is given by

/;--------;---:- '
v t  - e - s ' n  Q

(4.22-9)

Conversion from geocentric ca.rtesian to geocentdc coordinates is given by

f  x l  f  rN6+t r )cos4cos . \ ' l
lY  |  = r l  (Md+r )cosds in . \  I ,
Lz  ) ,  |  11 r  -e2ya l r+ lys in6  J

(4.22-10)

Note that d'= sin-r Z may also be used to determine d,, and that these functions
a.re evaluated such that -90. < d (o. d,) < +90., and 0. < ) < 360..

Conversion ftom geocentric cartesian to geodetic coordinates is not as simple
a matter, however. This problem has long been an interesting one for geodesy.
However, Borkowski (1989) has recently reviewed the various techniques used to
solve this problem, and has proposed two solutions, one of which is exact and is
reproduced here. It is based on using an expression for the reduced latitude in a
solvable fourth-degree polynomial.

Several intermediate values a,re computed in order to perform a solution:

6' j  1w-'ff i  I) l=l  t^-, ,  I, )o L^,@iF;V )

r = v x . + I . ,
- . )

F _ L o z - @ - - p ' ) l
at

- lbz + @2 - b2\l
lr = _-=__-,

ar

P = ;1EF+ l ) ,
J

Q=z(E -P l ,

o= tr  +A,

(4.22-rr)

(4.22-12)

(4.22-t3)

(4.22-14)

(4.22-r5)

(4.22-16)

Finally

3P

) = arctan;.
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(4.22-17)

(4.22-18)

(4.22-19)

(4.22-20)

(4.22:21)

(4.22-24)
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v=(P i  -O+ -@i  +Q)+ ,
l t  -  1

a=)f re+v+el .

le.r-:s]-c

,  I  r - r  I
@ = arcmn la , rL ,  l ,

h=(r  -  a t )cos6+k-  b)s inf .

, the latitude and ellipsoidal height are computed from:

If D < 0, e.g., if less than about 45km ftom the Earth's center, the following

eouation should be used for v in order to avoid the use of complex numbers:

" = znz:F*, {} -""" [3t-a-11 1 (4.22--22)

To obtain the proper sign (and solution of the fourth-degree polynomial since up

to four solutions actually exist), the sign of Zr should be set to that of z before

beginning. Borkowski also notes that, of course, this solution is singular for points

at the z-axis (1 = 0) or on the Xl-plane (Z = 0). Additionally for points close to

those conditions, some roundoff error may be avoided and the accuracy improved

slightly by replacing the value of v with

v3 +2Q (4.22-23)

4.23 Local Coordinate Systems

Ma.ny possibilities exist for establishing local coordinate systems, either systems

designed for a specific observer or systems designed to cover a given local area' Most

systems specific to a.n observer are horizon (or altitude and azimuth) coordinate

systems and a "standa,rd" one is described below. Coordinate systems designed to

cover a localized area are usually based on a "map projection" coordinate system,

such that the coordinates of a point relative to the reference ellipsoid are projected

Qnto a pla.ne upon which computations can be done with relative simpliciiy (as

to working on the ellipsoid itself). Some examples of the more commonly
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used of these types of systems are given, such as for Universal Transverse Mercator
coordinates and (in the U.S.) state plane coordinates.

4.231 Horizon System Depending on the author, slight variations exist in the def_
inition of any Iocal horizon coordinate system. However, a more or less ,,standard,,

system is described as follows.

First, any such system must have at least two reference planes. The primarv
reference plane here is the local hori.zon, and the secondary is the locol meridian
(see Figure 4.231.1). The horizon is the plane perpendicular to the observer,s local
vertical, while the meridian is the plane perpendicular to the horizon that passes
through the celestial poles. The direction of any point pz (from the observer at
pr ) in this system is then given by its altitude and azimuth. If we imagine a plaue
passing through p1 and the zenith z, the angle between the horizon and the point
p2 in this plane is the altitude (alno sometimes known as t]rre eleuati,on anglc) a,
and the a,ngle between the meridian and this plane measured clockwise from north.
as viewed from above, is the azimuth A. (Some users in the past, pa,rticularly for
geodetic purposes, have defined azimuth as being measured clockrvise from south.
This practice is no longer much in use but users of old observations should be arvarc
of it.) The altitude wilt have an angular value of from -90" to +90" (neeative if

Direction of the
plumb line
(to zenith)

to celestial pole

Meridian plane

the object is below the horizon and positive il above), and the azimuth will have

an angular value of from 0' to 360". Instead of this spherical coordinate systern,

a left handed three-dimensional cartesian coordinate system is also used, with the

z-axis positive upl the x-axis positive north, and the y-axis positive east (through

90" azimuth).
A further variation of this system is to use the zenith distance z instead of

the altitude. 
'fhe zenith d'istance is simply the complement of the altitudc, i e ,

the angular distance of p2 from the zenith z. It has the advantage of always beiug

positive, wiih angular lalues of from 0o to 180'. It is computed from altitude as

z = 9 0 '  -  a , r z l  ) l l - l \

where the z and 4 are in degrees.

4 .232Gr idCoord ina tesys temsForcomputa t iona lcor rven ience ' i l i i sd )nrmonto
represent sections of the curved surface of the Earth lvith a plane. various systems

have been devised to do this, all based on given transformation equations fronr the

sphere or ellipsoid to the plane. These transformations are, in fact' map projcctions,

in manv cases the same as those used for mapping even large segrnelts of, or all of

the Earth. Conformal projections are usrrally used so that directions on the surface

being mapped arc prescrved on the grid. The coordinate systems based on such

map projections are usually termed grid coordimtte syslems The rnost l'idely used

are the Universal Transverse Mercator, and the state plane coordinate syslems ''f

the United States. Obviously many other systems exist for various countrjes and

areas, but the basic principles (and many times the projection formulas, rvith the

exception of constants) are thc same

For any grid coordinate system, several firndamental transforrnations and quan-

tities are of importance. The firndamental translormations are the direct converslon

fiom geodetic coordinates (S, )) to grid coordinates (X, i')' and thc inrerse tratrsfor-

mation lrom grid coordinatcs to geodetic coordinates. Other quantities of interest

include: (a) the convergence of the mericlians, i.e., the angle betwt'en grid north

and true north on the grid (1); (b) the angle on the grid between the geodesic (the

shortest distance between two points on the ellipsoid) and the straight line between

them (known in some of the references as "t ?"'); (c) the scale at a givcn poirrt (k):

and (d) the scale factor alolg a line. Equations for the transformatiorts atrd scale

are given belon, (based on Snyder (1983)); equations for the other quantities are

available from the other references, particularly Thomas (1952)'

Fundamental quantities and expressions rrsed are summarized as follows:

d / TEFRESTRIAL cOORDINATES AND THE RoTATION OF THE EARTH

y'r = geodetic latitude of Poittt;
-\ = geodetic longitude of Point;

d'= foot point latitude (see definition below);

) (north)

-{ (east)

Figure 4.231.1
Altitude and azimuth

t
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,\o = longitude of the origin (and the central meridian for the transverse Mer-

cator grid);

dr, dz = latitude of the standard parallels for Lambert conformal conic grid;

A) =difference of longitudc from the central meridian (A) = ) - A6) (in

radians);

a = semi-major axis of the ellipsoid;

b = semi-minor axis of the ell ipsoid; 
"

e  =  cccent r i c i l y  o f  the  e l l ipso id  1"2  =o-  - ! f

e' = second eccertt ricity of t he ell ipsoid ,"u = {--!- ),

No = ell ipsoidal radius of curvature in the meridian tr, = 
l, !Hh)

Fortran programs for these transfornlations are available from the U' S Na-

tional Geodetic Survey (NGS, 1985). For rnore information write National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration, Natiorral Geodetic Survey (N/CG174), Rockvil le,

MD 20852.

4.233 Universal TransYerse Mercator and Universal Polar Stereographic The Uni-

versal Transvetsc trlercator (UTfl) [along q'ith the Universal Polar Stereographit

(UPS)I coordinate system is a rvorldwide grid system of scparatc zones lt rvas dr:

veloped in 19,17 by the U. S. Army as a worldo'ide military grid s1-stcrn Originalll

designed to be useful for artillery operations, it has since been used cornmercialh'

as well. Thc UTIU system consists of sixty 6o wide zones of longitudc, with zonc 1

going from -180" to -174o longitude, zone 2 from -174" to -168o loDgitude, r:tc

Lettcr desiguatiolts are sometimes trpplic<l to zones rr.rnning fLottt sorrth to nolth'

The various zoDes are as shou'n in Figulc 4.233.1. The central ncridiarn is the ccu

tral meridian of cach zone, t'ith a sctrlc factor of &s = 0.9996. This results iIr a

maximum scalc crror of 1/1000 anywltcrc iD a zone, ot 1f25OO for points on the

central meridiart or above 45" or belon' 45" latitude. (Of cortrsc. as n'ith all glict

systems, there is no scale error if thc zrppropriate corrcctions frrr scalc are ma'I" )

The use of UTNI is ruually l imited to bctwccn +84o and 80' lati lrrde Grid coor-

dinates arc dcfined with X = 500000 mcters for all points on tltc ccntral meridian'

and Y = 0 rnctcrs fot all points on the oquator when points arc bciltg rcferenced itL

the Northcrn Hemisphere, and Y = 10000000 lneters whcn points are being ref"r

enced in the Southern Hernisphere. Although the latitude and longitude of a point

referenced to any cllipsoid may be coltverted to UT\l coordinates' for certain arcas

of the world, speciflc ellipsoids arc associated u'ith UT\I coordinates. For examplt"

the specified ellipsoids are Clarke 1866 for North America, Clarkc 1880 for Africa'

and the Intcrnational for most of the rest of the world, except for the far east and

Australia. [See Dept. of the Army (1973, plate 1) for these ellipsoid designations'

Section 4.24 explains the subject of ellipsoids in more detail ] Fisure 4.233.1
UiM and UPS grid zone designations
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The Universa.l Polar Stereographic Grid System (UpS) consists of two pola.r
Etereographic projections, one for the north polar area and one for the south polar
axea. The north zone covers all areas qorth of 84" latitude, a.rrd the south zone all
areas south of -80' latitude. The scale factor at the origin (the poles) is &6 = 9.994.
In both zones, a 2000000 meter X-coordinate line coincides with the 0. ard 1g0.
meridians. The pole will have coordinates of X = 2000000 meters, a,nd y = 2000000
meters. The international ellipsoid (a = 6y83SS meters, f = 1/297) is associated
with UPS coordinates. Because of the a"reas it covers, the UpS is little used. [For
more information see Dept. of the Army (1958).]

Although UTM and UPS were originally developed for use with tables and
graphs, with modern computers it is easier to use the actual transformation equa-
tions. The transformation procedures a.re given below [from Snyder (19g3, pp. 6Z_
69, 160 164)]; both UTM and UPS a.re also discussed in Parker and Bartholomew
(1e8e).

For UTM, sta"rting with our previously given expressions, we continue by com_
puting 56, the length of the meridional arc, the true meridional distance on the
ellipsoid from the equator to latitude /:

so = a[(l - e2 / 4 - 3e4 / 64 - 5e6 | 256 *.)d
-  (3ez t8+3e4 /32+45e6 t toz4+. . . )s in24

+ (15e4 I 256 + 45e6 | fi24 + ...)sin44

- (35e6 t3072 + ...\ sin 6d + ...1,

where / is in radians. Also needed are other auxilia,ry quantities:

t = tan' Q,

L = e - c o s - @ ,

4 = cos d(A)).

(4.233-t )

(4.233-2)

(4.233-3)

t L ) 17-4\

We also compute S4o as given by S computed at the latitude /s at the origin of the
X and I coordinates. Then the direct transformation from (d, )) to (X, I/) is given
by

x=&oNolA+(1 -  T+ qA3 /6

+(5 - t8T +72 +72C - 58et2)A5 / 1201, (4.233_5)
y = [o{Sd - S4o + N|tzn glA2 t 2 + (5 - T + 9C + 4C)A4 t 24

+(61 - 587+72 +6cf,,C - noet2)A6 t72OlI. (.233-6)

The inverse formulas, for converting (X, I to (@' I) a're

6 = h - @ 0., tal 6t / R)lD2 I 2 - (5 + 3 4 + LOQ - 44 - gen)D4 / 24

+(61 +904 +2g8q+4s4 -  2s2en -  3q)f f  t72Ol,

,\ = )o + [D - (1 + 2Tr + C)D3 / 6

+ (5  - zc t+2871  -3Q+8e '2  +244) f f  / l 2o l l cosh ,

r-\n=v
l + v r - e '

p = s l l a ( l  - e 2  l 4 - 3 " a  / 6 4 - 5 e 6  1 2 5 6 -  " ) 1 ,

S = S o o + / / k o .

where/l isl inefootpointl&titud'eotthelatitudeatthecentralmeridianwhichhas
the 6ame Y coordinate as that of the point (d,I) It is given by

S,  =  1 r+  (3e112 -  27  e3r  132+ " ' )s inzp+ (21e? I  16  -  55eI  l32  -  " ' ) s in4p

+ (15 te i  /  96 + . . . )  s in  6p + . . .  , (4.233-rO)
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scale factor at any given point is given by

h = a(1 - ez) I (l - ez sir? 4)3t2,

o=X/ (No ,kd .

For UPS coordinates, the direct equations are

X=2000000+psin) ,

Y.on = 2000000 - Pcos )'

I"outr, = 2000000 + Pcos ).

t = tofr +<r + Af; +<s - 4r + 42c + BC - 28e'\#

+(61- 148?+ 16r\#l
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(4.233-7)

(4.233-a)

(4.233-9)

(4.233-11)

(4.233-12)

(4.233-13)

(4.233-14)

(4.233-rs)

(4.233-16)

(4233-17)

(4.233-18)

.For the other terms, in addition to needing C, T, and N6 for the footpoint latitude

f1 we also have
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The first Y is for the north zone, the second for the south zone. The auxilia.ry

ouantities are obtained from

^_ zaLot
P- 

lF * 
"rr' '-11 

- e1t-"

t 7 r  d \  [ t  - e s i n d l ' 2
t = t a n l - - : r r - l

\ 4  2 )  l l  +  e s r n $  l

We also have for the scale

where
cos /

1 / t - d s i n z 6

The inverse solution for { and ) is given by

am

(4.233-19)

(4.233-20)

(4.233--21)

(4.233-22)

(4.233-23)

(4.233-24)

"  
(  l l  - e s i n d l " ' ? ' l

Q= -  -arc tan 
l t  L ,  - r r ,nd l  J '

,\ = arctan +.

4.234 StrtePlane Coordinates In the United States, a state plane coordinate sys-

tem has been established so that each state has its own grid coordinate system.

These systems were originally designed by the U.S. Geological Survey in the 1930s

and 1940s, and have since been legally adopted by the state legislatures of most

states. For ea,ch state, they consist of one or more zones of transverse Mercator for

states or areas of states with a mostly north-south extent or Lambert conformal

conic projections for states or areas with mostly east-west extent (and one oblique

transverse Mercator projection for pa"rt of Alaska). There are 136 sepaxate zones

covering all of the 50 states (the U.S. Virgin Islands, American Samoa, etc.' all

also have their owlr projections, some of which a.re noi conformal). Snyder (f983,

pp. 58-62, Table 8) lists all the zones, by projection and state, with the central

meridian, its scale error for the La,rnbert conformal conic zones, and the standa.rd
pa,rallels and origin for the transverse Mercator zones, The coordinates of the ori-
gins are also given in a footnote to that table. Note that surtey leet (where I m :

39.37 in.) are used rather than standard U.S. feet (where 2.54cm:1 in.). These
systems were established under the assumption that any calculations done assum-
ing plane coordinates would not have errors worse than 1in 10000. Their defitrition
itr many states is also legally tied to the North American Datum of 1927 (see the

next section), and la^nd pa,rcels may be defined or even rnlst be defined in terms of

state plane coordiaates. It seems likely that the use of state plane coordinates may

off in the future since: (a) a 1 in 10000 error in surveying urbanized a'reas is

i"".-i"t 
""**ptable, 

and (b) the NAD1927 has been replaced.for most pur-

bv the iorth American Datum of 1983, and the state plane systems will now
'ure since it involves changing laws in several

to be uPdated-a drthcult Proceq
. H"*eL, many governmental and commercial organizations curently use

plro" 
"oo.dintt"" 

Lavilv' [For more information 
T "',"]";rttr :tlit:flt""r'

J;;;;" see Mitchell uoi Si*^oo" (1945) a,rrd Snvder (1983' pp' 56-63)'

IJ'"*u"rins **ts, such as MofEt and Bouchard (1975)' also contain informa-

tion on state Plane coordinates'l
]'"*fi" 

"oo"ii.". 
for the transverse Mercator projection are *:tU{ u*"1 "lL":

trc Jo"ripiion for UTM above' The only changes will be for constants such as the

LI,j _""4-, ()o), the scate factor ou the central meridian (&o), and the edd

cpordinates of the origin*"-ii" 

"qo",i"tt" 
fo. th" L"'rnb"rt conformal conic projection axe taken ftom Sny-
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der {1983, p. 107-109). The direct equations are

X = psine,

Y = p o - p c o s e ,
, Pon

am

(4.234-1)

(4.234-2)

(4.234-3)

p = aF{,

d = n ( ) - , \ o ) ,

po = aFl6'

bt my - lnm2
n= 

htl, - ln;'

cos @n= 
$:7srFW'

/ t r  d \  I
'=h(a-r)  h; ; in '' 

t dt"h-Atl
,nl

nti

with the sa.me subscripts 1, 2, or none applied to z and { in th: eq:ation 
Y lr'l:n:

the subscripts 0, 1, 2, or ,ton" aooti"a io t tlna 4 i".'l:.*:?:tt" l:: i^l^1ffrt"tfl
ffi ;illffi ;';;;;;;;;' Not" tu"i pouti't'"l Jt :::"::.:3ii"{

;;il.;";;l"" t"ln.iulJain"'""""s, as the tables were computed with

(4.2344)

(4.234-s)

(4.23M)

(4.234-7)

(4.234-4)

(4.234-9)

(4.234-10)

,'lee+precise formulas (Snyder, 1983, p' f08)'

,1
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where

The inverse formulas are
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4,241 Datums, Geodetic Ref€rence Systems' and Terrestrial Reference Systems A

geodetic datutn is a coordinate system defined relative to a refetence ellipsoid (as

defined in Section .1.21) and an initial point (or origin) near the surface of the ellip-

soid. Therefore the following arc needed: (a) the size and shape of the (rotationzr,l)

ell ipsoid (e.g., a. I / /); (b) the a^stronomical coordinates of the init ial point of thc

ellipsoid (Q,A), and an azirnuth (o) determincd fr<xr that point; (c) dcflections

of the vertical and a geoid undulation at the initial point Obviouslv an infinite

lumber of choices are possible for the above palarneters. but scveral trlethods are

usually applied in order to provide the most uscful possible referencc sl'stern. As

previously dcscribed. the ellipsoid is chosen so as to represent the gcoirl as rvell as

possible over the desired arca (e.g., a country) or lltc entire Earth. Fol a local da-

tum, the deflections and unclulation are sometimes chosen for sirnpli< itv to bc zero

at the initial point but tnore usefully ovcr larger areas or for a tcrrcstrial <latum,

these values ale choserr so that thc rotational axis of the ellipsoicl u'ill bc parallel

to or identical rvith that of some refetence rotational axis of the Ealtlr (arrd if the

deflection components are absolute, then thc daturn is also geocentrit ).

As an historical notc, it should be addecl that classical referencc cllipsoids and

geodetic dat,ums were usuir,llY cstablished in support of thc surveyiltg of grcat hor-

izontal geodetic networks. usitrg triangulation networks over largc arcas as rvell as

auxiliary baseline. astronoutical. and gravity llleasllrelnents. Thc rl:rt;r from these

surveys coulcl be acijustcd ntathematically in ordcr to specifv thc bcst-fitt ing ell ip-

soid to the area being surr-ct erl. as rvell as thc ol ltcr t lesired parantcl cr-s fol a datum'

An initial point for the (latllln lvas usually cllosclr neaL the ceulcr of thc net'"r'ork

in order to nrinimize thc ettors in rncasuremctlts rolative to the ilititrl point as one

moved outward in the uetwolk.
Howevcr. the spacc age iu t<l its int roductiolt of artif icial satell i tes grr';rt l t t lr anged

the methods of daturn detcrtnination. Non' the absolute positions rclativc to the

center of the Earth coulcl bc detcrrnined fot variotts points in the gcotlctic netu'ork

(the techniques used for this are <lescribed in Section '1.J) These p"sit iorr Jetermi-

nations cortld be combinecl rvit lt the conventiotttrl srtrvel-ing obsr:tvrrtiolrs itr order

to obtain Imtch more precisc datums lor muclt ltrtger areas Frttt irt l . co"rdilat'

systems (usuallv with sets of slation coordinatcs) c:rtr be cleterrnint'r l without tef"r-

ence to any ground-based srttvcving observatiolts or e\€n to an ell ipsoi<l (although

an ell ipsoid is often usccl to (xpress station <:<xrrrl i trates in the Ilr,,rt '  colrvellt ional
geodetic latitude and longitrtcle instcad of gr:occutric cartesian coor<linates)' Thc

orientation and scale of thcsc spacc based systcttts is usuall l '  obtaincd fiom some

combination of holding the coordinates of ont'or nrore stations fixc<I, trrlcl using or

determining an Earth rotatiou scries that f ixes thc cltanges in the svstt tn rrver t imc

due to the Earth's rotation. Itt practice thesc assumptions arc urzrck'so that the

new system will have the saure oricntation artcl sctrlc as some previorts "standard"
system, such as the BIH or IERS systems (clcscribed belorv) l'hc ctnter of the

Earth is determined dynarnically by the satellitc obserrations.

a=| _z**^{,i;##1"},

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

(4.234-rr)

(4.234-12)

(4.234-13)

(4.234-t4)

(4.234-15)

14.234-16)

p=1fyz-1ru- ry ,
e

Y
d = arctan --- ;.

P o r

The sign of p is taken frour l. If r is negati\.e, the signs of X, I/. and p0 in the
equation for d must be rel.ersed, and the quaclrant of d determincd accordingll..
Also note that thc equation for / requires iteratiorr on {, and will corrvt:rge rarpidll,
with the init ial assumDtion

o= !  -  2 * " tun  t .

4.235 Other Grid Systems Obr,ioush.. the equations that ha1.e bcerr qir.err abor.e
for the Transverse llercator, Polar Stereographic. ancl Lambert r,-onfornrai Conic
projections can be used with nrrury other grid systerns with just a chir,ngc ol the
appropriate constants.

4.24 Geodetic Datums and Reference Systems

A geodetic daturn or referenco sl.stem provides a fraurelr.ork to u,hit.h 1hc coorcli,
nates ofarry point rnay be refercnr:r:d. A geodetic tlatrrur has a r.ery spcc.ifi<r rlcfinition
in terms of classical geodesy; ltower.er. some rccent ,,(latums', and mosl tcrrestrial
reference systems do not fall strictlv under this ck:finition.

A geodetic datum may also be either a horizon.tal or rerlicol datuur. clifler.cuti-
ating rvhethcr the datum is to scrvc primarily for clotcrrnining (horizorrl,al) location
on or near the surface of the Earth. or for detorrnining hcight (actuallv gr.alit1.
potential) of :r gir.en point. In thc discussion that follolr,s. it is a horizorrttrl claturn
that is bcing referred to.

In this sectiou, we brielly rlcscribe how thcsc dlipsoicls, daturns, gcodetic ref_
erence systems, and terrestrial rcferonce systems iur created, and therr list nrany
of the orres irr use. Irrformation orr how transforrnations may be pcrfonnt:rl bctween
these various datums and rcfercrrce systems is also provided. Finallv, a short cxpla-
nation is given of horv to red.cc cor'mon geodetic a.d astronomicar observatious
to the refercnce ellipsoid. n
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One of the first consequences of the availability of the new techniques *as

the establishment of geodetic referc.nce syste.ms that have much in conrmon rvitli

a geodetic datum but have slight differenccs in their definition. Such a rcferent'

system does not rely on the definition of an initial point. The orientation of sucir

a system is assumed to bc "perfect," i.e., with rotational axis, referencc meridian.

and center, being that of the Earth. The rcfcrence ellipsoid in this case is ahvavs

a terrestrial reference ellipsoid, and the best possible lepresentation of t,he rnean

Earth elLipsoid, or that ellipsoid that best approximates the geoid. To accomplish

the latter, the gravity potential at the surface of the cllipsoid is specified (or al-

ternatively, "/2, the dynamical forn factor of the Earth) as well as the rotational

velocity of the Earth. The constants a,rrd parameters of such a system arc of coursc

always undergoing refinement. but the specification of such sl'stcms allows for their'

use in referencing geodetic observations.

A fintrl refinement beyond a geodetic refcrence systeln is a terrestriaL referert<t'

sgslem, using a rcfetence frarne consisting of a set of cartesian station coordinates
and their velocities to provide the uuderlying definition rathel than a referencc
ellipsoid. Many other pararneters ancl even methods of dnttr reduction ("Standards ' )
are also given as part of t]rc referencc s1'stern generally in order to dcfine ho*'
observatiorrs will bc used in order to dcfine the dynamic connection betiveeu such a
terrestrial system and a celestial one. By interrrational agreemclrt, one such svstcnr
is defined as fundamental and it is thc IERS Terrestrinl St'stenr. describcd furthcr
in Sectiorl1.2.5.

4,242 Specific Ellipsoids, Datums, and Referenc€ Systems Tablc -1.2-12.1 lists \ar-
ious ell ipsoids that have brtn used as the basis of geo<lctic datrrms and rcfelelcc
systems. Note that as previ(msly meutioned, only a an<l I /.f aro necessarv for tht'
definit ion of an ell ipsoid. Table 4.212.2 l ists geocletic daturns (also giving 1hc origir r
station if any and its latiturlc aud longitude) aDd Dotes that are associated rvith spc-
cific terrestrial reference systcrns. Sirrrilar, but abbreviaLed versions of thosc tabl<'s
zrrc given in the crrrrent Astronorniarl Almantu:. pagc K13. Firrallr ' . Figrrrt ' .1.2.12.1
(after Rapp. 1980, p. 82) shorvs on a rvorld map the co\,erage of t lrr: rnajor geodetit
<iatums.

4.243 Datum Conversions The subjcct ofcorrvertirrg coordinir, lcs fi orr oilc datunl
to arrother is a cornplex onr:, lvith a vcr.y exl(] lsive l iteraltrrc. Inrleecl, the ptoblenr
alrnost alu,avs arisos arnd is rrsually cliscusse<l .!vhenev('r ?r nelv dlturn or rcferencc
sYstem is formed. sirrce thcrc t ' i l l  usrrally be a rreed to transfornr the coor<liuates o1
points in other syskrns to < oordinates in the rrcw systcrrr.

Two general rrrcthods have been used in 1ho past f irr datum transfornlations.
The first is a dif iere.ntial mcthod. s hcre differential (in tLe partial-derivativc scnsc)
equations are forrncrl that Bive thc ch:rrrge i lt statiort t:oordinates (Ad,A)) as a
furrction of changcs in datrrrn/ell ipsoid pararnetcrs (such as for c:hanges in a. /,
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Geodetic DatumsTable 4.242.1

Earth Ell ipsoids
Oalum El l ipsoid Orlgin Latltude Longitude

Airy 1830
Everesl 1830
Everest 1830 (Boni alternate)
Bessel 1841
Clarke 1866

Clarke 1880
Clarke 1880 (modified)
Helmert 1906
lnternational 1909
Krassovsky

Mercury 1960
wGs60-
IAU 1964
Australian National'1965
WGS66'

Modified Mercury 1968
South American 1969
Geodetic Reference System 1967'
WGS72'
tAG 1975

tAu 1976
Geodetac Reference System 1980'
MERIT 1983-
wGs84"
tERS 1989'

Ellipsold
(name and year compuled) C arke 1880

C ark€ 1866
C a|ke 1880

Clarke 1866

Clarke 1866

Clark€ 1866

C alke 1866

Clafte la66

Cla.ke 1866
GFS 80

C arke I866
A ry 1830

C afk€ 1840

Clark€ 1466
Clark€ 1gso

Betry 13 ECC

Johnslon MemonalCal.n

Fl Georqe B 1937

1966 Canlon Secor Aslo

sal T .sra.059 RM3

GUX 1

Slalion 03a

tsTs 050

lsTS 061 Aslro Poinr 1968

Tananarive Obseryatory
Tokyo Obseflalory (old)

Inrsalrig 06s FIM No. 2
M6naval! (la1ii!d€ onlY)

Arne @n Samoa 1962

Arc-CaPe (Soulh Aiica)

Ausldlian Geodelic 1 966

Eemuda 1957

B€me 1898

Camp Area Asl.o 1961-1962 USGS

ch.ishas lsland Aslro 1967

Chua Aslro (B€zil_Geodelic)

Cori€go AlegE (Brazil_[,laPPins)

Ea$er lsland 1967 Aslo

Gacosa lsland (Azores)

tbsn Asrrc, Navy 1 947 (truk)

Kourcu (French Guiana)
Kusai€, Asl.o 1962. 1965
Luzon 1911 (Philippines)

Ordnanco Suruey G.B 1936

osca 1970 (sN)
Paher Aslro 1969 (Antarctica)
Pico de las Nieves (cana.ies)

ProvisionalS Anercan 1966
Pbvisional S. Chile 1963

Sourhea$ tsland (Mahe)

Swallow lsrands {sotomons)

vili Lovu 1 91 6 (Fij )

Wake lsland, Astrcnom c 1952

Yol Asro 1 967 (Oaka4

6377563.396
6377276.345
6377301 .243
6377397.155
6378206.4

6378249.145
6374249.145
6378200
6378388
6374245

6378166
6378165
6378160
6378160
6378145

6378150
6378160
6378160
6378135
6378140

6378140
6374137
6378137
6378137
6378136

299.324964
300.8017
300.8017
299.152813
294.978698

293.465
293.4663
298.3
297
298.3

298.3
298.3
294.25
298.25
294.25

298.3
298.25
254.247167 4273
294.26
298.256

298.257
294.257222101
298.257
298.257223563
294.257

Semi-maior
axis (a) in

meters

Inverse
flattening

(1  / f l

+221047.  |10
-  14  20  08 .341

33 59 32 000
35 58  17

-07 57
25 56 54 55

+322244 360
+465708 660
+ 0 r  2 1 4 2  0 3

77 5052.521
024624.99

+242932 364
+020035 9 l

1 9 4 5 4 1  1 6
1 9  5 0 1 5  1 4 0

-271039 95

+522251 45
+390354 934

092705 272
+132238 49

5 3 0 1  1 1  6 8
+0729 r3  05
+240711 26
+184344 93
+t64449 729

05 r553 699
+052148 80
+r33341 000
+ 2 4 1 1 3 4  5 0
4 1 1 9 0 4  9 0 0

+391326 686

+480820 000
+ 2 1 1 a 1 3  8 9
+505155.271

+505155.271
-644635.71

+27 57  4  t .273
,250406.97

+522253 954

+a83417 1T
5357 a7 76

+594618 55

, 1 9 4 5 4 1  6 5 3

044039 460
54 16  38  93
1 0 1 8 2 1  4 2
1 8 5 5 0 2  1 0

+35 39 17 51

,37 0326 79
,17 5324 245

+ 1 9 1 7 1 9 . 9 9 1
+323027.Ole

0 3 1 2 9 2 1 . 6 0 8
1891707 750
0253A44 622
297 494A
ua37
1 3 3 1 2 3 0  0 8

2951901 890
0072622 335
1725547 90
1664013 753
r  8816 43  47

2792521 230
2023521 A2
3t r 5352 44
31 | 02 t7 25A
250341681

1682033 250
01303 58  74
3 3 1 5 7 3 6  1 1 8
1595831 752
14445 51  56

a132322 64
1514944 42
0773917 57
2490239 28
190 29 04 781

524S09 149
1625803 23
1215203.000
1A23624 2A
r  75  02  5r .000

26127 29  494

0113426 483
2A2a904 21
0002045 882

0002045.882
2955639.53

229s312 t7
0 1 3 0 4 0 1  1 5 3

2960A25 12
251232A 76

0301942 09

3115355 936

0553200 166
3233043 97
1 6 6 1 7 5 6 . 7 9
047 33 06 75
1394440 50

3474053.21

1782535 835
166 38 46 294
2 5 3 3 1 0 1 . 3 0 6
3423052.98

1 Ellipsoid is defined or recommended as part of a geodelic or l€rrestrial relerence
syslem,

Sourc€si Rapp (1980, p. 83r, Astrcnonicat Atmanac (1990, p. K130), D[]tA {1987,parl 1, p. 3-41), Mcoanhy i1989).

scale, etc.). This tlpe of rlethod has been most rrscfit l  in the past rvhere stnail
differenccs exist bet&'eeu the two datums. or a minor <.harrgr: irr an existing datuur
was being madc. Horvever, the derivation of thc differentitrl equations for. a specific
case and their appli<:ation arnd accuracy is a cornplicatcd subject and will not be
discussed firrthcr here. flnformation on this type of ructlrod is available in Rapp
(1980, pp.42 74); Bonforcl (1971, pp. t99 2O7); HoisL.anon and Moritz (1967, pp.
204-21o)i Molodenskii et al. (1962, pp. 13 t7); Tc,rge (1980, pp. 150 152); DN{A
(1987, part 1, pp, 7-1 to 8-8).]

- 
Localdatums ol soecial ouroose, based on NAD 1927 values lor th€ origin slalions
Sources: napp ( t sjgo), lviuolier ei ar (1973. p. 1 t), Astrcnomical Atmanac t 1990 p K13)
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A second mcthod is to do a rigorous transformation bctwecn the svstens of
each datum. This is often required if high accuracy is desired, or there are several
or large diflerences between the datums. For any pair of datums, trarrsformatiorr
parameters may have already been deterrnined, at least for oflsets and sometimes
for rotation and scale. A three step procedure is required to convert (/, ), h) lrorl
system I to system 2
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The first tn'o transformations are already described in Section 4.22. The equatiorr
for the third transformation is

(4.2434)

where 71, 22, and 73 are the components of er translation vector; R1, R2. and Rt irre
the rotation angles (usiug small-angle forrnulas here): and D is thc cxcess 1 scalc
factor (BIH, 1988. p. A-4). Various forms of this seven-parallctcr transformation
exist under vatious names (some not as rigorous as others). (Ser: Kumar. 1g72:
Rapp, 1980, p. 48; DMA, 1987, part 1, pp. 7-6, 7-I2 to 7-74.) It is also possible that
some of the parameters may not be known or can bc assumed to be zcro. In modern
relerence systens, D is usually close to zcro, as is ft and ?2, and the rotations ar-(l
quite small.

In some cases, the transformation paranletcrs are not rvell-derterrnined or not
knorvn at all. The user must then deternine thc parameters directl l,frorn obserr.a-
tions that t ie stations together betrveen thc tlvo systems. If cnough points have their.
coordinates deterrnined in both sl.sterns, E<lutrtion,1.243 4 or sirnilar equations carl
be solved (usuallv in a least-squares solution) for the transforrnation parameters.
Of course, this may not take into account arry deformations of eithcr. of the datums
from their idealizcd reference systems (due to surveying errors). Any deformations
will be absorbed into the transformatiorr paraueters when they are solved for.

Of course, nowadays an alternative exists to doiug transforrnatiorrs at all. One
could just measure the coordinates of all the clesired points with a satcll i te receiver
thus deterrnining the coordinates of the points in some current relercncc system.
bypassing any transformations entirely. This climinates the need to use the old
datums or old obscrvations. The coordinates can be measured in an absolute sense.
relative to the center of the Earth at the 1- to b-meter accuracy level, or relative to
other points nearby (within tens of kilometers say) to the few-cm levcl. The satellites

usually observed for this purpose arc those of the Navy Navigation Satellite Svstenl

(NNSS) or Global Positioning System (GPS) More information on these sYsiems

is given in Section '1 4'

4.244 Reduction of observations to the Ellipsoid In manl cascs whele astlonomi-

cal o. g"od"ti" .rbservations are made' it is desirable to "reduce" the bbservations so

ihr,,h"y would correspo[d to such observations made on the ellipsoid itself using

the ellipsoidal normal as the local vertical This is usually for when one is referring

observaiions to or densifying a current network, or for that nattcr creatilg a ncw

network itself.

Various formulas of various accuracies exist for this type of reduction' depending

on the type of observation involved (chord or arc distances' azinruths angles etc )

and the accuracy desired. Any good surveying text will contairr variolrs velsions of

these formulas. (Also see Bomford. 1971' pp 45, 89 91' 120 122; Heiskanen and

Moritz, 1967, PP 184 197')

4.25 fhe Conventional Terrestrial Reference System

The conventional Terrestrial Reference Systent is currently defirted as part of tlte

IERS Reference System The IERS Reference S-v-stem itself cottsists of the IERS

Reference Frames and the IERS Standards'

The IERS Reference Frames include both a terrestrial and a celestial one' rl'ith

the terrestrial frame (ITRF) being defined u'ith the following characteristics: The

origin, the reference directions, and the scale of the ITRF are implicitly defined b1'

the cartesian coordinates and velocities aclopted for various "primary" observing

stations of the IERS. If geodetic coordinates are needed' the GRS 80 ellipsoid is

recommendecl for use in the convcrsiou (a = 6318137 m, I l f -- 298 257222101)

The origin of the ITRF is located at the center of mass of tlxr Earth with an

uncertainty of less than 1 l0cm (as deterrnined bl la.ser-ranging 'rbservations)'

The standard unit of length is the SI rnetcr- The IERS Referclr< e Pole (IRP) and

Reference Meridian are consistent with the corresponding directions in the BIH

Terrestrial System (BTS) within i 0.005". The BIH referencc pole was adjusted

to the Conventional International Origin (CIO) in 1967. It was thelr kt 'pt stablc

independently until 1987. Recent re-reduction of the available data has shown (BIH'

1988, p. A-3) that the tie of the BTS (and therefore the IRP) with the CIO is

accurate to t 0.03". The ITRF shoulcl show no global net rotation or translation

n'ith time (due to the motions of the stations or the tectonic plates they lie on) A

more complete description of the IERS Terrestrial Frame is given by Boucher and

Altamimi (1989).

The Celestial Frame (ICRF) is defined similarly, using the coordinates of 23

"primaryu radio sources (a.it" 
"t 

,r1,, 1988). The origin is at the barycenter of the

.o1., 
"yrt"-. 

The direction of th" poit, u*i" is given for epoch J2000 0 by the IAU

(4,  ̂ ,  h) t  = (X,Y,4t ,

(X,Y,4t  )  (X,Y,Z)2,

(x ,Y,421 (d,  ̂ ,  h)2.

(4.243-t)

(4.243-2)

(4.243-3)

tx l  f  x l  I r r  I  I  D -R. ' .  R.z  I lx l
l ' l=l' l lr, l l^, D -R, ll '1.
LZ) t  LZ ) t  L r r J  L_R :  R1  D  )LZJ ,
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1976 Precession and the IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation (see Chapter 3). Comparison

of optical and radio observations shows that the origin of right ascension is il

agreement with that ofthe FK5 star catalog to within t 0.04". The parameters

that describe the rotation of the ITRF relative to the ICRF (in conjunction with

the precession and nutation model) are the Earth rotation parameters (ERP). For

further information on celestial refetence ftames, see Chapter 3.
'Ihe IERS Standards (l\'lcCarthy, 1990) describes tlte models to be used u'hen

data are being reduced for use by the IERS (and asks that the effects of deviations

from the standards be determined). The next section contains material substantialll

drawn from those standards.

The IERS Reference System evolved from a series of previous systens. As Iroted

above. the ITRF is itself a direct continuation of the BIH Terrestrial System (BTS).

first established in 1985 and continued through 1987. The BTS had in turn evolvecl

from the BIH 1968 System, which was established in 1969 by the BIH on the basis

of a comparisort of data collected by the BIH and the International Polar Motion

Service (IPMS) during the rnid-1960s. However, it should be emphasized that this

was nol a complete terrestrial refelence system; it q'as a referettce system for di-

rection only, beilg based on the observed astronornical coordinates of the invoh'ed

observing stations. The courparison of the BIH collected data rvith ttre IPNIS data

allowed the BIH 1968 System to be refercnced to the IPMS refcrence pole. This

pole is thc Conventional International Origin (CIO) thich was the approxitrtatt:

average position of the true celestial pole of the Earth from 1900 0 to 1905 0, but

was actuallv defined by the adopted latitudes of 5 International Latitude Selvice

(ILS) stations. (For further information on all of the above, see IERS, 1989, or the

BIH Annual Reports for the appropriate year(s), or see \'Iueller, 1969 for firrther

information oD these systems for the pre-1969 period.)

4.3 GRAVITY. THE TIDES. AND MOTIONS OF THE CRUST

In this section, various phenornena will be covercd that nflect thc Ea.rth's gravitl

field and coordinates of a given station. A very short sunlmary of orto method of

modeling the Earth's gravity f ield (as a spherical harmonic series) is given. al"ng

with the IERS tecommendations for a "standard" gravity field. This is follou'txl by.

alnrost verbatim. the IERS Stand,ards recotnmendations on Earth tides, ocean tides.

ocean and atmospheric loading, and plate motions (MCarthy, 1989). Finally, the

effect of tides on the Earth's rotation itself is described, as given by thc Stantlards'

4.31 Modeling the Earth's Gravity Field

The Earth's gravity can be considercd as a force that is the sum of the Earth's

gravitational force and the centrifugal force resultirrg from the Earth's rotatiort.
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The Earth's external gravitatiortal field can be considered a potential field

whose strength V fulfills the Laplace equatiort

A V = 0 , (4.31- l )

where A is the LaPlacian oPerator

a2 a2 Az

ax, * ay" - a?

in a cartesian X, Y' and Z coordinate systen]'

It is possible to devclop a solution to Equation 4 31 1 (Heiskanen atrcl \{oritz'

fSOZ,pp.'fS 35; Torge' 1980, pp 26 29) in terms of a series of Leqcndre polgnorniaLs:

e"ut=71,11 ^ i \ ' r - t t

with
/  =  cosp =  cos0cosd '  +s inds ind 'cos( I '  -  ) ) '

r A  1 l - ) r

(4.31-3)

(4.3t4)

(4.31-5)

(4 .31-6)

(4.3t-'7)

ry' is the spherical distance on a unit sphere betu'eeD an attractcd point (at spherical

coordinates r, 9, ,\) and an attracting point (at / '  0" ^') '

In order to express P,,(t) as a furtction of the spherical coorclinates d an<l '\ '  i t

may be decornposod using ossociole tl Legen'dre Furtctions of the lirst Airrrj of dcgre<:

n  and order  m,  o l ) ta inF, l  b5  , l i f fe ren t  i ; r t ing  P, , t l tm t i t t t "s

P,,.,rt 1 = 11 l t" ' ft, e"" '

It can then be exprcssed bv the fitnctiolts

P,,n(cos 0) cos zr'\'

P,,,,,(cos 0) sin ml,

known as surface spherical harmonic functions

A general equation for thc gravitational potential then becortrcs

, , _ 6 1 a { - o t n - z t !' -  
,  Z - 7 L ' l n + m l l

*  
r -  (p , , . t .o ,or .ot , .^  [  [  [  t ' 'P , , " \cor | ' rcosm^dm

r '  \  J  J Jr . tnh

+ pn,,(cos d) sin m^ 
III^^^r'r,^r""s0')sinn'\r 

n);

idr,
-

(4.31-8)
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,  ( l  l o rm=o
*=  

\ z  f o rm1o -

If the spherical component of the potential of the Earth's mass M is separated

out (with n = 0), the ellipsoidal semi-major axis a is used to provide a scale for the

unit sphere, and the integrals are replaced by harmoni.c cofficients, C,. and Sn.,
we then have

(4.3t-9)

In many cases, an alternative notation is
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where c,r" is the angular velocity of the Earth, and X and I are the coordinates of

ihe point in question (P(X'Y'D).

It should be noted that many other representations of the Earth's gravity field

exist and are widely used, depending on the application Most commonly, l7 may

be determined over a wide area or the Earth itself' using measured gravity-related

data. Any of the standard references previously mentioned on geodesy and geodetic

astronomy contain detailed information on these types of computations-

4.32 A Representation of the Earth's Gravity Field

The current IERS recommended geopotential field is the GEM-T1 model given in

Table 4.32.1. The GM and a values reported wiih GEM-TI (398600 436 kmr/s2 and

6378137m) should be used as scale parameters with the geopotential coefficients.

The number of terms actually needed to provide sufficient accuracy for a given

application will, of course, vary. For example, when used in computing the orbit ol

the LAGEOS satellite, only terms through degree and order 20 are required.

Values for the Czr and S2l coefficients are not included in the GEM-T1 model

(they were constrained to be zero in the solution), and so they shorrld be handled

separately.
The C21 and S2l coefficients describe the position of the Earth's figure axis

with respect to the ITRF pole. When averaged over many years, the figure axis

should closely coincide with the observed position of the rotation axis (or "mean

pole" ) averaged over the same time period. Any diflerences between the mean figure

and mean rotation axes averaged would be due to long-period fluid motions in the

atrnosphere, oceans, or Earth's fluid core (Wahr, 198?, 1990). At present, there is

no independent evidence that such motions are important; so it is recommended

that the mean values used for Gr and Szr give a mean figure axis that corresponds

to the mean pole position.
The BIH Circular D mean pole positions from 1982 through 1988 are consistent

to within t 0.0005" corresponding to an uncertainty of t 0. 0l x l0 e i" c21 (IERS)

and sI (IERS).

If the mean pole during this period coincided with the ITRF pole, then C21 =

Szr = 0 could indeed be used. However. the poles are ofiset by the angular displace-

ments t and t. so that

^ . .  I  l
v = "-y lr + )- )- (1 )'' 16,. cos nr) + S,- sin z.\rp,-(cos g) | .

r  |  ' - - - -  \  r l  I
L n=t  m=u I

P,,,(cos 0) =

This results in fully normalized. coelJicients

( h  -  h \ l

k12n + 11 -:--:: . P,.1cos eY
\ n + m ) !

(4.31-10)

(4.31- l  l )

( 4  1 1 - 1 ) \

r={;2:E?, e3,-,4)

r={;2:EZ (43r-r3)

t z - <

It may be convenient to :use fully normalized surface spheri,cal harmonics:

I  C^  \ .
I  s,.  / '

Ie" \_
I  S,.  J-

It should be noted that the expansions for V converge rigorously only outside a
sphere of radius a that just encloses the Earth, so that the Laplace equation may be:
satisfied, In practice, however, since the coefficients are normally dctermined ern-
pirically from measurement (e.g., from satellite observations), the series can alu'avs
be considered to convelge. Once a set of coefficients are determined (see the nexl
subsection) the expression for V becomes ralid and useful for anywher.e in spacc.

The same expression may be used for determining the gravitational potential
on the Earth's surface. However, as noted prcviously, it is the grotrrily potential, here
denoted l4l (inctuding centrifugal force) that is of primary interest on or near (i.e.,
moving with) the Earth's surface. We have

Czt = iCzo,

Szt = YCzo

(4.32-r)

(4.32-2)

(n  +  m) l

k(2n + 1)(n - m)l

t - ^
W=v+ tu l tX '+Y ' \ , (4.3 r-15)
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Table 4.32.1
GEI\,4-Tl Normalized Coefficients (x 106)

Zonals

Table 4'32.1, continued
GEM-T1 Normalized Coefticients (x 106)

ln0ex

lndex lndex 0.0069i48 - 0.0105925
0.0051035 0.0018585

-0.0016075 0.0014770
93 3 -0.4017072 0.4024776
36 3 -0.0008129 0.0013852

6 4 0.0927975 0.4733069
I 4 0 0i28303 0.0232637

12 4 0.0653020 0.0030125
15 4 0.0443760 0.0126416
1A 4 0.0434167 0.0060924

21 4 -0.0002550 0.0069894
24 4 0.0060580 0.0181145
27 4 0.0029164 -0 0006401
30 4 -0.0021102 0 0039250
33 4 0.0002362 0.0003938

36 4 00001181 0.0058408
7 5 0.0034750 0.0196519

10 5 0.0504401 0.0438269
13 5 0.0596176 0 0574460
16 5 0.4077242 40016773

19 5 10.0024457 0.0173789
22 5 -0 0046335 0.0001257
25 5 -0.0024585 0.0023514
28 5 0.0029222 0.4402361
31 5 0.0009096 0.0014649

34 5 0.0012952 0 0000401
6 6 0.0090593 0.2363344
9 6 0.0705263 0.2166285

12 6 0.0013881 0.0458322
15 6 A0272318 .. .0.0517077

18 6 0.0311991 0.0085569
21 6 0.0042146 0.0083501
24 6 0.0003055 0.0006641
27 6 0.0017746 A.0021342
30 6 -0 0032177 0.0c41679

33 6 a.0013a24 0.0012542
36 6 0 0005757 0.0008988
9 7 0.1186233 -0.1005510

12 7 0.0126975 0.0348291
15 7 0.0667130 0.0114545
18 7 -0.0007957 0.0067159
21 7 0.0122279 0.0014058
24 7 o.oo25113 0.0050662
27 7 0.0069279 0.0028217
30 7 -0.0001720 0.0001291
33 7 -0 0000405 00017756
36 7 0.0001662 -0.0004199
1o I 0.0437468 0.0924808
13 I -0 0122964 0.0110925
16 8 0.0134376 0.0022804

25 3 0.0032642 0.0031087
2A 3 0.0002646 0.0011662
31 3 00018668 0.0040769

26 3 0 0002621 0.0037215
29 3 0.0043864 0 0017609
32 3 0.0006663 0.0029992

2 4 3
2 7 3
3 0 3

' 2 0

7 0
1 2 0
1 7 0
2 2 0
2 7 0
3 2 0

3 0
8 0

1 3  0
1 8  0
2 3 0
2 8 0
3 3 0

o.9572357
0.0459023
o.04223 t9
0.4112912
0.0241260
0.0058541
0.0022286

4 0
9 0

1 4  0
1 9  0
2 4 0
2 9 0
3 4 0

o.5387322
0.0283764
o.o197327

-0.0046084
-0.0009556
-0.0039091
-0.0024803

5 0
1 0  0
1 5  0
2 0 4
2 5 0
3 0 0
3 5 0

0.0687802
o 45t2211
0.0018731
0.0153150
0.0068867
o.0042749
0.0012731

6 0
1 1  0
1 6  0
21  0
2 6 0
31 0
3 6 0

0 I 4 8 t 0 0 4
0.0512619

-0 00S3772
0 0097754
0.001&91
0.0051154
0 0007396

Seclorials and Tesserals

Index Value

34 3 -0.0005145 0.0022065 35 3
4 4 0.1900348 0.3084595 5 4

7 4 0.2737404 0.1224207 A 4
10 4 0.0973123 0.0693825 11 4
13 4 0.0088182 0.0003732 14 4
16 4 0.0365123 0.0438559 17 4
19 4 0.0025699 0.0076747 20 4

22 4 0 0094462 0.0167100
25 4 0.0063503 0.0015335
2A 4 0.0028786 0.0024855
31 4 0.0049509 0.0016392
34 4 0.0028502 0.0018773

5 5 0.1777563 0.6660281
8 5 0.0249335 00853003

11 5 0 0459086 00552848

20 5 0 0104182 0.0003034
23 5 00019341 0.0079407
26 5 0 0043007 0.0106472
29 5 0.0034464 0.0435422
32 5 0.0000480 0.0027949

35 5 -0.0002351 0.0007374
7 6 0.3578527 0.1509175

10 6 0.0347366 0.0777189
13 6 0.0223869 0.0118360
16 6 0.0179949 0.0267835

19 6 0.0062545 0.0039169
22 6 0.0146261 00024348
25 6 0.0059358 0.0067430
28 6 0.0083296 0.0020029
31 6 0.0005622 0.0007667

34 6 0.0005808 0.0003220
7 7 0.0015976 0.0220013

10 7 0.0097468 0.0042901
13 7 0.0035736 0.0066171
16 7 0.0030511 0.0090737

19 7 0.0051443 0.0016620
22 7 0.0127538 0.0013042
25 7 0.0002632 0.0034596
2a 7 0.0046459 0.0015444
31 7 0.OOt4817 0.0017479

34 t 0.0023148 0.0001028
8 8 0.i88827 0.1223320

11 a 0.0063530 0.0225827
14 8 --0.03294r6 0.0131814
1t I  0.0311564 0.0087750

0.0006733 0.0006861
0.2948236 0.0524087

0 2460639 0.0677453
0.0332108 0.0700036
0.0088329 0.0018783
o0125878 0.A312242
0.0017s51 0.0008281

23 4 0.0100336 00016696
26 4 0.0053222 0 0048968
29 4 0 0063641 00007289
32 4 0.0020179 0.0033825
35 4 4.0027442 0AA14A64

6 5 0.2657650 0.5377472
9 5 0 4141122 A 060A627

12 5 0 0306040 00014745

21 5 0 0177593 0.0158911
24 5 0.0140838 0 0079805
27 5 0.0015884 00037103
30 5 0.0033916 0.0006s83
33 5 0 0005132 00032353

36 5 0.0011798 0.0003403
8 6 0.0664178 03128323

11 6 A.OOa4723 0.0242910
14 6 0 0031868 0.0065119
17 6 0.0002920 0.0204166

20 6 0 0127607 00009662
23 6 00099988 0.0049568
26 6 0.0085388 0.0031968
29 6 0.0002960 0.0024663
32 6 0.0038310 0 0002190

35 6 0.0008304 0.0014752
a 7 0.070424A 0.074A626

11 7 0.0096093 0.0918891
14 7 0.0374843 0.0043588
11 7 0.0229520 0.0119809

20 7 0.0077913 0 0048958
23 7 0.OO232A2 0.0026452
26 7 0.0054524 0.0025831
29 t  0.0011830 0.0072940
32 7 0.0030832 0 0018611

35 7 0.0000748 0.0015282
9 8 0.1844954 0.0018494

P a 0.0212177 0.0169046
15 8 0.0406660 0.0247325
18 8 0.0457191 0.0004305

,4841649906
0 0905337
0 0320806
0.0203968
0.0049440
0.0041234
0 0000819

14 5 0.0227952 0A116078 15 5 00160742 00108864
17 5 0.0111472 0.0056031 18 5 0.OO1t426 0.0211276

-3 1 2.0297737 0.2495946
6 r 0.0813751 0.0238300
9 1 0.1440477 0.0245251

12 1 -0.0492610 0.0496520
15 1 0.0082868 0 0142124

18 1 0.0002253,0.0456055
21 1 0.0153942 0.0417459
24 1 0.0081178 -0.0231987
27 1 0.0005230 0.0066113
30 1 -0.001 6i71 -0.0090886

33 1 0 0012672 0.0021258
36 1 0.0028774 -0.0058408
4 2 0.3470021 0.6640304
7 2 0.3177108 0.0916083

10 2 0.0805212 00513356

13 2 0.0534361 -0.0575844
16 2 0.0156437 0.0245431
19 2 0.0084369 0.0104744
22 2 ,0.0142925 0.OO2095A
25 2 0.0037220 0.0052068

28 2 -0.0084276 0.0115524
31 2 0.0066008 0.0008362
34 2 0.0035817 0.0051783

3 3 0.7209866 1.4131694
6 3 0.0619709 0.0046430

9 3 0.1553742 _0.0840158
12 3 0.0324198 0.0179438
15 3 0.0446271 0.0265447
18 3 0.0010020 -0.0070483
21 3 0.0019941 0.0226923

4 1 0.5334272 0.4751189
7 1 0.2770971 0.0974177

1 0  1  0 . 0 7 6 9 6 5 5  0 . 1 3 8 1 1 1 0
13 1 0.0540617 0.0434555
16 1 0.0317099 0.0173493

19 1 0.0115942 0.0053764
22 1 0.0083946 0.0147250
25 1 0.0037145 0.0043498
2A 1 0.0065294 00100251
31 1 0.0051782 0.0023829

34 1 0.0015608 0.0091011
2 2 2 4389280 1.3998397
5 2 0.6557302 0.3234056
I 2 0.0703801 0.0684494

11 2 0 0090541 0.0992414

14 2 0.0348122 0.0060681
17 2 0.0057800 00171247
20 2 0.0198772 0 0032259
23 2 -0.0005313 0.0017780
26 2 -0.4052847 0.0A02522

29 2 0.0094632 0.0043311
32 2 0.0018649 00043749
35 2 -0.0025529 0.0010277

4 3 0.9909779 0.2006215
7 3 0 2507429 02091639

10 3 0.00131 19 0.1614824
13 3 0.0140259 0.0836615
16 3 0.a320A41 0.0450272
19 3 0.001439r 0.0141955
22 3 0.0067253 0.0080913

5 1 -0.0589503 0.0955435
8 1 0.0288561 0 0547223

11 I  0.0095019 0.02781 11
14 r -0.0147462 0.0232244
17 1 00309381 0.0268459

2 0  |  0 . 0 1 4 5 i  1 9  0 . 0 2 1 2 7 1 1
23 1 0.0008657 0.0145970
26 1 0.0049741 0.0172518
29 1 0.0034699 0.0024176
32 1 0.009i529 0.0092451

3 5  1  0 . 0 0 1 9 0 6 9  0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0
3 2 0.9035491 0 6204198
6 2 0.0516096 0.3749956
I 2  0 . 0 3 1 1 3 6 5  0 . 0 3 2 3 8 8 2

12 2 0 0076400 0.0349183

15 2 -0.0216258 0.0364425
18 2 0.0084083 0.0168428
21 2 0.0009874 -0.0026067

24 2 0.0058515 0.0052022
27 2 0.A102174 0.OA2A223

30 2 0.0040515 0.0053645
33 2 0.0010231 0.0009548
36 2 a.O001790 0.au2922
5 3 0.4482036 0.2151363
8 3 -0.0199664 -0.0869367

11 3 0.0288895 0.1324963
14 3 0.0365311 0.0224222
17 3 0.0101214 0.0099939
20 3 0.0082691 0.0137151
23 3 0.0045642 0.0119458
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Table 4.32.1, continued
GEI\.4-T1 Normalized Coetficients (x 106)

Table 4.32.1' continued
G?NI-T1 Normalized Coefficients (, 10o)

lndex

19 8 0.0148626 0.0113273
22 I -0.0098173 0.0068267
25 a 0.0014256 0.0041241
28 8 0.0005655 0.0031778
31 8 0.0000872 - 0.001 1845

34 I 0.0007083 0.0007860
I 9 -0.0555457 0.0975889

12 9 0.0469380 0.0132223
15 I 0.0134441 0.0410187
18 I 0.01352i6 0.0192446

21 I 0.0173205 0.0093913
24 I 0.0038940 0.0014302
27 I 0.0003990 0.002i553
30 9 0.0001 665 - 0.0039351
33 I 0.0002939 0.0018691

36 I 0.0003170 0.0005484
12 10 0.0091273 0.03i6782
15 10 0.0095928 0.0160812
18 10 0.0090063-0.0108619
21 10 0.0036543 0.0018356

24 10 0.0173535 0.0092954
27 10 0.0083100 0.0060i 12
30 10 0.0012265 - 0.001 0402
33 10 0.0002341 0.0009449
36 10 -0.0003570 0.0004671

13 i'l 0.0401906 0.0055015
16 11 0.0140156 0.0064368
19 11 0.0164804 0.0134748
22 11 0.0093740 0.0183775
25 11 0.0055793 0.0012766

28 11 -0.0006214 0.0008290
31 11 -0.0016631 0.0058521
34 11 0.0012406 0.0038325
12 12 0.003s280 0.0117964
'15 12 0.a2a3317 0.O124a72

18 12 0.0261819 0.0165262
21 12 0.002A236 0 0127066
24 12 0.0123406 0.0095152
27 12 0.OOO422A -O.OO171A2
30 12 0.003791 5 - 0.0034240

33 12 0.0052208 0.0041268
36 12 0.0002182 0.0016068
15 13 -0.0261051 0.0049829
18 13 0 0065815 0.035155i
21 13 0 0181694 0.01.15969

24 13 -0.0036235-0.0003824
27 13 -0.0059813 0.0041287
30 13 0.0146742 0.0000192
33 13 0.0036684 0.0067767
36 13 0.0007685 0.0037948

20 8 0.0020109 0.0012912
23 8 0.0042209 0.0067954
26 8 0.0030889 0.0021407
2S 8 -0.0064245 0.0025406
32 I 0.0008818 0.0033226

35 8 0.0002679 0.0001772
10 I 0.1281797,0.0481860
13 9 0.0203827 0.0457820
16 I 0.0165750 0.0509825
19 I 0.0017566 0.0086593

22 I 0.0i25106 0.0094816
2s I 0.0060297 0.0098442
28 I 0.0029414 0.00305s0
31 S -0.0038941 0.0017016
34 S 0.0012660 0.0015093

10 10 0.0945596 0.0201041
13 10 0.0433028 0.0380383
16 10 -0.0104171 0.0066056
19 10 0.0353538 0.0026556
22 10 0.0050062 0.0203830

25 10 0.0056907 0.0044669
2A tO -0.0072826 0.0012446
31 t0 0.0025174 0.0037447
34 10 ,0.0014879 0.0000093
11 11 00543322 0.0547288
't4 11 0.0080835 0.0413614
17 11 -0.0171108 0.0175019
20 11 0.0113787 0.0239305
23 11 0.0038490 0.0136794
26 11 0.0032045 0.0050467

29 11 -0.0093226 0.0004548
32 11 -0.0024010 0.0006463
35 11 0.0006785 0.0036583
13 12 -0.0280059 0.0864102
16 12 0.0208803 0.0057370

19 12 0.0032037 0.0043292
22 t2 0.0074377 -0.4074426
25 12 0.0055425 0.0110100
2A 12 0.OOO4024 0.0024269
31 12 0.0001491 0.0046159

34 12 0.0004550 0.0024876
13 13 0.0615483 0.0682661
16 13 0.0130754 0.0006134
19 13 -0.0060894 0.0291709
22 13 0.0169455 0.0174453

25 13 0.0073795 0.0151883
28 13 0.0000983 0 0035308
3i 13 0.0056871 0.0013250
34 13 0.0080803 0.0012768
14 l4 0.0505657 0.0063741

21 I 0.0181008 0.0025208
24 8 0.0024330 0.0075574
27 8 0.0041 794,0.00440s9
30 8 0.0029536 0.0005720
33 I ,-0.0000823 0.0015750

36 I 0.0010487 0.0005378
't1 I 0.0387774 0.4402849
14 9 0.0371609 0.0179332
17 I 0.0032015-0.0343246
20 I 0.0228121 0.0072350

23 I 0.0040274 0.0103916
26 I 0.0025191 0.0006592
29 I 0.0016394 0.0024790
32 I 0.0019461 0.0007681
35 I 0.0010826 0.0020731

11 10 0.0520582 0.0176126
14 10 0.0369953 0.0027966
17 10 0.0021050 0.0201193
20 10 0 0224201 0.0080s26
23 10 0.0i99758 0.0037585

26 10 0.0048370 0.0016645
29 10 0.0000602 0.0060144
32 10 0.0008308 0.0019507
35 10 0.0014313 0.0008354
12 11 0.0054143 0.0095228

16 14 -0.0191226 0.0382895
$ 14 -0.0051227 -0.0126448

22 14 0.ooa728o o.o1a2407

25 14 -0.0219418 0.0132058

28 14 0.0021064 0.0065025

31 14 0.oo72a2a 0.0012441
34 14 -0.0010431 0.0002878
15 15 -0.0180948 0.0080854
18 15 -0.0377619 0.0198247
21 15 0.0166205 0.0i49837

24 15 0.0098097-0.0135286
27 15 -0.0043373 0.0001002
30 15 0.0028146-0.0092780
33 15 -0.0030055 0.0021726
36 15 -0.0018223 0.0018634

18 16 0.0097880 0.0050024
21 16 0.0087331 0 0051553
24 16 0.0004908 0.0062766
27 16 0.0065849 0.0041072
30 16 0.0006189 0.0056597

33 16 -0.0003879 0.0019724
36 16 0.0013405 0.0020055
19 17 0.027S459 0.0108837
22 17 0.0138079 0.0111258
25 17 ,0.0083083 0.0005500

28 17 0.0045201 0.0042606
31 17 0.0059335 0.0025686
34 17 0.0003626 0.0025764
18 18,0.0044492-0.0050647
21 18 0.0168304 0.0065631

24 1a O.OO43072 0 0450725
27 18 0.0051898 0 0059394
30 18 0.0003035 0.0008530
33 18 0.0008702 - 0.001 2393
36 18 0 0000693 0.0005306

21 19 0 0209515 0.0158790
24 19 0.0005274 0.0150179
27 19 0.0009254 0.0062305
30 19 0 0056266 0.0026384
33 19 0.0016796 0.0002369

36 19 0.0002562-0.0000695
22 20 -0.0133i52 0.0147789
25 20 -0.0037315 0.0066217
28 20 0.0009805 0.0011271
31 20 0 0018947 0.0005595
34 20 o.ooog917-0.0003975
21 21 0.0024775 0.0068510
24 21 0.0105744 o.oo1i i97
27 21 o.oo2o712--o.oo4s4g2
30 21 -0.0074518 o.oo3o982

17 14 0.0133370 0.0117613
20 14 0.0103228 0.0117620
23 14 0.0046108 0.0032737
26 14 0.0039290 0.0056350
29 14 0.0051525 0.001940S

32 14 0.0046569 0 0069216
35 14 - 0.0004836 - 0.0001 238
16 15 -0.0125321 0.0322958
19 15 -0.0183164 0.0127675
22 15 0.0279373 0.0031033

25 15 0.0019899 0.0022710
28 15 -0.0082106 0.005375i
3i 15 0.0004541 0.0043732
34 i5 0.0007643 0.0030005
16 i6 0.0324114 0.0043686

19 16 0.0199047 0 0119326
22 16 0.0000892 0.0049265
25 16 0.0030419 0.0127972
28 16 0.0083073 0.0076860
31 16 0.0045i41 0.0048013

34 16 0.0011337 0.0026578
17 17 -0.0383106 0.0206234
20 17 0.0042934 0.0449776
23 17 0.007212s-0.0066031
26 17 0.0048890 0.0082820

29 17 0.0045708 0 0027849
32 17 0.0036602 0.0018909
3s 17 0.0033863 0.0024391
19 18 0.0216467 0.0031i31
22 18 0.0070311 0.0102955

25 18 -0 0013004-0 0i06697
28 18 0.0003645- 0.00082s5
31 18 0.0025645 0.0008491
34 18 0.0027232 0.0000869
19 19 0.0064638 0.0104244

22 19 0.0066210 0.0046952
25 19 0.0091802 0.00213i7
28 19 0.0044182 0.0138003
31 1S 0.0020172 0.0028162
34 19 0.0005953 0.0010032

20 20 0.0017085 0.0135051
23 20 0A17224a O.OO9A475
26 20 0.0094830 0.0109488
29 20 0.0047996 0.0031625
32 20 -0.0015881 0.0014199

35 20 -0.0007745-0.0008763
22 21 0.0132244 0.0075983
25 21 0.0053968 0.0031404
2A 21 0.0024900 0.0002697
31 21 0.0023358 0.0035767

18 14 0.0092828 0.0109400
21 14 0.0187760 0.0086994
24 14 ,0.0186436 0.0014570
27 14 0.0119702 0.0066379
30 14 0.0000327 0.0025522

33 14 0.0092319 0.0025099
36 14 0.0048384-0.0040665
17 15 0.0043435 0.0057493
20 15 -0.0227306 0.0004135
23 15 0.0177318 0.0022813

26 15 0.0113797 0 0047010
29 15 0.0012718 0.0024918
32 15 0.0039107 0.0049375
35 15 0.0002609 0.0028304
17 16 0.0290683 0.001884a

20 16 0.0106685 0.0016919
23 r6 0.0049029 0.0117671
26 16 0.0058241 0.0041510
29 16 0.0021980 0.0055327
32 t6 0.0029187 0.0041010

3s 16 0.0001314 0.0013369
18 i7 0.0061142 0 0087663
21 i7 0.0067459 0.0008396
24 17 0.0084625 0.0018817
27 17 0.0055505 0.0015914

30 17 0 0010057 0.0015438
33 17 0.0021426 0.0030432
36 17 0.0021 679 - 0.0008490
20 18 0.0105771 0.0013024
23 18 -0.0019056 0.0063023

26 18 0 0090148 0.0075516
29 18 0 0020095-0 0001378
32 18 0.0022105 0.0014795
35 18 0.001s003 0.0005937
20 19 -0.0070980 0.0084586

23 19 0 0086827 0.0074916
26 19 0 0016260 0.0007199
29 19 0.0021920 0.0015059

32 19 0.0030881 0.0015146

35 19 0.0029031 0.0005s32

21 20 -0.0190411 0.018536i
24 20 0.0060619 0.0003298
27 20 0.0029525 0.0030106

30 20 0.0000276 0.0035666
33 20 0.0020822 -0.0007525

36 20 0.0009128 0.0008661
23 21 0.0108195 0.0076428
26 21 0 0003907 0.0024147
29 21 -0.0093986-0.0059494
g2 21 0 0011690 C.0058848

1 8

24

30
33
36

1 7

20 12 0.0040581 0.0172980
23 12 0.0215777 -O.a166812
26 12 -0.0196457 0.00s4338
29 12 -0.0008339 0.0049254
32 12 0.0017118 0.0041940

35 23 0.0014841 0.0020619
14 13 0.031s333 0.0446234
1/ 13 0.0169075 0.O20t122
20 13 0.0266491 0.0048913
23 13 0.0104578-0.007s112

26 13 0.0027230 0.0014151
29 13 0.0011458 0.0019753
32 13 0.0072556 0.0002229
35 13 0.0011849 0.0044812
15 14 0.0061707 0.0256132

11 0.OOt7171 0.0249322
11 0.0127S89 0.0005971
11 0.0092806 0.0367834
11 0.0127396 0.0121180
11 0.0011883-0.0030951

11 0.0016207 0.0050752
11 0.0055568 0.0004803
11 0.0005880-0.0007308
12 0.0089681-0.0320668
12 0.0342734 0.0172570
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Table 4.32.1, continued
GEM-T'1 Normalized Coefficients (x 106)
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should be added to thc geopotential rnoclcl (Larrrbeck, 1971). This gives normaliz14

coefficients of

lndex C:r ( IERS)  =  0 .  17  x  l0  8 ,

S2r0ERS)  =  1 .19  x  10  e .

(4.32-3)

(4.324)

(4 .33 r - r )

(4.33 r  2)

(4.33 r-3)

33 21 0 0007319 0.0008394
36 21 0.0007411 0.002i175
24 22 0.0017322-0.4013033
27 22 0 0001430 0.0029341
30 22 0.0032458 0.0055410

33 22 0.0040992 0 0010974
36 22 0 0005732 0.0006864
25 23 0.0045743 0.0024633
28 23 0.0026403 0.0063891
31 23 0.0095047 0.0056544

34 23 0.0009300 0.0021403
24 24 0.0023434 -O.OO12129
27 24 0.0019361 0.0026238
30 24 0.0025120-0.0000377
33 24 0.0039903-0.0004821

36 24 0.0006589 0.0014201
27 25 0.0118014 0.0031453
30 25 0.0088475-0.0056062
33 25 ,0.4012628 -O.OO44224
36 25 0.0000270 0.0086477

28 26 0.0034421 0.0016811
3'1 26 0.0046923 0.0003639
34 26 0.0010816 0.0090061
27 27 0.0068945 0.0034538
30 27 -0.0019206 0 0078152

33 27 -0.0103323 0.0021297
36 27 0.0101912 0.0042305
30 28 0.00896s8 0 0051589
33 28 0.0i08851 0.0018952
36 28 0 0069480 0.0056619

31 29 0.0054215 0.0059502
34 29 0 0038113 0.0044842
30 30 -0.0015075 -0.0004221
33 30 0.00252i7-0.0134935
36 30 -0.0015551 0.0020261

33 31 0.0001745 0.0011s66
36 31 0.0035516 0.0013604
34 32 0 0008166 000i1610
33 33 0.0002676 0.0003603
36 33 0 0023972 0.0026170

36 34 0.0008324 0.0017560
36 36 0.0001484 0.0004197

34 2t 0.0013743 0.0006590
22 22 0.OOt4623 0.0047142
25 22 -O.OO14741 -O.OO17574
28 22 0.0048465 0.0005118
31 22 0.0062664 0.0057325

34 22 A0008294 0.0004221
23 23 0.0008446 0.0002030
26 23 0.0023537 0.0089516
29 23 0.0050i 18 0.0000780
32 23 0.0038573 0.0004759

35 23 0.0023783 0.0015551
25 24 0.0036065 0.0038584
28 24 0 0068762 0 0150841
3i 24 0.0038298 0.0019i01
34 24 0.0067267 0.0008511

25 25 0.0049455 0.004014i
28 25 0.0011295 0.0048096
31 25 0.4077449 0.4002757
34 25 0.0062516 0.0082080
26 26 0.0034281 0.0042690

29 26 0.0062584 0.0036878
32 26 0.0010511 0.0015337
35 26 0.0143438 0.0001412
28 27 0.0099247 0.0013336
31 27 0.0069960 0.0r22525

34 27 0.0068974 0.0005442
28 28 0.0067689 0.0019493
31 28 0.0003428 0.0017261
34 28 0.0045502 0.0081979
29 29 0.0086336 0.0031601

32 29 0.0033428 0.0025024
35 29 0.0039791 0.0005664
31 30 0.0024527 0.0084230
34 30 0.0061161 0.0000268
31 31 0.0002319 0.0000737

34 31 0.0023534 0.0022983
32 32 0.0007277 0.0005068
3s 32 0 0039791 0.0005664
34 33 0.0010234 0.0013813
34 34 0.0002093 0 0006039

35 35 0.0000938 0.0001450

35 21 0.0013843 0.0027357
23 22 0.0009034 0.002144s
26 22 0.0109119 0.0091610
29 22 0 0096562 0.0044395
32 22 -0.0046595 0.0007455

3s 22 0.0000159 0.0033003
24 23 0 0021435 0.0090055
27 23 0.A053881 4.0027372
30 23 0.0015833 0.0053377
33 23 0.0006277 0 0043975

36 23 0.0012168 0 0005s18
26 24 0.0013736 0.0121837
29 24 0.0425342 0.0031024
32 24 0.0065905 0.0053251
35 24 0.4025277 0.0021953

26 25 0.0039876 0.0082488
29 25 0.0083057 0.0036286
32 25 0.0131730 0 0077043
35 25 0 0033892 0.0015231
27 26 0.0050080 0.0040035

30 26 0 0032087 0.0081399
33 26 0.0081343 0.0055386
36 26 0.0084463 0.0110849
29 27 4.0074725-. 0.0421507
32 27 0.0030949 0.0030221

35 27 0.00277A7 - 0.0191294
29 28 0.0103226 0 0019625
32 28 0.0015717 0.0023530
35 28 ,0.0108936 0.0233542
3A 29 0.AO4a227 0.0441240

33 29 0.0213209 0 0001932
36 29 0 00134i5 0.0024474
32 30 0.0082893 0.0016713
35 30 0.0037128 0.0028852
32 31 0.0007616 0 0027125

35 31 0.0013305 0 0010339
33 32 0.0024100 0 0000219
36 32 -0.0008804 0 0003000
35 33 -0.0002881 0.0016655
35 34 0.0005168 0.0001237

36 35 0.0002152 0.0007347

For consistelcy rvith the IERS Terrestrial Reference Flalrc, thc C21(IERS) and

Srr(IERS) should be used in placc of Or(GEN{-T1) and Sr(GENI-T1).

4.33 Solid Earth Tides

The solid Earth ticle model is basccl on an abbreviatecl lbrm of the \\iahr model

(Wahr, 1981) using the Earth model 1{)66A of Gilbert and Dzieu'onski (1975). Thc

Love numbers for thc iudrrced free spacc pote[tial, k, and for thc vertical and

horizontal displacencnts, /r and l, havc bectt taken from \\iahr's thesis. Tables 13

and 16. The long period, t l iurnal, and semi diulnal ternls are incluclecl l 'hirt l <lt:gret:

terms are neglectecl.

4.331 Calculations of the Potential Coefficients The solid-tide-induced flcc sl)ace

potential is most casily rnodeled as lariations irt the standard geopotcnti:rJ r:oei-

ficienis C,. arrd Sn,, (Eanes el al., 1983). The Wahr model (or auv other having

frequencv-dependent Love numbers) is rlost efliciently cornpulcd in two steps- The

first step uses a frequencv-independent Love llulnber t2 and tn e\aluatiou oI the

tidal potcntial in the time domairr frorl a lunal and soliu ephemelis. The second

step corrects those arguments of i1 harrnonic expansion of the tide-gr:lerating 1;o-
tential for which tl ic cllol f ionr usiug the k2 of step 1 is above sor r cutofl.

The changes iu rrornralizrxl secotd-depilee geopotcrtial coeffi(rients tirr step 1
are

' C2o does nol nclude the ze ro-treq uency te rmi see Eq Liat on 4 332-5 lor ihe adjusted value
" -21 and 321 should be the IEBS valuesi  see Equatons 4.32-3 and 4.32-4lor  recommended varues.

s ̂ , = ftr. fi i ff ,*,,,",,,,,
Ac:r - 'As2, =:l'rr,#t?fi PuGi,,ii)" ,^,,

Ac?? - 'As2r = irr:r.*fffe,x,,,oit" 
,,^"

kz = norninal second degree Lrx e number;
R" = equatolial radirrs of the Earth;

where
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GM = gravitational parameter for the Earth;
GM1= gralitalional parameter for the Moon (l = 2) and Sun (7 = 3);

r/ = distance from geocenter to Moon or Sunl

di = body fixed geocentric latitude of Moon or Sunl
)t = body fixed east longitude (from Greenwich) of Sun or Moon.

The changes in normalized coefficients from step 2 are:

^.c, -t tS, =t^ I \ n+rn even ,i6.
- i )  n + n  o d d  

'  'L 6 k E H s \
{r,,r)

(4.3314)

(4.33r-s)
where

.  ( 1  i t n = 0oo '  =  
to  i f  n /o  i

6[s = difierence between Wahr model for t at frequency s and the nominal
value &2 in the sense ks - &2;

IIs = amplitude (m) of term at frequency s from the Cartwright a.nd Taylor
(1971) and Cartwright and Edden (1973) harmonic expansion of the
tide-generating potential;

o" =f i .p =D:Etnpt;
t = six vector of multipliers of the Doodson (1921) variables;

0 = the Doodson variables;
6520 = 0.

The Doodson variables are related to the fundamental arpruments of the nuta-
tion series (see Chapter 3) by

s = F + Q = h (Moon's mean longitude);
h = s - D = h (Sun's mean longitude);
p = s - I = B4 (longitude of Moon's mean perigee);

Nt = -Q = 0s (negative longitude of Moon's mean node);
h = s - D - l' = 0s (longitude of Sun's mea.n perigee);
r = 0c + T - s = 0t (time angle in lunar days reckoned from lower transit);

dg = mean sidereal time of the conventional zero meridian.

The normalized geopotential coefficients (Q.,3,-) are related to the unnormal-
ized coefrcients (C, ,5" ) by

cnn = N^enn,

s ,^=N^5" ,

., | (n + n1l(2n + t)(2 - 6o)f t'2
/Yan = | 

--------------- __i:= 
|

L  \ n + m t t  I

(4.33r4)

(4.331-1)

(4.331-8)
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Table 4.3i11.1
Step 2 Solid Tide Correc'tions When k2 = 0.30 in Step 'l (Using a
Cutoft Amplitude ot 9 x l0-12 for A,i6/cHs)

Long-Porfod Tld€s (, = 2, n = Ol
None 6xc€pt zero-frequency tide,

DlumalTldor (r = 2, m= 1)
t, argum€nt multipli€E

Doodson Number r s h p A /4m6/GHsx1012'

4t:tc

145.555
16:|.555
165.545

'165.565

166.554

0 0 0
- 2 0 0

0  0  - 1
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

(q)
(Pi

(K1)

btn

0
0
0
0
0

-16.4
-49.6

-9.4

507.4

-15.2

Scmi-Dlumal Tldee (n = 2, m = 2l
n, argument multipliers

Doodson Number r s h p A 4n6lc4xt0tz-

a nomiual &2 of 0.3 and an amplitude cutofi of 9 x 10-12 change in normalized
coeftcients, the summation S(n, m) requires six terms for the diurnal

(n = 2, n = l) modifying C21 and 521 and two semidiurnal terms (z = 2,
= 2) modifying e2z and Sz. With the exception ofthe zero-frequency tide, no long-

terms are necessaxy, Table 4.331.1 gives required quantities for correcting
(2'l) and (2,2) coefficients. The correction to ?zo is discussed in more detail

The step 2 correction due to the Kl constituent is

2 5 5 . 5 5 5  ( M 2 1  2  0  0 0  0  0
2 7 3 . 5 5 5 ( S r ) 2 2 - 2 0 0 0

39.5
18.4

(A-C21 x 10r2)y, = 507.4 sin(r + s)
= 507. 4 sin(9r + zr)

= _507.4 sin(Oe),

(AS21 x l012)6, = -507.4cos(es).

The total rariation in geopotential coefficients due to the solid tide is obtained
the results of step 2 (Equation 4.331-4) to those of step 1 (Equations

(4.331-9)

(4.331-10)

4.331-2, and 4.33r-3).
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4332 Theatment of the Pennanent fide The mean value of Aezo ftom equation

4.331-1 is not zero, and this permanent tide deserves special attention. Ideallg the

mean value of the correction should be included in the adopted value of Qs and

hence not included in the Aezo. The practical situation is not so clear, because

satellite-derived values of ?2s, as in the GEM geopotentials, have been obtained

using a mixture of methods, some applying the corrections and others not applying

it, There is no way to ensure consistency in this regard short of re-estimating C26
with a consistent technique. If this is done, the inclusion of the zero frequency term

in Equation 4.331-1 should be avoided, because /<2 is not the appropriate Love
number to use for such a term.

The zero frequeucy change in e1 can be removed by computing Ae2s as

Adio = 46ro1Bo"ation 4.331-l) - (adro) , (4.332-r)

where

(te 2o) = eoPolr,
= (4.4228 x 10-8X-0.31455)t2
= -1.39119 x l0-8t2.

Using t2 = 0.30 then

(aero) = -4.1736 x ro-e,

(a.lz) = - (aero) t/5 =9.3324x t}-e

(4.332-2)

rd  11r -3 \

The decision to remove or not to remove the mean from the corrections depends
on whether the adopted Qs does or does not already contain it and on whether &2 is
a potential "solve for" parameter. If k2 is to be estimated then it must not multiply
the zero ftequency term in the correction. In the most recent data reductions leading
to GEM-T1, the total tide correction was applied. If we assume the more recent
data has most of the weight in the determination of ?29 then we conclude that the
permarent deformation is not included in the GEM-TI value of d26. Hence, if t2 is
to be estimated, first (ACr6) must be a.dded to ezo and then AEls should be used
in ptace of d2s of Equation 4.331-1. The [2 used for restoring the permaneut tide
should match what was used in deriving the adopted value of d26.

The GEM-T1 value of d26 is -484.16499 x 10-6 and does not include the
permanent deformation. The tidal corrections employed in the computations leading
to GEM-Tf were equiralent to Equatiou 4.331-1 with tz = 0.30. Let dio denote
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coefrcient that includes the zero-frequency term; then the GEM-T1

with the permanent tide restored are

237

values of

eio9nu - Tt) = -484 169025 x 10-6 ' (4.332-s)

values for el6 are recommended for use with the respective gravity field and
be added to the periodic tidal correction given as Ae;O in Equation 4.332-1

get the total time.dependent value of C26.

Solid Tide Elfect on Station Coordinates The variations of station coordi-
caused by solid Ea.rth tides predicted using Wahr's theory a"re also most

implemented using a twostep procedure. Only the second degree tides

necessary to retain 0.01 m precision. Also terms proportional to y, h+, h-, z, l+,

; and le- axe ignored. The first step uses frequency-independent Love and Shida

dhmbers and a computation ofthe tidal potential in the time domain. A convenient

of the displacement is given in the documentation for the GEODYN
(Ma.rtin el al.,1976, p.5.5-1) . The vector displacement ofthe station due

i tidal deformation for step 1 can be computed from

eioQau -Tr)= -484.16499 x 10-6 - (1.39119 x t0-8) x0.30, (4.3324)

{o,,r*r.n,*r* l,(+ - r),*, n'- ?] "),^=Dlffil

(

(4.333-r)

GM; = gravitational parameter for the Moon U =2) or the Sun f = 3);
@1,1= = gravitational parameter for the Earth;

&, R, = ,rott vector from the geocenter to Moon or Sun and the magnitude of

that vector;
r' r = unit vector from the geocenter to the station and the magnitude of that

vector;
lrz = nominal second-degree Love number;
lz = nominal Shida number.

If nominal values for i2 and lz of 0.6090 and 0.0852, respectively, are used with

of 0.005 m of radial displacement, ouly one term needs to be corrected in
2. This is the r(1 frequency where I from Wahr's theory is 0.5203 OnIy the

displacement needs to be corrected and to sufficient accuracy this can be

as a periodic change in station height given by

5
U"

6hs71 = 66*,P*, 3 sin d cos d sin(gx, + .l), (4.333--2)
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where
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6hK, = hK, (Wahr) -ft2 (Nominal) = -0.0887;

Ilr, = amplitude of Kl term (165.555) in the harmonic expa.nsion of the tide
generating potential = 0. 36878 m;

4t = geocentric latitude of station;
) = east longitude of station;

Or, =Kr tide argument = 7+J= 08 +7',

or, simplifying'
disTa = -6.9253.;tt @cos @ sin(@, + )).

The effect is maximum at 0 = 45o where the a.rnplitude is 0.013 m.

(4.333-3)

There is also a zero-frequency station displacement that may or may not be

included in the nominal station coordinates. The mean correction could be removed

analogously to the discussion above. When baselines or coordinates are compa.red at

the few-cm level, care must be taken that the correction vras handled consistently.

It is essential that published station coordinates identify how the zero-frequency

contribution was included.
If nomina.l Love and Shida numbers of 0.6090 and 0.0852, respectively, a.re used

with Equation 4.333-1, the permatrent deformation introduced is

Ar . r= /4 11?--4)

(4.333-5)= -o.tzot' (3 ' l \i r \ r s rn -@_r /  m

in the radial direction, a.nd

t---

Ar.  e,  = 1/  i10.0852)( -0.  31455;3cos ds in @' y +71

= -0.05071 cos d sin d m (4.3334)

in the uorth direction.

4.334 Rotational Deformation Due to Polar Motion The variation of station coor-
dinates caused by the pola.r tide should be taken into account. Let us choose l, 9,
a.nd 2 as a terrestrial system of reference. The 2-axis is oriented along the Ea,rth's
mean rotation axis, the fi-axis is in the direction of the a.dopted origin of longitude,
and the i-a>ris is oriented along the 90o E meridian.

The ceutrifugal potential caused by the Earth's rotation is

v=r tz l l la r  - ( r .a)21, (4.334-1)

$r

arLd. -ru2 for the ITRF. Then, using ft = 0'6,
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dl = tt(mLr+mzi+ (1 +n3)2). O is the mean a.ngular velocity of rotation of the

: m1 a.re small dimensiouless parameters' ml, rn2 descdbing polar motion, and

raniation in the rotation rate; r is the radial distance to the station.

eglecting the variations in m3 t'hat induce displacements that a.re below the

the mr and m2 terms give a first-order pertubation in the potertial y

, re85)

liet us define the ra.dial displa.cement S,, the horizontal displacements 56 and

positive upwa,rd, south, a,rrd east, respectively, in a horizon system at the station

to AV using the formulation of tidal Love numbers (Munk and MacDonald,

pp. 24-25).

(4.334-2)

(4.334-3)

(4.3344)

(4.334-5)

and lr, I are the

body tide displacement Love numbers'

In general, these computed displacements have a nonzero average over any

timespan because m1andrn2, used to find AV, have a nonzero average. Con-

, the use of these results will lead to a change in the estimated mean

coordinates. When mean coordinates produced by difierent users a're com-

at the centimeter level, it is importart to ensure that this effect has been

consistently. It is recommended lhal m1 and m2 used in Equation 4'334-2

replaced by paxameters defined to be zero for the terrestrial reference fiame

discussed in the previous section.
Thus, define

022
AV(r, O, .\.1 = -"f sin2o(q cos ) + m2 sin )),

O is the colatitude, a,rrd I is the eastward longitude.

^ .av
J t  =  n - ,

I

Se = __:aeA%
I

^  11 -
s l=_ . -_a ray ,

I Sln {J

g is the gravitational acceleration at the Earth's surface,

x p = m l - x ' (4.3344)

(4.334-7)

t and t axe the values of nr1
0 8 5 , a n d r = a = 6 . 4 x 1 0 P m ,
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S, = -32 sin29(x, cos ) - yo sin )) mn,

Se = -9 cos 2€(tp cos ,\ - yo sin )) mm,

Sr = 9cos O(.rp sin ) + yo cos )) mm.

en=-1 .3x10 -e (xo ) ,

3zr = -1.3 x lO-e(-yp),

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

(4.334-8)

(4.334-9)

(4.33+-10)

(4.334-13)

(4334-14)

for xo and. yo in seconds of arc.
Taking into account that x, and yo vary, at most, 0.8 axcsec, the maximum radial

displacement is approxirrately 25 mm, and the maxirnum horizontal displacement
is about 7 mm.

If X, Y, ald Z are cartesiar coordinates of a station in a right-hand equatorial
coordinate system, we have the displacements of coordinates

ldX,dY,d4r = Plr 1So, J.r, S,l r, (4.33+-rr)

where

(4.334-r2)

Equation 4.334 10 can be used for determination of the corrections to station
coordinates due to pola,r tide.

The deformation caused by the pola.r tide also leads to time-dependent pertur-
bations in the C21 and S21 geopotential coefficients. The change in the external po-
tential caused by this deformation is tAV, where AV is given by Equation 4.334-2,
and & is the degree-2 potential Love number. Using /r = 0. 30 gives

f  cos 9cos )  cosOsin^ -s inO ' l

R=l  -s in^  cos^  0  l .
I  s inOcos)  s inOsin, \  cosO I

where xo and y, are in seconds of a,rc and are used instead of z1 and -mz so lhat
no mean is introduced into Q; a.nd 321 when making this correction.

4.34 .Ocean Tide Model

The dynamicat effect of ocean tides is most easily implemented a€ periodic variations
in the normalized geopotential coefficients, The variations can be writteu as follows
(Eanes et ot, 1983):

^e* - i^S^ = F^ > Dtd.*+,.9--)l6., (4.34-r)
(4.34-7)
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(4.34-2)

(4.344)

(n + m)l
(n - n)l (2n + 1)(2 - 6"^)

g -- GE l az = 9.798261 ms-z ;
G = the universal gravitational constant = 6.6?3 x 10-11m3 kg ls-2.

pr. = density of seawater = | 025 kg m -3;

( = load deformation coefficients (14 = -0.3015,14 = -O.1954, k'q= -O.tZZ,

l/, = -o. t032, ti = -0.0892);

Cr-, .9,,. = o"eao-tide coefrcients in meters for the tide constituent s (see Ta-
ble 4.34.7);

9, = argumeut of the tide constituent s as defined in the solid tide model (see
orevious subsection).

The summation, !*, implies addition of the expression using the top signs
' (the prograde waves Qn, and .$-) to that using the bottom signs (the retrograde
mw G. and.S"-,). The ocean-tide coefficients Ct, *a $,' as used here a.re
related to the Schwiderski (1983) ocean-tide amplitude and phase by

C" - it, = -it|^ei("**x't, (4.34-3)

where

. 4- = o"""tt-tide amplitude for constituent s using the Schwiderski notation;
e*- = ocean-tide phase for constituent s;

f 0 ) Semidiurnal, and long period

X" = 
{ r/2 } f1; (or in general for constituents with 11" > 0),

| -rl2 ) Or, P:,Qti (or in general for constituents with FI" < 0).

For clarity, Equation 4.34-1 is rewritten in two forms below:

dC,^ = F, ! tt4,, * c;,l"os o, + (E,n + s;,,) sin oJ, (4.344)
{u,m,

A-c, = p^^ 
! t4,, sinto" + .i,,, + x") + c;n sin(o s + e;n + x)l' (4.34-5)

s\nfi)

aS,,' = F,- | t{{,. * s;) 
"os 

or - (qn,,, + c;-) sin erl,
{r,rr)

aS^^ = P^ | t4,.co(o" + ei, +x")
s\n,mt

+ C;,t cos(Or + r; + Xr)].

- 4rGp, I, r -=  
g  I

1" '  t  +k1
)  z r+  r '



242 Table 4.34.1, continued
Oiean Tide Coetficients from the Schwiderski lvlodel

Table 4.34.1
Ocean Tide Coetficients lrom the Schwiderski l\4odel

EXPLANATOBY SUPPLE[.IENT

Argumenl
Number

n m
(cm) (cm) (cm)

€i,.
(des)

Argumenl
Number , .3715 .3882

.0935 .2994
-.0953 -.2770

.0841 .2042
-.012 t - .0377

-1.6715 -1.7481

.1467 1.3079

.1565 -1.4215

.3115  .8980
,.0409 .1825

-.6256 .6498
-.2281 .1911

.1286 -.6215

.1030 .4000

.0067 .0579

1.9950 1.9472
.7421 -.4959

.5197 1.8401

.3068 1.1716

.0338 .1610

.4030 .5120

.0152 .1074

.1322 -.1679

.0073 .0432

.0157 .0656

-2.2453 1.9213
.0712 .3539
.a270 -.5738

-.0165 .2746
.2124 .3542

-.6682 .6456
-.0985 .2442

.3621 .0838

.0090 .1362

.1698  .0311

.1a32 .1836
-.0244 -.0911

.1029 .0247

.0003 .0382
-.0458 .0092

135.655
135.655
135.655
135.655
135.655

145.555
145.555
145.555
145.555
145.555

163.555 R
163.555 P1
163.555 Pl
163.555 B
163 .555  A

(cm)
€!nn
(deg)

057. 555

065.455
065.455
065.455
065.455
065.455

075.555
075.555
075.555
075.555
075.555

Qt

O1
O1
Ot
Ot

& , 2 0
s s 3 0
s s 4 0

s s 6 0

M n 2 0
M n 3 0
M m 4 0
M m 5 0
M n 6 0

r y20
M f 3 0
M J 4 0
M J 5 0
M f 6 0

.6215 221.672

.0311  1 .735

.1624 92.674

.2624 251 .737

.4363 145.744

.5313 258.900

.0317 94.298

.0998 69.054

.2279 292.291

.0660 39.882

.8525 251.956

.0951 148.236

.2944 102.723

.2960 223.167

.0880 107.916

.8264 .9284

.0019 .0621

.3244 ,.0152
-.4991 -.1647

.4512 -.7213

1.O42a .2046
.0632 .0047
.1863 .0713

-.4214 .1729
.0447 .1014

1.6211 .5281
.1001 .1617
.5422 -.1315

-.4050 -.4318

.1675 .0542

1 .5373 313.735
1 .3t36 ' , t07.346

1 .2930 2a8.992
1 .2209 1 12.383
1 .0396 2a7 .824

1  2 .4186  313 .716
1 1.3161 83.599
1 1.4301 276.242
1 .9505 109.128
1 .1870 242.623

1 .9020 313.912
1 .2976 39.958
1 .6346 258.311
1 .4130 104.438
1 .0583 276.591

1  2 .8158  315 .113
1 .8925 33.752
1 1.9121 254.229
1 1.2111 104.672
1 .1645 281.867

2 .6516 321.744
2 .10a4 171.923
2 .2137 141.779
2 .0836 5.034
2 .0674 346.544

2 2.9551 310.553
2 .3610 168.623
2 1.0066 124.755
2 .2751 356.561
2 .4130 329.056

2 .9291 314.011
2 .2633 201.968
2 .3716 103.027
2 .1365 3.772
2 .1726 2ao.38l

2 .2593 315.069
2 .0943 195.007
2 .1059 103.521
2 .0382 .411
2 .0467 241357

The summation over .r(2. n ) should include all constituents for which Schr-iderski
has computed a model. Except for cases of near resonance! the retrograde ternts
do not produce long-period (> 1 day) orbit perturbations for the diurnal and semi-
diurnal tides. The root mean square of the along-track perturbations on LAGEOS
due to the combination of all of the retrograde waves is less than t 5 cm.

For computing inclination and node perturbations. only the even-degrce terns
are required, but for the eccentricity and periapsis thc odd degree terms are rot

negligible. Long-period perturbations are only produced when the degrce (n) is
greater than 1 and the order (m) is 0 for long-period tides, l for diurnal tidcs, and 2

for semidiurnal tides. Finally, the ocean-tide amplitudes and their cffect on satcllite
orbits decrease with increasing degree, so truncation above degree 6 is justified fol
LAGEOS.

Thus, for the diurnal t ides (Q1, Ot, Pt, Kj) only the n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and m = I
terms rreed be computed. For the semidiurnal tides (N2, M2, 52, K?) only n = 2. 3,
4, 5, 6 and m = 2 terms need be computed. For the long-period tides (S",, M,,, M1)
only n = 2,3, 4, 5, 6 and m = 0 terms need be computed. Table 4.34.1 gives the
values required for each of the constituents for which Schwiderski has computed
a model. Note that the units in Table 4.34.1 are centimeters and hence must be
scaled to meters for use with the constants given with Equation 4.34 1.

(1) The Ooodson variable mullipliers (t) are coded inlo the argumenl number (A) atter Doodson (1921) as

A= \(n2+ 5)1ry+ 5)  \na + 5)(n5 + 5)(rb + 5)

(2) For the long-period tides (rn = o), lhe value ot Oj,m used to compute 4nm and Enm was iwice that

shown to accountfor the combined elfect oJ the retrcgrad€ and prograde waves.

(3) The spherical harmonic decomposilion oJ Schwiderski's models was computed by C Goad ol ohio

State University.

165 .555
165 .555
165.555
165.555
165.555

245.655
245.655
245.655
245.655
245.655

275.555

K1
K1
Kl
K1
K1

N2
N2
N2
N2

W
M2
M2
M2
M2

52
52
52
52
c
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
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The hciglrt t l isplacement. in ( r 'ntinteters. carr lrc forrlcl for a giv.rr corrstituelt i a:
follows:

&(i) = n|npl;.1 x cos(arg(1, /) - phase(i)), (4.35 t _2)

where arg(i , l )  is lhe proper angrrlar. argument to be uscd with tho Schu,iderski

phases (a Fortran srrbroutirrc frr l  this exists i l  the IERS Starulauls (\ lcCart lrr. .

1989. pp. .10 -12)). Thc total t i ( lal  displacerncrrt is lorrncl bl.suurrrr irrg ovcr a] l  nine

consti tucnls. A rrcgative lr( i)  l rr( 'ar ls that the surfacc:rt  thc predicterl  lxr irr t  l ras beerr

Iolvered.

4.352 Atmospheric Loading l hc procedure clost libecl bclol' is takcl fr.orrr tho pub

lication of Sovers and l 'anscloq' (1987). A t iurr.r ' :rr l i t rg atmosph<:l i< irrossulc di-s
tr ibutiorr catr induce crustal rk' forrnation. Rablxl arrr l  Schuh (1986) ( 'sl iniarc rhe

efiects of atrrrosphcric loacl ing orr VLBI bascl irrc dct crrninat ions. i in( l  ( !) l( . l l l ( lc t lLat

they mav iuu()rult  to manv nri l l i rneters of scasorral vari tr t iou. I l r  contrast to ()ceal l-

t idal effects, turalysis of the si l  l lat ior in the atniospi iol ic casc does rrot lrctref i l  frorn

the prescrr<rr of a well-urrdt:rsl  ood periodic drivirrg folce. Otherq' isc. cst irnirt ion ol '

atmospheli(  loading via (, lr<r 'rr 's frrrrcl ion techni<1trcs is aua.logous to r lct l l r<ls usecl
to <alculatc occan-loading t: f [c<ts. I iabbel and S<lrrrh Lecorrrurend a sinrpl i f ict l  for.r l

of the dcperrdcnce of the l t ' r ' l ical crustal cl isplar.crrr<rl t  ou pressure t l istr. ibrrt ion. l t

invoh es onlt l l lc instantluc() l ls In-r.ssure at thc si lc in cluestion. arr l  ar i  i l  eLage
prcssure o\tr a circular rcgiou C t, i th a 2000-klr r .adius surrouncl i lg t l rc si tc. Tlrc
exprcssiorr for '  1,he vert icir , l  disl>l:rr:r :rncnt (nrn) is

Ar = 0.35p - 0. 55tj. ( .1 .352 l )

rvherc p is I  l te local pressrr lr ' : rrrorrralr ' .  andf the l)r(, isure alonral l  si t l r i r  1l l .  !01:J(l-
km  c i r cu la r  r cg ion  t nen t i o l r . < l  a l r ov r :  ( bo th  qua l t l i l i c s  a r . c  i r r  r nba r ) .  No l ( ' t l t a t  t l l c
refereltce poir l ,  for this disyrlacctrrcrr l  is the site lot.al iorr at st i trrcl turl  pttssru.c (101i i

rnbar).

Arr a<Lli l , ional urechanisrrr lor clrtrracterizirrg f  rrrav be appliccl.  Th<' I  rvo-r l i rncrlsi{) l l l
stt t fart prr:ssrrrc distr ibutiorr sut.rounding a site is <k.scribcd br-

p(t, -.r') = A0 + A I,r' + A:-v l- A:-rl + A1.r.r' + A5-r'1, (1.352-2)

where r al l( l  )  arc the local t 'asl arrd north dislarrcs of t l re poirrt  i rr  <luosl, iorr f ionr
the VLBI si l ,c. T'hc pressrrre . l lolraly t  rnav be e\,; l luatcd bl the sirrrplc ir t( .gra,t ior l
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(1.3524)
giving

P = A o + ( A : + A s ) R r / 4 ,

,'1"ru p2 = (.r2 + y2).

It remains thc task of the rlata alalyst to pt:rforrtt a quadratic {il to the avail

able weather data to detcrrnirrc the coellicients Ao s. I'uture aclvattccs in under-

standing the atmosphere-crltst elarstic interarctiolr can probabll lrt '  a<tomntodateri

bv adjusting the coefficicttts irr Equation '1 352 l Furthermore' expartsiou of Equa

t,ion 4.352 I rnight be reqrti lctl for sfali ions closc to thc coast'

4.36 Plate Motions

one of the factor.s that can afl i:t t Earth rotatiott t crslt lts is the nrol it)Ir of t he tectonic

plates that make up the Earl[ 's surface As thc plates mo\-e fix{\l coorclinates

for the observing stations rvil l  beconre inconsistcut rvith each ollrcr. f ite rates of

relative motions lor somr: rcgular obscn'ing sitt.s ax' believed to l)c 5 ccntinrcturs

per year or larger. The obsr.rvat,ions of plate Droliorrs so far by sat r: l l i l  <r l{scr ranging

and very Long Baselinc Irrtcr.fcrorrrctr-v- appeiu to lre roughly <rotrsisl|r lt q' ith tht:

average rates over the last ft:tr, million 1-ears rlt'r.ivtrl fron the gcological Iccord

and other geophl,sical inforrrration. Thus. in or(lcr l() reducc iucoDsist('I( irrs in thc

station coordinates and to urtrke the results frorrr dif l:rent tccilDi(lucs l l lol-. 'dir.e(th

comparable, a nodel for plit lc ntotions basul olt 1he lelative plai{ 'rr)otioll nrodel

RM-2 of N,Iirrstcr ancl Jorclaut (1978) is reconrrrx'Ir(lf(I.

F lo I I l theRN' { -2mode l ,NI i t t s le randJorc l : r r r t l t ' t ' i vc l f i r r . r r .d i f l c r - t ' r r l i r l l so l l r tep la te
motion mociels. The t1\,o th:rt hiu-t: been discrrsstrl [rost rvidel-v- arr: ANI0-2. \1,hic}r has

zero net rotation of the E:rlt l t s sttrface. ancl A\11-2. $ lt ich mirtir l izcs l l tt '  mol ion of

a set of hot spots. Kaula (197ir) and others ha\'( '( l iscrrssed alternali\1'geophl-sital

constraints that can be rrsed in ordcr to investigalc the plate nloti(t ls Nil lr resPecl

to the brrlk of the mantle. Firr cortveuience. u'lx'1l f l l tt lrc chang{rs i lrc l l)ad(r in lhe

relative-rnol iorr model, ancl 1o zrvoi<l dependr:n(u oll thc choice of t lro l lot spots to

be held fixed, thc (ANI0-2) lrx)(lcl is recomlnerxlt ' t l  Tlte cartcsiarr roli l t i(nl vector

for each of the major platcs is giwrn in Tabb .1.:l( i.1.

Future iurprovemcuts ar(' I) lanned lbl f itt i lrt '  lEllS Stanclartls irLthrcling: (1)

replacement of R\I-2 b1 a lrc\\ '  rnodel. ncrv vekrcit ics. ancl ne\r piat.s l irt cxample

with thc NUVEL-1 model of Dc\lets el al. (199{)): and (2) adoptiorr ol a re|tical-

motiort rnoclel (post-glacial r-cbound). In any casc, thc A\I0-2 trtork:l sltould bc

used as a default, for statiorts tltat appear to lollorv reasonably il's values For

some statiols, particularly irr the vicinity of plltc boundaricsj us(rrs lnay benefit

by estimating velocities or rrsirtg specil ic valrros lrot dt:rived frotrr ANl0-2 This is

also a way to take into accourrt r()\\ 'some nonncgligible vertical rnotiotis Publishc'cl
station coordinates should irx lttck: the cpoch associatcd rvith thr: coortl irtates'

EXPLANATOBY SUPPLEIVENT

n= | f, a'a,oa.e f | | d,a,. (,1.35 2-3 )
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Table 4.36,1
Cartesian Rotation Vector for Each Plate Using
Kinematic Plate Model AM0-2 (No Net Rotation)

4 / TERRESTBIAL COORDINATES ANO THE BOTATION OF THE EARTH

ef J 0.08 msec for the fortnightly and monthly terms The influence of the ocean

iides with periods less than or eqttal to 24h is at the level of t 0 1 msec'

4.4 THE MONITORING OF THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH

continuous monitoring of the Earth's rotation began after Kiistner's discovery of

the variation of latitude in 1884' and Chandler's explanation of it as polar mo-

fion (Chandler wobble). Optical a-strometric methods then in usc have continrred

to this day, and in fact continued to be tlte only source of Earth-rotation infor-

nration up until the mid 1960s. More rnodern techniques then grzrdually took over

the bulk of the activity of monitoring the rotation of the Earth. $'ith successivell '

Doppler tracking of satellites. Connected Element Radio Interferometrl' (CERI),

Lunar Laser-Ranging (LLR), Satellite Laser-Ranging (SLR)' and Ver.v Long Base-

line Interferometry (vLBI) assisting in such monitoring. At prcsetrt, the techniques

of SLR and VLBI provide most of the current high-accuracv observaiions for this

purpose, with LLR providing such data sporadically'

Before we describe the observational systerns and services' the basic sensitivity

of the systems should be briefly explained. All the current observ'rtioDal systen)s

depend on the existence of observing astrolromical targets u'ltose position can be

inferred in some celestial reference fralne. This includes stars and solar-s1'stem ob-

jects for optical astrolnetry, the Nloon and artif lcial satell i tes for ltrser ranging, an']

(usually distant) radio sources for radio iuterferometry. Thc obsorvatiorts of these

systems are then used to infcr the utotiorr of the observing instrtrments or, Inore

specifically, the Earth to which they.rre altached. After thc predicted motion frorn

all other "defined" sources (as explairlocl previously. includirrg prt 'cession, nutati.n'

the Earth's sidereal rotation, t ides. tertolt ic motions, etc,) has be'tl retrroved' thc

motion that rernains is attributed to polar motion and UTl-UTC variations Horv-

ever, as we shall scc, some proposccl f itture s1'stenrs of Earth rotatiorr lni)nitoring Jo

depend instead ou the sensing of a local "inertial" coordinatc s\-s1enr- Iather tharr

an astronomicallv defined one.
It is also inportant to note that a. siuglc instrumcnt (or sil lglo baseline for in-

terferometric observing), being at a givcn point on the Earth's sttrf l '  e. '  an be used

to determine only two comporrents of thc Earth's rolation. 'fhc colnponents com-

monly determined using singlc-statiou (or single-baseline) data inr:ludc "variatiort
in latitude" (AO) due to any rorth south motion of thc station, and UT0-UTC

(or just UT0) when there is any east \\ 'cst motion of the statiorl, attributable to

Earth rotation variations. To obtairr all three components of Ezrrth rotation' it is

necessary and sufficient to use data from two stations (or baselint's) rvith different

longitudes. If multiple stations (or baselincs) with difierent longitudcs are involved'

the problern is overdetcrmined arrd gcnerally a least-sqrrares solution is done to

determine the Earth-rotation pararncters (ERP).
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Plale Name
!7v

deg/My
Q y

degr'My
Q7

deg/My

Pacific
Cocos
Nazca
Caribbean
South America
Antarctica
lndia/Australia
Africa
Arabia
Eurasia
North America

-o.12276
-0.63726
-0.09086

0.02787
0.05604
0.05286
0.48372
0.05660
0.27845

-0.03071
0.03299

0.31163 -0.65537
- l.33142 0.72556
-0.53281 0.63061
-0.05661 0.10780
-0.10672 0.08642
-0.09492 0.21570

0.25011 0.43132
0.19249 0.24016
0.1674d 0.37359

-0.15865 0.19605
-0.22428 -O.O1427

4.37 Tidal Effects on UT1

To properly cornpare UTI results obtairred at diflerent epochs, the high-frequencr-
tidal effects must be accounted for. Thus, a starrdard expressiorr frr tlrr: tidal rar.j
ations in UT1 is required. The periodic !ariations in UT1 duc to ti<lal deformation
of the polar moment of inertia have beeu reclelived (Yoder el ol.. 1981) includilg
the tidal deforrnation of the Earth with a decoupled core.

This model leads to effective Lovc rlurrrbers that differ from thc bulk value of
0.301 because of the oceans and the fluid <ort:, which give risc to dillorcnt theoretical
values of the ratio t/C for the fortnightly iur<l rnonthly terrns. Ho\,(rver, Yoder el al..
recomtnend the value of 0.94 for t/C for both cases. Periodic terns irr f iTl are eiven
in Table 4.37.1 and are discussed it Erplanatory Supplement to thc IE!?S Bttl letins
A and B, March 1989 as rvell a^s tlrc Annual Reports of the IER.S.'Ihble 1.37.1
includes terms due to zonal t ides. .rl, i th pcriods up to 35 days. wil lr k/C = 0.9-1.
Table 4.37.2 l isls the remainder of the tidal terrns (u'ith pcriods grr:ater than 35
davs).

UT1R, 4R. and trR represent the rcgrrlarized forms of UT1 (in<:lucling periods
up to 35 days), of the duration of the clal', 21, and ol the angular vr:locit1. of thc
Earth, ," '. Thc urrits are 10-4 s for UT, 10 5 s for 21, and 10-la ra<l/s for r.,.

It should bc rnentioned that thc occzrnic tides rvith short perio<ls causc \-aria-
tions in UT1 that are only partially rcprescnted by the rnodcl givcn belorv. Accord-
ing to Brosche el al, (1989) the contribution of the oceanic tides should bc split iuto
a part that is in phase u,' i th the solid Earth tides and into an out-of-phasc part. Thc
discrepancy betwr:en the model of Yoder. el ol., (rvhich already contairs a general
influence of the oceans) and the model of Broschc ei ol., anounts to a maxirrum
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Table 4.37.1
Zonal Tide Tsrms with Periods Up to 35 Days

P. t f od  UT i  -UT1F  A -AR o -qB
Co€tficientof Cooffcientof

Dayg Eln (aryument) cls (argumonD

1

0

I

I
I

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

2

0
0
o
o

0
0
0
0

0

0 - l
0 0
o o
0 0
0  - l

1 0
1 0
1 1

- t 0
-1  0

-1  0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0

1 - 1
-1  0
-1  0

1 0

-o.o2
-0.04
-0.10
-0.05
-o.12

-0.04
-0.41
-0.99
-0.02
-0.08

-0.20
-0.08

o.u2
0.cKl

-o.30

-3.21
-7.76

0.02
-0.34

0.02

-0.@
o.05

-o.73
-0.o5
-0.o5

0.05
0.10
o.u
0.05
0.18

o.44
0.53

-8.26
0.54

-0.06
o.12

-1.82
0.13
0.02

-0.09

0
0
0
o
0

0
o
0
0
0

0
o
o'|
o

0
0
0
0
0

2 0
2 0

2 2

2 0
2 0
2 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0

2 5.9
r 6.95

1 7.09
2 z. to

0 g.fi
1 Lt2
2 9.13
0 9.18
'| 9.54

0 9.61
2 12.41
2 13.17
0 t3.61
't 13.63
2 13.66
1 13.75
0 13.78
1 13.81

o 2 14.19
2 -1 14.73
2 0 14.V
2 1 t4.80
2 0 15.39

-2 1 23.86
-2 2 23.94

0 0 2s.62
0 0 26.88
0 1 26.98

o 2 27.@
0 -1 27.44
0 0 27.56
0 1 n.67
1 0 29.53

0 0 29.80
2 -1 31.66
2 0 31.81
2 1 31.S6
2 -t 32.61
2 0 34.85

0.3 -0.2
0.4 -0.3
0,9 -0.8
0,4 -o.4
1.1 -O.9

03 -o.2
2,8 -2.4
6.8 -5.8
0.1 -0.1
0.5 -0.5

1 .3  1 .1
0.5 -0.4

-0.1 0.1
-0.1 0.1

1.1 -1.2

14.8 -12.5
35.7 -30.1
-0.1 0.1

1 .5  -1 .3
-0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1
-o.2 0.2

3. t 2.6
0.2 -o.2
0.2 -0.2

-0.1 0.1
-0.3 0.2
-0.t 0.1
-0.t 0,1
-0.4 0.3

-1.0 0.9
-1.2 1.0
18.8 ,15.9
-1.2 1.0
-0.1 0.1

0.1 -0.1
-0.2 0.2

3.6 -3-0
-0.3 0.2

0.0 0.0
o.2 -0.1

2 2
o 2

2 0
2 0

' 
!= 134.960 + 13. 0649910 (ruD-51544.5) Mean anomaty ot the Moon

| = 35r.53o + 0.9456000 (ruD-51544.5) Mean anomaly ol lh€ Sun
F = 93. 27o + 1 3. 22$35 o (ruD-515445} L - O: L: Mean longltudo ol th6 Moon
D = 297.85o + 12. | 90719o(iruD-5t544.5) Moan elong€tion of tho Moon lrom th6 Sun
A -- 125.0,1o - 0. O529elo (MrD-51544.5) M€an longitude ol th€ aecendlno node ot th6 Moon
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4.97.2
Tide Terms with Periods Greater than 35 Days

Coeftcionl ol Co€tlicient ol

zcrJ

Atgunenr Pcrlod UT1-UT1F A-AB a-aR

F D f, Days sln (argumont) cos (argument)

I O

l .  0
0
0
0

0
0
2
2
2

I

o
0

0 - 1
0 1
0 - 1
0 1
0 1

2 2 - 2

' t 2 - 2

o 2 - 2
o 2 - 2

0 2 - 2
2 0 0
0 0 - 2
0 0 - 2
0 0 - 2

0 0 - l
o - 2 0
0 2 0
l 0 ' l
0 0 0
0 0 0

2 91.31
I 119.61
2 121.75
0 173.31
'| 1Tl.U

2 18P.62
0 182.63

-l 199.84
0 205.89
1 212.32

I 346.60
-t 346.64

2 &5.2
0 365.26
1 386.m

0 411.78
0 1095.17
1 1305.47
0 3232.85
2 3!)S9.r8
1 6790.36

-0.06
0,03

_ 1.88
0.25
1 .17

-4€.25
-0.19

0.05

0.04

-0.05
0.09
0.€|l,

-15.36
-o.14

0.03
-0.14

0.42
o.(x
7.90

-1617.27

0.0 0.0
0.o 0.0
r.0 -0.8

-0.1 o.1
-0.4 0.3

16.6 -14.0
0.1 -0.1
0.0 0.0
0.2 -0.1
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
o.0 0.0

-0.1 0.1
2.6 -2-2
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
o.0 0.0
o.0 0.0
0.1 -o.1

-14.9 12.6

0 0

0 0
0 0

' t = 134. 96" + 13.0649930 (MJD-515,14.5) Moan anomaly ol the Moon
/ = 357.53" + 0. 9S56000 (MJD-51$4.5) M€an anomaly of lhe Sun
F= 93.270 + 13.229350o(MJD-519.5) L - n: L: M6an longitude ol lhe Moon
O = 297.85o + 12. 1907496 (MJD-515,14.5) M€an elongation ol th€ Moon trom lhe Sun
A = 125. O4o - o.052954o (MJD-515!44.5) M€an longltudo of the ascending nodo of the Moon

The actual equations for expressing A{ and UTO-UTC in terms of xp, Yp, and

UT1-UTC are

A d = r p c o s l - ' p s i n ) ,

UTO - UTC = tan d(rp sin ̂  + yp cos l) + (UTl - UTc)'

(4.4-1)

(4.4-2)

"Phere { 
and .\ are the latitude and longitude of the station (or baseline), with

longitude again measured toward the east. In cases where data ftom more than

etations (baselines) exist, a least-squares solution is generally performed with

abwe equations (for most multistation optical a.strometry artd LLR quick-look

), or else a general least-squa,res solution is performed, solviug for the three

nts of Earth rotation (arnong many other parameters) directly ftom the 
I

ons. I
I
I
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Follou'ing a,re discussions of the irrdividrral methods for Earth-rotation detel-
mination. First. the current high accuracy methods are describcd including laser
ranging (both lunar and satellite) and VLBL Second, historical methods ar.o dis-
cusscd. Third. some proposed luture or alterrtate techniques are described. For all
these methods, only basic descriptions of the observing systefirs are presented. along
with summaries of the actual opcrational svstems. Firrally, the currenlt internationill
service for Earth rotation is described. (A similar rcview also exists in \'loritz :rnd
Muellcr^ 1987, as u"ell as in IERS, 1988.)

4.41 Laser Banging

Laser ranging of celestial targets, lirst proposed (for the X,loon) in the late 1950s and
early 1960s (Alley, 1983), is conceptually a verv sirnple observational procedrue. A
Iaser beam is directed to a celestial target carrying retrorcflectors, such as the NIoon
or an artificial satellite. Half the round-trip travel time of the light multiplied by thc
velocity of light gives the distance to the object (subject to r,.ariorrs corrections clrrc,
to relative motion, refraction, etc.). These rangcs can then be compared to their.
predicted ralues, and in an adjustment (usuall)' q,.cighted least squares), corrections
to the parameters involved may be estimated. such as the or.bital parameters. the
station positions, and the orientation of the Earth.

4.411 Satellite Laser-Ranging Currcntly there are several satellites arailable for.
laser ranging, but observation$ of the Laser Geodynamics Satell i te (LAGEOS) cur
rently provide the highest-accuracy vaiues for the above parameters. (However, tlrc
USSR has recently launched trl,'o similar satellites. Etalon 1 and 2, u'hich shorv grc:rt
prolnise as targets lor providing such information (Arrodina and Prilepin, 1989).)
LAGEOS itself is a composite (aluminum shell and brass core) sphere, 60cn in
drameter. rveighing 407kg. nith 4263.8cm cubc corner r.etroreflectors embeddcd irr
its surlbce. It is irr a nearly circular orbit at a height of about 5900km. and arL
inclination of 109.8'. Its rclatively largc rnass, smali surface area. and high orbit
result in lot' atmospheric drag and inserrsitivity to short,war€length componerrts of
the Earth's gravity f ielcl. NIore inforuration on LAGEOS aucl otl icr such Aeocletic
satell i tes is available in Cohen ef al. (1985).

There are approximately 25 SLR stations irr rcgular operation. located on ciglrt
tectonic platcs. regularly obtainilg observational datil- The precisiou of rangcs ob-
tained from these instruments are on the order of I I to t l5 cm. (For more infor-
mation on the instrumeuts thernselves, sec Shawe ald Adclman, 1g85 and Dcgncn,
1985.) These stations are operated by various governmerrtal and university research
organizations, in ordcr to obtain varioqs geophysir:al data relating not onlv to Earth
rotation, but station coordinates and baselirre lengths, changes in those values ovr:r
time (thereby giving tectonic,plate nlotion velocities), and long-wavelength compo-
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nents of the Eari,lt's gravity field Thc coordinates of the stations courputed by this

technique have an origin u,hich is thought to be coirrcident v!'ith the center of urass

of the Earth to within t l0 cm. Earth-rotation results are computed at 3 day intcr-

\,als using data less than a week old' u'ith polar motion arrd UTI-UTC accurate

to a few milliseconds of arc (mas) and a ferl" tenths of a millisecond respectivcll'.

(Further information on tlte computational techniques ilvolved is given in Kauit1,

1 9 6 6 ,  p p .  7 8  8 1 .  a n d  G S F C .  1 9 7 6 .  p p  7 - l l  l o  7  1 5  )

4.412 Lrnar Laser-Ranging Lunar Laser-Ranging (LLR) is idcntical in conccpt

with SLR, except that thc targets are arrays of cube corner reflectors left on the

Moon by the U.S. Apollo astronauts and USSR unmanncd probes. Hou'ever, the

distance to the N4oon makes it more clifficult to point a laser reliably at the re

flectors, and when there are reiurn signals, they are orders of magrritudes weaker

than those from the LAGEOS satellite Although LLR has bccrr <lone since Au-

gust of 1969 (initiallv using the a.ray left by tire Apollo 11 astronauts (Arrnstrong,

1977)), these technical difficulties have resulted in few stations reaching continued

operational status. Curreltly data is obtained regularly by the Centrr: d'Etrrdes et

des Recherches Geodynamics et Astronomiques (CERGA) station near'Ioulousc'

France: the Universitv of Hawaii LURE Observatory ou Maui' Hawaiil and thc N{c-

Donald Observatory. Texas. Nluch of the samc information obtairrr:d with SLR can

be obtained from LLR. Hot'ever, in practice, with only a limited rlumber of stationsi

the primary use of the LLR systems has been for the determination of IJTO-UTC

(and thereby UTI UTC), parameters of thc Nloon's orbit and the \'Ioon's rotation

(librations), special- and general-rclativity parameter tests, ancl inforrnation on tlte

tidal paranteters of the Earth N{oon svstem. LLR also shot's promise in provitling

quick determinations of UT0-UTC, since its computation is a simple matter as soon

as the day's observations are completed at a given station. Culreutly UT0-IJ IC is

determined irregularly (at each of the three operating stations) with an irccuracy

of t 0. 3 to t 0.7 ms (\IcCarthy and Luzurn, 1990). Lardcn (1982. p. 250) indicates

that with a four or five station net*'ork, and ranging regularly with t 3 cnt ran11e

accuracy, that t 5 cm (t l. 6 mas for polar motion, t 0. I ms for lITl UTC) trvo tlav

ERP determination should bc possible. Further information or the 'nmputational

techniques i lvolved is given by Arnold (1974, pp. 249 255), Mulhollarrd (1977) and

Larden (1982, pp. 69 90).

4,42 Very Long Baseline Interferometry

In geodetic Very Long Baseline Intcrferometry (VLBI), the primary targets being

observed are a sct of extragalactic radio sources. These objects are presumably so

distant that none of their motions are detectable, and they therefore form a fixed

celestial reference frame. Currently, sorne 228 sources have positions established

(published) within such a systerrr, but only about 74 objects have been observed
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from rnore tharr one netrvork, and only about 23 repcatecliy frorn more thau two

networks (Arias, el nl., 19E8).
The VLBI observing networks consist of two to generally four or fir'e radio tele-

scopes that simultaneously track extra"galactic radio sources. Each station rccords

X and S band radio signals ir digital form on nragnetic tape, alottg with precist'

time sigrrals provided bv hydrogen-maser frequeucy starrdards. Typically, 10 to 20
sources are tracked for periods of 3 to 6 rnilutcs several times or,'er the coursc ol a
2,l-hour observing session. Thc tapcs are sent to a correlator center. il'herc lhey nre
replayed. Thc diffcrcnces in arlival tines of the radio sourcc sigrrals ("delays"), arrcl
their differences in time ("delay rates'') are deterrrriuccl betr.een each pair of sttr-
t ions. Similar to the laser rangilrg solutions, these delavs and delay rates arc thclr
rrsed in a least-sqtrares adjustrncnt irr orcler to estimate a r'ariety of geophysicaL
parameters ancl the coordinates of the radio sources.

Currently some 20 radio telescopes in the u''orld have beerr outfittcd lbr making
high accuracy geodetic VLBI observations (using -\'lark III cquipment, see Clark e/
ol., 1985). Although many of these are radio tclcscopcs shared betu.een georlctir:
and astrophysical obserl'ations, seveLal are dcdicatcd plimalily to determinatiorr of
ERP. These inclrrcle priurarily trvo rrctu,orks: Projects Polaris/IRIS (Carter el ol..
1984; Carter and R.obertsotr. 198,1). opcratcd b1' the U.S. National Geodetic Survo.
consisti[g of foul or f ivc stations operating in the United States and Europr:: arrcl
the Navy Netrvork, opcratcd by the U.S. Naval Obserr'atorv. corlsisting of forrr' 1o
six stations operating in \orth America and Harvaii. The IR.IS statiorrs obscrr-r:
fbr 2,1 hours. ever1. 7 days. using 14 difierent radio sources. Current ac:cru-acies
of the data obtairred inclucle poial motion at t I 2 rnas, UT1 UTC at t 0.05
0.10ms, nutation and plecession (ceiestial pole) cdrectious at t I 2rnas, radio
source coordinatcs at less than I I mas. and \rLBI statilrr coordinatcs a1, it fe\\'
centimeters. Daily observations of four sorrrces for t hour, frorn trvo statiols. also
provides daily detcrminations of UTO U'l 'Cl. The Na.v1- Nctnork obscrvr:s for' 21
hotus every 7 days. using 26 different ra.dio sources. Obserrations everl-Icrr' da\.s
for three hours provide daily U'tIl UTC r-alucs (u.ith tr.o stations) lvith acdrra( ies
similar to the IRIS resrrlts. Obscrvations are also rnade by stations opcratecl al
occasional intervals bv the U.S. NASA Crustal D.vnamics Project (CDP) for thc
morritoring of plate tectonics and Earth rotation (Coatcs el ol.. 1985).

Furthcr information o1l thc computational techrriclucs irrvolvecl is gir-en bl CiSFCl
(1976, pp. 7-47 t,o7-42) Robcrtson (197;), Nl.r (1978), \Icl intock (1!180), aD(l Bock
(1e80) .

4.43 HistoricalMethods

Various rnethods of lesser accuracy for EllP chl,errnination have exisl.crl ir the past.
rvith some still in opclational use today 1br special pruposes. Thcse techniqut:s in-
clude primarily optical astrornctric methocls, u'ith spacc techniques such as Doppler
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etellite tracking 2nd Connected-Element Radio Interferometry (CEllI) having beerr

used for operational purposes in the 1960s and 1970s

4.431 Optical Astrometric Techniques An explanatiorr ofthe motion ofthe EarLh's

oole was first made by Chandler in the early 1890s (Chandler. 1891, 1892). rrsing

trunsit .i.cle observations by Kiistner dating frorn the late 1880s. Charrdler. ancl

later others, also used variolrs astromctric observatiorrs from transit circlcs. rgad

rants, and other visual optical iDstruments dating back to the eallv 170ils. Thc

1890s saw the establishment of the Internatiorral Latitude Servicc (ILS), which op

erated several stations at approxirrrately 39' latitude until the 1970s. The use of

visual zenith tubes and the invention of photographic zenith tubes (in 1913 bv

Ross) brought thc measurcntent of polar motion to accutacy lcvels pretty rtruch

maintained into the 1960s. The use of precise pendulum clocks in lhe 1930s allorvcd

the detection of seasoral l-ariations in the lcngth of da1" Spccial \'Ioon cameras were

also used frorn 1952 until the early 1960s in order to measure changes in the length

of day against ephemeris time clcrived from thc observed position of the \Ioon. Thc

same equipment was also used to (ompare ephcrneris time with atomic tirrrc and

to establish the defirrit ion of the sccond (\ 'Iarkon'itz el ol . 1958; \ ' Iar-kowitz, 1960).

The International Polar Nlotion Service (IP\'IS), lbllou'ing on the ILS. tlordinated

and reduced the polar motion obscrvations. Thc Bureau International tle l'Hcure

fBIH) did the same for UT0-UTC lelated obser-vations, and also eventuallv be-

gan to handle polar rrlotion data irt orcler to provide rapid servi<e UTl-UTC. Tlic

optical techniqucs continued as the onlv soulce of ERP rncasttrements rrrtil tlLe

mid-1960s, whut Doppler satell i tc tracking begari to providc information on polar

motion. N{ore than 100 optical instruments all over the world lver{r at oue timc

in use for such measLlrements. Currentll'. a srllall numbcr of such ilstrumelts are

sti l l  in operation, primarily-as a backup to and as a p()ssible clx)ck on the spacc

geodetic tcchniques, and to corrtjnlre their usefirl long rccrord of collt inuotls observa

tions. The primary disaclvarrtages (for inproved ERP determirration) 'rf lh. uptir al

astrometric lcchniques arc lhcir clepenclence on the krcal r''ertical as their prirnary

referencc and thc accura(ry of the star ca.talogs they rrse to define a cek:stial relcr-

ence system. Thc gcodctic space-based tccbniques that havc mosth'replacsl theln

are lit e aflected by variations in the lor:al vertical arid pror-icle insteacl for a c rst

fixed three-dirnensional reference svstcm. Inforrnation olt thesc illsirum(rnts and

the various international services involvcti is givr:u in revicrvs (\'Ioritz and NIucller.
1987, pp. 324 337, 124 430,456 465: N{ueller, 1969, pp. 80 84; I-ambeck, 1980' pp'

62-66; X{unk and NlacDonald, 1960, pp. 58 61; I}omforcl, 1971, pp. 312, 335 33E.)

4.432 Doppler Satellite Tracking Durirrg the 1960s, Doppier tracking of the U S'
Navy Navigational Satellite System (NNSS) began to provide polar-rrrotiol iufor-

mation on the same levcl of accuracy or better than the optical techniques The

[ ,
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ERP values obtained via this system rvere used by the BIH in combination with thc

optically obtained values. However, this techniquc did suffer from the dependeucl

of the ERP values on the particular satellites in use and from long-term drifts,

and as SLR became available for polar motion monitoring in the late 1970s, begal

to be phased out for active ERP use. An excellent review of the NNSS Doppl<rr

satellite-tracking technique is given by Kouba (1983), artd a review of ERP-relatcrl

use of such tracking is given by Moritz and Mueller (1987, pp. 338''3'14' 467 '170).

4.433 Connected-Element Radio Interferometry One other method that enjolrrl

some use in the late 1970s and 1980s was the use of Connected-Element Raclio

Interferometry (CERI). CERI operates in principle in the same fashion as VLBI

(and, in fact, provided the initial tests of the VLBI principle), except that the radio

telescopes are physically connected by a wideband commu[ications link, so thal

the observations (delays and delay rates see Sectiorr 1.42) arc made in real time.

A least-squares solution to obtain ERP, station positions, and source positiolls call

then be made as soon as observing ends for the day, Although the speed at u'hich

results could be made available was a strong point of CERI, the small size of tht'

arrays usually only allorved two ERP components to be determined simultaneouslr'.

such as Ad and UT0-UTC. The U.S. Naval Observatory operated such an inter-

ferometer at Green Bank, West Virginia, from October 1978 until the end of 1987

Polar motion and UTO UTC could be determined to an accuracy of about 50mas

and 4.6ms respectively (N{cCarthy et ol., 1985; I\ ' Iatsakis el ol. '  1986). Anotircr'

CERI was also operated for a short t ime (August-September, 1980) at Cambridgo

U.K. (Klepczynski. 1982). The eventual improveutcnt i l  the turnaround time ancl

much higher accuracy of VLBI results led to the evcntual demise of this techrriqut'

for ERP determination.

4.44 AlternativeTechniques

Several obserr,ational rnethods are under developrnent t]tat shot' promise irl tlr('

field of Earth-rotation lneasuretnent. The current level of dcvelopment of thcs{'

techniques of course varies greatl)', and the future levtls of doployment aDd ac( lt-

racies achievable by these techniques is sti l l  not clear. The primarl ' conteuder Jot

providing high-accuracy Earth-rotation information is the Global Positioning Sl s-

tem, a global network of 24 satellites intended for navigtr,tion, which is currcntll'
only partially deploycd. Thc use of laser ring gyrosrcpcs or superfluid helium inter-
ference gyroscopes rnay also allow such changcs in the Earth's rotational velocitt
to be monitored. These last techniques may be of particular interest, since thcl
have no dependencc on astro[omical observations and rnay also be used as a check
on cuuent techniques. What follows are more detailed accounts of these three pos-
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"ible 
alternatirl- ol)servational slstems. of coursc, it should also be realized that

imp.ou"m"ttt" in thc tulrt ltt ly used observational systelns (prcviously mentionerl)

abo show great Prornise'

4.441 The Global Positioning Syst€m (GPS) The Global Positiorting System was

designed as an all-weather, continuous' and global satellite navigation system. In

its basic configuration it u'as to bc used for navigation, but is also quite usable for

time transfer and gcodctic positioning of points on the ground. It rvas designed, is

under development bv, and will be operated bv the U.S Department of Defense.

The "space segurent" of the system till consist of 24 satellites in 12-horrr,

20000-km-altitudc orbits, r,i'ith the satellites equally spaced in three orbital plancs,

inclined at 55" to the equator' Each satellite will broadcast ou tu'o L band frequen-

cies, Lt (1,575.4 NIHz) aud L2 (1227.6 MHz), with the two ficqrtcncies allowing the

elimination of first-orcler ionospheric refraction effccts. Modulatcd onto these fre-

quencies will be thrce codcs, including (1) a "D" code, corrttrining inlbrmatiorr (at

50 bits/second) on the prcdicted position of the satell i te and thc satell i te itself, (2)

a coarse acquisition "C/A" code, a pseudorandom noise (PRN) code at a frequency

ol L.O22 MHz. which repezrts everY one mill isecond. and (3) a precise "P" code.

another PRN code at a frequencl'of 10.23 \ '{Hz. rvhich repeats everl '38 u'eeks. but

wil l be reset in practice evcrl 'u'eek Each satell i te also l las a vcrt 'precise cesium or

rubidium clock to provide prccise time and stable freqrtcncv information- Currentlv

(1991 September), there arc six operating prototype (Block l) satell i tes and eleven

operational (Block II) satellites in orbit that allow the svstem to be used inter-

rnittently. The lautrch of morc Block II GPS satellitcs is pltruled to '-ontinue using

Delta-2 boosters. This proccss wil l contimre unti l thc svstcm is frrl l l '  operatiorral

(with 21 satell i tes and 3 sparcs) in 1993.
The "user segrnent" u'ill generalll' consist of uscrs lvith navigation receivers

These receivers will be ca,pable of "locking on" to fottr satellitcs at a tirne, gcner'-

ating C/A- (or for morc pro<:ision. P-) codes. shift ing those codes in time to nratclL

those of the satell i tes. arrd decoding the D-codc inforltrzrtiolr from the satell i tes

The position of the satcll i tr:s rvil l  then be knos'n ftonr thc D-code informatiol, arLd

it is only necessaly to takt'the four obserr.ations (oue to ea<:lt satdlite) and solve

four equations for the forrr unknor.ns of the recciver's positiou (si,1 X' Y. Z) and

time (this process bcirrg known as "pseudorangirrg" ). A "stnrtdard Positioning Ser'-
vice" will be availa,blo to all usels. This servicc allows tts<: of the C/A code (but

with a degraded signal for the Block II satellitcs in a process known as "Selectivc
Availabil ity" (SA)), for dctcrrrrining the receiver's position itnywhere on Earth lo
approxirnately 100 200 mctcrs. Using the P code, whit:h will be available only to
qualified users as thc "Precise Positioning Service," positiolral accuracies ol 15 30

[reters are possible. Once "locked on" to the satellites (a process that takes at most
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a fe*'minutes), real-time updates $'ill be ar''ailable every 4 5 seconds. Differcntitll

techniques are under development by the private sector that will eventually iil-
low instantaneous cm-lcvcl relative positioning. In these techniques it is envisionecl

that permanent ground stations will continuously track GPS satellites and suppll'

their observations (in some form) over a cornmunications link to mobile users. Tlre
observations may then be "diflerenced" or combined in some way to get very high-
accuracy station positions. Since any change in the satellite signals will aflect both
receivers equally, any degradation or coding of the signals will have little elTect 61
the accuracy of the relative station positions.

For geodetic use of these satellites, observations can simply be made for lolgqr
periods, and with more satellites, in order to increase the positional accurac3r. It is
estimated that absolute accuracies on the order of 1 I rneter or lcss are possiblc.

Alternativelv. tivo or more receivers may also be used in a differential or interfer'-
ometric mode, analogous to the VLBI obserr.ations discussed previously, and the
relative positions of the two receivers established to the millimeter level on baselines
of, say, up to 50 kilometers in length. Centimeter-level accuracy is availablc on ba,se
lines of much longer length, but uncertainties introduced by the Earth's atrnosphcre
and the satellite positions cause increasing errors with increasing baseline length.
As has already been described in Chapter 2, in addition lo the positiolal inlbrna
tion. the rrser's clock can be set relative to the GPS satell i te clocks to accuracies as
good as t l0 nanoseconds or better, thrrs providing a time transfer rnechanisro ol.
extremely high accuracy.

For the purposes of Earth rotation. one must assume that three ol more satellitc
tracking stations are in use at known locations. It is then possible to deterurine the
position of the satellites with respect to the grourrd stations, as well rLs the oriertto,-
ti,on of the Eorlh with respect to the "inertial" coordinate system cstablished by tht:
satellites. In practice, such tracking rvill be dorre by the "control segment." Dept.
of Defense tracking stations responsible for opelating thc satellite, other govcrrr

ment networks (e.g., that operated by the l i.S. National Geodetic Survey (NGS) at
U.S. IRIS VLBI siations), or private gloups. Any of these data are norv partialll'
usable for Earth rotation deiermination, and should be capable of providiripl ltigh
accuracy ERP values once the entire GPS satellite system is opcrational. Abbol. el

ol. (1988) have already used data obtained in 1985 to shorv that errors could be:

kept  to  J :40mas in , ro ,  t  70mas in  yo ,  and t  0 .9ms in  UT1-UTC over  5  dars  . , [

measurement. Zelensky el al. (1990), in a corariance analysis of observations of 18

Block II satell i tes, show that accuracies in the range of 0.2 to 1.0 mas for all three
ERP components u'i l l  be possible. Paquet and Louis (1990) in a simulatiorL (u ith

18 satellites and 10 tracking stations making I l0 cm accuracy rrreasuremeDts) sholi'
possible accuracies in the range of less than t 3 mas for 2,1 irours and + 3 5 rnas tor
6 hours of observation for pole position, and t 0. 15 0.30ms for UTl-UTC.

(For another general overview of the GPS, see Archinal and \'Iueller (1986).
\{ore detailed inforrrration is also available in Chapter 3 and in Remondi (19t'1),
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Goad (1985), Applied Research Laboratories (1986). Institute of Navigatior (1980,

L984), and' Physical Sciences Laboratory (1989) )

A similar system, known as the Global Navigatiorr Satell i te System (GLONASS),

is also under development by the former republics ofthe USSR IT consisted of 10 to

12 satell i tes by the end of 1990. and 24 satell i tes sometime in the periocl 1991 1995.

Its primary purpose will be for I'orldwide aircraft navigation, but it is also planued

to be used by naval and lishing fleets as well. The system is in reality very closely

patterned after the GPS, with the primary exception that each satellite I'ill trans-

mit difierent l-band frequencies (rather than just using dilTerent codes as the GPS

satellites do). The receiver hardware, therefore, will have sourc differences fronr that

of GPS receivers; however, sonte current reccivers are, and it is likely many future

ones will be, able to receive and process signals from either system. Sorne additional

details on this system are presentcd in Anodina and Prilepin (1989).

4,442 Laser-Ring Gyroscopes Another rnore exotic method lor determining vari-

ations in the Earth's rotation has also been proposed lf a laser beam is split arrd

sent in opposite directions around a given path on the Earth's surfacc, the light can

be made to interfere rvith itsclf ripon meeting again Changes in this interference

pattern will occur because of changes in the Doppler shift of ttre light travcrsi[el

the two different paths, due to variations in thc Earth's rotatiou. Such a dcvice is

known as a "laser ring" or "sagnac laser" gyroscope (Soffel et nl., 1988). Although

theoretically it might be able to provide usable Earth rotation data, in practice the

stability of the platform on rvhich the laser light is directed seems to be a limitittg

factor, because of changes in light paths due to vibrations, microearthquakes. etc.

Such a device (covering a 58 m2 area) is currentlv undergoing testiug and upgracl
ing, with reported accuracies of 10-6 ovcr averaging tintes on thc order of a dar-.
and a predicted theoretical accriracy of a few parts in 10 r0 u'ith avelaging tirnes
of a few secorrds (Rotge et al., 1985).

4.443 Superfluid Helium Interference Gyroscopes Thc trse of srrperfluid helium
interference gyroscopes (SHIG) has just recently becn proposcd for the detcrmi-
nation of Earth rotation and polar motion (Packard, 1988). It invoh,'es the use of
a small (less than 1-meter diameter) horizontal torus of superfluid Leliuln llHe or
'He), 

in which a blockage with a pinhole is positioned. When this torus undetgoes
rotation (for example, bccauser of the rotation of the Earth), it should be possi-

-tr 
to -"*u." the phase tliflerence or phasr: slips across thc blockage (Avenel and

varoguaux, 1988). This in turn is proportional to the rotational vebcity of the
torus and therefore the Earth, and could be rneasured to 1 part in 109 over a few
seconds. Of course technical problems still exist in building such a device, such as
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(a) buiiding a pinhole diaphragm of vcr1, small aperture (0.1p holes arc neeclerl).
and (b) stabil izing thc irrstrument or determining its t i l t r{ ' i th rospect to thc locql
vertical (i.e.. its connection to the Earth) \f ith the accuracy needed (changcs of
10-9 meters in ti l t would be significant eicross a l-meter instrumcrrt). If they can
successfully be built, horl'ever. trvo or more of this type of instrument. as with llrc
laser ring gyroscopesJ would provide high-speed dcterminations of LOD and polar
motion independent from astrononical obscrvations.

4.45 lnternationalServices

On 1988 January 1. the Intelnational Earth Rotation Scrvice (IERS) l icgan o1>
eration, under the arrspices of the IAU and the IUGG. It replaced the Bureau
International de l 'Herrre (BIH) and the Internationerl Polar N{otion Service (IPNIS)
as the organization rcsponsible for determining ancl predicting the oricrrtation ol thc
Earth. The IERS consists of a boarcl of directors that oversees a "central brrrcau'
and "coordiuating centers" for each obscrr.ational technique atrcl "sub-bureaus" fol
speciai purposes. Further, each tcchnique may have several "computational ceulcrs'
actually responsible for processirrg data and ERP series tir:r.t are then collecrl,crl.
used, and <listributed br- the Ccntral Bureau.

The IERS publishes two different prirnary bullctins for the dissemiuation of
Earth-rotation data as detcrmined from the combination of data frorn diflerelt
obserrational techniques. The 1E-RS Bulletin A provides information u'eeklr- ol
the rapid determination of the Earth's rotation. em well as predictions for future
rotation. The IERS B ulletin B provicles "lirral" smoothed data rrrorrl,hly on the
rotation of thc Earth. Of course, other orgernizations both withiu alxl outsicle thc
IERS also provide othcr ERP series, usually based on obser.valionzrl data of a giveu
type.

The IERS is also responsiblc for deciding wherr a step in UTC is neccssary in
order to keep it within 0.7s of lJTI. These steps, conrrnonly knorvn as leap secor,,ds.
rnaY be positive or negative. are of l second duration, ale announced at least 8
weeks ahead of tiure, and nay be inserted at the end of any month (prcferabh.
and ir practice, at the end of June or Dccember) (BIH, 1972. pp. A-11 to A-14).
Sirrce lheir introdrrction in 1972, these steps have allvays bccn positir.e, and ha\-(l
been required from evcry 6 months to 2 ycars. A table of these steps is gi\,cn in thc
t:lrrrcnt Astronomiarl Almanar:, p. K9, as diflerences of UTC fron-r 'IAL

4.451 IERS Bulletn A The IERS But.letin ,4 is published by the National Earth
Orientation Service (NEOS), a joiDt activity of the U.S. Naval Observatory and thcr
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lqational Geodctic Survey of the Ilnited S1,atts. Tlrc NEOS acts as a sub-b[rcau

of the IERS. The IERS BuL[etin A is issued bv 0 hours UT' Friclay. of each week,

snd contains Earth rotation paranreters rlctcrmined from the combination of other

recently determined ERP series, predictions of Earth rotation pararneters daily for

up to 90 days in the future, predictions of Earth rotation parametels monthly qr

to on" y"ar in the future, and equations lor predictions even firrther into the futrrre.

Other miscellaneous data atrd information are also availablc, such as the ERP de

termiled from observations being used in the combined solution. plots of current

Dolar motion and UTl UTC lalues, values of TAI IITC, DUT1, announcerrents

of l"up r""ond., etc. For the combined ERP serics, data given incluclcs for each

day: the calendar date and trodified Jrrl ian date (NIJD): thc ralues olxn, yo. and

their expected accuracies in arcsccorrds: al)d the values of UTl IJTCI and their

expected accuracies in seconds of time. Valucs are ustrally given for approximatelv

a week's worth of data. When available, nerv values from the 1El?5 BulLetin. B are

also published. Predictiorrs are given for each day lbr 90 days past the end of thc

combined data, consisting of the calendar date and N{JD, values of t, and ), in

arcseconds, UT1 UTC in secorrds, and a tabie giving estirrratcd ir,ccuracies of these

values. Equations are also providc<l in older to extend these predictions even fur-

ther. Similar predictions are givcu for the lirst dav of each rnorrth lbr ()te year in

the future. Predicted celestial pole oflscts (corrections to Arl and Ae) ate also Eiiven
for each dav for 90 days in the futurc.

The combined series being publishcd is actually forned at lhe U.S. Naval Ob

servatory, using ERP series based on LLR., SLR to LAGEOS. and VLBI cla.ta. The

individual series in use are providecl by the Department of Asl,rononlv at tire Univer-

sity of Texas (UTX) using LLR data; the Center for Spacc li.esearch at UTX and the
Technical Urrivelsity of Delft for SLll to LAGEOS data; a.rrd the Natiolal Geodetic
Survey and the U.S. Nilval Obscrvatoly for VLBI data. Each series has syslematir:
errors remol'ed fiorn cerch of its available componcnts (,r;, yr,. arxl UT1 UTC). A
spline curve fitted ttrrough cnch of the components is used to detcrmine tlte onc ciay
values for each conpontlt. Accrrracy estimates lbr cach input s(r'ies are estirnatql
periodicallv via intercorrrparisols of the series. Thc iortg-term biases artd trctrds are
adjusted on an annual levei to those of the serics published i the IERS BuLletin
B. The prcdictions for.rn aud )p ale clone from a k:ast-squalcs solution ttsing the
last two years ol data. l 'he predictions for UTl IITC are cornputed rtsirtg a rrtodcl
based on the last 365 days of data. A complete dcscription of the cornbinatiorr ancl
prediction tcchnique is giver in NEOS (1989) ard NlcCartl lv and Luzutr (1990)

AII ol the IERS Butletin,4 informatiou is also available on the "Autornated
Data Service" of the U.S. Naval Observatolv, and from the Arpanet, Bll NET, Iu
ternet, G.E. Mark III. ancl SPAN electronic netrvorks. Fbl further inforrnation, or to
be placed on the mailing l ist for the |ERS Butlctin,4, contact: National Eartlt Ori
entation Service, Earth Orientation Parameters Division, U.S. Naval Observal,ory'
Washington, D.C. 20392.

n
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4.452 IERS Bulktin B The IERS Bulletin B is published by the Central Bureau
ofthe IERS, located at thc Paris Observatory in Paris, France. It is issued during tlie
first week of each month, and contains final ERP values from a combination solutiol
of a month's or more ERP series data, urore recent ERP values and predictions as
available from the 1485 Bulletin A, along with information on the length of dar
(LOD) and ERP series data used in the cornbined solution. The final values, givel
for every 5 days, include the calendar date and MJD, smoothed values of x, and
yp in arcseconds, UTIR-UTC and UTIR-TAI in seconds, and raw values of .rn
and lp in arcseconds, and UT1 UTC in seconds. Following this are sonc of t|e
rapid service and prediction values from IERS Bulletin,4 in the same fornrat. These
values are also interpolated daily and given with the calendar date and IIJD. _r,
and y, in arcseconds, UTi-UTC, UT1-TAI, UTl-UTIR and the excess length
of day ("D") in seconds. Smoothed values of "D" and the rotational vclocitv oI the
Earth in microradians/second are also given for every 5 days.

The final values ("raw" above) are computed for every 5 da3rs, using tlata fi.on
various obserr,-ational ERP series as input. The input series are tire sarrrc as rnosc
listed for the IERS BulLetin A, \Mith. in addition, series obtained from .lPL \,'LBI
observations also being used. The values are then smoothed using a ,,Vondrak',

filter (Vondrak, 1969), The values of UTl-UTC are also corrected for v.rriations
due to zonal Earth tides rvith periods up to 35 da1's. giving UTIR-UTC. Thc
values are referred to the IERS Terrestrial System, u'hich is identical to 1he earlier
BIH Terrestrial System, with the BIH origin having been adiusted to the CIO in
1967 and maintained independently sirrce then. This scries is also a direct cxtension
of lhe BIH Circular D serles, which ended on Deceurber il, 1987.

All of this inforrnation is also available from the G.E. Mark III and thc EAIiN/
BITNET electronic networks. For further information, or to be placcd orr the rnail
ing l ist for the 1Z?5 Bulletin B, contact: Central Bureau of the IERS (IERS/CB).
Observatoire de Paris, 61, Avenue de I 'Obsenatoire. 750l4 Paris. Franrr:.

4.453 Other Publications ofthe IERS Other publicatiorrs ofthe IEIIS i l<lrrde:

Special BulLetin C Issued irregularly to announcc upconling steps (lcap scc-
onds) in UTC.
Specio,L Bulletin D Issued irregularly to announce upcoming chaugcs 1,o the
value of DUT1 to be transmitted u,ith time sisuals.
Annual Report of the IERS Issued annually f ionr lg89 June on, r( ' lx)rt ing on
various solutions for Earth orientation parameters ?uld terrestrial aud t.eltrt iai
refetence systems.
Technical Notes of the 18R.9 Issucd irregularly as reports and corrrplemen-
tary information of relevance to the work of the IERS on Earth rotntion and
related reference systems.
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For further inforntation, contact the Central Burcau of the IERS at tht: arldress

given in Section 4 452'

4.5 DETERMTNATION OF PAST VARIATIONS lN LENGTH OF DAY
AND THE POSITION OF THE POLE

The determination of historical variatiorts in the rotational rate of the E:rrth has

been a topic of discussion since the latter part of the nineteenth centur'\'. rvhen such

variations were first suspected. \Iost of the research in this area has cerrtt'recl on the

use of ancient astronomical observations of eclipses and tclescopic obscrvatiorrs of

lunar occultations, iIr order to determine At, the differerr< c betq'een Eurrtlt rotatiolal

t ime (UTl) and dynarnical t ime (TDT ol formerly ET). The time dcrivzrl, ive of this

lue is the length of day (LOD). A sulnmary of recent work in this arca rvill be
present€d along with sone current restrlts.

In addition, avail irble results on historical variations in polar rrr, ' t ion arl prc-

sented. However, since these variatious do not result irr a curnulativ<: cffcct as thev
do with UTl, older rneasurements of these variations zrre based entirely orr precise

telescopic observations and so can only be extended bar:k to the uri<l rrirrctecnth
century with any dcgree of continuity.

4.51 Historical Variations in UT1 and Length of Day

Since studies by Newcomb (1882, p. a65) indicated th.rt rneasurernents of thc tran-
sits of Mercury, the N{oon. and Jupiter's satell i tes nll s}rou'ed similar variations
possibly related to the Earth's rotatioll. man]'stulics and papers hart been un
dertaken to determine prore accruatcly these variations over time. Houeter, these
studies have been complicated by thcir dependence orr the position of thc Nloon
(during eclipses or occultations), a1d hcnce on wheth.r there has cvcl l)een any
change in the acceleration of the l\'Ioon's mean motioll (a) (and cflrrtivolv, lhen.
any change in the rate of ET deterninations based ol 1hc \Ioon's nrr.rt ion). \Ian1'
studies of this problern that hare been undertaken up unti l the 1970s attcrnptcd
to solve simultaneously for n and Ar. An example of this type of approach is that
by Newton (1970). However, rr can be assumed constant, an assurnption thilt seeuts
to be supported by nxrdern astrononrical observations (including radar alcl LLR
measurements) of the Moon. \IaDy studies during thc 1970s and 1980s have been
uudertaken with this assumption as their basis. The rrxrst complcte crrrrent ref-
erences on historical UT1 and LOD varriations (*'ith n assurned constarrt) are by
Stephenson and Morrison (198a), and McCarthy and Babcock (1986) from u,hich
much of the material prcscnted here is derived. The results presented in both of these
reterences agree well, with difierpnces duc only to slightly different data sources and
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different degrees of smoothing before 1861 (McCarthy, personal communication).

Some newer results are also available in Stephensou and Lieske (1987).

The results can conveniently bc considered by examining various historical pc-

riods separately, based upon the type of observations being considered. The specific

periods to be mentioned here ivill include (working backward) 1980 present, 1955

1980. 1620 195,1, 700 1600, and 700 B.c. A.D. 200. Observations also exist for the

period ,r.n. 200 700, but have not yet becomc available (in published form). For

example Hilton el al. (1989) rcport Al values determined from 58 occultations of

planets by the \ 'Ioon observed by the Chinese in the period 68 B.c. to A.D 575.

Extended details of the methods for tlte determinations of UTl and LOD rvill

not be presented here. For further information on the rnethods used when consid

ering lunar occultation data, Morrison (1979b) may be consulted. Descriptiolrs of

how eclipse data were used are presented in Stephenson and Nlorrison (198'1) along

with many additional teferences on data sources. Other chapters here may also

be consulted. Current rrethods for observing UT1 (since 1980) are firlly described

earlier f in Section 4.5).

Observations of UTI from 1955 to 1980 are rrnique in that they can be refer

enced to TDT. due to the advcnt of the first atornic time standards in the 1950s

However, since mostly optical tcchniques and thcn developing space based tech

niques were in use. the accuracy levcls were an order of magnitude lowcr than at

the preseni time. Determinations by the BIH providc the best results from 1963

1980 (originally in the form of TAI-UTI, rvith TAI diflcrent from TDT onlv b1-

an additive constant to TAI of 32.184"). N{cCarthy and Babcock (198'1) present

the most accurate arailablc resrilts during the period 1956 1962. based on USNO

Photographic Zenith Tube (PZ I) observatiols of UT1, as refcrenced to the USNO

atomic timescale A.1 (rvhich is dilTerent from TDT only by an additive constant ltr

A .1  o f  32 .150" ) .
The period of 1620 to 1955 covers substantia,l ly the period where telcscopic

observations may be used in deiermirrations of UT1. Lunar occultatiorrs alonc pro-

vide lairly precise values from 1861 to 1954 as described by Nlorrison (1979a). Th(,

sparseness of srrch observations before that timc results in some difiiculties in re

covering UT1. R.esults frorn occliltations and now also eclipses are fitted lvith cubic

splines in order to obtain a continuous series of values. Beyond Stephct' 'orr arr'L

N{orrison's 1984 treatnent, part of this period (1672 1806) has bcen rec('usi. lered
with nervlv ar,ailable solar cclipsc timings by Stephruson ancl Lieskc (1987).

Thc "medieval period" ol 700 1600 refers to the gencral peric,d frorn l inred

Arabian eclipse obserr'ations aucl othcr untint:d obsr:rvations until the inrentit rr .'I

the telescope. During this perio<l, a sirrglc "curve" of values for Al rnay rto iongr:r
be estimated. One mav only set lirnits on 1,he valu:s at sporadic epochs dur-irrg
the period. The timed Arabian obserl'ations actuallv rart from approximately A.D'

800 to 1000, with the timings made by measuring the altitude of the ![oon or a
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Leneth of dav-86400 seconds

1700 1800

Year

Figure 4.51.1
Length of day from 1656 to 1988

clock star. The untimcd observations were made largely from Europe, usrrally in
nonastronomical works.

"Ancient" obsenations during the period circa 700 B.c. to A.D. 200 arc of a
rather limited number, but in some cases are quite useful. Stephenson and Nl[olrison
(1984) have been able to use (a) 5 Chinese sightings of total and rrear total eclipses
betweeu 198 B.c. and A.D. 120); (b) a Babylonian obserr' 'ation ofa total solar cr:l ipse
in 136 B.c.; (c) "t imed" (possibly with rvater clocks) Babylonian observations of
lunal eclipses; and (d) 20 Babylonian records indicatilg that the N{oon rose or set
while eclipsed.

As a sumntary of the preceding results, graphs of Al arc presented in Figures
4.51.1 4.51.3. Figure,1.51.1. presents a curve oI A/ vs time for the recent historical
period of 1656 to the present, after NlcCarthy and Babcock (1985) with recent
values from the IERS Rapid Service Sub-Bureau. The determinations of Ar by
Stephenson and N,lorrison (198,1) from isolated observations are presented lor the
period,l.o. 700 to 1600 in Figurc 4.51.2, and for thc period 700 B.c- to A.D. 200 in
t' l8ure 4.51.3. Finally, their logarithmic plot of Ar is presented for 700 B.c. to A.D
1980 in Figure 4.51.4. The current Ailrononrical Alm.anat also contains a tablc of
At values for the period 1620.0 to the present.
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COORDINATES AND THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH <oY

700 B.c. to A.D. 1980 (30 seconds have been added to each value to make them all positive.
line shows the comDuted tidal de{€leration of the Earth.)

Historical Variations in Polar Motion

of the International Latitude Service in the 1890s brought about mom-

of polar motion that has continued to this day. However, except for spora'dic

duriag the nineteenth century little data on polax motion eists before that

high-precision polar-motion data, as with UT1 data' exists only ftom

with the introduction of the space-based geodetic techniques discussed in

4.4. The recent motion of the pole is presented in Figure 4.52.1, using llalues

by the IERS Ra.pid Service Sub-Bureau.
pola,r-motion data, based on la.rge numbers of optical astrometric

became available just prior to the formation of the International Polar

Sen'ice in 1962. Doppler satellite tracking data also began providing polar-

in the late 1960s, aud was iq use by the BIH by the early 1970s'

3 Babylonian timed eclipse
+ Arabian timed eclipse

III untimed total or annuler solar eclipae

I untimed partial solar eclipse

!r Babylonian untimed lunar or solar
I r  ecl i ise in which moon se!or rose ecl ipsed

ye^r

200
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Pola.r motion

J-  |  meter

7 <

Y (scr. of arc)

Figure 4.52.1
Polar motion, I980 Scptember 28 1() 1990 July 27 ( lr iangles nrark the beginning ol '
eacn year,

This type of data sti i l  continues to bt: i lvailable uuti l 1.hc present dal, brrl l tas bectr
srrpcrsecled iD accuLacr_ lrr. the ner\r:r ltchniques.

Tlte stations of t lro ILS providr:rl urouitoring of polar nlotiolr frorl Scplem]rer'
of i899 unti l 1987. A cdnplete arr<l l igor.ous rertt lrr.t iou of ail of rlrr, I l ,S clata
fronr 1899.9 unti l 1979.0 is describtrl rur(l rcported by Yrrrui and Yok<xrr,rrra (1980).
Figurc 4.52.2, shou'irrg the X atrd f valucs vr:rsus tinrrr rlrrring that poli(xl. is l2rkel
IroIn Figtrrc 8 of thll 1>ublication. Forlorov et aL. (\972) also present Jrolar-ruotion
results from 1890.0 to 19ti9.0.

Br.forc 1900..1?rla that cau bc uscrl for polar-notion <k:tr:rrri lat iorr :rre q]l itc
sporarlic. All such rlal,a are based on shod observation < arnpaigns, sllalh- at olle
statiolt, and althorrglr some observcrs wrrrc in fact lookirrg for politr trn)l, iol. niost
of thc observations u,'( 'rc transit-cir(: lo or visual zenith irrslnrtnent oltscrvati()l ls b{r-
lng used to detcrmiDt's1aI positiolls allr l/or-timc. Polar-rrrotion data arc a\ailabl:
trorrt the pleliouslv rrrorrtiorrcd rvork lrr.Fecloror.el a1. f i.om 1890.0 to 1900.0. Co1-
ering a ntore lengthl' por.iod during tlrt. nineteenth <.crr1.rrrl., specificall l ,r lrrring the
periotl 1846 1891.5, is 1hc study by R.vkhkrva (1969). ! ' igufe 4.b2.3 shows thr: polar-
motiorr resrrlts durirrg that period. Surprisinglr,., one oI the ol,her few disotssions of
polar-motion data bef<xc 1900 is th:rt of Chandler hirns<tf (1891, 1892). Using data

ILS polar motion in y
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Figure 4.52.2
x and y components of polar motion t iom the ILS. 1899.9 to I979 0

dating from 1863 to 11185 from rarious obserlatol irs, h<r <lemonsl,ratt :<l <lecisiveh'

the existcncc of the rrrof, ior now kno$' l  as L[e Chatrr l lct wobble. Chnncl l tr l  actual lv

considered data over t lr t :  r ' l t i re perirxl  1726 (from Br-adlt ' r ' )  to 1890. rvhich i I t<l icated

large changes were o(( ul ' r in€! in the lcrrglh of thc Chatr<i lel  pcriod. Tl lcsc chatlges

are usuall ]-  considererl  lo l)e ar.t i la(ts oI the sparse 1611'precisiolr data i tr  l tse.

Figure 4.52.3
x and fcomponcnts ofpolar motion, 1846.0to 1891.5
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CHAPTER

Orbital Ephemerides
of the Sun, Moon, and Planets

by E.M. Standish, XX Newhall, J.G. Williams, and D.K. Yeomans

FUNDAMENTAL EPHEMERIDES

fundamental ephemerides are the basic computation, based on the equations

and fit to the observational data. of the positions and velocities of so-

slrsten bodies. Funda.mental ephemerides a.re the bases for computing apparent

representational ephemerides, phenomena, orbital elements, and sta-

characteristics. The fundamental planetary and lunar ephemerides of ?lre

Almanac are D8200 /LE200. constructed at the Jet Propulsion Labe
in L980. They result from a least-squa.res fit to a rariety of obserrational data

by a numerical integration of the dynamical equations of motion governing

major bodies of the solar system. DE200/LE200 are the bases for computing
apparent ephemerides and phenomena that a"re listed in the almanac.

' 'This chapter describes the equations of motion used for the major bodies in the
hr system, the numerical integration program used to compute the motions, the

data to which the ephemerides were adiusted. the reference frame in
the ephemerides were adjusted, the reference ftame in which the coordinates

orpressed, and the estimated accuracies of the resultant positions,
Numerical integration of the equations of motion is currently the most accurate

of computing fundamental ephemerides. The accuracy is limited by the

of the observational data, by the completeness of the model of the sola.r
ueed, and, if integrating for a very long time period, by the round-ofi and

errors of the numerical intecrator
analytical or numerical theories ca,u be developed as fundamental

the number of terms required for current observational accuracy is

Rather, such theories are currently used for limited-accuracy ephemer-
the sake of convenience.
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Representatil,e ephemerides to specified accuracies can be developed based ol
Chebyshev polynomials alone and in combination ll'ith reference orbits. N{ean orbit
elements can be used to compute approxirnate positions and velocities.

Historical information about former methods of computing ephemcrides is also
provided.

5.11 Gravi tat ionalModel

The gravitational model used in DE200 includes all the knorvn relevant forces acting
upon and within the solar system. A relevant force is defined as any force that
produces an observable or measurable effect.

Included in the equations of motion were the following: (1) point-mass irr-
teractions amo[g the N{oon, planets, and Sun; (2) general relativity (isotropic,
parametrized post-Newtonian), complete to order I / c2; (3) Newtonian perturb?r-
tions of a few selected asteroids; (4) lloon and Sun action upon thc figure of the
Earth; (5) Earth and Sun action upon the figure of the \'loon; (6) Earth tide action
upon the Moon: and (7) physical l ibration of the Moon. The equations for these
efects are described in detail in Section 5.21. The relativistic efiects on the tirrre
arguments are discussed in Chapter 2.

5.12 The Ephemeris Reference Frame

The positions and velocities of the ephemerides are referenced t'ith respect to incr
tial space, since the equations of motion are defincd with respect to inertial space.
Alry systematic error present in the ephemeris positions ol motions should be re-
garded as ephemeris error! not as a rotation of the coordinate refelence fiame.

The orientatiol of the reference frame of DE200/LE200 is described bv Standish
(1982). Sirrce the dynamical equinox is a quantity inhererrt irr the ephemerides, it
is possible to derive its location frorl the ephemeris itself. The alignnrcnt of the
epiremeris reference frame with thc J2000 equinox of the ephemerides then b<:t'oures
relatively straightforward. Thus, the dynamical equinox, i[helent in an ephcmeris.
is not equivalent to the equinox of aly specific stellar or radio-source catalog.

5.13 The Astronomical Constants Used in the Ephemerides

Associated with the ephemerides is the set of ast,ronornical constants used in the
creation of the ephemeri<les. Many of thesc values do nol, agree cxactly with the
standard IAU 1976 set of constants. I'he dificrencc has treen necessary in order to
provide a best fit of the ephernerides to the obselvational data. Thcse constants are
associated directly with the ephemerides and are considcred to be an integral part
of them. They are presented in Section 5..12.
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5.2 coMPUTATION OF EPHEMERIDES

S.21 MathematicalModel

Newhall et al. (1983) present the equations of motion integrated for the creatiorr

of the planetary and lunar ephemerides, DE200/LE200. That descriptior is t-epro-

duced here. The mathcmatical model includes contributions froln: (a) poirrt-mass

interactions among the N{oon, planets' and Sun; (b) general relativity (isotropic,

parametrized post-Newtonian); (c) Ncwtonian perturbations of a few selected astcr-

oids; (d) Moon and Sun action on the figure of the Earth; (e) Earth and Sun action

on the figure of the Nloon; (f) Earth tide action on the Nloon: and (g) phvsical

libration of the Moon

5.211 Point-Mass Interactions Tlte principal gravitational lbrce on thc nine plan-

ets, the Sun, and the Nloon is trodeled by considering those bodies to be point

masses in the isotropic, parametrized post Newtonian (PPN) n-bodv rrrctric (Will,

1974). Also included are Nervtonian gravitational perturbations frorn the ast,eroids

Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, Iris, and Bamberga. 'Iirese five asteloids were found to have

the most pronounce<l effect on the Earth \Iars range over the time span covered by

the Mariner 9 and Viking spacecraft range mcasurentents. The n-body equations

were derived from thc variation of a time-indcpcndent Lagrangian actiorl irltegral

formulated in a nonrotating solar-systerl baryccrttric cartesian coordiuate liame

The reference plane is the Earth's mean equator of B1950.0. Thc r axis coincides

approximately u'ith thc 1950 equinox of the FK4 catalog.
For each body I, t l te point-rnass acceleratiou is given bv Equation 5.211 1

i .  = \ -  r / , { r ,  -  r , r f  
t  

2 l  J + . r \ -  p t  _ \ 2 t  l , \ _  f , . , . l ! ) '' , p o i n \ n ^ . . -  / .  l -  I '  c -  L  r , *  c '  ( _  r , ,  \ 1 t
t l t  \  l t  ( 1 1

.  t v , t )  2 ( l + i )  . r  l t r , -  r , r  i ,  I t  I  - l
+ r + . ) ( ; )  -  

, ,  
i 1  i i  

2 r j  |  .  
r 2 - { r ' - r ' i . r i J
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(5 .211 - r )

where r;, i;, and i; are the solar-system barJrcentric position, r'elocitl', and atrcelcr-
ation vectors of bod1, i; 1t1 = Gmi, ll,.hcr-c G is the gravitationa.l consiant arrd ,rj is
the mass of body i; rij = rj - ri ; B is the PPN parameter rneasuring the nonlirrear-
Ity in superpositiou of gravilv; 1 is the PPN parameter rneasurirrg space curvatule
produced by unit rest rnass (in tliis intcgration, as in general relativit]-. ij = 1 = 1.1;
vi = l i;]; and c is thc vd<xrity of l iglrt.
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In the last term on the right-hand side of Equation 5.211 1. quartit ies em-
ploying the index rz refer to the asteroids. The positions of thc asteroids are lot
integrated but are obtained from polynornials representing heliocentric Keplcrian
ellipses. The polynomials give good representations for perturbations on the plalets
at the present tirne. At times in the distant past the polynomials drifted frorn the
real asteroid orbits, but the perturbations were snaller (Williams, 1984) for Nlars
than any ancient optical-measurement accuracy.

The quantity it appearing in two terms on the right-hand side ofEquation 5.211 1
denotes the barycentric acceleration of each body I due to Newtonian effecis of the
remaining bodies and the astcroids.

5.212 Figure Effects Long-term accuracy of the integrated lunar orbit requircs
the inclusion of the figures of the Earth and Moon in the mathematical model. In
DE2U0 lhe  grav i ta t iona l  e f fe r - rs  t luc  to  f igures  inc lude:

( 1) The force of attraction between the zonal harmonics (through fourth degree )
of the Earth and the point-mass Moon and Sun;

(2) The force of attraction between the zonal harmonics (through fourth degree)
and the second- and third-degree tesseral harrnonics of the Nloon and thc
point-mass Earth and Sun.

The mutual interaction between the figures of the Earth and Moon is ignorerl.
The contribution to the inertial acceleration of an extenderi body arising frorn

the interaction of its own figure with an external point mass is expressed in the

{4( coordinate system. where the {-axis is directed outward fiom t}re extenclc<l
body to the point mass; the 4-axis is directed east (lying in the selenographic ry-
plane, perpendicular to the {-axis); and the ( axis is directed north, completing lhe
right-hand system (see Figure 5.212.1). Iu that system (NIoyer, 1971),
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ze

Figure 5.212.1
The €4( coordinate system, in which figure-induced accelerations are calculated

which the harmonics are expressed; and I is the east longitude of thr: point mass

in the same bodv-fixed coordinate systcln.

The primes denote differentiation l'ith respect to the argument sin {'. Thc ac-

celerations are transformed into the solar system barycentric cartesian system by

application of appropriatc rotation matrices: first by a rotation frorn the {4( systcn

to the selenographic systerl, followed by the application of the inversc libration-

angle matrix.
The interaction bett-ccn the figurc of an extended body and a poilt rnass also

induces an inertial accclcration of thc point mass. If iip11; clenotes the accelerafion
given in Equation 5.212 1 when exprcssed in solar-system barycentric cr'ordilr;rtes.

then the correspondiug acceleration ipxl of the point mass is

. .  l r F i c .
r t N I  =  -  r F I G '

PPNI

(5.212-2)

where pp16 aDd ppv are the gravitation constant 6 times the masses of the exterrcled
body and point mass, respectively.

5.213 Earth Tides The tidr:s raised by the Nloort on the llarth appear as a bulge
leading the Earth NIoon line by a phnsc angle 6. l'he rcsulting geocentric at:celer-
a t i o n  o l t h e  N l o n r r  i .  g i r l r r  h . v  r h p  p x p : r r r : i o n
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(s.212-1)

where p is the gravitational coustant G times the mass of the poiut bodyi r is th(l
center-of-urass separation betwecn the two bodies; l?tJ and n2 arc the maxinull
degrees of the zonal and tesseral expansions, respectively; P,(sin /) is the Lcgerrdrc
polyrromial of degree n; Pi'(sin d) is the associated Legendre function of degrce n and
order m; J, is the zonal harmonic for the extendccl bodv; C,., Sn,, are thc tesseral
harmonics for thc extended body; a is the equatorial radius of the extended bod-vi

@ is the latitude of the poirrt rnass relative to the body-fixed coordinate system in

+ S,. sinrz)J I q
+S,, ,cosm^l I  l ,
S,,, sin n.\l I .,

f ;l = +{ i,, (.1' 1'l ' '+ 
)&{sin@) 

l
Lal  

'  l ;  
' ' '  

l -co . 'o r j , rs inor l
[  - t r  +  |  tPf , rs in  o r lG, ,  cos r r  \

.  t  ( "  )  f  I  n s e c p P l l s i n p l [  C , , , s i n r a \
; 7 ' ' '  ;  I  c o . ' o e ; i r s i n , a r l C , , , c o s r r \ +

(*)'l;:*1. .  3k214,  ( ,  .  p^ \' , ,u,== . . -  l ' - t / ,  (5 .213-1)
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where 12 is the potential Love number of the Earth; a" the radius of the Earth:
ren1 is the geocentric lunar distancel and xr ), and z are the geocentric cartesian
coordinates of the Moon expressed in the true-of-date system. (The rotation to
mean equator and equinox of J2000.0 is performed by the application of an inverse
nutation matrix followed by an inverse precession matrix. The nutation matrix is
evaluated using only the leading (18.6-yr) term.) In addition, p. is the gravitation
constant times the mass of the Moon; p" is the gravitation constant times the mass
of the Earth.

The inertial accelerations follow frorn the conservation of the celler or mass.
For further discussion, see Williams et al. (1,978).

5.214 Lunar Librations It is necessary to form a matrix transforming between
the inertial coordinate system of the integration and the selenographic system. The
Euler angle definitions and their differential equations were taken from Goldstein
(1950). d is the angle along the Earth's fixed equator from the fixed equinox to
the line of nodes with the Moon's true equator; d is the inclination of the Nloon,s
true equator to the Earth's fixed equator; and I is the angle along the Nloon,s
equator from the line of nodes to the reference meridian of the selenographic system.
Following customary procedures, we define
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Table 5.214.1
Lunar Libration Angles and Rates

Epoch
JD 2440400.5

Epoch
JD 2,144400.5
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(5.214-6)

d 5. 13326253997944214 O03
4i 1. 00533929643038618 oo4
0 3. 82365872861401043 001
e 1 .44167407096036579 - 005
1, 1.294226a0A46346332 + 000
$ 1 .19916273482678420 - oo4

-3.88899107819826403 002
- 1. 27 558 1 40671 247 41 3 004

4.30912863340948250 001
5.09287249525085733 005
1 . 33180551 146558290 + 000
9. 3330009498581 5842 005

and

The difierential equations for the angular velocity come fron Errler's equations'

t t - B t  N ,
; ,  =;  

hr:1, ," , :  
+ :

ar=  pLe.e \+ ;

N.
J . = .  t r r \ r ! +  

C .

Finally, the difierential equations lor the three Euler angles are

(5.214-5)

C _ A

B _ A
L,

where A, B, and C are the three principal moments of inertia of the Nloon and
C > B > A. The relationship between p1, .tt, Jz, Czz and C I me2 (where ra is the
mass of the Moon and a is the lunar radius) is described by Ferrari el ol. (1980).

Let Fp16 be the force on the Moon due to the gravitational interaction of
the lunar figure and an external point-mass Earth or Sun. Fprc is derived from
Equation 5.212-1 . Then the torque N on the Moon is given by

t a t l l - 1 \

t \  ) 14 - ) \

N = r x F p 1 6 , 1 5  ?  I 4 - l )

where r is the vector from the lunar centel of mass to the point mass. In the
selenographic principal-axis system the equations for the angular velocity vector o
are related to the Euler angles through

c,.,, = /sin d sin{ + dcos ry'

a r = Q s i n 0 c o s t ! - 0 s i n t !

u,= $cos0 + rj-,.

./ dr sin d + dr) co s 4, + 0(4, - 4) cos 0)
o =  * r t

6i =;acosl - orsinry' - 4t sin9

li = it, - 4cos0 + d0 sine.

The second-order difierential equations for the Euler angles of a rigid body Moon

a,re integrated numericallyr considering torques induced by ihe Earth and Sun

The libration states at the epoch 2440400.5 axe given in Table 5 214 1 From

the nature of its definition the angle ty' (denoting the angular displacement of the

selenographic meridian from the Earth's equator) grows rapidly with tirne' changirtg

by 2r radians per lunar revolution. To limit the magnitude of the numbers carried

by the numerical integrator, a linear polynomial was removed from the initial con-

ditions for rl presented to the integrator. In all calculations the actual values of iy'

and tl used are:

{(t) = Vi Q) + 4)o + tn,

4,( t )=, l ' t " t@+tr,
(s.2144)

\5.214-7)
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where ?y'i"r(t), ry';"6(r) denote the angle and rate provided by the integrator:

lto = o'

h = 0.2299715021898189 rad d-r (5.21,1-8)

Discussions of numerically integrated physical librations are given by Williams

et al. (7973), Cappallo (1980), and Cappallo el al. (198r). Nonrigid-body effects

a.re described by Yoder (1979) and Cappallo (f980). The numerically integrated

physical librations used to fit the lunar laser data came hom the program described

by Williams et al. (1973) rather than from that described here, since higher arccuracy

is needed for the data reduction than for the integration of the lunal orbit

5.215 Solar-System Barycenter In the z-body metric, all dynamical quantities are

expressed with respect to a center of mass whose definition is modified from the

usual Newtonian formulation. The solar-system barycenter is given by Estabrook

(1971, private communication) as

Piri = 0, (s.21s r)

where

(5.215-2)

In Equation 5.215-2 pi is defined as before a.nd vi is the barycentric speed of body
t :

(s.215-3)

t
i

ui=u,{r**"?-#n?;}

r i j = f i - r i l

During the process of numerical integration only the equations of motion for the

Moon and planets were actually evaluated and integrated. The barycentric position

and velocity of the Sun were obtained from Equation 5.215-1. It should be noted
that each of Equations 5.215-1 and 5.215 2 depends on the other, requiring a"n

iteration during the evaluation of the solar position and velocity.

5.22 Numerical Integration

The numerical integration of Equations 5.211-1 and 5.214-6 was carried out using
a variable-stepsize, va.riable-order Adams method (Krogh, 1972). The maximum
allowable order of auy of the 33 equations is 14; the actual order at any instant is
determined by a specified error bound ard by the behavior of backward difierences
of accelerations.

EPHEMERIDES OF THE SUN, MOON, ANO PLANETS

Forre Model Eyaluation The calculation and arrangement of accelerations
integration step is as follows:

(1) The integrator subroutine provides new states (positions and velocities) for
the nine pla.nets, the Moon, and the libration angles.

(2) The asteroid states are er.aluated from fixed polynomials.

iS) Equations for the relativistic masses a,re evaluated for the planets, Moon,
asteroids, aud Sun, using current states for all bodies except the Sur. (The
barycentric state of the Sun calculated at the end of the previous step is
retained for this evaluatiou. )

j (4) The present approximate state of the Sun is obtained from the constraint

(Equation 5.215-1).
(5) Equations 5.215-2 are er,aluated again, using this new estimate of the solar

slaf,e.
(6) Equation 5.215-1 is evaluated a second time to provide the current state of

the Sun.
(7) Equations 5.211-1 are eraluated to obtain the accelerations of the nine

planets and the Moon.
(8) It has proved numerically more suitable to integrate the luna.r ephemeris

. relative to the Earth rather than to the solar-system barycenter, The solar-

system barycentric Earth and Moon states a.re replaced by the quantities

r.,' and r3, given by

(s.22t-r)

(s.221-2)

where the subscripts e and m denote the Ea.rth and Moou, respectively.

Note that r"- is the difierence of solar-system barycentric vectors and is

distinguished from a geocentric vector by the relativistic transformation
from the ba,rycenter to geocenter. (The vector ra can be interpreted as

representing the coordinates of the Newtonian Earth-Moon barycenter rel-

ative to the solar-system barycenter. It has no physical significance and

does not appea,r in force calculations; it is solely a vehicle for improving

the numerical behavior of l,he differential equations.)
(9) The equations for the libration angle accelerations are evaluated.

Estimated Integration Error The method of error control used in the in-
puts a limit on the absolute value of the estimated error in velocity of

equation at the end of every iutegration step. Step size and integration orders

adjusted on the basis of estimated error. The limits selected for DE200 were
r? lud-l in each compoqent of the equations of motion for the planets a.nd
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fen= fn  -  fe

pef e + pnrn
fB = -'---- '

lte + ltn

and 2 x 10-15 ra.d d-l for each cemponent of the libration equations.
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5.223 Adopted Constants The integration requires inputting the numerical val-
ues of a number of parameters. Some of these parameters, such as the initial po-
sitions and velocities of the planets and Moon, result from the least-squares fits
and are different in each fit. Other parameters, such as some of the masses and the
Earth's zonal harmonics, come from outside sources and are only rarely changecl
for these present purposes. Some parameters, such as the mass of the Earth Nloorr
system, can be derived from the data, but for convenience are changed only when
statistically significant improvements can be made over the standard values.

The lunar secular acceleration is an important parameter that has been subject
to uncertainty and confusion. Lunar Iaser data now provide an estirnate of the lunal
secular acceleration (Calame and Nlulholland, 1978; Williams et al., 1928; Dickey
et al., 1982; and Dickey and Williams, 1982). Input can be a Love numbcr and a
phase shift that are converted to an acceleration (Chapront-Touze and Chapront,
1988). The value used in DE118 (DE200) was h = 23i9 t ti3 / cy2. This may be
compared with the more recently estimated value of -2419 ! 1'.'O I cy2 (Newhall ct
o l . ,  1989) .

5.23 Orientation of Ephemerides

5.231 Procedure Surnmary The J2000-based ephemerides, DE200/LE200, u,et: crc-
ated directly from the 81950-based ephernerides, DEl18/LE62, by a simple rcori-
entation of the reference frame. The orientation is presentcd by Standish (19g2a):
the essential features are reproduced here. This procedure rvas done in the follon,ilg
nve sleps:

(1) The 1950 dynamical equinox of DEl18 rvas determined to bc

Ei,3t  1950r  = Q' {  1950)  = +0: '5J te , , (5 .231  r )

where the superscript signifies that the ,,rotating', dcfinition of the equirrox
(Standish, 1981) was used.

(2) DE118 was rotated onto its own dynamical equinox of 1950, procluciDg
DE119:

r r  rs  = R.( -01 '5316)r r rs . (s.231-2)

(3) DEl19 was precessed to the epoch J2000, using the 3 x 3 matrix p givcn
by Lieske (1979):

r l le  =  Pr11e. (.s.231-3)

(4) The dvnamical equinox of DE119, at J2000 was determined to be E!,n =
-0100073.
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(5) DE119/ was adjusted onto its own dynamical equinox of J2000, thereby

producing DE200:

1266 = R.(0100073)ri'r. (5.2314)

5.232 Astronomical Constants The preceding analyses and comparisons rer''eal a

number of features that merit further discussion.

The origin of the reference system of DE118 should be approximately that of

the FK4, since the ephemeris has been fit ta data that included transit observa-

tions of the U.S. Naval Observatory that have been refererrced to the FK4. As such,

the determinatior of Ei,s(1950) may be interpreted as a deterDrination of the FK4

equinox. The value of 015316 lound in Step 1 of Section 5.231 agrees remarkablv

closely with that of Fricke (1982) for the FK4: (8ru'4(1950) = 0.]525). The smallness

of the difference of 010066 must be foftuiious, however, for the expected uncertain-

ties of the two determinations are nearly an order of magnitude greater.

One may calculate the mean obliquity, €, at a given epoch dircctiy from the

ephemerides, using an analysis similar to the one used for computing J2. This deter-

mination should be quite accurate (t 0l'01) since the data set used in the adjustment

ofthe ephemerides included 10 years ofLunar Laser-Ranging As such, the obliquity'

especially at the nlean epoch of the laser-ranging data (1975), is well represented

by the ephemerides. The analysis gires the result

ei66("/2000) = 23' 26' 2l'; 4 | 19, (s.232-r)

where the rotating (Standish. 1981) sense ol the definit ion has been rrsed.

This latter number is then to be comDared with IAU (1976) value of

et,L' = 23"26'21')448, (5.232 2)

giving

Er,ru €ior = 010361. (s.232,3)

Bretagnon and Chapront (1982) have rnade an indcpendent a alysis olDE200|LE2O\.
using their analytical planetary ard lunar theories (Bretagnon, 1980, 1981; Chapront-
Touz6, 1980; Chapront-Touz6 and Chapront, 1980). The analysis, coveriug 100
years, produces a value for the dynamical equinox (rotating scnse) of 0:'00068. This
independent check verifics that DE200/ LE200 is ildeed referred to its o$'n dynam-
ical equinox of J2000.0 to r.ithin an accuracy of t 01001.
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5,3 OBSERVATIONAL DATA FIT BY THE PLANETARY AND LUNAR
EPHEMERIDES

The planetary and lunar ephemerides represent the results of numerical integra-
tion6 of the equations of motion that describe the gravitational physics of the solar
system. It is assumed that the equations of motion accurately describe the physics,

at least to the presently observable accuracy. Also, the cornputer program that in-
tegrates these equations has been demonstrated to be sufficientlv accurate. It is
the least-squares adjustment process, of course, that produccs the initial conditions
and the set of astronomical constants that are used by the numerical integration
computer program.

The most crit ical feature of the construction of modern-day lunar and plan-
etary ephemerides is the accuracy and variety of the observational data to r,i'hiclr
the ephemerides are fit. This section (taken from Standish, 1990) describes thr:
observational data used in the creation of DE200/LE200.

The observational data include nlcridian transits, satellite astrometry, radar
ranging to a planet's surface, ranging to various spacecraft, and laser ranging t<r
the lunar reflectors. The reduction formulas are given for each data type. Tht'
accuracies of each type are given alorrg with the numbers of observations and thr:
time spans covered by the difierent sets of data.

5.31 ODtical Data

There have been three types of optical data used in the Jet Propulsion Laboratorl.
(JPL) ephemeridcs up to and including DEl18. These are the transit observations
from the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO), some astrometric platc data of Saturt
taken at the Universitl' of Virginia's Leander N{cCormick Observatorv, and a set of
normal points of Neptune and Pluto provided bv the USNO.

5.311 tansit Circle Data The onlv transit data used in thc JPL ephemerides up
to artd including DEl18 were the observations from the U.S. Naval Observatorv
(USNO) taken with thc six-inch and uirre-inch meridian circles. Frrrtherrnore. onll
those sincc 1911 have been used, thc date signifying the introdrrction of the impcr-
sonal micromcter. (Seo Table 5,311.1.)

The observations are recordcd in thc publications of the USNO. sccond scrics.
The data listcd in thesc publications havc bccn reduced to thc \\rtrshington catalog of
the concurrent epoch- Table 5.311.1 prcsents rcferences for thc \!'ashington catalogs
in which the observations are givetr.

All the trarrsit observations for catalogs 1\r(25) through W4(50) were trans-
formed to the refcrence systern of thc FK,l using the formulas of Schlvan (1977).
For catalog W(10) the table published irr thc second series of the U.S. Naval Ob-
servatory publications was used.
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Table 5.311.1
Transit Circle Observations from the U.S. Naval Observatory
that have been used in the JPL Ephemerides, DEl lS

Catalog Timespan Telescope vovPa Number ot
Observalions

w(10)  1911-19 '18
w(20) 19'r3-r925
w(25) 1925-193s
w(40) 1935-1944
w(50) 1935-1941
w2(s0) 1941-1949
w3(50) |949-19s6
w4(50) | 9s6-1962
w5(s0) 1963-1971
(Cir.) 1975-1977

6',
9',
6',
9 ' ,
6 ' ,
6'
6"
6'

6"

totats

XI
x l

XVI/I

XVYI
XVVIII
xtvl
xlxtl

xx t/!t l

2436
3381
6 9 1 1
4547
3777
3444
3678
4051
58 t  1
1543

39579

Not€: The Vol/Part reters to the second Series ol the L,sNo Publicalions

Data since the end of the \\15(50) iu 1971 have been provicled in urachine-

readable format by the USNO. These must be considered as provisional. since the

transit circle was refurbished durins the interval 1972 197.1.

5.3111 Basic reduction ofthe transit obs€ryations Transit observations are differ-

ential in nature the planetary observatious undergo the sante prcrcessitrg as fhose

of the observed stars, both being relatcd to the standard catalog of thc epoch The

observations are prrblished as geocentric apparcnt right ascerlsions iuxl declinations'
taken at the tirne of meridian passage. For cornparisoni then, ottt: ol)tains a com-
puted position from the ephemerides by iteratirrg to find the tinrc at rvhich the local

apparent hour anglc of the planet is zelo. The formulation for conlputing apparent
places has been esseutially identical to that described in Chapter ;.

5.3112 Phase corrections A phase-eflect colrection is determirted bv the USNO
and applied to the observations before publication. This correctiort is llased on the
theoretical cflect that should be expected due to the geomctric situation. Here,
empirical formulas have been used to fit and remove further phase effects fiom the
transit-circle observations. It seems that changes result nainly frorn "irradiation
efiects" whereby an observer tends to mcasure a bright illuminated Iirnb differently
rrom a darker terminator.
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A(t

A6
s sin O

cos o l c u + C t I + C 2 P  + Q i 3 l , ( 5 . 3 1 1 2 - l )

where 1is the phase angle expressed in units of 90 degrees (1 = i/90); O is the position

angle of the midpoint of the illuminated edge; and I is the phase angle between the

Sun and the Earth, subtended at the observed body. The coefficients, Ce through

C3, are solved for in the ephemeris solutions. The resulting cubic polynomial agrces
quite well with that found by Lindegren (1977).

For an illuminated limb measurcmcnt, for both Mercury and Venus, thc USNO

correction was retained, and the following formula was applied in addition:

sin @
cos @ [Lo+hl + Lzi2 + LtI3l. (5.3rr2-2)
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For the center of light measureme[ts. for both \{ercury and Venus, the USNO

couection was temoved from the observations, and, instead, the following forrnula

was applied:
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SSll4 C^t^logdrift The mean motions of the inner planets are determined pri-

marily by the strength of the ranging data in the least-squares fit. Therefore, anv

inconsistency between these mean motions and those determined from the optical

data will appear as secular trends in plots of the optical residuals. These drifts are

due pa,rtly to an incorrect value of precession and to an equinox motion in the FK4

reference system, which have been accounted for in two ways.

5J12 Corrections to prec€ssion and equinox drift The secular-like drifts in the

optical residuals have been modeled by the standard formulas,

Ao = (A/< + Az sin a tan 6)156

{f = (An cos a)25e, (5.312-t)

where ?59 is the time in centuries past 1950. These corrections rvere subtracted frorn

the observed values of all the transit obscrvations of the planets and the Sun.

If one assumes that these parameters comc fiom precession error aud equinox

drift exclusively, then the following relations apply:

A f t=  -E+Apcose -  A /  and An=Aps ine , (.s.3r2 2)

where ii is the equinox rnotion; Ap is the correction to lunisolar precession; A/ is

the correction to planetary precession; and e is the value of the Earth's obliquity

For DE118, the value of An was set to +01'438/cy, corresponding to Lp =

+ll l0/cy, Fricke's (1971) determination of the correction to precession. At was l ixed

to -0i266/cy, corresponding to Fricke's (1982) determination of the FK4 equinox

motion, E = +li275lcy. The value of A/< should have been -0'2371cy, since the

cortection for planetary preccssion of Ll = -0:029lcy (see Lieske et al., L977) was

inadvertentlv omitted.
With A/< and An constrained to the values determined by Fricke, the corrections

to the computed residuals of the transit data are identical to those that \i'ould

have been found if the whole procedure (observations and reductions) had been
performed in the J2000.0 (lAU 1976) referencc systern.

5.3121 Catalog offsets With A& flxed for the solution to DE118, there was the
possibility of a residual secular trend in the optical lesiduals. It was dccided to
introduce constant ofisets in both right ascension and in declination for each of the
Washington catalogs. The values for these are included in Table 5.42.1.

5.313 Astrometric Plate Data for Saturn Over the years 1973 1979, the Univer-
sity of Virginia, under contract from JPL, provided measurements of photographic
plates taken of the planet Saturn and its satellites (Ianna, 1974, 1980). The mea-
surements of the satellites and the background stars were provided to JPL arrd

Aa
A6

Here. the coefrcients are in units of seconds of arc. For measurements of four linbs.
the USNO correction was retained and the following formula was applied in addi-
tion:

sin @
cos O

(5,3 r  12-3)

where,t = 4, 5,..., 8 for Mars, Earth,..., Neptune. This empirical formula rnal'br:
compared with that of Chollet (1984), the form of which has been derived frorn
physical considerations.

The forms of these preceding "phase correction" formulas were all choselr
s t r i c t  l y  f rom empi r i ca l  cons iderar ions .

5.3113 Day corrections For each \\rashington catalog, corrections are applied tcr

the obsenations obtained during daylight hours; rramel5r. observations of thc Srur.
N{ercury, and Vemrs. Typically, t}rcsc are given in tables as ftrnctions of the object s

declination and of the tirnc of day. Day corrections have not been applied. howeler',
to the prcliminary observations given in the USNO circul:r,rs. Therefore. lbl thc

1975 1977 data the following day corrections were solved for and removecl frorn thc'
observations of the Sun, N{crcury, and Venus:

Ad
Bp sin2i,

Aa =  Ar  +Az s in  6

A 6 = D r + D u s i n 6 ,

( s .3113-1 )

(5.3 | l3-2)

nwhere 6 is the declination of the body. A1. A2. D1, arld D2 are ernpirical quantit i( 's.
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were reducd by Sta.ndish, using the satellite ephemerides of Null (1978) a.nd the

Zodiacal Catalog of the USNO (Schmidt et al., 1980). The "observed" positions

of the satellites from the reductions were then compared to "computed" positions

derived ftom the satellite and planetary ephemerides. Since the errors of the satel-

lite ephemerides were expected to be small in comparison to those of the planeta.ry

ephemerides, and since the satellites errors enter in a quasi random way when many

observations are used, it was assumed that the differences (O - C's) could be at-

tributed to the errors in the planetary ephemerides. Accordingly, the difierences

were used to adjust only the ephemeris of Saturn.

5314 Normal Points for Neptune and Pluto As mentioned before, the main op-

tical data used by JPL a.re the transit observations from the USNO' beginning in

1911. Clearly, for the outermost pla.nets this is not enough data to determine a full

orbit. Consequently the USNO transmitted a set of normal points that gave the

differences between one of their experimental ephemerides and an intermedia.ry JPL

ephemeris (DE114). The optically based USNO ephemeris gave what was believed

to be reasonable fits to the observations of Neptune and Pluto. These data were

then used to adjust the solution for DE118. The data were transmitted in the form

of corrections to longitude and latitude, one pair of points every 400 days. The time

span for Neptune was 1846-1974; for Pluto, 7974-1974.

5.32 Radar-RangingData

5321 Computation ofRador-Ranging Measurements Ra.dar-ranging measurements

are actual timings of the round-trip light-time of the electromagnetic signal from

the time that it leaves the transmitter until the time that it arrives at the receiver

(Figure 5.321.1). The timing is done by an atomic clock at the observing station.

For an observation received at the time t (expressed in TDB time units), the

rould-trip light-time is given by the difereuce UTC(I) - UTC(I - rd - ru), wherc

r, = lrp(r - Td) - r t - ra - r")l l c + Ar,[rel] + At'[cor] + A?],ltropol (5.321-l)

and

q = lr sQ) - rn(r - za)l / c + Atrlrell + Atdlcorl + Azzftropol, (5-321-2)

Tu a!.d 16 are the light-times (in TDB units) of the upleg and the downleg, respec-

tively; ra is the solar-system barycentric position of the antenna on the Eaxth's sur-

face; rp is solar-system barycentric position of the reflection point on the planet's

surfacel c is the velocity of light; and the three Az's are the correctioDs to the light-

times due to relativity, the electrou content of the solar corona, and the Ea^rth's

$Sd+","
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Planetatr-rd

Ear$ at t E w t h a t t - r a - 1

rAO) (t - rd) r A Q - r d - r )

Solar-system barycenter

Flgutt 5.321.1
Diagram of geometry for planetary radar ranging

respectively. The two formulas a.re solved iteratively, first for z then

location of the antenna is computed in a straightforward manner using a

ephemeris and the proper formulas of precession, nutation, timiug, and

motion with which one orients the Ea.rth into the refereqce fta'ue of the

The location of the point of reflection was computed by assuming the

of Mercury and Venus to be spherical. Radar ranging to Mars v/as not

in the solution for DEl18.

path over the value of the potential. For each leg of the signal path, the

is given by the formulas

Time delays for relativlty' the solar corona, and the troposphere The time-

due to relativity, given by Shapiro (1964), is obtained by integrating along

( l + 1 \ G M ,  l e + p + o l
Aztrell = :-----::- llr | - L

c '  l c + p - q l
(5.32rr-r)
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where I is the PPN parameter of general relativity and where e, p, and 4 are the

heliocentric distance of the Earth, the heliocentric distance of the planet, and the

geocentric distance of the planet, respectively. These distances are evaluated at

t-rdfot the planet, at t -r,1 - zu for the Earth during the upleg, and at lforthe

Earth during the downleg.

The delay from the solar corona (see Muhleman and Anderson, 1981) is ob-

tained by integrating along the signal path from point P1 to point P2 over the

density of ionized electrons. N. 1cm 
l.;.

Li  \  fP,
Arfcor]= 

# Jr, 
r.o'. (s.321r-2)

where c is the speed of l ight (cm/sec), / is the frequency (Hz), and s is the l inerr

distance (cm). The density is given by
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Table 5.322.1
Radar-Banging Observations Used Direcily in DE1 l8

TimesDan Anlenna Number
ol Observatlons

Mercury 1966-1971 Arecibo
1966-1971 Haystack

1971 Gold 13/14
1972-1974 Gold 14

Mercury Totals

106
2 1 7

I
30

362

1966-1970
1966-1971
1964-1967
1964-1970
1970-1971
1971 -1973
1973-1977

Arecibo
Haystack
Mil lstone
Gold 13
Gold 13/14
Gold 14
Gold 14

248
219
1 0 1
294

1 4
44
25

945

where r is the heliocentric distance expressed in units of the solar radius and d is thc

solar latitude. The values for the constants, A, c, and b are included in Table 5.42 1

The delay from the Earth's troposphere is discussed by Chao (1970). For cadr

IeE. it is

Venus Totals

5.33 Spacecraft Range Points

There were three sets of spacecraft-ranging data used in thc ephemeris solutio[s

for DE118. They are (1) normal points from the Pioneer Missions to Jupiter, (2)

normal points to the Mariner 9 orbiter of Mars, and (3) actual range measurements
to the Viking Landers on the surface of Mars.

Normal points represent modified distance measuremelts The original round-
trip range and Doppler measurements have been reduced using tbe JPL Orbit
Determination Program (Nloyer, 1971). This reduction is an adjustrnent for various
paxameters, including the spacecraft orbit, the planct's mass and gravity field, and
so forth. As such, the resultant range residuals represent derived corrt'ctions to the
nominal planetary ephemeris used in the reduction. These residuals are then added
to the geometric (instantaneous Earth planet) ralge in order to give a pseudo
"observed', range point.

5'331 Pioneer Normal Range Points to Jupiter There was one normal range point
from each of the two Pioneer encounters of Jupiter. The rnajor uncertainty for each
point comes from the uncertainties in the determination of the spacecraft's orbit

A (s .3211-3)

r S  1 t I  l J \

oU t yF s'rn2 A + b'zcos') B
f

Arltropo] = 7 nsec / (cos z + 0. 0014 / (0. 045 + cot z)),

where z is the zenith distance at the antenna.

5.322 Radar-Ranging Data The strength of a radar echo from a planet's surface

varies as the inverse fourth power of the distance. Up to the present time. higlr

quality planetary radar-ranging observations have been conlined to times whcn the

distances are less than about 1AU. At these distances, the precision of the ranging

observations has been seen to be about 100 meters. However, for ephemeris mea-

surements, variations in the topography of the planet's surface introduce variatiorrs

into the observations which tend to dominate the uncertainties. For Nlercury and

Venus these amount to about 1 km.
The radar-ranging measurements used in the JPL ephemerides have conre

from five antennas. These are located in Arecibo, Puerto Rico; Tyngsboro, N'IA

(Haystack); Westford, NIA (Millstone); and Goldstone, CA (DSS 13 and DSS 14)'

In addition, some of the measurements at Goldstone were taken in the bistatic

mode: transmitting with DSS 14 and receiving with DSS 13. Table 5 322 1 presents

a list of the measurements which have been used directly in DE118.
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Tablo 5.332.1
Marinor 9 Orbiter Normal Rango Points to Mars

Number of
Ob8ervatlong

Delea
(,lsec)

244'1272-2441361
2441359-2441540
2441541-2441555
2441577-2441W2

Total

0.25 77
0.29 81
o.7a 47

Nolei The iour s€ts ot points are grouped accodlng to th€
poximiiy in tim€ to rhe solar conjunction of Mars (JD 2,141 568).

with respect to the center of mass of the planet. The observations, transmitted by
Null (1976), are as follows:

Pioneer 10: 1973 Dec 04 0r'ET (2442020.50) / 2754747323!40 p,sec.
Pioneer 11: 1974 Dec 03 0h ET (2442384.50) / 2439811990110 psec.

These values represent one-way geometric (instantaneous) distances from the center
of mass of the Earth to the barycenter of the Jovian planetaxy system.

5.332 Mariner 9 Normal Range Points to Mars During its lifetime, the onboard
range transponder of the Mariner 9 Orbiter allowed accurate range measuements
to the planet Mars. These data exist in three sets according to their proximity to
the Martian solar conjunction (JD 2441568) when the 2300-MHz ranging signal
passed within 4 solar radii of the Sun at the heliographic latitude of +79". When
near conju.nction the major uncertainties of these points are due to uncertainties in
the densities of the ionized electrons in the solar corona through which the signal
passedl away from conjunction, the orbital uucertainties dominate. As shown in
Table 5.332.1, the three sets of data are weighed accordingly. The data have been
couected for the solar corona using the formula given in Section 5.32.

5333 Yiking Lander Range Data The most accurate of all planetary position data
are the two.way ranging measurements taken of the Viking Landers on the surface of
Mars. Though only a single frequency (2300 MHz) was used, the solar corona could
be calibrated by using the nearly simultaneous dual-frequency measurements of the
Viking Orbiters. Observations were made on the average of once per week, typically
with about six range points per day. The residuals are seen to have a scatter of only
2 to 3 meters about the mean of the day; the means for ea.ch day, however, show
a scatter of about 6 meterc among themselves. Without orbital uncertainties being
present, the dominating contributions to these residuals come from three sources:
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of the solar corona, the calibration of the inherent time-delays ir_
station antennas (done before and after each pass), and the calibration

transponders of the landers themselves (done before launch).
range data were reduced using the formulas given in Section 5.321 with

point on the planet's surface being represented by the location of
on Mars. For this, one needs the Martian coordinates of the landers as

a set of angles used to express the orientation of Ma.rs within the ephemeris

fta.me, The position of the lander, expressed in the frame of the ephemeris,

by

r = &(-€)&(-o)&(-4&(-o)R (-rr&(-y')ro, (5.333-l)

e is the obliquity of the ecliptic; O and 1 are the longitude and latitude of the

Martian orbit upon the ecliptic; Qn and Io a.re the mean node and inclination

Ma.rtian equator upon the mean orbit; V is the Iongitude of the Martian

meridian measured along the equator from the intersection of the orbit; and

the Ma.rs-fixed coordinates of the lander, and where

a'o= Qo - Arlt, / = In+ Ae and V' = V + N! cos I'0, (5.333-2)

Arl and Ae exDress the nutation of Mars. comDuted ftom the fornulation

et oI. (7979). The Ma.rs-fixed coordinates of the la.nder a.re computed

the cylindrical coordinates,

r[ = [z cos ), z sin ), v]r. / 5  ? ? ? - ? \

i,A summary for the Viking Lander ra.nging data is as follows:

Lander #1 2442980-2444054 Points: 683
Land.er #2 2443026 2443417 Points: 78.

values for the pararneters used in the reductions a.re included Table 5.42.1'
values for €, O, a.rrd I were adopted: those for Qq, I* and V, as well as the

of the landers, were estimated in the least-squares adjustments.

Lunar Laser Range Data

tunar Laser Range (LLR) data cousist of time.of-flightmeasurements from

the Moon and backObservatory to a,rry one of four retroreflectors on
The retroreflectors are at the Apollo 11, 14, a.nd 15 landing sites and on
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the Lunakhod 2 vehicle. These 2954 range points are distributed from August 1969

to June 1980. The normal points through 1973 have been published by Abbot ez
al. (1973), Mulholland et al. (1975), and Shelus et al. (7975). The LLR data are
deposited in the National Space Science Data Center. During the least-squares fi1
the ranges have been weighted according to the instrumental errors that accompany

each point. The general trend is toward improving accuracy with time. The sirnple
post-fit rms residual is 31 cm in orre-way range. The q,'eighted rms rcsidual is 27 cm
(Dickey et al., 1982).

For the Moon, the mean orbital elements that affect its geocentric distant:e

will be strongly determined by the laser-ranging data. The eccentricity is implicitlr.

determined to a few parts in 10v and the mean anomaly to a ferv milliarcseconds

There is a strong determination of differential geocentric lunar and solar eciiptir:

longitudes resulting from strong solar perturbations on the lunar distance (arnpli-

tudes of about 3000 km and 4000 km for the two leading terms). During the span of
the observations the differential Iongitudes are knou''n to a few milliarcseconds. Orrt-
side the data sparr the error in thc lunar longitude is dominated by the unccrtaill.l
in the lunar tidal acceleratiorr. (Sce Williarns and Standish, 1989.)

5.4 LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF THE EPHEMERIDES

The least-squares adjustmeut for DE118/LE62 involved 175 explicit unknor.n pa-
rameters and 50424 observational equatious. The adjustment was done in trvo slep-s.
Using a previous epheneris (DE111/LE55) as thc rrorninal ephemeris, a preliminalr'
solution was made involving all solution pararnctcrs that were judged to be rek:rant.
Then, the values for certain parameters were rounded off and forced into thc filal
solution for DE118/LE62 which readjusted, slightly, the rcrraining parameters.

There are a number of reasons for forcing certain paramctcrs to have spec:ifJc
values: the adoption of someone else's, presumably more accuratc, determinatiol ol

the constant (e.g.. the mass of Pluto); the rounding of values for cosmetic reasorls
(e.g., a truncated value for the inverse mass of Jupiter); or the need for consistr:ncr
n'ith outside sorrrces (e.g., the IAU values of A/r and At).

The creation of DE118/LE62 *'as done partially with the intent that t l l is
ephemeris (when rotated onto the J2000 equator and eqrrinox) *'ould be used for t he
foundation of future national almanacs. Ideally, the ephemeris should have iucorpcr
rated all of the astronomical constants of the IAU (1976) J2000 reference systenl.
However, it wals recognized that more rnodern valucs for some constants l\'erc lec-
essary in order to fit the more accurate obsen'ational data propcrly. In palticular'
it was not possible to use the IAU sc1, of corrstants and still produce ac<:eptable
solutions for thc Viking Lander ranging data or the Lunar laser-ranging clata-
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Table 5.41.1
The Observational Data Used for the Adjustment of DE 1 18/LE62

Type ol Observation Number of
Observations StandardDeviation

Washington transits

Saturn astrometry
Neptune, Pluto normal Points
Radar-ranging

Pioneer ranges at Jupiter
lvlariner I ranges at N4ars
Viking Lander ranges
Lunar laser ranges

Total

1911-1977

1973-1979
1825-1974
'1964-1977

1973-1974
1971-1972
1976-1980
1969-1980

110 (Sun, l\,,ler, Ven)
0 .5  (Mars , . . . ,  Nep )
013
015
10 km (belore '1967)

1.5 km (after 1967)
3 km, 12 km
4G-100 m
7 m
1 8 c m

39579

4790
386

1307

2
645
761

2954

50424

5.41 The Observational Equations

Table 5.41.1 gives the number of observatio[a] equations for each differelt set of

data. Each equation was nornalized by multiplying it by the factor, I / d0, where
d0 is the a priori standard deviation of a single observation of a particular sct of

data. Previous experience in working with the rarious sets has Ied to a knou"ledge
of the individual accuracies of each tvpe of obsenation. The values of the a priori
sta.ndard deviations, listed in Table 5.41.1, $.ere chosen to be approximately cqual
to the rms post-fit residuals.

5.42 The Solution Parameters

Table 5.42.1 givcs the values and the formal standard deviations of the solution
parameters of the least-squares adjustment for DE11S/LE118. Th" pararneters for
which values were adopted from outside sources are enclosed in square brackets.
Parameters that were determined from the preliminary solution, rounded, and then
forced into the final solution are cnclosed in parentheses. The adjustment of the or-
bital parameters is inherent in the valrres of tLe initial conditions of the ephcnrerides
that are l isted in Table 5.42.2.

In addition to the parameters listed in the table, there were a number of pa-
rameters pertainilg to the platc solutions and catalog adjustment of the Saturn
astrometrical data. These entered into the solutions implicitly; they were present in
the solution just as if they had been carried along explicitly; however, their presence
rs not seen directlv.



Table 5.42.1
Values and Formal Standard Deviations ot the Constants
Used in DE118/ 1E118 (DE200/1E200)

scale Factor lkntAu] 049597870.66 1o.0o2)

EaivMoon Mass Ratio [81.300584
Sun/PlanetlllassRatios Sun/Mercury

Sun/Venus
SUdEM-bary
SurvMars
SurVJupiter
Survsatum
SurVUranus
Sun/N€ptune
Sur/Plulo

= [6023600]
= [4O8s23.5]
= [328900.5s]
= [3098710]
= (1047.350 r 0.000r)
= (3498. 0 r 0. 01 4)
= (22960 r 6)
= [19314]
= [130000000]

= I0.1746 x lO-r2l
= lo 3200 x 1o-t3l
= [O.4O8O x 10 13]

= IO.1600 x 10-141
= t0.2600 x 1o-r4l

2,{39. 990 1 0. 093
6051 .81310 .054
t3397. sls]

Phas6 Conections

Radii

Day Conections

catalog Drift

Calalog Offsots

Ast€roid GM value
tAu3/daf l

Gli(Ceres)
GM(Pallas)
GM(V€sta)
GM(kis)
GM(Bamberga)

At = 01268 t 01048
4 = 0:378 r 01160
Dr = 0:t53 r 01048
4 = 1:131 t 01160

C9 = -0.O3 t 0.O17
Ct = 0.39 t 0.087
Cz = 0.47 1 0.11
Co = -0.26 t 0.039
h = -ol.ls r 01067
Lr = 2181 t 0130
4 = _2:4s t 0:37
L g  =  0 : 7 3 t 0 : 1 3
Bl = 0:40 t 0:022
Bs = 0:97 i 0:077
Bo = O:74 tO:14
Bz = 0120 t 0130
Ba = 0193 t 0149

ak = I_0t266/cyl
A/r = [0:438 / cy]

w10 0136s 0:303
w20 01009 ,0:033
w25 01081 0:084
w,() -01027 -0:015
w150 -0:02a 0:090
w250 -0102 0:0s4
w350 -0:018 -01021
w450 -0506 -01001
w550 -0:047 -01032
wcfR -0:231 -01020

r$t il
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Table 5.42,1, continued
Values and Formal Standard Deviations ol the Constants Used in
DE1 18/ LEl 1 I (DE200/LE2o0)

A =  1 .22  im  x  108
a = 0.,14 f. 02 x 106
b = 0.,14 t. 03 x loo

Y [deg] 132A.707423251
y [deg/dayl 350.89199047 i 0. 00000024
/q [d6g] 25.180841510.0013
iq ldeglcy) 0.030 10.006
oq [deS] 35 3371s55 t 0.0026
Aq ld,eglcy) -0.118 + 0.010
/ idegl t1.851
, Idegr'cyl [-0.00820]
o ldesl [4s. 17193]
A ldeg/cyl I-0.294701
6 [deg] [23.,145789]
e ldegr'cy] [-0.01301]

u1 [kmJ 3136.515 t 0.001
z1 [km] 12U.587 l:O.O24
)1 [deg] 31 1 .8027 t 0. 0033
e lkml P77.374 t0.002
v2 lk.nl OO.IU lO O22
)2 [deg] 134.03.43 10.0034

Note: Numbers in square brackets we€ not solved for but adopted lrom other
sources. Numbers in palenthgs€s are roundod values d€termined lrom a
pr€liminary so[]lion aird then forced unchanged inlo the present final solution.
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solar Corona Icm-3]

Mars Odentation

Viking Lander

The Standard Deviations

starrdard deviations listed in Table 5.42.7 ate the formal values, straight from

'least-squares solutions. They do not represent realistic uncertainties, for it is

l'l<nown that formal uncertainties tend to be overly optimistic, sometimes by an

of masnitude. This is a, direct result of incorrect or incomplete rnodeling, either

the equations of motion or through the data reductions. In the present case'

of the sources of the incomDleteness a,re known. For discussions of what are

to be realistic uncertainties associated with the pla,netary ephemerides, see

et al. (1983), Standish (1985), and williams and Standish (1989)'

.NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE EPHEMERIDES

produced by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory axe obtained by nu-

integration of the equations of motion of the Moon and planets. The imme-

Ltput from the integrating program is not suited to subsequent rapid eval-

of ephemeris quantities. To provide ephemerides convenient for distribution
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drd use throughout the astronomical communitl', an efficient procedurc n.as ds-

veloped for the generation of coefficients representing an interpolating polynomial.

This section (taken from Newhall, 1989) describes the generation and accrtracy of

those coefficients'

The numerical intcgration process carries the states of the Sun, \{oon. and

olanets as their solar-svstem barycentric Cartesian coordinates in the inertial J2000

referenc" frame. The integration method used is a variable-step-size, variable-order

Adams Procedure.

5.51 ChebYshevPolynomials

Chebyshev polynomials are the functious ofchoice for ephemr:ris interpolatiol. They

are stable during eraluation, the,r' gir '. a near minimax rcprescntatiotr. and thel
provide a readily appalent estimate of the effect of neglected ternrs on iltcrpolation

error (For a thorough treatment of these polyrromials see Rivlin. 1974).
The nth Chebyshev poll'nomial 7,,(l) is defined by the recrrrsion formula
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fable 5.42.2
The Inltial Conditions of the Ephemerides at JED 2440400.5 in AU and Au/oay

Coordinales Velocltles

Mercury x.l
y1

Venus x2

v2
Z2

Earth-Moon xB

barycenter yB

Z B

3. 57260212546963715-001

9. 15490552856159762 002
-8. 5981 0041345356578-002

6. 08249 437 7 664 41 07 2 - 00 1
-3. 491 32444047 697 97 0 - OO1
,1. 95544325580217404-001

1. 16014917044544758-001
-9. 266055580530981 35 -001
-4. 018062651 1 782,1489-001

- 1. 14688565462040833 _001

1 . 32836653338579221 +000
-6. 06155187469280320-001

-5. 384208641 40637830+000
8. 31249997353602621 -001

2. 25098029260032085-001

7 . 84984942673227 47a+000
4. 59570992672261 1 22+O0O
1. 55842916634453457+000

-1. 8269891 1379855169+001
1. 16273304991353263+000

-2.50376504345852463 001

- 1 . 60595043341729160+001
-2. 39429413060150989+001
-9. 4004277295751 4666+000

3. 04879969725404637+001
-8.73216536230233241 001

8. 91 |35208725031935+000

4. 50479585567460182-003

7 .7325447 46a907 417 1 -004

2.68503998557327098 004

-8.08177235835125058 004
- 1 . 99463003744199594 003
- 1. 047 2627 21 620867 94 -O03

1 . 09524199354744185 -002

1. 56 1 250691 1 5477042 002
6. 32887643692262960 -003

't. 681 16200395885947-002

1 . 74313126183694599 003
7 . 55975079765192612 -004

1. 44820048365775564-002

2. 37285174568730153-004
-2. 437 447 56861 61 1 a22 004

1.09236745067075960 003
-6. 523293903169766S9-003
-2. 8230121 107231 1896-003

-3. 2172051 4 1220077 56-O03
4. 33063208949070216 - 003
1 . 92641681926973271 003

2. 2 l 544461 295a7 1596 - O04
-3. 76765491663647351 003

1. 65324389089726956-003

2. 64312595263412502 003
- 1 . 50348686458462071 -003
-6. 81268556592018307-004

3. 225 4 1 7 6a7 9a 400992 - O0 4

3. 14875996554 t 92878 003
- 1 . 080 t 8551253387161 003

-3. 52445744568339381 007

5. 1 77 6377 8067 2221 2A 006

2. 2291 1325240040085-006

6. 0108483148291 1873 004
- 1 . 67445469150060619 -004

8. 5562081 0990486240-005

i1 3.36784520455775328-003

h 2.4449342837 5858480 -002

4 1 .29440715971 588809 - 002

Juprter

Saturn

uranus

Neptune

Moon

Y4
4

\
y5

4

Y6

Y7

Xg

Ya
ZB

X9

t9

Zg

xS

/S
ZS

YM
ZM

XP

j,e

*6

j,a

4

iq

i5
j,s

&
j,a

\1

h

is
j,a

x,
j,e

is

Ys
ZS

i1a

YM
ZM

T , ( t )  =  2 t T ^  t ( t )  -  T n _ z Q ) ,  n = 2 , 3 , . . . (5 .51- l  )

with 70(t) = I and Ir(t) = t. The applicable range oll for interpolation is -l < t < 1.
Any function /(l) has arr approxiurate Nth-degree expausion in Chebvsher-poll

nomials

-_ s- _
J t t t  =  

) r a n t  a l t  ) ,
n=0

J ( t l  =  
L a n I r ( t ) ,

( 5 . 5 1  2 )

and, when differentiated,

(5.5 r-3)

Pluto

Sun

Nol€: Coordinat€s gven are hetiocsntnc coordinales lor ptanets, g€oc€nlric coordinalos Jorlhe Moon, and
solar-syslem baryc€ntric coordtnales lor the Surl

where the c, are chosen in a marurrt appropri;rtc for /1r1 and /1r). ln the present
caae, where.f(r) and /(tj) clcnote a coordinate and its derivative comprttr:d at dis-
crete times 1 by the iutegrating program, the an serve to define the function f(r)
as a polynonial. The task becornes the deterrnination of a set of a, that pro-
vide interpolated values suitably approximating those availablc from the original
backward-difference representations carried by the integrator. The following section
details the generation of the rz, for cphemeris botiy coordinates.

5.52 ChebyshevCoefficientGeneration

An algorithm was developed that creates Chebyshev polynornial coemcients repre-
senting the Cartesian coordinates of the epherneris bodies. The full span of, say,
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60 years of an epherneris file is segmented into contiguous intenals. or granules. rl1
fixed length. (The actual length of a granule depends on the body; see Table 5.53.I
for details.) For each coordinate of an ephemeris body the algorithm produces ther
Chebyshev coefficients a, that define the interpolating polynomial valid over a giverr
granule. There are as many sets of coefficients generatcd for each coordinate as therc
are  granu les  cover ing  thc  cphemer is  span.

In the procedure, nine pairs of position and velocity lalues are obtained lcr-
each granule at equally spaced times one pair at each end point and seven in th(,
interior. The output is the set of an for the polynornial that is an exact f it to t|c
end points of the set of positions and a least-squares fit to the interior positious.
The differentiated polynomial is an exact fit to the end points of the velocitl. set
and a least-squares flt to the interior velocities. (The derivation of this proccdrrro

is given in Newhall, 1989.)
This approach has thc advantage that interpolated positiou altd velocitl ir,rt'

continuous at the comnton end point of adjacent granulcsl it also minimizes lhc
efiect of noise that would otherwise degrade the interpolatcd velocity obtained froli
differentiation of a polyrromial based on position valucs alorre.

5.53 Interpolation Error and Polynomial Degree

It is essential to have a quantitati l .e estimate of the l laximun error expected frorrL
the interpolation pror:css rvhen the polynomials clescribccl previously are usctl to
extract coordinate ralues at arbitrary times. (It shorrkl be noted that tho tenrr
"error" hetc refers to the difference betweel interltolatccl and integrator-supplicrl
vahtes; it does not irrdicate the degree of accuracy to which the original intogratctl
ephemeris represents thc dynamical state of thc solar svstern.)

The Chebyshcv polyuornials provide a convcniclt arrd reliable estimatc of irL-
terpolation error. Arr arbitriuy function has the exact rcl)rcsclrtat ion as an infinitc
Chebyshev expansiorr

I t t | =  ) _ a  t , t t t t .

,=0

The maxirnurn valtc of In(l) is unity on the intenal I l, l l , lhc domain of validit l
for interpolation. T'hcrefore, u'hcn a function is ap1>roxirnatcd by an Nth-degrc('
polyrromial, as in Etlration 5.51 2, the maximum olror.6 itr ising from the onittrrl
remainder of thc scrios h:rs the upper bouncl
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Table 5.53.1
Granule Length and Polynomial Degree for the 1 1 Ephemeris Bodies

Body
Granule Polynomial

length (days) degree (N)
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Mercury
Venus
Earth-Moon barycenter
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Moon
Sun

8

32
32
32
32
32
32
4

1 6

9
1 2
1 0
7

5
5
5

1 0

(5.53- l )

Investigation has sho*,n that the granule length and the poll'nomial degree N cart

be chosen so that 1a,.1 /a^l = 9.1 or less for r ) N. This implies that thc rnaxi-

mum expected intcrpolation error is about one tenth thc uragnitude of the highest

retained coeflicient a,,.
The accuracy critcrion for standard JPL ephemcridcs is that tLe interpola-

tion error for all <rrorrl inatc valucs rnust be less tharr 0.5 mill imcters. (The DE102
ephemeris covers 44(X) r-cars; in thc interests of providing n significantlv corlpressed
file, the interpolatiorr-<:rrol critcrion was relaxed.) Thc ruinimtrm degrce N of the
interpolating polynorrrial is 3. as the requirement that thc cnd-point positiort ancl
velocity values be rnatchc<l cxacl.ly yields four constlainl,s: t hr: 1E conrbined positiot
and velocity values pcrrrrit a maxirnum degree of 17. Tablc 5.53.1 l ists the gralultr
length and polynoruial rl<'gr-cc for each bodl'on tho.IPL cplretneris f i lcs.

5.6 COMPUTATION OF OBSERVATIONAL EPHEMERIDES

Computing the fundarur:rrtal cphemerides as des<ribrrl in Sections 5.2 to 5.4 pro-
duces ephemerides irr a space-fixed coorclin.rtc system at a givon epoch in terms of
the barycenter of thc solar system and in barycentri< tirnt:. Frorn these ephemcr
ides, observatiolal rlrhcmcridcs can be comlnrted that erre called apparent geocen-
tric ephemerides, with respect to a fixed epoch and.r rcfcr(rr(:e star catalog Transit
times of the objr:t ts and .rstronomical pherromena can be computed as well

(5.s3-2)
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5.61 AooarentPositions

The apparent position of a planet or the Moon represents the position as it would
be seen from the center of mass of the Earth at some date in the coordinate sys-
tem defined by the Earth's true equator and equinox of date, if the Earth and its
atmosphere wele massless, transparent, and nonrefracting. The apparent position

could then be related to observables for a particular instrument at some location on
the surface of the Ea,rth that is rotating and contains a refracting atmosphere. In
addition to the transformation of the coordinate systems. the tine argument musl
be changed from barycentric time to Terrestrial Time. The formula and methods

for performing the transformation from barycenter to geocenter are provided i4
Section 3.32. Reduction to topocentric coordinates, with the effects of refractiou
included, is given in Section 3.7. The relationships between barycentric time ancl
Terrestrial Time are given in Section 2,22,

5.62 AstrometricPositions

Astrometric positions are useful for faint objects such as Pluto, minor planets, and
comets where observations are made directly with respect to the star positiorls on
some fixed epoch in the same field. Thus, if a photographic plate or a CCD image is
taken with respect to star positions that are known on a catalog for a fixed epoch.
it is desirable to relate the solar-system object to those positions. An astrometric
position is therefore easier to compute than an apparent place since the differential
position is not concerned with the orientation of the coordinate system. The details
concetning computation of astrometric positions are giverr in Section 3.62.

5.63 TransitEphemerides

For observational planning and for certain types of observations, it is desirable
to know when the body will be on the meridian. Because Terrestrial Dynamicai
Time (TDT) is independent of the rotation of the Earth and because the rotation
of the Earth is not precisely predictable, it is not possible to calculate or publisL
in advance the times of transits over a fixed geographical meridian. Therefore, arr
auxiliary reference has been introduced. The position of the ephemeris meridian in
space is conceived as being where the Greenwich meridian would be, if the Earth
rotated uniformly with the rate implicit in the definition of Terrestrial Dynamical
Time. Thus, the ephemeris meridian is 1.002738 A?'east of the actual meridian of
Greenwich, where A?'is the difference TDT - UT. When referred to the ephemeris
meridian, phenomena depending on the rotation of the Earth may be calculated in
terms of TDT by the same methods as those by which calculations referred to the
Greenwich meridian are made in terms of Universal Time.
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Ephemeris transit is the time rvhen the right ascension of the object is equal to

the le,lue determined by substituting the TDT time into the equation for sidereal

dme, The times ol transit ate expressed in TDT and refer to the transits over the

ephemeris meridian. Because the longitude of the ephemeris rneridian (expresscd in

time measure) is 1.002718 AT east of the Greenwich meridian. the TDT of transit

over the Greenwich meridian is later than that of ephemeris transit by

LT I (l - 0.99'127 x rate of change of R.A.) (5.63- l  )

or aPProximatelY,

AT(1 + rate of change of R.A.) (s.63-2)

if the right ascension is expressed in the same unit as the time irttcrr-al. The UT

of Greenwich transit is therefore later than the tabulated TDT of the ephemeris

transit by the small quantitY:

(5.63 3)

which may, at present, reach about 2" for the Moon, but is less than 013 for the

planets.

For the Sun the TDT of ephemeris transit is simply 12n minus the equation

of time interpolated to the time ol transit; the UT of Greenwich transit differs by

0.002738AT.
For the Moon, the TDT of upper or lower transit of the Nloon oler a local

meridian may be obtained by interpolation of the tabulated time of upper or lower

transit over the ephemeris meridian, where the first dilTerences are about 25 hours.
The interpolation factor p is given by

p = ^ + l . O O 2 7 3 8 L T , (5.63 4)

where ) is the east longitude and the right-hand side is expressed in days. (Divide
longitude in degrees by 360 and AI in seconds by 86400). In general' second-order
differences are suflEcient to give times to a few seconds, but higher order differences
must be taken into account if a precision of better than 1 second is required. The
UT of transit is obtained by subtracting A? from the TDT of transit, which is
obtained by interpolation.

For planets the UT of transit over a local meridian may be obtained from:

AI z rate of change of R.A.,

L.,1.

time of ephemeris transit (,\ / 24) x first difierence. (s.63-s)
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This produces an elror that is usually less than 1second. l l 'here ) is the ea51
longitude in hours and the first diflerence betiveen transit times is about 24 hours.

5.7 ORBIT AND EPHEMEBIDES OF OTHER BODIES
WITHIN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

5.71 Minor Planets and Comets

Orbital information is available for several thousand minor planets (often called
asteroids) and scveral hundred comets. Orbital data for all numbercd minor plauets.

and ephemerides lbr those objects that reach opposition drrring the rolume year. are
published annually by the Institute for Thcoretical Astronomy in St. Petersburg.
Russia. These annual \,'olumesJ erLtitled Ephemerides of the Minor Pla,nets. can be
purchased from the White Nights Trading Company, 520 N.E.83rd St., Scattle.
wA 98115.  USA.

The N{inor Planet Center (60 Garden St.. Cambridge, X.lA 02138, USA) olTers
a variety of serviccs lbr obtaining information on minor planets and colncts. Cal.r
Logues of Cornetary Orbi.ts are published every few years. Approximately ten tines
each )'ear, astrometric observations, ephemerides, and updalcd orbits are published
for both comets and minor planets in tlte Minor Pla,ne.t Circulars. These circulars
are available in printed form, bv electronic mail, ard as machine-readable files orr
personal courputer disks. Nlagnetic tapes, contailing large files of astrometric data
for thousands of minor planets atrd corncts, can also be purchased from The \Iirlrr
Planet Center.

The accuracy of published orbital parameters for minor planets and cornets
varies fiom object to object. In gcrrcral, objects rvhose orbits are based upon op-
tical observational data sprcad over lengthy time intenals *'ill have nrore orbit:rl
acculac). than those objects whose orbits are based upon shorter data intclvals.
The inclusiott of radar datn in the orbit determination process *'ill dramaticalll
irnprove the orbital accuracy, particularly if the existing optical data are sprcad
over  on ly  a  - l ro r r  in re r t l l  o l  r ime.

Tlre annual Astronomical ,4lmanac volurncs publish cphcrnerides for thc first
four numbered minor planets. These volumes also incluclc orbital elements, nag-
nitude parameters, opposition dates, aud opposition apparent mitgnitudes lor the
larger minor planets that reach opposition during the volume ycar. In addition, the
osculating orbital elements are given for the pcriodic comcts that are schedulecl to
pass perihclion within the volu[rc year.

The orbital parautcters given for the minor planets and comets can be used to
generate approximate ephemeris information using two body formulations. These
same elements catr be employed to gcncrate more accurate ephemcrides $.hclr used
to initialize numerical integrations that include planetary perturbations. F-or active
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short-period comcts, the generation of accurate ephemerides often requires that,

in addition to the planetary perturbations, the comet's rocketlike outgassing forces

be taken into accorrnt. The mathematical models trsed to describe these so-called

nongravitational effects are described by \Iarsden ct aL. (1973) and Yeomans a1d

Chodas (1989)'

The magnitude parameters (11, G) given for the minor planets can bc used to

compute the object's apparent magnitude using thc follorving relationships:

apparent n'ragnitude = i1+ 5log(Dr) - 2.5log[(1 - G)Pt + GPzl 6.11 l)

Pr = exp[-3. 33(tana I 2)o 631

Pz = exp[ 1.87(tana l2)]?21, (s.7 t-2)

where

| = geocentric distance in Ali

r = heliocentric distance in ,Lu

a = Sun-asteroid Earth angle.

In lhe Astronomical ALrrr.ano,c:, the ephemeris positions and orbital elements

are given with respect to a coordinate systern defined by the equinox of the FK5

fundamental reference star catalog and the J2000.0 epoch (FK5/J2000.0 systern),

whereas the vast majority of solutions for orbital elements, prior to 1992, were

computed u"ith respect to the equinox of the FK4 reference star catalog and the

B1950.0 epoch (FK4/81950.0 system). In Scctions 5.711 5.71,1, the expressions
"1950.01' and "2000.0" refer to the FK4/B1950.0 and FK5/J2000.0 systems respec
tively. Comission 20 of the International Astrolomical Union has rc(rommolded the

following conversiol procedures betq'een the two svstems.

5.711 Conversion of Comet and Asteroid Astrom€tric Positions from 81950.0 to

J2000.0 Let d0=object's right ascension rcfcrred to 81950.0 s)rstem.

do = object's declination referred to B1950.0 svstem.

li = object's right ascension rcferred to J2000 0 system'

d = object's declination referrcd to J2000.0 system.

1. Calculate the rectangular components of the objcct's position vector ro.

I cos(ao) cos(do) l
I sin(ao) cos(do) | .
L sin(do) l

( 5 . 7 1 l - l )
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2. Remove the efrects og eltiptical aberration (Bterms) to form astrographic
position vector (r1).
Let rj be the vector transpose of r9. Then form 11.

| -1.62557 x 10-6 1
r r  =r0-A+(rd.A)r0 whereA= l -o . f re tex ro-c  |  6311+)

L -0. rcs+g x to-ol

and (rj ' A) is a scalar product.
3. Form the J2000.0 vector r from the vector 11 using the matrix M;

r = Mrr, (5.71l-3)

wnere

M=x(0)+r*(0);
I= Julian centuries from I}1980.0 epoch to the obserlation time (t)

= (t - u33282.423) | 3652s.

The equation_ r = Mr1 is a modification to Equation 30 in Murray (1989),
where the following matrices are those defiaed as his equations ZA dnd Z6]

| 0.9999256i%s56a77 _0.01118148322s662 _0.0048s900381535921
x(0) = J 0.01I181483239t717 O.9W314848933r35 _0.W27162ss47142 |

10.0048590037723143 _O-U]fp.27170293744O 0.999988t94ft23742 J
. f -0.n264ss262 -1.1s399t8689 2.t t346l90l

f cPX(o) = | r. 1540628161 -o.or2su2wt o.v23g2t47a | . (r.r,,_o)
L-2. |t2n9M8 _0.ms6r.24448 0.0t0258?134 )

The matrix expression (fi((0)) removes the error introduced when the
81950,0 reference staxs were advanced to the epoch of obsenation using
their proper motions (i.e., the error results from the incorect constant of
precession and the equinox drift between the FK4 and FKS systems). The
matrix X(0) conects for the half arcsecond equinox ofiset of the FK4 at
the 81950.0 epoch and precesses the vector 11 from the epoch of B19S0.O
to that of J2000.0 using the 1976 IAU constant of precessi,on.

4. Calculate the new J2000.0 right ascension and declinat ion (a,d) fromr(x,y,z)
using the followine exDressious.
Ler r=u@lpQ'

cos(4) cos(d) = :
r

sin(a) cos(d) = 1

slo(.1, = -.
r
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of Comet snd Astemid Astmnetric Posidons ftom J20ffi.0 to
= object's right ascension referred to J2000.0 syst€m.
= object's declination referred to J2000.0 system.
= object's right ascension referred to 81950.0 system.
= object's declination referred to 81950.0 system.

Calculate the recta.ngula.r components of the object's position vector r0.

Lel as
do

d

rr  =M- ' ro where16isa3x l  vector .

The M matrix is given in Section 5.711.
Include the effects of elliptic aberration (E-terms).

(5.7r2--2)

r  = rr  +A -  (r i .A)rr , (5.712:3)

, where the vector A was defined above in Section 5.711 and (r,t.A) is a scalar

Product.
Calculate the new right ascension and declinations (a,d) wing the following

expre€srons,
Let r=

Calculatethe3xl

fcos(ao) cos(do) l
16= ls in(a6)co(d6)  l .

L sin(do) I

vector rl(r1,)1, zl).

r = r(x,y,z)

cos(a) cos(4 = I

v
sin(a) cos(d) = I

r
z

sln(d, = -.
r

(s.7 r2-r)

(s.7 t24)

Conversion oflnertial Equatorial Coordinat€s fmm 81950.0 to J20fi).0 Let

= equatorial rectangular position and velocity coordinates in J2000.0 system.

= equatorial rectangulax position and velocity coordinates in 81950,0 system.

X(O)rr,

X(0)vr, (s.713-1)

is the 3 x 3 matrix defined in Section 5.711.
inverse tra.nsformation from J2000.0 to 81950.0 iB performed using the

(5.71l -5)
traospoee) of the X(0) matrix.
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5.714 J2m0.0 Keplerian Orbital Elements from 81950.0 Elements Given the six

Keplerian orbital elements a, e, Ts, u, Q, arld. i, in the I}1950.0 reference system,

one may compute the corresponding orbital elements for the J2000.0-based system

(denoted by primes):

a, a'= Semi-rnajor axes in B1950.0, J2000.0 system

e, e' = Eccentricity in 81950.0, J2000.0 system

Zo, 4 = Perihelion passage time in 81950 0, J2000.0 system

r..r, ru' = Argument of perihelion in I}1950.0, J2000.0 system

J2, J?/ = Longitude of the ascending node in 81950.0, J2000.0 system

i, i' = Inclination in 81950.0, J2000.0 system.

Then at=a, e=e',To=T'o and' w', Q', and i 'are computed ftom the following

expresslons:

sin(cu' - c..,) sin(I') = sin("D sin(Z + l-?)

cos(o/ - ir) sin(I') = sin(/) cos("D + cos(| sin(, cos(Z + f,2)

cos(1/) = cos(I) cos("4 - sin(4 sin(O cos(Z + O) (5.714-l)

sin(/ + g') sin(/) = sin(I) sin(Z + O)

cos(Z/ + J'l/) sin(1') = cos(4 sin("D + sin(1) cos(, cos(Z + r/),

Figure 5.714.1
The relationship between the 81950.0 and J2000.0
reference frames and the orbital plane
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the known angles, Z/, L,and,J, are given by

/ = 4?50001688

L = 5? 198s62o9

"/ = 0300651966.

compute the corresponding angles a,,, Q, ar.d I (81950.0) given the a.ngles r,.r/ ,
'9,, und f (J2000.0), use the following expressions;

sin(c.,r/ - c..r) sin(I) = sin(-Q sin(Z' + J?')

cos(url - cr) sin(I) = sin(/) cos(, - cos(I') sin("I) cos(Z' + O')

cos(I) = cos(/) cos(, + sin(1') sin(, cos(L' + Qt) (5.714-2)

sin(Z + l'l) sin(I) = sin(I') sin(/ + o')

cos(Z + O) sin(4 = - cos(/) sin(, + sin(I') cos("/) cos(l' + O').

The values for the constants L', L, and, "/ have been determined using the fol-

lowing values for the obliquity of the ecliptic;

23? 44578787 for (81950.0)
23? 43929111 for (J2000.0)

5.8 KEPLERIAN ELEMENTS FOR THE POSITIONS OF THE MAJOR
PLANETS

Lower accuracy formulas for planetary positions have a number of important appli-

pations when one doesn't need the full accuracy of an integrated ephemeris. They

a,re often used in observation scheduling, telescope pointing, and prediction of cer-

tain phenomena as well as in the planning and design of spacecraft missions. Also,

they are more easily incorporated into a computer program.
I' Classical Keplerian orbital elements a.re given in Table 5.8.1. The approximate

errors over the oeriod 1800-2050 are shown in Table 5.8.2. The errors

when extrapolating outside this interval can be substantially greater. The

of the approximate formulas may be compared to those of the integrated

es. DE200. which are less than 1 arcsecond throushout 1800-2050' often

smaller.



Table 5.8.1
Classical Keplerian elements at the epoch J2000 (JED 2451545.0), given with respect to
the mean ecliptic and equinox of J2000. The angles are in degrees, and their centennjal
rates are in arcseconds per century. The six elements are the semi-major axis,
eccentricity, inclination, longitude of ascending node, longitude of perihelion, and mean
longitude, respectively
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Me.cury
0.38709893
0.00000066

VENUS
0.72333199
0. 00000092

E-M barycenter
1 .00000011
0.00000005

lrars
1.52366231

-0. 00007221
Jupiter

5.20336301
0.00060737

Saturn
9.53707032

-0.00301530
uranus

19.19126393
0.00152025

Neptune
30.06896348
-0 .00125196

Pluto
39.48168677
-0.00076912

0.20563069
0.00002527

0. 00677323
0.00004938

0.01671022
-0.00003804

0.09341233
0.00011s02

0.04839266
-0.00012880

0.05415060
-0.00036762

0.04716771
-0 .00019150

0.00858587
0.00002514

0.24880766
0.00006465

48.33167
-446.30

76. 68069
996 .89

-1  1 .26064
18228.25

49.57454
-1020 .  19

100 .55615
1 2 1 7 . 1 7

113.71504
1 5 9 1 . 0 5

74.22944
1681 .40

131.72169
- 1 5 1 . 2 5

110 .30347
-37 .33

77.45645
573.57

'|31.53298

-108 .80

102.94719
1198 .28

336.04084
1560 .78

14 .75385
839 .93

92.43194
1948.89

170.96424
1312 .56

44.97135
844.43

224. 06676
-132 .25

7.00487
-23 .51

3.39471
2 .86

0.00005
-46.94

1 .85061
-25.47

1 .30530
4 . 1 5

2.44446
6 . 1 1

0. 76986
-2 .09

1.76917
-3 .64

17 .14175
11 .07

252.25084
261628.29 + 415 rev

181 .97973
712136 .06  +  162  rev

100.46435
1293740.63 + 99 rev

355.45332
2' l7103.78 + 53 rev

34.40434
557078.35 +8rev

49.94432
513052 .95  +3 rev

313.23218
246547.79 +l tev

304.88003
7A6449.21

238.92881
522747.90

prior to 1984, the ephemerides for the Sun, N{ercurl', Venus, arrd N{ars were based

on the theories and tables of Newcomb (1898). Computerized evaluations of the

tables were used from 1960 through 1980. From 1981 to 1983' the ephemeridcs

were based on the evaluations of the theories themselves. The ephemerides of the

Sun were derived from the algorithm given by S. Newcomb 1n TabLes of the Sul

(Newcomb, 1898). Nct'comb's theories of the inner planets (1895 1898) served as

the basis for the heliocentric ephemerides of Nlercury, Venus, and Mars. In the case

of Mars, the corrections derived by F.E. Ross (1917) were applied

Ephemerides of the outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune. and Pluto,

were computed from the heliocentric rectangular coordinates obtained by'numeri-

cal integration (Eckert el al., 1951). Although perturbations bv the irrner plancts

(Clemence, 1954) were included in the printed geocentric ephemericlcs of the outer

planets, they were omitted from the printed heliocentric ephemerid<:s and orbitai

elements.
The lunar ephemeris, designated by the serial number j = 2. was calculated

directlv from E.W. Brou'n's algorithm instead of from his ?ables of Motion of the

Moon (1979). To obtain a strictly gravitational ephemeris expressed in the measure

of time defined by Newcomb's Tables of the Sun, Ihe fundamental argutrellts of

Brorvn's tables were amended by removing the empirical term and by applying to

the Moon's mean lonsitude the correction

, 8':',72 - 26':'74 T t1':2274, (5.9 I  )

where Z is measured in Julian centuries from 1900 January 0.5 ET = JED 2415020 0.

In addition, this ephemeris was based on the IAU (1964) System of Astronornical
Constants, and was further improved in its precision by transformation corrections
(Eckert el ol., 1966, 1969). The expressions for the mean longitude of the Nloon and
its perigee were adjusted to remove the implicit partial correction for aberration
(Clemence et aI., 1952).

5.91 Introduction of New Constanrs

In 1964 the International Astronornical Union adopted the 1968 IAU System of
Astronomical Constants (IA|J T,rans.,1966). The complcte l ist of these constantsr
with detailed explanation, reference and formulas were published in the Supplement
to the Astronctmical Ephemeri,d.es 1968, which was reprinted in the 197'l edition of
Nhe Ex:planatory Supplement.

By 1970 it was recognized that the ephemerides being used for the national
almanac publications required improvements that the fundamental caialog of star
positions (FK4) should be replaced by a new fundamental catalog of star positions'

Table 5.8.2
Approximate maximum errors of the Keplerian formulas over the
interval 1800-2050, given in heliocentric right ascension,
declination, and distance.

RightAscension Declination
I" l [1000 km] (') [1000 km]

Distance
l" l [1000 km]

lvlercLrry
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
utanus
Neptune
Pluto

1 0  5

25 30
1000 100
4000 200
800 25
800 20

1 1 0 0  t 0

2 2 0
4 2 0

30 40
350 200

1400 600
400 125
400 100
250 70

20
20
20
25

300
600
60
40
40

1
1 0
1 5
40

600
4000
2000
2000
2000
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that better values t'ere knorvn for some astronomical constants, that the definitiou
and practical realization of ephcureris time rvas inadequate ancl inconsistent, th41
atomic time was available, and that a new epoch miglrt be introduced to roplace
B1950.0 .

Since the necessarv changcs would affect many aspects of astronomv. it was
decided to introduce as many changes as possiblc at one time in a consistent sysLe11.
rather than to introduce them at many dillerent times $'ith resulting inconsistencies.
Agreement was reached that all changes should be introduced into the national
publications of the ephernerides for the 198,1 editiotrs, and that the changes shoukl
be eflective on 1984 January 1.

The changes were designed to be the best that can be achieved on the basis
of current kno*'ledge and should reduce the systematic errors between theorl and
observations by several ordcrs of magnitude. Holvever, it was recognized that per-
lection cannot be achicved and the improvenlents introduced should perrrrit thc
deterrnination of further improvements. after the systematic deviations are redrrcerl
by the prcsent improvements.

The ncq' resolutions forrn a self-colsistent and interrelated system of changcs
necessary to improve the astronornical rclerence svstem. The resolutious shoirld
not be introduced individuallv or selcctivell.. They must be implemented simulta
neously. It is intended that whencver the nerl,standard epoch (J2000.0) is used, all
the courputations and reductions will be based on the new astrorrotnical constants
and resolutions. Furtherurore, proper utilization of srrch data requires adherence to
the resolutions in any calculations or procedures.

The majoritv of the resolutions were prepared atrd adoptcd by the General [s-
senrbly of the IAU at the 1976 and 1979 meetings (lAU Tr.ans.,1977, 1980). fhr:
1979 IAU Theory of Nutation was adopted at thc 1979 IAU General Assetrblv to
provide an improved nutation theory for astronorrrical cornputations. Thc IUGCI
requested that the IAU reconsider its recoDrmendatiorrs. not because of thc ina{le
quacy of the mrtation theory. but because thc Earth moclel underlving the nutatiol
theory rvas rrot corrsidered an adequate rnodcl. Although differences in thc Earth's
nodels could not be demonstrated lo significantly afiect the nutation. the r-elerartt
commissions of the IAU have adoptcd thc 1980 IAU Theory of Nutation. The Firal
Report of the \Vorking Group orr Nutation rvas published bv Seidelmann (1982).

The origin of the FKs with respr:ct to the FK.4 u'as specified by Frickc (1.982).
The nevr definition of the formula rclating Greenrvich rnean sidereal timc to U[i-
versal Tinre rvas published bv Aoki et ol. (1982).

The fortrrulation using the new constir,nt of precession u,as publishecl by Liesk:
et at. (7977) and Lieske (1979).

The 1976 IAU System of Astronomical Constants is giverr iu Chapter 15. 'fhe

constants used in thc creation ofthe pianetary and hrrrar ephernerides, DE200/LE2r)tl.
are also given in Chapter 15. These are not all idcntit:al to those of thc 1976 IAII
System. for it had become apparent in fitting the ephcmerides to the observational
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data, that it was necessary to adjlrst some of the constants in order to produce a

best-fit in the least-squares sense
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CHAPTER

rbital Ephemerides and Rings of Satellites

by James R. Rohde with Andrew Sinclair

INTRODUCTION

qrhenerides of most satellites in The Astronomical Almanac a,re calculated
a set of analytical expressions, termed a "theory," for the motion of the satellite

orbit that is basically an ellipse, but subject to various perturbing forces, such
oblateness of the pla.net and the attractions of other satellites and the Sun.

orbits of the outer satellites of Jupiter are highly perturbed and representations
are not suficientlv accurate. In these cases numerical intecrations of the

of motion of the satellites a.re used.
objective of this chapter is to describe the theory of the motion of each of

principal satellites in euough detail for search and identification purposes. In
cases, a description of the complete theory that can be used for the precise

of observations is given, but in cases where the theories contain large

of periodic terms, only a.n outline of the theory is given, together with

to where the complete theory can be found.
tables for all of the known satellites can be found in Chapter 15. Table

data; a.ndPres€nts orbital data; Table 15.10 gives physical a.nd photometric
15.11 presents north poles of rotation and prime meridia.n data.

An alternative to Section F in The Astronomical Almanac, called The Satellite

is available on diskette. The Sotellite Almanac is a progra.rn for MS-

based nicrocomputers that ruas on the IBM PC computers and compatible
The time span of the Satellite Alrnanac is currently 1990 December 28

January 5.

Otbital Elements
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S (Position of satellite)

(Pericenter oforbit)
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In addition, the size and shape of thc orbit are described by the serlr-rna;or a,115
, and eccentricity e. The position of the satellite along the orbit. measrrrcd frqrl
the periceDter, is described by the mean anornaly M or the true anomaly f. The
difference / - M is known as the equation of center. The equation of centcr can be
approximated to sumcient accuracy for the satellites by

(6 .1  r - r )

For many satellites the pcricenter is ill-defined si[ce e is small, or the nocle is ill-
defined since i is small. In the former case it is usual to use the quantity ), rathcr
than M, and in the latter case the quantity o, rather than r.u. q,here

),= M +u + Q (the mean longitude),

(the longitude of pericenter). (6.1r-2)

6.12 Secular Perturbations of the Orbit

If the orbit q,'ere unperturbed, then all the elements would reurain constant except
the mearr anomaly M, which would inclease at a constant rate n. the rnean motiorr
of the satellite. For a perturbed orbit the same elliptical model can be used. but the
orbital elements, now called osculating elements, arc functiorrs of time, typically of
the form of a constant plus periodic terms. In addition, the angular elements carr
have a lilear (or secular) variation rvith time. The form of the expressions for the
osculating elements depcnds on the rcference plane chosen. The oblateness of thc
planet causcs the pole of the orbital plane to precess around the pole of the planet.
and solar perturbations r:ause it to prccess around the pole of thc planct's orbit.
Perturbations bl' other satellites cause precession around the polcs of their orbital
planes, but usually this effect is smaller than the other two effects. Because thr:
satellites' orbital poles are usually close to the pole of the planet, their cffect is
primarily an addition to the oblateness cflect. The Laplacian plane is the reference
plane about whosc axis thc satellite's orbit precesses as a result of thcse two major
effects. The axis of the Laplacian planc is coplanar with and betl'een the polar
and orbital axes of the planet. Hence thc node of the orbit legresses around a planc
that lies between the equatorial and orbital planes of the planet, and has a common
line of intersection with the planes. The orbit maintains a constant inclination to
the Laplacian plane (apart from other, usually smaller perturbing efiects). The
Laplacian plane is also known a-s lhe inuariable plane lhrougb the planet.

The location of the Laplacian plane is shown in Figure 6.12.1. It divides the
angle between the equatorial and orbital planes into parts it and 4, where

t * = (r" , js) ,t" , * soe2 sin2M + f;", "in 
su .

Reference plane

(Ascending
node oi
orDrr)

Figure 6.11.1
The orbital elements used to describe the orbital plane relative
to a reference plane and an origin of longitude O.

Figure 6.11.2
An equivalent form of the orbital elements. The end-on view of a great circle on
the celestial sphere is represented as a straight line. Triangles form;d by such
lines are spherical triangles, and the formulas of sphericaitrigonometry apply.

relerence plane and origin are dcscribed by tltree eletnents. which are shou,n
F igurcs  6 .  I  l  I  and  0 .1  I  .2 .  Thesn c lompnrs  a re

u, = argumcnt of the pericenter,

O = longitude of the ascending node,

i = inclination. n

ly' (Ascending node of orbit)

ir l

2n2J2fisin2i2 = oznn(l - e'2)-)'2 sin2it, (6.r2-t)
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Equatorial plane

FtSur€ 6.12.1
The Laplacialr plane

where J2 is the oblateness coefficient of the planet; 16 is the equatorial radius of the
planet; z' is the orbital mea.n motion of the planet; e' is the orbital eccentricity of
the pla.net; and n is the mean motion of the satellite.

Apa.rt from small short-period perturbations, the motion of the satellite's orbit
relative to the Laplacian plane is such that

7 = COrXlta ,

0=eo -K ( t - t  ,
(6.r2-2)

where 7 is the inclination of the satellite's orbit to the Laplacian plane, and d is

the a.rc reckoned from the intersection of the planet's equatorial and orbital planes
along the Laplacian pla.ne to the node of the satellite's orbit on the Laplacian plane
However, it is usually more couvenient to ta.ke a plane other than the Laplacian
plane as the reference plane, as it eaaes the calculation of pertubations by other
objects, and also eases the transformation of the calculated position to a reference
frame based on the Earth's equator (which is needed for comparison with observa-
tions). If, for exarnple, the orbital plane of the pla.net in Figure 6.12.1 is taken as

ffi:,':;

of it due to secular perturbations.
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plane, then the osculating inclination and longitude of the node will

a.ngles i and ,f?. The formulas of spherical trigonometry give

sinisin(O - Or) = sintsin0,

sin icos(O - f,2r) = cos 7 sin i + sinTcos ir cos d,
(6.12-3)

ir, Or a.re the inclination and longitude of the node of the Laplacian plane

to the adopted reference plane; and 7 and 0 are defined above. In most

,y is small, and so (O - O1) is small as well. Thus the following approximate

are obtained:

i =  i 1  + 7 c o s 0 ,

O = O r + ' Y s i n d / s i n i r . (6.124)

the use of a refereuce plane other than the Laplacian plane introduces a

oscillation into the osculating inclinatiou and longitude of the node' Note

it and JZr are quantities whose values are determined by the physical prop

of the system. The arbitra,ry constants associated with the inclination and

axe the quantities 7 and the phase of 0- This choice of reference pla'ne also

a periodic variation, equal to the augula"r difference $ + Q - Q1 - 0, irtto

longitude of the pericenter and the mean longitude. This periodic variation is

approximately by

A@, Al = ? tan 
;,r 

sin d. (6.r2-s)

most satellites the oblateness efiect on the orbital plane is much larger than

solar perturbations, and so the Laplacian plane is very close to the equatodal

For a more distant satellite, such as Iapetus' the effects are comparable, so

Laplacian pla.ne lies about midway between the equatorial and orbital planes'

the Moon. the solar perturbations dominate, and the Laplacian plane virtually

with the Earth's mean orbital plane the ecliptic'
The oblateness. solar. and other perlurbations also cause secular variations of

of pericenter (in most cases the pericenter advances a'round the orbit)

of the mea[longitude of the satellite, so that the mean motion in longitude is

from (generally greater than) the value derived from Kepler's law for ao

orbit. It is this overall rate of motion that is quoted as the satellite's

motion, and it is thus an observed mean motion. Hence, when using the mean

n to determine the mass of the planet from Kepler's law, one musi allow for



The effect of these terms on the true longitude is zero to first-order. The perturba-
tion of the distance r arisins from Ae and Ao is obtained from
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It is useful to note itr this context that the semi-major axis of the orbit is
affected in a similar way. The various perturbing forces cause perturbations of the
eccentricity and the longitude of the pcricenter of the form

5 i  OBBITAL EPHEMERIDES AND RINGS OF SATELLITES o.t I

planet, other pedurbations, and bv the resonance itself As a result the angular

argumenI
0 = 2 \ ' - \ - a (6.13-3)

varies very slowly. If 0 either increases or decreases continually' then the motion is

l.1111ed circu[,ation, because the position of conjunctions of the satellites circulates

around their orbits, and in this case the mutual perturbations are not particularly

Iarge. In many casesj however, the average rate of change of I is zero, and the value

of d oscillates about either 0' or 180", depending on the type of commcnsurability.

This type of motion is termed libration. In this example, the libration is about 0',

and we can writc d as

d = () a) - 2(\ )/) = 0' + oscil lation. (6.1 l-4)

At a conjunction of the satellites, ) I' = 0, and so ,\ - a rvill be close to zero also,

and hence all conjunctions occur near the pericenter of thc inner satellite orbit. As

might be expected, this particular type of resonance has a significant perturbing

efiect on the longitudes of the two satellites, and on the longitude of pcricenter

and eccentricity of the inner satellite. If the libration amplitude is small, then the

libration can be represented adequately by a single periodic term: e g,

(6.  r3 5)

A e = A c o s M ,

eA.ot = AsinM.
(6.12-6)

(6.12-'t)r=a ( .1  -  e  cos  M) ,

w i l hM= \  t ; t .

Difierentiating Equation 6.12 7, we have

Lr= acosMA,e - aesinML.at

,  
( 6 . 1 2  h )

It is the normal practice to ignore these terrns in e and a, and to determine thc
value of the semi-major axis from observations that wiil absorb the constant tcrrn.
This must be allowed for when computittg the mass ol the planet from Kepler's iarv.

6. 13 Perturbations due to Commensurabilities

There are many instances of pairs of satellites with mean motions. r and z'. having
a relationship of the form

(6 .13- l  )

where p and 4 are two small integers. Such a sitriation is called a conrmensura-
bilitv of mean motions or, more simply, an orbital resonance) because it causes
increased mutual perturbations. This resonance eflect is caused by a repeated gco
metric relationship of the positions of thc two satellites (their longitu<les) relatix:
to a particular point in their orbits. This point is usually the pericentcr of one of
the satellites, but for Mimas-Tethys it is the midpoint of their nodes orr the equator
of Saturn. We shall take as an example the case rvhere the commensurability is

2n '  n  b  =O. (6.13-2)

The prime refers to the outer satellite, and d is the secular rate of change of the
longitude of the pericenter of the inner satellite, caused by the oblateness of the

0 = 0' + B sin({Jt + e).

Ifthe amplitude is large. e.g., for thc Titan-Hyperion and Nlimas Tethys resonances,

then a Fourier selies is needed to represent the libration. The anrPlitudc B anJ

phase e of the libration are the arbitrary constants associated with e and a The

Iibration frequency B is a function of the masses of the satellites, the closerress r'f

the commensurability, and the libration amplitudc if it is large.

The principal effccts of this resonance on the orbit are to causc perturhatiotts

of the longitudes of the satell i tes with the period of the l ibration, and to cause

a forced componcnt of the eccentricity, rvhosc magnittrde depends on fhe rnass

of the pertrrrbing sateliite and the closeness of the commensurabilitv This forced

component is usually the largest conponent of the eccentricity'

The cornmensurabilities that arc of most significancc in thc satellile systems

are listed in Table 6.13.1. In addition rnanv ol the featrrres of the rings of Saturn are

associatecl rvith commensurabilities with satellites. Some of the newly discovered

small satellites of Saturn are in 1:1 commensurabilities \a'ith the major satellites

These contrnensurabilities cause the small satellites to follow or precede the major

satellites by 60" in their orbits. 'Ihe 2:1 commensurabilities alnong the Galilean

satellites Io, Europa, and Ganym<:de arc closely associated with the Laplace com-

mensurability that affects all three satellites, as a result of which the long-term mcan

value of (n1 3n2+24) is exactly zero, and the angular argument (.\1 3)2 +2)r)

n
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This effcct is particularly noticeable for Rhea, as the forced eccentricity es is

much larger than the proper eccentricity eo. In this particular case a1 is the proper

longitude of pericenter of Titan. and ei is related to the proper eccentricity and

mass of Titan

In the satellite systems ol Jupiter and Saturn there are several sateilites of large

arass compared to that of the other satellites, and so they are liable to cause sizable

forced eccentricities or inclinations on each other's orbits. These forced componcnts

can themselves cause significant forced components on other satellites. atrd thc re

sulting terms can have frequencies quite diflerent from the natural frequencies of

the system due to the oblateness, etc. To compute these perturbations the ei6leq

r.alue theory used for the secular perturbation theory of the planets must be used

(see Brouwer and Clemence, 1961)

6.15 Planetocentric RectangularCoordinates

The theory of the mc,tion of a satellite gives expressions for the osculating elements

as functions of time. In nlany cases it is more convenient to represent the position

of a satellite in its orbit in rectangular coordinates rather than osculating elements

Let the osculating clements of the satell i te be a, e, i, \, o, and f/. Then,

(1) calculate the mean anomaly M tiom

has a mean value of 180", and oscillates about this value with amplitude 0:066 and
period 2070 days.

6.14 Long-Period Perturbations by Other Satellites

The pericenters and nodes of satellite orbiis move slou'ly compared with the ofbital
speed, and so the relative motion of the pericenters or nodes of a pair of satellites is
slow, and significant perturbations can arise from the arguments a o' ot 9, !2'.
In the planetary system these are called secular perturbations, but thev are in fact
of very long period 25,000 years and longer. In the satellite systerns the periods
are much shorter, and the perturbations arc usually represented by periodic terms.
The magnitude of this efieci depends on the mass of the perturbing satellite and
the size of its eccentricity or inclination. Hence, for example. in the Saturn systerrr
only the effects of Titan are significant. Its efiect on the osculating eccentricity e
and longitude of pericenter o of Rhea are of the form

e cos @ = ep cos ap + €icos ''T
(6.r4-t)

e sin o = eo sin oo + e6 sin ra1

'where @T is the longitude of the pericenter ol Titan, e1 is a forced component
of the eccentricity caused by its resonance with Titan, and er, uto are the proper
eccentricity and longitude of pericenter of Rhea, so that ao and the phase of op
are arbitrary constants, and the rate of ao is due principally to the oblaterress of
Saturn.
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Table 6.13.1
The Principal Commensurabil it ies Among Satell i tes

Argument Satellites Libration Amplitude

D , ' - ) , - a

D , ' - ) . - a '

4 ^ '  2 ^  A - 9 1
4\' 9. a'
2 ^ , ' _ 3 ^ , + ^
2 l l /  -  3 ) ' +  )

1 9 5

c

c
97"
36"
0? 07
c

Nole: Circulation motion is denoted by C. A prime relers to the outer salellile of a
pair orto lhe middle salellile of a lriplel. Double-primes reterto the outer satetiite oJ
l ple commensurabililies.

Enceladus-Dione
lo-Europa
Europa-Ganymede
Enceladus-Dione
lo-Europa
Europa-Ganymede
Mimas-Tethys
Titan-Hyperion
lo-Europa-Ganymede
l\,4iranda-Ariel-Umbriel

M = \ - a .

(2) Determine the eccentric anomaly E from Kepler's equation

( 6 . 1 5 - l )

E - e s i n E = M . (6.1s-2)

(3) Calculate the coordinates t,l in the orbiial plane (where the x-aris is torvard

the pericenter) from
x = a ( c o s E - e ) ,

(6.15-3)
Y = a(l - e211t2 sin E'

Methods for solving Kepler's equation can be found il standard celestial

mechanics texts.
(4) Next calculate the coordinatcs xr , )r, zr relative to the reference plane and

x-axis direction used for a particular satellite lf, as in Figure 6 11 1, the

orbit is related clirectly to the reference plane by the orbital elements, then

x1, y1, 11 are given by

lilll:ll= Rr( O)Rr ( l)R:(-or) (6.1s-4)
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Figue 6,15.1
The satollite orbit refered to atr intermediate Dlane. where
P is the pericenter of the satellite oftir and y'{ = A, + AB

where q., = o - Q, and, &(a) for i : 1, 2,3 is a rotation through an
angle a about the current r-, y-, or z-axis respectively (see Section 11.41 for
expressions for these rotation matrices). This particular traasformation is
given explicitly as

rl = (rcoso - ysinor)cos O - (r sin i..r +ycosr..r) sin O cos l,

yl = ("rcos @ - y sin cu) cos f,? + (x sin@ + y cos q./) cos f2 cos i, (6. l5-5)

21 = @ sin c..r +ycosr..,)sini.

In a more complicated case, such as Figure 6.15.1, where the orbit is referred
to a.n intermediate plane (e.g., the equator of the planet) which is itself referred to
the reference plane a.nd x-axis direction. The coordinates,rl, )1, zt are given by

= R3(-Oc)Rr(-,e)R3(-rV + Oe)Rr(-7)R3(-r.l) , (6.15-6)

where i. a.nd J7. a.re the inclinatiou and node of the intermediate pla.ne, and 7 and
lV are the inclination and node of the orbital plane, as shown in Figure 6.18.1.

f;11
lzr J

f'l
LNJ
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Direction of
inqeasing declination
(o north)

Ifgul! 6.15.2
of thc sat€llite relative to the planer p = position angle, ,r = angular distance,

f = Ac cos 6, and 4 = 46. Aa = difference in right ascension (satellite mirus plarct),
Ad = differcnce in de{lination (satellite minus planet), and f = declination of planet,

: If the coordinates \, tr, zr a.re referred to the ecuptic and equinox of 81950,
the coordinates .r2, y2, a of the satellite relative to the center of ma^ss of the

in the frame of the Earth's eouator and eouinox of 81950. a.re

= Rr(-e) (6.1s-7)

e = 23? 4457878'1 is the obliquity of the ecliptic at 81950.
If the coordinates must be referred to the equator and equinox of some epoch

than 81950 (e.g., of date or of J2000), then precession should be applied to
y2, a2. T}lLe precession matrix from 81950 to J2000 is given in Sectiou 3.591.
We now,consider the appareut position of the satellite as seen by an observer

the Earth. Let f = Aocos6 and 4 = 46 be the differential coordinates of the
in right ascension aud declination respectively (see Figure 6.15.2). The

are in the sense satellite minus center of planet' Then, to first order,

{ = (y2coso --r2sino)/r,

4 = (22 cos 6 -.r2 sin6 cosa - )z sin 6 sin a) / r,
(6.ril)

o a.nd 6 are the right ascension and declination of the planetl r is the distance

the planet from the Ea,rth, in the same luaits a.s x2, y2, zz (usually eu); aud f aad

l,l
l:) l;il

1_zt )

in radians.
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The position angle p and angula.r distance s of the satellite relative to the planel
axe given by

t anp=€ /n ,

s=((2 + n2)rt2
(6.15-e)

6. t 6 The Apparent Orbit

The apparent orbit of a satellite on the geocentric celestial sphere is an ellipse that
is the orthogonal projection, in the direction of the line of sight, of the actual orbit
ir space. In a circula.r orbit, the orbital diameter that is perpendicula.r to the line of
sight is projected into the major axis of the apparent ellipse. At its extremities, the
satellite is at its greatest elongations from the primary. In planning observations
of satellites with short-period orbits, times of greatest elongations are rnore useful
than difierential coordinates.

At times of greatest elongation the satellite and planet center are separated by
an appa,rent angular distairce a I A, where a is the apparent semi-major axis in arc
seconds at a distance of one astronomical u.nit and z1 is the geocentric distance of
the primary. The orbital diameter that lies in the plane formed by the line of sight
and the normal to the orbital plane, projects into the minor axis. At the further
extremity of this diameter, the satellite is in superior geocentric conjunction with
the primary, and at the nearer extremity it is at inferior conjunction. The ratio of
the semi-minor axis to the semi-major axis is the absolute va.lue of sinB, where B
is the angle between the line of sight and the plane of the orbit.

On the pladletocentric celestial sphere of the primary, the path of the satellite is
a great circle, and the positions of the satellite on the planetocentric sphere at any
time are obtaiaed ftom the orbital elements. To represent these positions, the same
coordinate systems are adopted as those defined on the geocentric celestial sphere
by the equator and the ecliptic. Because of the mathematically infinite radius of the
celestial sphere, these reference circles are in identically the same positions on the
planetocentric sphere as on the geocentric sphere. The Earth on the planetocentric
sphere is diametrically opposite the geocentric position ofthe planet, and, therefore,
at right ascension o I 180' and decliuation -6, where o and 6 a,re the geocentric
coordinates of the planet.

Referred to the celestial equator, the position of the great circle that the satellite
describes on the planetocentric sphere is represented by its inclination ("/) and the
right ascension (N) of its ascending node, or by the right ascension (N - 90') and
declination (90' -"/) of the pole of the orbit. The major axis of the appa,rent elliptic
orbit that the satellte describes on the geocentric sphere is parallel to the plane of
this great circle.

In Figure 6.16.1 the following angles are indicated:

North pole of
Earth's equator

iv - 90'

Figure 6,16.f
Planetocentric celestial sphere. The Earth has right ascension, 180' .r a, and
declination, -6.'l .r = 180' + o andy'r = 180" + d - (N 90') = o - lV - 90"

a - N - 9 0 "

9 0 ' + 6

a - U - 1 8 0 '

tr'lgure 6.16.2
triangle used to computp

Figure 6.f63
Spherical triangle usgd to compute
o a n d p - P,8, and P
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P:

B:
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The position angle of the minor axis of the apparent orbit, measured fro6
North. The axis selected is the one pointing toward the pole of the orbit
relative to which the satellite motion is direct.
the pla.netocentric latitude of the Earth relative to the orbital plane of the
satellite; positive towaxd the pole of the orbit for which motion is direct.
the geocentric longitude of the planet measured around the orbit of the satel-
lite, from the ascending node on the Ea,rth's equator. Hence the planetocentdc
longitude of the Earth, measured from the same point, is U - 1800.

Flom spherical rriangle QRE shown in Figure 6.16.2 we obtain

cosBsin U = +cos,Icos 6 sin(a - 1f) + sin.lsin 6,

cosBcos U = +cos 6cos(a - AI),

sin B = + sin "/ cos 6 sin(o - A) - cos "/ sin 6,

cosB sinP = - sinJcos(a * I),

cosBcosP = + sin.Isin 6 sin(a - Af + cos./cos 6.

(6.1G1)

The position of the satellite is described by a the pla.netocentric longitude of
the satellite measured in the same way as U and o the planetocentric angular
displacement of the satellite ftom the anti-Earth direction; o takes the value 0o to
180", and has the value 180' when the satellite lies between the planet a.nd the
Earth.

tr\om spherical triangle EIS shown in Figure 6.16.3 we obtain

sino sin(p - P) = sin(u - I)),

sinocos(p * P) = sinBcos(r - {-/),

cosa = cosBcos(z - {4.

(6.r6-2)

Let r be the distance of the satellite from the planet, 4 be the distance of the planei
from the Earth, 4" be the distance of the satellite from the Earth, and s be the the
geocentric distance of the satellite lTom the planet. r, A, arrd 4. a,re measured in
units of length, and s is measured in units of arc.

Then, from the plane triangle formed by the Earth, the planet, and the sateUite,

4" sins = r sin o,

4 " c o s s = r c o s o + 6 .
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6.16.4
orbit of a satellite of the primary P as Fojected on the geocentric spherc. This

shows the situation when the Eanh is nonh of the orbilal plane of the satellite.

suftcient accuracy we may write:

r a -
r=z ; i ;Tsrno=zsmo,

a is the apparent radius of the orbit of the satellite at unit distarce' ex-

in seconds of arc. Rigorous formulas for p and s in terms of the difierential

of the satellite, and also in terms of the planetocentric coordinates, are

later.

is at inferior or superior conjunctionl n - U is 0' or 180o, o = B' and the

tion angle is P or P + 180'. Evidently, when the Earth is north of the orbita'l

the satellite is at inferior coniunction at the southern extremity of the minor

;and is at superior conjunction at the northern extremity (see Figure 616'4);

positive if the motion is direct, negative if retrogra.de. When the Earth

of the orbital plane, superior conjunction is at the southern extremity of

(6.164)

At greatest elongation, u-U =! 90", o = 90', a.nd s = alA in position

e p = P ! 90'. At the extremities of the minor a-ris of the apparent orbit, the

(6.16-3)
axis, and B is negative in direct motion, positive in retrograde motion'
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Irrespective, therefore, of whether the motion is direct or retrograde, the positiori

angle at superior conjunction, when B is positive, is p = P; q'hen B is negative, it is

P :  P +  1 8 0 " .

The apparent orbit becomes increasingly elliptical as the Earth approaches tlre
orbital plane, and reduces to a straight line when the Earth is in this plane. As
the Earth passes through the plane and B changes sign, each superior and infelior

conjunction occurs at the opposite extremity of the minor axis from that at q'hich it
previously took place. Similarly, when the Earth is in the plane that is perpendicular

to the orbital plane and contains the celestial pole, the minor axis is exactly in thq
north-south direction, and the major axis is exactly east-west. As the Earth passes

through this plane, the extremity of the major axis that formerly rvas the morg
northerlv becomes the more southerly.

Only when "/ is not too greatly difierent from 0o or 180' is the directiorr of
the minor axis necessarily nearly enough north and south for the elongations to
be strictly and unambiguously described as eastern and &'estern. When "/ is in 1,hc
neighborhood of 90', as in the case of the satellites of Uranus and Pluto, the dirt:c-
tion of the minor axis on the celestial sphere ranges from north-south to east $,est.
This introduces confusion in the terminology for the elongations, but in general

they are more appropriately regarded as northern and southern than as eastcrn
and western.

In the ephemerides for flnding the apparent distance s and position angle p. the
factor sin o giving the ratio of s to the apparelt distance at greatest elongation is
denoted by F, and therefore the apparent distance of the satellite from the prin:u v
is eiven bv

(6. l6-5)
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6f the satell i tes is TDB. The timescale of thc ephemerides it The Astronomi.cal

Alrnanac is UT. The value of TDB - UT adopted lor The Astronontical Almanac

ftom 1990 2000 is apProximated bY

TDB UT=56 i059+0 i28220)  -  t988.0)+0" .022230 1988.01r .  (6 .17- l )

6.171 fimes of Gr€atest Elongation The method for calculating the inclination,

orbital longitude, and longitudc of ascending node rvith respect to the Earth's

equator, "/, a, and N, can vary from satellitr: to satellite. The descriptions for these

calculations are contained in Sections 6.2 through 6.7. Given that "/, tr, and N have

been computed for 0n on a given date. and that the right ascension and declination of

the primary, a and 6. are known, U, B, and P arc calculated from Eqlrations 6.16 1.

The angle to the nearest elongation is given by

s = F a l A .

With Pq denoting an arbitrary fixed integral number of degrees near the r'alue of P

at oppositiol, the value ofp at any time is expressed in the form p1 +p2. p] is the
sum of the approximate position angle at elongation and the amount ol motion it
position angle since elongation. p2, depending on the date, denotes the corrcction
P - P6. In calculating F and p1, the value of the eccentricity of the apparcnt orbit at

opposition is used; conseqrrently, in the values of s and p that are derived from therD
the effect of the variation of the eccentricity of the apparent orbit is neglected.

6.17 Calculating Tabulated Values

The apparent positions of the satellites are represented by their positions relativtr
to the primary, expressed either by the apparent angular distance and position
angle, or by the differential spherical (or rectangular) coordinates in right ascensiou
and declination. The tabular values are corrected for light time, and are directl]-
comparable with observations at the tabular times. It is usually sufficiently acculatu
to use the light-time from the planet to the Earth. The timescale of the theories

d t = d u l n . (6.r't t-2)

If dr is greater than one day, -/, ir and N, and then U. B, and P are redetermined for

0h on the next day. A new dr is then computed. The light time correction 01138614
is then applied to givc the time of eiongation. z1 is the Earth planet distance.

6.172 Apparent Distance and Position Angle Given "/, r.t, and N on the date
of opposition, P is determined from Eqrrations 6.16 1. P6 is the integral part of
P. Now from "/, a, and N at Oh on anv date. U, B and P are computed from Eqtra-
tions 6.16 1. p - P and sino = F are found from Equations 6.16 2. p1 is the sum
ofp - P and P6. p2 is the difTerence P - Pe, where P is the value for 0n on the date
in question, not the value at opposition. The determinatiorr of a f A is a straight-
forward computation from the semi-major axis, tt, and thc Earth planet distance,
A.

6'173 Differential Coordinates To first order. the differential riglrt ascension and
declination in the satellite minus planet are

d u = 9 0 "  - ( u -  U ) .

The time for the satellite to transit this angle is

u l<r=ss inpsec(€+d0),

AP = s cosP'

vthere.t is calculated from Equation 6.16 4 arld p = pt + p2.

( 6 . 1 7 1  1 )

t
(6.  r73-1)
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6.18 Notation

Many different notations have been used in the literature for the orbital elements

of the satellites. The notations for the a.ugula.r elements used in the bala.nce of this

chapter are described below.
For those satellites for which the orbit is referred directly to the ecliptic and

equinox of 81950.0 or J2000.0 the notation is

.l = mean longitude,
a = longitude of the pericenter,

,f2 = longitude of the ascending node,
i = iaclination.

Where an intermediate reference plane is used (usually the equatorial plane of

the planet or the Laplacian plane) the uotation used for the angular elements is

I = mea,n longitude,
P = longitude of the pericenter,

d = longitude of the ascending node,

? = ilclination.

When the orbital elements a,re referred to the Earth equator a,nd equinox of

81950.0 or J2000.0, the notation used for the angula.r elements is

I = mean longitude,
ur' = longitude of the pericenter,
N = longitude of the ascending node,
./ = incliuation.

The reason for using the ecliptic as the reference pla.ne for the orbits is for

convenience rather than any good dynamical or observational reason. The planes of

dynamical signiflcance are the equatorial a.nd orbital planes ofthe planet. The plane

of observ"ational significa.nce is the Earth's equatorial plane. The orbital elements of

the planets a.re, however, referred to the ecliptic, and so it was probably a convenient

frame in which to calculate solar and planetar5r perturbations.

6.2 THE SATELLITES OF MARS

Ephemerides of the greatest eastern elongations, and tables for determining the

approximate apparent distance and position angle are given for the satellites of

Mara it The Astronornical Ahnanac, The ephemerides of the satellites are computed

from elements given by Si.nclair (1989).

EPHEMERIDES AND RINGS OF SATELLITES

Phobos

a = 6.26974 x lO-5 tu

n= 112898,14556 / day

e = 0.0150

7  =  1 : 1 0

0 = 327?90 - O?43533 tl

L = 232? 4l + nd + A?CfIZ4f

P = n8?96 + O? 43526 tt

N'=47?39 -O?O0l4y

J, = 37?27 + O?0008y

a = 1.56828 x 10-a eu

n = 2 8 5 3 1 6 1 8 8 8 / d a y

e = 0.0004

7 = 1?79

0 = 24O?38 - 0:01801d

L = 28?96 + nd - O.27 sin h

P = rrr?7 + 0?01798 d

h=196?55-0:01801d

N. = 46?37 -O.Nr4y

" I "=36362+030008y

d=JD - 2441266.5'

y = d 1365'25.

; These elements a.re referred to the fixed Laplacian planes of the satellites' The

343

elements a,re shown in Figure 6.2.1' The orbital elements a're defined as

the semi-major axis a; the mean daily motion n; the eccentricity e; the

'y; the longitude of the ascending node, d, measured from the ascending

of the Laplacian plane on the Earth's equator along the Laplacian plane to

node of the orbit; L, the mean lougitude reckoned from the vernal equinox along

Earth's equator to the ascending node of the Laplacia.n plane, then along the

lacian pla.ne to the ascending node of the orbit, and then along the orbit to

mdan Dosition of the satellite; P, the longitude of the pericenter, measured in
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Satellite
orbital
plane

Iaplacian
plane

Eanh equator

Flgure 6.2.1
Refqercc syslem for Phobos and Deimos. D = position of satellitc pericenter, d = Ar,
L=TA+AB +BC+ CD+ mean anomaly, P =TA+AB+BC+CD,1V" = TE, and
Iv = TF.

the sa,me manner as Z fiom the vernal equinox to the pericenter; N", the lougitude
of the ascending node of the Laplacian plane reckoned from the vernal equinox
along the Ea.rth's equator; Jo, the inclination of the Laplacian plane to the Earth's
equator; ft, is reckoned along the Laplacian plane frorn its ascending node on the

orbital plane of Ma.rs to the ascending node of the oatellite orbit.
Though the theories for the motion of the satellites contain several periodic

terms, the only periodic perturbation of importance for Earth-based observations
is I = -0. 27 sin ft for Deimos.

J and N, the inclination a.nd ascending node of the satellite orbit on the Eaxth's
equator can be fouad by considering the spherical triangle EFC in Figure 6.2.1. Flom

spherical trigonometry we have

sin .f sin(1v - Na) = sin 'Y sin d,

sin J cos(N - lva) = cos 'y sin "Ir' + sin ? cos ./a cos ,.

Now find the arc length FC of triangle EFC from

(6.2-t)

Mars
orbital
plane

sin "/ sin FC = sin J, sin I,

sin "I cos FC = cos "/o sin ? + sin Ja cos ? cos 0.

t*tu

(6.2-2)
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(6,2-3)
from

u=FC+L-N" -0+ (J - I t ) ,

(f-M) is the equation of center that is computed via Equation 6.11-1, where

M = L - P . (624)

computation of the tabulated values follows as described in Section 6.17.

THE SATELLITES OF JUPITER

The Galilean Satellites

ephemerides and phenomena of Satellites I-[V given in The Astronomical AI-
are based on the theory of Lieske (1978), with constants due to Arlot (1982).
theory is a revision of the theory by Sarnpson (192f). A shortened version

Lieske's theory is presented below, which will give the positions of the satellites
about 500 km. The constants used below a.re from Lieske (1987):

lO' $ = -41279 
"os(ZLy 

- 2L);

10?v1 = -5596 tin1p, - Pr) - 2198 sin(P | + P2 - 2IIr - ?G)

+ 1321 sin(dr) - l157sin(Zr -2L2+P4)

- l9zl0 sin(trr - zla + P) - 791 sin(Lt - 2L2 + Pz)

+ 791 sin(Zr - 214 + P) + 82363 sir(2Lr - 2ld:

107(1 = +7933 r1n111 -d1 +v1)+ l835sin(Zr  -02+v) i

107{2 = -3137"ot1La - P) - 1738cos(Lz - Pa)

+ 93748cos(Lr - h\;
107v2 = -1159.in1-2It + ztL) + 1715 sin(-Zllt + fu +i! - 2G)

- 1 846 sin(G) + 2397 sin(P: - Pa) - 3 172 sin(6)
- 1993 sin(t2 - b) + l844s'n(la - P2)

+ 6394sin(Ia - P) + 345lsin(la - Pa)

+4159sin(lr - 2la + Pi + 757 | sn(Lr - 2Lz + Pi
- 1491sin(Zr -214+P)- 185640 sin(Zr -la)

- 803 sin(Zr - L) + 915 sin(2Lr - 2ld;

107(2 = .13 1 575 tin (14 - 02 + v) + 4512 sn(la - 0g + vz)
- 3286 sin(Il - i! + v);

107{3 = -14691"o(I4 - P, - 1758 cos()h -)Li
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+ 6333 cos(la - h)i
10?v3 = -1433 si(2111 + 2t!) + 411sin(-h + tP)

+ 346 sin(-qa +V) - 2338 sin(G)

+ 6558 sin(Ps - PD + 523 sln(Pr + P3 - 2nr - 2G\

+ 314 sin(O) - 943 sin(h - La)

+ 29387 sin(\ - P3) + 15800 sin(23 - Pa)

+ 3218 sin(ZLs - zLD + 226 sin(3h - zLa)
- 12038 sin(I,2 - \) - 662sin(L1 - 214 + P4)
- 1246 srl.(Lt - 214 + P) + 699 sn(Lt - 2h + P2)

+ 2!7 sin(Lt - h):
1d 6 = -2793 tio6t - e2 + v) + 32387 sn(\ - fu + 4)

+ 6871 sin(l: - 0a + 4) - 16876 sin(Z: - V + 4);
107{a = a1656"o.gr - \) - 73328 cos(La - Pa)

+ 182cos(I,+ - II) - 541 cos(h + Pt - 2IIt - 2G)
- 269 cos(2Lt - 2PD + 97 4 cos(h - h):

107va = -467 5in1- 2Pa + 2\!) + 309 sin(-2Pa + 0a + V)
- 4840 sin(-2Zy + 2V) + 2074sin(- +V)
- 5605 sin(G) - 204 sin(2G)
- 495 sin(5G' - 2G + 6) + 234sin(P+ - II)
- 6112sin(Pz - Pq) - 33l8sin(la - Pz)

+ 145573 sin(Lt - Pa) + 178 sin(Z+ - IIt - G)
- 363 sin(Ia - ZJ) + 1085 sin(Za + Pt - 2h * 2G)

+ 672 sln(2Lt - 2PD + 218 sin(2Lq - 24 - 2G)

+ 167 sin(2La - 0c - iP) - l42srn(2Lq - ?V)

+ 148 sin(Zr - 2Lq + PD - 390 sin(Lz * Li
- 195 sn(2Lt - 2la) + 185 sin(31: -7Lq+4Pq);

lOj (a = a773 sin14 - 2Il + V -2G+va)

- 5075 sin(Zr - fu + v) + 4430Q sin(La - 0a + va)

- 76493 sin(lq - if + v); (6.31-r)

Zr = 1063078590000 + 203? 4889553630643 t,

Ia = 17 5?'133787 0N + 101:37 47245566U5 t,

L: = 1201561385500 + 50?31760915340462t,

'{4qb.!

where

coefficients a a,re
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Lt, = 84? 455823000 + 2l:57107 087 517961 t,

h = 184? 415351U& + 0? 17356902 t,

Pt = 82? 380231O00 + 0? 16102275 t,

Pz = 128?960393000 + 0:04645&4 t,

P: = 1879550171000 + 0:00712408 t,

P4 = 335? 309254000 + 0:00183939 t,

IL = 13? 470395000,

= 3O8? 365749N0 - 0:13280610/,

0z = 1003438938000 - 0?03261535 t,

0s = 1189908928000 - 0?W7r7678t,

0c = 322?7 46564000 - 0:00176018 t,

I = 3 163500101000 - 0:0000028 t,

Gt = 3l?9785280244 + 0?033459733896 t,

G = 30? 2380210168 + 0?08309256r789694s3 t,

6z = 52? 1445966929 ,

t= JD - U43ON.5.

347

(6.31-2)

P1, and, fi a.re the mean longitude, proper periapse, and proper node of

i. /1 is the libration phase a.ngle; Zy is the longitude of perihelion of Jupiter;

the longitude of the origin of the coordinates (Jupiter's pole); G/ and G are the

anomalies of Saturn and Jupiter; /2 is the phase angle in solar (A / R)r with

se -2G.
To convert {, v, and ( to recta"ngular coordinates i, y, and Z in the moving Jovian

ftame. Equations 6.31 3 and 6.31-4 can be used. Satellite subscripts have

omitted for clarity.

i = a ( l + e ) c o s ( L - V + r ) ,

y=a(1 +€)s in(Z-  V -v) ,

2 =  a e .

(6.31-3)

ar = O.00281934'l tv

a2 = 0.0044858?2 AU

as = 0.W155352 tu
q+ = O.OL2585436 l-u.
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The formula for f inding the coordinates in the Earth equatorial frame of 1950.0 is

r = Rr (-e)Rr(- O)Rr (-"/)Rr (-O)R3(-4i,
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For Satell i te IV, none of the phenomena occur $'hen the plane of the orbit of

the satellite essentially the same as that of Jupiter's equator is inclirred at more

than about 2' to the line from Jupiter to the Earth (for occultations and transits)

or to the Sun (for eclipscs and shadow trarsits).

Owing to the finite disks of the satellites, the phcnomena do not take place

instantaneously the times refer to the center of the disk. In ccrtain favorable

situations of the orbital planes of the satellites relative to the Earth, one satcllite
pay be eclipsed by the shadow of another, or may occult another. No prcdictiorrs

of these phenomena are given in Thc Astronomical ALrnanac, but predictiorrs arc

given h Handbook B.A.A. at the relevant times. A description of the rlethod of

prediction is given by Levin (1934).

The configurations of the four satellites relative to the disk of Jupiter are shorvn

in The Astronomical ALmanac in graphical form, on the pages facing thc tabrrlar

ephemerides of the times of the eclipses and other phemomena.

6.32 The Fiith Satell i te, Amalthea

The data given in The Astronomica,l ,Alrnanoc consist of the Universal Tiurcs ol

every 20th eastern elongation. The elongations are comprrted from the following

circular orbital elements, relerred to cquator of .lupiter. given by van \Voerkom
(1e50) :

to = 1903 September 1.5 UT : JD 2116359.0:

a = 249!55',

1  = 24 ' .1 ,

0 =82?5 - 9r4?62t1

n = 722?63175 I day

lo = 194:98;

dfu = 03113 0:0076 / + 0:00035 rr;

r  =  ( J D ,  t d t 3 6 5 . 2 5 , (6.32- l  )

a is the mean elongation at unit distarrce; 1, the inclination to the ctluator of
Jupiter; d, the longitude of thc ascending node; ru, the mean motion pcr solar day;
{o, the mean longitude at epoc}r t6; and 6t9, the correction to mearr longitude.
I - 16 is reckoned in Julian years. The longitudes are measured in the plane of the
equator of Jupiter, from the ascending node ol thc mean orbital plane of Jupiter on
the plane of the equator of Jupiter as shown in Figure 6.32.1. From these orbital
etements:

sidereal pcriod 0949991083 = 111997860,

mean svnodic period 0149996851 = 111999244.

(6.31*4)

where

-  . - - - . 7r = (x.y. z,

1 = (x,1, z)r

e = 23" 26' 44i84

a = 99?99754

I = r?30691

@ = A  -  A

1 =  3 1 1 0 4 0 1 .

e is the obliquity of the ecliptic; O is the longitude of the ascending node of Jupil cr:
J is the inclination of Jupiter's orbit to the ecliptic; 1is the inclination of Jupiter's
orbit to the Earth's equator. The rotation matrices R; are defined in Section 6.15.

The data tabulated in The Astronomical Almanac consist of: the approxirnate
times of superior geocentric conjunction; the times of the geocentric phenomena;
and the approximate configurations, in graphical form, of the satellites relativc tcr
the disk of Jupiter.

The Universal Time of each superior geocentric conjunction is given for each
satellite to the nearest minute. The phenomena for which times are givetr are
eclipses, occultations, transits, and shadow transits. The UT of the beginning and
end of each phenomenon (disappearance and reappearance for eclipses and occull a-
tions, ingress and egress for transits and shadow transits) are given to the nearest
minute for all phenornena that are observable. When Jupiter is in opposition, tbe
shadow may be hidden by the disk and no eclipses can be observed. In gencral,
eclipses may be observed on the western side of Jupiter before opposition ancl orr
the eastern side after opposition. Before opposition the disappearance only of Satel-
lite I into the shadow may be obsen€d since it is occulted before it emerges frolr
the shadow; after opposition only the reappearances frorr the shadow are visiblt:.
The same is true in general ol Satellite II, although occasionally both phenomcna
can be seen. In the case of Satellites III and IV, both phases of the cclipses arrr
usually visible cxcept near certain oppositions. Similarly the occultation disappcar'-
ances and reappearanccs of a satellite cannot be observed if, at the time concerncd,
the satellite is eclipsed. For Satellites I and II thcre are, in general, cycles of six
phenomena consisting of both phases of both transit and shadow transit, one phasr:
of the eclipse, and the other phase of the occultation.
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Figulc 6.32.1
Refercnce system for Amalthea and Thebe- A = 180" - AB,0 = 180" +AC,
e - A = AC, tlt = DC,lt/= TD, andoo ='fA - 90o

In determining these elements, wn Woerkom adopted Souillart's elements of the
equator of Jupiter, but for the calculation of the elongations in The Astronomical
Almanacthe right ascension and declination of Jupiter's pole of Davies, et al. (7989)
are used:

ao =268305 -0:009I

6o = 64? 49 + 0'003 T,

where o6 and 6s are referred to the equator a.nd equinox of J2000.0

T = (JD _ 2451545.0) r 36525.

The right ascension, N, of the node of the orbit on the Ea.rth's equator; the
inclination, J, of the orbit to the Ea.rtb's equatorl and the a.rc, ry', along the orbit
ftom the node on the Earth's equator to the node on Jupiter's equator are given by

sinJ sin(N - oo) = +cos d0 cos 7 + sin r0 sin ?cos(A - .4),

sin "I cos(1v - o0) = - sin r sin(d - ^4),

cos ,l = + sitr 60 cos ? - cos 66 sin 7 cos(o - 4),

sin.Isind = +cos 60 sin(o - A),

(6.32-2)

$r,:
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(6.32-3)sinJcosly' = +sin 60 sin? + cos 60 cos 7 cos(0 - 4),

0-4-the arc along Jupiter's equator from its node on the Ea.rth's equator
node of the satellite's orbitis given by

0 - a--219?8 - 2'.54057487(t - to)

= 219?8 - 2? 50405737 d,

d is the number of days ftom the epoch (JD 2416359.0).

(6.324)

the quantities N, ,f, and ry' are calculated from the preceding equations at
at any date, and axe then used to form U (B and P are not required) from

6.16-1. The orbital longitude, z, measured from the node on the Earth's

, at 0i on that date is derived from

u=h+nd -0+4 ,+614 ,

= { + 112?35 + 2'A003567 d.

the times of the elongations on that date are

(6.32-5)

eaatern elongation 0lO333n(U + 90o -r.,)+0i138614

western elongation eOT3n (U + 2700 - lr) + 0 13861^4

which ^A is the geocentric distaoce of Jupiter. The terms in 4 a.re the correc-
for light-time; for strict accuracy they should be interpolated to the times of

elongation which the first terms represent.
The calculation of €longation time need be made for only a few of the ephemeris

the others being obtained by mea.ns of multiples of the period. For strict

, the calculation should be repeated with the values of the quantities at
calculated times instead of at CF; but for the tabular accuracy of CDl, this is

The Fourteenth Satellite, Thebe

times of every 10th eastern elongation for Thebe a.re presented in The As-
Alrruanac. The orbital elements a.re taken from Synnott (1984) and are

to Jupiter's equator and autumnal equinox of 1950.0. For the calculation of
ephemerides, the inclination of the satellite orbit to Jupiter's equator is ignored.
The elements at eDoch axe

to = JD2443937.817065,

a = 305i95,
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? = 0.015,

n = 533?7 l day,

7 = 0:8,

h = 3s4?3,

Po = 344?0, (6.33_l)

where c is the semi-major axis at unit dista.nce; e is the eccentricityl z is the mean
daily motion; 7 is the inclination with respect to Jupiter's equator; Ia is the mea.1
longitude reckoned from the Jupiter's autumnal equiaox; and P6 is the longitude
of perijove reckoned aloug the Ea.rth's equator to Jupiter's autumnal equinox and
then along Jupiter's equator to the perijove (see Figure 6.32.1).

The times of elongation for Thebe are calculated itr the sarne mamer as those
for Amalthea. In this case the orbital longitude (n), is derived from

v = la a nd - 0 + r! + (f - li4), (6.331)

where (/ - M) is
where

the ecuation of center that is computed from Equation 6.11-1,

M = h + n d - P o . (6.33-3)

6.34 The Sixth through Thirteenth Satellites

Differential right ascensions and declinations of Satellites VI-XIII are presented
in The Astrvnomical Almanac. The coordinates are referred to the equator and
equiaox of J2000.0. They a"re computed with a va"riable-order, variable-stepsize
numerical integrator developed by Shampine and Gordoa (1975). The equations of
motion in .r, y a,nd z a.re:

# = -tr l, - Hoo-',] . *"? - u"'
#= ?1,-fi,,,-,1 (6.34-l)

&z M,z l. 3Jzt I 6

E=-il'-"ft,'r' -rtJ.D'u'f - nr'
z

l " = ; ,

where My is the mass ofJupiter; the M1's are the masses ofthe perturbing bodies; 4 is

the ra.dius ofJupiter; rjs is Jupiter-satellite distance; .1, n, and zr are the rectangular

{tt.

coordinates are computed ftom Equations 6.15-8.
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of the satellite-perturbing body distancel 4" is the satellite-perturbing
distance; 4i is the Jupiter-perturbing body dista.nce. Planetary coordinates

from the DE200. The reciprocal masses, in solar mass units, and the "/2
used in intecrations are as follows;

The starting planetocentric coordinates and velocities from Rohde (tggO) are:

Epoch JD 21147890.5 = 1 989 December 30

i' (Au) v (Au/day)

Su:r
Venus
Mars
Saturn
Neptune
J2 of Jupiter

1.0
408523.5

3098710.0
3498.0

19314.0
0.01475

x
v
z

x
v
z

x
v
z

Mercury
Eaxth
Jupiter
Uranus
Pluto

6023600.0
332946.038

1047.35
22960.0

130000000.0

Elara

Pasiphae

Sinope

-0.039,t627l36618 +0.00'13683275790
-0.0722678670569 -0.0002593437765
-0.0170810682702 -0.0010464833518

-0.0619697i{57552 +0.0004i}92130964
-0.0044124460A79 -0.0020946808809
+0.026946659756 -0.0003974001515

-0.04747221 440A8 -0.00101 825s7362
-0.10008854i)0216 +0.001 | 925451 174
-0.0009486933348 +0.0009171895371

-0.0579232252532 +0.001'101u1867506
+0.1464131750776 +0.0002877970106
+0.0885266909368 -0.0003615702389

{.06€8709/0421 2 +0.00061 1 1 658964
-O.O1'l 4622.412925 +O.@1 2&69404782
-0.0304090473403 {.0013,t66750538

-0.1221787634075 -0.0007075200606
-0.10481364978s5 +0.0009285971336
-0.08€6824702747 +0.0001468741809

+0.12441797,€900 -0.0006562509816
-0.0256709692336 -0.001351,1562258
-0.02038554t1615 10.0002939680931

+O.O3560tl434i(xl +0.0013645601411
-0.0810815597479 +0.0006286869081
+.O.m,52592795262 +0.0005799993600

x
v
z

Lysithea x
v
z

Carme x
v
z

Ananke x
v
z

L€da x
v
z
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6.4 THE RINGS AND SATELLITES OF SATURN

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

6.41 The Rings of Saturn

The rings of Saturn lie in its equatorial plane. The inclination and ascending nodq
of this plane on the Ea.rth's equator axe determined from the north pole of Satu11
as defined by Davies ef ol (1989). The dimensions of the outer ring atrd the factors
for calculating the relative dimensions of the rings a.re ftom Esposito et ot. (1984).
The outer, inner, and dusky rings correspond to the A, B, and C rings, respectively.
The Cassini division lies between the inner and outer rings.

The ephemeris of the rings contains the following quantities that determine the
Saturnicentric positions of the Earth a.nd Sun referred to the plane of the rinss.
upon which the appea.rance of the rings depends:

U = the geocentric longitude of Saturn, measured in the plane of the rings
eastward from its ascending node on the mean equator of the Earth;
the Saturnicentric longitude of the Earth, measured in the same way, is
U+ 180".

B = the Saturnicentric latitude ofthe Eaxth referred to the pla.ne of the rings,
positive towa.rd the north; when I is positive, the visible surface of the
rings is the northern surface.

P = the geocentric position a.ngle of the northern semi-minor axis of the
apparent ellipse of the rings, measured ftom the north toward the east.

7 = the heliocentric longitude of Saturn, measured in the plane of the rings
eastwaxd from its ascending node on the ecliptic; the Saturnicentric lon-
gitude of the Sua, measured in the same way, is U/ + 180'.

8'= the Saturnicentric latitude of the Sun refened to the plane of the rings,
positive towa.rd the north; when B' is positive, the northern surface of
the rings is the illuminated surface.

F = the heliocentric position angle of the northern semi-minor axis of the
rings on the heliocentric celestial sphere, measured eastwaxd from the
circle of latitude through Saturn.

The right ascension and declination of the north pole of Saturn are according
to Davies et ol. (1989),

ar = 40358 - 0:036 r,

dr = 83154 - 09004 Z,
6.41-r)

where oy and 6J are referred to the equator and equinox of J2000.0 (T = (JD -

245t54s.0) t 36525).
Adding the lariatious due to precession, calculated by the formulas in Sec-

tion 3.21, gives the elements referred to the ecliptic and mean equinox of date; from

''n' ,

times, though occasionally it crosses only once. On 1995 May 22, the Earth
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the inclination, "I, to the mean equator of date a.nd the right ascension, N, of
node mea.sured ftom the mea.n equinox of date are obtained from

J = 9 0 ' - 6 0

N = o o + 9 0 3
(6.41-2)

axc d from the ascendhg node of the ring pla.ne on the Ea^rth's equator along
ring plane to its ascendiug node on the ecliptic is obtained from

sinNcot d = cosNcos € - sin€ cot"/, (6.4t-3)

e is the mean obliquity of date. From the elements referred to the equator of

Earth, and from the geocentric equatorial coordinates of Saturn, the ephemeris

, B, and P is calculated by Equations 6.16-1. These quantities a,re defined with
to the ring pla.ne in the same way as with reference to the orbital pla.ne

satellite; but the efiect of nutation must first be removed from the apparent

ascension and declination of Saturn, to refer the position of the planet to the

equinox a,s the elements of the reference plane.

Ut , B' , arl.d P' may be obtained by formulas exactly analogous to Equations 6.16-1

the ecliptic elements of the plane of the rings a.nd the heliocentric longitude,

and latitude, D, of Satun, referred to the mean equiuox of date:

cos B/ sinP' - - sin i cos(, - O),

cosS'cosP = +cos icos, + sin tsinA sin(, - O),

sind = - cos i sin D + sin i cos, sin(, - O),

cosE/ sin U' = + sin i sin Z, + cos icos D sin(, - O),

cosB'cos U/ = +cosDcos(l - O).

rings become invisible when

(6.4t4)

(a) The ring-plane passes through the Sun, since neither side of the rings is
then illuminated.

(b) The ring-plane passes between the Sun and the Earth, since the unillumi-

nated side of the rings is facing the Ea.rth.
(c) The ring-plane passes through the Earth, since the rings axe too thin to be

visible edce on.

during each revolution of Saturn around the Sun-near the times when

passes through the Sun-the Earth usually crosses the ring-plane

355
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again crosses the ring-plane. The rings will remain continuously invisible until l9g5
August 11 while the Earth is on the unilluminated side. The Earth crosses the
ring-plane for a third time on 1996 February 11. The last occasion on which only
one passage of the Earth through the ring-pla.ne occurred was in 1950.

6.42 The Satellites of Saturn

The Astronornical Alrnanac presents times of greatest eastern elongation for Satel-
lites I-V, times of elongations and conjunctions for Satellites VI-VIII, apparent

distances and position angles for Satellites I VIII, orbital elements referred to Sat-
urn's equator for Satellites I VIII, and difierential right ascensions and declinations

for Satellites VII IX. The orbital elements published are as follows: l, the mean
longitude reckoned from the ascending node of Saturn's equator on the Earth's

equator along Saturn's equator to the ascending node of the satellite's orbit then
along the orbit to the satellite; M, the mean anomalyl 9, the longitude of the as-
cending node of the orbit on Saturn's equator measured from the ascending node
of Saturn's equator on the Earth's equator; ?, the inclination of the orbital plane

to Saturn's equator; e, the eccentricity; and a, the semi-major axis.
Eclipses, occultations, tra.nsits, and shadow-transits of the satellites occur dur-

ing a limited period each time the Ea.rth passes through the plane of the rings.
Methods for calculating these phenomena are described by Comrie (1934). See also
Taylor (1951).

Ephemerides a.re not provided for Satellites X X\{II though orbital, physical,

a,nd photometric data are Iisted on pages F2 and F3 of The Astronomical Almanac.
Ja.nus was discovered in 1967. Epimetheus, Helene, Telesto, and Calypso satellites
were discovered by ground-based observations during 1980. Atlas, Prometheus, and
Pandora vrere discovered by Voyager. Many of the satellites are coorbital. Janus
and Epimetheus follow horseshoe paths in a reference frame rotating at their mean
orbital speed. Telesto and Calypso orbit a,t lhe La and Z5 Lagrangian points of

Tethys. Helene is nea.r the Z4 Lagrangian point of Dione. Pandora and Prometheus
are the shepherd satellites of the F-ring.

6.421 Mimas, Enceladus, T€thys, and Dione The orbital theories for Mimas, Ence-

ladus, Tethys, and Dione are based on Kozai (1957). The values of the elements for

Mimas, Encela.dus, Tethys, and Dione are from Taylor and Shen (1988), with mean
motion and secular rates for Mimas a.nd Enceladus from Kozai and corresponding
quantities for Tethys and Dione from Garcia (1972). The elements of Mimas, Ence-
ladus, Tethys, and Dione are referred to equator of Saturn (see Figure 6.42I.L), The
only significant periodic perturbations on these satellites a.re the mutual perturba-
tions of Mimas and Tethys, and those of Enceladus and Dione. In each case, they
are caused by a close 2:1 commeruurability of mean motions, These perturbatio[s
a.fiect the longitude and are denoted by AZ.

OBBITAL EPHEMEBIDES AND RINGS OF SATELLITES

Pericenrcr

A Earth equator

Equator of Satum Orbit of satellite

Figure 6,421.1
Reference plane for Mimas, Enc€ladus, Tethys and Dione. dr = TB + BC,
P =TB + BC +CD,N ='lE,andI,r = TB + BC + CD + mean anomaly.

The orbital elements of Mimas are as follows:

d = J D - 2 4 1 1 0 9 3 . 0 ,

t = d / 3 6 5 . 2 5 ,

T=5:0616((JD - 2433282.423) /36s.25) + 19s0.0 - 1866.061,

a = 0.OOl24l'11 ^u,

n = 381? 994516 / day ,
e = O.O1986,
'v = 1?570,

h = 49?4 - 365?o25 t,

Lt = 128? 839 + nd - 431415 sin Z - 0?7 14 sin3 T
- 03020sin 5 1.,

P = 10?:0 + 365:560 /, (6.42r-r)

a is the semi-major axis; n the daily mean motion; e the eccentricity; 7 the

of the orbital plane to Saturn's equator; d1 the longitude of the ascending
11 the nean longitude; and P the longitude of the pericenter.
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The orbital elements of Enceladus a,re given by:

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

d=JD-2411093.0,

t = d 1 3 6 5 . 2 5 ,

a = 0.00158935 au,

n=262?73190521day,

e = O.O0532,

7 = 0:036'

= 145" - 152?7 t,

Lr = 2OO?155 + nd + 15:38 sin(59:4 + 32:73 t)

+ 13:04 sin(119:2 + 93:18 t),

P = 312?7 + 123?42t,

where the 'r,rariables are defined ir the same manner a,s for Mimas.
The orbital elements of Tethys a.re as follows:

d=JD-2411O93.O,

t = d. /365.25,

r = 5:0616((JD -'2433282. 423) / 36s. 2s) + 1950. 0 - 1866. 061,

a = 0.001970691u,

n = LX)? 697920278 1 day,

e = 0.N0212,

1 = 1: ll2l,

= 1ll?41 - 72?24754 t,

Lt = 284?9982 + nd + 230751 sin 7 + 0?0341 sin 3 f

+ 090010 sin 5 7,

P = 97" +72?29 t,

where the variables a,re defined in the same manner as for Mimas.
The orbital elements of Dione are given by:

(6.421-3)

d.= JD - 2411093.0,

t = tl /365.25,

a = 0.0025:413 ,xu,

n = 131?53492N261 day,

e = O.0o1715,

(6.42r-2)

*j1,

(6.42r-r0)
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^t = 0'" 0289'

= 228" - 30?6197 t,

Lr = 255? 1,183 + nd - 0:88 sin(59:4 + 32:73 /)
- 0175 sin(l1992 + 93918 t),

P = 173:6 + 30:8381 t,

the va.riables are defined in the same manner as for Mimas.

(6.4214)

To determine the times of eastern elongation we must first find the orbital

z; the longitude of the ascending node N of the orbit on the earth's

; a.rrd the inclination of the orbit to the Earth's equator, J. From spherical

we have from triangle BFC in Figure 6.421.1,

sin i sinBF = sin? sin(Or - g.),

sin icosBF = cos 7 sin L + sin"ycos ie cos(01 - O"),
(6.42r-5)

can be solved for 8F'and i. The a.rc length FC can be found from the equation

sin i sin FC = sin(Or - Jze) sin L.

, from the triangle TEF we have

(6.42r-4)

sin "/ sin N = sin i sin(Oe + BF),

sin"IcosN = cos i sin € + sinicos e cos( A. + Bn,

ca,n be solved for "I a.nd N. Then the atc EF can be found from

(6.421-:l)

sin,I sin EF = sin(O" + BF) sin e (6.421-8)

follows from

u = P - 0r + EF + FC + ft:ue anomaly. (6.421-9)

tabulated orbital elements'v. c. and e are listed above. The remaining elements

be computed. Flom the spherical triangle Tr4-B in Figure 6.421.1 we have

sin,l" sinAB = sin e sin O.,

sin "/c cos /-8 = cos € sin L + sin e cos re cos J2e,

can be solved for 4.B.
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0=0 r -4 ,+AB ,

L=L r -  Q+0 ,

M=L t -P .

(6.42r_r1)

6.422 Rhea, Tltan, Ilt?erion, and lapetus The orbital theories for Rhea and Ti-
tan a.re ftom Sinclair (1977). The orbital elements a.re from Taylor and Shen (1988)

with the mean motions and secular rates used frorn Garcia (1972). The theory and
orbital elemeuts for Hyperion a.re from Taylor (198a). The theory for the motion

of Iapetus is taken from Sinclair (1974) with some additional periodic terms from

Haxper e, al. (1988). The orbital elements for Iapetus are from Taylor and Shen

(1e88).
Because of the oblateness of Saturn and solar perturbations, the orbit plane of

Rhea precesses at constant inclination around the Laplacian plane of Rhea. Because

we a,re using the ecliptic as the reference plane, this motion around the Laplacian

plane appears as periodic va,riations in ), o, Q, and i . The osculating elements are
given by:

a=0.00352400,xu,

n = 79? 6TJ04OO700 / day ,

7o = 013305'

esin@ = 0.000210 sin zr + 0.0010O sin ar,

e cos a = 0.000210 cos fl' + 0. 00100 cos @r,

). = 359? 4727 + nd,|
+ ,r sin t0 tan ;ie sin(356:87 - lO?2O77 t),

z
r = L _ 0 : 0 4 5 5

+ ,icos(356:87 - l0?2O77 r) +0?0201 cosN1,

A = A, - 0?OO78 + [rc sin lo sin(356987 - 1O?2O'1'1 t)

+ 030201 sinNrl / sin r", (6.422-r)

where

ur = 305' + 10?2077 t,

or = 276? 49 + O? 5219(JD - 2/11368.0) | 365.25,

Nr = 44? 5 - 0?5219(JD - 2411368.0) I 365.25,

n = 57?29578,

d=JD-2411O93.O,

Then

\r

, and i" (which are defined in Figure 6.422.2), and 1", the mean anomary'
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FigL]rc 6.422.1
Refererce system for Rhea, Titan, Hyperion, Iapetus, and Phoebe.
@ = ^lF + FD and \ = afF + FD + mean anomaty.

t  =  d.1365.25. (6.422--2)

c is the semi-major axis; n is the daily mean motion; e is the eccentricity; @

) are the longitude of pericenter and the mean longitude, respectively, reckoned

the vernal equinox along the ecliptic to the ascending node and thence along

i and 'f) a"re the inclination and ascendins node of the orbit with respect

ecliptic of 1950.0. The angular elements are shown in Figure 6.422 1'
'The coefrcient 0.00100 in the expressions for esino ar.Ld ecosa is a forced

due to Titan. The algebraic expression for this is given in Sinclair

The inclination and node of Rhea's Laplacian plane relative to the ecliptic

)  a re  i  = ;  -  010455 and Q=A. -O?O078.
a,re a number of significant solar perturbations on Titan's orbit ard, as

), 'f2, and i are afiected by periodic variations due to the reference plane

the Laplacian plane. The sola,r perturbations are functions of the mean

of the appaxent orbit of the Sun about Saturn. The sola.r elements needed
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Pedcenter

Mean Position of Sun

To, ,

Orbit of Sun

Flgare 6.422.2
Angles needed to evaluate solar perturbations on Titan.
a" = TD,0 =TA +AB,@" = TD + Dc, and ), = ^l'A +,48.

Approximate values of i, Q, ar.d. o are also needed, and these are denoted by L'
Qu, and o". These quantities are given by the following expressions:

T = (JD - 241sO?0.0) t 36s2s

ls = l'15? 47 62 + 1221? 5515 T

t" = 2?4891+ 0." 002435 I

A" = 113?350 0?2s97 T

\" = 267?2635 + 1222? 1136 T

t = (JD - 2411368. O) t 365.2s

n = 57?29578

iu = i. - O?62C4 + n sin 092990 cos(41928 - 0:5219 t
Q^ = Q" - O? 1418 + rc sin 032990 sin(41128 - 0:5219 r) / sin L

@A = 275:837 +O:5219t (6.422-3)
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quantities (ie - 0?62M) and (J?" - 0:1418) define the
Laplacian plane of Titan. The auxiliary angles 0, f,

363

inclination and node of
9, g, and l-are given

cos | = cos is cos ia + sin is sin i" cos(Oa - O"),

sin I sin V = sin i, sin(O, - O"),

sin f cos { = cos is sin io - sin i, cos 4 co(O. - f/'),

sin f sin(o - J?') = sinL sin(J?. - J2.),

sin lcos(d - J?,) = - sin i. cos iu

+ cos i" sin ru cos(O" - O"),

z"= , \ "_ (0 -a ) -4 " ,
g = @ ^ -  Q a - V '

The osculating elements of Titan are given by:

(6.4224)

a = 0.00816765 AU,

n = 22? 57697385 | day,

e = 0. 028815 - 0. 000184 cos 28 + 0. 000073 cos 2(2. - 8),
@ = @a + K[O.OO630 sin2g + 0.00250sn2(L" - d\

I
\ = 261?3121 + nd + xlsin 16 ran 

2i" 
sin(4 | :28

- 0:5219 t) - 0.000176 sin l. - 0. 000215 sin 2Z'

+ 0.000057 sin(2zs + g)1,

i= iu + 0.00O232ncos(2zs + q),

O = l-2a + 0. 000503rc sin(21, + [), (6.422-s)

whered=JD-2411368.0 ;  t=d1365.25 i  and n  =  5 '1?29578.
The algebraic expressions for the coefficients of these periodic terms are giwen

in Sinclair (1977).

The osculating elements of Hyperion's orbit are given by:

a = 0.0O99040 - 0.00003422 cos t AU,

n = 16?9199514l day,

e = 0.lm4l - 0.0ol101 cos 7 + 0. 00009 cos(( - r)

+ 0.02321 cos C - 0. 00009 cos(( + z) - 0. 001 l0 cos 2(

+ 0.00013 cos(31:9 + 6l?7524n,

i=i.-O?747 + O?6200 cos( 105:31 - 2?3927-)
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+ 03315 cos(38373 - 0:5353 7)
- 03018 cos(13' + 24344 I),

O = Oe + ((-0:061 + 036200 sin(105931 - 2=9Zr)

+ 03315 sin(38373 - 0:5353 r)
- 01018 sin(13' + 24? 447)) / sin(i" - 0.747),

\ = 176?7481+ d + 0:1507 sin(105?31 - 2?392'f)

+ 99089 sinr + 03007 sin2r - 01014 sin 3r

+ 03192 sin(( - r) - 0:091 sin( + 0:211 sin(( + r)
- 03013sin(176'+ 12?227-1+ O?O17 sin(8' +24?447),

o = 69?993 - 18?67027 + 0? 1507 sin(105931 - 2?3927)
- 0947 sin r - 13336 sin ( + 2916 sin 2(

+ 0:07 sin(31:9 + 61"7 524 T"), (6.4224)

where

d=JD-A15020.0,

T = (JD - 2433282.42345905) / 365.2422 + 50.0,

r = 93? 13 + 0? 562039 d,

e=M8?72_19?184r.

Here again the elements are reckoned in the same way as for Rhea.
The orbital plane of Iapetus is inclined at about 8o to its Laplacia"n plane,

which is itself inclined at about 15' to the equatorial pla.ne of Saturn, and 12" to
the orbital plane of Saturn. As a result, the motion of the orbital plane of Iapetus
is quite complicated, aud is described by cubic polynomials in time tor i and, L
The osculating elements a,re computed as follows:

t=JD-2409786.O,

h = t 136525'

T = (JD _ 2415020. O) I 36s2s.

The elements computed from constant and secula,r terms axe:

q = O.O238O984 ^u,

n = 4? 537957 ll / day ,
e = 0.0288184 + 0.000575 r",

t = 1834s959 - 01955s tc - O?o72o t + o. 0os4 e,

\ "

i + 6l.gocos(lr + g.1 - g) + 0.496 cos(3ls + 28s - zdl
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\=76?19854+nt ,

o = 352?905 + 1l? 65 tc,

A = l43? 1294 - 3?797 t, + o: 116 4 + O? N8 4.

.to5

(6.422-:7)

(6.422-rO)

auxiliary angles needed to compute periodic terns are calculated as follows:

0 = 4?367 - 0?1957,

I = 1463819 - 33918 r,

\" = 26'l?263 + 1222.11,47,

o" = 9l?796 +0?5627,

\r = 261?319 + 22?576974(JD - 2411368.0),

ar =277?1O2 +O?001389(JD - 2411368.0),

O = 60? 470 + 1?s2r T'

@=205305s -2:09rT.

these we compute the following:

(6.422-8)

l = ) , - q ,

h = )r - 'zr,

8 = @ - Q - 0 ,

8 s = @ s - O ,

g r = @ r - @ ,

g = @ - Q - 0 . (6.422-9)

ofthe expressions for the perturbations involve e and i. For these the following

a"re used.

e = 0.0288184 + 03000575 t",

t = 18345959 - 099 5ss tc - O?O72ot + 0:0054 4.

,following perturbations are to be added to the elements

= 10-5c[7. 87 cos(2 I + 2e - 21" - 28") + 98. 79 cos(l + g - l'r - 8r))
= 10-5[-140.97 cos(8r - gr) + 3?.33 cos(21" +zgs - 29)

+ 11.8ocos(l+ 2g - zls - 28J + 24.O8cosl + 28.49 cos(21+ g - lt' 8r)
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Ai = 0304204 cos(2/s + 2gs + 0) + 0:00235 cos(l + gr + rr + 8r + d)
+ 0300360cos(/ + gr - ,r - 8r + d) + 030005 cos(41. + 2g,)

+ 090058 cos(3/, + 29") - 030024cos(/, + 29,)

A) = -0104299 sin(l + & - lr -gr) - 0900789 sin(21+ 2s 21" -2g")

- 0i06312 sin ls - 0300295 sin 21, - 0302231 sin(21" + 29.)

+ 0100650 sin(2/, + 2g" + 0)

A@ = [0:08077 sin(er - gr) + 0302139 sin(21" + 2g" - 2s)
- 0300676 sin(l + 21, - 21" - 2g") + 0?01380 sinl

+ 0? 01632 sin(21 + g - fu - 91) + 0303547 sin(/r + gr - gr)

+ 0:00028 sin(3rs + 29" - 2g)l / e

AJz = [0:04204 sin(2/" + 29, + 0) + 0:00235 sin(/ + 91 +fu+g+@)

+ 0100358 sin(l + st - h - gt + 6) - 010006 sin 21"

+ 0:0003 sin(4/" + 28") + 0:0028 sin(31, + 29,)

- 030012 sin(/. + 29,) - 0?0142 sin l,l i sin l.

To determine J, u, and N, we can use the spherical triangle
ure 6.422.1 to obtain

sinJ sinN = sin i sin O,

sin"/cos N = cos isin e + sin i cos e cos f2,
(6.422-12)

which can be solved for N and J. The arc d can be found from the equation

(6.422-rr)

TEF in Fig-

sin"/ sin S = sin J? sin e.

u = o - Q + 6 + t t u e a n o m a l y

(6.422-t3)

(6.422-14)

r then follows from

The tabulated orbital elements a and. e are shown previously. The remaining
elements are computed as follows. To calculate d we first find the arc AC in Fig-

ure 6.421.1. From spherical trigonometry we have for the triangle /EC:

sin(N - N") cot d = cos(N - Ne) cos Je - sin "/e cot"/,

which can be solved for d. M is given by

(6.422-15)

M = ) , - 4 . (6.422-16)

the
reckoned ftom the equinox.
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6es be determined bY the formula

sinlsind = sin"lsin(N - N").

is found by first finding the arc length FC from

367

(6.422-17)

(6.422-18)

(6.422-19)
J, is then given bY

sin FC sin 7 = sin(O - f2") sin i.

L =  ) , -  A  - F C + 0 .

The differential coordinates of Hyperion and Iapetus are computed as follows:

the rectangulax coordinates r and y of the satellite in the orbital plane a.re found

from Equations 6.15 3' These coordinates are then tra'nsformed to the Ea'rth equa-

torandequinoxbyEquations6.ls_4arrd6.15_S.Thedifierentialcoordinates{and

4 are then computed through Equations 6 15-8'

6.423 Phoebe The orbital elements used in ?i'e Astronomical Almdnac axe those

determined by Zadunaisky (1954). The ephemerides consist of difierential right

ascensions aud declinations given at 2-day intervals' The elements are referred to

the ecliptic a.nd equinox of 1950.0. The values of the elements are as follows:

t -- JD - 2433282. 5 '

T = t  t365.25.

a is the semi-major axis; ), the mean longitude measured from the equinox along
tlu ecliptic to th" *c.nding node then along the orbit; e, the eccentricityl o' the
longitude of the pericenter-reckoned from the equinox along the ecliptic to the

a = 0.0865752 l.u,

), = 277? 872 - 0:6541068 t,

e = 0. 16326'

q = 280? 165 - 0:19586 I,

i = r'13?949 - 0?oz0T,

A = 24s?998 - o:4r3s3 T, (6.423-r)

node then along the orbit to the pericenter; i, the inclination of the orbit

ecliptic; and O, the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit on the
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To compute the differential right ascension and declination, the .r and y cool-

dinates in the orbital plane are found using Equation 6.15 3, where

M = A - c o . (6-423_2)

The coordinates a,re transformed to the Earth equator and equinox using Equa-
tions 6.15-4 and 6.15-5. Finally, { and 4 a.re computed from Equation 6.15 8.

6.5 THE RINGS AND SATELLITES OF URANUS

Orbital elements are given for the rings of Uranus as determined by Elliot el ot.
(1981). Ephemerides are given for the elongations and for the apparent distance
and position a,ngle, of Satellites I through V; Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, Oberon, and
Miranda. The orbital elements of these satellites are from Laskar and Jacobson
(1987). The theory is developed in elliptical elements. Secula.r terms and periodic
terms with a.rrplitudes greater than 0105 at opposition a.re quoted below.

Miranda

m / Mu = O.075 x 10-5 ,

n = 4.44352267 - 136.65 cos(O.621 7 + 5. 89) radians/day,

L = -0. 23805158 + 4. 44519055 T

+ 0.02547217 sin(-2.18167 x tO-4T + 1.32)
-  0 .00308831 s in(  -4.36336 x lO 4T +2.641
- 3. 181 x 10-a sin(-6. 54502 x 10-4f + 3. 97) radians,

z= 1.31238x lO 3 exp i (1 .5273 x 10-4T + 0.61)
- 1.2331 x l0-a exp i(0.08606 ? + 0. l5)
- 1.9410 x l0-a exp i(0. 709 ? + 6.04),

( = 0.03787171exp i(-1.54449 x 1Q 4T+5.70). (6.5-l)

Ariel

m l M u = 1 . 4 9 x 1 0 - 5 ,

n = 2.49254257 rcdians/day,

L = 3. O98O4641 + 2. 49295252 T
- 1.86050x 10-3 sin(-2. 18167 x10-4i.+1.32)

+2.1999 x 10-a sin(-4.36336 x 10-4f + 2.64) radians,

z = l. 18763 x lO-3 exp i(4.727824 x 10-57 + 2.41)

\e'
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+ 8.6159 x 10 a exp i(2.179316 x l}-sT +2.07),

e = 3.5825 x 10-a exp i(-4.782474 x lD-sT +0.40)

+2.9008 x 1o-a exp i(-2.156628 x 10-5?+0.59).

m l M u = 1 . 4 5 x 1 0 - 5 ,

n = 1.51595490 radians/day,

L = 2.28540169 + 1. 51614811 ?

+ 6.6057 x 10-a sin(-2. L8167 x lO-47 + 1.32) radia.ns,

z= -2.2795 x 1o-a exp i(4.727824 x 10-57 +2.41)

+ 3.90469 x 10-3exp(2. 179132 x lO-sT +2.07)

+ 3.091? x 10-a exp i( 1. 5805 2 4 x 1O-5 7 + o.'14)

+ 2.2lg2x !O-a exp i(2.9363068 x 10-6? + 0.43)

+ 5.4923 x 10-a exp !(-0.01157 T + 5.71),

( = 1 . 1 1 3 3 6 x 1 0  3  e x p  i ( - 2 .  1 5 6 6 2 8 7  + O . 5 9 )

3.5014 x 10-aexp i ( -1.401373 x lo  5T+1.75) .

oov

(6.5-2)

(6.5-3)

n l M u = 3 . 9 7  x l O  s ,

n = 0.72166316 ra.dia.ns/day,

Z = 0.85635879 + 0.72171851 Tradians,

z = 9.3281x 10-a exp i(1.580524 x lo sT + 0.74)

+ 1. 12089 x lO 3 exp i(2.9363068 x 10 6r+0.43)

+7.9343x 10-a exp i(-6.9008 x 10-32 + 1.82),

C = 6.8572x lo-a exp i(-1.401373 x 10-57 + 1.'15)

+ 3.7832 x 10-a exp !(- 1. 9713918 x rc-67 + 4.21). (6.54)

mtMu = 3.45 x l}-s ,
n = 0.46658054 radians/day,

Z = -0. 91559180 + 0.46669212T raAians,
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z = -7.  5868 x l0  a exp l (  1 .580524 x 10 5f+0.74)

+ 1.39734 x l0-3 exp t(2. 9363068 x 10-67 + 0.43)
- 9 . 8 7 2 6 x  l 0  a e x p i ( - 6 . 9 0 0 8 x  l 0 - 3 f  +  1 . 8 2 ) ,

(  = 5.9633 x 10 aexpi (  1 .4013'73 x l0  5?"+ 1.75)

+ 4 . 5 1 6 9 x . 1 0  a e x p i (  1 . 9 7 1 3 9 1 8  > < t O  6 T + 4 . 2 t ) ,

z = e exp(iP),

( = s i n ] e x p ( t d ) ,

(6.s-s)

with Z = JD 2444239.5 and i = r/ 1.
Here m / My is the ratio of the mass of the satellite to the mass of Uranus; 71 is

the daily mean motion; Z is the mean longitudc measured from the ascendilg rrorlq
of Uranus' equator on the Earth's equator to the ascending lode ol the satell i tc
orbit on Uranus' equator along the orbit to the mean position of the satellite. z alcl
( are converted to classical elcments with the following formulas

(6.s-6)

where e is the eccentricity; P is the longitude of the periceutcr reckoned frorrr the
ascending node of Uranus' equator on the Earth's equator ol 1950.0. along l-lrarius'
equator to the ascending node of the orbit on Urantrs'equator, and then along the
orbit to the pericenter; 1 is thc inclination of the orbital plane to Uranus equator;
d is the longitude of the ascerrding node of the orbit on Uranus' equator measur{rd
from the ascending node of Uranus' equator oll the Earth's equator.

Refcrred to the Earth's cquator the motions of the satellites are direct. Horvevcr,
referred to the ecliptic they are retrograde, having an angle of inclination of roughlv
98'. The orbital pla[e is inclined at such a large angle to the Earth's cquatol
that the semi-major axis of the apparent orbit usually lies nearly north and sotlth.
Consequently, the greatest elongations are designated as northern and southcrrr
elongations instead of eastern or western. Only when the Earth is near the plane
through the celestial pole perpetrdicular to the orbital plane, as during 1986 1987,
is the minor axis of the apparent orbit directed approximately north and sorLLh
Even then, the north pole of the orbital plane may lie to the south of lhe gcuterLtIi,
position of Uranus. The north pole of the orbital plane is that frotn lvirich tl ie
satell i tes' notion appears to be counterclocku'ise. This pole corresponds to the
physical ephemeris south pole of Uranus, which is dellncd as lying south of th(l
invariable plane of the solar svstem.

During the course of one revolution of Uranus, the Earth passes twice through
the plane perpendicular to the orbital planc when the apparent orbits of the satel-
lites are almost circular; ald likcwise, it passes t\4'ice tluough the orbital plane when
the apparent orbits become straight lines. The Earth passed through thc orbital
plane from south to north irr 1966, and the sequence of geometric relatioDs durilig
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the interval from then until 2050 exemplifies the cycle during the 84-1'ear period of

Uranus.

1966-2008: Earth north of orbital plane; B positive

Superior conjunction at position angle P.

1966-1986: Northern elongation at P + 90", when a U = 90'

1986: Earth passed throrrgh planc perpendicular to

orbital plane, at U = 210" .

1986-2008: Northern elongation at P - 90", when ir U = 270" .

2008: Earth passes through orbital plane, north to

south; B = 0'

2008-2050: Earth south of orbital plane; B negative

Superior conjunctiou at positiorr angle P + 180'

2008-2030: Northern elongatiorr at P -90", when I- U =2'10"

2030: Earth passes through plane perpendicrriar to

orbital plane, at U = 90'.

2030-2050: Northern elongation at P+90", wherr r- U=90'

At the passage of the Earth through the plane perpendicular to the orbiial

plane, the position angle of the northerrr elongatiou changes by 180o, because the

more northerly and more sorrtherly extremities of the rnajor axis are interchanged.

The angle P is the position angle of the pole ofthe orbital plane that lies nolth of the

celestial equator; but eithcr the easterrr or western cxtremity of the niDor axis rnaY

be directed toward this po1e, according to circumstances. Nortlteln elongation rnaY

be to either the east or west of north. 'Ihe elongations cannot be unambiguously

designated as eastern and western.
To calculate the values of "/, a. anrJ N. consider spherical triangle ABD in Fig-

ure 6.5,1. Sphcrical trigonometry gives us:

sin "/ sin(N - N") = sin f sin d,

sin"/ cos(1y' N.) = cos I sin/" + sin l cos Jc cos d,
(6.s-'7)

which can be solved for "/ and N. The vir,lues of N" and ./", the lorrgitude of tht:
ascending node of Uranus' equator and its inclination to thc Earth's equator' are
found from the coordinates of Uranus' south pole: c4 = 181?43 and 6o = -15910

(Davies, 1989):

N " = o o + 9 0 o ,

" / " = 9 0 ' - 6 0 .

(6.s-8)
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Figurr 6.5.1
Reference system for the Umnian satellites. N = TD, P = AB + BC,
and L = AB + BC + mean anomaly.

The arc length DB is found from

sinDB sin 1 = sin(N - N") sin"/..

u =  L -  0 + D B + ( J  -  I t O ,

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

(6.5-e)

(6.s-lo)
Then

where (l - 14) is the equation of center which can be found from Equation 6.11-1,
and

M = L - P . (6.5-11)

Orbitat, physical, and photometric data are presented on pages F2-F3 of fhe
Astronornical Almanac for 10 small satellites discovered by Voyager. The orbits of
these satellites all lie inside the orbit of Miranda. Cordelia and Ophelia are shepherd
satellites for the e-ring. It has also been proposed that Cordelia is the outer shepherd
for the d-ring, and that Ophelia is the outer shepherd of the .y-rins.
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are given for the elongations and for the appaxent distance and po-

sition angle of Tliton, calculated from the orbital elements determined by Harris

(1984). Difierential right ascensions and declinations are given for Nereid from or-

bital elements computed by Mignard (1981).

6.61 Triton

The orbit of Triton is retrograde. The orbit, as far as it has been determined from

obsenations, is circular. The orbital plane is defined with respect to a flxed reference

plane. This reference plane is defined such that the projections of spin angular

momentum of Neptune and the orbital angular momentum of Triton on the plane

are equal and opposite. The pole of this fixed plane with respect to the Earth's

equator and equinox of J2000.0 are

ap = 298." 72 +2.58 sinN - 0.04 sin 2N,

6p = 42."  63 -  1 .90cos N + 0.01 cos2N,

N = 359." 28 + 54." 308 7,

T=(JD - 2451545.0) t36525.

(6.61-1)

The orbital elements of titon referred to the fixed plane (see Figure 6.61.1) are

to = JD2433282.5,

a = 488i49,

e = 0 ,

n = 61?2588532I day,

h = 200?913,

f = 1583996 = 213004 retrograde,

0 = l5ll40l + 0157806(JD - to) t 365.25, (6.6r-2)

where a is the greatest elongation at unit distance; e is the eccentricity; n is the
daily mean motion; la is the mean longitude reckoned from the ascending node
through the inva.riable plane at epoch; 1 is the inclination of the orbital plane to
the invariable pta.ne; and I is the angle from the intersection of invariable plane with
the Earth's equatorial plane of 1950.0 to the ascending node of the orbit through
the invariable plane.

Because the retrograde direction of the motion is represented by an orbital

greater than 90o, the ascending node of the orbit is the point at which
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Earth equator

Figure 6,61.1
Reference svstem for Triton. ,V = 'fC.

the satellite crosses the equator from south to north. The pole of the orbit from
which the motion appea,rs counterclockwise is the south pole, at position angle P.
Elongation is at position angle P - 90', vrhen z - IJ = 27O' .

Twice dudng the course of one revolution of Neptune, about 165 years, the
Ea.rth passes through the orbital plane of Tiiton, when the apparent orbit becomes
a straight line. The Ea.rth crossed the orbital plane ftom north to south near the end
of 1952; for an interval during 1950 1954, Tliton transited the disk of Neptune and
was occulted by the disk during each revolution. Before 1953, B was negative, and
iuferior conjunction was on the southern arc of the appaxent orbit at position angle
P. Since the passage through the orbita.l plane, B has been positive, and inferior
conjunction is on the northern arc at P * 180'. The Earth will pass through the
orbital plane again in 2035.

When the numerical value ofB reaches a maximum as the Earth passes through
the plane perpendicula.r to the orbital pla.ne, as in 1987, the minor axis of the
appareut orbit lies exactly north and south, the major axis lies east and west, and
the position angle of the more northerh elongation cha.nges by 180'. Before 1987'
the western elongation was the more northerly; since tben, the ea,stern elongation
has been the more northerlv.

'q*

! in days from JD 2433680.5' The inclination, 7, is referred to Neptune's orbital
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Flom the spherical triangle inThe computation of J, r, and N is as follows.

6.61.1 we have

sin "/ sin(N - Ne) = sin i sin P,

sin ,I cos(N - Ne) = cos i sin ,/e + sin i cos .Ie cos d,
(6.61-3)

be solved for "/ and N. N. and "I", the longitude of the node and the
of the invariable pladre to the Earth's equator, are found from

N'=oP+90" '

, r .=90 ' -6p .

arc length CB can be computed from

(6.61-4)

(6.61-s)

(6.61-{)

sin CB sin i = sin(N - N") sin J".

u = h + D B + n ( J D - h ) ,
follows from

JD is the Julian date of interest.

Nereid

orbit of Nereid is unique among the satellites in the solar system, because of its

eccentricity and the great difierence in its inclination from that of Tliton.

orbital elements of Nereid with respect to the orbital plane of Neptune are (see

6.62.1) :

a = 0.036868 AU,

e = 0.74515 - 0.006cos 2P + 0.N56cos(2w -2$),

cos./ = cos 10:041 - 090094cos 2{,

0 = 329?3 - 2?47 + 19?7 sin2i! - 3?3 sin4r!

+ 037 sin 6V + 03 357 sin2S + l?27 6 sin(2a - 2Q)'

P =Q - 19?25 sin?iZ +3?23sin4V
- 03725 sin 6V - 03351 sin 2/ - 037 sin(2u - 2Q)'

M = 358?91, + nt - o?38 sin}iZ + 1?o sin(2u - 26),

n=0?9995521day, (6.62-r)

itrr = 282?9+2? 68 T and 2$ = lO7? 4+0901 196 r. I is reckoned in Julian centuries
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Pericenter

Earth equator
A

Orbit of Neptune
Orbir of Nereid

Figurc 6.62.1
Reference system for Nereid. N = TD and P = AB + BC.

plane. The longitude of the node, 0, is measured in Neptune's orbital plane ftorrr
its intersection with the 1950.0 celestial equator. The orbit of Neptune is taken to

have inclination, J. = 22?313, and longitude of ascending node, N. = 3i522 q'ith

respect to the 1950.0 celestial equator. M is the mean anomaly; r,l, the argument of
pericenter; e, the eccentricity; and z, the mean daily motion.

The differential right ascension and declination x andy coordinates in the orbital
plane are computed from the Equations 6.15-3. These coordinates are transformed
to the orbital plane using

(6.62-2)

These coordinates are then transformed to the Earth equator and equinox oi

1950.0 usine

f'' I
l / ' lyz r  )

=&(-d)R,( -1)R, , - "  

[ ; ]

f t l  f ' , . l
lr:l 

= n:t-ru"tn',-., 
L:; l
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The coordinates 12, y2, z2 are then used to compute { and 4 with Equations

#.

7 THE SATELLITE OF PLUTO

ofnorthern elongation, apparent dista"nces, and position angles are presented

The Astronomical Almanac for Charon. The orbital elements from which these

h.re calculated are taken from Tholen (1985). The elements, referred to the Earth's

equator and equinox of 1950.0, are

a = 0100O12788,

n=56?3625/day,

J = 94?3,

N = 223?'t,

lo ='78?6,

to = JDZMSOOO.S, (6.7-l)

where a is the semi-major axis; z, the mea.n daily motion; ,/, the inclination of the
orbital plane to the Ea.rth equator of 1950.0; N, the longitude of the ascending node
reckoued from the vernal equinoxl .16, the mean longitude at epoch reckoned from
the ascending node along the orbit; and 16, the date of epoch.

The orbit of Charon is retrograde. The pole of the orbit from which the motion
appears counterclockwise is the south pole, at position angle P. Elongation is at
position angle P - 90o, when u - U : 27O".

Twice during the course of one revolution of Pluto, about 248 1'ears, the Earth
passes through the orbital plane of Charon, when the apparent orbit becomes a
straight line. The Earth crossed the orbital plane three times during 1987 1988,
the end result being a crossing from north to south. In the interval 1985-1990,
Charon transits the disk of Pluto and is occulted bv the disk durine each revolution.

1987,8 was negative, and inferior conjunction was on the southern arc of
appaxent orbit at position angle P. Since the passage through the orbital plane,

has been positive, and inferior conjunction on the northern arc at P+ 180o.
When the numerical value ofB reaches a maximum as the Earth passes through
plane perpendicular to the orbital plane, as in 2050, the minor axis of the

orbit lies exactly north and south, the major axis lies east and west, and
position angle of the more northerly elongation changes by 180". Before 2050,
western elongation is the more northerly; after 2050, the eastern elongation will(6.62-3)

the more northerly.
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Since the orbit is referred to the Earth equator ald equinox of 1950.0, J ancl ,ry
are already known. r is found sirnply fronl
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CHAPTER

Physical Ephemerides of the Sun, Moon,
Planets, and Satellites

by James L. Hilton

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The physical ephemerides of the Sun, Moon, planets, and satellites give information

on the apparent physical aspects of the disks of those objects. The physical ephem-

erides are used for making and reducing observations of the surface markings of an

object and for determining the exact center of an object's disk from observations
of the limbs of the object. AII the tabulated values are geocentric and have been
cotrected for the effects of aberration. Hence the information tabulated gives the
appeaxance of the object as seen from the geocenter at the tabulated time.

In general, the ephemerides can be broken into two groups: (1) information
depending on the disk of the object alone, the rotational elements, and cartographic
coordinatesJ and (2) the phase and magnitude of the object, which depend on the
position of the Earth and Sun relative to the object and the object's physical
appeaxance,

Unless otherwise stated, all coordinates given in this chapter refer to the mea.n
equator and equinox of J2000.0. I is the time in Julian centuries of 36525 days from
J2000.0, and t is the time in days (86400 SI seconds) from J2000.0. The J2000.0
coordinate system is defined by the FKs star catalog and has the standard epoch
of 2000 January 1.5 (JD 2452545.0), TDB.

7.11 Rotational Elements and Cartographic Coordinates

The cartographic coordinates of an object consist of the orientation of the north
pole and the position of the prime meridian of the object with respect to an inertial
tefetence frame. These elements are given by the three quantities: o0, 60, and lry as
b function of time. These parameters are shown in Figure 7.11.1.
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Planet's equalor
of date

Earth's equator
ofJ2000.0

Figure 7.11.1
The position ofthe north pole and prime meridian
of a planet in Earth equatorial coordinates

The quantities o6 and dj are the right ascension and declination of date o1 ihe
object's north pole. The IAU definition of the north pole of a planet, frorn Thc IAI.I
\irorking Group on Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements of Plant:ts
and Satell i tes (Davies el ol.. 1991), is the rotation axis that l ies on the norlh sid('
of the inr'ariable plane of the solar systeu]. a0 arld 60 maJr vary slowl)' witir linre
because of the precession ol lhc objcct about its polar axis. In the absence of othcr
inforrnation, the axis of rotation is assurncd to be rrorrnal to the rr ean orbital plarxr'
This assumption is used for N{crcury and most of the satellites.

The angle W is measured along the object's equator, in a counterclock$ is{l

dircction when viewcd from the north pole, from the asccrrdirrg node of thc ob icct s

equator on the Earth's mean equator of J2000.0 to the point where tl le pr-l lnt '

meridian of the r.rbjcct crosses its equator. The right ascension of 1,he rode (0) is trt

6h+oe, and the inclirration of the obiect's equator to the standard cquator is 90" - 60.

Generally, the prime rneridian is assumed to rotate unifolmly u.ilh the objcct. henct'
lV varies linearly with timc. For objects without obselvablc, frxed surfacc fealurcs
the adopted expression for W defines thc prirrrc meridian and is not subje<:t 1rr

conection. However, if a cartographic position for the prime melidian is assignc.l
to an object, that is, i l  the position of the plimc rneri(l ian is dcflrrr:d by a srtitablt:
obserr.able surface feature, the expression for W is chosen so that the cpherrL.rj'
position follows the rnotiorr ol the cartoglaphic position. Although thc defrnitior of
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the ephemeris prime meridian is chosen to follow the cartographic prime mericlian

as closely as possible, thcre may be errors in the rotational r:lernents of the object

1[at will cause the cartographic position to drift away from the epherneris position

by a snrall amount AW. The angle AW is measured positively counterclock\\'ise

1ep the ephemeris position of W as viet'ed from abovc the north pole. For a prime

meridian that has a cartographic definition, the ephemeris definition of lV niay bc

changed as more accllrate information on the motion of the caltographic primc

meridian is obtaincd

The definition of the north pole requires the rotation about the polc t6 be

classified as either direct or retrograde. Direct rotation is counterclockrvise as vier,"rd

from above thc planet's north pole, while retrograde rotatiou is clocklvise. For a

planet with direct rotatioI1 the angle W increases u'ith tirne. For most of the satellitcs

it is assumed that the rotation period is equal to the mearr orbital pcriod.

Information on the point defining the prime meridian and pole for the Sun can

be found in Carrington (1863) and Section 7.2 of this supplement. The delirrit ion

for the prime meridian and pole of each planet can be found in Davics cl al. (1991)

and Sections 7.41 7.48 of this supplement. Information defining the prirnc meridian

and pole of the primary planetary satellites can be founcl in Davies el al. (1991) and

Sections 7.3 and 7.51 through 7.56 of this supplement. In general, the expressions

defining a0, 69, and W should be accurate to one tenth of a degree. Tlvo decimal
places are given, ho*-ever, to assure consistency rvhen changing coordiriatc slstcrns.
Zeros are added to the rate values (W) for conputational consistencv arrd are not
an indication of significant accuracy. Three signilicant digits bcyoud the decimal
point are given in the expressions for the Nl[oon and \'{ars, rcflcctirtg the €lreatcr
confidence in thcir accuracy. The recornmcrrdcd coordirrate systeni for the Nbon
is the mean Earth-polar axis system in contrasi to thc principal axis systcru. ll'he
Earth-polar axis systcm uses the polc of rolatiori of the Nlc,on and the nrcan axis of
the Moon, r 'hich points ton-ard the (enter of the Earth. The principal axis sJstem
uses the axes of the rotation and thc delincd 0o meridian of the obiect.

Both planetocentric arrd planctographic systems of coordinates alc usecl in the
study of the planets arrri sartcllites. Both systems are based on the sa[le fundamcn
tal axis of rotation but dif lcr, as explained belorv, in their definit ions of latitude,
longitude, ancl range. Planctoccrrtric coordinates are used lbr gen(r'al purposcs and
are based on a riglrt-hande<l system of axes with its origiu at the cerrter of mass of
the objcct. Planetographic coordinates are used for cartographic purpos(rs and de-
pend on the adoption of a reference sulface, usually a sl)heroi(I. that approxirnates
an equipotential surface of the object. The latitudc and ranges for both of these
coordinate systems iue shorvn in Figure 7.11.2.

The reference surfaces for rtost of the planets are sphcroids for which the equa-
torial radius, 4, is larger than the polar radius, b (sec Figure 7.11.2). For son.re of
rhe planets and rnost of thc satellites the rcference surface is a sphere. Fbr somc
satellites, such as Phobos. Deimos, ancl Hyperion, the reference surface should beh
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Tangent to
el l ipse at P'

Figure 7.11.2
Planetocent c and planetographic coordinate systems. Thc quantities shown are: ,2, rne
planetocentric latitude; r, the distance from the center of mass; q6l the planetographic latitudc: and
ft, the height of a point above or below the planelographic reference surface. Also included are a,
the equatorial radius of the objecr; and b, the polar radius.

tr iaxial. Triaxial ell ipsoids rvould make man) colnputations more corrrplicated, esp(l
cially lhose related to map projcctions. Therefort:. spherical or $plroroidal referencc
surfaces are usually uscd irr nrapping prograllts. The polar axis for cach r.efer-etrct:
surface is assumed to bc tlrc rnean axis of rotatioD as defined by tlx, aclopl<:cl ro-
tational elelnents since tltt: present accuracY ol rneasuremertt does l lot r-cr.eal a
deviatiorr betrveen the axis of rotation and the axis of f igrrre for nost of the plaltets.
The radii and flatiening of 1.hc planets are forrnd it The Astrononticol Alrnonac ̂ trd
in Scction 7.4 of this supplr:rnent. The rnearr ratl i i  of the naturtl l  si lt(t l i tcs of the
plalcts iue also found ol pagc F3 of The Aslron.ortirn.l, Alrnanac.

N'Iany small bodies in the solar svstenr (sa1.r:lJitcs. asteroids, artrl corlet rn1-
clei) have verf irregular slr:r1>cs. Sornetirrros sphcrical reference surfaccs a1.e Llse(l
to prescr'\ 'e projection propcrties. Orthogr.aphic projections are oftcn ^dol)tcd lbr
cartogrzrphic purposcs beclusc thel.prescrr,.e thc irregular appear.z11x,e of the bo.h
withoul artif icial distortiorr.

Itr both systems. th<: f iur<leunental refercrx.e z-lxis is the mc.rn axis of rotatiol
I ' i th thc positive directiorr bcirrg toward the lorth pole. The equir,t.or is the plale,
passing tltrough thc center of mass of the plaDot.. pcrpendicular to tltc z zrxis. The
r-axis is defined by thc intcrsrr.t ion of the platrt: of the equator ancl t.hc plane cotl-
tainittg the prime rnerit l iarr. lhe choice of t lrt: prime meridian is arbitrarr'. The
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y-axis is then orthogonal to thc other tlro axes attd tnakes a right-halrrir '<l coordi-

nate systcnl. The angular coordil l.rtes used in these two s)'stems ale lati l ttde and

Iongitude. Tltc range of the plartetoccntric coordinatc systcrn is the dist;rnce from

the center of mass, and thc rangc of the planetogral>hic system is the hoigltt lbove

or below thc reference surfacc.

Latitrrde (sce Figure 7.11.2) is mcasured uorth and south of thc ctltrator rvith

the northern latitudes being clcsignated as positive and the southern latitttdes as

negative. The planetocentrit: Iatitule ol a point orr thc strrface of a pltuttrl is the

angle d bet$'ccn the equatorial l)larrc and the line segmeut connectirrg the Point to

the center ol mass. The planctographic latitucle of a point is thc angle o/ between

the line segment normal to the r:qrripotential surfacc from the point in qttcstiou to

the equatorial plane. Since the r:rltipotential surfacc is usrrall.v a spheroid. the shapc

of the spheroid is related to that of a sphere bv its f lattening. / '

f = ( a - b ) t s , ( 7 . 1  l - l )

where a is thc equatorial radius ol the object and D is t lx: Polar radius of 1hc object

For a sphcrical object. the plattct ocr:trtric and planctographic latitu' les ar(' the san-re

The ralrres for the radii of t l le planets and ax{'s given in Sections 711 7 '18

and in ?Ae Astrctnomical Abnano.c ane derived bv diffcrent mcthods. alt(i do not

always refer to common definitiorts. Some radii Llsc stirr or spaceclaft oc(:llltation

measuremeut, some use linrb fittillg, and some uso ()rl1 rol-netlvork conUnltations'

For examplc, the sphcroid fbr thc lJarth rcfers to rlnrarl sea lcvel, a defirtitiou that

can be uscd onlv for lhis plarrrtrl. The radii and axcs of the large gasni'r l\ I) lanr.ts'
Jupiter. Satttrn. Ulanus. and \t 'pttttre refcr to a ottebar pressure srl lfacc 

' l 'hc ladii

in the tables are not necessiuilv the appropriatc talrtr:s to be use'l i tr t lrtt ionical

studies; thc ladii actuall l. '  usctl to tlerir-e a raluc of J1, fol cxample. slrottlt l  al*a1-s

be used in conjunction rvith thal vzrlue.

Longilrrtle is mcasured trlortg tlrr: equator frorrl tltc prirne merirlialt l)ktrtetor:en

tric longitu,dt,s, ,\, are measrtrtrl positively in th<r rrrttnterclockwise ' l ir ' ' '  l i"rr when

viewed fronr thc north pole. PIon(.togftryhic lonttitttr lts,.\ ' , are meas'tr '"1 P'rsit ivell
in the dircctiou opposite to th('r 'olation of the ol;jett. For an objcct rvith a direct

rotation, thc planetographic lorrgitrtde increases in tlte clockl' ise (l irr(t i"n $'hPn

viewed froln abor.e the north polc. Planetocentritr longitucles are trrcasrllcd froln

the epherneris position of thc prirrrc rneridian as rlcl irtcd l l1' the rotational clcnlents'

but the planetographic lorrgilrrlt:s are measulcd frotlr the cartographi< position of

the prime rnclidian as <lt:finecl lrr, the aclopted lorrgilrt<lc of sorne cicarlv obscrvable

surface featrrlc. For the Ealth. thc Sun, and tltt: Nloon. Iongitudes arc llleilsured

from 0' to l80o east and west. artd east longitudc (c ountcrclockrvise $'lrnlr I ' i 'rvc'l

ftom above the north pole) is cottrllonly corrsidcrtxl to be positive
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In the planetographic system, a point P not on the reference surface is specifled
by the planetographic longitude and latitude of the point P/ on the reference sur-
face at which the normal line segment connecting P to the equatoria.l plane passes

though the reference surface and the height of P above or below the reference
surface.

7.12 Phases and Magnitudes

The tabulated magnitude of an object is the integrated total visual magnitude.

The magnitudes for the planets a"re based on Harris (1961). The magnitude of a
planet is given in the section on that planet in this chapter. The magnitudes for
the brightest asteroids are taken ftom Lumme and Bowen (1981). The basis for the
photometric radii of the asteroids is based on Lunme, Karttunen, Piironen, and
Bowell (1986) and is described in Section 7.6. Rotation rates for the asteroids are
not included in The Astronomico,I Almanac,bul inlormation on how rotation curves
are determined can be found in Lumme, Karttunen, Bowell, and Poutanen (1986).
The apparent magnitude of an object is a function of its distance from the Sun.
r, its distance from the Earth, d, and the solar phase angle, i (see Figure 7.12.1).
The solar phase angle is the angular distance at the object between the Sun and
the Ea,rth. For Mercury, Venus, and the Moon, i varies from 0'to 180". For \'lars
and its satellites i can be as large as 47o. For the rest of the planets, satellites. and
most of the asteroids i reaches only a few degrees.

Neglecting variations from rotation or other intrinsic causes, the observed mag-
nitude for an object is given by

Y= Y( 1, 0) + 5 logr o(O + Am(i), ('1.12-I)

where V(1,0) is the magnitude of the planet seen at a distance of 1 AU with a phase

angle of 0o, d is the Earth-planet distance in eus, and Az(i) is the correction for
the variation in brilliancy of the planet with phase angle.

The quantity An(i) is measured empiricall3.. It is the result of two efiects. Tbe

first source of variation arises from the fraction of the illuminated disk visible from
the Ea.rth as it varies with i. The second eflect is due to the properties of diffuse
reflection from the object's surface and/or atmosphere. The parameter Ant(i) is

expressed as a power series in i, retaining as many terms as necessary to represerlt
the observations. For the outer planets a single term is usually sufrcient, heDce
Az(i) is usually referred to as t"lte phase cofficient, The series or coefficients for
each planet and the Galilean satellites of Jupiter are presented in Sections 7.J and

If the intrinsic properties of a planet cause its brightness to vary, the problem
of predicting the apparent magnitude at a given time is considerably more compli-
cated. The causes of intrinsic variability are (1) the existence of surface markings o[
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Ficu€ 7.12.1
iiJ^i" 

"""4^ 
-a the angle of illumination These quantities affect the illumination

oiu ofun"t u, ."rn f.om the Earth. The figure is drawn in the Earth-Sun-planet plane.

the planet, and (2) changes in the planet's atmosphere or volatile surface markings

such as Mars' ice caps. The surface markings on an object give rise to brightness

'rariations that depend on the rotation of the object The second source of intrinsic

variability gives rise to variations of an irregular nature The atmospheric varra-

tions may be short-lived, such as sand storm" on Mars, or persist for long periods

of time, such as the Great Red Spot on Jupiter' Because the atmospheric variations

change erratically, their effects oo t pl.,t"t'" albedo cannot be predicted with great

accuracy although some, such as Mars' ice caps, generally follow a regular cycle'

.' For some purposes it is convenient to use the mean opposition magnitude' V6'

x'hich is related to V(1,0) by

Vo = V(1,0) + 5log16[a(a - l)1,

where a is the semlmajor axis of the planet's orbit in astronomical units'

('7 .r2-2)
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The surface brightness (,98) of an object is the average brightness value for 1Lu
illuminated portion of the apparent disk. The units for the surface brightness 61u
visual magnitudes per square arcsecond. This is represented mathematically by

SB = V + 2.5logrc(krab'), (7.124)

where a is the equatorial radius of the object, Dr is the appa,rent pola.r radius of
the object that will be given in equation 7.12-6, and & is the fraction of the objecl
illuminated that will be given in Equation 7.12 32.

The apparent disk of an object is always an ellipse. The apparent flatteninE
is always less than or equal to the flattening of the object itself (depending ol
the appaxent tilt of the objects axis). To derive the apparent pola.r radius and the
apparent flattening of an object, start with the equation for a.n ellipse. The ellipse
can be represented parametrically by

where x is the length of the projection of the point along the major axis from the
center of the ellipse, y is the length of the projection of the point along the minor
axis from the center, a is the length of the major axis, b is the length of the minor
axis, and 7 is the angle between the line segment connecting the point with the
center of the ellipse and the semlmajor axis (see Figure 7.72.2). For a planet, the
apparent polar radius is the length of the radius, R, whose planetocentric latitude
is the same as the planetocentric colatitude of the sub-Earth point, and ? is the
latitude of the sub-Earth point. Using the definitions for x and y in the equation
for R

R = (a2 cos2 1 + b2 sir? 1)rt2 -

Rearranging the definition for flattening, Equation 2.11-1, gives

b=a . ( r * f ) . (7.124)

,=( i  +f)1,2,

x = acos -1,

) = b s i n 7 ,

R = (a2 cos2 7 + a2(1 - fl2 sin2 1)rt2
= a(cosz ? + sin2 7 - 2f sb? 1 + J2 sin2 1)12
= a(l -2f s:rir2I+f 

" 
't)' ' '.

(7.r24)

Q.12-s)

So

Q.12-7) apparent disk is the sub- Earth point, e. Other points of reference are the

\
Sub-Earth vector

%**
tA$s'
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Ftgare 7.12.2
Thl geometric appearance of the apparent polar mdius, ,'

the binomial expansion:

r - l ^
b' = 4ll - 

){zI "in' 
1 - /'? sin'z 1) + 

;(2/ 
sin' 'v - /' sin' r)' - l.

, for the planets / << 1, so terms of order f2 or larger will

(7 .12-8)

be negligible'

R= a(1 -  f  sn?i
= a(l - f cos2 e)

= q.11 - fl(b' 'b) /( lb'llbl)l'), (7 .rz-e)

b/ is the vector from the planetocenter to the apparent polar axis, b is the

from the planetocenter to the true polar axis, and d is the planetocentric

of D/. The apparent flattening of the planet will then be

f ' = (a -b ' r t a . (7 .r2-ro)

re remaining tabulated quantities are most easily understood from Figure 7'12 3'

shows the appa,rent disk of an object as it is seen ftom the Earth' At the cen-
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Geometric
terminator

Figure 7.12.3
The disk of a planet as seen by an observer on the Earth. The quantities shown are: e, the sub_Earth
poinl J. the_subsolar point; 4 the apparent distance from the sub_Earth point to the subsolar point;
fA, 

th: posit.on algle of rhe subsolar point; 'l, the north pole ofthe planit; d, the apparent distance
lrom the north pole from the sub-Earth poinr; pA,, the position of thi nonh pole; and e, the
geometric maximum defect of illumination.

subsolar point, s, and the north pole, r. For most of the plauets, the planetographic
loagitude and latitude of the points e and s are tabulated. The apparent positions
of the subsolar point, J, and the north pole, n, with respect to the apparent cenrer
of the disk (point e) are tabulated by the apparent distances, d., and. d,, and posi-
tion angles, PA^ and PA, for z and s, respectively. The position angle is neasured
eastward from north, N, on the celestial sphere. The direction north bei[g defined
by the great circle on the celestial sphere passing through the center of the object's
appa.rent disk and the true celestial north pole of date. The apparent distancc of
a tabulated point is listed as positive if the point lies on the visible hemisphere of
the object and negative if the point is on the far side of the object. Thus, as point
n or s passes from the visible hemisphere to the fa.r side, or vice versa, the sign of
the distance changes abruptly, but the position angle varies continuously. However,
when the point passes close to the center of the disk, the sien of the distance re-
mains unchanged, but both the distance and position angle ir.y ,ru..y rapidly and
may appeax to be discontinuous in the fixed interval tabulations.

The planetographic coordinates of the sub-Earth and subsolar points are calcu-
lated in the follorving manner. First, the planeta.ry ephemerides are used to calculate

Nonh

South

suusolar "sub-E*h
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heliocentric ecliptic rectangular coordinates for the planet, r = (r,y,z), and the

te = @".y.,z) at a given Terrestrial Julian Date (TJD). The vector from the

to the object is then determined by subtracting re from r:

d = r - r e

= 1x - xa,! - !e,z - zc)

= \xd,yd,zd. (7 .r2-t t)

Ne)d, the light-time correction is found by determining the length of d and dividing

by the speed of light, c, to obtain the time:

393

ldl  = (d d) ' i2 =1f i+yf ,+f i1t12,

t= l d l t c . ('7 .r2-t2)

The difierence I"/D - r is calculated to approximate the time at which the image

of the planet visible at the Earth at TJD left the planet. This time, L/D - r, is used

to determine the approximate position of the planet, rl = (rl,) l,zl), as seen ftom

the Earth at time TJD. If desired, the previous process can be iterated to produce

a more accurate planetary position; however, planetary motions are slow enough

that to the accuracy of The Astronomical Almanac orrly one iteration is required.

The position of the Earth, r", and the apparent position of the planet, r1, are

then transformed from the mean equator and ecliptic of J2000.0 to the equator

and ecliptic of date using the precession routines described in Section 3.21 and the

nutation routines described in Section 3.22. The precessed and nutated position
rtectorc are designated r"4 for the Earth and 16 for the planet. A new vector d is

computed by subtracting ra from r"6 as in Equation 7.12-11 and then correcting for

aberration in position given in Section 3.25. The unit vector along the planet-Sun

line, j, is a vector of unit length denoting the direction of the Sun from the planet.

The vector j is found by dividing -16 by its length, lrdl. The unit vector along the
planet-Earth line, j6, is found in a similar manner.

The position of the north pole of the planet, (oe, 6s), is then found from Davies

el ol. (1991). These coordinates are then precessed and nutated to the ecliptic and

equinox of date, (oa, 6a). A unit vector, ff, in the ecliptic rectangular coordinates
is then calculated:

fr = (cos 6d cos od, cos 6a sin oa, sin 6a). (7 .t2-13\

This vector gives the planetocentric direction of the north pole of the planet in the
coordinates of the equator and ecliptic of date.

Finally, the ecliptic rectangular coordinates of the unit vector pointing from the
's center to the intersection of the planet's prime meridian and the equator'
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Planet's equator
of date

r, is needed. To obtain this vector, first determine the intermediate angles g and S
(Figure ?.12.4):

Figre 7.12.4
Planetocentric unit vectors for points of interest on the disk of the planet, and the angles between the
Earth's equator ofJ2000.0 and the planet's equator of date. The quantities depicted are: z, the north
pole of the planet; n, the north pole ofthe Earth's equator and equinox ofJ2000.0; i, the
planetocentric unit vector for the north pole: J, the subsolar point; j, the planetocentric unit vector for
the subsolar point; jd, the planetocentric unit vector for the sub-Earth point; U, the planetocentric unit
vector pointing to the intersection of the object's prime me.idian and its equator; W, the angle along
the object's equator from the ascending node on the Earth's equator of date to the object's prime
meddian; g, the angle along the great circle from rhe Earth's equator of J2000.0 to the Earth's nofih
pole_ofJ2000.0, which goes ftom the Earth's equator to the intersection of the planet,s prime meridian
and its equator ofdate; and. S. the angle along the Earth's equator from the ascending node of the
planet s €quator to the point where the angle I reaches the equator. The planetocenftic unit vector for
the sub-Earth point, jd points directly at the observer.

sin g = sin I4l cos 6d ,

sin S = sin Wsin 6a / cos g,

cos S = cos W/ cosg.

(7 .12-14)

(7 .12-15)

(7.12-16)

n 
\ nonh pole

solar point planet,;'sub_
Earth point
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Since g runs from +90o to -90" (see Figure 7.12.3), there is no loss of generality in
pot directly determining cosg. The right ascension and declination of U a"re then

The coordinates for the sub-Earth and subsolar points are then computed by using

the vectors for the north pole of the planet and U to determine the rotation from

the equatorial ecliptic coordinate system to give the planetocentric latitude and

the planetographic longitude. (The planetographic longitude is supplied from the

definition of IV, and the planetocentric latitude is determined because the angles are

measued with respect to the axes of the coordinate system at the center of mass

of the planet and not the local normal on the equipotential surface.) The flattening

of the planet, f, is used to convert the planetocentric latitude to the planetographic

latitude. Using n as the z-axis, U as the.r-axis, and defining y as the y-axis of the

coordinate system,

X = U x n '

The unit vector for the sub-Earth point is

(7.12-19)

ou = od +900 + tan-t(sins / cos,s),

6u = tan- t (sin 8 / cos g).

j d = 6 d . U , j d . y , j d . n ) .

The vector, ia = Qa,,jay,jd is converted into the latitude
sub-Earth point:

,  - t _ ,
@e = sln Vd:J,

6L = tar-tltand l(l - f)21,

)!.=ran I 
Qay I ia).

(7.12-17)

('7.12-18)

(7 .12-20)

and longitude of the

(7 .r2-2r)
(7 .12-22)

(7 .12-23)

The planetographic latitude and longitude of the subsola.r point are found by

.'. using the unit vector for the Sun, i, instead of the sub-Earth point unit vector, i6,
the unit vector for the Earth, in Equations 7.12 2O throtgh 7 .L2 23.

The position angle and apparent distance for the subsolar point and north pole

are computed by determining the vectors specifying a coordinate system in which
the yz-plane is the plane of the sky, the x-axis points towa.rd the Earth, and the
y-axis points toward the west as seen on the pla,ne of the sky. In the equatorial

of date, the direction for the north pole of the Earth is j, = (0,0, 1)' So
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the directions for axes, (u; u1, u), of the coordinate system in the ecliptic coordi141p.
of date are

r-axls,

y-axrs,

z-a-tis,

ur = jd;

u7 =j6 x j,;

ur = u; Xja.

(7 .12-24)

(7.t2_2s)

(7.12_26)

t 1  l ) - ) Q \

The coordinates for the north pole vector in the preceding coordrnate system are
found lrom the equatorial coordinates by

where po is the polar diameter of the planet and fr is the unit vector pointing in thc
direction of the north pole for.urd in Equation 2.12 13. The position angle of the
north pole is then

n" =pp(n.  u, , f r  .  u j , i .  u*) , (7.12-2'1)

PAn = tan-t 1rr , rurr. (7.12-28)

The length of the projection from the center of mass to the north pole on the plan<rt
is

4 = 1"?^ + n2*)t,2

Finally, the apparent distance in arcseconds is

d, = 206264. Bo62td / (ldl _ n*)1. (7.12-30)

c o s i = j . i a . (7.r2-31)

. 
Similarly, the position angle and apparent distance of the subsolar point is

calculated using the unit vector for the Sun, j, and the apparent radius of thc
planet at the latitude of the subsolar point rather than fr and the apparent pol:rr
radius. The appa.rent radius of the planet at the subsolar point is derived using
Equation 7.12 9 and substituting the planetocentric latitude of the subsolar point.
0,.

- 
The phase angle, i, of a planet is the planetocentric elongation of the Earth

from the Sun. This can be found from the dot product ofj anJj6:

The phase, /(, is the ratio of the illuminated area of the disk to the total area of the
disk, as seen from the Earth:

/< = 0.5(l + cos r). (7.12-32)
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The geometric terminator is used in computing the phase and the defect of

illumination. The geometric terminator is the plane orthogonal to the direction of

the Sun passing through the center of mass of the object (see Figure 7.12.1). The

maximum geometric defect of illumination, p, is the length of the portion of the

line segment across the face of the planet passing through the points s and e that

is not illuminated (see Figure 7.12.3). The defect calculated does nol include non-

geometric efiects such as the refraction of light by the planet's atmosphere. The

apparent equatorial diameter of the planet in seconds of arc is

s.c=206264.8062at|d| (7.12-33)

The ratio of the apparent polar diameter to the equatorial diameter thai depends

on the latitude of the sub-Earth point (see Figure 7.12.2)
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('7 .12-34)

where / is the flattening of the planet and 7 is the latitude of the sub-Earth point.

The defect of illumination is then

Q = 2s"cll - (l - b' t a) sinz(PA" - PA, + 90')l(l - k). (7.r2-3s)

The position angle for the defect of illumination, measured from celestial north,

PAg = P4' a 1gg" PA" < t80",

= PA' - 180" PA" > 180:

7.2 PHYSICAL EPHEMERIS OF THE SUN

(7.t2-36)

The elements used to calculate the physical ephemeris of the Sun are from Carring-
ton (1863). The values of the physical constants for the ephemeris are:

(l) mean sidereal period of rotation, P, = 25. 38 days;
(2) inclination of solar equator to the ecliptic, / = 7925;
(3) longitude of the ascending node of the solar equator on the ecliptic,

tl = 75?76 + O?O1397 T;
(4) the equatorial diameter of the Sun, 4 = 696000km.

The flattening of the Sun is thought to be extremely small (f = 0). Because the
Sun is a gaseous body, it does not rotate rigidly. The sidereal period given is for
the meat rotation rate of the Sun.

b ' / a = l * f \ l - s i n 2 t ) ,
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From the inclinatiorr of the Srrn and the longitudc of the ascending nocle. 1lr.
position of the lort h l)ole of thc Sun is

.to = 28601300, 60 = 6318700.
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of the Earth s st' lcnograPhic lolgitude. I.. and latitutlc, rl., and of the position

anglej C, of the axis of lol,ation. Irr The Astronotnical Almarnc' the contli l l t l t iolts

from the physical l ibratiolts are tabulated separa.tr: ly A third corttribution to the

librations, the topocclttri<: optical l ibrations, are a rcsult of the diflerence betwcerl

the viewpoilts of aIt obsclvrlr on thc surface oI the Earth zrrrtl the hypothetical ol>

server at the ccnter of Inass of the Earth. The topoccutrit: optical l ibrations na1' be

as large as 1o and h:rvc ilrlpoltaltt efiects on the appilrclrt <:otrtour of the limb Be-

cause the nragnituclt: of t hc topoccutric optical l ibrations <lcpettcl on tltc obsorver's

position, thel'are not labultrted tn The AstronornicaL Abtt attat . Instead. a methorl

for estimating theur is givelt at the end of this sectioD aIr<i itr The AstronomicaL Al-

mdrroc. The \Iult ivo.rr Interactive Cornputcr Almanac (\lIC.'A). horvevet. computcs

the topocentric opl ical l i lrratiorrs from rigorous fornnrlas. The dilTerence befrveerr

MICA and the giverr tttt:t l tocl for estirnating the topocclltr ic opt' ical l ibrations is, at

most, 1".

The selenographi< cooldirtates of the Earth and Srtlt spccify ther point on thc

lunar surface u'herc lltc Eartlt and the Sun, respectivcly, altr irr thc sclcnographic

zenith. The tabulatecl scloltographic longitude aud latitu(lc of t l(: Earth include the

total geocentric. opti< trl, lnd physical l ibrations itt longitrrt lc artcl latitude' respcc

tively. \\ ihen the l ibrertion irt selenographic longitrrcle of thc Earth is positi 'e the

mean certer of the clisk is displacecl eastivard on l ltt '<clcstial spllere exposing to

view a region of thc $cstcrn l irnb. \\-hcn the l ibrirt ion irt sclcttoglaphic latitudc of

the Earth is posil ive. 1]rc Inctrtt center of the disk is <lisplzrcccl torl 'ard the south'

and a region of t ltc nortlt l iutb is exposccl to vieu'.

The principal l l()l lx'r l l  of irtertia ol the \Ioorr ( loscsl t() lhe Eari h Nloon axis

is offset 21412 rvcst of t, l to moirrt direction of the Earth flrrl l t l l te \ lool'

The selenogrir. lr lr i<r colongitrtcle of the Sun tabltlatrrl ir 
' l 'he AstrononticoL AI

manac is t lte easl, sclcttographi<r longitude of the tnomittg grrrtnetl ic terminator ' It

is determined by sttlrtracti lrg ihe selerrographic lolgitrrt lt 'ol thc Srrn from 90' an<i

adding 360' if t lrc lt 'srrlt is ncgative. Colongitudcs o1270'. 0', 90"' and 180' corre-

sponcl. approxirratclr '. to \cn'\[oon. First Quartcr'. Frrl l \ lrxut. and Last (]uarter'

respectivel]-. Thc rgc of t ltc \[txru is cornputed ns thr] l i l ln't ' lapsc'l i tL rla-ts sirrte

the most reccnt lr lorl l( 'r l t zlt rvhich thc selenographi< cololtgituck' of t lte Sun llas

2'10" .
The position anglc of t It '  trt ir lpoint of the bright l irrtb is l lrt '  satrre :ts t he posil iotr

angle of thc sttbsolar poitrt. trtrri i t is computctl iu t lrc Irtntutt: l described for thc

subsolar pojnt in Scc:t, iorr 7.12. l, ike thc other positiorr arrglcs, th<: pt,sit ion angle r-'f

the midpoint ol thc lrrighl l irtb is measrrred castwattl tr 'rottttt l  the disk from north'

The fraction of l l tc Nlootr i l lurninated, &, is the sattxr : ls l ' lx: pltasc This quantitv

is computed as dtscrilrrxl irr Sccl,ion 7.1.2.

Thc analytic thcotv for l lre l ibratiorr of the Nloorr uso<l itt ?/rc Aslrcnomicol

Almanac is that of Eckltalclt (19s1' 19s2) for the ph1-si< al l ibrafion of the \ 'Ioon;

however. the IAU r,.aluc for thc inclination of the mean h liu eqllator to the ecliptic,

(7.2-t)

From the mean siclerrctrl pcriocl of the Sun, the position of the prime meridian is

lV = 841 10 + 14:1844000I. (1 .2-))

The heliocentlic lorrgitude and latitudc of the Earth. thc sub-Earth poinl. arxl
the position auglc of t lx, nolth pole are determined frrrnr the heliocentric posjtjr)r)
of the Earth. r", thc l)ositi(nrs of the north pole. an. 6e. ancl thc prime rncrirl iarr
of the Sun. W. Thesc <lrrautit ies are deterrnilctl usirrg tlrc rrrothods described irr
Section 7.12.

The horizontal parll lax is the differcnce in directiou l)ctweeu the topoceutt.i.
and the geocentric ( oordinates of an object when tlrc colrtcr of the objcct is orr
the astronomical }torizotr. ' l ' l te horizontal parallax (HP), irr arcseconds. is compnterl
usrng 

sin HP = rR" / lr" l. ( i .2 3 )

' i lherc R" = 6378. l37krn. thc lAI- cquatolial raclirrs of t lc Earth (Davics r'1 al..
1991) and r" is the Earth Srrrr distnnce.

Similarl l ' .  the sclni(l iarlctcr (SD) of the Suu ir ar'< sccorrrls is cornputed usirg

SD=2o6264i8062d, t2r" ,  (1 .24)

where d" is thc cl iarrrclcl  of thc Surr. The semicl ianx,lcl  is therr conveltcd f i-ot l

arcseconds to arcnri l l l t {)s an<l scconds.

7.3 PHYSICAL EPHEMEBIS OF THE MOON

ln The Astrononicnl Abttanat clata for the \loorr is talulaterl to an accuracr' ,rf
09001 in longitucle. lati lrrrlc. arrd position anglc.

On the ar'eragr'. thc siurrr: hcmisphere of the Nloon is alnavs turned torvald l ltc
Earth, but there arr: pt'r iodi<r oscil lations or l ibrations of l, lrc appalent positiol (t

the lunar surface thzrl, allows aLrout 59% of the surfacc to b<: scetr from the Earth.
The librations ale chrc partly to physical rotational librltions oscillations of tlrc
actual rate of rotatiou of t, lur N4oon with respect to i l ,s trc:lr r 'o1,i l l , ion ratc. A second,
much larger part of l lrc l i lrrntions are the geocentrit r4rtir ' ;r l l ibrations, rvhich arc
the result of the nonuniforrn rnotiol of revohrtion of th(: Nloon ar.ound the Earth
NIoon barvcenter. Both of thesc cffects are taken into accouut in the cornputati()u
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l '32'32:7 , is used instead of Eckhardt's value. In addition, there are printing err111.
in Eckhardt's published values. so any attempt to use the theory must be done with
great care. Although the valrres of Eckhardt's constants differ slightly from thos.
of the IAU, the diflerence is of no consequence for the precision of the tabulatiorr.
except for the inclination of the lunar equator. First, the geocentric optical libratiols
are calculated from rigorous formulas; then, the combined geocentric optical nnrl
physical Iibrations are calculated using the results frorn the optical librations alone.
Included in the calculations are perturbations for all terms greater than 010001.
Since the apparent positions of the Sun and Moon are used in the calculatious.
aberration is already included, except for the inappreciable difference betv-een the,
light-time from the Sun to the Niloon and from the Sun to the Earth.

The differential corrections to be applied to the tabular geocentric librations
to form the topocentric l ibrations are derived in Atkinson (1951). The formulas 1b1
the topocentric corrections arc
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arberc O is the geocetrtric latitude of the observer and I is the local houl angle of

1[e Moon' given bY

h = L S T - o ^ , (7.3-9)

$/here LST is the apparcnt local sidereal time'

Second difierences nust be taken into account in the interpolation oftho tabulnr

qeocentric libratiorrs to the time of observation

The semidiameter of the Nfoon in radians is simply,

sD=ran-r(R, ' . / l r . l ) (7.3 l0)

where Rm = 1738 km the radius of the moon and irml is the Earth \Ioon distance.

7.4 PHYSICAL EPHEMERIDES OF THE PLANETS

In The Astronomi,cal Almanac, the planets N{ars, JuPiter. Satl1rl l, Urarms' Neptuue'

Pluto, and all of the planets in MICA have a tabulated elcrnctrt in their physical

ephemerides in additiou to the quantit ies described in Scctiou 7.1. This quaul,itv

is the planetocentric orbital longitude of the Sun (t5) L5 is rneasured eastu'ard in

the planet's orbital pl.rnc from its vernal equinox. The planct's vernal equinox is

the point where the ascert<li lg node of the planet's equator crr'rsses the plane of its

orbit about the Sun. Thc iustantaneous orbital and equatorial planes are used irt

computing as.

Ls = cos-r [(rp . r,") / (lro lr," )], ('7.4-t)

where ro are the ecliptic rectangular coordinates of thc plzrnet arrd ru" are thc eclil>t i<

rectangular coordinatcs of the planet's irlstantancous vt:rDal equinox The corrctrl'

quadrant is determined frorn the sign of

rP x rve. \7 .4-21

Values of L5 of 0", 90'. 180", and 27Oo corrcspond to the beginniug of sPtirtg'

summer, autumn, ancl u'inter, respectively. for the Pl^net's northern hemisphcrc'

Unless othern'ise trotecl thc positions of the pl:rttctarl- poles and the priute rnct id-

ians and the planetary radii and flattenings arc takctt l iont Davies el ol ' (1991)'

The values for the magnitudc of the planets at .t distartce of 1-tu and at a phasc

angle of 0", as well as the value for the phase cocflit:icrtt arc from Harris (1961)'

7.4.t Mercury

The position for Mercury's polc, prime meridian, radius, V(1,0), phase coefficicttt '

and flattening alc givcn in Table 7.41.1.

a^m = - HP', (in(O - C) sec b,

Af .^=+HP'cos(Q-C),

AC = +sin(i + Ar3)l HP' sinQtan6,

s i n z s i n O = c o s @ s i n r ,

sin zcos Q = cos 6. sin @ - sin 6m cos @ cos r,

cos z = sin 6. sin @ + cos 6. cos @cos,h,

(7.3 l )

(7  .3  2\

(7.3-3)

where ,\. is the selenographic longitude. d'n is the selcnographic latitude. C is th0
position angle of the axis of rotertion, 0 is the geocentric parallar:f ic angle subtcrrdcrl
by the Moon, and F1P' is the parallax between the point of obserration on the Eart[ -q
surface and the geocenter commonly called the topoccntric horizontal parallax.

The horizontal parallax, HP, occasionally called thc geocetrtric horizontal par.-
allax, is found from the Earth Moon distance. r.l, and the c(luatorial radius of I hr'
Earth, R" = 6378. 137 km.

sin AP = lrml / Re. Q .34J

The topocentric parall:rx. HP', is computed frour thc horizontal parallax bi
using

s in  HP '  =  s in :s in  HPl (1  -  s inz  s inHP) , (7 .3  5 )

where z is the geocentric zenith angle of the \'Ioon. 'fhc values of Q and ; ar-c
calculated from the geocentric right a.scension, o., and clet:l irration, 6., ofthe N{oor.
ustng

(1.3-6)

(7.3-'7)

(7 .3-8)
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Tabl€ 7.41,1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters tor Mercury

do =  281901 -09033I
6o = 61945 - 09005 I
W = 329971 + 691385025 t

Am(t - 3.80(i/ 100o) - 2.73(i / 1oo")2 +2.00(l / loo')3
v(1,0) = -0.36

F =  2439.71  1 .0km
f = 0

Since Mercury's orbit about the Sun is interior to the orbit of the Earth, Mer-
cury is seel to go through the entire range of phase angles. Because it passes through
such a la,rge range in phase angle, the phase coemcient must be replaced by an an-
alytic expression (Danjon, 1954). The expression for the phase coefficient is good
for the phase angle 30 < i < 123'. For i < 3' and i ) 123", Mercury is too close to
the Sun to be observed photometrically.

The flattening is not appreciable so the equatorial and pola"r diameters are the
same.

The cartographic prime meridian of Mercury is defined so that the 20' meridian
passes through the center of the crater Hun Kal.

7.42 Venus

The basic paxameters for Venus are given in Table 7.42.1
Venus rotates in a retrograde fashion, so the sign for the motion of the prime

meridian is negative. Like Mercury, the flattening of Venus is negligible; so the
equatorial and pola"r radii of Venus are the same.

Also, like Mercury, Venus'orbit is interior to the Ea,rth's orbit, so it has a phase
angle that r,aries ftom 0o to 180o, and so an analytical function is used rather than

Table 7.42.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters lor Venus

ao = 272?72
60 = 679 15
l4l = 160926 - 194t113596 t

v(1,0) = -4.29
a/r(r) = 0.09(i/ 100o) + 2.39(i / 1oo.)2 - 0.65(l / 100.)3

B =  6501.91  1 .0  km
J=o
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phase coefficient (Danjon, 1949). The expression was deterrnined for the
range 0:9 < i < 170?7. For i < 099 and i > 17O?7, Venus is too close to the

be observed photometrically. Venus'change in brilliancy with rotation is

small.

Mars

basic parameters for Mars a.re given in Table 7.43.1.

Table 7.43.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters for
Mars

ao = 3'17968'l - 09108 I
do = 529886 - 09061 r
W = 1769868 + 35098919830 t

y ( l , 0 ) =  - 1 . 5 2
Am(4 = 0.016i

B = 3 3 9 7 1 4 k m
J=0.0065t0 .0017

Although the phase angle of Mars ca.n be as la.rge as 47", the phase relation for

magnitude is satisfied by a single term, Mars' surface contains a la,rge number

visible markings. The rnarkings cause the brilliancy of Mars to vary about 0.15

over its oeriod of rotation. However. the amplitude of the variation ls

fixed. and is modified bv other factors such as the transpa,rencv of the atmo-

from planetwide sand storms, There appears to be an annual variation as

All these additional factors can cause variations in the visual magnitude of up

.1 magnitudes.

. The cartographic prime meridian of Mars is defined so that it passes through
center of the crater Airy-O.

Jupiter

basic pa,rameters for Jupiter are given in Table 7.44.1.
Multiple longitude systems a.re defined for Jupiter. Each system corresponds

a different apparent rate of motion. System I applies to the mean atmospheric

rotation of the planet. System II applies to the mean atmospheric rota-

nofth of the south component of the north equatorial belt and south of the

compotrent of the south equatorial belt of Jupiter. System III applies to the

of ra.dio emissions on Jupiter. The rotation rates for both System I and Sys-

a,re uncerta.in and subject to change. The sub-Earth and subsolar longitudes
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in The Astronornical Almanac are based on the Svstem III longitudes.
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Table 7.44.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters tor
Juoiter

do = 268905 - 0P009 r
6o = 64949 + 09003 I

System |'V, = 679t +877:900 t
Systern ll ry,, = 4393 + 8709270 t

System lll ry,/ = 284995 + 87095360000 t
y0,0) = -e.25
Am(0 = 0. 005 i

R =71492 ! 4km
f = 0.064t|7 I 0. 00015

Jupiter is the most luminous of the planets. Variations itr the brilliancy of the
planet with rotation are small, -0.01 magnitudes, and irregular. There a.re also
long-period r,ariations correlated with changes in the surface features of the planet.

7.45 Saturn

The basic paraqreters for Saturn are given in Table 7.45.1.
For Saturn only System III fobserved rotation of radio emissionsl Desch and

Kaiser (1981)] rotations are defined. AIso, like Jupiter, the mean rotation rate of
the atmosphere is uncertain a,nd subject to change. The tabulated sub-Earth and
subsola.r longitudes in The Astronomi,cal Almanac use the System III longitudes.
The previously defined System I rotation systern has been found to be of little use
since the Voyager encounters with Saturn, and is no louger supported by the IAU.

Because of the brilliance of Saturn's rings, the brilliance of the planet alone is
not well known; so the combined planet-ring magnitude and surface brightness are
tabulated. The phase coefficient for Saturn includes the rings. The visual magnitude
in Table 7.45.1 is the extrapolated value for the planet alone at lAU and 0o phase

Table 7.45.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters lor
Saturn

ao = 40958 - 09036 f
6o=83954-09004I

System lll ryi, = 38990 + 8'1097939024 t
Y(1,0) = -7. 19
a/I?|lil =o.o44i

F=60268t4km
J=0.0979610.00018
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There is, however, a,rr additional term for variation in the brightness of the

with the aspect of the rings:

% = -2.60 sin le l  +1.25sir ]  e, (7.45-r)

V, is the visual magnitude of the rings and e is the Saturnocentric sub-Earth

There is little evidence for variations in the magnitude in the brightness

with its rotation or over extended periods of time.

Uranus

'basic 
parameters for Uranus a.re given in Table 7.46.1.

Table 7.46.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters for
Uranus

as = 257? 43
60 =  -15910

System lll t44l = 203981 - 50191600928 t
v (1 ,0 )  =  -7 .1e
Am(il = o. oo28i

F = 2 5 5 5 9 i 4 k m
I = 0. 02293 t 0.00080

Like Venus, Uranus rotates in the retrograde direction. There is evidence for

of the brightness of Uranus with rotation, but it has not been confirmed'

term with a period of 84 years is expected in Uranus' magnitude due to the
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ming of the plaDet and the high inclination of its equator to its orbital path'

as for Saturn, only the rotation rate for ra.dio emissions (System III) is defined

Neptune

basic pa,rameters for Nepture a,re given ln Table 7.47.1'

The phase angle of Neptune at its greatest elongation is very small, so the

in brightness of the planet from its phase angle is unknown' There is

evidence of variation in the brightness of Neptune with its rotation' There is

of long-period variations in its brightness Only the System III rotation

radio sources is defined for Neptune.
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fable 7.47.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters for Neptune

oo = 299936 + 0907sin N
60 = 43946 - 0951 cos N

System l l l  Wi, = 253918 + 53693128492 | -  0:48 sin N
v (1 ,0 )  =  6 .87

R=24764 t15km
J  =  0 .0171  10 .0013

where
N = 357985 + 529316 f

7.48 Pluto

The basic paxameters for Pluto are given in Table 7.48.1.

The position for the north pole and the prime meridian of Pluto is derived from
Harrington and Christy (1981). The motion of the prime meridian and the position

of the pole for Pluto are given under the assumptions that the satellite's orbital
plane is coincidental with Pluto's equatorial plane and that the orbital motion of
Pluto's satellite is synchronous with Pluto's rotation. Like Uranus, the rotation of
Pluto is retrograde, and the inclination of Pluto's axis to its orbit is nearly 90'.
Because of Pluto's great distance from the Sun and its small size, its flatteniDg is
unknown, but is presumed to be small because of its slow rotation rate.

The given brilliancy at a distance of 1 ,tu and a phase augle of0o is the combined
magnitude of Pluto and its satellite, Charon. The brilliancy given is from Harris
(1961); however, the brilliancy of Pluto has been changing over time as differerrt
albedo features of the planet become visible (see Marcialis, 1988). The phase coef-
ficient given was determined by Binzel and Mulholland (1984). There is a chauge
in the combined magnitude with rotation of the Pluto-Charon system due to the

differing albedos of the two bodies and surface markings on Pluto. The rotational
change in magnitude, like the mean magnitude! has been changing with tine as

different albedo features of the planet are exposed to the Earth in Pluto's orbit

Table 7.48.1
Physical Ephemeris Parameters for Pluto

ao = 313902
6o = 9909
w = 236977 - 56?3623195 t

Y (1 ,0 )  =  -1 .01
An  =  0 .041 i

F  =  1 ' 1 5 1  1 6 k m
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the Sun. The rotational difference between the minimum and maxirnum

was 0.11 magnitudes in 1954 (Harris, 1961) and was 0 291 magnitudes

i" ieat (Mur.iuti", 1988). The period of the rotational variations is 6.3867 days.

i,,;ns the eclipse season the Pluto-Charon mutual events cause changes in the

Irug"it"a" as deep as 0'50 magnitudes (Tholen et ol ' 1987)'

7.5 PHYSICAL EPHEMERIDES OF THE SATELLITES

T h e d i s k s o f a l l t h e p l a n e t a r y s a t e l l i t e s a s i d e f r o m t h e M o o n a r e s o s m a l l t h a t
th"y 

"".rrrrot 
be directly observed, except from interplanetary probes Therefore,

the amount of information tabulated for the physical ephemerides is mttch smaller

than that for the Planets'
Un]ess otherwise Stated, the values for the sidereal peliod of the satellites are

from Davies et aI. (1991), and the value for the phase coefficients are from Harris

(1e61).

7.51 Satellites oJ Mars

Both of Mars' tq/o small satellites, Phobos and Deimos, are triaxial ellipsoids, with

their longest a-xis pointed toward the planet The source for the reference surfaces

of these satellites is from Mariner I measurements by Pollack et al' (1973) '

The basic parameters for the Martian satellites are given in Table 7 51'1'

Table 7.51.1
Rotation Parameters tor lvlars' Satellites

l Phobos :  do  =  317968  09108 f+1 :79s inM1
60  =  52990  09061  f - 1908cosM l
w = gsloo* l tze:a+45850 f+ 096644 x 1o -eP - 1942sinM1 - 0978sin M2

ll  Deimos: ao = 316965 - 09108I+ 2998sin M3
66=53952 -09061  r  -  1978cos  l ' t
W = 799 41 + 2a5? 1618970 t - 09390 x 1O-1oP - 2958 sin M3 + 0919 cos ̂ 't3

The values tor M^, are
M1 = 169951 - 094357640 t
Mz= 192?93 + fi2A? 4096700 f +0:6&4 x 10 et2

nfi  = 53947 - 090181510 f

', Both of these satellites have rotation periods that are synchronous with their

orbital periods. Also. both satellites have secular accelerations in their rotation

which apoear as the I terms in the motion of their prime meridians' These

t"a-a ur" the result of secular changes in the mean distances of the

satellites' orbits. The difierent signs for the quadratic terms for the motion
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of the satellites' prime meridians shows that Phobos' orbit is contracting with time
while Deimos' orbit is expanding.

The masses of Phobos and Deimos a.re derived from a redetermination by Siq.
gren (1983) of the perturbations of the Viking Orbiters during their close flybys of
the satellites. Information on the magnitudes of Phobos and Deimos, their albedos,
and their colors are derived from Viking photometry of the satellites that has been
analyzed by Klassen, Duxbury, and Veverka (1979). Because the satellites are verv
near Mars, information on the phase coefficients for both satellites and the 1U - g;

color for Phobos are useless for ground-based observations and are not given.

7.52 Satellites of Juoiter

Physical ephemerides are tabulated for sixteen Jovian satellites. The most complete
and accurate information is that for the four Galilea.n satellites and four inner
satellites, JV (Amalthea), JXIV (Thebe), JXV (Adrastea), and JXVI (Metis).

The basic parameters for Amalthea, Thebe, Adrastea, Metis and the Galilean
satellites are given in Table 7.52.1.

These satellites all have periods of rotation that axe synchronous with their
orbital periods.

The values for the visual magnitude at 1AU and 0o phase angle, the albedos,
and the colors ofthe Jovian satellites a.re taken from Morrison (1984). The Galilean
satellites have been observed often enough that well determined phase relations have
been derived for them.

The reference surfaces for Amalthea (Smith et al.,1979); the Galilean satellites
(Davies et ol., 1991); and JXIV, JXV, and JXVI (Thebe, Adrastea, and Metis;
Burns, 1986) were derived from measurements of the Voyager spacecraft pictures
of the satellites. Estimates of the size of the outer Jovia.n satellites are from Tholen
and Zellner (1984) and are based on the albedos of JVI and JVII (Himalia and
Elara).

Galilean satellite masses a,re calculated from the perturbation in the paths ofthe
Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft flybys (Campbell and Synott, 1985). The masses ot

the rest of the satellites are based upon their individual sizes and the mean density
of the compositions inferred from their albedos,

Three ofthe Galilea.n Satellites have cartographic coordinates defined by surface
craters, The cartographic definitions are given it Table 7 .52.2.

7.53 Satellites of Saturn

Physical ephemerides a.re tabulated for 17 Saturnian satellites. The rotation pe-

riods are tabulated for 13 of the Saturnian satellites. The rotational elements in

Table 7.53.1 for 1l of the satellites a.re supplied by Davies eJ ol. (1991).

]n5#"t"t"r" fo, Jupiieas satellites

rvrM€tis: ao = 268905 - 0:009 7'- 
do = 64:49 + 09003 r
w = 302?24 + 1221?2489660 t

Yv Adrasl6a: oq = 268905 - 09009 r
"' 5^ = 64949 + 0:0m r

ti = 5:7s + 12069 g95o4oo t

v Arnalthoa: ao = 268:05 - O:OO9 f - 0:84sinJj +0:01sin24
'  

. ^=9949+O9oO3r -0936cos4
w = 231?67 +722?69145'60 l+ 0:76sin4 -0:01sin24

xfvThebe: ao =26s905-o9oogr -2?126in4+0?o4sin2h
,; = 64:49 + 0:003 T - o:91 cos J2 + 0901 cos 24
tv = g:gt + sgg9 zoossgo t + 1:91 sin J2 - 0:04 sin 24

l lo: oo = 268:05 - 09OOg r+ O:Og4sin 4 + 09024sinJ4
6; = 64950 + O9OO3 r+ 09040cos4 + 0:01 1 cos4
w = zoogss * zos:a€ss$a | - 09085 sin.-b - 0:022 sin J4

Anr(i=0.O46i-0 0010i2

Eu rcoa :  do=268 :08 -090og r+1 :086s inJ4+09060s inJ5+0 :015s inJ6+0 :009s in ' - h
ai = e+3st + ogoos f * o9468cos J4 + 09026 cos J5 + o:007 cos J6' 09002 cos 4
vi = 35?72 + 1o1?g747235 t oggSosinJa - o:o54sinJ5 -09014sinJB -0:008sjn4

AnIn = O.O312i -O OO125t2

lll Ganym€d€: do = 268920 - ogoog I - 09 037 sin J4 + 09431 sin J5 + 0'oo9l sin J6
' 

6; = 64957 + o:oo3 7 - o9ol6cos Ja + 09186cos J5 + o9039^cosJo
vi = 43914 + 5093176081 I + o:o33sin J4 - o:389 sin J5 0:082 sin J6

Am(rl = o. 323i - o. ooo66F

lv callisto: oo = 268:72 - o:oo9 r - 09068 sin Js + 0:590 sin J6 + 09010 sin Jg
6; = 64983 + 09003 7 - 0:029 cos J5 + 09254 cls J6 0:004cos4
ti = 25g? 67 + 21? 57107-15 f + o:061 sin J5 09533sinJ6 - 0:009 sinJg

A.']/i) = o. 07ai - 0.0027 4i'

*iero th€ valu6s ol J, are
4 = 73932 + 9147399 7
J" = fiA? 54 + 44243? A T
,4 = 2833 90 + 4a5097 r
Ja = 355:80 + I191:3 r
J5  =  119990+262 :17
J6=229?80+64?37
J7 = 352? 25 + 23A2? 6 T
4=113935+607090

fable 7.52.2
Standard Cartographic
Longitudes for Jupiter's Satellites

Satellile Crater Merldlan

Europa
Ganymede
Callisto

Cil ix
Anal
Saga

182.
128"
326'



Table 7.53.1
Flotation Parameters for Saturn's Satellites

oo = 4096 - 09036 r
60 = 83:53 - 09004 r
ry=4a:8 + 62690440000l

ao = 409€€ - 09036 r
60 = 03:53 09004 r
,v= 137:88 + 598:3060000 r

oo = 40958 - 09036 r
60 = 83:53 - 0:oO4 r
W = 296:14 + 5879289oooor

ao = 40958 - 09036 r
60 = 83953 - O9oO4 r
w= 162:92 + 5729 789t 0OO I

oo =40:9rB -  090361 -  39153sinq +09086sin2q
60 = 83:52 - o9oo4r - o9356cosq +o:oo5cos2q
W = 293:87 + 51894907239 r + 39133sin q - 09Os6sin2q

ao = 40958 -  09m6r -  t9623sin S2 + o9O23sin2q
60 = 83:53 -  0!004r o:183cos32 +O9OOI cos2q
w = 58:83 + 51892359876r+ 19613sin 52 o9o23sin2q

ao = 40:66 -  09m6r+ 13956sinq
60 = 83:52 - 09CD4I- 195,3cosq
!y=337946+381999t5550I 139€sinq -  44985sinq

ao = 40:66 - 09€6 r
,'0 = 83952 - O9OO4 r
w = 2:82 +26297318996r

ao = 40966 - O9o3or + 9966 sin 54
60 = 83:52 090041 1:ogcos54
w = 10p45 + 190:6979085r - 9960sin S. +2:23sin.g

do = 50:50 - 0!036 r
do = 84906 - O9oO4 r
w=56:8a + 19096979330t

oo = a0:58 - 09036r+ 139943sin q _ t:686sin2Ss
60 = 83:43 - 09004r - 19572coes5 + 09o95cos2ss
W = 149936 + 19096742373 r 13:849sin 55 + i96g5sin2S5

ao = 40966 - 09@6 r
60 = 83:52 - 09004 r
W=357900+131953a$161

do = 40958 -  09@6r+ r9662sinq +O90A4sin2q
60 = 83:52 -  0:004r,  09187cq + O9o9s@s2q
,y = 245:39 + 131!61740s6 I 19651 sin q + oPO24sin 2q

do = 40938 -  o:mor+391osinq
60 = 83:55 0!004r o:35cosSr
,v = 235:r6 + 7996900478 r 3908sinq

do =36:41 -  0:036r+2:66sinSs
60 = 83:94 - 0!004r o93ocosq
ty = 1899 64 + 229 5769768 I - 29 64 sin q

do = 318:16 39949 r
6 0 = 7 5 : 0 3  - 1 9 1 4 3 I
w = 350? 20 + 49 5379572 |

do = 355916
60 = 68970 -  19143 r
W = 304970+ 930:$34720 r

q = 353932+ 7570697 r
52 = 2A?72 +75706?7 T
q = 177:40 - 3650595 r
Sa = 3OO:00 - 722599 r
Ss =53:59 -  896a9Ar
q = 143:38 -  105$:5 r
s6 = 345:20 -  101693 r
q = 29980 52? 1T
q = 316:45 + 506:2 r

whor€ lhe values ol S, aB
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Table 7.53.2
Standard Cartographic Longitudes
for Saturn's Satellites

S.tellite Craler Merldlan

411

irimas
Enceladus
Tethys
Dione
Bhea
lapetus

Palomides 162"
Salih
Arete 299.
Palinurus 63'
Tore 340'
Almeric 2764

Wisdom, Peale, and Mignard (1984) have shown that one of the major Satur-

nian satellites, Hyperion, is tumbling chaotically rather than being in synchronous

rotation. This tumbling is a result of Hyperion's triaxial shape and its rather ellip

tical orbit with a mean distance near the 4/3 Titan resonance.

The reference surfaces for the larger satellites are derived from Smith el ol.
(1982). The size of the smaller satellites are provided by their geometric albedos

(Thomas et o,., 1983).
Morrison, Owen, and Sonderblom (1986) determined the magnitudes, albedos,

and colors of Saturn's satellites. Iapetus is especially interesting, because the leading

hemisphere is over two magnitudes dimmer than its trailing hemisphere. Windorn
(1950) gives a parametric equation for the brightness (not the magnitude) of the
satellite of

B = O.571 -  0 .429sino, (7.s3-r )

where q is its orbital longitude, with the maximum occurring at greatest western
elongation.

Tyler et al. (i981, 1982) determined the tabulated masses for Mimas, Ence-
ladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, and Iapetus from the deflections of the Voyager
trajectories. The masses of Enceladus and Mimas are of lower accuracy and are
contradicted by resonance theories (e.g., Greenberg, 198,1).

Six of the major Saturnian satellites have cartographic coordinates defined by
surface craters. The cartographic definitions are given in Table 7.53-2.

7.54 Satellites of Uranus

The basic parameters for the 15 known satellites ofUranus are given in Table 7.54.1.

The radii for the Uranian Satellites (Smith et al'. 1986) are derived from mea-
surements of Voyager photographs. The masses for the five large satellites (Viellet,
1983) are derived from mutual orbital perturbations. Smith el ol. (1986) determined



Table 7.54.1
Botation Parameters for Uranus' Satellites

Coddla:

Ophslia:

rn6re lhs valu€s ol U" are

ul = 1 159 7s + s4991:87 t
t4 = 141:69 + 41887966 t
14 = 135903 +29927935 7
u4 = 6197r + 25733? s9 T
Us = 249? 32 + 24471? 46 T
U6 = 43? & + 22278? 41 T
th = T7? 6 + 202899 42 T
us - 157936 + 16652:76 r

ao - 257931 - 09153ln Ul
60 = - l s9l E + 0914 cos Ul
W = 127? 69 - 107495295730r - O9O4sln U1

ao = 25793r - 0909dn l4
60 = -15918+ 0909cos t4
w = 130935 - 9509{b8150I - 0903 sin U2

do = 257931 - 09r6sln (,3
60 = - 15918 + 0916 cos tA
W = 105946 - 82893914760r - O9O4sin 14

oo = 257931 - O9O4si. U.
60 = - 15: 18 + 09 04 cos U.
W -  59:16 -  Z6:5816320t -  0901sin U4

oo = 25793r -  0917sin U5
6 0  =  - 1 5 ! 1 8  + 0 9 1 6 c o 6 4
w = 95:08 - 760:0531090 r - 0!04sln Us

ao = 257931 - 0906sln U6
60 = -1s918+ 0906cos14
W = 302956 - 73o:1253660 t - O9O2 sin Us

ao = 257931 - 0909sln t,
60 = -1s918+ 0909cos 4
l,v - 25903 - 701:,rE65870I - 0902 sin i-t

do = 257931 - 0929sln l4
60= - 15918 + 0P 28 coE Us
w = 314:90 - 6,14:6311260 r - 0908lin tb

oo = 257931 - 0903sin i4
60 = -15918 + 0903cos14
w - 2979 4$ - 5l/9.62A170I - O9o1 sin lt

ao = 257931 - 0933sinU1o
60 = -15918 + 0931co6 40
w =91:24 - 472? 545c690 r - 0909 sin qo

ao = 257:43 +4941si. Ufi - O904sin2ulj
60 = -15908+4t25cosU1r -  o9O2@s2U11
w = 30:70 - 25496906892 l - 19 27 sin 142

+ 0:15sin 2q2 + l :  15 s in q1 -  0909sln2Urr

ao = 257943 + 0929sin Ut3
60 = -15910 + 0928 cos 4s
r,l/ = 1 569 22 - 1429 8356681 I + 09 05 sh U12 + 09 o8 6in Ur 3

ao = 257943 a0921sln q.
60 = 15910+ 0920co8 q4
yy = 108905 - 8698688923 r - O9O9 sin U12 + 0906 sin q4

lll l-n€nia: ao = 257:43 +0:29sin q5
60 = 15:10 +0928co8Urs
W = n9 74 _ 419 614316 t + 09 OO sin Ui5

lv Ob€ren: do = 257:43 + 0916 sln Ulb
do = - 15910 + 09 t 6 cos irr6
W=6?n - 2fj7394932 t + o? u sin Uft

tb = 101:81 r 12872963 r
U1o = 138964 + 8061:81 r
u11=102923-2024?227
Up = 316? 41 + 2863996 r
ul3 = 3(x:ol - 51:94 r
Ur4 = 308:71 - 93317 r
u1s = 3ts,o9 u - 75? 32 T
U16 = 259:14 - s04981 r
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magnitudes, albedos, and colors for the large Uranian satellites from Voyager 2

.86 Satellites of Neptune

has eight known satellites. However, the physical ephemerides of Nereid

and Thiton are the only ones presently included in The Astronomical Almanac-'lhe

basic paxarleters for seven of the saiellites are given in Table 7.55.1.

Table 7.55.1
Rotation Parameters for Neptune's Satellites

vtl

v l

Galatea:

Lanssa:

Naiadi

Thalassa:

D€spinal

09 05 cos stq + 0: 02 cos 6lv7 + 09 o1 cos 7tg
l,v = 296: 53 - 61 12572637 t + 22? 25 sin tt + 6:73 sin2tt

0:74sin4^t + 0928sin5^h + 0911sinGih +
0902sinSlt + 09ol sin glvz

|fhore lhe values of /V, are
N = 35798s + s29316 t

rvr = 323992 + 6at0696 r
l'12 = 220? 51 + 5fi64? 2 T
It = 3143 27 + 465649 s r
w4 - 75931 +2610994 r
N5 = 35:36 + 1432594 7
N6 = 142961 + 282496 7
,V7 = 12985 + 52:316 r

oo = 299:39 + 0:70 sin N 6:49sin Nl +0925sin2/v1
do = 43:35 - 0:51 cos N - 4:75 cos N1 +0909cos2N1
w =254?0a+ e22:81A1209 t 0948sin N+ 4940sin Nr -0927sin2N,

do = 299939 + 0970sin N - 0928sin i/2
60 = 43:,14 - 0:51cosN - 0:21cos A/2
w = 102906 + 115597555612 r - 0944 sin N + 0919 sin N,

oo = 299939 + 0:70sin N - 0:09sin w3
60 = 4{}944 0:51 cos N 0907cos lrl3
l4 = 306:51 + 1075:7341562 t - 0949sin N+ 0906sin Nr

oo = 299939 + o9To sin w - o:o7 san /v4
60 = 439,13 -0951cosN-o:o5cos/V4
l,v = 258:09 + 839:65976a6 l - 094a sin N + 0905 sin N!

ao = 299:38 + 0970sin N - 0927sin N5
60 = 43940 - 0:51cos N - 0920cos N5
t/v = 179941 + 649905344701 - 0948 sin N + 0919 sin N<

oo = 299:30 + 0:70 sin N 0:05sinN6
60 = 42:90 -0:51cosN 0:04cosw6
W = 93:38 + 320:7654228 t - 0948sin N + 0:036sin N6

ao = 299936-32935sinit  -6928sin2w7 2:08sin3lV7 0974sin4At -
o:28sin5At - o911sin6& 0907sin7tq - 0902sin8Ah -

0:01 sin gtg
do - 41917 +22955cos/g +291ocos2tg+0955cos3At +0916cos4^t +

+ 2:05sin3/g +
o:05sin7Ig +
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The mass. radius, arrd colors of Tritort are determined from Vol'ager 2 4;,1n.
Litt le is knoNn of Nereid except its magnitudc at l Att and 6o phase arrglc (\ lo1-

rison and Cruikshank, 1974). The cliarrieter is based on an assurrtcd albedo of g..1.

Recent studies by Will iams et al. (.1991) of Ncreid iudicate that it ma].h4r.e.

non-svnchronous rotatioll.

7.56 The Satell i te of Pluto

Charon, Pluto's orrly knou'n satell i te. is assumed to orbit in t ltr: plane of PluLo s
equator and in synchronous rolation. The position of its nolth polc arrcl 1>rir1.
mericlian arc given in Table 7.56.1.

Table 7.56.1
Rotation Parameters for Pluto's Satell i te
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oroduct of its g(urrrr 'tr ic albedo and the square of its mean diarueter. If one ol these

?actors is kno.. n. or a relation bctween tlte t$'o factors r::rn be determined. the other

factot ctLt bc dcternincd. At thcrmzrl infrared rvavelengths, the dependence of the

brightness on albedo is cornplementarv to the dependence at visible waveleugths.

For example, take two objects at the saric distanrt u'ith the same visible rnagni-

tude. 1f one is dark arrd large, and the other is small but highly reflectilg. thel in

infrared emitted radiation. the first object will be nuch brightcr than the second

oneJ because of both its larger size and its liigher tcrrrpcrature. Thc complernen-

taxy nature of brightrrcss with t bedo in the trvo spectral regions is thc basis lqr

the radiometric methocl of determining diameters. The equations relating the ol>

servable parametcrs (visible and infrared rnagnitudes) to the unknorvns (diameter

and geometric albedo) reqrrire complicated assurnptions to bc made concerrring the

kmperature distribution ovcr thc surfacc of thc a"steroids and cannot bc solve<l

a,nalvtically.
The V magnitude for an obiect at phase angle I and R = I AU from thr: Sun is

related to the radius. r. and geometric albedo, p" bv

v
t '

do = 312?02
6o = 9909
W = 56?77 5693623195 I

The mass, diameter, and nagnitude of Charon alc bascd otr obselvzttiorls o1

Charon-Pluto ecl ipses (Dunbar and'fedesco. 1986).

7,6  PHYSICAL EPHEIVIERIDES OF THE ASTEROIDS

At preserrt. thc only physical data published in Thc Aslronontical Alxnan. ..: Iot tlrc

astcroids are H, the absolute visual rnagnitude at a, dista[ce of 1AU an(l 0" l)hase
anglc; G, thc slope parameter that depends on the albcdo: the visual magrlitrrdc'at

opposition; arrd the estimated diarnctr:Ls for 139 asteroids. Ihese data are strpPli<'t l

by the Institute for Theoretical Aslronorny. St. Petersburg, Russia. Atldit iorraL ttt-

formation on the asteloicls can be fouucl in the Institutc lor 
'l 

heorctical Aslrottoltl.v

pu l r l i , - " r  io r r .  A4 innr  P lo  ne ts .

The visrral magnitudes of the asteroids arc based on thc lrttrk of Bolvcll, [lart ts'

and Lumme (19tt8).
-Before 1970, the cliarneter measurements lvcre based orr visual rnicrotttt:tet lttl'z'

sure[rcnts or occultation observations. Reliablc rneasuremcnts of asteloid r-adii (t: 'g '

Dollfus, 1971; \I i l l is el al.. 1987) existed for on)y fir ' 'e astcroids: Ccres. Pallas' JrtrxJ

Vesta. ancl Dros. Since thcn, iurprovcd cstimates ofthc diametels ltavc resulttrri hotrt

devcloprrerrt of lhc ra(l iolnetric and polarimetric mcl.hods. 'I 'hc diamcters published

rr't 'l'lrc A str() n.) ttLic(LI Al,nL.LrL(Lc use the radiomctric obser'l-ations of \'Iorrison (1977)-

Thc racliometric method is sirnple in its physical principle, but corrtPlex 1ro

tliscuss quantitativr:ly. The visible brightncss of an asteroid is proportional to the

V =  V.  -  5 logr  -  2 .  5 logp, ,  -  2 .  5 log ! " ( i )  +  logR, (7.6 1)

where V. is the magnitude of the Sun at 1r\u and d,,(i) is the phase coefficient in
intensity units, normalized to unitv at i = 0'. The brightness of the sarne object at
10pm (N magnitude) is

N = Krv 5 log r 2. 5 log(fy) 2. 5 log er,'(l), ("7 .6,2)

where rKly is a constant cleterrrinctl by the :rbsolutc calibration of the N rlagnitude
6ystem; IN is the infrared surface brightrrcss in thr: N band, obtained by arcralling
the emission from each surface clcrrrcrrt; ancl e1,,(i) is llrt: effective crnissivity in thcr
N band at phase anglc i. Note that er,(0) cau bc greater than unity to allorv for
peaking of the infrarecl emission at snrall phast: auglesJ but at the sane tinre €N(i)
rnust be substantially lcss than unity at large I to satisfv thc totai heal, balan<re.
If it is assumed that the planet is seen at zero phase and thc surla(e tcrnperal,trre
rs everylvhere in ecluilibrium r.ith the absorbed soiar energl, the distribution of
remperature over the surfacc $,ili be qiven bv

T(o)  =  Ton r t211 l  -8 ) / .1 r / tcos"on, (7.6 3)

Ihu* ao t" the eqril ihrium blackbocly tcmpcraturc at 1AU (= 295'K). A is
sond albedo, e is t-]re alerage emissivity, and a is the local solar zenith angle.

the



where ?1 is the mean surface temperature for the body. When this substitution is
made and Equation 7.6 2 is subtracted from Equation 7.6 1. the result is
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A first-order solution may be obtained if the infrared brightness is assumed 1q

be proportional to the absorbed energy:
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trhs Galilean satellites (N{orrison and Cruikshank, 1973; Flansen, 1973) har.e shown

that all these objects have surface thermal conductivities lower than that of the

Moon. As a result of these lorv conductivities, the surfaces all respond very rapidly

to changes in sunlight; so they remain close to equilibriurn even for a rapidly rotat-

ing asteroid such as Eros, with a period of less than 6 hours. So the basic assumption

of thermal equilibrium appears to be valid.
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CHAPTER

Eclipses of the Sun and Moon

by Alan D. Fiala and John A. Bangert

8.1 INTRODUCTION

All bodies orbiting in the solar system cast a shadow away from the Sun. In the most

general terms, an eclipse occurs when the shadow of one body falls upon another

a,nd temporarily blocks out a portion of the solar illumination. An eclipse is distinct

from an occultation, which is a block in the line of sight. Before this distinction was

understood, however, a long history of observation from Earth created difierent

names for the phenomena, depending on what objects were involved. The shadow

of the Moon falling upon the Earth was called a solar eclipse; the shadow of the

Earth falling upon the Moon vras called, a lunar ecltpse; and the shadow of a planet

falling upon the Earth was called a transit (across the Sun). By strict application
of these definitions, a solar eclipse is really an occultation.

The basic methods by which eclipses of the Sun and Moon and transits of Venus
and Mercury a.re predicted and described were introduced by Bessel and extensively
developed by Chauvenet (1891). The discussion here will be limited to describing
the calculation of data that are necessarv to observe anv of these phenomena from
the Earth.

Bessel's method of calculating eclipse predictions is based on the following con-
cept: A bodv casts a shadow, the a-ris of which is a line extended from ihe center of
the Sun through the center of the body. Observations, by necessity, are constrained
to the topocentric coordinate svstem, However, the geometry and kinematics are

-,easier 
to describe in a svstem oriented to the cone of the shadow that is, one in

which the z-axis is either parallel to, or coincident with, the shadow axis, and the
llplane passes through the center of the body on which the shadow falls. This plane
is also known as the Besselian plane. A description of the progress of the eclipse is
calculated in this coordinate system, and then is transformed to a topocentric sys-
tenr as necessary. Elements describe the geometry of the configuration as a function

t'ime circumstances describe distinct, observable events by time and place.
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Diagrams in treatises on eclipses by necessity are exaggerated to illustralo

points. Hence, thc diagrams tend to disguise the fact that, in reality, the boclics

involved are very small, far apart, and moving relatively slowly. Thus, the shadows

cast are long and slender, there axe many small angles, and the relative short-tern

motions are very nearly linear. These qualities were used to advantage by peolrkr

equipped only with tables and a calculator, as it was necessary and adequate to irs.
approximations and intermediate trigonometric constructs. In the era of high-spcr.cl

programmable computers, the use of approximations and simplifying constructs is
reduced but not eliminated. Also, it is helpful to newer generations of astrononers

to discuss spherical trigonometry by incorporating more vcctor and matrix notatiol

instead of direction cosines.

8.1 1 EcliDse Data Available from the Nautical Almanac Office

8.111 International Agre€m€nts Ever since astronomical ephemerides and alrrLn-
nacs have been published, eclipse information has been included. This was a nal,ural

action because the extensive calculations required are based on predicted ephcnr

erides. In modern times, the situation is much eased, but the Nautical Almarac

Ofrce continues to provide information on every eclipse of cach year. The infor

mation conforms to IAU standards and is not changed nithout adequate notice

to the International Astronomical Union. This may cause some misunderstanclings
(e.g., in the ralue of /<, described in Section 8.12), or occasional diff icult ies l hen a

convention changes (for instance, longitude is now considered positive to the eirst

of Greenwich). Some changes that improve production without changing the inlor

mation are adopted by decisions within the Nautical Almanac Office, such as tlte

change in the solar eclipse nap curves to an older convention, which made mcch;rtt-
ical computer-controlled plotting feasible. Other special publications for individunl
eclipses are designed to assist the scientific observer as much as possible. Sinctr

1949, at the request of the appropriate Commissions of the International Astro-

nomical Union, the principal circumstances of all solar eclipses have been routitreL.l
calculated and madc available several years in advance of the publication of the an-

nual almanac. This working agreement continues and is carried out b1: the speclal
publications described iu Section 8.113.

8.112 Data Pmvi ded in The Astronomical Almanac Elernents and general circunr-

stances are given in ?[e Astronomical Almanac for a]l solar and lunar eclipse''

including the penumbral lunar eclipses that occur during thc year. For the solar

eclipses, maps are given from which approximate local circumstances may be ob-

tained for any particular place, and the Besselian elements are tabulated at interr'ats

of ten minutes for the calculation of accurate local circumstances for any point on or'

above the surface of the Earth. For total or annular solar eclipses, the latitudes anq

longitudes of points on the central line and on the northern and southern limits, the
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of the total or annular phase, and the altitude of the Sun on the central

are tabulated at intervals of ten minutes or lcss throughout the eclipse. For

eclipses, the circumstances and their times are the same for all parts of the

barth; any particular phase is visible from any point at which the Moon is above

the horizon'
For years in which a transit of Mercury or Venus occurs, general circumstances

snd a map are given, by which approximate local circumstances may easily be

€stimated. Formulas are also provided for the computation of more accurate local

circumstances.
The information that appears in The Astronomical Almanac is prepared a min-

lglum of three years before the event. A provisional value of Af to the nearest q'hole

second is assigned, so that the time argument is provisional Universal Time (UT)

or, more precisely, provisional UTI (see Chapter 10). More details are given in

Sections 8.12 and 8.363.

The predictions given in ?be Astronomical AImanQc take no accorrnt of the

efiects of refraction, although refraction may be significant for the reduction of

observations intended to give precise positions. The Besselizrn clements, however,

are rigorously independent of refraction.

&113 Data Provided in Other Publications Material from the section of ?he '4s-

hpnomical Alman,Jc on solar and lunal eclipses and transits is also published, in

advaoce of publication of The Astronornical Almanac itself. in the small booklet

Astronomical Phenomena' issued annuall5' by the Nautical Almanac OfEce' U S'

Naral Observatory.
In 1949, the U.S. Naval Observatory began a publication series called the U S'

Naral Observatorv Circulars. The series tralsmits astronomical data resulting from

continuing programs but not available in any othcr publications. Two of the con-

tinuing programs that have contributed many issues to this series are solar eclipse
' predictions and sunspot counts. There are two kinds of solar eclipse circulars First'

there are circulars issued well in advance that give just the priucipal circumstances

of all solar eclipses in a multiple-year period. These are l istcd in Table 8113'1'

Second, the Observatory issues circulars for specific solar eclipses; these circulars

contaiD extensive information for observers to choose a sitc artd calculate accu-

rate local circumstances. Belore the circulars were begun in l949, this information

was issued in Supplements to the annual American Ephemeris Until 1991, it was
' the policy of th; U.S. Naval observatory to issue a circrrlar for each total solar

eclipse, with a very few exceptions, and for selected annular solar eclipses that have

some observationally interesting features. Typically these circulars contained gen-

eral information and circumstances, Besselian elements, a discussion of anticipated
lneteorological conditions along the eclipse path, local circumstances for selected

locations. the lunar limb profile and limb corrections, path of the central phase tab-

by time and longitude at sea level and at flying altitudes, and detail maps of
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Table 8.113.1
U.S,N.O. Solar Eclipse Circulars

Tracks of total solar eciipses in 1952, 1953, 1954
Tracks of total solar ecl ipses in 1955, 1956, 1957
Tracks of total solar eclipses in 1958, 1959, 1960
Annular and padial solar ecl ipses in 1955, 1956, and 19s7
Non-central total eclipses ol 1957
Annular ecl ipses in 1958, 1959
Solar ecl ipses, 1960-1 963
Solar ecl ipses, 1 963-1967
Solar ecl ipses, 1968-1970
Solar ecl ipses, 1971-1975
Solar ecl ipses, 1976 1980
Solar ecl ipses, 1 981-1 990
Solar ecl ipses, 1 991-2000
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flith its center of mass; to allo$'for this difference, empirical corrections ale made 1o

the mean equatorial coordinates of the Moort. referred fo the center of mass of thc

Bu11l. Unpublished investigations have shown that thc corrections depend upol

the lunar librations at thc tirrrc of an eclipse. The range of the corrcctions is less

than 0'i5, and for the calculations in The Astronomi,cal Almanac, otrly thc minirnum

co ections are applicd. These are A) = +01'50 and AB = -01'25 for the LE200 luuar

epbemeris. The correctiorrs are made drrring the apparent place computation by

rotating the mean equatorial geocerrttic coordinates of the N4oou into the ecl\rtic

system, applying the corrections in the ecliptic syslern, and rotating back into the

equatorial systcm. The corrections are applied as constants for each eclipse.

The semidiameters of lhe Sun and the X,{oon used in the calculation of eclipscs

do not include irradiation. Thc adopted semidiameter of the Sun (s,) is cornputerl

directly from the ephemeris ol the Sun, thereby rrsing the ephcmeris rcnstants.

However, the apparent semidiameter of thc Nloon is calcrriated bv putting its sine

equal to k sinrr., q'bele rn is the horizontal parallax and l, thr: ratio of the \'Ioon's

radius to the equatorial radius of the Earth, is an adoptetl constant. The lAIl

adopted a new value of k (k = 0.2725076) in August 1982. Br:forc that time. t$'o

diferent values ol i wcre rtsed in computing a solar cclipsc. Thc valuc takcn fbr

the lunar ephemeris r.as rtsed for the most part, but in pra.ctict: it \ras too large for

total phase in total solar cclipses because of the eflects of thc rorrgh lunar l imb. As

a,n approximate corrcction f<rl this efiect, a smaller valuc of k rvas adopted solelv

for calculating duration orr the central line of total solar- r:clipses. This smaller

value caused numerical incoltsistencies as t'ell as nrisundelstandings on lhe Part
of users of thc infbrmation. Therefore, n.hen the rrcrv vahte was adoptcd in 1982
to conform to thc valur: used in occultation prcdictions. it rvas agrcc<l implicit ly

that limb effe<{s arc no longcr accounted for. but are averagecl, and if an obsclver
considers thern to be irupoltant. then corrcctions flust be calculated and appli<:cl
separately. It is possible for these effects to advance or retard predit: led sc, 'rrrl
or third-contact tines ou the central line by as much as t$-o seconds apicr:e. Tlte
same limb corrections can be applied in thc case of annulzrt solal cclipscs, or e\-en
lunar eclipses, but the efiects lr,ill not be obscrvable. It is onif in the case of a tot:rl
solar eclipse that the presence or abscncc of auy lighi frorr thc solar tlisk is ct*ily
detected and is hence crit ical to delicato obscrvations.

The calculation of the occurrertcc of etl ipses does l lot d(rpend upon the tinlc
scale for the portions restricted to thc spa.tial relationships of the Eartlt, NIoon, arrcl
Sun. However, lor calculation of phcrronrena as they arc relatql to the sttrfar:e of tltr:
Earth for t ime and place of visibil i ty, it is necessarl to rtse Uriversal Time (UT1) in
the best approxirrratiorr possible. This approxima,tion is achievecl by adjusting tht:
ephemerides at t lre start of the calculatiols. The predictions it the A stron omicol
Almonac were given in ephencris time (ET) unti l 1981, when AI had becorne latge
enough that it u'as cleemed more useful to publish thc predictious in provisiorral
Universal Time (see Section !t.363 for dctails).
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Cir. No. Date Ti e

1
2

40

59
85
B9

1 0 1
1 1 3
142
170

1949  Ju l y  18
1949 September 19
1950 N4ay 4
1952 December 8

1954 August 20
1955 June 28
1958 Apri l  '16

1960  June  15
1964 July 29
1966 December 15
1973 Apri l  20
1986 November 7

Note: No. 170 was the first lo conlain eclipse maps. The others listed only numerical dala.

the portion of the path or.er land. Thc U.S. \aral Observatory planned to rt: lt:ase
each circular 12 to 18 lnonths irr adrance of a particr ar eclipse and to ircorl)ola1(l
the best r ' 'alue of AZ aiailabh at the time of preparation. However, the lra,l t ir lc
and contents rvere subjcct to regular revielv rvith respect to meetilg t]re report.(l
needs of the scientif ic comDnnitl-. In 1992. the eclipse circulars rvere clisco]rtinutrl.

8.12 Corrections to the Ephemerides

The basic quantit ies fbr calculations of solar and lrrnar eclipses are: the al)palelt
right ascension (a.). declination (6.). and clistance (R.) of the Sun, and the apparcrll
r ight ascension (n.), declination (6.), and distance (R.) of thr: \ ' loon, for everr. hour
of TDT during 1,he eclipse; and the ephernr:ris sidoreal t imc at 0h TDT for the c1a1 ol

the oclipse and for the following day. Ihc apparent places of the Surr and tlte Nloorr
are computed rigorously using t hc same ephemerides for the Sun arrd the NIooIr as

are used for The Astronom.ical Alrn.anac, and using the reduction methods cles<rribecl
elsewhere in this book (see Chaptcr 3). At the time of this writ ing. thr: ephcner-i{lcs
are based upon the DE200/LE200 produced by the Jet Propulsion La,boral,or'1'. The
ephemeris sidereal time at 0h TDT, rvhich is the local apparent sidercal tirne ott tlie
ephemeris meridian, is the same turncrically as the (Greenwich) apparent sidercaL
time at 0h UT. as tabulated irt The Astr.ort.om,icLrl Alm.ona..

Gravitational epherncridcs refer to the positions of the centers of nrass of the
bodies concerlcd. Eclipses, hou'ever. are governed by the positions ol the centcr-s ol

figures of the Sun and the N,Ioon. The centcr of figure of the N,Ioon does not coirlci(le
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8.2 THE OCCURRENCE OF LUNAR AND SOLAR ECLIPSES

8.21 Overview

The purpose of this section is to develop conditions that can be used to determine
whether an eclipse will occur at a pa,rticula,r conjunction or opposition of the Sun
and Moon, The approach is, first, to develop a general expression for the geocentric
least angular separation of the Moon and either the Sun or the antisola,r point, when
one of the latter is in the vicinity of one of the nodes of the Moon's orbit. Second.
expressions for the apparent sizes of the shadows are found. Finally, discrimination
tests are established. Speciflcally, to develop the conditions for a lunar eclipse, the
appaxent sizes of the umbral and pem.rmbral shadows of the Ea,rth are compared
to the geocentric least angular separation of the Moon and the a.ntisolar point.
To develop the conditions for a solar eclipse, expressions for the geocentric least
angular separation of the Sun and the Moon are derived from the geometry of
each particula"r type of solar eclipse and are compared with the geocentric apparent
angular semidiameters.

8.22 Geocentric Least Angular Separation

Consider the Sun and the Moon at a time of conjunction or opposition in longitude.
In order for an eclipse to occur, the Sun (or the antisolar point) and the Moon
must each be near the same one of the nodes of the Moon's orbit. Thus, the ecliptic
latitude of the Moon (B,o) will be small, and plane geometry may be used.

Ecliptic

Moon's orbit

Figu€ E.22.r
Geometdc construct for determining whether any kind of eclipse will occur when the Moon is neat
one of the nodes of its orbit on the ecliptic. In this figure, ly' is the descending node as seen from
outside the orbit, looking toward Earth. Let S represent the Sun or its aniisolar point, and M theMoon'
at conjunction or opposition, respectively, when the apparent separation is the lunar latitude 8.. At
some later time when the two points have moved to S', M', then the instantaneous separation is o.
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situation is illustrated in Figure 8.22.1. This is a general representation; Bm
be positive (above the ecliptic) or negative (below the ecliptic)' Correspond-

,1V may be either the ascending or descending node of the lunar orbit. For a

p eclipse, S represents the antisolar point at opposition. For a solar eclipse, S

the center of the Sun at conjunction, For either case' M represents the

"l 
of th" Moon. Take the absolute value of B., which is the latitude of the

at opposition for a luna,r eclipse, or at conjunction for a solar eclipse. The

values, M' and 9, represent positions at a time when angle SMS/ = 7' and

separation of Mt and S/ is o. .I is the inclination of the Moon's orbit to

wish now to derive an expression for o in terms of klown quantities. Define

.1, a ratio oI t he longitudinal motions:

Moon's motion in longitude (8.22-1)
Sun's motion in longitude

SP
l = : : -  =ss/

'order 
to find the value of 'y at which o2 is a minimum, take the derivative of

8.22 5 with respect to 7 and set it equal to zero. After some algebra, the

the geometry:

o2 = (s'p)2 + (M' p)2 ,

S,p = Sp - SS = (.\ - l)Bn tan7.

Mt P = NP tirr I = (SN - SP) tanl = B-(1 - .\ tan ? tan0.

o2 = l^11s - 1)2tan2r+(1 - )tanltanr)21.

l tan l
*' '- () - 112 + ^2 t5r2 I '

Equation 8.22 S into Equation 8.22 5 to obtain:

tanl = 
;f tanr.

(8.22--2)

(8.22-3)

(8.224)

(8.22-s)

(8.224)

o = g^0 - Dl() - I)2 + )2 tan2 4-rt2. (8'22-:7)

equation may be simplified by the following change of va"riables' Let

(8.22-8)
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// is the angle at which the moving Moon would appear to intersect the eel;^.,
from xhe point of view of an observer on the moving point s. Th.n 

""' c' rrprrc

o = B^cosl ' . (8.22_s)

Equations 8.22_7 and g.22-g give expressions for the geocentric least angular sepa_ration between the Moon and the Sun at conjunction, o-r the geocentric lea"t angulalseparation of the Moon and the antisolar point at oppositioi of the Sun and N,Ioon

8.23 Occurrence of Lunar Eclipses

Now that we have an expressioa for least angular separation of the Moon andthe antisolar point near opposition, let us examine to* to.,." lt to test for theoccurrence of a lunar eclipse. From the geometry of the shadow cone, we shall finda relationship between the size of the cone and other well_known quantities.

8.231 Apparrnt Semidiameters ofthe Shadow Cones The penurnbral shadow coleof the Earth is defined by the interior tangents between t't" su" ona the Earth.Figure 8.231.1 illustrates the geometry. In the diagram, S is the center of the Sun, Eis-the center of the Earth, and M is a point on th" penumbral cone at the distanr:eof the Moon. The Iine LM is the semidiameter of the cone at the distance of theMoon, The known quantities are angle GME, whichis the lunar horizontal paral_lax (zrrn) based on the mean radius of the Earth; angie Sff, *f,i"f, is the apparentsemidiameter of the Sun (s, ) ; and angle ETG , rvt i*r L tle parrita* of the Sun (?r. ) .we wish to find' I)4 as the angurar quantity rEM seen from the Earth. desienated

M  - - '

Figure 8,231.1
Geometric parameters of rhe Earth.s penumbral shadow. relating its angular size lo observedquantiies. ln this diagram. ZGME = rn, ZETC = r".2567 ='r". u;;-2LVt;: Jr,
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FlSur€ 6.23f .2
Ceometric parameters of the Eanh's umbral shadow, relating its angular size to observed
quantities. In this diagram, ZGME = 1t-, ZETG = r,, ZSEi = s", una ZWU = t,.

f,'. Angle EVM is an intermediate angle, so that angle EVM = angle ETG + ans,le
JEL We want "fr 

= angle LEM = angle GME + angle EVM. 'Ih*,

J t  = z r m + 7 r s + J s . (8.231- l  )

The cross-section of the shadorv is not a true circle, because the Earih is not
a true sphere. To compensate, a mean radius for the Earth is substituted, which
is equivalent to substituting for n,o a parallax ?rr reduced to latitude 45o, so that
zq = 0,99834Or^. Moreover, observation has shown that the atmosphere of the
Earth increases the apparent semidiameter of the shadow by approximately one_
ffiieth. Hence.

f t = 1 . 0 2 ( t n + n , + s . ) . (8.231-2)

f z = L O 2 ( q + l r s - r s ) (8.23 r-3)

The umbral shadow cone of the Earth is defined by the exterior tangents be-
tween the Sun and the Earth. The vertex falls beyond the Earth and beyond the
Moon's distance as well. Figure 8.231.2 illustrates the geometry. In this diagram, S
and E represent the centers of the Sun and the Earth, respectively, and M is a point
ou the umbral cone at the distance of the Moon. All anEles are as described in the
previous section, except that angle VEM, the appa,rent semidiameter of the umbral
6ne (/z), replaces angle /1. From triangle VEM, f2 = angle GME * angle EVM, and.
rrom triangle TEV, angle EW = angle EVM = angle SET - angle EIG. Thus,

&fter compensation for the efiect of the Earth,s atmosphere on the semidiameter of
the shadow.

t232 Condltions for a Lunar Eclipse There a.re several types of lunar eclipse, de-
upon what portion of the Earth's shadow the Moon pa,sses through. We
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will consider the coldit ions for each. All conditious shorrld be tested to flncl tLo
maximum possible r:l ipse.

8.2321 Conditions for a penumbral lunar eclipse A pcuumbral lunar eclipse ocr,1115
when the Nloon orrtcrs partially or completely into thc perrunrbral cone, but uot th(,
umbral cone. The riglrt side of Figure 8.2321.1 i l lustratcs the l irnit ing case for ;r
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case for a partial (utubr:rl) lttnar cclipse, except this ti lnc. / = /2. A partial eclipsc

will occur if o is less th.ut J2 + sm. Thus. the condition for a partial lunar eclipse is

o  <  I .O2(n1+ r "  . t r )  +  sm. (8.233 1)

E.2331 Conditions for a total lunar eclipse A total lunar cclipse occurs rvhen t[e

Moon passes through thc penumbral cone and conpletcly into and through thc

umbral cone. The left si(lc of Figure 8.2321.1 i l lrrstratcs thc l imiting case for a total

(umbral) lunar cclipse. uherc f = f2 h this diagranr, S rcprcsents the zrntisolar

point and M reprcsents the center of the \Ioon. Let SM be tl lc gcoccntric least

angular separatioD (o) given 11' Equation 8.22 9; MT is i.. A total eclipse *' i l l

occur if o is less than /2 tm. Thus, the condition for a total lunar eclipse is

o < 1.02(.trt + n. - ss) .sm. (8 .2331- r )

8.24 Occurrence of Solar Eclipses

The geometr)' to test for the oc<rrrrence of a solar eclipsc is sitrrilar to that for a

lunar eclipse. In this sitt lation. \rc are examining tlte shatlou of the \Iool instcad of

that of the Earth. The shadon is. of course. smaller and short(, . the lertex being at

about the same distatttr: from thc \Ioon as the Earth. \Ioreortr '. thc Ealth is much

larger, so that it ciul l le\ 'or be colnpletell '  withiu the \Ioott s shado* In searching

for the occurrencc oI a solar eclipse. $€ use the cortel of t lx' !]arth as thc referencc

point of observatiort. 'fltr: exprcssion for least angular scpitt:ltion rrf thr: centers ot

the Sun and Moon st,ill zrpplies.

8.241 Conditions for a Solar Eclipse There are also sc\rcral t.ypes of solar eclipsc'

depending upon $'h.rt portiot: of the shadou' reachos tllo Earth's surface \\ie rvill

examine the conditiorrs for c{ch. It is not necessarv to (orrect f"r ' atmusplrerir

augmentation of thc \loolt s shados': the \Ioon has l)o atl lrosl)here lt is also tLot

necessar!'to conect thc ptuallax for shape: this is t lolte lrv l intb 'otrectiotts if

needed (Heralcl. 1983).

8.242 Conditions for a partial solar eclips€ A pa|tial solar ccli l)str o(curs \\ ' lren

the Earth passcs througlt the penurnlrra ol the N{oon's sha<krlr', Lltt rr"t the rtnbra'

(Also, partial pDase is sccn by an obscrver in the 1>ctltuttl>rtr during any fype of

solar eclipse.) Figurc 8.242.1 illustrates thc lirniting cas<r lirr a partial solar eclipse

In this figure. S rrprcsetrts the center of thc Sun, M thc tlenter of the Moon'

and E the ceDter of the Earth. Point O, on the Earth, lies on the edge of the

penumbral cone, dcpit tcd by line segment OI' which also sctves a's the horizon at

Total
( f= f )

Panial
( f= f )

Penumb.al
f f = fn

Figure 8.2321.1
Composite diagram showing limiting conditions for ditTerent types of lunar eclipses, nor ro scale.
Limiting conditions that separate types of eclipses occur when the separation of the center of thc
Moon and the shadow axis is equal to the sum or difference of the apparent radius olthe Moon and
the radius of the cross-section of one of the shadow cones at the distunce of the Moon. Let the small
circle represent the Moon, with radius r., the shaded circle represent either the umbra, with raciius l.],
or the penumbra, with radius Jr, and .' represent the distance between centers .t and M or M'. On the
left side, i fo < J -.r. ,  the Moon is rornl lr ,rmmersed in lhe shadow. On the r ight side, i f  o >.f + f , . .
the moon is just out of the shadou If the Moon lies between these two Iimits, iiis 2arridllr eclipsed in
the shadow. The type ofeclipse is named for its maximum phase-rotat (umbral), partial (umbrai).
total penumbral, or partial penumbral.

penumbral lunar er: l ipsc, u'hcrc /  = /1. In this diagrzrlr .  S r(T)rescnts the atrt isolar
point and M' represcnts the (.crrter of the Nloon. Let SMt l>c. thc gcocentric k':r:,I
angular separation (o) giverr by Equation 8.22 9; MtTtis sn,. A penurnbral ecl ipst '
wi l l  occur i f  o is less than /1 +s.. Thus, the condit ion for 4 lxrnurnbral lunar ecl iPsc
ls

o <  1 .02(n1+ 7r .  +  r . )  +  s ,n . ( 8 . 2 3 2 l - l )

8.233 Conditions for a partial lunar eclipse A partial luuar eclipse occurs wirelr
the Moon passes through the pcnumbral cone and partly, but rrot completell', irrto
and through the umbra. The right side ofFigure 8.2321.1 also i l lustrates the l imitirrg

i
I
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Flgur€ 6.22.1
Known geometric parameters in the limiting configuration for a partial solar eclipse, when the
Moon is extemally tangent, As seen by an observer at O, the apparent disks of the Sun and the
Moon are extemafly rangent along the line 07. ln rbts diag/Iam, ZZOM = /^, ZZ1U = z^,
ZZOS = z!, ZZES = z6- ZMON = s'-, and ZSOT = s:.

z:^=w' - lMoN = 90' - r;,

z: = 904 - zTos =goa +st.

EXPLANAToRY SUPPLEMENT

(8.242-t)

O; point Z is at the zenith for an observer at O. The topocentric zenith distances
of the Moon and the Sun aX O ate:

where sl and sl a.re the topocentric semidiameters of the Moon and the Sun, re-
spectively. The geocentric angular separation between the Moon and the Sun is
angle MES, which is equal to the difiereuce between the eeocentric zenith distances
of the Sun and the Moon, z, - zn . The geocentric zenitb distances (z) are related
to their corresponding topocentric values (a,) by

z=  z t  -  T t , (8.242-2)

where url is the geocentric parallax. Assuming a spherical Earth, rt./ is given in terms
of the hodzontal parallax (zr) by

zr' = sin-l(sin rr sin z'). (8.242-3)
geocetrtric zenith distances of the Sun and the Moon Employing the same
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Equations 8.242-7 and 8.242-3 ir:to Equation 8.242-2, neglecting the

of the semidiameters, and setting cossr equal to unity yields

z . = 9 0 ' - s r - u r n , ,

z " = 9 0 " + s " - n ' .

angle MES equal to the geocentric least angular sepa'ration

o = Zs' Zm = Js * Jm *?rm - ?rs'

(8.2424)

(o) yields

(8.242-s)

(8.2421-1)

eclipse will occur when the apparent least augula,r separation of the centers

Sun and the Moon is less than the sum of their apparent sernidiameters'

the condition for a partial solar eclipse as seen from the geocenter is

d < . t s + s m + 7 r m - l t s . (8.2424)

Conditions for a central solar eclipse If the observer on Earth Passes

the penumbra of the Moon's shadow and into the umbra, he or she expe-

a central solar eclipse. If the reference observing point is in the umbra on

inside of the vertex, the eclipse is total. If the reference point is in the umbra

the outside of the vertex, the eclipse is annular. If the reference point is in the

and. passes through the vertex, it is a,n annular-total eclipse' In the rare event

an observer nea,r a pole sees a total eclipse, but the shadow axis does not pass

reh the sufare of the Earth, the eclipse is a noncentral total eclipse' A central

r eclipse will occur when the apparent separation of the centers of the Sun and

Moon is less than the absolute value of the difierence of the apparent semidi-

ved in this section, but the same condition may be used to differentiate between

occurrence of any t5.pe of central sola,r eclipse (total, a.nnular, or annular-total)

the occurrence of a partial solar eclipse. Figure 8.2421 1 illustrates the geome-

The definitions in this fieure are identical to the definitions of Figure 8 242 1'

that point O now lies ou the edge ofthe umbral cone The topocentric zenith

The condition for the occurrence of an annular solar eclipse is specifically

a l O a r c

zl^ = 90" + IMON = 90" + r;,

z!"=90" + zros =90'+sl.

aa in the preceding section, the geocentric angular sepaxation between the

r and the Sun is angle MES, which is equal to lz" -2.1, th" difference between
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Figurc 8.221'l
Klown geometdc parameters in the limiting configuration for a partial solar eclipse, when the Moon
is intemally tangent. As seen by an observer at O, the apparcnt disks of the Sun and the Moon are
intemally tangent along the line OI. In this diagtarn, IZOM = zi^, IZEM = 26, ZZOS = z:s,
/zES = z\, ZMON = s'^, nd ZSOT = s',.

procedure and approximations as in the preceding section, the condition for an

annular solar eclipse is

(8.2421 2)

which, as stated before, may be used as a general condition for any central solar

eclipse. If s. > s-, the eclipse is total; if s" < s., it is annular. If o is near zero. the

eclipse may be annular-total, but that determination requires further calculation.

8.3 SOLAR ECLIPSES

Section 8.1 described considerations for ephemerides to use in calculating er:lipses.

Section 8.2 described how to find approximately when an eclipse of any kind ma1'

occur. This section describes how to calculate the details of a solar eclipse.

8.31 Fundamental Eouations: Introduction

Bessel developed the method used to calculate and describe precisely any eclipse'

based on using a coordinate system oriented to the shadow axis. The basic steps are:

elements are calculated in the Besselian system to describe geometrical quantitiles;

the observer's position is transforrned to Bessel's coordinate system; equations ol

condition are formed; circumstances are derived that describe the time and pla<t

of observable events or conditions in the Besselian system; the circumstances are

transformed back to topocentric or geocentric coordinates.

o < l j s - s m + ? r m - ? r s l ,

NCP
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Point of a
axls oI
shadow Fundamental

plane

Greenwich

fisff"Hil;t" "r r".centric equarorial coordinates to the fundamental.plane' Take the {-axis

ffi##i;T,f;;';;1.::ilJijy;trf Jfffrffi:iiff#"131 
*n ro'[a'[e a'round'lhe new

8.32 BesselianElements

8321 TheFundamentat Coordinate System: Ov€rview To use Bessel's method for

solar eclipses, the geometrrc position of the shadow of the Moon with respeci to

the Earth is described i,. u 
"ooJinut" 

system (Figure 8'321 1) wherein the origin

of coordinates is the geocenter, il;; is parault to' the axis of the shadow and

positive toward the Moon, tf.'" tlt*i" pu"'"" through ihe. equa'tor and is positive

toward the east, and the y-axis o oo"n*" toward the north This is tlte Jundamen-

tal coordinate system, andtft" ty-ptu"" is rhe fundam-ental plan,e' The intersection

of the shadow with the fundamJntul plat'" is frvo circles concentric about the axis'

The surface of the Earth -tt;;;;;;'o"ct to this plane' because the Earth is

rotating on its axis and moving in orbit'

8.322 Calcutation of the Besselian Elements: Transformation to the Fundamental

Coorrlinate System In trt" g"oi"ni'i" equatorial coordinate system' Iet R" be the

position vector of the Sun, utta n' tfttt of tne Moon' Let G = R' - Rm be a vector

collinear with the shadow axis' In astronomical units'
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(8.322-1)

(8.322-2)

(8.322-3)

lR ' l=n=t '
R- sin zrn

r-= ---::: = "
"' & R, sin r-'

(t

5 - - '
,(s

ao = horizontal parallax of the Sun at mean distance,

fcos cr, cos 4 I
r" = 

| sine.cos6" | ,
I sin6" I

.  f c o s o - c o s d - l
S l n  7 r o  |  " |

rm = :__ I sln o- cos d- | .
1(. stn 7r_ |-  

L  s rndm I
By definition,

fcos dcos c I
B= rs_ rm=g  l cosds ina  l ,

I sind I
where (a,Q is the geocentric equatorial right ascension and declination of the in_
tersection of the shadow's axis with the celestial sphere (point Z).

Recall from Section 8.321 the fundamental coordinate system (x, y,7) whose 2-
a-xis is parallel to the shadow axis, or to g. The plane z = 0 is the fundamental plane,
the .r-axis is the intersection of the fundamental plane with the equator (positive
to the east), and the y-axis completes the triad (positive to the north).

Hence.

in units of earth radii. (R1 and R3 are standard rotation matrices, positive direction,
about the -r-axis and z-axis, respectively.)

In the (x,),2) system, let the unit vectors be i, j, and k. Then

g x k = 0 .

g . i = 0 ,

c  i=0 '

, .  _c^- t
and the orthogonal unit vectors are

(8.3224)
fcosdcos a I
I  cosdsina |  ,
I sind j

f - s i na l  f - cosas ind l
i = l  cosa l .  1= l  . s i nas ind  

l .
L0 . l  L  cosd  I
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By $,,orking out Equation 8.322 3 or by resolving the lunar position vector into

using Equation 8.322-5,

(r,y) are the coordinates of the intersection of the axis of the shadow with the

fundamental Plane'
In presenting Besselian elements of eclipses for practical use, the right ascension

a of the point Z is conventionally replaced by the Greenwich hour angle // of that

point, given bY

p = Greenwich apparent sidereal iime - a'

In practical calculation, the Greenwich sidereal time is evaluated according io the

precepts given in ChaPter 2.

8323 Param€ters ofthe Shadow Cone The radii of the umbra and penumbra on

the findamental plane can be easily calculated given the generating angle of each

cone, and the perpendicular distance of each vertex from the fundamental plane

R.efer to Figures 8.323.1 and 8.323.2 for the plane geometry of a cross section of the

cone. This geometry relates the desired quantities to the known size and separation

of the bodies.
Flom Figure 8.323.1,

, I cos 6. sin(o- - rz) l
r ,nFmd =  =_ |  s in6 'cosd-cos6 's indcos(o '  o )  I  

.
J r r r  "m L  s indm s ind+cosd.  co \dcos(om -  a )  I

d " + d ^
S l n ,  |  =  - - ,

" gR'

d " - d ^
Sln J2 = -----

To transform to units of Earth equatorial radii (see Figure 8.323 2),

4 = l = R s s i n ? r s ,

4 =R's ins '= ' I - l  =++-  
Sln ns Sln i ro

where ns = z16 / Rs, ss = so / R". For the Moon, set

(8.322-6)

(8.323-r)

(8323-2\

(8.322-s)

d-=k earth radii, where k = d^ lde. (8.323-3)



Fundamental plane

ngue &38.f

::T!:Y! of shadgw cones in the Bessetian fundamental reference system. The Sun is centelect a!r. w h apparent semidiameier 4, ar he ight x ab"re th; tu;;;;i"f o-1fii. ,ii," frl*" is centered ar/,' wrth semidiamerer d.. at heiehr r = t66e""-tn" f*0"-"ntuf-pf'-J. ii-" f--6"-"ntA pf-",through thc E"nh\ cenier, and tfie observer,s pr-" *" p".p"naluiar io ,ri" Ji, [,-ugr, srrz, ,r,"
l"-!,.^|do_o Eing (. Ttre penurnbra has is vertex yr at hiight cr 

"Uo"" 
tj.," iuoa..*tuf phne, radius

,i1.19: tu'ld"T*"t plane, Zr in rhe observ".', pil, ;;;;;; f:, l3i#iilry ri,, ,r," un-'u,u.(Jubscnpt I refers b peourDbra_ 2 to umbra_ |

Flgure E,3232
Relationships among atlgular semidiameter r, apparent semidiameter d, and
parallax r. R, is exprcssed in Eanh radii.
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(8.3234)
l , = 1 = R ' n s i n z ' n ,

d ' n = & = R . s t u s n ' =
sin Jm

sin zr-

R = & sin ?ro be the distance to the Sun in astronomical units. Substituting
8.323-1 and reducing yields8.323 2 through 8.323-4 into Equation

sin /1 = (sin s6 + t sinrd / gR,

sinJ2 = (sin s6 - ft sin ?r0) / gR. (8.323-5)

numerators are elaluated using adopted values for k, s0, and 7r0. Equations
L a d 8.322-2 give g, a.nd R is from the solar ephemeris.

The distances cl, c2, of the vertices of the penumbral and umbral cones above
fundamental plane are shown in Figure 8.323.1. Figures 8.323.3 and 8.323.4

that

c l  =z+&cosec /1 ,

c2= z- kcosec f2, (8.3234)

hence the radii /1, 12 of the penumbra a.nd umbra on the fundamental pla.ne are

h = qtznfr,

lz = cztanfz.

ftom

(8.323-:7)
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figure 8.323,3
Vertex angle of the penumbra, detail from Figure 8.323.1. sin fr = d^ I (ct d.

Figure 8.323.4
Vertex angle ofthe umbra, detail ftom Figure 8.323.1. sin/, =d./(z c).

The quantities zt k, cl, c2, 11, and, 12 are in units of Earth radii. The convention of
signs introduced in Equation 8.323 6 makes /2 negative for total eclipses -i.e., the
vertex is below the fundamental plane. For annular eclipses, /2 is positive, and of
course /1 is always positive.

8.324 Sumrnary of Besselian Elements The quantities x, ), sind, cosd., 11., fi, 121
tanfy, tanf2, p, and d. are conventionally designated as Besselian elements. (N.8.
It is conventional in almanacs to use the notation z/. d' lor lhe derivatives with
respect to time.) In the publications, the first seven quantities are tabulated as a
function of time at a short interval, or may also be given as a low-order polynomial
as a function of time. The remaining four quantities, to the precision required, are
constaut for the entire eclipse and are given at the conjunction value. Using all
these quantities, the size and orientation of the shadow cone vith resDect to the

. /  ECLIPSES OFTHE SUN AND MOON

of the Earth and the fundamental plane may be calculated for any instant

the eclipse.

1JZS A Note on Practical Calculation In practice, using a large-memory

computer, one begins the computation by constructing short ephemerides of the

gun ard the Moon from the desired source' at a convenient interval, say, one hour,

and then subtabulates to smaller intervals as desired. However, it is possible with

some ephemerides stored in polynomial form to take the beginning ephemeris di-

rectly at the desired interval. This directness is especially helpful in calculating

points of cunes near the beginning and end of a central solar eclipse.

Initially, for each eclipse, calculations are carried out using a ten-minute time

interval, bui for some instances additional calculations at an interval of 30 seconds or

less are necessary. In all instances, the Besselian elements, derivatives, and auxiliary

quantities are calculated from the ephemeris entries and carried as an array; none is

assumed to be constant,. Derivatives are taken numerically. Most quantities change

so slowly that only a low-order scheme is required.

8,33 Coordinates of the Observer

8.331 Geocentric Position Consider an observer located on the surface ofthe Earth

in longitude l, at geocentric latitude //, and at a distance p from the center of the

terrestrial spheroid. The longitude is not now corrected for z1? and is considered

positive east (right-handed system). Careful attention must be paid to algebraic

eigns (see Figure 8.331.1). In the.x-, y-, z-axes of the fundamental plane system, in

units of the Earth's equatorial radius, let the observer's position vector be

(8.331-  I  )

In the geocentric equatorial system, let the observer's position be

The transformation to
tion 8.322 3:

the fundamental system is

(8'33r-2)

very similar to that of Equa-
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ltl
fcos d' cos Al

p6 = p I  cos@/sin. \  |  .
L s ind'  I

^=R,(;-r)*,(- Q-?)^ (8.331-3)
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Ftgure 8.331.1
Angular quantities in the geocentric equatorial plane

It is convenient to use the local hour angle in further calculations. Because by
curent cotrvention the Greenwich hour angle (p) and longitude ()) are measured
in opposite directions, the local hour angle (d) is

g  =  p +  ) .

{ = pcos // sin d,

q = psing'cosd - pcosO, sli.rtdcosl,

C= psinf' sind + pcos t', cosdcos d.

EXPI-ANATORY SUppLEMENT

Creenwich
pnme
meridian

Observer's
meridian

(8.3314)

Applying Eqr.ration 8.341 3 to Equation 8.331-2, combining terms by multiple_anglelormulas, substituting Equation g.331-4, and resolving th1 components along the
unit vectors sives
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Ccocentric Velocity It will also be necessary to know how the observer is
with respect to the fundamental plane, The components of the motion are

about the same two axes used in the coordinate transformation: rotation
the polar axis of the Earth because of both the rotation of the Ea.rth and

of the Moon, and about the axis pointing to the equinox because of the
of the Moon. In the geocentric rectangula.r equatorial system, the rotation

to the fundameutal plane,

(8.332-l)

tetp = Rr (8.332-2)

velocity of the observer with respect to the fundamental plane is

pr =,,tr x pr = R, (I - a)." 
" *.

operation @F x may be expressed as a matrix premultiplier:

n=fr,, . ," ,", . f  = 
|

l;l
I d 

'l

[ )  - , l l . a  =  l pcosd l .\ z  ,  |  - l
L p s l n d l

0 -;i sind pcosd'l

Psind  I  
-d  

l .-it cosd d O I

frr(-n sind + (cos d) I
I ir€ sind - dC I
| -it(cosd+ dq I

(8.332-3)

(8.3324)

of Equation 8.332 4 into Equation 8.332 3 yields

n=Am= (8.332-5)

Coordinates of Observer with Respect to the Fundamental Plane, Corrected
Flrttening Consider a spheroid of ellipticity e. Geodetic positions are specified
the surface, Calculations of eclipse tracks in the fundamental plane are no prob-

nor a,re local circumstauces for a given point. However, in translating any
from the fundamental plane to the surface of the spheroid, eraluation of (

knowing p, the distance of any point from the center of the Earth. This
is a function only of latitude, so that ( could be determined by successive

However, Bessel devised a procedure to provide a direct computation of ( from

fl' This procedure requires a set of auxiliary Besselian elements, based on the

(8.331-5)

element d a.nd the ellipticity € of the Bpheroid.



The relations between geocentric latitude // and geocentric distance of observer o
and geodelic lat itude / are

f la t ten ing,  f  =o-b,  ^od
cl

ellipticity, e = (l _ b2 / a2)u2.

Define

g = 11 - e2 sin2 S)-1t2, S = (1 - ez)C:
or

C = (cos2 O+(t  -  f )2  s inz 67-uz,  S=( t - f )2C.

ps ind '= Ssin d

pcos A' = C cos d.

To eliminate p and S', transform to a paxametdc latitude /1, defined by:

cosgl = pcosgt = --_1t d.- =ccoso.
\r - e. stn q1".

Then, from Equations 8.934-2, 8.3g3-3, and 8.333-4,

Inversely,

s in@1 =11-cos2dr ) rn  =  , { f+n\ t  -  s '7"

Pcos // = sss 4t = C cos d,

psin gt = (l - e2)l/2 sin 41 = 55ip p.

Substituting into Equation 8.831-b,

€ = cos dl sin d,

ry = sindr(1 - e21tt2 cosd - cosglsindcos0,
( = sin dr(l - e2'1tn sind. + cos Sl cosdsinA.

Now to eliminate the terms in d and e, deflne
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Let a and b be the equatorial and pola.r radius,
Then
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respectively, of the spheroid.

(8.333-1)

(8.333-2)

(8.333-3)

(8.333+)

(8.333-5)

(8.333-6)
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sil af = p1 sind1,

(l - e2)rt2 cos d = p7 cos d1,

(l - e2)rt2 sind = p2 sind2,

cos d = p2 cos d2-

€ = cos dl sin 0,

q=nlA = s in dr  cosdl  -  cos d l  s in  d l  cos 0,

(= p2$it $1sind2 + cos /1cosd2 cos d).

e?=t- t"-n?'

extensive algebraic manipulation and reduction, this becomes
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(8.333-8)

(8.333-9)

(8.333-10)

(8.333-13)

(r = sin dr sin dr + cos dt cos dr cos 0' (8.333- l  l )

desirable to eliminate 6r and' 0. Then Equation 8'333-9 combined with Equa-

8.333 11 mav be written

(8.333-12)i € l  f cosdrs ind l
ln '  ;  =P ' , -o ' ,  I  s in {1  |
L ( ' l  f cos@1 cosd l

f cos /1  s ino l  l l l
I sin @r I = Rrtdr) | "ir | .
I  cos @1 cosOl L(r I

components of Equation 8.333-13 to the expression for ( in Equation 8 333-9

reduce to obtain

q = p2[j cos(dt - d) - ry sin(dt - d)1. (8.333-14)

elements are used to introduce the flattening of the Earth into the ecllpse

4 Auxiliary Besselian Elements and Summary The following defined quanti-

axe Dart of a set knov/ n as auniliarg elementsl more are defined in Section 8'3422'
(8.333-:l)

All. quantities a.re in units of Ea.rth's equatorial radius'
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h = ( l _ A c o s z O 1 t 2 ,

p., = 1l - e2 sin2 d)tn,

s ind t=s ind lP t ,

cos  d f  =  (1  -ez)1 t2cosd lp1 ,

sin(fi - d) = s2 sindcosd / p1p2,

cos(dr  -dz)=( l  - " ' ) t ' 2  /p tpz . (8.334-l)

(The subscripts do zot refer to the umbra and penumbra.) In computation, all these
qualtities are carried with the regular elements at the same interval, even though

^, p2, and, (d1 - d2) are nearly constant for the duration of the eclipse. Once the
elements a.re available and a point ((, 4,0) is given in the fundamental plane, then
/ and ( are obtained as follows: point (€, nr, Cr) is calculated from the definitions
of 41 and (1 in Equations 8.333-9 and 8.333-10. Next, Equation 8.333-13 gives @1
and 0; Equation E.333-6 gives @; and Equation 8.333-14 or 8.333 7 gives (.

8.34 Conditional and Variational Eouations

8341 Introduction This section establishes conditions by which eclipse phenom-
ena may be distinguished and calculated.

8342 Conditions Defining General Circumstances and Curves Consider now the
relation between observer and shadow. We have, in the fundamental plane reference
system, the geocentric position ofthe observer p=(t,n,O. The geocentric position
of the intersection of the shadow axis with a plane through the observer parallel to
the fundamental plane is

(8.342-r)

Now define the vector in the observer's plane from observer to shadow axis as

(8.342-2)

i ' l"= Lil

A = r - p .

In the pla.ne ihough the observer, let Q be the position angle of the axis, measured
from north through east, so that the unit vector

A= (8.342-3)

The radius (Z) of the shadow at height ( above the fundamental plane is

f s i n O l

l*.b | '
L0 l

L = l - C t a n f , (8.3424)

(8.34214)

OFTHE SUN ANO MOON

for umbra or penumbra, and L may be positive or negative'
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of knowns and unknowns. First, consider the more general cases, in which p is

known. The discussion applies to both umbra and penumbra, so the subscripts

omitted
If the observer is on the edge of the shadow (penumbra or umbra) or, more

, the surface of the shadow cone' the eclipse is either beginning or ending'

surface location may be defined by imposing the geometric condition

lA l  =  l r l ,  o r  A  A -L2=0 . (8.3421-1)

!h p is fixed and we want the times of significant configurations (circumstances)'

Much of the following discussion applies to either case, the difference being the

sider Equation 8.3421-1 now as a general expression that can be evaluated at

insta^nt, The equation has two roots. If they are imaginary, then the observer is

Equations of condition We may now impose geometric and dynamic con-

,ns in order to calculate eclipse phenomena. We know r' We may consider two

from Equation 8.342-2: otte, in which p is not known but we wish to find the

of all points satisfying a condition as a function of time (curve); the other, in

the shadow. If they are equal, then the eclipse is simultaneously beginning

(8.342r-2)

(8.3421-3)

ending-i.e., "grazing"-and the observer is on either the northern or southern

; of the shadow. This limit may be defined by imposing the dynamic condition

! , t . d , - t ' t =0 ,
d t '

A ' i t - LL=o .

lAl = ltl, this reduces to A'A - i = 0.

is always the case that d! t dt = 0 for fl and t2' so it is sufficiently accurate to use

L=i-  Cta l l . f ,

e = e z ' p .

Equation 8.3421 3, substitute

L = i  -  P ,
p = @ F x P F = ( . , F x ( r - A ) ,
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to get

A . i -  A . ( q , F  x  ( r -  L ) ) + t a l f q t z . ( r . A ) - l = 0 .

In the second term,

A. 1c.rp x 1r - A)) = A. (c.,r x r).

From Equation 8.332-4:

EXPL,ANATORY SUPPLEI,,|ENT

(8.3421_s)

(8.3421_6)

(u.342r-1)

(8.3421-10)

|  
- rs ina l  

f - rcosal
= s l x s i n d  l _ ( l  d  L

l - r .o 'a- l  L yd,C)

From Equations 8.332 2, 8.332 4, and 8.3421 1:

I  d 1 |  r .o 'a1
wr=  l i r cosd  l .  - . = l  0  l ,  A=A( / - ( t an / ) .  ( 8 .3421  s )

l / , s i nd l  L  0  l

Substitute these and Equations 8.342I_1,8.3427 6,8.3421 7 into Equation 8.3421 5
and, through algebraic manipulation, collect terms as factors of A. and ( to obtain

|  0  - ! s i nd  acosd l  f x  l
o , x r=  

|  r r s i na  9  
-d  

l l r l
l - r { cosd  d  0  I  L ( l

f - r s i nd+(cosd l= i) | xsind - ed.t p I
I  xcosd+yd/ i t  )

| 

':""] 

)
|  -p cos d' l  r  

fx l

LtlL;l

| ,'i '{
| 

-.r srn d.

L  rcosd

-pcosdl

1lu l

f  [ - r ' ina1 )
o 

t' 
' 

l 
j,'::lr] - ttan r@, 

] 
+ 4lsec2rA c'r. )

-  /+ tan/o. . r  = 0.  (8.3421-9)

Equation 8.3421-9 may be written in component form as:

i43l'{lil.,
f  s i nP l  l  f.c*.,r 
llol I

I  -,,un r
l

l+ ta\ f

inay be used in this form to find combinations of (, p that satisfy it, and hence

the limiting curves. For efficiency, however, it is conventional to define auxiliary

ouantities a, b, c wilh derivatives h, b, t, thete being a separate set for umbra and

o"or.-btu as distinguished by subscripting and use of the corresponding angle /,

such that

f  s ino ' l  r f  . l  f  s ino l / f  -acosa l

l ' *ol  | -D|*c""/ | 'o 'o|  |  a l+a=o'
L o J Lol  L o I  L  o I

Thus, to make Equation 8.3421-10 identical to Equation 8-3422 I,
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Additional auxiliary €l€ments With a large computer, Equation 8.3421-10

(8.3422-r)

a= - l  -  prcosdtar f  +ydtanf ,

b = - i + i l x s i n d  + l d t a n f ,

a=i  + i tys ind +/ptanf  cosd.

h + sinQ? - p( cos dsec2 /) + cos Qeb + (i sec2 h=o

Multiply by sec Q to obtain

In older references, the approximations dtanf; = 0, sec'/i = I are used, which are

reasonable and adequate for limited computer resources

Now collect terms in sin P, cos Q:

(8.3422-2)

l8.3422-3)

tar'Q =
b - d C s e c 2 f - a s e c Q

l8.34224)
i - ir( sec2 fcosd

The application of this fundamental equation to calculate limits of the shadows will

be described in Section 8.355. In calculations for ?i.e Astronomical Almanac, the

auxiliary quantities are calculated along with the Besselian elements and carried in

an a,rray as a function of time.

8.343 A Note on Practical Calculation The Besselian elements, both regular and

auxiliary, are nearly linear in behavior during an eclipse, such that integration
.or numerical differentiation selflom requires more than a third-order Lagrangian

echeme, and linear interpolation is often adequate. In preparing computer programs

and carrying elements in an array, howevet, it is always necessary to be sure that

angular quantities change monotonically, especially when passing through 360" It

is also necessary to carry enough entries at the beginning and end of the eclipse to

allow interpolation, but not so many that the behavior of the tabulated elements
accelerates or reverses and potentially creates specious extrema.
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Even though in calculations for The Astronomical AlmQnac all quantities q1.

carried in double precision (15-16 digits), the published data should be considered

accurate only to the number of significant figures presented.

8.35 Calculation of General Solar Eclipse Phenomena

8.351 Intmduction The Besselian and auxiliary elements are the basis of calcu-

Iating all further phenomena associated with each eclipse' utilizing, of course, the

necessary ephemeris data given in the eclipse section or elsewhere in The Astronom-

ical Almanac. The Eclipse section also gives positions on the surface of the Earth

as a function of time, where well-defined pha.ses or phenomena occur according to

certain geometric or dynamical conditions-e.g., geocentric beginning and end of

each phase, These data are given in tabular and graphical form, and are known

as general circumstances, elements of trhe eclipse, and curves of several kincls. The

independent variable, unless stated otherwise, is Universal Time. Conversell'. for a

given imposed condition, a time may be either deduced or assumed, and the coordi

nates (4, ri,0) determined. Using the auxil iary elements A, p2, dt, d2, the quautit ies

( and ({, 41, (1; may be calculated and then transformed to \' 0 ' $ ' 6. General cir-

cumstances a.re usually calculated before the curves, but for purposes of exposition,

calculation of the curves is described first,

Eclipse curves are the loci of points on the spheroid of the Earth at sorne

specified radius, usually the surface. These curves delineate set boundary conclitions'

and hence define areas within which ceriain eclipse phenomena are visiblei they also

show time of occurrence. They are produced by going through a table of Besselian

elements as a function of time, calculating a table of derived discriminants and

evaluating whether imposed criteria are satisfied.

General circumstances (as opposed to local circumstances) are individual points

and times at which extrema of the curves occur on the spheroid of reference'

8.352 Basic Geometry In general, eclipse phenomena are treated and calculated

using the fundamental triangle in the fundamental plane shown in Figure 8 352 1'

By imposing various conditions and finding corresponding points in the funda-

mental plane, it is then but a relatively easy step to project the point to the surface

and convert to latitude and longitude as described in Section 8.33

E.353 Relationships The fundamental relationship of the geocenter (0, 0), the pro-

jected axis of the shadow (.t,y), and the projected position of the observer (€' 4) rs:

p = m - 4 . (8.353-l )
(8.3s3-3)
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; 
ai - bicosQ+q sin0+ ((1 + tan2 f i\(dcosQ - l 'cosdsin0) = 0'

P is usually not unity; it contains flattening and height above the geoid'

These relationships axe also used:

Fisure 8.352.1
[iation.ttip l"t*.en rectangular and polar reference systems with the origins at the

""*"ntioi,ft" 
oUt.rver's p'roiected point, in the fundamental reference plane Angles are

;-;;; f; il;;ntr. oiy-ixis ln the geocentric system' the observer's projecred point

may be sDecified as (€, a) orip. I )i the shadow axis inlercept may be specified as (r'y) or

i;:d il;; .;f*""i; syste- cente.ed at the observer's projected point' the position of the

shadow axis intercept is (.r - €,) - 4) ot (A'Q).

As derived in Section 8.3421, if the point of the observer is "tangent" to the path of

the shadow, such that the eclipse is beginning and ending simultaneously' then the

second fundamental relation. wnich is a condiiion on Q, is (from Equation 8.3422-3)

i = l o r 2 .

(8.353-2)

f  l l  f  x -4s inP l  -  [as in r ' l
Ln l  

=  
L ,  -  AcosQ)  

-  
[ r "o . r l

" 
j-(e - i a
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m x A = [.4(rcos O -ysinO)

= kAn srn(e - M),

p x A = ( m - A ) x A = m x A

= kpA sin(t - e).

( l - m + p ) ( l + m - p )

{ = rp sin ? = rsin ?',

n = r p c o s l = r A c o s 1 ' ,

r y = n /  A  =  r c o s  1 / .

tanl' = € I rh = A€ / n = pttwt.y,

sin 7' cos 1'_ -  =  p =  p t - ,
srn 7 cos 1

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEII,{ENT

(8.3s3_4)

(8.3s3-5 )

(8.3s3 5)

(8.35,1- I )

(8.3s4-2)

(8.35,1-3)

three itera-

Furthermore, the cosine law for plane triangles (dot-product) gives

A . A = ( m - p ) . ( m - p )  ( + c o s ( r  ^  -  m 2  +  p 2  -  a 2 ,
zmp

p. p = tm- a). (m - A) <+ cosle -, = ̂ '  *r2l; n .

m.m=(p+a ) . ( p+A)  <+  s i n11  -p \  =  A '?  +=4 -  n2  
.

zlJp

The sine law for planar trigonometry (cross-product) gives

Another useful relation is

2sin' ;(? - M) = | - cos(.) - rt4) =z 2mp

8.354 Flaftening Flattening is taken into account by altering p and 7 slightll to
rp and 1'. Assume that €'*rf i+C? = l. No* if (1 = 9, 15"n €, *,f i = P-L"t

Then

and

The following iterative procedure accounts for flattening. Ordinarily,
tions are sufficient, for each of ! \1 - m),

To start, assume lpl = l, where p = E,nl from Equation 8.353 3 and Fig-
ure 8.352.1

(a)  s in l= { l  p ,  cos l=n l  p i C=0, A=h are imposed conditions. (8.3551- l  )
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(8.354-4)

(b) tan11t = pt sin 1 / cos 1;

(") 'vl = tan l(tan?');

( d )  p = s i n ? / / s i n 1 .

Repeat the steps of Equation 8.354 4 three or more times, until convergence.

Then { = sinl ', ?l = cost/ (and Cl = 0).

E355 Curves The order in which curves are computed is not importanti compu-

tations a.re all done independently from the tabulated elements. Holv'ever, it helps

to leave computation of the outline curves until last.

E3551 Rising and setting curves An observer who is at a point of intersection of

the penumbral cone with the fundamental plane is also on the sunrise/sunset ter-

minator and may, weather permitting, see partial eclipse beginning or ending at

sunrise or sunset. The locus of all such points on the Earth's surface, known as the

rising and setting curve, is shown graphically on eclipse naps in ZAe AstronomicaL

Almanac with lhe label Ecli.pse begins at sunrise, Eclipse ends at sunset, and so on.

The rising and setting curve is the locus of end points of the outline curves for

the penumbra as it intersects the terminator. At a selected instant, there are tlvo

poiuts on the curve or no points. If there are two points, each belongs to one of two

series. For a succession of instants, the two series of points trace different branches

of the same curve and are joined at frrst contact (penumbra emerges from the

terminator and intersects the Earth's surface) and last contact (penumbra merges

completely into the terminator and leaves the Earth's surface). The track of the

penumbra always generates at least one limit curve (Section 8.3553), either northern

or southern. but if both the northern and southern limits exist for an interval of timc

(i.e., the central path is in equatorial regions), then during that interval the rising

al'-rd setting curve does not exist the penumbral shadow is completely emerged

from the terminator. The result is that the rising and setting curve forms two

sepaxate loops like elongated teardrops, each loop being generated in tn'o segments'

Otherwise, if there is only one limiting curve, then the loops are joined, and the

curve of rising and setting forms a distorted figure-eight. In either case, one loop

or lobe is for rising, the other for setting. In a series of similar eclipses, both forms

. occur. When the first separation of the Ioops occurs in the series, the break into
' separate loops does not occur at the apparent node, but near it.

In the fundamental plane, the circle of the penumbral cone' at any instant'

intersects the surface of the Earth in no points or in two points (which may occa-

sionally be coincident). In the fundamental triangle,
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If R: is the matrix for positive rotation about the z-axis, then

p = Lf,.3(! (t - r0)m.
m

(8.3s51-2)

(8.3s51_3)

where one uses all top signs or all bottom signs.

If, by the cosine lavr (Equation 8.353 4), cos2l! (/ - m)l < 0, then there are no
points on the curve for the selected insta.nt.

8.3552 Curves ofrnadmum eclipse in the horizon Any locus ofpoints that satisfies
the fundamental relation given in Equation 8.353-2 (a dynamic constraint) is a
curve of maximum eclipse. If the geometric conditions are also imposed that ( = 0,
4 = lt, then we have the curve of maximum eclipse at sunrise or sunset, or maximum
eclipse in the horizon. On the map this curve approximately bisects the lobes of
the rising and setting curves. It is continuous if the rising and setting curves a,re
joined, otherwise not. It is also generated in two bra,nches, as are the rising and
setting curves.

Flom Equation 8.353 2.

(=0

q4 - brcosQ+ cp sinQ = 0, (8.3s52- t)

and from Equation 8.353 5,

p x A = m x A = psin(7 - Q) = xcosQ - ysnQ. (8.35s2-2)

From Equation 8.3552 1 find two values of Q, then for each find a value of 7, then

1/ as before (Equation 3.354 4).
Points exist on these curves onlv if both these conditions are satisfied:

I cos(+ i1 - ,Yr;; 1 sin(i (r - n) 01
Rr = 

l+ 
sin{t o - a0r cos(+ (" - .44)) 

?]

s i n ( 7 - @ ) < 1 ,

(x-O2 +(1 -q1p)? !  l2r .

(8.3s52-3)

(8.35524)
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Central line, duration ofcentral eclipse, and width ofpath The central line
the locus of the points of intersection of the axis of the shadow with the surface

the Earth. The following conditions must be satisfied:

+cJ

p . m =  p m ,

P x m = 0 ,

€ = x ,  n = y ,  r y = y t p b
(2 +r72 +(2 = /P2'

t ' z+r t l+q!= l

Equat ions 8.3553-1 and 8.333 l4:

A=+( /  -€2  -n? )1 t2 ,

( = p2[Cl cos(dr - d) - th sirL(dt - d)]. (8.3s53-2)

the negativeon the opposite side of the spheroid may be found by taking

of (t '

The duration of central eclipse may be estimated by disregarding vertical mo'

aad considering only the instantaneous size and velocity of the intersection of

shadow with the plane through the observing point and parallel to the funda-

pla.ne.

From the section on conditional and variational equations (Equation 8.3421 5):

components

P F = @ F x P F

t = p(-ysind+ (cosd),

i = iu sind - de . (8.3553-3)

sing the definitions

(8.3s53-1)

(8.3ss3-4)
duration is

#=@-€)2+O- i l z ,
h = b - e anfz,

2Iz I n (with appropriate sign).

units must be converted as neceasa.ry. Normally the conversion is ftom hours

of time. Before 1982, Lz had to be adjusted for different values of &.

In local circumstances. however, the accurate duration is the difference between

pairs of conta,ct times.
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The width of the path, perpendicular to the direction of motion, may be esti_
mated by a formula derived by Mikhailov (1931):

(8.3s53-s)

83554 Northern and southern limits of umbra or penumbra Each curve limiting
a shadow path is the locus of points on the surface of the Earth's spheroid tangent
to the path of the shadow, such that first and last contacts are simultaneous, or else
maximum occurs in the horizon. The umbra nearly always has both limits on the
surface because it is so small, but the penumbra often has only one. The northcrl
and southern limits of the umbral track define the central path; the northern ancl/or
southern limits of the penumbral track, plus the curve of rise and set, define the
Iimits of the eclipse.

Impose the condition that Equation 8.353-2 must be satisfied. Choose a vaiue
of (. If a complete set of limits is being generated, it is usual to begin with ( = 0.
Then the coefficients of sin p and cos O are evaluated and the left-hand side of
Equation 8.353 2 is used as a discriminant. This discriminant is evaluated for;r
run of p, starting frorn a first guess obtained by setting a; = 0, and proceeding a
degree at a time until two zero points are found (by inverse interpolation when tlrr:
discrimina.nt changes sign). Then for each Q, iterate on ( as follows, using Besselian
elements:

Li = l i - Ctanf i,

t = x - LisinQ,

r y = 6 ) - L i s i n Q ) l p t ,

C? = / - t' - n? [f <? < 0, there exists no point.)
Normally choose (1 > 0 to continue.

(1 < 0 may be used to continue the curve below the horizon.

C = p2l|t cos(dt - d) - rtr sin(dt - d)1, (8.355+ |  )
i = umbra or penumbra.

Put this value of ( into 8.353 2, and repeat until it converges to the required
tolerance. In The Astronomical Almanac, that is l0 5 earth radii. ln qllrsrnss of
these curves, the iteration may begin oscillating about some mean value, in which
case the mean is taken to continue the iteration.

When the iteration converges, then the point is assigned to a limit by the
discriminant:

LicosQ < 0 for northern limit

LlcosQ > 0 for southern limit.

width = 2Lz{c* 
lf,, 

- n. }o 
- ot)'}-''' .

(8.3s54-2)
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coordinates ({,41, (1) are then easily converted to (d, l).

Outline curves An outline curve of the shadow (umbra or penumbra) on

Jhe spheroid is the locus of all points at which the corresponding central or partial

iclipse is beginning or ending at a given time. Outline curves are usually published

only in the form of special maps. Outline curves for the penumbra, showing the

places where the partial phase is beginning or ending at stated times, are plotted

on the small-scale maps presented in The Astronomical Almanac and other publica-

tions. (See also Section 8.361.) Outline curves of the umbra are not published. For

all practical purposes, it is acceptable to neglect the flattening of the Earth in these

calculations, but for the maps in The Astronomical Almanac, it is not neglected.

The angle Q becomes the independent variable. At the instant for which the

curve is calculated, if both the northern and southern limits of the penumbra exist,

then @ has the complete range of 0' to 360'. If not, the extreme values must be

found; they are two points on the curve for which ( = 0. Because these points are

on the limiting curves, in the computer program an initial test is made for the

availability of points already computed for the limiting curves.

Those points are then verified from the equations
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e = x - LisinQ'

7 , t p t = y  L i c o s Q ,

C ' + 4 i + ( i = r , (8.3555- I )

in which (1 = 0. Once the end points are found and the correct portion of the

arc which intersects the illuminated surface is established, points are calculated at

one-degree steps of Q, iterating as described for ihe northern/southern limit curves

and requiring (1 > 0, If desired for special purposesr points below the horizon may

be found by using the solutions for (1 < 0.

83556 Other curves For 1960 1980, rnaps in the American Ephemeris and Nau-

tical Ahnanac showed curves of equal middle and equal semiduration of eclipse'

These curves were constructed graphically from the intersections of a network of

outline curves, as there is no way to calculate them directly.

Curves of maximum eclipse are not prepared for regular publications, but may

.be readily calculated, Such calculations are an extension of the procedure for the

curve of maximum eclipse in the horizon, in which the condition ( = 0 is removed,

and ( becomes the independent variable i.e.,

Choose (;
Find Q (two values) from Equation 8.353 2;
Find 7 ftom sin('y - Q) = (xcos Q - y sinQ) I rp (fundamental cross-product)'
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Figurc 8.3556.1
Definition ofauxiliary quantity {. Z is radius ofthe shadow in rhe plane of the observet
.4 is distance of observer f.om the axis, r is speed of separation, J is semi-duration.

If neither value of Q gave an imaginary result, only one may be an eclipsed point
in most cases. It is a-lso reouired that

/ R  1 5 5 6 - l  I

If this test is met, iteration may proceed as usual.
From maximum eclipse, semiduration of the partial phase may be estimated as

follows. Define ty' in Figure 8,3556.1, where s is the semiduration and r? is the speed
of shadow. The respective units are hours and equatorial radii per hour. Then

where 

5 = (Li cos t'b) I n'

s i r * = A l L '

n 2  = ( i _ t ) 2 + O _  2 ,

{ = p c o s q l c o s d ,

i = i4sind.. (8.3s56-2)

The exact duration is found from the diflerence in times of first and last contacts,
as described in Section 8.3621.

The magnitude of the eclipse is found from

lz l l  < 'Zl .  or {x -  { r2 + g \}  > Ll .

L r -  A

t1+ t2  
(8  3556- l )

If Z2 is not available, the approximation Io = Lt - 0.5459 is used. (Subscript I for
penumbra, 2 for umbra.)
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Curves of equal semiduration or equal magnitude must be found by inverse in-

lslpolation on curves of maximum eclipse (See Section 8.36 on local circumstances

for furlher dis,-ussion of magnit ude.)

8356 General Circumstanc€s A collection of event points known as the general

ci,rcumstances are the important extrema of the curves of the eclipse. They define

the bounds of the eclipse on the spheroidal surface and in time. They also join

together the various curves and are essential in preparing the eclipse map. General

circumstances are computed from the Besselian elements through a set of discrimi-

narrts. For each discriminant, a table of values is calculated for a sequence of times,

and used as described in Sections 8.3561 8.3565. In practice, general circumstances

a,re calculated before the complete curves are generated. If circumstances are re-

quired for high altitudes, the calculations are repeated for a larger spheroid.

The first and Iast contacts of the penumbra occur for every solar eclipse. They

axe the points where the shadow cone of the Ntloon first and last encorrnters the

spheroidal surface. These points are shown on the eclipse r.:'aps as First Contact

arLd Last Contact, and always lie on the rising and setting curve. The tirnes at which

they occur define the date(s) of the eclipse.

If the eclipse is central, then there are first and last contacts of the umbra. These

axe the extreme end points of the central line, and fall on the curve of maximum

eclipse in the horizon.
For a central eclipse, there are also extreme points of the northern and southern

limits of the central track. It is a ra.re occurrence when only one limit exists These

points also fall on the curve of maximum eclipse in the horizon.

The extreme points of the northern and southern limits of the penumbra fall on

both the rising and setting curve and the curve of maximum eclipse in the horizon

ard, thus, mark the joining points. The extremes need not be known accurately;

they are the points at vrhich an observer theoretically could "see" the limb of the

Moon brush the limb of the Sun for an instant lf the eclipse curves have been

calculated taking flattening of the spheroid into account, the same must be done

for these points or the curves will not link.

The point ofcentral eclipse at local apparent noon or midnight is self-explanatory'

i.e., maximurn occurs on the meridian. Meridian passage at midnight may occur in

the polar regions.
The point of greatest eclipse is calculated only for partial eclipses and shown

on the eclipse map. It is the point on the spheroidal surface that comes closest to

the axis of the shadow, and it lies on the curve of maximum eclipse in the horizon'

8'3561 Firstand last contacts ofthe penumbra First and last contacts ofthe penum-

bra occur when the shadow cone is tangential to the spheroid. Thus at two instants,

I  + f  =  Q 1 +  p 1 2 . (8.3561- l )



In the table of discriminants, the times of the contacts are calculated by inverse
interpolation when Dr = 0. These times are used to obtain x, y, and p1. At the times
of contact,
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Taking the flattening of the Earth into account, let

n2  =?  + f  ,
n?=i+Y?,
Y t = y /  p ,

p = m l m l .

Then * + 1\ = 14 + m I m)2 is the coudition; the discriminant is

oy=*+ f i - ( \+ ru tm)2 .

€ = x l m r
y 1 1  = y 1  / m 1 = y / A m L

( r  =0

The discriminant is

t+ f i .=1,

qt = yr,

(r =0'

Dz= i  +y?  -  t ,

cosO=t ( l  + tan2 Q) - tD,
siaQ = cosQtalQ,
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(8.3561-2)

(8.3561_3)

(8.35614)

(8.3s62-r)

(8.3562-2)

gives the data to compute latitude and longitude by successive approximation.

83562 Bcginning and end ofcentral eclilxc Central eclipse begins and ends when
the shadow axis is tangential to the Earth,s surface_i.e..

and the procedure is the same as for the penumbra.

E3563 Extreme points ofumbral and penunbral lirnits The extreme points of the
limits of umbra and penumbra are found by setting (1 = 0 and then calcu latingtane
from Equation 8.3422-4.
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€ = . r - l i s i n 0 ,  i = 1 , 2 ,

r y = O + l i c o s Q ) l A ,  i = 1 , 2 ,

q - + ? i = 1 .

that the sign of cos Q determines whether the point is on the northern or
limit. Note also that there axe two cones and, therefore, four discriminants

(8.3563-t)

(8.3s63-2)

the form

Di:@ -  ts ine)2 + (Y 
-  t :oso) 'z  -  t ,  i  =3, . . . ,6 .

the times a.re found by inverse interpolation, aqd the coordinates, with
taken into account, by the usual procedure.

Central eclipsc on the meridian Central eclipse on the meridian noon or
the point on the central line at conjunction of the Sun and the Moon

right ascension. The discriminant is x, and the condition is x = 0. Test the sicns
in polar regions, to distinguish noon from midnight.

Greatest eclipse In pa.rtial eclipses, the maximum magnitude, or greatest
occurs at the point on the surface of the spheroid that comes closest to the

of the shadow. The magnitude changes very slowly, so high precision is not
The eclipse will occur in the horizon at this point, and it is sufficient to

the time when the shadow axis is closest to the center of the Earth or when
rate of change of separation goes to zero. Hence, the discriminant rs

D 7 = x i + y i . (8.3s6s-l)

the time is known. position is found as before. The distance of the observer
the axis is

A = m _ p .

magnitude of the greatest eclipse for this case is

(8.3565-2)

ln l t
(8.3565-3)

Local Circumstances

proceeding, the reader should review Section 8.34 on conditional and vari-
€quations. Local circumstances provide a description of eclipse phenomena
to a ffxed reference position, which is equivalent to fixing p as constant.
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8.361 Dclipse Maps The eclipse maps currently given in ?he Astronornical Al-
mq,ne,c s\ow the region over which various phases of each solar eclipse may be seel

and the times at which phases occur. Each map is a plot of the curves described

in Section 8.355, except that outline curves are limited to those of the penumbra

every half hour.

The outline curves are divided into leading edge (in short dash) and trailing

edge (in long dash). Except for certain extreme cases, the shadow outline moves
generally from west to east. For a given location, first contact (the beginning of
partial eclipse) occurs when the leading edge of the shadow arrivesl similarly, last

contact (the end of partial eclipse) occurs when the trailing edge arrives. First or
last contact may be estimated from the map to within a few minutes.

8.362 Precise Calculations There are many refinements to be considered in per-

forming precise calculations: choosing a consistent ephemeris, corrections for Earth's
rate of rotation, and, for the Moon, ofiset of center of figure from center of mass;
correcting for irregularities of the lunar limb; and effects of the Earth's atmosphere
(refraction in solar eclipses and the effect on the shadow in lunar eclipses).

Some elements (e.g., the radius of the shadow cone) used to describe an eclipse
remain nearly constant for the duration. Elements that change do so very nearly
linearly. In efiect, an observer sees an eclipse as two disks of fixed size, one crossing
the other in a straight line at constant speed.

In conventional notation, define l, v such that:

(8.362-1)

The distance from the observer to the nearest point of the shadow axis is lrnl = la.
Let the relative velocity be n = rh, and then the relative speed is lnl = n. The rate
of sepa.ration is m . n, and maximum eclipse occurs when the shadow axis is closest
to  the  observer ,  o r  m.n=0.

E.3621 Contact tim€s and duration At the beginning or end of penumbral, or par-

tial, phase, the condition is m = Lt. Similarly, if the chosen point is in the ceniral
path, then at the beginning or end of umbral phase m= L2.

There are methods for finding the times of these phenomena by successive iter-
ation, using approximations and auxiliary angles. However, it is simpler to tabulate
a, v, Z (where I is either radius) as a function of time, and also the discriminant
u2 +v2 -L2, When the discriminant goes to zero, inverse interpolation gives the time
of the local contact. Duration is the difierence between the two contact times for
the umbra.

f.-€l f,l'-o= 
L';'] 

= 
l;] 

=-
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8.3622 Position angles The projected shadow is a reflection of what the observer

sees in the sky, so the position angle of contact, p, may be found from

(8.3622-1)

The angle p is measured eastward from the north, on the solar Iimb as the observer

sees it, or the projected shadow circle on the imaginary plane of reference. From

the observer's point of view, however, the vertex (up) is not usually north. The

parallactic angle C, defined by tanC = { / 4, is the measure of the difference. The
position angle V of the contact point from the vertex is

| 1- Srn (-, I
t - - ^ l

m =  l L c o s L ,  I
t - l
L0 j

(8.3622,2)

8.3623 Magnitude and obscuration Magnitude is commonly confused with obscu-

ration. Magnitude is defined as the fraction of the solar diameter covered by the

Moon at the time of greatest phase and is expressed in units of the solar diameter.

Obscuration is the fraction of the surface of the solar disk obscured by the Moon.

In the case of total eclipse, the magnitude can be greater than 1.0. To derive

the expression, however, the annular case is shown in Figure 8.3623.1. An observer

at point B in the penumbra sees part S'B' of the solar diameter blocked ofi, whereas

a,u observer at point E in the umbra sees the Moon's entire disk projected in DD'

on the sun. JJ .
The known quantities are

v=Q c .

P'O =  PO = L t ,

A ' O = A O = I a ,

B O = m .

At B, magnitude Mt = S'B' / SS'

= PB / PA' by simple proPortion

= (Po BO)t(PO+oA')

= ( L t - m ) l ( L 1 + L ) .

At E, magnitude M2 = DD' I S S

= (s/D - s/D/) / s/s
= PE/PAI  AE/PAI

=  PA/PA'

= ( L r _ L ) / ( L \ + L ) .

(8.3623-r)

(8.3623-2)

(8.3623:3)



tial at B

D ' B , D
Sun

Moon

Observer's
plane

Ftgure 8.3623.1
Magnitude is the fraction of the linear diameter of the sun covered by the Moon. In this schematic
3f-ll annular egurye_in the observer's plane,.A/A is the zone of aroJtJf io ao otser"e, *ltf,in
|iffl""*ry"j 4,rhe Moon's cross-section MMl projects onto sS, ̂  dnl H"*"G ."g.iila"
i"fiJri"l; 

'jf 
3,i". 

*er at point Il in the zone of partial eclipse' '98' is obscured, hence the

+oc

[tff#f;t":'t:'* -*tion of the area of the solar disk obscured bv the Moon'

i"i" it it tn" .utio of tft" arca of segment CDCF to the area of the solar disk'

.a total eclipse, in which the plane is on the other side of the vertex' A and A'

,".,"rr"d, .o thtt OA = -h, and the expression is identical' Note also that this

dia.rneter of the luna"r disk in units of the diameter of the solar disk'
^  - . r  m.  In  F ig -

The degree of obscuration is now ca'lculated usrng r'l' r-2' zuru

ilurii, o is the center of the lunar disk, B is the center of the solar disk'

disks overlap, with intersections at C, C The line AB j"--" tl: 
"":':t: "idll-

th" 
"lr"n-f"r"n""s 

and the chord CC at the indicated points Let the luna"r

be s = AC. The sola"r radius is talen as unity; hence 8C = | arld AC = M2 = s'

deffnition also, and in units of solar radius, M1 = DF l 2, or DF = 2Mt. Filal'|y'

A B = l + s - D F '

of known quantities, then

(8.36234)

B C = 1 ,

A C = M z = " # = t ,
L 1 + 1 4

DF=2"-4
L t l L a

L' - I4 2(Lr - m) 2m
n=t+  ,u r -  Ln t  

=  
LnL ,

(8.3623-s)
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The area of the solar disk covered by the Moon is given by

S = segment CFC + segment CDC ,

segment CFC = 2(sector ACF - triangle ACE),

segment CDC' = 2(sector BCD - triangle BCF).

Using angles in radians:

(8.3623_6)

(8.3623-?)

Area of sector ACF = sA,

Area of sector BCD = B,

C E = s s i n A = s i n B ,

AE = s cosA,

EB = cos B.

Substituting into Equations 8.3623-7 and then 8.3623-6:

(8.3623-8)

/ t  ^  |  ^
segment  CFC'  =  21  ;s 'A  -  -s r  s inAcosA ) .

\ Z

sesmenr cDc'= 2 f+B ] , ina.ora) .
\ z  2  /

Ji = (fA + B) (s2 sinA cosA + sin Bcos B)

= 1 s 2 A + B ) - s s i n C . (8.3623-e)

The area of the solar disk is z; hence the obscuration as a fraction of the disk is
S ' = S / 2 .

The angles A, B, and C may be evaluated from fundamental rules of trigonom-
etry. The working relations are:

cosc=  (a?  +LZ-2m2) t (L2 t -  L4 ) ,  O  <  C  <n ,

s s s  !  =  ( L 1 1 2  + m 2 1 l m ( L 1 + L ) ,  0 1 8 z - n ,

A = r  ( B  +  C ) .

(8.3623-lo)

If an observer wishes to construct a diagram showing the exact relationships of the
disks during the course of an eclipse, it is useful to have calculated these quantit,ies
at a convenient tabular interval. Note that during central phase, all intersections
cease to exist and the quantities are undefined. During that phase, for an anntllar
eclipse I = s2; for a total eclipse, S7 = 1.
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g353 Differential Corrections in Space and Time Differential corrections were in

fimes past used to adjust precisely calculated local circumstances to nearby loca-

, tions. However, computing equipment has reached such a stage of advancement

that difierentials have fallen into disuse in favor of repeating the whole calculation

for the new site.

Calculations are normally provided in provisional Universal Time (UT) or, more

orccisely, UT1 (see Chapter 2) using a predicted value of AT. For record purposes

this is not necessarily the best practice, but for the convenience of users it was

deemed significant enough to be necessary. If a later value of AT is adopted-such

that the ofiset becomes AZ + 6Z then tabular quantities may be corrected quite

easily bY aPPlying

6I = - l. 002738 df (longitude measured eastward) (8.363-l )

to all longitudes in the tabulated phenomena, and subtracting 67 algebraically

ftom all tabulated times expressed in UT. Finally, interpolate the table back to the

original a.rguments.

For calculation of circumstances at elevations above the spheroid, the assumed

radius of the Earth is increased accordingly and the calculations repeated'

8.4 LUNAR ECLIPSES

8.41 lntroduction

The calculation of lunar eclipses follows the same principles as that of solar eclipses'

The fundamental plane is perpendicular to the axis of the shadow, and the origin

of coordinates is the shadow's axis. The z-coordinate is not used Since the observer

is on the body that is casting the shadow, the circumstances are the same for all

parts of the Earth from which the Moon is visible.

The criteria for the occurrence of a lunar eclipse, and the definitions of the

tJrpes that may occur) are given in Section 8.23

8.42 Comoutations

Equations 8.2321-1 and 8.233-1 define specific values of the separation of centers

at which contacts occur (see Figure 8.2321.1). By conventional notation deriving

from solar eclipses, the angular distance between the centers of the Moon and the

shadow is designated L and at times of contact has values as follows:

at beginning and end of the penumbral eclipse, L1 = Jl + sm;

at beginning and end of the urnbral eclipse, L2= f2+ sfr;'

at beginning and end of the total eclipse, L3 = f2 - s6'

(8.42-l)
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As is the case for solar eclipses, for dates when a lunar eclipse is to be calculated.
apparent ephemerides of the Sun and the Moon are generated at a suitable intervai.
by subtabulation if necessary. The usual interr,al is 10 minutes. The ephemeris is
corrected for the offset of the center of figure from the center of mass, as appropriate
for the chosen ephemeris, and the argument is changed to UT by applying 4?.

8.421 Besselian Elements As in Section 8.322 and Equation 8.322-1, the geocel-
tric unit vector to the Sun, in an equatorial system, is

rsG -- (8.421- I )

It follows that the vector of the antisolar point, along the axis, is ru6 = r,6. This
vector corr€sponds to g in Equation A322-2, with d = as + l2h, d = -6., for a
geocentric system and eliminates the step of solving for (a,d), To transform the
Moon's position to a geocentric system in which the z-axis is parallel to the axis
of the shadow, apply the same rotations as given in Equation 8.322 3, but for.
units use seconds of arc. This calculation gives Equations 8.322-6, without the unit
conversion factor, and from which only (-r, y) in the fundamental plane are used.

To summarize:

. (8.421-2)

Icos o" cos 4l
I sin cr. cos 6. | .

L 'i"0, J

fcosa cos d l [ - cos o. cos d,'l

l s inacosd  l= - " ,o=  |  
s 'n " ,cos6 ,  

I
L  s r n d  J  L  - s r n d 5  l

t T  \  /  , r \  |  c o s d ' s i n ( o m  - 4 )  
l

( t  dJ n,  (a+ 1, )  
r .c  = 

|  
s in l .c3s{  cosdmsindcos(om -  d)  

|
L  Srn om srn d + cos 0m cos d cos(  om -d l l

raG =

rmr = Rt

. , 7= l x  y  z l  ,

where

d = - 6 *

In the fundamental plane i.e., where z = O-the separation is

(8.421-J)

n = ( ? + y 2 ) i , \8.42t4)

Call the vector form m. The hourly variation, rh, is found by mrmerical difierenti-
ation or, if a polynomial representation is used, by difierentiating the polynomial.
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The Besselian elements for a lunar eclipse are.r, y, i, j ' ,  rz, L1' L2' \, f 1. f 2, There

11o widely accepted convention, however, and the elements are not published in

fhe A s tro nom ical A lm an ac.

Contact Times The contact tirnes can now be found by either of two meth-

One method is to choose a time 16 near opposition, with corresponding m6, rhe.
'For a contact at time 7 = 7s + /, in which / is positive or negative and L is chosen

from Equation 8.42 1'

(mo+mot )  (mo+rho,=L L '  (8 '422- l )

Equation 8.422-I may be solved as a quadratic equation in t; use the two roots

to estimate the two contacts. The two times may then be used to start a second

iteration, and convergence is very rapid.

Alternatively, the following discriminants may be tabulated as a function ofl

time:
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8.42,2
ods.

for a timespan starting before opposition such that initially m = I ' 511 , and contin-

uing until the first discriminant has passed through zero twice'

No approximations or manipulations are necessary At each time step, the dis-

criminants are examined for a change of sign from the preceding step; whcn a change

occurs, find the time of the zero by inverse interpolation. The cases that may occur

appear in 'lable 8,422.1, and must occur in the sequence indicated

In special cases where examination indicates that one phase might have begun

and ended within a single tabular interval, subtabulation or the alternative method

of polynomial iteration may be necessary.

8.423 Time of Great€st Obscuration The time of greatest obscuratiort occurs wben

the axis of the shadow is closest to the center of the Moon, or when m is a minimum:

L r - m ,

L z - m ,

* r r^ ' ^ r=o  
or  m rh=0.

m . r h = x i + $ ,

(8.422-2)

(8.423-r)

(8.423-2)
The quantity

nav also be tabulated as a discriminant and the zero found by inverse interpolation.
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Table 8.422.1
Sequences and Conditions lor Contact Times

EXPLANATORY SUPPLE[,4ENT

Condition

No eclipse
Penumbral eclipse begins
Penumbral eclipse
Partial eclipse begins
Partial eclipse
Total eclipse begins
Total eclipse

L 1  - m < 0
L 1  m = 0
L j  m > O a n d L 2 - m < O
L 2  m = 0 a n d L 3 - m < 0
\  m < O
L 3 - m = O
L 3 - m > O

No eclipse
Penumbral eclipse ends
Penumbral eclipse
Partial eclipse ends
Parlial eclipse
Total eclipse ends
Total eclipse

Note: The evenis in the leftmost column ot the lable occur in sequence from the top down, and in the
dghlmosl column of the lable, kom the bottom up.

E,424 Magnitude The magnitude is the fraction ofthe Moon's diameter covered
by shadow, in units of the lunar diameter. As published, magnitude corresponds
only to the maximum obscuration, but for use in special calculations, it mav be
calculated as a function of time for both umbra and penumbra.

Thp ewnrpce inn  ic

L i - m (8.424-1)

in which Z1 is used for penumbral magnitude and Z2 for umbral magnitude. NIag-
nitude may be greater ihan unity, but not negative.

8.425 Position Angl€s The position angle of contact P on the limb of the Moon is
the position angle M of m at the instant of contact, measured eastward (clockwise)
from the north; i.e.,

taJr M = x ly

P = M for interior contacts

= M+ 180' for exterior contacts. (8.425-l)

8.426 Sublunar Points The latitudes (S) and Iongitudes ()) of places that have
the Moon in the zenith at given times are given by

6=5^
) = Greenwich apparent sidereal time - o-. (8.426-l )
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For a given position (do, Io) found from this, the horizon circle is the locus of points

on a great circle that satisfy the condition:

tan d = - cot do cos()0 )). (8.426-2)

Values of ) may be assumed and coordinate pairs calculated. The hemisphere de-

fi1ed by this central point and horizon circle is where the Moon is above the horizon

at the instant.

8.5 TRANSITS

As mentioned in Section 8.1, a transit occurs when the shadow of one of the infe-

rior planets falls upon the Earth. Information concerning transits of Mercury and

Venus is tabulated it The Astronomical Almenac. This information consists of the

elements of the transit (positions and motions of the Sun and inferior planet at

time of conjunction), geocentric phasesl and short formulas that are functions of an

observer's longitude and latitude to generate local circumsta,nces. Additionally, a

world map (Mercator projection) is provided from which a user can determine the

region of visibility and approximate local circumstances.
Prior to and including the 1986 transit of Mercury, an extension of Newcomb's

(1882) heliocentric method was employed in the transit calculations for The As-

tronomical Almanac. The required heliocentric ephemeris of Mercury was based

on Newcomb's Tables of Mercury, and the heliocentric ephemeris of the Earth was

derived from Newcomb's ?aDles of the Sun. The corrections made to these ephemer-
ides and the actual method used to compute the transits is described in the original

Explanat ory S up plement.
In theory, the general methods used to compute solar eclipse phenomena may

be extended to predict the circumstances of a transit once the inferior planet has

been substituted for the Moon. Chauvenet (1891) derived a special method, based

on improvements to Lagrange's method, which takes advantage of the small paral-

laxes ofthe Sun and the transiting planet. This method requires apparent geocentric

ephemerides of the Sun and planet as input. The apparent ephemerides can be read-
ily computed from a modern solar system ephemeris, such as DE200, using methods
described in Chapter 5. Chauvenet's method also allows for the generation of short
formulas, functions of longitude and latitude, from which local circumstances may
be computed. The interested reader may use the references given in Section 8.6 for
firther details.
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8.6 REFERENCES

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

Further information on calculations aIrd pledictions is often difficu]t to obtain. The fol_
lowing is a guide to the most important mate al.

Chauvenet, W. (1891). A Manual of Spheri.cal and, Practical Astronomg filth ed. (J.B.
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia) reprinted 1960 (Dover Publications, New York) I, pp.
436 542 (solar ecl ipses); pp.542 549 ( lunar ecl ipses); pp. 591 601 (transits of inuer
planets). This reference contains an account of the formulas necessary for the pre-
diction of the stated phenomena for the Ealth generally, and for a particular place.
Various corrections derived from observations are also considered. The forrnulas ancl
constants are suitable lor use with logarithms. An a.daptation for modern use, upo11
which much of the development in this chapter is based, is in the technical report by
Williams.

Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac Office (196I). Ecplanatory Supplement to the Astronom-
ical Ephemeris and the American Ephemeris and. Nautical Alnanac (H.M. Statiorery.
Office, London). Chapter 9 on eclipses and transits is the predecessor of the prese1t
exposition.

Green, R. (1985). Spherical Astronomy (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge). This
book and the book by Murray are extremely helpful in presenting spherical trigonorn-
etry in vector notation.

Herald, D. (1983). "Correcting Predictions of Solar Eclipse Contact Times fol the Ef-
fects of Lunar Limb Irregularities" J. Bri.t. Astron. ,4ssoc. 93, 241 246. This paper
gives precepts for constructing charts to correct solar eclipse contact times for the
efects of lunar limb irregularities. A useful discussion estimates the total effect and
its components.

Link, F. (1969). Eclipse Phenomena in Astronomg (Springer-Verlag, New York). This
book contains a wealth of information on lunar eclipses and transits; the ilfornra-
tion is available almost nowhere else. The volume presents primarily physir:al and
atmosphedc effects ol the eclipsing body, but also includes computational and histor-
ical information. It also treats eclipse and occultation efects involving other planets,
natural and artificial satellites, radio wavelengths, and relativistic efects.

Liu Bao-Lin (1983). "Canon of Lunar Eclipses ftom 1000 B.c. to A.D. 3OOO" Pub. Pur\tle
Mountain Obs. 2, 1, This volume contains data on 9800 lunar eclipses, including
penumbral. It contains the data in a different form from that of Meeus and luucke.
and uses conventional augmentation of the Earth's shadow. The primary use ofcanons
is for chronological and historical research, but they are also useful for planning and
for seeking long-term cyclic features.

Meeus, J., Grosjean, C., and Vanderleen, W. (1966). Canon of Solar Eclipses (Pergamon
Press, Oxford). In the style of Oppolzer, but with improved calculations, this canon
covers only solar eclipses from 1898 to 2510. An introduction contains the theory,
general description, and a discussion ol eclipse cycles. Maps show the central tracks
over the entire Earth.

Meeus, J. arrd Mucke, H. (1983\. Canon of Lunar Eclipses, -2002 to 2526 second ed. (As'
tronomical Ofrce, Vienna). This book contains data on 10936 lunar eclipses, including
penumbral. The data are in the form of computer listings and plotted reference charts
The data are in a diferent form from those of Liu, using Danjon's augmentation of
the Earth's ra.dius. Correction for zI7 is not applied.
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Mikha i l ov ,A ' (1931 ) ' . .Ube rd ieBe rechnungde rB re i t ede rTo ta l i t e t szonebe iSo r rnen f i n .
stetnissen A 5 I ron o m t srh es N ae h ric hl en 243 5 I'

Mitchell, S.A. (1951). Eclipses of the Sun, fr'fth ed (Columbia Universitv Press' New York) '
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CHAPTER

Astronomical Phenomena

by B.D. Yallop and C.Y. Hohenkerx

9.1 GENERALASPECTSOFTHE NIGHTSKY

The configurations and phenomena of the Sun, Moon, and planets as seen from

the Earth arise from their apparent movement in the sky. Most of the phenomena

published in the "Dia.ry of Phenomena" for example, are geocentricl the remainder

are heliocentric.
' The Earth rotates about its polar axis once a day and produces an apparent

, motion of the night sky about the celestial poles. Iu the Northern Hemisphere the

north celestial pole is elelated above the horizon. Facing away from the elelated

celestial pole, an observer sees the Sun, Moon, planets, and sta,rs rise in the east and

set in the west. They reach their highest altitude as they cross the local meridian.

When the observer turns to face the elevated celestial pole, stars nearest the pole

neither rise nor set. They become circumpolar and cross the meridian each day

once above the pole at their highest altitude and once below the pole at their

lowest altitude. In the Northern Hemisphere, circumpolar stars appeax to rotate

obout the north celestial pole anticlockwise. In the Southern Hemisphere the effect

is reversed and they appeax to rotate clockwise.
Superimposed on the diurnal rotation is au annual rotation caused by the

Earth's orbiting the Sun. Since the stars a.re seen by the naked eye after sunset, the

appear to move from east to west, and to return to the same position

after a yea,r, Relative to the Sun, the stars rise and set roughly four minutes ea,rlier

bach day. In the course of a month, the night sky appears to move two hours in

right ascension to the west. Also because of thjs orbital motion of the Earth, the

circumpolar staxs in the Northern Hemisphere appear to rotate once a yeax in an

dnticlockwise direction around the north celestial pole and in a clockwise direction

about the south celestial pole.
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Ihe Nloon moves in an orbit inclincd to the ecliptic b1- 6.; the Nloon nrakes orLl
revolution about the sky from u.est to east in about a nronth. During this preriorl
the phases of the N4oo[ corrrplete a cyclc from neu,' to full ancl back to ne$.. Tl]{,
orbit of the Moon is moving around the ecliptic, so that other aspects of the \loou s
position in thc sky, such as its maxinlum and rnirrimum declinatiorr, change fi.o1r
one moDth to the next.

It is important to know when thc planets are in thc rnost favorable position firr.
obserr.ation. Thc outer planets, for example. are best seen arounri opposil ion. Tho.r.
are in their most unfavorable position around coniunction. The inner planets a1c,
different thev are in their most favorablc position near grcatest elongatiou. creu
though they are not at full phase. At superior conjunction the phase is around frrl l .
but the pianets are dificult to sec because they arc furthest from the Eurrth anrl
usually too close to the Sru. At inferior co[julction the inner p]atrets are ncalcst
to the Earth, but again they are diff icult to scc because their phase is small. autL
they are too close to thc Sun.

Often the times of phcnomena need not have an\- great precision: sometinLcs tlre
nearest hour or el'en thc nearest clay are sullicient for observatiorral purposes. Tlrl
dates and times, lroil 'cvcr, usually depcnd on the coordinate systen. For hisl or.icirl
reasons the conjunctions and oppositious of planets har,'e aln'ays been calculal <:cl in
geocentric ecliptic coordinates. On thc other hancl, the conjunctions of plalets n irlr
other planets, bright stars, or the \Ioon har.e ah'ays beerr r:alculated using eqlial o
rial coordinatesl the phenomena arc then observed more easily with an equatoriallr.
rrrounted telescope. In sorne cases thc times of phenomena have been defined as thc
maxima or minirrra of the .listarrccs fr.om the Sun or thc Ear.th or the elongatiorr
from another bodl'. In such cases. the phenornena are indcpcndent of the coordirato
system.

9.2 CONFIGURATIONS OF THE SUN, N4OON, AND PLANETS

The Universai Times (UT) of the principal astr.onomical phenomena invoh-ing con
hgurations of the Suu, NIooD, and plancts are given in 7[e Astrono.n.ical Ahtrut.ttt:
pages A1 A11 under tho heading "Pherromena". In rnost cases the tinles alc l j ivdr
to the lrearest hour. but for certaiu heliocentric phenonena of tlrc plallets. onlt
the datc appoars. The times of the phenomena of greatest general i[terest t]rc
beginning of the seasons and the pha,ses of the N{oon are to the uealest rnirlutc.
although the accuracy is of no significarrce.

Times may be calculated using a daily tabular ephemeris. For quantitics that
vary slowly with time, such as planetary apsiclcs, a tabular inten'al of five dir,ys gives
better results. On the other hall<l, quaDtit ies such as the phascs of thc N,loon varl
rapidly, and a sholter interval of a half or quarter day is rnore appropriate. If t hc
epherneris is in TDT, then, to conr.crt to UT, add the correction AZ = UT TD I
to the time obtained at the cnd of the calculation.
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Thc t ime t of thc phenomenotr derives from a frtnct ional cxprcssiot l  involving

the paranctcr-s associated t ' i ih the phcnorrtctton. The i i tne of the Phcnourerrol is

calcnlirted from thc cquation l(r) = 0 o. f'(/) = 0, rvhere f'(0 = df(J) I dt.

9.21 Interesting Phenomena of the Sun, Earth, and Moon

9,211 Equinoxes and Solstices The times of thc equinoxes and solstict's aro clt:

f lned to bc u'hen the Sun's apparent ccliptic longitude ,\5 is a nnltiplc of 90'; i.t:.,

i t is calculatcd from /(t) = 0, where.f(l) = ls - 0", 90'. 180". or 270'. ' fhus 
irr

the northern hcruisphere, for the spring cqll i l lox.f(/) = Is. for the sunmer solstice

"f(r) 
= ls 90'. lbr 1he autumrr eqrrinox /(t) = 15 180' and lbr the $'i l l ter solstice

f(t) = ^s 27O'. At thr: equinoxcs the Sun crosscs the etluator'"vhcrr the length o[1hc

day excceds the length of the niglrt due to rcfritctiorr, semidiarneter', and parallax

of the Surr. At that tinrc the lengths of the cla,v an<l light are apploxirnzitell' erlua1

every\\''hefc.
The tinre of the colltmencemcrrt of the seasolls sho\\ 's a progrcssi\1: cllarlge

because of thc ieap-vear c1cle. Becausc the period of revolution rl1 t h(r Flarth about

the Sun is not connensurate l'ith tht: Gregorian calendal J-ciu. it is onl.v- aftcr rr

complete c]'cle of four ccntllries thal the seasons agitin com[l(llce at approx] Iatell'

the same tirnes. In the present centur] 'the latest clates for thc seasons o((urred iD

1903, and the earliest rvil l  be in 2000; by the tcar 2096 thc seasons r'vi l l  begirr at

their earlicst possible i irres (see TaLrle 9.211.1).

Table 9.211.1
Time of Commencement of the Seasons

Spring Summer Aulumn

Latest

Earl iesl

1903  March  21  19  Jvne2215
2000 20 08 21 02
20s6  1914  20  07

Sept. 24 06 Dec.23 00
2 2  1 7  2 1  1 4
21  23  20  21

Noie: The tota range in limes is aboul 54 hours in each case

9.212 Perihelion and Aph€lion of the Earth In lhe "Diary of Phr:nornerra"' the

times rvhen the Earth is at perihcliol (the Sun is at perigrre) are defined to be

those for which the Sun's geonretric distalce R is a rninimurn Likervisc, thc tirtres

when thc Earth is at aplrtlion (the Surr is at apogee) are defined to be t'hen R is

a maxirnum. Thus if r is thc time of periheliorr, it is calculated from the t:quation

./,(r) = 0 *l,ere .f(r) = R. The times do not al$,ays agree rvith those calculatcd lrorn

the times whcn the Sun is at perigee or apogee in its mean ell iptical orbit (i e , the
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time t when the mean longitude of perigee | = 0. or apogee f - 180" = 0) be<ausc

of perturbations by the planets.

9,213 Phases ofthe Moon The times of the phases of the Moon are tabulated to

the nearest minute of UT in The Astronomical Almanac pages 41 and D1 anri ar1

given to the nearest hour of UT in the "Dia.ry" orl pages A9 A11. They arc thc

times when the excess of the Moon's apparent geocentric ecliptic longitude )r/ o\tr

the Sun's apparent geocentric ecliptic longitude is 0", 90', 180", or 270' i.c., t l1.

t imes when" f ( r )=0  where  f ( t )  =  ^M - . \5  fo r  new Moon.  /O =  )az- , \s -90"  fo r

first quarter, f(t) = \u - )s - 180' for full Moon and /(/) = )y - A5 - 270' fol last

quarter. Because the times are determined from geocentric qoordinates, thc]' ar6

independent of location on the Earth.

Owing to the rapid variations in the distance and velocity of the Moon, the

intervals between successive phases are not constant: and it is not possible to <heck

these times by differencing. Moreover, there is no simple prediction formula u'ith

which to make a comparison. Examination of the higher difierences of the successive

times of the same phenomenon provides a check.

The phases of the Moon do not recur on exactly the same dates in an1' regular

cycle, but the approximate dates of the phases in any year can be found froln

the dates on which the phase occurred 19 years previously. Thus in the Metonic

cycle, in which 19 tropical years are nearly equal to 235 synodic months (nell' ntool

to new moon), the phases recur on dates that are the same or difler by ole or

occasionally two days, depending on the number of intervening leap years and oIt

the perturbations of the Moon. For example, during 2000 the dates are the same

as in 1981 on thirty occasions, and differ by one day for the remaining ninetccn.

Another relevant cycle is the Saros, which consists of 233 synodic months antl

equals nearly 19 passages of the Sun through the node of the N'Ioon's orbitl not

only will the moon phases recur but eclipses as well. Moreover in this cyck: lhc

Moon's apse makes 239 revolutions and returns to nearly the same position. so tht)

durations of solar eclipses are similar as u'ell.

9.22 GeocentricPhenomena

The times of geocentric phenomena are calculated from the expressions for /(1)
listed below. Table 9.22.I contairs the phenomena for which the timc is obtained
from the equation.f(r) = 0. Table 9.22.2 contains phenomena for which the tirne is

obtained from the equation -f'(l) = 0. In this table, except for the stationary points

in right ascension, the phenomena are independent of the coordinate system.

The notation ,\, o, 6 refers to the apparent geocentric longitude, right ascension,

and declination; and the subscripts S, M, p, b refer to the Sun, Moon, planet, or

bright star, respectively. The distances r, R, A, and p refer to the geometric distances
of the Sun-planet, Earth-Sun, Earth-planet, and Ea,rth Moon, respectivelyl r is
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Table 9.22.1
Geocentric Phenomena for which J(f) = 0

fo RemarksPhenomenon

Seasons:
Vernal Equinox ls
Summer Solstice )s - 90'

Autumnal Equinox Is - 180'
Winter Solstice ^s 27o'

Conjunctions ot the planets with the Sun:

Inferior planers:
interior conjunction lp - ^s

superior conjunction trp - trs

Superior Planets:
coniunction  p - ^s

opposition )p - )s - 180"

Phases of the Moon:
New Moon AM ^s

First Ouarter ,\6 - '\5 - 9o'

Full lvloon IM - )s - 180"

Last Quarter )M - )s - 27oo

Conjunctions ol other bodiesl
planet with Planet dh - dP2
pfanet with brighl star dP db
Moon \^/ith Planet dM - dP

Moon with bright star dM - db

March equinox, First Point ol Aries
June solstice
September equinox
December solslice

,\p - )s changes from Plus to minus
)p - )s changes from minus to Plus

separation = 6p1 -6p,

sepa ra t i on=6p -6b
sepa ra t i on=6M-6p
sepa ra t i on=6M-5b

Table 9.22.2
Geocentric Phenomena for which / '(t) = 0

t(0 Bemarks
Body Phenomenon

Mercury Greatestelongation
Venus

Greatest brilliancy

Apsides

Apsides

Closest apProacn
Slationary in
right ascension

( t + A + R ) \ r + A - n

- 2 8 ' < E < + 2 8 '
- 4 7 ' < E < + 4 7 '

O . 3 9 A U < j < 0 . 4 7 A U

At perihelion r is a minlmum

At aphelion r is a maxlmum

At perigee P is a mlnlmum

At apogee P is a maxmum

At perigee 7r is a maxlmum

Al apogee r is a mlnlmum

Venus

Earth

Moon

AMars
Planet
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the horizontal pa.ralla-x of the Moon. The five bright stars used in the "Dia.ry" are
Aldebaran, Polhn, Regulus, Spica, and Antares.

The following formulas are useful for calculating elongation and longitude:

cosE = sin dp sin 6" + cos 6o cos 6" cos(oo - o"), (9.22-1)

(9.221)
sln € sm 0 + cos €cos 0 srn o

um. {=
cos 6 cos o

vrhere e is the true obliquity of the ecliptic.

9.221 Visibility of Planets Table 9.221.1 shows the criteria adopted for the "Di-
a.ry" for the minimum elongations lrom the Sun at which Mercury, the bodies used
in navigation, and the minor planets can be seen with the naked eye.

Table 9.221.1
Visibilitu Criteria for Geocentric Phenomena

Body Mlnlmum Elongation

Moon, lvlars, Satum 15'
Minor planels 15"
Venus, Jupiter 10"
Mercury 10o +visual magnitude of Mercury

9.222 Synodic Periods Once the date and time of a geocentric phenornenon are
knowl, the approximate time of the next similar phenomenon may be estimated by
adding the synodic period 7 of the body concerned. The eccentricities of the orbits
of the Eaxth and the body, and the perturbations by other bodies, will introduce
errors in this estimate. Table 9.222.7 gives synodic periods ofthe major planets and

Table 9.222.1
Synodic Periods of the Planets and First Asteroids

Days Days Asteroid Days

Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter

Saturn
uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Ceres
Pallas
Juno
Vesta

1 1 6
584
7AO
399

467
466
474
504

374
370
367
367
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Table 9.222,2
Long-Period Cycles ol Mercury, Venus, and Mars

For Mercury

For Venus

For Mars

13 years
33 years

8 years
243 years

15 years
32 years
47yearc
79 years

2 days
1 day

1 oay
I dav

17 days
I days
Sdays
I day
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t o ' >1 )_ ) \

54sidereal periods
lSTsidereal periods

lSsidereal periods
359sidereal periods

8sidereal periods
17 sidereal periods
25sidereal periods
42sidereal periods

+

+

+

the four brightest minor planets. The periods may be used for a systematic sea,rch

for geocentric phenomena.

The synodic period Z is calculated from the mean motion of the planet, zo, and

the mean motion of the Earth, lr". Thus,

T = 
360' 

for inner planets,
n P - n "

360'
and  1  =  -  Jo r  ou te l  p l ane l s .  \ y  zzz - l )

n , - n n

For the slowly moving planets (Jupiter to Pluto) and the minor planets, the

error in using these values is small, but for Mercury, Venus, and \4ars, the mean

synodic period is Iess useful. Much more accurate estimates of when these planets

may be seen again in the same part of the sky may be made by using long-period cy-

cles that contain, with varying degrees of accuracy, integral numbers of revolutions

of the Earth and the planet. (See'Iable L222.2.)

Any particular phenomenon of a planet repeats itself after each cycle at the

same time of year and in the same part of the sky; However, repetition does not

occur after a single synodic period. For Venus a useful and accurate form of the

relation is

5 mean synodic periods = 8 calendar yearc - 214,

unless the interval includes a century year that is not a leap year.

9.23 HeliocentricPhenomena

Certain heliocentric phenomena of the planets are given in The Astronomical Al-

nqnac, page A3. The dates of perihelion and aphelion are those on which the

geometric distance of the planet from the Sun is a minimum and maximum re-

spectively; the dates are thus the times when the first derivative of the distance is

zero-i.e., ft(t) = drldt = 0. Owing to the presence of perturbations in the planeta'ry
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Table 9.23.1
Heliocentric Phenomena

Phenomenon fltl Type Remarks

Apsides

Greatest latitudes

J(t) = 0 At the descending node, b is decreasing.
At the ascending node, b is increasing.

f '(t) =0 Ataphelion, risa maximum.
At perihelion, r is a minimum.

.f'(a) = 0 At greatest latitude North, b is positive.
At greatest latitude South, b is negative.

motion, these dates may differ from those obtained from the angular elements of the
mean orbits. The actual disturbed motion of the planets is also used to determine
the dates when they pass through the nodes on the ecliptic, and rvhen thev reach
greatest latitudes north or south. At the nodes, the heliocentric latitude is zero; i.e.,
f(t) = b = 0. The value of /(r) changes from negative to positive at the ascending
node, and from positive to negative at the descending node. These dates are given
each year for Mercury, Venus, and Mars, but they occur less frequently for the
other planets, and in these cases are given as additional notes when aecessary. The
dates on which a planet has its greatest latitude north or south is determined as
the times at which the first derivative ofthe Iatitude is zero i.e.)ft(t)=db/dt=0.
Table 9.23.1 shows /(r) for the various phenomena.

9.3 RISINGS, SETTINGS, AND TWILIGHT

The astronomer is concerned with the phenomena of rising, setting, and twilight
primarily in regard to the planning of observations. Precision ofbetter than a minute
of time is not required for this purpose, and extensive tables of these phenomena
a.re in ?he Astronomi,cal Almanac, pdges A74 AZZ.

The tabulated times of the phenomena refer to sea level vrith a clear horizon and
an adopted correction for refraction under normal meteorological conditions. The
actual times of rising and setting may difier considerably, especially near extreme
conditions when the altitude is changing slowly. This difierence can reach half a
minute of time at midlatitudes and more at hieh latitudes. The illumination at
the beginning or end of twilight also varies greatly with meteorological conditions.
Precise times have little real significance, except in special circumstances, such as
navigation at sea.

No data are given for the times of rising and setting of planets. Data may be
obtained fairly simply from navigation tables such as lhe Si.ght Reduction Tables
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Air Nauigation. Within their range of declination (0'-29")' these tables may

be used to find the times of rising and setting of staxs.

Section 9.33 gives algorithms that may ea,sily be programmed into a small

or computer to calculate the times of the phenomena.

.31 Sunrise, Sunset, and Twilight

data given in The Astronomical Almanac enable the times of sunrise, sulset,

the beginning and end of civil, nautical, and astronomical twilight fo be found

any position between latitudes 66" north and 55o south. The times, tabulated

every fourth day, a.re the local mean times of the phenomena on the meridian

Greenwich and in the specified latitude; interpolation is necessary to obtain the

mean times for intermediate latitudes, for intermediate days, and for longitude'

a,rr accuracv of about five minutes this interpolation can generally be done by

; neax limiting conditions, when interpolation becomes difficult, large changes

time correspond to only small changes in depression and accurate times have

real meaning.

Interpolation for latitude is nonlinear. Interpolation for longitude, which is

iustified. can be combined with the interpolation for date by increasing for

west longitudes, or decreasing for east longitudes, the Greenwich date by the ap-

propriate fraction (longitude in degrees/360); for sunrise and sunset, the error due

to neglecting the variation with longitude anounts to a maximum of tvr'o minutes

in latitudes up to 60". The times so obtained are local mean times, which can

be converted to universal time by applying longitude in time adding if west and

subtractine if east. Standard times are obtained by adding (subtracting) to the

local time four minutes for every degree of longitude west (east) of the standard

meridian.

At the tabulated times of sunrise and sunset, the geocentric zenith distance

of the center of the Sun is 90'50' ; i e., a geocentric altitude of -50', of which 34'

is allowed for horizontal refraction and 16'for semidiameter; the Sun's apparent

upper limb is thus on the horizon. Corrections axe necessary if some other value of

the altitude is required, (such as for the conventional meteorological value of -34')

or to allow for the height of the observer and the elevation of the actual horizon'

In such cases use Equation 9.31-1.

At the times given for civil, nautical, and astronomical twilight, the altitude of

the center of the Sun is -6', -12' and -18' respectively' These tabulations will

produce times for any desired altitude between -50' and -18''

The Nuutical Almanac and The Air Almanac tabulate the times of sunrise'

sunset, and the beginning and end of civil twilight (altitude -6") every three days

for latitudes between 72" north and 60" south; times of the beginning and end

of nautical twilight (altitude -12") are also in ?he Nautical Almanac' The Air

Ahnanac provides graphs that enable conections to the time of sunrise or sunset'
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These corrections give the times at which the Sun has altitudes between 0o and
-12' (that is, depressions to l2o).

Sunrise or sunset at a height Il meters above the level of the horizon ocq115

when the Sun's altitude is approximately

- 50' - 2'.12JH (ll17 for Il in feet), (9 .31- l  )

so that the same table gives corrections for height to the times of sunrise and sunset.

In The Air Almanoc the corrections can be obtained from graphs. The constant 2. l2
is really a slowly decreasing function of Fl, but below a height of about 5000 m it js

constant; it decreases to a value of 2.00 at 100000m.
Times of rising and setting and associated phenomena change rapidlv fronl

day to day in polar regions or may not occur for long periods, the Sun being
continuously above or below the horizon; accurate times are therefore difficult to
tabulate. Diagrams are given in The Air Almanac that enable approximate times
that are sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes to be obtained.

9.311 A low Precision Ephemeris for the Sun The following algorithm gir-es the
equation of time (E), the Greenwich hour angle (GHA), declination (6), and seniidi-
ameter (SD) of the Sun, in degrees, to a precision of better than ll0. which cau
be used with the algorithm for rising and setting (see Section 9.33). The equation
of time is also useful for erecting sundials and determining the transit tirne of the
Sun.

(1) Using the Julian date, JD, and the universal time, UT, in hours, calculate
I, the number of centuries from J2000:

T = (JD + UT I 24 - 2451545.0\ / 36525. (9.31t-t )

(2) Calculate the Solar argumentsl the mean longitude corrected for aberration,
L; the mean anomaly, G; the ecliptic longitude, ); and the obliquity of the

ecliptic. e:

a = 2803460 + 36000?'7'70T, remove multiples of 360o,

G = 357? 528 +35999:050 r,

) = Z+ 11915 sin G + 03020sin2G,

e=23?4393 -  0 :01300I . e3rt-2)
itudes from 66o north to 55" south, the local mean times of moontise and moonset

/ ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA

Figure 9.311.1
The analemmic curve

(3) The equation of time E, the GHA, 6, and .9D are given by

E= -13915sinG O?020 sin2G + 2? 466 sin 2.\ - 03053 sin 4),

GHA = 15UT 180' + 8,

6 = sin- I (sin r sin ,\),

SD = 0:26 ' l  t (1  0.0 l7cosG). (9 .31 l -3 )

Plotting the position ofthe apparent Sun relative to the mean Sun (which moves
uniformly along the equator) produces the analemmic curve, see Figure 9.311.1. The
displacement of the apparent Sun in longitude is given by the equation of time (E)
and the displacement in latitude is given by the declination (6). The progress of
the apparent Sun throughout the year is indicated at the beginning of each month
on the closed curve' The analemmic curve Dlavs an important role in certain types
of sundial.

9.32 Moonrise and Moonset

tables in The Astronomical Almanac give, for every day and for a range of lat-

z+t'5

.lo. I Declinotion
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for the meridian of Greenwich. Interpolation for latitude and longitude is necessary

to obtain local times for other places, In practice, tines are rarely required more

accurately than to within about five minutes, and interpolation can be done me1-

tally. Formal interpolation, using tables such as are given in ?ie Nautical Almanac

and The Air Almanac, yields times accurate to about two minutes. The times so

obtained may be converted to universal time or standard time by applying lotgi-

tude in time-adding if west and subtracting if east. Times for latitudes between

72o north and 60o south are given in The Nautical ALmanac and. The Air Almano,c.

In The Air Almanac times appear in graphical form above 72o north, right up to

the North Pole.

In calculating the times of moonrise and moonset, the true altitude l, of the
center of the Moon is

h = -34' - semidiameter + horizontal parallax (9.32-r)

where 34' is allowed for horizontal refraction; depending upon the distance of the
Moon, A l ies in the range 5' to I l ' .  At these times, the upper l imb of the Moon is
on the horizon; no allowance is made for phase. At a height of F1 meters above thc
horizon, the altitude of the Moon when its upper limb is on the horizon is decreased
by 2'. l2tE (see Section 9.331).

The Moon revolves round the Earth and makes one conplete revolution relativc
to the Sun in a synodic month of mean length 29.53 days; in that time the \Ioorr
therefore appears to lose one transit across any meridian and, in general, one rising
and one setting. During each month there is therefore no moonrise on one local da1'
(near last quarter) and no moonset on one local day (near first quarter). In higl
latitudes the times of the phenomena change rapidly from day to day and may not
occut for long periods, the Moon being continuously above or below the horizon;
in these extreme conditions the times of moonrise and moonset sometimes decrease
from day to day, instead of the usual increase in lower latitudes, and it is possible
to have two moonrises or two moonsets durins the samc local dav

9.33 Formulas Associated with Rising and Setting

Consider first an algorithm for calculating the times of rising or setting of a bodl'
at true altitude ft.

The GHA and declination (6) of the body are required to about one minute of

arc as a function of UT. For the Moon, the horizontal parallax n is also required.
To speed up the calculation, which is iterative, it is convenient to express GHA, i,

and rr as daily polynomials. For the Moon second-order polynomials are required for
GHA and 6, and first order for rr. For other bodies like the Sun and the inner planets,
first-order polynomials are sufficient. For stars and outer planets, a constant daily
va.lue for declination may be adopted. Alternatively low-precision formulas for the
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ephemeris of the Sun (Section 9.311) may be used. For the Moon, the low-precision

formulas on page D46 ol The Astronomical Almqnac may be used.

At sunrise and sunset the apparent altitude of ihe upper Iimb on the horizon

is zero and hence the adopted true altitude in degrees is h = -5O I 6O - 0. 0353y'H

where 11 is the height, in meters, of the observer above the horizon.

Similarly at moonrise and moonset the apparent altitude of the upper limb on

the horizon is zero and the adopted true altitude i = -34160+0.'72'75n -0.0353vE.

At rise and set of a star or a planet, the apparent altitude of the body is zero; hence,

h = -341 60 - O.O353vq.

Other important cases to consider are twilights: civil twilight /r = 6". nautical

twil ight h = 12', and astronomical twil ight ft = -18".

The time of rise or set, UT, in hours, is found by solving iteratively the equation

U T = U T o - ( G H A + ) t t ) / 1 5 , (9.33-l)

where the plus sign is used for rise and the minus sign for set, and r is the hour

angle of the body at UTe, which is given by

s i n h - s i n @ s i n d (9.33-2)c o s t =
cos { cos 6

and / is the latitude and ) the longitude (positive to the east).

If cos, > +l,set , = 0"; 
(9.33_3)

I f  cos ,  <  -1 .se t  t  =  180" .

As an initial guess, set UTo = t2h, although any value in the range 0h to 24h will

do. After each iteration, add multiples of 24h to set UT in the range 0h to 24 '

Replace UTs by UT until the difference between them is less than 0!008 If for

several iterations cosr > I, it is likely that there is no phenomenon and the body

remains above the true altitude ft all day. On the other hand, if cos I < l, the body

remains below the true altitude all day. In each lunation, around first quarter, there

is always a day when the Moon does not set, and another, around la'st quarter, when

the Moon does not rise.
At latitudes above 60' the algorithm may fail, and it is necessary to use a more

systematic approach. If fto is the adopted true altitude, the times when lr = l?o where

sin l  = s ind s ind +cosd cos6 cos(GHA + l ) (9.334)

are t he r imes o[ rising or sct t ing.

These roots, if they exist, will lie between the true altitude at 0h and 24" and

the maximum and minimum altitudes during the day. The maximum and minimum
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altitudes occur at or very near upper and lower transit. These times are found bv

setting t = 0 and t = 180 in Equation 9.33 1 and iterating.

Ouly for the Moon at high latitudes is it necessary to calculate the maximq11

and minimum altitudes more precisely. This calculation is done by fitting a second-

order polynomial to the true altitude at points around upper or lower transit a11d

differentiating with respect to time to find the turning point.

9331 The Effects ofDip and Refraction Dip is required for reducing sights made

with a ma.rine sextant and for calculating the true altitude of a body at rise ancl

set. Dip is the apparent angle between the geometric horizon (at right angles to the

vertical) and the visible horizon, For an observer at height l/ above the surface of
the Earth, dip D(I/) = l'.75\/8, where f1 is in meters (O'.97 vE rt H is in feet) (see

Woolard and Clemence, 1966, page 215).

A navigator using a marine sextant sets on the apparent horizon and wants

to know how much the horizon appea,rs to be below the horizontal and thercfore

only needs to know the dip. On the other hand, when computing the times of risc

or set of a body, we need to know the true altitude when the body appears to be

on the horizon, which involves dip and the refraction between the horizon and the
observer R(lI), where R(/t = 0:37t/E and H i5 in meters (or O'.20r[E if H is irr feetl.

In Figure 9.331.1, O is the observer at height F1 above the surface of the Earth.

S is the body at rise or set, and A is the observer's horizon. The true altitude of S

from the vantage point A is -34' due to refraction. The true altitude of S from O is

the true altitude at A - D(H) - R(I{) = -34' - l'.'75\/E - O'.3'l '/H = -34' - 2'.l2yE .

Figure 9,331.1
The horizon at rising or setting
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Reftaction, the bending of light as it passes through the atmosphere, is illus-

trated in Figure 9.331.1 for the rising or setting of a celestial object. The follow-

ing approximate formulas (Bennett, 1982), are valid for all altitudes and standard

aleteorological conditions. More precise algorithms are given in Section 3.28. The

amount of refraction, R, is given bY

0?0167
R(h) =

tan(h"+7.31 |  (h"  + 4.4)) '
(9.331-l )

where l, is the apparent altitude. AlternativelS if h is the true altitude. then

090167
R(l) =

t a n ( h + 8 . 6 / ( h + 4 . 4 ) )
(e.33r-2)

9.332 Time for a Specified Shadow Length The lengths of shadows depend upon

the apparent altitude of the Sun, llo. The true altitude /l of the Srrn is needed to

find the required time where

h = h. R\h.) (9.332-l )

and R is the refraction at apparent altitude h. r'i'hich may be calculated approxi-

mately using Equation 9.331 1. Alternatively, if l is known and ho is required use

Equation 9.331-2 for calculating the refraction at true altitude i anrl set

h , = h + R ( h ) . ra  ?1r - r )

9.333 Rates of Change The rate of change of hour angle with altitude may be

obtained by difierentiating ihe altitude as shown in Equation 9.33 4. Assuming

that ), d, and 6 do not change with time, then the change in time, (Ar)' in hours'

for a given change in altitude (Ai), in degrees, can be calcrrlated from the simple

exDression

(9.333-l )
A LHA cos d sin Z

where ALHA is the rate of change of hour angle per hour and Z is the azimuth'

For the Sun, A LHA = l5o per hour and for the Nloon, 4 LHA = 149493 per hour'

Near rise and set when l = 0". this exDression can be further simplified to

ah,

L t = A L h ,

where A = 60 / (a LHA Gtd -.1"26- ),
(9.333-2)

and At is now in minutes of time. This correction is accurate to within a few minutes

provided A does not exceed 2O and Ah does not exceed a few degrees'
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9.334 fime for a Specified Azimuth Another interesting problem is to calculate
the time when the azimuth Z of a body ta.kes a particular value. The time UT is
calculated iterativelv from

UT=UTo- (GHA+) t r l 15 , (9.33+-17

where the plus sign is used if Z < 180' and the minus sign is used otherwise. / is
calculated from

-abty/ l i ' -bz
cost= 

G7-,
(9.33+-21

where a = tanZsin$, D = -cosdtan6tanZ, and. the plus sign is used if90o < Z <
270o; otherwise use the minus sign. In the special cases Z = 9O' and, Z = 27O' or if
l + a 2 - b 2 < 0 , t h e n

cos t = -b I a. = tan 6 I tan 6i

I f  c o s t >  + 1 ,  s e t  c o s t = + l ;

I f  c o s t <  - 1 ,  s e t  c o s t =  - 1 .

/a 111- r ,

Iterate Equation 9.334-1 until UT difiers from UTs by less than 01fi)8.

9.335 Times of Tiansit Times oftransit are required to low precision for planning
obsenations, and for setting instruments. The times for a particular place may bc
calculated for any body by iterating Equation 9.33 I and setting r = 0o. For tLe
Sun, the transit time may be determined ftom l2r - E I 15, where E is the equation
of time given in Section 9.311.

9.34 lllumination

The ground illumination (i.e., the illuminance on a horizontal surface) from nat-
ural sources varies considerably during the day. The variation of the illumination
on a horizontal surface, in clear conditions, on the surface of the Earth is shown
diagrammatically in Figure g.34.1 as a function of altitude.

This section contains a simple method, suitable for use with electronic cal-
culators, of calculating ground illuminance from sunlight, twilight, and moonlight
based on data published by the R-adio Corporation of America (RCA Electro-Optics
Hand.book, 1974). A more precise method is available in I|nited. States Naual Obser-
uatory CircularNo. 171. This method is based on the extensive Natural Illumination
Cha.rts produced by Brown.

Data from the handbook has been represented by sets of cubic polynomials
for the Sun and the full Moon at mean distance, for various ranges of altitudes,
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l o * '

l o ' 2

I

9

=
r o - '

Figure 9.34.1
Ground illumination from vadous sources

in Table 9.34.1. The illuminance is measured in hix or lumens per square meter;
however, the logarithm of the illuminance has been used because large ranges are
involved, and a,lso the sensitivity of the human eye varies in proportion to the
logarithm of intensity. Thus the illuminance 1 in lux is given by

logr0 /  =  r0  + / r r+  rzx l  *  lg - , (9.34-r)

'where 
x = hl9O, h is the altitude, a,nd ln, /1, 12, I are the appropriate set of

coefficients eiven in Table 9.34,1 for various ranqes of altitude. To obtain the total

491

Stor l ;9ht

Altitude
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Table 9,34.1
Coetf icients tor Calculating Ground lllumination

Altitude range
From the Sun

l2
Maximum

error

20. 90"
5 2 0

-0.8 5
-5 -0.8

1 8  l 2

3.74 3.97 -4.07

-1.95 4.06 4.24

3.05 13.28 -45.98 64.33
2.aa 22.26 207.64 1034.30
2.88 21.a1 258.11 _858.36
2.70 t2.17 -431.69 _ 1899.83

13.84 262.72 1447.42 2797.93
From the Full Moon at Mean Dlslance

0.o2
o.02
0.o2
o.02
0.01
0.01

o.02
0.03
0.03

20" 90.
5 2 0

-0.8 5

1 .56
- 2.58 12.58 -42.58 59.06
-2.79 24.27 -252.95 1321.29

ground illumination from the Moon, corrections for phase and parallax must also
be added (see Section 9.342).

The values for the Sun in daylight give the illuminance from direct and indircct
sunlight in a cloudless sky. The values for indirect sunlight are about a factor oI
10 smaller. If the sky is overcast, the r,ralues for indirect sunlight should be reducecl
by about a factor of 10, and if the sky is very dark by about a factor of 100. A
correction of 2lo916(5 / So), where S is the semidiameter of the Sun and Sq is thc
semidiameter at mean distance, should be added to the daylight illuminance to
allow for the va.riable distance of the Sun from the Earth.

When the Sun is below the horizon, the sky is illuminated lrom the sourcr:s
discussed in the following sections.

934f Twilight This is caused by the scattering of sunlight frorn the upper layers
of the Ea.rth's atmosphere, It begins at sunset (ends at sunrise) and is conven-
tionally taken to end (or begin) when the center of the Sun reaches an altitudc
of -18". At an altitude of -18., astronomical twil ight, the indirect i l luminatiol
from the Sun on a horizontal surface is about 6 x l0 a lux, rather less than the
contribution from starlight and airglow. The actual brightness of the sky deperds
on where the observer looks and where the illumination is coming from, as well as
on meteorological conditions.

In navigational practice and for certain civil purposes, two intermediate steps
in the twilight period are recognized and tabulated: ciui,l twilight ends (or begins)
when the Sun reaches an altitude of 6" and nautical twili.ght ends (or begins)
when the Sun reaches an altitude of - l2o. Before morning and after evening civil
twilight, outdoor activities that depend on natural lighting require artificial illu-
mination. The degree of illumination at the beginning and end of civil twilight (in
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good cooditions and in the absence of other illumination) is usually described for

navigational purposes as illumination such that the brightest stars are visible and

the sea horizon is clearly defined; for the beginning and end of nautical trviliglrt,

the corresponding statement is that the sea horizon is in general not visible and it

is too dark for the observation of altitudes with reference to the horizon.

9342 Moonlight The illumination received from the N{oon varies according

to phase, altitude, and atmospheric extinction. From full Moon in the zenith, the

intensity of illumination on a horizontal surface is approximately 0.27 lu-x. equiv-

alent to that from the Sun at an altitude of about -8". The amount of ground

illumination at night from moonlight logtoM, where M is the illumilance in lux

may be calculated from L1, the ground illumination from a Full \Ioon at altitude

ft, at a mean distance that has been corrected for phase (22) and parallax (t3) a^s

follows:

(9.342,1)

Extracting the appropriate set of l's from the table and setting x = h 190, where h

is the altitude of the Moon, then

L t = h t + l t x + l 2 f + I t I ' ,

L z  =  - 8 . 6 8 x  l o - 3  f  - 2 . 2 x l o - e  f ,

L t  = 2 logrcQr lo .95l ) ,

where "f = 180 - E

and cos E = sin ds sin 6,v + cos 6s cos 6rl cos(dM - c!s).

logruM = L1 + L2+ \ -

rO 1L)-)\

Figure 9.3,1.1 also shows the ground illumination on a horizontal surface from thc

stadrdard phases of the Moon at mean distance and at various altitudes. The half

Moon gives only one-ninth as much light as the full N{oon. For astronomical obser-

vations, the position of the Nloon in the sky, rather than the general illumination'

is the most important factor.

9343 Starlight, Airglow, Aurora, Zodiacal Light, and Gegenschein The total illu-

mination from the stars contributes abort 2.2 x l0-4 lux, rather less than the Sun

at the beginning and end of astronomical twilight. The illumination from the stars

together with airglow contributes about 2 x l0 3 lux. The illumination from the

aurora (which depends upon solar activity) may in rare cases be comparable with

moonlight. The other sources are very faint and never give an illumination greatly

exceeding that from starlight. As with moonlight, the position of the source is the

most imDortant factor for astronomical observations.
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9.4 OCCULTATIONS

EXPLANATORY SUPPLE[.4ENT

Only dates and general areas of visibility for the occultations of planets and bright
stars by the Moon are published in Th,e Astronomi,cal Almanac. Ranges of dates of
occultations of X-ray sources by the Moon are also given. The International Lunar
Occultation Centre, Astronomical Division, Hydrographic Department, Tsukiji-5,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 104 Japan is responsible for the predictions and reductions of
timings of occultations of stars by the Moon. The International Occultation Timine
Association (IOTA) provides predictions of occultations.

9.41 Occultations of Stars

Whenever a star is within an angular distance from the Moon that is less than
the sum of the Moon's horizontal parallax and semidiameter, it will be occulted
from some point on the Earth. The large number of occultations make it impossible
to publish maps of each occultation in The Astronomical Almanac. It is possible,
however, to calculate and display these maps on a personal computer. The calcu-
Iations require the Besselian elements, which are defined in a similar way to those
for eclipses. In occultations, the fundamental plane passes through the center of
the Earth and is perpendicular to the line joining the star and the center of the
Moon-i.e., to the axis of shadow. The origin of the coordinates is the center of the
Earth; the x-axis is the intersection of the Earth's equator with the fundamental
plane and is taken as positive toward the east; the y-axis is perpendicular to that
of x and is taken as positive toward the north in the fundamental plane. The great
distance of the star implies that the fundamental plane is perpendicular to the line
joining the center of the Earth to the star, and that the Moon's shadow is esseDtially
a cylinder rvhose intersection with the fundamental plane is a circle of invariable
size, its diameter being equal to that of the Moon. The coordinates of the center of
this circle-i.e., the axis of shadow are denoted by.{ and }. The adopted unii of
linear measurement is the Earth's equatorial radius.

The Besselian elements are given for one instant only-namely) the time of
conjunction of the star and Moon in right ascension, when x is zero. They are:

7'o = the UT of conjunction in right ascension;

I/ = the Greenwich hour angle of the star at Z0;

f = y a I T p |

t',)' = the hourly rates of change in.t and y;

cr,,6, = the right ascension and declination of the star.
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The formulas for ;r and l, the coordinates of the center of the shadow in the

fundamental plane, are

.r sin ?r = cos 6 sin(a - a"),

I sin ?r = sin 6 cos 6s - cos 6 sin 6, cos(o - a'),
(9.41-1)

where a and d are the right ascension and declination of the Moon at a particular

Universal Time and r is the parallax.

For prediction purposes these reduce to

.r= ]j cos 6,
1f

y = a " '  +  0.0087x1o -  o ' )  s in  6, ,' 1 f

y = y ' t + Y ,

(9.4r-2)

(9.414)

where d, d, and rr are in degrees.

At conjunction

6 - 6 ,

,  a /  cosd  5 t  /
x  =  - - - ,  y , = - _ Y -

n T f T

(9.41-3)

Here the primed quantities are hourly variations that arise from differentiating the

Moon's daily polynomial coefficients for cr, 5, and n.

The rectangular coordinates of the center of the shadow on the surface of the

Earth at Universal Time / from conjunction are given by

where z is measured along the shadow axis from the fundamental plane toward the

Moon. The longitude and latitude (), d) of this point on the surface of the Earth

axe calculated from

d = sin t(y cos 6 + z sin 6),

h= ta r l  '
- y s i n 6 + z c o s 6 '

0 -? -v21 ,

\ = h - ( H + 1 5 x 1 . @ 2 7 3 8 t ) .

(9.41-s)
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The rectangular coordinates of the edge of the shadow on the surface of the
Earth, ({, 4, O, are given by

t = x - k s i n Q ,

q = y - k c o s e , (9.41_6)

where k = O.2'725 is the radius of the Moon in Earth radii and Q cycles through the
range 0o to 360". The longitude and latitude (), /) of a point on the edge oI the
shadow is obtained from Equation 9.41 5 by replacing (;r, y, z), with ({, a, 6).

The remainder ofthis section describes how to plot a map of the area ofvisibility

of an occultation. Project the longitudes and latitudes of the continents, islands,
and places of interest onto the plane that passes through the center of the Earth
and is perpendicular to the direction defined by a vector from the center of the
Earth to the place ,\", /.. Here (.\., /") is the Iongitude and latitude of the center
of the shadow at the time of conjunction. This plane rotates with the Earth and
coincides with the fundamental plane at conjunction. The rectangular coordinates
of a place at longitude and latitude (), /) are given by

u = cosd sin() - lc),

v = sin d cos d. - cos d sin d" cos(l - A"),

w = sin d sin d" + cos / cos /" cos() - ).),

(9.4r,7)

vrhere a and v are in the plane (with the origin at the center of the Earth), Il is to

the east, y is to the north, and w is the height of the place above the plane; w ) 0

for all places to be plotted.
To plot the edge of the shadow at any time during the occultation, calcu-

late the rectangular coordinates of the center of the shadow r0, y0, from Equa-
tion 9.41-4. Then calculate the coordinates {, 4, ( of the edge of the shadow frolrt
Equation 9.41 6 and obtain the corresponding (), /) from Equation 9.41 5. Finail l
project the (1, t') of the shadow outline onto the same plane as the continents, etc.'

using the coordinates (2, v) in Equation 9.41 7.
When {2 +\2 > 1, the shadow is only partially on the Earth. To find th<:

values Q1 and p2 where the edge of the shadow cuts the surface of the Earth, see

Figure 9.41.1, where O is the center of the Earth and S is the center of the shadow

(1 - €2 - n2),
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Figure 9.41.1
Fundamental plane showing path of occultation

The great circle arc AB between the polar angle d1 and 92 is then plotted by

settingx=cosd, l = sind, and z= 0, and using Equations 9.41*5 and 9 41 7. The

polar angles are found as follows: Calculate Q1 ar.d Q2 ftorn

t )  ) 2  _ 1
s t n ( g t  + J )  =  

2 t  D
t ^

where D= 1f @o+ tZ)

T h e n f o r i = l a n d 2

and Q2= 180" - 0r 25, (9.41-8)

a n d  J = t a n  - L t o / x 0 ) .

& = x o - k s i n 0 r ,

71t = y1t - kcos Qi,

a n d  9 i = t a n  I ( r i i l € i ) ,  0 "  < 0 i < 3 6 0 ?

(9.4r-9)

The total area of visibility of the occultation may also be plotted by repeating

the calculation for a series of times between the start and the end of the occultation

on the same diagram.
A similar procedure may be applied for predicting the areas of visibiliiy of

occultations of planets by the Moon.
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9.42 Occultations of Planets

The prediction of occultation of stars (or minor planets) by planets (or by minor
planets) Iargely centers on the search for conjunction in right ascension within the
limits of difierence of declination that make an occultation possible. These Iimits
are very small, being approximately the sum of the horizontal parallax and the
semidiameter of the planet.

The observations themselves yield useful information on the diameters of plan-
ets and about the shape of minor planets.

The actual prediction follows the basic principles underlying those for eclipses,

occultations, and transits; but more direct and less formal methods are used because
the angles involved are much smaller and the prediction much less precise.

An occultation will take place as seen from some point on the Earth's surface.
provided the difference 6 - 6" in apparent declination at the time of conjunction in
riEht ascension satisfies the condition

l r -  6 "1  <  ( z+s ) /  l s i np l , (9.42 r)

where rr and s are respectively the equatorial horizontal parallax and semidiameter
of the planet and p is the position angle of its direction of motion. Note must be
taken of the position of the Sun, as for lunar occultation, because it is generaily
useless to predict occultations of stars in daylight.

Methods of prediction are described by Taylor (1955); the paper also described
the determination of the actual limits of occultation. The IOTA (see Section 9.4)
provides predictions of planetary occultations that are published in Skg and. Tele
scope and. Lhe Astronomical Journal. The predictions of planetary appulses and
occultations are also published in The Handbook of the British Astronomical Soci-
et!!,

9.5 POLE.STAR TABLES

The proximity of ihe second-magnitude star a Urse Minoris, (Polaris or the Pole
Star), to the north pole of the sky has given it a special significance for the con-
venient determination of direction and latitude. This is particularly so in the fields
of navigation and surveying, for which the Pole Star's constant availability for ob-
servations (in northern latitudes) and the simple methods that can be used for the

reduction of observations are invaluable. For the more precise requirements of as-

tronomy, the Pole Star's distance from the true pole is sufficiently large that the

special methods of reduction no longer confer an advantage over standard meth-
ods. Thus Pole-Star tables are restricted to the precision required in navigation and
surveying. The principal table with the precision required by surveyors is included
in The Astronomical Almanac, pages 864 867.
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Figure 9.5.1
PZS triangle for Polaris

An alternative to the Polaris table is to use expressions involving coefficients

for the GHA and the polar distance p (see Section 9.51). These coefiicients are

provided on page 863 and include the 5.5 magnitude star o Octantis, which lies

close to the south celestial pole.

If the pola.r distance of Polaris is denoted by p (of the order of one degree) and

its local hour angle by r, then its altitude lr and azimuth Z, as seen ftom an observer

in latitude /, are given by solving the spherical triangle (see Figure 9.5.1) formed

by the North Pole, the zenith, and Polaris, S.
Because p is small, the solution may be expanded as

I
h = d + p cos t - 

,o 
sin e sinz ttand+ ,

-Z cos $ = p sint +psinp sin t cosr tan d +....

r O  5 - 1 )

In each case, the next term of the expansion is of order p sin2p tan2 / and cannot,

for many yea.rs, exceed 011 for latitudes up to 70'.

z.et\rth
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For convenience of tabulation, these expressions are rewritten in the form

I
o - h = - (p0 cos r0 - : p0 sin p0 sin2 16 tan ps)-  2  -  ' -

I
+ 

tpo 
srnpo srn'to(tan 0 - tan Oo)

(pcos t - p6 cos t9) = ao + at + a2,

Zcos$=-  (pes in t6+p6s inps  s in  t0  cos  t0  tan  d0)

-p0 sinpo sin/0 cosrO(and tand0)

- (psinr - ps sin 16) = bo + br + bz,

(9.s-2)

in which p6 and 16 are the polar distance and hour angle of a convenient point closc
to the mean position of Polaris throughout the year, and Ss is a mean latitude.
usually chosen to be 50". The mean position of Polaris (which must not be confuse<.l
with its mean place) is usually chosen to have convenient exact values for its right
.rscension o0 and polar distance ps.

The first terms (a9, b6) in the modified expressions are functions ofa sinsle
va"riable, local sidereal time, LST, because

, o = L S T - a o (9.5-3)

and may be tabulated at a suitable interval of LST.
The second terms (a1, D1) are functions of t6 (i.e., of LST) and of latitude and

must thus be tabulated in a double-entry table with arguments LST and latitude.
By incorporating a mean value (corresponding to latitude do) in the first term.
the magnitude of these terms can be kept down to about 015; terms may thus be
tabulated at wide intervals of latitude and LST.

Similarly, the third terms (a2, b2) aie functions of re and of the apparent positiorr
of Polaris (i.e., of date). By proper choice ofps and os, the magnitude of these terrns
can be kept down, during the year, to about 015; and they can also be tabulated at
wide intervals of date and LST.

As will be seen from the Polaris table in ?[e Astronomical Almonoc, the single-
entry table of as and b6 is arranged in twenty four columns, each containing values
for one hour of LST; this anargement enables separate tables of c1 and b1, and
of a2 and b2, to be given for each hour of LST. In the column corresponding to
the hour of LST all these terms are taken from single-entry tables-the first with
argument minutes and seconds of LST, the second with argument latitude, and
the third with argument date. The error in using the tables for the hour, without
interpolation for LST, is greatest for the second term bq (owing to its dependence
on sin2to) and may reach 0115 for extreme latitudes; otherwise the error is small.
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The complications of these tabulations are unnecessary for astronornical use,
but valuable for navigational use, in which simplicity of tabular entry and of inter-
polation are of foremost importance, The Polaris table in 7[e Nautical Almanac
is essentially the same as the table in The Astronomical Almanac, except for the
htervals of tabulation (l '  in LST or LHA of the first point of Aries) and from a
frrther simplification for the user by adding constants (whose sum is one degree) to
a6, a7, a2 to make them always positive. Since lower precision is required in azimuth
the b coefficients have been replaced by a simpler table of azimuth as a function of
LHA Aries and latitude.

9.51 Derivation of the Pole Star Coetficients

The Greenwich hour angle (GHA) and polar distance (p) are expressed as series of
polynomial terms that allow for precession and proper motion, and also as series

of trigonometric terms that contain the leading terms in aberration and nutation.
Thus

GHA = ao + arL + a2 sin L + a3 cos L + a4 sir' M + as cos M

+ a6sinzL+ a j  coszL + lsUT,

p = au + atL + a2 sit.J' L + q7 cos L + a4 sin M + a5 cos M
r q  5 l - l \

+ a6 sin2L + a7 cos 2L,

where 40, at, ..., aj are two sets of constants in degrees, UT is the Universal Tiqre

in hours, L -- L'n, M = 9/z (where L' and, Q' are the rates of change of the mean

aberrated longitude of the Sun and the mean longitude of the ascending node of the

Moon), and z is the interval from the beginning of the period to the time required.

The coefficients are determined by the method of least squares. Annual coef-

ficients are derived by taking daily values. Using all eight coefficients, the annual

fit gives maximum errors of t O':2, If only the fiIst four terms are used in the

least-squares approximation then the maximum errors increase to I 1'10. Pole Star

coefficients have been calculated for the ten-year period 2096 to 2105, based on its

FK4 position and proper motion. The north polar distance is found to decrease from

its present value of about 48t to 27t 10/' on 2100 March 20 and will then increase.

The distance will reach 1' by about 225O and 2" by about 2450. (See Figure 9.51.1.)

The Pole-Star coefficients may be used to calculate the UT of upper culmination
of Polaris (UC) at the observer's longitude, the UT of the elongation west (EW)'

and the elongation east (EE) at the observer's longitude and latitude,
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2098 2rOO 2102
Yer

Figure 9.51,1
Polaris north polar distance 2096-2105

2104 2ro6

Calculate GHA6, and ps at 0h UT. Then calculate the local hour angle LHAe =

GHA6 +,\, where ) is the observer's longitude. Upper culmination occurs at time

60

5 0

- 4 0
l--

Aro
z

20

1 0

00

." 360 - LHAo
'  

15.041069
(9.s 1-2)

and also at time th - 23.934 on the previous day. Elongation east and elongation
west occur at times

r h t
cos-t (tan d tanpo)

15.041069
(9.51-3)

where the plus sign is used for EW, and the minus sign for EE, and / is the observer's
latitude. If necessary add or subtract 231.934 to the time of the phenomenon to
obtain a time nearer the time of observation.
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10.1 SOURCES OF DATA ON STARS AND STELLAR SYSTEMS

The data on stars and stellax systems are basically provided in catalogs. Positional
sta.r catalogs can be divided into types. Obseroational catalogs provide the results

of observing programs with a given instrument . Compiled catalogs are compilations
of observational catalogs, which are usually assembled over an extended period of

time so that proper motions of stars can be determined as well as positions.
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Obserr-ing programs and catalogs cau be classified as fundamental or diflererr-
tial. In firndanrcntal observing programs! the coordinates of the observations i11p
determined independently as part of the observing progrml. For exarnplc, the polr..
equator, and erluinox might be determincd from observations of circumpolar sttrrs
and solar systern objects. Differcntial observations are made with respect to stilt
positions from a reference catalog. Ail pholographic and snall ficld obserrations
are diflerential.

Special purpose catalogs givc a specific type of data, such as parallaxes, rtrdial
velocities, and so on.

Heterogeneous catalogs are a collection of material from various sources. Io
many cases. thc catalogs are limitcd to a region of the sky, a range of magnitrrdcs.
or a given type of object. The stars are identified by a catalog number or br. a
constcllation name and dcsignation. A l irnited rrumber of the brightesl stars har,o
specific narnes.

1 0.1 1 Compiled Catalogs of Stellar Positions and Motions

Compiled catalogs arc designated b-v- a systcmatic reference systeru orr the sk1.. rrhicL
is based on a selccted l ist of stars included in the catalog. Thc positions and proper
motions for all thc stars are on thc same system of coordilates. Obserratiolal
data from a number of different instrunents are included to minimize sl'stemat ic
instrumental errors and to achicve the optimum accllracy. Compiled catalogs ar{l
given on a standard equiuox and epoch such as 1900.0. 1925.0, 1950.0, or 2000.0.
This is achicved by applying proper motion and pre<:ession to the compiled obscrvc(l
positions made at difercnt times. (Thus, the epoch of the catalog is not the a\1:r.age
date of the observational data in the catalogs.)

The compiled catalogs can be grouped into tu'o series. The German serjes in
cludos ?Ae Fund,amcntal Clatalog. The Neucr Funda,mental-Catalog, and thr: FKjl,
FK4. and FK5-Basi<r catalogs. The Arncrican series of catalogs inclucles l leu,<olLb s
catalog of fundamcntal stars. Eichelberger's standard stars, thc GC catalog, arrrl
thc N30 catalog. In addition, there is the SAO catalog, n'hich is a, hcterogcncous
combination of a uumber of catalogs. The methods for converlirrg the positiorrs i ionL
one epoch and refercnce system to another epoch and referrlcc systcr:rr is gir-en itr
Chapter'3. Currenlly in preparation are the S1luthr:r1 l l-cfcrcnce Star st,stert. t lrt:
International Refereucc Star systern, and Part II of the FK5 catalog.

In the firture it is expectcd that radio sources or quasars will be the rcfererrce
sources to which astrononical positions rvill be referred. These sources have the
advantage of lackirrg apparent tnotion due to their distance. Thus they provid<: a
type of inertial or space fixcd rcference system.
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Reference catalogs are of diflering types. Somc compiled reference catalogs are irrde-

pendent sources of positions and proper rnotions. Examples are the FK3, F K4, arr<1

FKS catalogs. Other catalogs are dependent on the independertt catalogs to deter-

mine their reference positiorrs. Examples are the AGK2 and AGK3, u'hich require

the FK caialog Positions.
Observational catalogs are fundalnental, or absolute' if the refelence liame can

be determined from the observations themsclves. The independent compiled cata-

logs must include some funda.mental obsen'atiorral catalogs. They can also inclrrde

difierential obsen'ational catalogs r.herc the obscrvations are made with respect to

some reference catalog.

Lists of star catalogs for the cighteenth and nincteenth centurics are given in the

volumes of Geschichte des Firstetnhimmels (Karlsruhe, 1922 1957; Berlin. 1952

1959). A further l ist for the period 1900 1925 is given in Index der Sternorter'79OO

1925 (Bergedorf. 1928). Foremost among the observational catr,rlogs irr these lists

are those compiled under the auspiccs of the Astronornische Gesellschaft (A G ) as

a cooperative effort by a nurnber ol obserratories. This series of volumes was bcgun

in 1863, and gir-es the positiotis of all stars shown in the Bonner I)urchmusterung

(8.D.) from declination +80" to -18" to magnitude 90 The observations made

by each observator-5r were colfined to a narro\\' zone of declinations bost suitcd to

the latitude of the observatorv. In mote recent times photography has been used to

reobservc the A.G. zones. The neu'' positions are givcn in:

AGK2 Zwe.iter Katttlog der Astronomischen. Gesellschaft fi)r das AEtinoktiunt

195A; kn volLunes covcr declination +90' to +20" (Harnburg Bcrgedorf'

1951 1951), ancl f ive volumes covcr- declinations +20' to 2' (Bonn, 1957

1 9 5 8 ) .
LGKS iweiter Kataloq tler AstrortonLisclwrt Gest'Llschafl f r rlas Aqu inoktittrn

1g'/3; based on plates taken at Bergedorf betrvcen 1959 and 196l Proper

notions \4'ere lbrured usirtg AGK2 as first-epoch plates AGK3 R is the

r:atalog of referencc stars lbr the AGK3.
Yale Catalogs of the zoncs +85o to +90", +50' to +60"' 30' to +30', anrl -60'

to -90' are publishecl 
'ln 

Trart srt ctiont; 
"f 

the Astronomical Obsenntoru

of Yole fhtiuersiLy (Nerv Haven' 1925 onn'ard); the posititins are aiso lbr

equinox 1950.0.

Among uioclern reference ca.talogs, the following are representative

GC General Catalogrte ttf 33312 Stars for tlte Epoch 1950' in 5 vohrrnes' Wash-

ington, 1937. These catalogs give positions and proper motions of all stars

briglrter than magnitude 7, and also include thousands of faintcr stars'
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FK3 Dritter n d,arnentalkoto,l,og des Berliner Astronomischen Jahrbtclts. I ' l ' t . i . l :

Veri)ffentl ichun gen d,es A stron om.i sr:lt e.n Rechen-Institrtt.s. no 54. 1937. This

catalog gives positions for 1925.0 and 1950.0 of the 925 star-s of Aur,ers'

Neue Fund.arnentalkatalog (19\0). II Teil: AbLLandlungen dcr Preussischt:n

Akademie tler Wissenschaftt:n, Phys.-Math.. K[asse'' nct.3. 1938. l 'his cat

alog gives the positiorrs of 666 additiorral stars for equinox 1950 0.

FK4 Fourth Fundam,en.tal Cataloq (FKl), Ver6ffentlicltungen dcs Astronorttis

chen Rechen- Instituts, Heidelberq, rro. 10. 1963 A revision of FKil: t lrr:
re-examination of the arailarblc obserlations shori'ed that no changc itr tht'

equinox rvas justified.

FKb Fi|th Funclanrental Catalog (FK5), Part 1: The Bosic FuntlarrtenloL Slnt s.
VeriiJfentl ichungcn Ashonomisches Rer:he,n-Institttt, Heidelberq,no 32.19a8.

A revision of FK4: the rc-cxamination of the available obscrlations shorvecl

that changes to lhe constanl of precession and a cottection to the equitrox.

both at the epoch and as a function of t irt le, r 'ere necessarli See Section 11.5

for the tlansformation betrveen the FK'1 and the FK5 s1'stcrtl.

N30 "Catalog of 5268 standard stars, l950.0, based on the normal sl stcD \31).'

Astronomical Papers of the Americart. EpLtenteris. 13' part III. 1952 flre
positions arc derived from rnore than 70 catalogs with epochs of obserlal iou

bet$'€en 1917 and 19.19.
ZC "Catalog of 3539 zodiacal stars for t lte eqrrinox 1950.0." Astronom.itaL Prt

pers of the Amerzcan Ephemeris.l0 part 11, 19'10. This catalog gives posi

tions of all stars to magnitudc 7 in the zodiacal zone as rveil as the positiorr-'

of many faintcr stars. It is intcnded for use in occrrltation r-ork. It is basecl

on 90 catalogs, and positions are rcduced to the FK3 system.
PFKSZ "A preliminary gerrcral catalog of futrdamental failt stars bclrveert rlc

clinations +90o and -20"," N{.S. Zverev attd D.D. Polozheutsev. Publitt

t ions of the Main Astronom.icttl Obse,r,Latory of Pulhot:o.72. 7958.

10.13 Observational Positional Catalogs

Obscrvatiolal <lata lrorn a given instrurrrcnt over a pcr-iotl of time trrc usrrallr 1'rrl-
l ished as a catalog. In this case, the data have been reduced in a systelnatic lnanlr(rl-

and are prrblishccl o sonle reference s]-stcrn. either ou the s)sterl l of tr c"trlf i l ' 'L

cattrlog or on a systcrrr as determined by the instruttcnt. Becausc the lrrellrt"i "1
reduction and thc reference system can vary for obscrvational catalogs, the intlo

duction or description of the catalog must be revietr:d carefulll-. and th(r rlse oI

observational catalogs and the combirring of observational catalogs mrrst h"l"rlt

n' ith care. Observational catalogs usually combine a number ol observati 'rns r'1 11

given star to determine the position of that star, and give a mean cl 'och fol l lL'

tirne of the observatiorrs. This epoch may differ from the epoch of thc refelclic('

system on which tlrc stars are given. Exaurples of obscrvational cat.logs it lp t lL' nl '.

selvations of the six-inch trarlsit circle in Washington (t'hich have becn ptrblishetl

in the Ptrlt l ications of the U S. Naval Observatorv), Greenwich obscrlatiotrs (ulLit h
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have been publishcd in the Grcr:t lvich Observzltiotts series), Riicl io soulce l ists, arrci

many other obserlations from other obscrvatories.

10.14 Other Catalogs and Lists

Con.rpiled catalogs and obscrlational catalogs generallv dcarl ri'ith posiLions arrcl

proper motions of stars. h additiorr, there are catalogs of doublc stars attcl catalogs

giving lhe radial velocities. parailaxcs, spectra, and other characteristics ol stars.

In sorne cerscs. the catalog can be based on single observation of each slar': in otllcr

cases, such as parallaxes, rlany observations oI the stars arc necessarv in otder 1o

determine the parallaxes.

10.15 Data Centers and Their Facil it ies

With the irrtroduction of clata-processing e(llr ipment, otganizations use the equip

ment to der.clop a collectiort of data in rtachine-reaclable form The clata inclucle

data crurentl1 being devcloped and also older data that rvas codecl into machjrrt:

readable form fol analvses purposes. In gcrrt:r'al. these cla,ta collections wcr-c lo.atecl

at the places actuallv makirrg the ollserl-alions or at titc ones most ticpt:rrdent uporr

computer ana,l1'ses for exantple, the U.S. N aval Ollsclvatorv. Rolal Creenu'ich

Obsenatorl', Astrononischcs R.echen-Irrslittrt, and Pulkova Observatorl'.

The rrurnber of diflcr<rt locations for collectioris of data proliferateci. and thc

need for ccrrtral data centcls becamc cvident Thercfore. the Certtre dt: l)onntr:s

Stellai,res t'as establishcd itr Strasbour-g, France Subsequentll'. a data { entcr ("as

establishe<l at the NASA (ioddard Sptxr: Flight Curter. Thcsr: tu'o orgaDizltrons

have become central dcpositolies for data They obtain copies of the dala frotn

previously established collections. In nddition. they cross-indcx and <rrnsolidatc tht:

information from many difTerent systcrris into a sirrgle file of data on ea(rh sl al

Computer netr,orks allorv astronorners to clircctll acct:ss tlrt' dtt'la cenicr- io

obtain the most currcllt inforrnation of the desirctl specilic data. Onc s]-stenl

the Set of Indentif ications, \ ' Ieasurcrrtcnts, and Bibliograph.y for- Asl,rotrotni<ral I)ata

(SIMBAD) systerrr allows direct acccss to the computer at lhc Strasbourg dirl 'a

center and the capabil it l ' to obtain all the current jnformatiort corLcel-1lin!! a sper:i l ic

star.

10.2 STELLAR DATA IN IHEASTRONOMICAL ALMANAC

The progenitors of The Astronont.ical Atrnanac (The Astronon cal Ephcrneris [AE]'
formerlv ?%e Nautico,L Almanac, and The Arneri.can Ephenteris aru1 N.rutt' ol AlnLa-

nac [AENA]) have ah'ays incluclecl stellar data in the lorm of l ists of apparent
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places and/or mealr places of bright stars. Such lists were rrsecl bv asrlororners lo1
the posiiional calibration of their instruments and formed the basis for navigatiorrql
and surveying almanacs. The precision to rvhich these lists were published rarir:d
fron 0ll in right ascension and l" in declination. to 0i001 in right ascension ancl
0101 in declination. \Vith the publication ol Appo,r'ent Places of Fundamental Stars
in 1941, the number of apparent places printed in the almalacs was greatly tli-
minishcd, aDd by 1957, apparent places for stars were omittcd altogether. In the
1960 editions, the ,,1-E and ,4 ENA n'ere unified in cortentl but kept tireir scparate
names. The purpose aDd scope of the almatacs had also evolved cousiderabll'. Tlrl
emphasis was [o longer on the "practical requirements of navigators and survey
ors," but on the "requirements of the practical astronomer" (Exp. Supp. pp. 10 11).
For stellar data, this resulted in rnean places for stars briglrter than.1.75 (1078) to
an accnracy of 0ll in right ascension and l" in dcclination. Visual maqnitudes arrrl
spectral types were also given, though they wcre not up-to-date.

With the 1981 edition, the unificatiorr of the almanacs was compietetl bl the
adoption of a single printing u'ith one title The Astronomico,l Alm,anac. Th\s edi-
tion was a complcte revision in contcnt as tvell as format. To rlake the alruanar:
morc rcsponsive to modern astronomical research, the scope of this new rerisidr
u'as enlargcd to include an improved and expanded stellar data section.

The general precepts for establishing the contents of the section were as follorr.s.
Sirrce Z[e Astronomico,l Alrn.anac ryas placed handily near most teiescopes. firxling
lists for the most frequentll. obserl.ed obiects q,as considered most useful. These
stellar or nonstellar objccts could be the subjects of investigations or they miglrt bc
used for calibrational purposes. Categories for these obiects .$'ere identiiied (son('
fell in several categories) and the data most pertinent to the observations tr,cr e
listed.

Since the narnes of the astronomical objects researched *'ere quoted in thc lil
erature, studies u'ith the Bibliography of Astronomical Objects of SIN{BAD (e.g..
Ochsenbein and Dubois 1986) u,'erc indispensable in determining the most fre-
quently quoted lames. Ochsenbein and Dubois have shorvn that thc rnost popular'
obJects now are nonstellar, and include galaxies, QSOs. globultr,r clusters. X-ra1'
sourcesr and pulsars. Calibratiotal objects were tlot as readily identificd sincc thc]'
were not usually cited. However, calibratiolal systems tcrc ah'ays mentioned, iurd
studies such as that of N{ermilliod (198a) u'erc useful irr determining which systcrns
were most frequently used. Ideally, lists lecommended by the IAU. such irs tle ljst o[
radial velocity starrdards (IAU Trans. 1957) $,ere the rnost desirable. Urrforturratei.r'.
that rvas the only such list, ancl it was hopelessly out-of-date.

Once a selection of tables (lists) was madc, internationally recognized expelts
were contacted to help make thc selection ofthe objects and data to be l isted. Thcse
expets. in general, had themselves published catalogs or compiled unpublished
data files of astronomical objects. Selections from thcse catalogs (files) 1r,.ere the!
proposed for publication in The Astronomical Almo.nac At present, the alrrtalac
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eflers fourtccrr lists in 13 tables. A rnixture of frequently observed objects as well 1s

commollv used caliblational systerns is inciudcd. !}en in those lists not specifically

defining a calibrational system, rnuch of the data can bc used for calibratiolal

purposes. Titles and short dcscriptions of these ta.bles are:

Bright Stars:1482 bright stars. l isting positional (FK5, SAO), photometric
( I/B I frorn Nicolet. 1978) and spectroscopic data (from W.P. Bidclman,
1991). Also notes on duplicity. r'ariability, and reliability of data (from Yale
Bright Star Catalog, |tb. cd., Hoffeit and Jaschck. 1982).

Bright MK Atlas Standartls: Included irr lhe Bright Stars list. Recent N'1K Atlas
Standards, r'hich are inciuded in Lhe Yale Bright Star Cri.aloq.

LIBVRI Standarrls: 107 bright standards selected bv II.L. Johnsol.

Striirngren four-color and, H-beto, standards:319 briglrt standards selected liom
list of Perry el al. (1987)

Rad,ial-Velocity Stan.clo.rds: Bright and faint IAU lists (IAU Trans. 1957. IALI
f ra i r . .  1373) .  Undpr  re l i . inn .

Selected Variable, Stars. 181 bright variables of diflcrent typcs, sr:lccted by J.A.
\'Iattei from the fourth edition of the GeneraL CataLog of \raliable Stars\
Skg Cutalog 2a00.0. Volume,2; and data fl les of the American Association
of Variable Stars Observers.

Selected, Open Cluters: 288 operr r:lusters selected by G. Lvngri (1988) frorn his

computer-bascd Lr,nd Co,to,log of Open Cluster Data.
GlobuLar Clusters: Data on 157 galactic globular clusters conipiled by R.E.

Whitc.
Bright Galaxies:194 of the brighl<:st and largesi galaxies, selec:tecl by G. de

Vaucouleurs frotr the Second Reference Catalogue o.f Bright GaktL:ies (7976).

Rarlio Sotrce Positions:233 radio sources suitable for positional calibration:

list of Argrre et dl. (7984')
Radio FLux Calibrators: 14 radio sotrrces suitablc for flux calibration, from Baars

et aI. (1977). as updated by thc authors.
Selected ldentif icd X ray Soutces:194 identif ied X-ray sourccs, selct:tecl by J F '

Dolau from his unpublishecl survey filc.
Selectetl, Qu,a,sars: 99 QSOs sclccterl b"v T.N1. Hcckman fr o:n: A Catalttg of Quasars

and Actiue Nizclei (V6ron-Cetty and V6ron. 1985)
Selected, Pulsars:92 Pulsars selected by .1.H. Taylor frorn t]te cornpilation ol

Nlanchester and Taylor (1981).

More information on thcse astronorrical objects and tables' q'ith references

to additional data, arc givcn irr the sections that follow. Altliough these tables

include about 90% of the lOU most frequently quotecl objects in thc literature,

there are some rtoticeable gaps, including a table of Debulae and a list of infrared

objects. It has also been suggested that fainter calibratiorral objects, such as fainter

photometric standarcls, be listetl. Fainter calibratiorral objects I'ill be included in

future editions, but the problern of finding charts has not yet been resolved The

t
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form and content of the section are incomplete and experimentall it is expected to
change continually to reflect the changing needs of astronomical research.

10.21 Bright Stars

Tables of bright stars have been published in the national almanacs from their
inceptions. This affirms the continuing usefulness of bright-star data. The position5

of the stars a,re the most important data to users. These data are used in navigatiol
and topographical surveying and by observational astronomers for the positiona]
calibration of telescopes and instruments.

At present lhe Yale Bright Star Catalog (Hoffieit and Jaschek, 1982) is the
most comprehensive hardcopy collection of data for stars brighter than 6.5 visual.
It contains astrometric, photometric, and spectroscopic data as well as duplir:it.y
and variability information for the 9110 stars of the Haraard, Reoised, Photomet.nr.
The Sky Catalogue 2000.0, Volume 1(Hirshfeld and Sinnott, 1982), is less con
prehensive than the YBSC, but contains information or 45,269 stars brighter than
8,05. Neither tome, however, can compare with the computer-based astronomical
data bank of the Centre de Donn6es Stellaires at Strasbourg Observatory cailrtl
SIMBAD (Set of Identification, Measurements, and Bibliography for Astrorromical
Data). 'Ihis data bank gives, for each of 600,000 stars, an exhaustive arrav of data
as well as citations for each star in bibliographical references to papers in 90 ma-
jor astronomical journals since 1950 (Egret and Wegner, 1988; Wegner. Egret. arrrl
Ochsenbein, 1989).

When work began on the Bright Stars list in the late 1970s, only the thircl
edition of the YBSC was available, and most of its data had been superseded. For.
tunately, some of the more important new data $'ere already available in computer-
readable form. A selection of less than 1500 stars (30 pages) was made from the
third edition: all stars brighter that 4.5 visual were included. In addition, FK4 stals
brighter that 5.5 visual were included to insure that the positions of fainter stars
were precise to 1 arcsecond. Finally, a short list of bright MK spectroscopic starF
dards were incorporated in the list to avoid unnecessary duplication. These q'ere
YBSC stars that were in the atlas by Morgan, Abt, and Tapscott (1978), and the
atlas of Keenan and McNeil (1926).

Following the lAU-recommended practice of giving two identifications for eaclr
object, the Bayer/Flamsteed designations were selected because of their rvide-sprearl
use, and the BS (HR) number to facilitate access to additional data given in the
YBSC. The positions of the stars are still the most important data to the obser\ er.
and for most applications, a precision of one arcsecond is sufficient. To avoid listing
the proper motions, yet insure the stated precision for the rvhole year, the positions
are brought to the mean equator and equinox of the middle of the current year,
with proper motions applied. Reduction to apparcnt places may be performed using
the methods given in Section B. Starting positions for the stars were ta,ken from
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the FKs, GC, or SAO catalogs- in that order of preference-and all positions t'ere

reduced to the FKS system.

Photometric quantities orr the UBy system were obtained Irom Nicolet (1978)

except for some double stars for which Nicolet lists the combined magnitudes and

color indexes. In these cases, the magnitudes and color indexes were taken from the

third ediiion ofthe YBSC. Spectral types on the MK system (if available) or the lVlt

Wilson system have been kept current by W.P. Bidelman (1991) from his extensive

card catalog. Last, but not least' the notes give the duplicity and variability status

of each star as well as indications of the reliability of the data. It is in these notes

that the YBSC (fourth edition) has been most useful.

The annual publication of The Astronomical ALmanac ptesents a considerable

opportunity for the Bright Stars list to offer the observer the most current and

relevant data for the brightest stars.

10.22 Variable Stars

The information in the list of variable stars has been compiled using the references

in the third edition of the General Catalogue of Variable S,or5 and its three sup-

plements; lhe Shg Catalogue 2000.0, Volume 2; and the data files of the American

Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). Only bright stars from each class

of variable stars that also fit the criterion of having an amplitude of variation 0 5

magnitude or greater have been selected. The limiting magnitude for each type of

star selected is indicated in The Astronomical Almanac.

Complete, up-to-date information on about 28,'150 variable stars discovered

and named by 1982, and on the constellations Andromeda through Vulpecula is

given in the fourth edition of llte General Catalog of Variable Stars (Kholopov

et at., 1957 1987) (GCVS), published in three volumes from 1985 to 1987 bv the

Astronomical Council of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Moscow This catalog

contains the 1950.0 position, precession constants, galactic coordinates, referltc'

and finder chart information, t]'pe, range of variation, epoch for the elements given'

period, and spectrum for each star. Each volume also contains a section of remarks

on stars that require them. Two more volumes will be published as part of this

edition, and li,ill contain positional information for the equator and equinox of

1900.0 and a list of variable stars in order of right ascension'

The information in the fourth edition of the GCVS is also on magnetic tape'

and may be be obtained from the Astronomical Data Center (\iaii Code 633' NASA

Go<idard Space Flight Center, Grcenbelt, MD 20771, U.S A)' Bound copies of the

first three volumes are also available from the AAVSO,25 Birch Street, Cambridgc'

MA 02r38, U.S.A.
Stars that have been discovered and narned from 1982 to 1988 are given in the

67th, 68th, and 69th Name Lists of Variable Slors, published by Commission 27 of
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the IAU as Information Bulletin of Variable Stars (Numbers 2681, 3058 and 3323.
respectively).

The nomenclature used in the list of r,rariable stars in both The Astronomical

Alrnanac and. the General Catalog of Variable Stars is the conventional method
developed by F.W.A. Argelander in the mid-1800s. According to this method, the
first star discovered in a constellation is given the Ietter R, followed by the genitir.c

form of the Latin name of the constellation. Subsequent variables in the sane
constellation are named S, T, and so on to Z, followed by RR to RZ; then SS to SZ.
and so on to ZZ, after which follow AA to AZ, and so on to QZ, the 334th variable

in a constellation. The next variable found in a constellation is named V335 plus

the genitive. Stars which have been assigned Greek Ietters prior to the start of this
system, such as Omicron Ceti, or small Roman letters, such as g Herculis, contirrue
to keep those names.

Extensive references on variable stars may be obtained through the intcrla-
tional database SiMBAD maintained by the Strasbourg Centre de Donn6es Stel-
laires (CDS) (11, rue de I'Universit6, F-67000 Strasbourg, France)

The AAVSO is the largest organization of its kind-compiling observatiorrs
on variable stars from observers worldwide. These observations are digitized a:rd
processed and kept up-to-date. Since its inception is 1911, the AAVSO hzrs the
largest database of visual variable-star observations, including data on about 3000
variable stars having an amplitude of variation I magnitude or larger. The AA\rSO
also has a database of photoelectric observations on 50 small-amplitude (srnaller
than one magnitude) red variable stars. Copies of both visual and photoelectric
observations may be obtained from the AAVSO on request by writing to Dr. Janet
A. Mattei, Director, AAVSO, 25 Birch St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

Other locations that act as repositories of photoelectric observations, togcther
with the contact Derson. are:

Dr. C. Jaschek
Centre de Donn6es Stellaires
Observatoire de Strasbourg
11, rue de l 'Universit6
F-67000 Strasbourg
France

Mrs. E. Lake, Librarian
Royal Astronomical Society
Burlington House
London, WIV ONL
Great Britain
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Dr. E. Makarenko

Odessa Astronomical ObservatorY

Shevchenko Park

Odessa 270014

USSR

10.23 Double and Multiple Stars

The structure and evolution of a star is basically dependent on two palalnetels: (1)

the initial chemical content, and (2) the initial mass. Double-star systems pelmit the

determination of the latter parameter, hence their importance in astrophysics. Their

numbers and distribution also provide insights into the process of star formation'

Double and multiple stars form an important fraction of the stellar population'

The term d,ouble star inchtd€s the optical pairs formed by chance juxtaposition of

unrelated stars as well as the true binaries that are physically related. For manv

d.ouble stars there is not enough information to determine whether the pair is phys-

ical; therefore catalogs also include optical doubles Historically' double stars have

also been difierentiated by the observaiional means used to discover and studv

them. Thus, there are not only visual doubles, but also spectroscopic, astromet-

ric, photometric, interferometric, and occultation pairs With the development of

modern ob"".ving techniques, however, these distinctions are likely increasingly to

become blurred.

Multiple systems, containing more than two components' generally are classed

as either ihierarchical" or "nonhierarchical " In the first instance' a typical triple

will contain a close pair and a third component located at a distance man]' trmes

the separation of the close pair. In the second instance' the separations of all the

compon"nts are roughly the same Examples of these classes are Epsilon Hydrae

(hierarchicall and the Trapezium {nonhierarchical)

Nomenclature for double stars is extremely mixed. visual pairs are usually

designated by the discoverer's abbreviation and serial number' although some ob-

s"rvlrs ha"," .regl"cted to number all or a portion of their pairs' Eclipsing pairs

are designated by the variable star nomenclature There appears to be no standard

nomenclature whatsoever for spectroscopic, astrometric' or occtrltation birraries'

which are given a multitude of designations taken from o'ttio"" 
-tut ?lo,g" , , ,^ ,"^

With few exceptions, the primary (A component) of a visual double ls rne

brighter star; lhe secondary (B component) is fainter' There are. system::i,:T

sm;ll magnitude difierence, however, where this distinction is arbitrarv Addttlonat

"o-pon"nta 
i.t t -ultiple system are designated C, D, and so on'.in order of increas-

ing separation. It sometimes happens that a new, close' companion is discovered in

an*already defined system. The convention is then to designate it as Aa' Bb' Cc'

etc.
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The Washington Double Star CattLlog, 1981.0 (WDS) u'as issued in tape for4.
It is the replacement for the Ind.ex Catalog of Visual Double 9tars,7961.0, issued
by the Lick Observatory, and commonly called the IDS. The format of the \\rDS
is nearly identical to that of the IDS; both are cardimage. The WDS tape includes
an introduction, the list of known double stars (numbering 73610), notes, and ref-
erences. The data file is being kept up-to-date, and a new tape edition should be
available in 1992. Currently, the WDS is ordered by J2000.0 coordinates, and t:g1-
tain other format changes have been made to modernize the data base. Users can
obtain tape copies of the WDS from either the Astronomical Data Center or the
Centre de Donn6es Stellaires (addresses for these are given in Section 10.22).

The companion catalog to the WDS isthe Catalog of Obseruati,ons. This catalog
contains the differential measures of each pair. At the present time, the database
contains about 426,000 measures (means). It is complete for published observations
since 1927, and largely so for those of earlier date, which continue to be incor-
porated, This database is in a continual state of change, and consequentlf it is
not (and never has been) intended to be distributed as an entity. However. an at-
tempt is made to provide requestors with data on individual objects, provided that
"reasonable" amounts of data are requested.

Eclipsing binaries are listed by \&bod et ol. (1980). Their list contains informa
tion on more than 3500 systems, and includes a small number of objects that, while
interacting and producing light variations, are not strictly eclipsing systems. The
magnitude limit is 15 at minimum light. The left-hand page for each entry contains
identifications and approximate coordinates, maximum magnitude, depth of pri-
mary and secondary minima, spectral types of each component, epoch of priurarl.
eclipse, and period. The right-hand page contains brief notes and references.

Spectroscopic binaries with orbits are listed by Batten e, dl. (1989). For the
1469 systerns included, the authors list on the left-hand page the identification and
position, magnitude, spectral type, and reference. The right-hand page lists the
spectroscopic elements and a quality rating fcrr each solution. Following the ent ries
are very extensive notes and references concerning individual s1rsterns. A some*'hat
parallel effort by Pedoussaut el al. (1988) has resulted in many supplemenl,ary
catalogs, which are valuable for their attempt to list all bibliographical referelces
to each object. Unfortunately, there is no modern catalog for known or suspe( ted
spectroscopic binaries that have no calculated orbit.

10.24 PhotometricSiandards

Tables of photometric standard stars are listed $'ith their coordinattrs and $'ith their
photometric standard values taken frorn the cited literature. Photornetric standard
stars are widely used by observers because it is difficult to establish absolute cali-
brations of the telescopes and detectors used for stellar photometry and to accourrt
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for atmospheric absorption standard ralues refer to intensities outside the atmo-

,ph".". ftt"y are defined and listed using the magnitude system traditionally used

L! *trono-".r. The magnitude scale is logarithmic and is defined as (-2 5log

IntensitY).--- 
M";; diflerent photornetric systems exist They a're defined using filters and

d.etectors that give Jifierent passbands. The first system, presently included in ?he

Ast ronomica lA lmanqc is thesys temmostw ide lyusedbyas t ronomers .TheUBV

"y"t"-, 
int.oa,t""d by Johnson and Morgan (1953)' was the first to be ttsed ex-

il""*"ft. It has broad passbands (700 i000A wide) with effective wavelengths of

S-6; A,"+aoo A, and ssoo A for U, B, and V, respectively lt is d"scribed bv Johnson

ftgOr). t-u,"r, R and / filters were added to the system by Johnson with effective

l,r""f""r,n" of 7000 A and 9000 A' However' several variations on fiI systems have

f""t a"i"top"a and used by others The 'Rl systems most widely used are those of

i"fr"*", 
"ita-" 

et al. (1957) and of Cousins (1976)' The list of brieht L/B VEl

standards published in The Astronomical Almanac was selected bv H L' Johnson

iro- tft" fi"t of Johnson el ol (1966) An extensive list of faint UBVstandards was

o"Uftrn"a Ot t-tdolt (i973) Landolt's standards were located in the equatorial Se-

Iected Areas, convenient to astronomers worldwide A decade later' Landolt (1983)

o"Ui*n.J " 
io, of 223 faint UB l/Rl standards' These stars were also located in the

same equatorial Selected Areas and included many of the stars in the first list The

UBV datawere calibrated by the earlier list while the 81data were tied to the R1

standards ol Cousins (1976)

The second system presently included in The Astronomica.I Almanac is tlae

widely used system of four-color and H-beta photometry established bv Strijntgren

(1963) and others. The passbands are of intermediate width (180 300 A) centered

;;;a A, ,;taA, *ioi, 
""u 

5'1?0 A for u, v, b' and v' respectivelv' with a pair of

O.rrb""a. at 4680 A to measure the hydrogen Balmer line' In the 1981 tlrrough the

1990 editions ol Th.e Astronornical Almanac, the complete list of strcimgren four-

color standards, included in the Crawford and Barnes (1970) list' was publish"d

along with beta indexes liom crawford and Mander (1966). Beginning with the

1991 edition, the new list of Perry, Olsen, and Crawford (1987) was rrsed All 319

four-color standards are listed alon-g with their beta indexes' The new list contains

several lainter stars (V = 6 7 mag ) as well providing more accurate data

The tables in ,I.he Astronoii.c(rl et*anac are provided for convenience' but

observers should keep in mind that the tables may not always provide a complete

list of stand'lrds. One requirement for a well-defined photometric system is that it

have a high degree of internal consistency The tables included in The Astronomt'cal

Almanac are chosen from 
"orr.."" 

*lti an efiort to provide consistent data of

course, no set of data is perfect, and a sample of stars selected from a larger sei of

standards cannot completely define the standard system Furthermore' observets

should keep in mind the difierences between variants of a system' such as the several

fil systems mentioned previously, and should seek to match their own passbands as
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closely as possible to the system passbancls. Data taken in one systcrrr can somctitD1.s
be transforriccl to anotirer systenl as described by Bessell (1986), Bessell arrd \\:cis
(1987). and Taylor (1986) for exarnple. I1o*'ever, no gcneral tra[sformation exists
that can be a.pplied to a rvidc range of steliar tvpes and that is satisfactory at flr!
1% level of precisiol that is desirable for many purposes.

As large telescopes with n-rore sensitive detcctors come into colllol use, talDtet
stars are beirrg established as secondalv standards in many photometric systents.
The needs of astronomers and the capabiiities of their irrstruments u,.ill corrtinuc to
require cha[ges irr the stars used a,s standards.

10.25 Radial-Velocity Standards

The list of radial-r'elocitv standard stars given in The Aslronomical Ahn.onat: inrc1
their standard velocities are a subset of those adoptr:d by IAU Cornrnissiorr ilt)
(Trans. IAU. lX. 412, 1957; Trans. IAU. XVA. ,109. 1973). Stars that have sincc
been proved to be definite velocity variables havc been deleted, and a fet' velocitir:s
that are now kno$'n to dillcr lrom their IAU r'-alue bv rnore than lkms l har.c
been markcd. Candidates for future adoption as primarv standard stars (see bckrrv)
are also identified. V rnagnitudes are frorn Nicolet (1978) rvhcn possible: othernise.
they are estimated frorn photographic rnagnitudes and spr:ctral types. The latlcr
are from the Bright Stars l ist (pp. H2 H31), the Yale Bright Star Catalog. Ltr't l tt '
original IAU list, irr order of prefererrce. Positions are obtained by the plocecirrres
used for the Briglrt Stars list.

Some discrimination is neccssan in the use of these standard stars. for. t l lo
follorving reasons.

Radial-velocitv staudards ser"-e t1r'o basic purposes: (1) as colstarrt velo(rtl
stars with which to nonitor instr.ument long term stability, and (2) as stars of kDo\\ l
radial velocitl. rvith which to test instrumcnt zero-points. Over thc last dccadc or.
so, the precision and cfliciencv of radial velocity measuremellts have irnpror-ecl lrr'
factors of 10 to 100 or more. A drarnalic increase irr research basecl on radial-velocil \'
data has followed. rnuch of the stellar r,ork relying on high prccision radial velocjties
(e.g., cluster dynamics, stellar pulsations, or lolv mass companions).

It u'as realized some tirne ago that the old IAU standard s-ystem lvas ilrad-
equate to meet tirese increase<l demands (Batten 1985). Therefore, in 1985. lAI
Comrnission 30 crcated a \lbrking Grorrp rvhose goal u,as proposing a rrew ar1(l
better system, il u'hich the zero-point and irrdividual velocities would be krrorvl to
approximatcly 1 100 rns I . The plans for the ncq. systcm, and the results obtained
during 1985 1988. are described in thc reports of IAU Comlrission 30 (IAU Trans.
1988 aud IAU Trans. 1990). Unfortunatcl1.. no new svstcm has yet been adoptecl.
The reasons for this are relevant to the use of the present standard stars, and alc
described in the paragraphs that follorv.
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Drrring 1985 1988, radial-velocity variations of tens to hundreds of ms-l n1d
with periods ralging flom clays to 1'ears, har.e been shorvrt to occur irr so]ir,r arrd

later-type stars. both drvarfs (Campbell el al., 1988) and giants (Irwiu cl ol., 1989).

Horvevcr. few stars irave been thoroughly exanlircd at this level of precision. Nlore-

over, since thc Iow amplitude variations may have very long periods. the constancv

of a given star to, say, t 100ms I cannot be established quicklv. Finally, <leti led
comparisons have revealed subtle systcmatic differences between the nraitr ilstlr

ments no$,in use. These must be understood bcforc delinit ive velocities fbr indi

vidual stars can be acloptcd.

The longest possible history of precise observations was the main factor iu se-

lecting candidates for a new standard systcrn. Hence, potential neu.standards rvere

chosen fronr existing standards within 1 20' of the equator. makiug them obserrable

from both hemisphercs, which eliminates proven variables. Tlte candiclatcs are indi

cated in the list giverr ir Th,e Aslronom,ical Almanac. Further obserr.ations of these

stars are being made, and a,rc strongly encouragedJ to identily those thal, ir,re suffr-

ciently constant for later adoption as primary standards. and to define irrdividrral

mean radial velocities for the[r.

To avoid a proliferation of diffcrcnt velocitv systems, the olcl IAll s1'stem rvill

remain in force unti l the ne$,systcm (:an be adopted, even though thr: vclociLies of

some stars are known to difler from thc IAU standard lalues listccl. Observations

ol minor planets have shorvn that thc lnean zero-point of the olcl svstem is colrect

to within approxinately I 300ms I. Thcrefore. obser'.-ations of scveral prinary

standard candiclates should vield a fairly good meall \'aiue: rcliauce on one or t$'o

stars only is cliscorrraged.
Finally, sirrce radial-r'elocitv obserlatiorrs of early-type stars are inherentlv less

precise than of soliu and latel-tvpe stars. and because accuratt-', indepenrleut veloc-

ity checks arc not readily al'ailable, satislaclory earlv-tvpe raclial-velo, ii.t sfar 'lards

do not cxist. Effirtts to establish such stattdards are under rvav, but rvill tal<e ycals

to complete. Thc ptesent l ist is not suitablc frrl checking the zero point of radial-

velocity rla,ta for early-type stars.

10.26 SDectral Classification

A few worcls legarding spcctral classification may be helpful to uscrs ol the Brigltt

Stars l ist. A star's spcctrzrl type is au alphanumcric notatiorl that. rrhen appr"

priately calibrir,tc<1, cau give quitc rcliable information on thc absr' lutt nragrritude,

surface tempcraturc. ancl chemical composition of the outer lavers of a, star' This

notation generalllr involves a "spectral class" r'anging fiom O through Nl in or

der of decreasing surface temperatutc, and a "luminosity class" r'anging flom Ia

through Vb in ordcr of dcr:reasirtg intrinsic briglrtness. A few exceptiolally bright

supergiants are assigned luminositv class zero. Further, if a star's sp(itrunr apPears

to shovu'a significant deviation in chemical composition from that of the Sun, an
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indication of this abnormality is added. For the peculiar A stars, this involvcs slxrc_
ifying the elements scen in abnormal strength (Si, Ntln. Eu. etc.). Thc sttrrs with a11
abtrormal heavy-elements/hydrogen ratio are often indicated by use of an clemenl
abbreviation (Fe, Ca, etc.) follou'ed by a positive or rregative number denotiug tlrt
degree of enhancement or rveakness of the line of that element as seen in tlie spec_
trum. Stars of markedly urrusual composition, such as thc carbon stars (C) and tbc
very-heavy-element stars (S). as well as the \\rolf,Ral.et and white dwarf stars. all
have their own schemes of ciassification.

Spectral classification notation can bc a bit confusing ,,n" or ,,s, ' indicatcs
broad (rotation) or sharp lines respectively. and "e" indicates hvdrogcl emission.
A "+" or u " follou-ing the spectral class indicates that a star is vcry slightly later.
(cooler) or carlier (hotter) than the class given. while follou'ing thr:
luminosity class indicates that the star is vcry slightlv brighlcr or fainter tharr thr:
class assigned. An "m" indicates that thc object is a metall ic-l ine star, arrd a .\.."

before the spectral class indicates that the object is a supergiant. giart.
or dq'arf but has no actual \'IK ciassification.

The l,Iorgan Xccnan system (NIK) is defined b1, standard stars, of unir.ersali,y
accepted spectral tvpe. Classiliers attempt to locatc their unknorvns rvithin ther rnul
tidimensional array defined by these standard stars. Unfor.tunatelv the results at
least as exentplified in the prcceding data is not entireh- satisfactorl., for ser,c:ral
rcasons. In the first place. thc types assig{red to rnost of the starrdar.d stars La\.{l
under6lone considerable change during the past half-centur1., so that a gi\.en i[\'esti
gator's deterurinations rnay be a function of tine. Second. the irrstrumentation use,:l
by the larious spectral type practit ioDcrs has varied considcrably, rvith naturallv
a very large attendalrt variation in thc accuracl- of the r:lassification attenpt.{l.
il not actually realizcd. For examplc, nost of the tr1>es listed are from rather- in-
hornogeuous slit spectra. but solne are from moderate-dispersion objective-prisnr
platcs. llany of the types u,ere dctcrmined long ago; othcrs are t-elv nelv. Thc') are
certainly in no sense hornogencous.

In view of these situations, lhc best one carr rrou. do is to iist r.hat appear to bc
tho best ctrrrent spectral t1.pcs. Even the prr:scnt list r.ill be someu'hat out-ol cltrtc
\4'tren lt appears.

Tlre calibration of \'Iorgan-Keenarr spectral types in terr|rs of absohrte Itagni-
ttrde, intrinsic color, and surface temperature has also beerr subjr:ct lo r:onsitlcr:rblc
change over tiure. The rrrost uselul rccent reference is Ludoubtcdly thc extt:nsivc
work of Schmidt-Kaler (1982). Calibration of the third (aburr<lancc) pararncter of
the system is currcntly in a primitive stalc. partly becarrse thr:r-r: is rrot yet cornplete
agreement among the specialists in the field as to details of te<.hnique and notalion.

It should be clcar that everr an accurate spcctral type is uo substitutt: fi'- a
cornpletely rcliable spctral analysis and absolute-magnitucle determination. But il
the stellar astronomers' real-r'"'or.ld, spectlal t1'pes have proved, and still are provirrg.
extremely useful in euabling us to obtain quickly a good. albr:it necessarilv rough.
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idea of thc natlue of a star, allorving us to group objects of similal properties

together for statistical trezrtrrcDt: and providing irnportant and intcrestiug objects

for astrophysicai study.

The load liorn Secchi to Nlorgan and Keenan and beyond has becn long an4
winding, and its end is still now only faintly glimpsed.

Thosc who wish to lealn more about the dcvclopment and fulurc trenrls of
spectral classificatiorr should find the follorving relerences uselul:

R.H. Curtiss (1932)

\\r.\\r. N{organ, P.C. Kcenan, ard E. Kellman (19.13)

P.C. Keenan and W.W. Nlorgan (1951)

W.P. Bidelman (1969)
\\t.\V. N{organ and P.C. Keenan (1973)

P.C. Kccnau and R..C. N{cNeil (1976)
\\i.\V. Nbrgau, H.A. Abt, and J.\V. Tapscott (1978)

NI.F. \4cCarihy, A.G.D. Phil ip, and G.V. Covne (1979)

T. Schmiclt-Kahr (19E2)

R.F. Garrison (198.1)

R.O. Gray (1989)

10.27 Pulsars

Pulsars are selected for Tht Astronornico,l AIrn anac list if their me:rrr .100 NIHz flux

density is greater tharr ,10 nJ1'. Another handful are included thur.t trre particularly

interesting for example, mill isecond pulsars ol nemllers of binary slstems. \{ost

of the data are taken from zr. cornpilation bv N4anchester and Tallor (1981). wlich

contains references to the originnl literatrrre. Sone recent up<lates antl aclditions

are fron a nerv compilation now bcirtg readied for publir:atior (Lyne, trI:rnchesl<:t,

and Tavlor).
Pulsars are conventionally designatcd by their positions i1r the qluatorial coor--

dinate system, equinox and equaior of 1950.(1. given as l ight asceltsioll ir l hours and

minutes and declination in degrees (or'. iu <:ase of arnbiguitv, dcgrees ald tt:r iths)'

In tnost cases, tire positions are measurcrd by treans of prtlse-t imirrg obscr'\'atiorls'

Arrival tirnes neasured on a number of clatcs, spread olcr'nlitlry months or k)nger'

can provide astrometlic accuracies well unrft:r a second of arc for "nortlral" pulsars'

and at, or below. the rnilli-arcsec range lbr rnilljseconcl puisars (Rarvlev. Tavlor''

and Davis 1988). The same observatiorN yicld high-prctisiou vahres li)r tlrc ptrlsar

p e r i o d . ,  P ,  a n d  p e r i o d  d p l i r a r i r p .  o r  ' p i n  , l , , r v r r  r a t e . .  P .

The group vclocity lbr netcr rvavelength signals trareling through tlte intr,'rstel-

lar urccliurn is k:ss than c (lhe specd of l ight in vacrnrm). bec:artse of the Prescnce of

an ioniz{xl gas component. Thc velocity is also frequency <lependent, according tr

the relation
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where i, is the plasura frcciucncv and ru is the frequency of the rrave (scc. fbr cx-
ample, l{anchester and Taylor. 1977. Chapter 7). For a giverr pulsnr this efccl i5
directly measurable fron tiurirrg observations at separatcd lrequencies. It is qrrarF

tified in a coustant called lbe dispersion neosure, rvhich amounts to thc integral ol
free electron dcnsity along the linc of sight. The conventional units are cm I pc.

Irregularities in the interstellar medirrrn, togclher $,.ith the extrenel-y small
eflective angular diarneters of pulsars, causc arrother propagation effect not gencralh.

seel in radio obserlations of othcr types of sources. Interstclla.r scinti l latiorr. t]1,
resuit of multi-path propagation through an irregular medium, can carrsc larger.
(order-of-magnitude) r,ariations in apparent flux dcrrsity as a function of botli tirnc
and frequency. Consequently, flux derrsity measurements made ovcr a short tinrc,
and a [arror4'' frequency range may differ substantia]llr from Lhc tme mean flrrx
densitl'. For this reason. rnost tabulated pulsar flrrx derrsities ale subject to ratht:r.
large uncertainties. t1'pically a factor of 2 or so.

10.3 CLUSTERS AND GALAXIES

10.31 Open Cluster Data

The data selection conlt ned in the table "Selecttxl Opcn Clusters" is a subset of (i.

Lyngti's Zznd Co.talog of Open Cluster Dala (lifth cditidr. 1988). This computer.,
based catalog is available frorn the \\iorl<i Data, Ccrrtcr A or.from Cerltre de Donn6cs
Stellaires. The fifth edition of the Lrrnrl cai.rlog rcprcsents a nerv approach to tlr l
prcsentation of available clata. \Vhen several clata values have been published in 1he
litcrature. the calnlog contains rveiglrtcd :rvcr.ages of these. The weights are clcri lerl
objcctivelv using methods devisecl bl Jarrcs, Til le1.. ancl L1'ng5. (1988). Thc <lalrL
collcction lbr this rvork en<id in Scpternber 1986.

The Lund ca,talog contairrs sorle 20,000 data values for a total of 1100 clt l ics.
A scparate fi le inclucles uror-c than 500 references to authos and tit les of prirnatr
sorLrces. ?he -;l slro norn.kn L ALn.an.aclable contains a selectiorl fronl thc Lrrncl c:ataLrg
of rclevarrt data valrrcs ftr.the best studicd clustt:r.s.

10.311 Definit ion of Open Clusters The clumpirrg of stals in space is a pllsicrl
reality. Probably rrrore than 5(l% of all stars are consiclered double or mult iplc st;rt s.
Gloulrs of ten or nlore stars are associations ol clusters. Because the sti irs i lr ca(lt
such gloup sharr: origin and cr-rrrdit ions. ther- are of great use in the study of str- ' l iat
properties and iu thc stud1r of propertics of the larger systerns of thich thel' l irtttt
pafts.

Associ;rt ions are stellzrr groups that are less than 1 nri l l ion years old. I lrr:s<'
groups iue ofteu clynamically unbourrrl systcrns t hat clisper-sc into single stius, (lou

ble stars, and snall groups. Occasionallr'. irolvevcr_. the associations arc dyrrarni< allJ'
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bound. irr which case theJ' survive to become open clusters (the ages of $'lich range

from less than 1 million ycars to more tharr 1 billion years). Open clusters a,re quite

distinct from globular clusters, u'hich are ah'ays dynamically bound ancl are several

billion ycars old. Open clusters form a. flat disk subsystem' u'hereas tlte globular

clusters fonl a[ extended spheroid subsystcm

In the table of selected opeu clusters, therc are a nunber of associaLions that

might not clevelop into physicallv bound clusters. The Trapezium cluster and sorle

of the Collinder obiects belong to this category. Othcrs, such as the l3lanco ancl

Upgren clusters. are considercd physical entities because their rnembers have similal

motions and physical propertics, although thcy are only a small part of thc total

stellar poprrlation inside the volumc they occupy. An effort has been nrurcle to cxclude

from thc catalog such specious clustcrs that are in fact only the appalent result of

the distribution of obscuring clouds.

10.312 Open Clusters as Related to Galactic Structure Thc sysiem of open clus-

ters provides thc best rnaterial for the study of the disk of our Galaxy There

are scveral reasorrs fot this. Distances, ages, alld interstellal cxtirrctions arc bcl,ler

known for open clusters than for other objects; open clusters havc a rattgr: of apJes

that nake them particularly suitr:d for studl' of the recent el'oluti(m of the galac

tic system: and Jounger clusters conglegate in spiral features ln fat:t, photomclric

studies of open clusters are ofte[ carried out irr the course of investigations of galac-

tic strlrcture. and llt is also shorvs in the selectiort of obiects Thrrs, a lot of I 'ork has

been carried out on younger clusters and on \-erY old operr clustersr cveu though

some quite close-by open clustcr-s of intermcdiate age are still relativr:l1' linknown'

10.313 Open Clusters as Related to Studies of Stellar Evolution Nlanl oftht: break-

throughs in the study of stellar cvolution havc been aided lly obscnatiorrs of L'peD

clusters. 'fhe importatt point is that the clustcr members are ali of approxilrrzrt"lr '

the same age ancl chernical cornposition. Thc ortly fundarnental differencc is in the

mass of gas from t'ltich each mctnber is formcd 
'fhe 

fact that rnor(: nassi\c slirrs

get higher centlal temPeratrue. higher luminositl'. and a faster rate of cvolutioll

than less massive stals. ]ras beerr uti l ized for trost of the lundamerttal studics of

the principles of stellar evolutiorr. Practical, observational advantages also resull

from the fact that t ltt: t: luster stars can be assuru:d to have the sanre distan' c fr"trL

us and. usualll-. show the same intcrstellar extinction

10.314 Descriptional Data for Open Clusters An operr cluster is dclined bv its po

sition in the sky ancl bv its apl)arent angulal t l iametcr. Each cluster-has also tradi

tionally bccn given one or several [arnes refelring to various catalogs or discoverers

In fact. lor some objects thero is quite a profusion of different denotations To hcip

alleviate conlirsion. the chrster collnnission of the International Astronornical Llniorr

dcciclecl jl 1979 on a llolncnclature consisting of a "C" for cluster, four digits tor
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hours and minutcs of riglrt ascensiol (1950.0) arxl a plus or nriurrs sign plus tlr lc,e

digits for dcgrees aucl tenths of ckrgrees of declirration (1950.0). In the Lurrrl opt'rr

clustcr catalog. the IAU desigrration irnd the most commonlv rrsccl rlaruc are eur(! c(1

for each cluster. The current equatorial position is also entered.
Thc published vnlues of anllular diametels ol clusters sornctimes diffor bl a

large factor. This is partly due to clif lerent l imiting magnitudcs f<t different strrt l ies

but also to diffcrent opinions abollt the extetrt of cach cluster. It is important for.

compara.tive studies to have a colrsisteut value fol thc diameter in the fifth cdil iol

ofthe Lund catalog tlt is was accomplished using lorrg exposrrrc lr l ints and fi lms fiorrr

the existing series of Sky Surveys. 'fhc angular (l i iuneters arr: in rninutes of arc atrtI
refer to the cluster coles.

During the exanrilation of thc Skt' Surr-e1' Chiuts. Trumplcr classes rvcrc also
estirnated. The classification scheux: proposed by R.J. Trrrn4rlcr (1930) coulairs
the followins classcs:

Concentration of clustel stius
I dctathed. strong ceDtral conceDtratioD
II detaclxrd, l i tt le cerrtral concentraliorl
III detaclrrd. rro noti<cable concentration
IV not u.cll detached, appearing l ikc a star-field (orr< eltration

Range of stellar- brightness
I most sl,ars of nearlv the same briglrt[ess
2 mediurrr range in lrrightness
3 bright arrd faint st:r.r's in the clustcl

Richness of clustor
p poor'

m modcratcly rich
r rich

\ebulositl-

n clustcr is irrvolved il nebulositv

10.315 Derived Data for Open Clusters Data ( ()rr(erning clistiurt cs. extin(l i()rLs
and phlsical prop('rt ics ofopcn clustcrs are dclcllrrined during <qrritr: ( 'xtensi\f i l l-
vesti€llt ioDs. It is forturrate that so r uch rvork is rit 'r 'otecl to srrch lasks all orlr ' t l tt '
world. The rvork of l lrc <lata compilcr is to cornparr. t he publishr:<l valucs, to alrir l\ 'zr'
their rdinbility, ancl 1o find thc Lrcsl available figur.c for each pru.ulcter.

Tht: utost reliabk' rvay to detelrrrint- ' thr: distal<r' of an o1x:r ( luster is to ol)scl \ '( '
i ts colot -t l:rgnitudr: rl iagram ancl f it the dia€lratr l() the rnain sc(luellce of lrcarl)\
stars. \\ ' l ten a cluster irrcludes a rurubcL ol uue\'()l\1'(l stars orr t l l( '  t lai l l  se(luclr( ( '.

this nrcthotl of det<:r-ruirri lg distalrccs is in facl, srrPctior to othcr rrrcthods usc<l l irr '
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distal l t  stars or slar s)stems. Fol t l te'cl istance of zr nearbl cl t tstt ' r  rvi th a lorlg main

seqlrcrlcc. alr imprccision as lorv as 10% carr bo achieved'

Iu connectiorl  rvi th each plx)tol l tctr ic stud\ ' .  i l  dcterminatiolt  of ther i l l torst{r l lar

extir lct idl  in frotrf  of the cluster also has to b<: I trade Thc ttsttal tncthocl is 1o de

tenninc thc colol excess due to thc extinct ion iut<l assume t l tat the reddelr ir tg rat io

betlveen the extirrt iolr in visual l iglrt  and thc tolor excess is:J. l  A coutPli< trt iort

is that the extinct ion varies oYer the cluster in sone cases. Al lart fr<lm t l losc clus-

ters, and i f  the asstttnption aborrl  reddening lal io is corrcct, the extinct i(nl cal l  be

deterrnined to within about 0.1 r l lagnitudes.

Frequentl l- ,  t l te same investigzrt ions that clcttr l t i t re the cl ist iurces to (r lrrstols wil l

also provide estiDtatcs of their agt 's l t1'  using th<' turn-off poit t t  of the ttrait t  srt lr t ,  trro

from the zero-age lr lain sequencc. This is the l l lost rel ial) l( '  nrethod. artr l  rcsults

from it are given iIr ?hc Astronomical Almonac I able. To hitvc a ltomogc:Ix'otts set

of cluster ranges .Ianes. Ti l lcy, arrd Lyngd dcrivr:cl  a cal ibral iorr of t lx: Lrgarithm

of agc as a lunction of the turtt-off  color '  Tl lc l istcd values arorlr ld 6'0 i  c '  olrc

mil l ion lears can. i I t  most cnscs. bc considerc(l  as rough uplx'r ' l i tni ts. c ' l t tslcls of

that age group u)igl l l  st i l l  be irr t l tc process of star f i rrmatiolr arr( l  thus ha\1' a largc

spreacl ir  age betw(lou lnernber st ius. Clusters with logarit l rrrr ic ages higlx:t  t ' l tan

7.0 havc an impr<r: ision of a few l,crrths of unit .

Data for the l l lzrguitucle of t l lc brightest cl t tster tnembers l trd lbr the spcctral

class of the earl iesl-t lpc cluster l l tcDlbers ar.e fai l l l '  urrambiguolts. The onl l  Purlr lem

lies iD the possiblt '  inclusion of lx)nnrclnbers \atural l l ' .  effor- ls l late been Irt t ldc to

avoid this source of t :rror. The tot;r l  trragnitudcs of t l te cluster-s I lave been t: :r lcrt lated

by aclcling, Iogarithtnically, the tttirgrritudes of trll krtorl'n clusll<:t ttternbers' 
'fltis t'as

done an<l the clata privatel l '  colnnrul l icated l() thc author lrv B Skiff  of Lou'el l

Observatorl ' .  Thc opert ( luster tal) lc of The ' lstrott t tnt ictr ' l  l lnanoc also l i r ts thn

value ol metal l ic i l .v, t 'hich rvas <lctcrrnined bt rarious mctl lo( ls in ;norc t l tatt  30

difiercrrt investisa.l,iotrs and tlartsforred to a c(tlsistent set of clzrttt bv Janes' Tiilel''

and Lyngi..  The r lcf irr i t ion of t l r t '  rrretal l ic i ty r;r t io is thc logati lhmit:  rat io of the

abundan.es of irott  alxl  hvdrogctl  di l ' ided bv lhc <:orrespoudittg rat io fol t l r" st- ' lar

sDectrulrr.  In pra<ticr..  nretal l i rr t 's ()t l )el than lhost 'of irorr i l r f l t t<' l1t '  th" PaIj t l rLcf"r '

10.316 The Reliability of Open Clust€r Data Dcspite greal {'ff{)rts to assoss oPer

clustcr data crit icallv, it is quitc clcar that thc sct can never lrt: quite hontogcltcous'

The variations itr brightness of tlrc objects irr cr'owdcd fiel<ls tr'trcl in observiltg <rn-

ditions contribute to an intrinsi<r variation in quality ln the Lurrd catalo!! scvctal

of the phl sical par-?lmeters halr' bcen assigne<l trrights that <lcsr:ribe in a cotttl>ara-

tive fa-shion thc precrision of the <lnta. The prirrcil>les for *'eight assignment altt l t lre

analvsis have been described in Janes, Tilley, and LyngA (1988)'
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10.32 Globular Star Cluster Data

The data on globular ciusters given in ?De Astronom,ical ALnt.ano,c ate derived liorrL

a variety of sourccs. The list of clusters itself is from the IAU's "Star Clusters

and Associations," r 'hich incorporated the omcial IAU chrster designations (the

four-digit, sign, three-digit nurrrbcrs prefixcd by a "C"). Thc original IAU list has

been supplementett by R.E. \Vhite as a result of his triennial literature searchcs to
prepare the "\Vork Published and In Progress" cluster-by-cluster summary for e.r,cll

IAU Reports on Astronomy sirrce 1975. Thcsc rcports ale rrot compilcd after t lLe

1988 IAU General Asscrrtbly. Instt- 'ad. J.-C N4ermill iod, at the Genera Obserratorr'.

continues to maintain a database of literature o\-er open and globular clusters. A
copy resides at the Natiorial Optical Astronomical Obserratories in 

-fucson. 
AZ.

The clusters'cquatorial coordinates arc taken frorn Shau'l and Whilc's (19lit- l)

listing (preferred) or lrorrr thc cornpilatiorr by \Vcbbirrk (1985). Thc axial rartio clata
(b / a) valrres ale taken exclusivell from \\-hitc and Shal l s (1987) extensive l ist.

10.321 The Definition ofa Globular Star Cluster Thc cclcstial objccts called qlol

ular stdr clust.ers cannot bc identified by a" casual irrspection of a photographic plate.

instead certain criteria nust be met. Foremost among the "physical-appearaDce 
'

critcria is a cluster's contrast against the local field: The globular star cluster shoulcl
be secn ir,s a higher irnage-density obiect than the surrounding neighborhood of ficlrl
stars. The cluster should also appear to be somewhat conpactlv organized $,itirilr jts

ot'n image. In addition. a gradient of decreasing areal star densitl 'u' ith increasilg
radius from the cluster center should be apparent.

Globular star clusters ofterr coutain short period variable stars of the RR Lvra('
class; open star clusters and stellar associatiousj horvever. never contain such stars.
The brightest stars in globular clustcrs arc rcd giants, arrcl arc scern spectroscoyricallr '
to be rcak in their abunclancc of hcavl elemcuts whcrr coulDale(l to thc solar'
abun<lance of same.

However. amongst the globulerr clusters resiclent in thc N{ilky \Vav Galaxr'.
cxceptions exist to all ol lhe aforementioned criteria. The orrlv unambiguous de-
termination of "globular cluster-ness" is made usinpJ the ciuster's color nlagnilrr(lc
diagram (C\{D) globular clustels har,'e CNID's that range in thc valrtes ol (B-V)
color frorn, approxirnatcly. -0.6 to +1.6.'Ihere is, roughlv. a 2 to l3 rnagnil,urLt'
difierence betq'een a globular cluster's main sequence turn-ofl and the apparcltt
magnitudc level of its horizontal branch (HB). A sirnilar magnituclc, rangc exists
betll'een the tip of the red giaut branch and the HB. although this difierence is
subject, to variation as a function of a chrstcr's inl,rirrsic rnel.al abundance: lhe rnor-c
metal-abundant, fhc smaller the diference (but not less than 2 mag.).

Kineutatically. the globulars f<rrn a two-t:ornponent group, again as a funcliotr
of thcir metal abundances. The metal-rich group (between t 0 and 50% of the solal
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value) arc seen to be in ncarll circular orbits that are confined to the galactic <iisk.

The metal-poor group (the prepordcrance of the 146 knou'n globulars) appcar to be

mof ing irl highlv eccenh'ic elliptical pa.ths arorrnd the centcr of thc Galaxl'. in orbits

with planes lhat nay be highly inclined to the gcneral plane of the clisl< (although

the orientation of the chrsters' orbilal planes to the disk seems to bc quite random).

The ciuslcrs orbit the galactic center in zr conventional right-hzrrrded scnse. the only

exception (so far) being NGC 3201 (C1015-461), u'hich appears to be in a tctrograde

galactic orbit.

10.322 The Importance of Globular Clusters for Galactic Structure I{istor-ically,

the globular clusters \4,ere used by Harlow Shaplel'to determine thc Sun's dista,nce

from the center of our Galax.v. Shaplcy's rvork led to thr: realizatiorr that our Surt is

not in the Galaxy's ccntelJ as had becn cheerfullY assutred 11p to tltcn. but is located

about tri'o-thirds of thc radial distancc outt'ard from the ceuter. Tlrr: circunstances

that led to Shapley''s discovert'. namely the Presence of Rll L1'rac r,ar..izrbk: stars

within many of the globulars, sti l l  makcs these clusters intportant fol large-scale

dynamical and kinematical strtdies of our Galaxl'. Becausc rnany external Elalaxies
also show cvidence of a globrrlar star clustcr population, the Calaxr-'s clustcrs are

also useful as secondarl- distiuce estimators t() these more distant svsterns

10,323 The Importance of Globular Clusters for Stellar Evolutionary Studies Be-

cause the marry stars in a glolxrlar cluster arc at the samc distance frort thr: Sun'

a globular clustcr CN,ID involvirtg apparent (r'isttal) magnitrtcle versus visual color-

index reveals thc same pattcnr !\'ithin that paralnetric spa(re as t}xr equir':rlent <lis-

tribution of stellar characteristics lvithin the lumilltlsity vcrsus srulace-tcnlperiitur(l

parametlic spacc. l 'herefole, thc globular clustcrs provide the thcorist u'ith lest-becl

situations for corttparing rrretal $,eak model stars:rgainst lot'r l letal obsclmtio[a]

data. The 6llobular clusters havc been re\-ealcd .rs being some of tht: oldest objects

in the Galaxy, t, ith a€ies raugitrg frorn 10 to 15 bil l ion voars. Hellce, obscr\?tional

studies of stellar associations provide cornpar.ative data ftrr yotrng. mtrtal-rich stars;

aud open clustcls are the sourcc of data fbr rnetal-riclt stars i l l teunecliate in age'

Globulal clustcrs complete thc obst:r'r,ational sct by providing asl,rophvsical pararrl-

etcrs for thc old and metal-poor stars forrrcd in the initial evolutionary stages of

our Galaxy.

10.324 Basic References for Globular Clusters Studi€s There has rtot bcen a surn-

mary monograph writierl on the general subject of the giobular stars clusters for

over 25 J,ears (Arp 1965; Hogg 1959); however, because nerv information on (:lusters
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is developing so rapidly. and often in such urrexpccted directions (r:.g.. X-ray emis-
sion lrom point sources n'ithin clustcrs), writing an ali crrcornpassing rnonograph
would be futilc at present. 'fo come to grips I'ith current states of rcscarch arcas
concerning the clusters, one must go prcferentiall.v to the <olloquia and svmposi6
held under the auspices of the IAU.

General suDrmaries orr the subject are givcn by Arp (1965) ancl Hogg (1959).

Data collections arc found in Krrkarkin (197a), Hogg (1973), Phil ip et al. (1976),
Shawl and White (1986), and White and Sharvl (1987). Recent colloquia ard svnF
posia are IAU Colloquiurrr No. 68 (Phil ip and Hayes. 1981). IAil Syrnposium No.
113 (Goodman and Hut. 1985). NATO Advarrced Study Institute. 1978 (Hanes arrrl
Madore, 1980), IAU Svmposiunr l io. 126 (Grindlay arrd Phil ip. 1988). and IAU
Symposium No. 85 (Hesser. 1979).

10.33 Bright Galaxies

The 194 galaxies selected for inclusion in The Astro,rLm.icol Almanac are gencralil
brighter than B-band magnitude 11.5 and/or largcr Lhzrn ,1.5 arcminutes. Thesc
galaxies $'ere extracted from an up-dated version of tlrc Second Reference Ca.to,loqtLt
of Bright Galaxies (RC2) (dc Leucouleurs et o.l. 1976).

A galaxy's rnorphological type is based on thc revised Hubble system clcscribecl
by dc Vaucouleurs (1959a, 1963). The system includes four classes: ElJipticals (E).
Lenticulars (L), Spirals (S), ancl Irregulars (I). In the L and S classes (disk galax
ies). two families. ordinary (A) and balrctl (B), are distinguished, with tralsit ion
t1.pes denoted AB. Each famill' can cxist irr ttr,o r,arieties. dependilg orr thc abserlce
(s) or prescnce (r) of an inner rirg structure. with transition tvpes dcrrolcd (rs). Lr
the L class, the rclative importancc of the trl.o major componelrts ol:r. galax.r' thc
spheroid (or buige) and the disk is denoted b.v the superscript " " (car-lv. i.t:..
most similar to E), '0" (irrt errnediate), and "+" (late, i.t:., trore similar to S). TIre
stage along the Hubble scqucncc of spirals is denoted by a. b, c. and d in orcler- o1
<lecreasing bulge-to disk ratio and increasing devcloprncrrt of the zrrrns. The trau
sition type bet*'eel L and S is denoted SO/a; betrveen S ancl magellanic irrt:gulars
(Im). by Sm. Thus. lhc Large Nlagellarric Cloucl is the protot\-pe of SB(s)rn. anri
the Andromcda gal.xv (\{31) of SA(s)b. An outel ring structure is designatecl b1'
the srrnbol (R) preccding the Hubblc-stage designation. The puzzling norrnlagel-
lanic irregrrleus, of which NtI82 is thc prototvpe, are desiglatr:d I0. Edge-on sl.stcnrs
are sigrraied by the suIfix "sp" (for "spindle"). Peculiarit ies arc noted by tlrr: sufl ix
"pec." For urore detir, i lcd discussions of galaxv morphokrg5,. sr:<: Sarrdage (1975) ; ld
Buta (1989).

Because plrysical propertics. such as color iucir:x, irvdrogen index. bulgt: to-tlisk
latio, and so on, are closell '  corrclated with stage along the Hrrbble scquence, it is
convenient to attach to thc stage a nurnt:ricral sca]c. I, frorn -5 at E. througb 0
at S0/a, to 10 at Im. The luminositv class, a, introduced by varr dcn Bcrgh (196t)
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a, b) ol better. the luminosity inder L = (T + L) I l0 (dc Vaucorrleurs 1979) is
correlatecl u'ith absolutc rr. ignitude; both 7 and I are l isted in the tabk:. The L
scale. as used irr RC2, runs from l for a bright giarrt galaxy, to 9 for a faint drvarf
systerrr. The precision of Z and I values is on the order of one rtlit or better. For
details, see dc Vaucoulcurs (1977) and de Varrcoulerrrs el al. (1978).

Tire isophotal apparent nrajor diametel of galaxies is given in 1he table for Lhe
isophotc Ievel 25.0 B magnitude per square arcsecond (B-m/ss). Thc level corre-
sponds roughly to thc visible size of the galaxy image seen on the Palomar Ob-
servatory Skr-Sun'ey paper prints (bhrc l ight), errrd to lhc diametcrs l iste{ i1 the
Uppsala General Catalog (Nilson. 1973) or northern gz axies. Notc lhal isophot,al
diamcters iLre loot, nLetric diameters. The former depend on the surfa<r: brightness
(specific intensity) of the galaxy image. The latter do not depen<l on srrrface bright
ness, and whilc lhcy arc bcllcr indications of the trlre size of galaxies. 1he-v arc more
dilicult to measurc and .irc Dot ]'et available fol ntany galaxics. For urore delails,
see the Introduction to RC2. Note that to ar-oid ucgalivc logarithms. D25 is giverr

in the table in units of 0.1 arcminutc.
The ratio of the major and ninor axcs itt thc isolopc lcr.cl 25.0 B-rn/ss (R25 =

D25 I d25) is also l isted in logarithmic form. The precision is usually better than 0.1 .

The isophotal axis ratios given in the table are corrcctccl Ibr thc svstematic errors

that affect visual rneasurements of photographic plates (Holmbcrg 1946, dc Vau

couleurs 1959h). (For more details on systematic and accidcntr crror-s in diameter

and axis ratios, see Paturel el ol., 1987.)

Thc total apparent B-band magnitudes, Bi, arc gcrrcralll' dcrived from photo

electric mcasurenleuts or detailed photographic surfacc photorr(r1.ry in the Johrtson

B syst.'lr. Thcse magnitudes are rveiglrted ncans of lhc bcst ar,ailable maguitudes

extrapolatccl to infinit l '  to allol, for the generally srrtall fractiott of the iurrrinositl

contribufcrl bt t lre olttermost regions of a galaxl' zrs cxplained 1t the Introduction to

RC2. 
-l lv: 

pr-ccisiort is generallv 0.1 mag or bcttcr. (For tletails. sec de \ ' 'aucorrleurs

and Boll irrgcr. 1977.) l i)r sorne applications. thc obs<:rveci magnil,rrdes n(xrd to be

corre(t(l for galar:l i<r ancl irrtell lal extinction. \\hich are hoth conttovcrsial anrl un

certain b] 0.1 to 0-2 rrag or rnore in extrerne cases (t:.g., an crlge-ort spiral galaxv

near thc galaclic Plarrc).
The total <rlor intl icr:s, (B [1 and (U ,B)7 . in thr' Jo]tnsott U. B. V sl sl erns

are as obscrvccl: i.c., urrr:orrt:ctc<l for galactic and intcr-lal extinction.'[he raltge is

rouglrlf irom; *1.0 1o *0.3 lor (B V)r, and+0.6to -0.3 lot (U-B)7 tis onc rloves

along thc Hrrbbk: stxlu<lcr: frorl E (yellorv-orange) to Ini (n'hit ish) through L and

S typcs. l31 an oversiniplification, the extreme tJ'pcs are o[1en dcscribr:d as "red"

and "bhre" galaxies. The colors givc crudc incli<rations of the encrg.v clistribution

in the contimrum and. hcncc, of the stellar cornpositiou of a galnxy llorvevcr, thc

colors are oftcn rrrorlilied lrv linc etnission fiorrr HII regions (n'hich d<x:reast:s t]x:

coior iutlex, or incleases thc blueness) and iuternal dusl, extinction (t 'hich incrcases

the color indr:x, or increases the ledness).
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The heliocentric radial velocity, derived from optical observations and 21_cnr
neutral hydrogen radio emission, is given in kms-l and calculated with the opticai
convention that A) / ) = V / c. For the small redshifts involved, this convention is
entirely adequate. For a discussion of systematic and accidental errors in radial ve_
Iocities, see the Introduction to RC2. The ndial velocityr y0-corrected for galactic
rotation according to the old IAU convention, Vo = V + 300cosA, where A - the
angle to the solar apex-is also listed. For cosmological applications, it is better
to replace the conventional solar motion of 300 kms-l toward I = 90., D = 0. (see
Ttrans. IAU, XVIB, 20i, 1977), with the total velocity vector of 366 kms-l toward
I = 265" , b = +554 relative to the cosmic background radiation (see de Vaucouleurs
et al, 1987), For more detailed discussions of solar motion relative to difierent ex_
tragalactic frames of reference, see de Vaucouleurs and peters (19g4).

More up-dated data on bright galaxies can be found in lhe Third, Reference
Catalogue of Bright Galanies (de Vaucouleurs et al. !99I\.

10.34 QuasFStellarObjects

A quasi-stellar object (hereafter, QSO) can be defined as an object with a large
redshift whose optical morphology is ,,quasi-stellar,,' (or ,'starlike', in the sense
that it appears as an unresolved point of light in a typical optical image). Note
that the terms QSO and quasar are often used synonymously, but the latter refers
technically only to the subset of QSOs that are strong radio sources (quasar being
a contraction of quasi-stellar radio source).

QSO names are as diverse as the surveys by which they were discovered. Most
QSOs are found either by virtue of their radio emission or in optical surveys designed
to select objects with strong emission-lines and/or unusual colors. The eSOs are
designated by a number internal to a survey (e.g.,3c 279 is object 229 in the third
Cambridge radio survey and UM 148 is object 148 in the University of Michigan
optical survey) or by appending the approximate 1950.0 coordinates to the acronym
denoting a survey (e.g., PKS2203-18 is taken from the parkes radio survey and
PG0026+12 from the Palomar-Green optical survey). Note that there is wide range
in the accuracy of the published coordinates for eSOs, but a significant fraction
(especially the radio-selected QSOs) have positions known to better than one arcsec.

The most critical parameter for a eSO is its redshift,

z = (^ ,\o) / .\0, (10.34-l)

where 'l0 and,\ are laboratory wavelength and observed wavelength respectively
of a pa.rticular spectral feature. QSO redshifts are almost always measured using
the strong, broad emission-lines of hydrogen, helium, and other heavier, cosmically
abundant elements that are the trademark of a QSO. In most ca.ses. several emission
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lines are used to determine the redshift, but in some cases only a single emission-

line is present (usually assumed to be the hydrogen Lyo line at )o = 1216 A' the

strongest emission line in a typical QSO spectrum)' In such cases, the redshift is

evidently uncertain. Measured QSO redshifis range from = 0' 1 to > 4' Note that

nuclei of many galaxies at still lower redshifts contain objects that (apart from their

Iow redshifts aIId modest luminosities) are essentially identical to QSOs. For his-

torical reasons, these are usually called actiue galactic nuclei (or ' more specifically'

Type 1 Seyfert Nuclei) and are not considered to be "true" QSOs'

In addition to the broad emission lines, many QSOs (particularly those with

large redshifts) have a host of narrow absorption lines' The most common lines are

du" to hyd.ogen Lyo, but the UV resonance lines of cosmically abundart heavy ions

(".g., C"3, Mg*l) are also often detected. These lines almost alwavs have redshifts

ihut u." -.,"h smaller than the emission-line redshift. They are believed to be

produccd in intervening galaxies or intergalaclic gas clouds'

Although the spectral-energy distributions of some QSOs have been studied

in considerable detail, most have only very limited data available (typically UBV

magnitudes and colors). Radio-selected QSOs have radio flux densities at several

ft.fu"nci"" and a radio spectral index (o) also available The radio flux densities

axe given in Janskys (Jy) or mrlli-Janskys (mJy), where 1 Jy = 10-26 Watts m-2

Hr-i. Th" spectral index is defined by S(v)av-' , where S is the flux density at a

frequency tr.

Themostex tens iveandrecentcompi la t ionsofQSosandthe i rbas icproper .
t iesareHewi t tandBurb idge(1987)andV6ron-Cet tyandV6ron(1989) .Agood
introduction to the basic phenomenology of QSOs is given by weedman (1986).

10.4 SOURCES CATEGORIZED BY WAVELENGTH REGION

10.41 Radio-sourcePositionalCalibrators

The list of 233 radio-source positions, given in ?De Astronomical4lmanoc' is from

Argue er ol. (1984). This list was compiled by a working group under IAU commis-

sion 24 as a first step in defining u 
"u"log 

of extragalactic objects that have both

radio and optical counterparts. -Jo"itioo" l" ttt" li"t were compiled from a number of

previously published catalogs. 
'-fhe origin of right ascension is- defined bv the right

ascension ol 1226!o23 (3C2738) at epoch J2000 0, 12h26^O616997 ' as computed by

Kaplan el al. (1982), and based on the 81950 0 position determined for the source

by Hazard et al. (7971). An indication of a position's uncertainty is given by the

nurnber of digits in the tabulated coordinatesl the end figures may be subject to

revision. The column headed 5569" gives the flux density in Janskys at 5 GHz'

Fluxes of manv of the sources vary' however, and the tabulated flux is meant to

serve onlv as a rough guide.
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10.42 Radio-Fluxcalibrators

The calibration of radio-source flux densities, in absolute terms, is an essential palt

of observational radio astronomy. The basic absolutc calibration requires the use of

small antennas, the gain of which can be theoretically calculated or measured (so1

Findlay, 1966). Such small antennas can be used only to determine the flux dcnsities

of the strongest three radio sources (Ctrs A, Cyg A, and Tau A). These sources are

unsuitable for the calibration of large antennas, particularly at high hequencies.

since they all have finite sizes and are all partially resolved. It is therefore necessnry

to have a list of secondary calibrators, the flux densities of which are deternrirred

with reference to ihe strongest sources as primary standards. The flux densitios

of the sources given in ?[e Astronomical Almanac have been determined in this

manner.
The data in the table were taken from Baars et aL. (1977) and derived in t,lie

following manner:

(1) The absolute spectrum of Cas A, rvith its secular rate of decrease taken into
account, was derived for epoch 1980.0 between frequencies of 300 NIHz arrd
30 GHz.

(2) The absolute spectra of Cyg A and Tau A were derived from direct rncir"
surements and from measurements of the ratios of their flux densitv to that
of Cas A.

(3) An accurate spectrum for the somewhat weaker source Vir A was estalr
lished from direct, accurate ratios of its flux density to those of Cas A arrcl
cvg A.

(4) This Vir A spectrum was used as a basis for obtaining accurate rclativc
spectra of the sources in the table, these sources being suitable for routirtc
calibration of flux densities.

Onlv three sources are suitable for the calibration of interferometers and sytr-
thesis telescopes-3c48, 3C147 and 3C286 (the positions for these are taken fiotrr
Elsmore and Ryle, 1976). Some other sources may need a correction for angulat'
size when used with the largest single antennas at high frequencies, but sinct'tltc
sizes are well-known, the correction is easy to apply.

It must be emphasized, first, that the given flux densities cover a rangc ftortr
400 MHz to 22 GHz extrapolation beyond this range is dangerous. Second. :rl-

though these sources have "normal" spectra, characteristic of tra[sparent sJ'll-
chrotron sources, some do contain compact, opaque components that may be vnri-
able. For example, 3C48 appears to show some variability at a level betwecn I

percent around 1.6 GHz and 30 percent around 20 GHz (Perley and Crane, 1985).
3C147 shows variations in its structure on mill iarcsecond scales (Preuss el o1.. 198J)
and its f lux density is also variable (Simon el ol., 1983, Andrew e, al., 1981). Accu-
rate calibrations of flux density measurements should make use of several sources
from the table, so that such effects may be detected and allowed for.
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10.43 X-Ray Sources

The X-ray sources given in The Astronomical Almanac rvere selected from those

having optical, raclio, or infrarcd counterparts listed in an unpublished Cotologue

of X-Rag Positions (Dolan, 1983). The master list of sources in this srtrvcy file

is available on magnetic tape froru the Astronomical Data Center. Mail Code 633,

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, lUD, 2077l Access to the cat-

alog is also available through electronic mail via Bitnet at W3WH\\IIaSCFNIVS

or via SPAN at NSSDCA::WARREN The original references for the position and

identification of each source are contained in the notes to the catalog

Three general surveys of X-ray sources are the 4U catalog (Forman el al , 1978)

the 24. catalog (Cooke el ol., 1978), and the lH catalog (\trrood el al . 198'1) The

aources in these catalogs are dcsignated by their X-ray location in the equatorial

coordinate systen (equator and equinox 1950 0). The locations are given as right

ascension in hours and minutes and declination in degrees or dcgrees and tenths, and

are prefixed by the satellite initial letter and the edition nunrber of the catzrlog (4U

: Fourth Uhuru catalog; 2,A = Second Ariel catalog: lH : Filst HEAO-1 catalog)'

Hence, 4U1656*35, 241655+353, and 1H1656*354 all designate the samc source

in the three difierent catalogs.

The nomenclature of X-ray source designations is confusing' primarily for his-

torical reasons. The brightest sources in the X-rav region are designated by constel-

lation in order of discovery The letters XR (Friedman et al ' 1967) or X (Giacconi

et at., 1967) are appended and followed by a number. Thus, Cyg XR-1 and Cyg

X-l are the same source Certain sources in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds

receive the sane designation \\'ith LN'IC or SNIC instead of a constellation as a pre-

fix. Another comrnon usage designates sources by'galactic longitude and latitude

prefixed by the letters GX (Bradt el al., 1968). Still other sources are dcsignated

Ly prefixing the init ials of the discover's satell i te, institution' or name to ;r rrtnning

catalog number or a 1950.0 equatorial position. IAU Contrnission 48 decided in

1976 that no scheme of nomenclature t'as preferred over alr.v other rvhen referring

to sources designated in more than one system. The discoverl'designatiorl is used irt

The Astronomical Almanac. Wheu no discovery designation is listed' the sorrrce is

always referred to by the common name of the ideniified courltcrpart The IAU rec-

ommende<l in 1983 that sources newly discovered after that date be designated by

their X-ray position in right ascellsion and declination in thc equatorial coordinate

system of 1950.0.
Tabulated positions are based on published positions of identified courlterparts

The (2-6) keV flux, in units of 10-lr erg 
"m-2s 

I (10 rawattm 2), is taken from

the 4U catalog. For sources with variable X-ray intensities, the maximum observed

flux from the 4U catalog is tabulated. The tabulated magnitude is the optical

magnitude of the counterpart in the y filter, unless marked by an asterisk' in

which case the B magnitude is given' Variable magnitude objects are denoted by
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V for these objects the tabulatcd rrragnitude pertairrs to maxirnuln brightlcss

Codes specifying the class of obiects to $'hich the identi l led courrterpart belorrgs

are explained at the eucl of the table.
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11CHAPTER

Computational Tech niq ues

by R.L. Duncombe

11.1 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING TECHNIQUES

In this section we will examine several computing techniques of special relevance to
astronomical calculation. For a more general treatment, see textbooks on computing
methods and numerical analysis. A short note on elementary computing principles

is also included 1n Interpolation and Allietl Tables, which covers the sources of mis-

takes, the nature of checks, and the nature and effect of the inevitable errors due to

rounding-ofi and other causes, These topics, although of fundamental importance,

a,re not discussed here.
An important principle of computation is that the data used determincs the

maximum precision of a calculation. This precision can be reduced by poor comput-
ing-for example, by a poor choice of formula or by the failure to retain an adequate

number of figures in the intermediate stages but it can never be increased. Gen-

erally no simple relation exists between the errors (absolute or relative) of the final

result and of the data, though a relation can readily be seen numerically by follow-

ing through the calculation step by step, and often geometrically. It is misleading

to quote a result to more figures than is justified by the data on which it is based,

and it is erroneous to do so if an inadequate number of figures have been retained

in the intermediate stages.
Retaining more figures than necessary is a waste of effort if it significantly

increases the work involved. In some operations, however, especially in those done

on a computer or a personal computer, extra figures involve very little additional

work; but in other operations, an extra figure may require a more elaborate formula

or extra word length, resulting in much more additional work. A suitable number of

figures is that which offers the greatest convenience consistent with the building-up

error, due to accumulation of rounding-ofis, not exceeding the error of the data;

this must be judged in relation to each calculation.

541
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Figure 11.1.1
Spherical triangle

Mathematical formulas, if correct, adequately give a desired precision in the

result; but they may be inefficient, inconvenient, and misleading. One exanplc is

the inefficiency of determining a small angle ftom its cosine; for a stated precision of

angular measurement the number of decimals in the cosine is inversely propol i ional

to the angle; and for a fixed number of decimals in the cosine (the rrsual and

convenient case) the precision obtainable decreases as the angle decreases. Cortsidcr,

for example, the formula for the third side of a spherical triangle, (Figure 11 1 1)

given two sides and the included angle,

cos a = cos bcos c + sin r, sin c cosA = z, ( | | . ] - r )

in which c is to be determined from measured values of D, c, and,4. Wht'l a js

small, it can be found to the same precision as the data only by the apparentll'

incorrect procedure of retaining more decimals in each trigonometric fuuctiorl ou

the right-hand side (z) of the equation than the data appear to justify. This is

legitimate because both b - c and, A must be small so that their cosines ate knowu

to extra figures. There are circumstances, however, in which the inconvettiurce "[
such a procedure is outweighted by other factors.

The apparent failure of a mathematical formula should not be confused with

real geometrical limitations of precision. In the spherical triangle ABC,

sinasinB = sin b sinA = -t,

s in4cosB =  cosrs inc  s inbcosccosA =  ) ;

(l | . l-2)
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both x and y are small (y by the cancellation of two nearly equal components) if n is
small. It is not legitimate here to use extra figures in the trigonometric functions in r
and y, and B can be found with a precision only proportional to cosec a1 this precision

is, however, clearly adequate to fix the point C (from BA). Similar arguments hold
for the angle C. Neither B nor C can individually be determined as precisely as b.
c, or A; but the sum B + C can be so determined, as may be seen from gcometric

considerations and from the eauation

cot  l (8+ o = 'o '  i1 l* ' l  on lo.
2  COS; \D  -  c )  z

(  l  l . l - 3 )

Important problems in astronomy may require the sum (or difference) of tu.o angles
to be known more precisely than is possible with either (for example. the elenlents

of a planetary orbit); therefore, great care is required in handling them. The rec-
ommended method is to determine one of the angles and then treat it as cxact in

finding the other, which must not be found independently.

Although there may be some uncertainty of prccision in determining an angle,

there should be no uncertainty of quadrant. This can always be achieved by ade-

quate choice of formulas. For examplc, the following formulas for the solution of a

spherical triangle, in which two sides and the included angle are given, are alrvays

adeouate if the sides are less than 180'.

sin a sin B = sin b sin A =x,

s inacosB =  cosbs inc  -  s in rcosccosA =y ,

cosn =  cosbcosc  +  s inDs inccosA = ; ,

sina cos C = sin b cos c - costsinccosA,

s i n a s i n C = s i n c s i n A .

( r  r . l -4 )

The check ,2 +y2 +22 - I = 0 is useful. The sign of z determines tho quildrant

of a, and the signs of .r and y that of B; similarly with C.

In astronomical problems, the sides and angles of triangles on thc celestial

sphere may be of any magnitude, and it is undesirable to solve them by methods

that restrict the sides to arcs less than 180". The preceding general formulas are

all valid for triangles with sides of any length, and may be applied immediately t'o

the general triangles of spherical astronomy without any restriction to values less

than 180'. Ftrthermore, to make the solution determinate, it is only necessary to

find the algebraic sign of both the sine and the cosine of each arc or angle that may

exceed 180' to fix the quadrants in which they lie. Any of the cases of the general

triangle is determinate when, in addition to the three given paxts, the algebraic sign

of the cosine of one of the required parts is also given. In most practical problems
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Table 11,1,1
Precision of Angle and Number of Decimals Ior Trigonometric
Functions

l ' ,  =0.00029 1" =0.00007
' l '  =0.0000048 G1 =7 x 10 6

0 l l  =5  x  10  7  0 :01  =7  x  1O-7
0101=5  x  10 -o  09001=7  x  10 -8

0001 =0134 = 1i4
x  10  6  =o t2  =0 :014
x 1o-7 = ol02 =coo14
x 1o-8=o:oo2=0:00014

the conditions of the problem supply this sign. In general triangles the utmost care

should be taken to specify unambiguously the direction of measurement of angles

and arcs.
Collectively, the preceding formulas are sufficient for the solution of the general

triangle without restriction on the rnagnitudes of the parts, but, in practice, the
additional formulas

cosA = - cos B cos C + sin B sin Ccos a,

sinA cos, = cos B sin C + sin B cos Ccos a,

sinA cos c = sinB cos C + cos B sin Ccos 4,

sinAcotB = sinccot, - cosccos./4

sinA cot C = sinbcotc - cos bcosl^, (  11.1-5)

are very useful. (Collected formulas are given in Table 11.3.1 p. 550.)
In practice, the trigonometric functions of r, c, and ,4 are taken out with a

number of decimals depending on the precision of the data, and the capacity of the
calculating machine to be used. Table 11.1.1 gives corresponding precisions of angle
and number of decimals.

If no additional work is involved, it is clearly advantageous to use more decimals
than the precision warrants, since the effect of rounding-off errors is then much
reduced. For instance, seven decimals give just sufficient coverage for data known
to about 0'.'02 and for results to be rounded off to 011; but interpolation in eight-
flgure tables &t interval 1" ofiers little, if any, more dificulty than interpolation irr
seven-figure tables at interval 10", and eight decimals can be used with little extra
work.

In the solution of Equations 11.1 4 and 11.1 5, a is found either from cosa =:

or from sina = (l+y2)l/2, whichever is the smaller. Assuming a is less than 180o, the
ambiguity of the second formula is resolved according to the sign of z. I is found
from

t - r=  I
v

or cot  B =1,
x
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Table 11.1.2
The Method of Inverse Use
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0. 45. 90. 1350 180. 225. 270. 3150 360"

v
Ian or cot
D o t C a r c

according to which ratio is less than unity. The quadrant is determined by the signs
of .r and1, since, if a is less than 180', sina is positive.

llost trigonometric tables are arranged semiquadrantally, with dircct (D) and
complementary (C) arguments. The Table 11.1.2 shows the method of inverse use
in finding B. There is no difficulty in systematic computation.

The range of precision of the inverse determination of an angle frorn its sine (or
cosine) and tangent (or cotangent) is indicated in Table 11.1.3. The tabl<r is arranged
to show the range of angle for which the alternative trigonometric function should
be used, and gives the error in the angle corresponding to an enor of I x 10-6 in
the function.

The technique of inverse interpolation, referred to briefly in Section 11.23. is a
powerful tool in the solution of transcendental equations and of equations in which
the algebraic solution is complicated. The fundamental principle of such methods
Iies in the tabulation of a discriminant, deflned so that it attains a predetermined
value (usually zero) when the original equation is satisfied, and the calculation of
the unknown argument corresponding to the predetermined value of the discrimi-
nant by the process of inverse interpolation. Although these methods rr)a! involve
more calculation than direct methods, they have two considerable advantages. First,
they are usually independent of theoretical developments, of anl. approximations
that may be necessary in such developments, and of extrapolations. Second, the

Tab le  11 .1 .3
Range of Precision of the Inverse Delermination of an Anole

+ + + +
+ +

lan cot cot tan tan cot cot tan col
D C D C D C D C D

Errors c-orresponding lo 0. 45"
1 x 10-o in tunclion 180" 225.

90. 135" 1800
270. 315" 360"

Use funclion
Error in angle
Use function
Error in angle

sin
o]2 0:29

tan

cos
0':2

cot
s014

cos sin
0t29 0';2

col lan

(11 .1-6)
0:014 0:014
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correctness of the calculations and of the required answer, and the precision of that

answer, a.re directly under the control of the computer. Illustrations of the use of

these methods are to be found in the preceding sections, particularly in the calcu-

lation of the local circumstances of eclipses (Section 8.23) and the derivation of the

times of moonrise and moonset (Section 9.3).

The availability of high-speed computers has changed the relative importance

to be attached to the various factors entering into a computation. It is no Ionger

desirable to restrict the amount of calculation to a minimum: many repetitions of

a simple iteration a.re often preferable to a more sophisticated direct calculation.

In particula.r, many of the transformations of coordinates a.rising in astronomy can

be efficientlv handled by the direct use of the accurate formulas, instea<i of by

approximate series expressions, These often involve multiplying a colurnn matrix

representing the direction cosines by a transformation matrix, as is done, for exarrr-

ple, for the correction for precession and nutation. Close attention to the precision of

computation is generally unnecessary, since many extra figures can be kept without

any extra work.

Although such machines are used for the computation of the data in The As-

tronomi.cal Almanac, thev may not be generally available to all users. The previous

remarks on the techniques of computation, therefore, are included to facilitate cir

cumstances in which desk calculating machines are used.

Computing techniques adapted to electronic hand-held, desktop, or larger com-

puters axe given in most modern texts on computing (see Hildebrand, 1987 and

Press el al., 1986).

1 1.2 INTERPOLATION AND SUBTABULATION

1 1.21 Introduction and Notation

The interpolation methods described in this section, together with the accompany-

ing tables, are usually sufrcient to interpolate to full precision the ephemerides in

The Astronomi,cal Almanac. Additional notes, formulas and tables are given in the

booklets Interpolation and. Allied' Tables arld Subtabulation and in many textbooks

on numerical analysis. It is recommended that interpolated values of the Moon's

right ascension, declination, and horizontal parallax be derived from the daily poly-

nomial coefficients that are provided for this purpose in The Astronomical Almanac'

The term /, denotes the value of the funciion /(l) at the time t = t0 +pft, where

, is the interval of tabulation, t6 is a tabular argument' and P = (t - l0) / , is kno$/n

as the interpolating factor, The notation for the difierences of the tabular values ls

shown in Table 11.21.1; it is derived from the use of the central-difference operator

6, which is defined by:

6 fo=fo* rn- fp - t tz . (rl.2r-r)
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Tab le  11 .21 .1
Ditferences in Tabular Arguments
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Argument Function Diflerence
lst 2rd srd 4th

t 1

I-z
6-an

6  - t p

o'-ltz

6t

04,2

d5

A2

to fo
6tp

t+t l+l
6gtz

6vz = fi fo
a 6 = 0 1 2 - o - 1 1 2

= 1 1  _ 2 f o + f  1
6 3 + 6 ? = ! 2 - f i - l o + f  1

a?'r= a? - aB
= f2 -3h +3fo _ f-1

6 t=61p -63 !2
= f2 - 411 +6fo 4f_t + f z

6t+61 = fs 3fz+2f1 +2lo -Bf _1 + ! 2

The symbol for the function is usually omitted in the notation for the differences.
Tables are given for use with Bessel's interpolation formula for p in the range 0 to
+1. The differences may be expressed in terms of function values for convenience in
the use of programmable calcularors or compul ers.

p = the interpolating factor = (r - 16) I (tt - td = (t - td / h

1 1 .22 Interpolation Formulas

Bessel's interpolation formula in this notation is

f p = f o + p6n + 82(63 + 6I + h51D + B46t + 6!) +...,

where

\1r .21-2)

(r1.22-r)

8 2 = p @ - l ) / 4 ,

Bz=p@-u( , - ) )  t , ,

Ba = (p + 1)p@ - 1)(p - 2) | 48. (tr.22-2)

The maximum contribution to the truncation error of /r, tor 0 < p < 1, from

neglecting each order of difference is less than 0.5 in the unit of the end figure of

the tabular function if 62 < 4, 63 < 60, 6a < 20, and 65 < 5oo.
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tl1.22-3)

Everett's interpolation formula in this notation is

f o = fs + p6y2 + fiafi + fi,a1. + fia[ + fial. +...,

where 4 = -p(p - l)(p - 2) / 6,

4=e,+1)p@-1) /6 ,
4= -@+r)p(p, r)(p - 2)(p - 3) |  120,

4 = @ + 2)(p + l)p(p - t)(p - 2) / r20.

LaGra.nge's interpolation formula to second order in this notation rs

(rr.224)

(rr.22-s)

This formula has the advantage that the interpolation can be done entirely in terms

of the functional values. The disadvantages are that the coefficients are required

to the sarne number of significant figures as the function, and that the number of
r,'alues of the function to use in any pa.rticular case is not easily determined without
knowing the size of the difierences.

'1 1.23 Inverse Interoolation

Inverse interpolation to derive the interpolating factor p, and hence the time, for
which the function takes a specified value /, is carried out by successive approxi-
mations. The first estimate D, is obtained from

rhis varue orp is used,, "ri:"::-,':':::' ,, r.,rrom the.,,,,..,t:i;:ll
otherwise, and hence an improved estimate ofp from

p = pt 82t63 + 6l)5t/2. (  r  1.23-2)

This last step is repeated until there is no further change in 82 or p; the effects of
higher-order differences may be taken into account in this step.

1 'l .24 Polynomial Representations

It is sometimes convenient to construct a simple polynomial representation in the
form

t = t -, (io' - )r) . r*' - p2) + r, ()t . )r)

fp = ao + a1p + a2p2 + a3p3 + a4Po + "' , (rr.24-r)
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which may be evaluated in the nested form

f p = \\(aap + a1lp + a2lp + a tlp + ao (r r.24_2)

Expressions for the coefficients ao, at, elc,) may be obtained from Stirlinq's inter_
polation formula, neglecting fifth-order differences:
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qo = fo,

a1  =  (6112+ 6-1p)  l2  -  a3 ,

a z = 6 3 / 2 - a q , ( 11 )/--\ \

a3 = @i,.+ 6',r,) / 12,

u q = 6 4 1 2 + '

This is suitable for use in the range -l /2 < p ! +l /2, and it may be adequate
in the range -2 < p < 2, but it should not normally be used outside this range.
Techniques are available in the literature for obtaining polynomial representation
that give smaller errors over similar or larger intervals. The coefficients may be
expressed in terms of function values rather than differences.

Economized polynominals, such as Chebyshev, provide efficient and accurate
expressions that may be easily evaluated with a small computer. The coefficients a;
of the Chebvshev expansion

, ao \-. --
I t = - ; +  )  a i t t \ x ) (t t  ) / ,- .4\

are computed for prescribed time spans, where /, is the function represented, Z;(x) is
the Chebyshev polynomial of the i-th degree, and x is the normalized time variable.
To evaluate a Chebyshev expansion, it is necessary to normalize the time variable
on the interval for which the series is valid. Attempts to use these series beyond
the specified time intervals for which they are valid will produce erroneous results.
An application of Chebyshev polynomials may be found in Section 5.5. Further
information is given in Lanczos (1956) and Fox and Parker (1972).

11.3 PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

In astronomical problems, the sides and angles of triangles on the celestial sphere
rnay be of any magnitude, and it is undesirable to solve them by methods that
restrict the sides to arcs less than 180'. The general formulas given in Table 11.3.1
are valid for triangles v/ith sides of any length, and may be applied immediately to



Table 11.3'l
Formulas lor Plane and Spherical Triangles

fihe angles of the triangle are denoted by A, B, C; the opposite sides, by a, b, c. Other formulas may
be obtained by cyclic changes of A, B, C and a, b, c.\

Plane Triangle Spherical Triangle

a s i n B = b s i n A

acosB=c-bcos ,4

* = b 2 + € - z b c c o s A

a c o s C = b - c c o s A

a s i n C = c s i n A

s i n l ( a + C ) = c o s ; , 4

c o s l ( B + c ) = s i n ; A

as in  l (a  -  q=@ c)cos lA

acos l(a - c) = (b + c) sin ;,4
s = ( a + b + c )

l = ( s -ax -bxs -c ) / s
Area=sf= ;bcs in /4

bcsin2 ;,4 = (s - bxs - c)

bccosz lA = s(s a)

tan12A=t t (s -a )

sin a sin I = sin bsin A

sin acos B = cos bsin c - sin bcos c cos A

cos a = cos rcos c+ sin bsin ccos A

sin a cos C = sin bcos c - cos bsin ccos A

sin a sin C = sin csin A

cos !asln |{a+ O = cos ,Acos l(b c)

cos !acos !{a* c) = sin ;/4cos }(b + c)

sin ;asin l(B - c) = cos ]/sin ](b c)

sin ]acos ] (B - c) = sin lr sin I (b + c)

s = l ( a + b + c )

/rP = sin(s - a)sin(s - b)sin(s - c)sin s

A r e a = / 4 + 8 + C - 1 8 0 "

sin bsin csin2 ;/ = sin(s - b)sin(s c)

sin Dsin ccos2 1,4 = sin 6sin(s - a)

t a n l A = m / s i n ( s - a )

Additional Formulas Right-angled Triangle: A = 90'

sln 4sin b = sin Bsin a

sin 4 sin c = sin Csin a

cos acos B = sin acotc - sin Bcot C

cos acos C = sin acol b sin Ccot B

cos bcosA = sin bcotc - sin 4cot C

cos ccosA = sin ccot b - sin /4 cot B

s= t (A+B+C l
M2= cos(S A)cos(S - B)cos(S - C) / cos s

sin Bsin Csin2 l€ = - cos Scos(S -,,4)

sin Bsin ccos2 ;a = cos(S - B)cos(S - C)

tan la = cos(S - ,4) / M

sin asin B = sin b

sin a cos I = cos b sin c

cos a = cos bcos c

sin acos C = sin bcos c

sin asin C = sin c

sin Bcos a = cos bcos C

cos B = cos bsin C

sin Bcos c = cos C

sin Bsin c = sin bsin C

tan a = tan bsec C

tan a = tan csec B

cosa=cotBcotC

tan b = sin ctan I

tan c = sin b tan C
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Table 11,3,1, continued
Formulas for Plane and Spherical Triangles
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Ouadrantal Triangle: a = 90o

s i n A s i n D = s i n B

sin A cos t = cos Bsin C

cos,4 = cos Bcos C

sin,4 cos c = sin Bcos C

s i n , 4 s i n c = s i n C

sin bsin,4 = sin B

sin bcosA = - cos B cOS c

cos b = cos Ssin c

sin bcos C = cos c

sin bsin C = sin Esin c

tan A = tan B sec c

tan ,4 = tan Csecb

cosA = - cot bcot c

tan B = sin Ctan b

tan c = sin Btan c

Spherical Triangle in Whlch b ls Small

a  -  c  =  -bcos  A +  !Gcotcs inzA+ .

B sin C = +bA + LF col csin 2A +. .

1 8 0 "  C , 4 = + b c o t  c s i n A +  I F ( 1 + 2 c o t 2 c ) s i n 2 4 +  .

the general triangles of spherical astronomy without any restriction to values less
than 180". Furthermore, to make the solution determinate, it is only lecessary to
find the algebraic sign of both the sine and the cosine of each arc or angle that may
exceed 180o, to fix the quadrants in which they lie. Any of the cases of the general

triangle is determinate when, in addition to the three given parts, the algebraic sign
of the sine or the cosine of one of the required parts is also given. In most practical
problems it happens that the conditions of the problem supply this sign. In general

triangles the utmost care should be taken to specify unambiguously the direction

of measurement of anqles and alcs.

Figure 11.3.1
Arc of circle
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In Figure 11.3.1 the arc P/P subtends the small angle b, measured in radians,
r is the radius and PR is perpendicular to OP at R. The radius of the circle times
the angle subtended in radians equals the arc length, hence r x b = ptp-

When D is small enough that P/R approximates p/p then sinb = p/R / r and
b= PtP I r. Thus, sinD = b and, tanb = b.If in the small angle of D radians there are

4 minutes of arc (4'), then sin 4/ = 4 sin l'.

11.4 MATRIXAND VECTOR TECHNIQUES

11.41 Rotation of Axes Using Matrices

In practical computations it is often necessary to change the orientation of reference
frames. Given a right-handed system of rectangular coordinates x, y, z, and rotating
the system positively through the angle i about the x-axis, the new coordinates x/.
y/, z/ are related to the original coordinates by

x ' = y ,

y /  = / c o s i + z s i n i ,

z, = _t sin i + zcos i.

In matrix notation this becomes (.t,,),,2,) = (x,:y, z)p(i), where

( l 1 . 4 1 - l )

(t r.4r-2)

Similarly, for a positive rotation j about the y-axis, (.r/, y/, z/) = (r ,1, z)e|), where

o0= (  l  l .4 l -3 )

Again, for a positive rotation,t about the z-axis, (xt,y,,2t)= (x,y,z)R(t), where

- sinr 0l
cos t  0J .

0  l J
( l1 .4r4)

The equation for two positive rotations may be written as

f r  0  0 I
P( ,  =  

l 0  cos i  - s i n t l .

l0 s in i  cosi  I

I cosj 0 sinj'l

l0  r  0 l
l -s in j  0  cos jJ

fcos kn(t) = 
l,int

(xt ,  yt ,2t) = (x,y,7)P(i)QQ), (rr.4't-s)
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where the matrix product is

JbJ

f i | .414)

For three successive positive rotations (i), (j), (k) about the l-, )_, and z_axes,
respectively, (at,yt,7t) = (x,y, z)p(i)0u)R(k). and the matrix product is

f cosj cos /< _ cosj sin & sin i I
P()Qa\Rrk') = 

| 
sin i sini cos k + cos i sin t - sin i sin j sin t + cos i cos [ -sinicosj l.

| - cos isinjcos,t + sin lsint cos i sinj sin t + sin i cos t 
"o, 

i"or; J
(11 .4 t1 )

This case comprises a rotation (i) about the.r_axis, a rotation (,1) around the
new position of the y-axis, and a rotation (t) around the final position of the z-axis.

The matrix denoting any number of rotations can be derived by multiplication
following the precepts below.

Two matrices A and B form the product AB, where the superscript indicates
the row and the subscript indicates the column.

.  (  l  1 .41-9)

11.42 Spherical Coordinates Using Vectors

Consider a triangle ABC (Figure 11.1.1) scribed on the surface of a sphere of unit
radius whose center is denoted by O. Each side cbc is a portion of a great circle
defined by BOC = a, AOC = b. and AOB = c.

A is the angle between the planes BOA and COA, B is the angle between the
planes AOB ar'd COB, and C is the angle between planes AOC arld BOC.

Take l, m, n, as nonorthogonal unit vectors along OA, OB, and OC respectively.
The cross product I x m is a vector of magnitude sin c directed orthogonally to the
plane AOB. In the same manner, the cross product I x n is a vector of magnitude
sin& orthogonal to AOC. A is the angle between these two vectors.

I cosj 0 sinj 
'l

Pt i tQQt= 
|  

s in is in j  . : ' i  -s in icos j  
|  

.
L - cos I sln stn I cos icosj I

lai 4 attl lbi bt, bll
A=la i  q i  a3l .  B=lb l  b i  b3l .  ( i l ,4r  8)

Lal a3, al J lol u1, ut, )

I  
qibl + at bl + at a3, alo) + a)ur, + at u3, alut,  + a)a! + a\u]1

AB = | 
qlbl + olbl + albl olotr+ alo] + alu] alot, + alul + aluj I

Lolol+t3rtl+a3,b] alot, + alb?, + ai,b3, ,tu1+a)tl+a]o])
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The dot product of these two vectors is

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

(r1.42-t\

(  1 1  4 ) - )  r

(  I  I  L ) _ \ l

(tr.424)

( l  x  m). ( l  x  n)  = s incs inbcosA

= t . [ m x ( l x n ) ]

= l  l l (m.n)  -  n( l  .m) l

= (m. n) - (l . n)(t . m)

= cos a - cos bcos <,

cos 4 = cos, cos c + sin b sin ccosA.
which gives

Similar equations for cos b and cos c are easily obtained.
From the definition of the vector product. we find

srnA =
l l xn l  l l xn l

l - l [m, l ,n]  + m[,1,  n] l
sin D sin c

l l ,m,n l
sin D sin c'

sinA sinB sin C
sinc sinb sin c

Thus,

Other formulas of spherical trigonometry (see Table 11.3.1) may be obtaincd
from the two above.

Another application ofvectors to the solution of a problem in spherical trigonour-
etry concerns transforming the coordinates of a star from right ascension (a) and
declination (6) to ecliptic longitude (,\) and latitude (B).

Given the triangle EQS (Figure 11.42.1) on a sphere of unit radius with ccntcr
at O, Q is the pole of the celestial equator, E is the pole of the ecliptic, and S is tlrc
stax.

The side EQ is the obliquity of the ecliptic (€), the side eS is 90" - d, and thc
side ES is 90'-d. Two great circles passing through E and Q, each being orthogonal
to side ES, intersect the equator and ecliptic planes at the vernal equinox. Then the
angle EQS = 90' + o, and the angle SEQ = 90. - ,\.

Using these quantities the problem is easily solved by the equations previously
derived:

sinB = s in d cos € -  cos6sinasine,

cos Bcos ) = cos d cos a,

cos B sin I = sin 6 sin 6 + cos d sin acos €. (rr.42-5)
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Figure 11.42,1
Triangle on unit sphere

The problem can also be solved by the use of vectors. Assume axes l,m,n
(forming the conventional right-handed triad) with I pointing to the vernal equinox
and n directed toward the north pole of the equator (@). Also assume the right-
handed triad u, v, w with u directed to the vernal equinox and w toward the pole
of the ecliptic (E).

Then

c55

u = l

v = m c o s € - n s l n €

w = m s i n € + n c o s € . (r r.42-6)

The components of OS projected onto the equatorial and ecliptic axes are

cos d cos a, cos 6 sin a, sin d,
cos B cos ̂ , cos B sin ) sin B,

Ieading to the original trigonometric equations.

11.43 SpecificCoordlnateTransformations

For geocentric spherical coordinates there are thus the four practical reference sys-
tems of:
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(1) Azimuth (A) is measured from the north through east in the plane of the
horizon, and altitude (a) measured perpendicular to the horizon. In as-
tronomy, the zenith distance (z = 90" - a) is more generally used, but the
altitude is retained in the formulas for reasons of symmetry.

(2) Hour angle (ft) is measured westward in the plane of the equator from the
meridian, and declination (6) is measured perpendicula.r to the equator,
positive to the north.

(3) Right ascension (a) is measured from the equinox eastwaxd in the plane of
the equator, and declination (6) is measured perpendicular to the equator,
positive to the north.

(4) Longitude ()) is measured from the equinox eastward in the plane of the
ecliptic, and latitude (B) is measured perpendicular to the ecliptic, positive
to the north.

Formulas for transforming equatorial right ascension and declination to ecliptic

longitude and latitude may be written using direction cosines (unit vectors) and

frotation matrices) as follows:

(1,1.43-t)

The  i nve rse  l r ans fo rma l i on ,  us ing  [R . ]  l o  deno te  l he  ro l a t i on  ma t r i x .  i s

(1r.43-2)

The transformations correspond to simple rotations about the x-axis through
e, which is the obliquity of the ecliptic corresponding to the particular equator and
ecliptic used.

Tlansformation from right ascension/declination to Iocal hour angle/declination
may be carried out by substitution of

ft = local sidereal time - o.

The two systems are identical apart from the origin and direction angular mea-
surement. The transformation may also be considered as a rotation about the axis
perpendicular to the equatorial plane and positive in the direction of the North
Pole. Thus,

f  cos6cos.\ ' l  I l  0 0 I  fcos6coso' l
l cos ls in l  |  =  l0  cos /  s in r  I  l cos6s ino  l .
I  s ind  I  l0  -s in r  cos '  I  I  s ind  l

fcos li cos ,\ I fcos d cos o'l

l cos t i s i n )  |  
=Ln . l - '  

l cos6s ino  I .
I  s i nB  I  L  s in6  l

f cosdcosh ]  f  cos r ,  s i n r ,  0 l  f cosbcosa l
l cosds inh  l  =  l - s i n r r  cos t r  0 l  l cosds ino  l .
I  s i nd  . l  L  0  0  l l  L  s ins  I
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where t, is the local sidereal time.

tansformation of local hour angle/declination to azimuth/altitude involves a
rotation of the reference frame through an angle 90" -@ in the plane of the meridian,
where { is the geocentric latitude, followed by a rotation about the new vertical bv
180'. Thus,

In this transformation the diagonal matrix is its own inverse and, if [R6] denotes
ihe  ro ta t ion  in  the  mer id ian  p lane w i th  inverse .  lhen

( r 1.43-s)

and

\r1.43-4)

The corresponding equatorial rectangula,r coordinates and distance are denoted

by X, Y, Z, and R for the Sun and by {, q, (, arrd A for the planets; they are derived

from the soherical coordinates bv the formulas:

(11.43-:7)

Geocentric ecliptic rectangular coordinates are rarely (if ever) used.

For heliocentric coordinates there axe only the two practical reference systems

the equatorial and the ecliptic. In the equatorial system only rectangular coor-

dinates are used. The relationships between the ecliptic rectangular coordinates

(x",y",u), the ecliptic longitude, latitude, and distance (l,b,r), and the equatorial

rectangular coordinates (x,y, z) arc

f cosacosAl  f - t  0  0 ' l  f  s ino  0  -cosd l  
fcos6cos l l

l cosas inA l=10  
- l  0 l l  0  I  0  l l cosds inn l .  ( i l . 43 -4 )

I  s ina  I  L0  0  l . l  l cosd  0  s ind  I  I  s ind  I

I  s in/  0 cos/ l
tRdt  I= l  o  r  o  I

l - c o s @  0  s i n / l

f cosocos f l  [ - l  0  0 l  f cosacosA l
I cosd i i n i  |  

= tR , l  '  
|  0  - l  0 l  l cos4s inA  l .

I  s i n6  I  L0  0  l l L  s i na  I

X I
n 

o, -A = cos 0 cos a,

!  o ,  L = c o s d s i n o .
R A
ZC
R  

o r  -  = s l n d .

fx" = 'cos, cos / l  f ' l
l ) "  =  rcosbs in i  I  = tR . l  l y l .
Lr. = rsinb I Lz)

(11.43-3) (11.43-8)
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(r1.43-9)

The conversion from heliocentric to geocentric coordinates is performed in terms

of equatorial rectangular coordinates using

t=x+x '
7 1 = y + Y ,

e=z+z ' (11.43-10)

where X, Y, Z are lhe geocentric coordinates of the Sun.

The calculation of the spherical coordinates from the rectangular coordinates,

or from the known direction cosines, typified by

4 c o s 6 c o s o = { ,

4 c o s 6 s i n o = 4 ,

4 s i n 6 = ( , (11.43- l  l )

is performed by

t a n a = \ / € ,

A = ( € z + n 2 + ( 2 ) ,

co t r t=€ /q ,

s i n 6 = C / 4 . (rt.43-12)

The quadrant of a is determined by the signs of { and 4, and that of 6 by the sign

of (. 4 and A cos d a.re always positive. The formulas for a and 6 may be written
zts

lll trl

o = t a n  4 / C ,

= c o t - t e l I / ,

6 = s i n  r ( i  Z 1 ,

or arctan 4 / €,

or arccot € / ?,

o r  a rcs inC/4 , (11.43-13)

provided that the appropriate values, and not necessarily the principal values, ot

the multivalued functions are takel.
Many of the conversions above correspond to a simple rotation of the frame of

reference about one of its axes. These are special cases of the general conversion
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from a set of axes designated by x, y, z to a set designated by x', y/, 2,. The two
systems are connected by the formulas

x = h x '  + l z y '  + l z z t ,  x t  = h x + m r y + n t z ,

y  = mf i i  +  mzyt  + m3zt ,  y t= l2x+m2y+n22,

z =  n t x ' + n z y ' + n t z ' ,  z t  = b x + m 3 y + b 4 ( l 1.43-14)

where lr, ,n n nl; 12, m2, n2i and. \, m3, ry are the direction cosines of r', y,, 1, referred
to the system x, ), z. The direction cosines satisfy the relations typified by

r t+ml+nl=t ,
l 2 l + m 2 m 3 + n 2 n 3 = 0 ,

f t +P r+$= t ,

m t n t + n 2 n Z + m 3 n 3 = 0 . (11.43-rs)

These nine quantities can be expressed in terms of the Eulerian angles d, /, ry'
as

/r = +cos d cos d cos I - sin @ sin l,
l2 = - cos d cos d sintl.t - sin $ cos tlt,

/ 3 = + c o s d s i n d ,

mr = + sin dcos dcos ?y' + cos d sin y',

m2 = - sin d cos I sin / + cos /cos ry',

m3 =+sindsind,

nr  = -  s in  dcosl ,

,12 = + Sin d sin ly',

h = + cos 0. ( l 1.43-16)

In this case the conversion corresponds to a rotation / about the z-axis, d about
the new position of the y-axis, and ry' about the new (and final) position of the z-
axis. The transformation is equivalent to a single rotation about some line not in
general coincident with one of the axes; but such single rotations are not frequently
encountered in astronomical practice.
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11.5 NUMERICALCALCULUS

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

( | I . s l - 2 )

1 1 .51 Numerical Ditferentiation

Successive derivatives of a function are closely related to the successive orders of

difierences, Thus to obtain the exact expression for the derivatives in terms of

difierences it is necessary merely to difierentiate a.ny of the interpolation formulas
(see Section 11.2) as many times as required.

Difierentiation of Bessel's interpolation formula leads to

where fl denotes the value of df I dt at the point t = to + ph.

This formula is intended for use in the range 0 1!p I l; the maximum value of
the third-difference coeffcient is l/12 and occurs atp=0 and 1. At p= 11216"
formula reduces to

1 1

hJ ' r ,z  =  6 t .z -  -61 '  +  -a6 i '  -

Difierentiation of Stirling's interpolation formula leads to

- i
hf'o = pbx + pb( - 

e(t 
- 3pz)p6Jo + ... . ( 1 1 . 5 1  3 )

where, for example, pd! = i(63 vz+ 6i/2). This formula is intended for use in the
range -l /2 < p < I / 2; the maximum value of the coefficient of the mean third
difierence is I / 6 and occurs at p = 0. At p = I 1h" formula reduces to

hf'o= 116o !u8- |ua| 
- r l l 5 l - y ' \

The condition for a maximum or minimum is that /i = 0. For Stirling's formula
this condition may be expressed as:

-rro+*( l  -  sp2)p63

hfL= 6, , ,+ ; ( ,  - )  1602 + 6f1+ jo  -  a t*a i ) / j ! , , * ' . . ,  (n .sr - l )

( l l . 5 t - 5 )

This equation must normally be solved by successive approximations. The maxi-
mum contribution from the third difierence is | / 6 p6e I 63, and if this is negligible
p may be evaluated directly from

p=  - t r , 6o t6 i=  - ) -  a , t , r t o3 . ( l  r .5r-6)
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Table 11.51.1
Derivatives to an Order of l0
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Derivativss ai a Tabular Poinl Dedvatives at a Halfway Point

h!'o = p6o

tf t( = a,o

r , 3  ' = p d

h' t t  =6t

firE = utl
n6ft| =t$

h7r{ =p63

tf t{" = tB

rf t,i = ud|
rrlo{ = alo

- [eai . gerl
- gri + gaf

i,o| . #a,4 -
- *rB * zk63

Jaaj . 'gaa! -.
- iu3 * 1t6;o

$u$ . {autll -.
- Jalo + Sol'?

lrall * '

- . d d -  +

hf\p = 6ttz

t?!\lp - p61p

n3 /!,L = 6",,,

ha ff,z = p4tz

"  t  1 t2  
-  

"1 t2

na 1i," = psl,"

n7 til" = 4,2
ns tii2 = pt?,,

' '  t  1 t2  
-  " t2

n1o Jl," = paf,o

- $t1," + ffid1,"
- fiutl," * ffiual,"
- t01," * &6r.,,"
- {1utl," * ffiual,"
- fit'1.,," * ffits.,,"
- $vel," + ffiutl,o"
- fit;1,," + ffitll2
- tlual,o" * ffiuall"

6"1r2

- fiuall" * ..

In astronomical usage, the tetms uariation arrd motion are synonymous rvith
"derivative with respect to time," when qualified by an adjective defining the unit
of time, and are usually evaluated for the tabular points. The term seczlar aariation
usually implies a second derivative with respect to time.

The second derivative "f/ is obtained by differentiating the formulas for f,, for
Stirline's formula this leads to

and, when p = 0, tq

h ' fL=63+ppo i+  " ,

h' f ;=f i - rard**4-

( l  l .s  1-7)

(  I  l .5 l -8)

(r  l .5 l -9)

In terms of central differences, the derivatives to order 10 at the tabular point
and at the half-way point are listed in Table 11.51.1. Primes are used to denote
differentiation with respect to x. For example,

)2 )2
h'1fi = h2;rflo + ph = 

hrf e.

For higher derivatives the primes are replaced by italicized roman numerals, In
general formulas, "ff;r is used to denote the zth derivative of / with respect to r at
the point "ro +ph.
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The formulas in Table 11.51.1 may also be written by substituting for the dif-

ferences their values in terms of the function. Additional expressions for derivatives

in terms of the functional values are as follows:

t l
h f ' o  =  

i t f  t - f  t t  6 p b J I o + . . .
l t

=  
O(  f z+9 f r  - 8 f  t + f  )+  *u6 ' f o
l t

=  
*$z -9 fz+45 f r  

45 f  - t+9 f  z -J  ) -  *nu6 ' fo+ .
^ l

h ' f i  =  r f t  -  2 lo+  J .  t t  -  
u6 " fo+ . . .

l l
= 

OGfz+16f  r  30fo+16f  '  - . f  r )  +  
* :6o, fo

l  . ^ ^ "  I  , "=  
t S 0 , 2 / j  

- 2 7 f 2 + 2 7 O I t  4 9 0 1 0 + 2 1 0 [ - t  - 2 7 f  . r + 2 f  r ) -  5 6 0 ^ d / 0 + . . .
1

h f t , , ,  =  r f  .  f n r  -  : 6 r f  , , ,  +  .

l i -
=  

Ue fz+27 f  1  -21 f  0+  f  r )+  *16 ' f  uz  -  . . .

l  -  5  - , -= 
,r 

(9ft- r25f2+22s0f| 22sofo + r2sf -1 -9f )- 1ftr5' f  to+.
t 5

hz  I ' t '  ?  =  
2 ( l r - f t - f o+ I  t t  f i ubo l t t + . . .
I  )ss= 
Vr(-Sf i  

+ 39f 2 -  34f 1 34fo+39f |  5 l_2,+ f f iut ' f  uz-. . . .

( r  r . 5 l  10 )

For further formulas sce tlne Interpolation and, Alli,ed Tables and the l"Iandbook
of M at h emati cal Functi o n s.

'11.52 Numerical lntegrat ion

When studying motions within the solar system it is necessary to use the soiutiotr
of ordinary differential equations of the second order. This normally invoh'es the
simultaneous integration of three second-order differential equations to produce an
ephemeris in rectangular coordinates of a planet, comet, or satellite $'ith time its
the independent argument.

In numerical differentiation, the derivatives of a function are expresscd in ternls
of the differences. In numerical integration, the opposite method is used. Derivatives
of some function are computed and checked by differencing, to form a table of /,
6,62,63,64, and so on. In the simplest case, where the values ofthe function to be
integrated can be calcrrlated in advance, it is possible to compute a starting value
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of the first summation J' and to extend the table in either direction bv applying

successive values of /. For a double integration, a starting value for /" must be

evaluated and successive values of /' applied. Expressions to evaluate the first and

second integrals are derived by integrating an interpolation formula, for example,

Additional formulas are given in Interpolation and Allied Tables and in Handbook

of M athern atical Fun cti o n s.

In the integration of orbits the problem is more complicated because the fuuc

tion that is to be integrated is undetermined until the integral becomes known. Thus

it is necessary to proceed stepwise using extrapolation and approximation at each

step. Because of the availability of computing machines, as well as the rectangular

coordinates of the principal planets, two methods for the numerical integration of

the orbits have proved useful, Cowell's and Encke's.

When one is utilizing Cowell's approach, the equations of motion are integrated

to give directly the positions of the perturbed body in rectangular coordinates. For

a planet or comet, the origirr usually is the Sun and at each step the attractions of

the perturbing bodies would be added to that of the Sun.

With Cowell's method, however, the origin may be any perturbing body, or even

a double star. sincc no use is made of a conic section as the first approximation Th<:

single condition is that the motions of all perturbing bodies relative to the selectetl

origin should be known. A disadvantage of Cowell's method is that the integrals

comprise nunlerous sigpificant figures that vary extensively with time. Thus, tlrt:

integration tables are prone to converge rathcr slowly, which may rcquire thc use

of a short step intcrval. The basic equations in the Cowell approach are

. [ ' '  I ,^,or="Vr,. )0u,,- lr 'uoor,*#trr l ,  
-  

] .

I l" ro, *, = .'llt * f,r, - fin . ffi,,t ] (11.52-1)

i= k2(t+m1] +lk2n1(;  
i l

(.t 1 .52-2)

with similar equations in y ancl z. The masses are exptessed in terms of the lrass oi

the Sun, ,t equals the Gaussian constant, m is the mass of the perturbed bodr. alL'l

mi the masses of the perturbing bodies. The frrst term is the attraction of tbc StttL

on rn. and the first term in parentheses is the attraction ol mi ot m. The last term

in parerrtheses is the action of the perturbing bodies on the Sun.
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In Encke's method the unperturbed orbit of the mass rn about the Sun is
assumed known. Hence only the difference between the unperturbed position and
the perturbed position needs to be determined. The equations may be written

(l r.52-3)

with simila.r equations for ri and (. These equations could be integrated directly,
but since { is small, many figures would have to be carried in the term (-16 lfo_x/f)
to retain significance in the difierence. On the assumption that {, q and ( are so
small compared to t, /, z that their squares can be neglected, the equation can be
transformed by the use of auxiliary quantities 4 and / where

- _ x o € + l o n + z n Cq - - - - ; - '
ro

l-11+2n1-zrz

i - io= t = *0. ̂, (i - i).4r*, (; il

q

The final Encke equations become

.2€=.2P( t  *^r \ r1q,  -  { t+ l  , }pn1(r+ -  + \'d" '  -  
? 

' \  oi  1)
Where o represents the interval of integration. Similar equations hold for zj and {.

Encke's procedure normally allows a larger step size than Cowell's but when
close approaches happen, the Encke perturbations tend to grow rapidly in size,
requiring a smaller step interval.

Other approaches to the numerical solution of difierential equations are pro-
vided by Runge-Kutta methods. These are single-step methods with each step being
independent of those preceding.

Given:
dx
dt 

= I(t,xli x(to) = xo.

A widely used Runge-Kutta method (to the foruth order) involves the following
operations for one step. Here ft is the step interval.

(tt.s24)

(l l.sz-s)

(t r .s2-6)

.fo = "f(ro,r),

/ ,=r(ro* )r,^.1^r"),
n= r ( ' , .)n,^.)nr,) ,

Similar equations exist in y and z.
Equations to the fourth order are not sufficiently accurately for most orbital

calculations but this serves as an example of the method. For modifications of the
method refer to Danby [Section 11.7].

In all the step-by-step methods for numerical solution of difierential equations
some precautions apply:

(1) The interval of tabulation must be monitored in cases of close approach,
since the approximations used in the iterative process may prove to be of
insufficient accuracy. Automatic methods to vary the step size are now in
use with some methods.

(2) The accumulation of round-ofi errors must be monitored. The probable
error after n steps can be estimated.

(3) If the method of solution adopted makes use of truncated formulas either
corrections must be applied subsequently or the number of figures in the
solution must be reduced accordinslv.

Examples of numerical integrations may be found in Brouwer and Clemence
(1961) in Astronomical Papers American Ephemerides, vols. XII and XX, pt. 1,
and in Danby (1988) (Section 11.7).

An example of a multistep scheme is the Adams-Bashforth method. The order
of this method is limited by the number of terms the user is willing to compute.
The formulas for this method are
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Then

where

f3= f  eo + h,xo + hf) ,

I
xlto + hl = \ = xs + ;(fn + 2f 1 + f2 + I.tl.o

/v

x 4 + t = x n + n  
2 2 a k v - 1 f u
*=O

N = the number of terms,
|  5  ?  t 5 t  q 5

"=t' i 'o' i 'r^';A' '
vk f^=vr - t f ,  -Yr  t  f , - r ,
voi, = f,,

1" = f(x",il.

( I  I  5r-7\

(11.52-8)
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This method can be started using a single step method such as the Runge-Kutta.

To differentially correct the initial conditions of the motion, one integrates seven

orbits simultaneously. The first orbit uses unaltered initial conditions. Each of the

rest ofthe orbits uses initial conditions for which one coordinate or velocity has been

incremented by a small amount. Earth based observations are right ascensions and

declinations of the satellite. The residuals for these observations can be expressed

A^ A^ .  A^ .  A^ .  n^ .  )o i  ^+Ao1 = ll AXs + i#Ayo + #n + l--.'AXo + ijAyo +
olo olo oz4 l./ 'o olo ah"^'
ai a^. 45, 45, 46. fr,,

A d i =  = A x o + # A v o +  # L  +  = A x o +  = A Y o + = A  .
OAO OIO O14 dxn Ofo O4l

(l 1.52-9)

where o and 6 are the right ascension and declination respectively; X6, Y6,74, Xs,

to, and Zt are the initial coordinates and velocities; the subscript i refers to the

number of the observation. The partial derivatives are evaluated numerically, and

can be written in the form

)oi a;(Xs + A.Xs,Ys,ft,Xo,Yo,h) - cti(Xo,Yo,4,Xo, Yo,h)
AAO a"a

The differential corrections can be written as

LR = (ArA) | Ar Lr.

where AR is the matrix of corrections to the initial conditions, A is
the partial derivatives, and Ar is the matrix of residuals.

11.6 STATISTICS

(11.52 10)

(rr.sz rt)

the matrix of

1 1 .61 The Accumulation of Error

The formulas listed in Table 11.61.1 indicate the way in which errors accumulate
in simple arithmetical operations. The distribution of accumulated error is usually
nearly normal, whatever the distributions of the original errors, so the standard
deviation of the error, calculated from the formulas, is of value in the examination
of tlte differences of tabulated functions. The notation used and assumptions made
in the table are:

c; is the absolute error of A;, in the sense of given value minus true value. These
errors are assumed to be unbiased and independent.
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Tab le  11 .61 .1
Accumulation ot Error in Arithmetical Operations

Operation Absolule Error Varlance ot Error (unit 1/12)

\-n r'.

nAl|.,niAi

!i, ":4i 
(n large)

*eli_., &ei

ktA

s@)A

\i=.' oiei @r oi = o1

At Az

1
A
A1t2

\

rlm difference of A(x)

f(At,Az,. .)

J(A) by direct interpolation

J(A) by inverse interpolation

Di=,a'

nal|. ,niAi

Li=1iat

ka+ el'l-., kiai + e

kn+ e

g\p)a + e

Li=.' P' a' * e

A2Q + A1a2 + €

nAn- |a+  e

l - $ \ a + e

( |A1 t21a+  e

(!^)a' lfrl+ * e

Di=1e1\t(i'tai

f f ia , * f faz*"  *e

aft(A, + et + ei + e

la - et e!)f'(A) + e

Di=t't

nf 
"li-., 

nioi

jrPa if a1 = a Je161 ;

t(a + t li_., tlal + t

$t(a + t

I l {s@)}'ap."tr

( 1  + l + |  + .  + f r ) a + 1

A lc t l +A l , a2+1

f .A2n  2o+1

(1  tAa la+1

(lA)a + 1

( j l l o t + { } l " z + r

+,?iu if 't is constant

( f , [ ) "  " '  *  ( ] f r ) ' .2+ * t

Ilt(Al]lza + vt + vt + 1

{ f t (A l ] } 2 l d+v t+v i+1

@i is the va ance, or mean square value, of the error of A;. The standard deviation

of the error is the square root of variance.

i, m, arrd. n are integers. t is a known constant. r is equally likely to take any value

between -l /2 and +1/2. p is equally likely to ta.ke any value between 0 and 1.
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k., r, an.d, p are considered to be ftee from error, that is, they are exact or are known
to more significant figures than the quantities A;.

e is the error arising from the rounding of the final result; it is assumed that a
guarding figure is kept in intermediate results. e is equally likely to take any
value between ! 1 l2 so that its variance is 1 / 12, equal to the integral of e2
between 1 l/2, in units of the last place retained. For convenience all va,riances

are expressed in this unit of I / 12.

In addition, e. is the error due to the rounding-ofi errors in the tabula,r values,

including their effects on the difierences; e; is the truncation error, and v. v, are

the variances of e, and e1. If all values of the interpolating factor p are equa,lly

likely, v, varies from 0.67 for linear interpolation to 0.81 for interpolation with fifth
differences. If /(A) is determined from a critical table its error is that of a simple
rounding-off error unless the number of figures in the argument is small or unless
rhe interval in the respondenl is grealer than uniry.

11.62 The Method of Least Squares

11.621 Introduction When one is measuring the physical universe, certain con-
stants must be determined from observation, such as the orbital elements of a
satellite about its prima.ry or the rotational elements about its axis. Methods for aD
initio determination of orbital elements from three or more observations are well-
documented in the literature (Herget, 1948). The more typical case assumes that
approximate values of the constants are available on which a provisional theory
can be based. This theory is then used to construct positions against which the
observations can be compared, Thus, each observation minus the computed place
forms a difference, referred to as an O - C. The errors in these differences can arise
from three sources: errors in the observations; errors in the constants on which the
computed positions are based; and errors in the theory itself. Only the first two er-
ror sources will be treated in the following discussion, which concerns the analysis
of O - C's to improve the initial approximation to the constants.

11.622 Errors ofObservation: Fr€quency Distribution Errors of observation may
arise lrom many sources. The size of these errors vary and, in general, follow the
normal distribution curve or probabilitv distribution curve wherein small errors
occur more frequently than large errors, and positive errors occur with the same
frequency as negative errors. In most problems, the frequency distribution of the
errors is not known in advance. However, if each observation is assumed to be af-
fected by the sum of severa,l simultaneous, independent errors, we may assume the
distribution of the errors to be accidental rather than systematic, the latter be-
ing the case where all the errors have a common origin. As there is no satisfactory
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mathematical theory of systematic errors, we must proceed initially on the assump-
tion that the errors are accidental. In this case if a set of random variables x are
independent of each other, the theory of probability postulates that the frequency
distribution of the sum of such variables, each with its own frequency distribution.
will slowly approach the function

(  |  1 .622- I )

where I is defined as the index of precision. This is related to the standard deviation
o, or the root-mean-square error by h2 = 1 / 2o2 .

The best fit to a series of n observations, according to the principle of least
squares, is the one that reduces the sum of the squares of the errors to a rninimum.
Assuming that the index of precision is constant in this set of observations and
letting the errors associated with each observation, O;, be .q, the probability, P;, of
occurrence of error ,ri becomes

h  " ^Y = 
Ji 

exp(-h'x:),

r, = 
ftexpr-n2ft)tut.

h  - -
P = 

f,ex 
n'x't dr.

Assuming that P is independent, the probability that each error will occur in turn

IS

Thus it can be stated that the set of errors that maximize P in Equation 11.622 3

will produce the best fit to the observations because at that point !i=t;rf is a

minimum.
If the index of precision varies with each observation, the introduction of the

factor llj requires knowing the correspondence between the ft; and the arbitrary

weight of an observation, based on unit weight. If the precision in6ls1 6611esponding

to weight 1is h, and the precision index corresponding to weight w1 is,1, the

probability that an error of size.r will occur in an observation of weight 1 is

/  h \ '  /  ^  - l -  ^ \p = | i I expf -h' > x| ldxt drz ... d,c^. (11.622-3)
\  v,r, /  \  i i  /

(1r.622-2 )

(rr.6224)

Also the probability of an error of size .t occurring in an observation of weight w1 is

p=+exp(  h?x \dx . \l1.622-5)



v = ( h / h ) 2 ,

w i = ( h i t h ) 2 , (rr.6224)

which shows that the weights are proportional to the precision indices ln terms of

the precision index i and the weights w;,
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Assuming that P = Pr, that
occurring in both Equations
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is that an error of size x has an equal probability of

Il-622 4 and 11.622-5, leads to

(t t.622-1), = ("-o#)"' r^ "*rl- of ,,,7]a,, a", ... a'^.

showing that for P to be a maximum, the !',!, w; -f must be a minimum'

Assume Oi (where i = l, 2, 3, ..., n) to be observations of a quantity for which r

is the true value. The error ri of each observation is x; = Qt - T Using the standard

deviation o instead of the precision index h, the best estimate 7 of the true vahte

r is that which reduces

t t zo2 l (o t - ^ i 2

to a minimum. To do this requires that A DlAl = 0; i.e., 2 !(Oi - l) = 0, frorn

which 7 = | I nD Oi, or the best estimate is the axithmetic mean'

Given n observations Oi, having normally distributed errors,t;, the error of the

arithmetic mean is

, = l y-r., (t.622-8)

which is a linear combination of n random variables. If the mean error ot one

observation is o, then it can be shown that the mean error of the arithmetic meatr

is the o of one observation divided by the y4.

Once the estimate 7 of the true value r of the measured quantity is obtained,

a residual r can be formed by Oi-1= ri, Also Oi-r = rr, where the,ti are the tme

errors of the observations. Then

! r ,= f  o ,  -n ' r=n1  -n r ,

1= r+Lx i / n ,

r i = x i _  D x i / n -
(t | .622-9\

Let o, be the mean error of the residuals and o' be the mean elror of the errors r;,

then

ol = 11n - r) t fi2fi + @ - | t n 01 = tu - | / fifi (r r.622-10) A \ + B E 2 + C f u + "  + N E n =  L n . (l t.623-5)
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Since ol = ll ln,then fi =llln-l and the mean-square error of the arithmetic

mean in terms of the residuals is

T . _ (t r.622-rr)

11.623 The Method ofleast Squares In many problems the quantity measured is

not the one that we wish to corlect. A simple case involves one unknown, 4, to be

determined f rom measurements  ( ; ,  where  i  =  l ,2 ,3 '  " ,n  ThusC=f (4)  Le t? .be

the provisionally known value of 4, and 4s be the the value to be determined from

the measurements, then the difference n0 - nc = A4. Calculating from 4" for each

measurement i, gives A1( = e - G.Using a Taylor's series expansion' A( may be

written as a function of A4,

N = 9!a,tnn + )dfi<l'n,' . !ffioa' . ... ( l1 .623- l )

powers can be ignored,
Assuming A4 is snall enough that its squaxe and higher

then

Ln = L(; (rt.623,2)/ aJ\
\a?/ ,

and we have r equations where in each case the (df / d4) is a known numerical

coefficient. Denoting the coefficients by A, the equations of condition can be written

AAa = A(. The preferred value of the unknown is that for which

^?  = ) - rA ;Aa -A i ( t 2=0 .
oAq

fru,* ![u,* ..* ffiu.= t,.

Difierentiating gives !A2A4= IAA(, thus 1r4=| A4ri 'f UA2 an<l A'r1+q' -- r1s'

In a more general problem it nay be necessary to determine mote unknowns

than one from a series of measurements The constants of a planetary orbit C;

(where i = l, 2,3, ...,n ) may already be approximately known and can be used to

compute the 4. corresponding to each observation 7b, then qo - rl. = A4' Let the

corrections to the approxrmate values of the orbital constants be E1' so that the

corrected constants are Ci 1Ei. The equations of condition can then be written

(rt.623-3)

(rr.6234)

Setting d4 / 0C1 = A, 0n I \Cz = B, En I \Ct = C' and so on' the conditional equation

can be written
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Supposing there are no errors in the A4, i.e., that the theory used is adequate, and

that the observations contain no errors, then the only source of error in the solution

comes from the approximate values of the constants. The theory of linear equations

states that z independent equations of condition are necessary and suficient to

determine the Ei. With the above restrictions as to the source of errors, ihe solution

will yield values of E that will exactly satisfy the z equations. Normally, however,

accideltal errors in the values of A4 prevent the derivation of the exact values of

Ei, Increasing the number n of observations and thus the number of conditional

equations will decrease the effect of the accidental errors. In some problems in
dynamical astronomy it is not unusual to have rz exceed n by a factor of 1000.
Since values of d are derived that do not exactly satisfy the conditional equations,
the procedure is to evaluate the left-hand side of the equations and subtract from
the corresponding A4 to produce residuals r. The best values of the E; are those
that reduce the sum of the squares of the residuals (r) to a minimum as discussed
earlier.

In the instance where there are m equations of condition, with m > r, the
procedure is to form n normal equations for solution. The normals are formed as
follows. Given the conditional equations,

A1E1+ByE2+CP3+ . .  +  N lEn =  [711,

A2E1 + B2E2 + C2E3 + ... + N2E" = A,q2,

A3E1+ B3E2+ C3E3 + ...+ N3Ea = A?:, etc., (1r.6234)

multiply through each conditional equation by the coefficient A, and sum to form
the first normal equation in the axray that follows, where the brackets represent
summation. Then multiply through each conditional equation by Bi and sum to
fbrm the second line of the array. Repeat with C; to form the third line of the array.
The procedure is repeated through the coefrcient of En and the symrnetry of the
resulting a,rray of n equations in n unknowns reduces the complexity of the solution.

lA? \4 + lA i B ilE2 + IA iC ilr4 + .. + IA iN ilE ̂  = lA 7 Lq l,

lB tA iq + [B? I E2 + IB i c i]h + ... + lB iN ilE, = IB i Ln il,

[CiAi]h + lCiBilEz + lqw3 + '.. + lciNilE,t = lci\nil. 01.623-i)
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When the rz equations of condition are not all of equal weight, each equation mav
be multiplied through by the square root of its weight before forming the nq1m61i.

Methods of solution of the normal equations are numerous and are detailed in
the references given at the end of this chapter.

An example of the method of least squares is the problem of fitting a straight
line through a series of measured points, where the function A + ,84 = /(4) is real
and continuous.

Example 1 The data are

? lo 0.80  1 .60  2 .40  3 .20  4 .00

/ ( ? )  I  1 .01  3 .8 ' /  6 .52  9 .36  12 .0 ' 7  14 .87

The coefficients and right hand members of the six equations of condition can be written
in tabular form:

A B f(n)

1 0  1 .01
1 0_80 3.87
1 r.60 6.52
1 2.40 9.36
1 3.20 l2.O'7
1 4.00 14.87

Assuming all of the equations are of equal weight, the normal equations are

6A + l2B = 47.70

lU+35.28=134.096,

and the solution given by the least squares approximation is

A  =  + 1 . 0 4

B = +3.455

or

f ('|i = z(n) = l' 04 + 3. 455n.

The values derived from the solution compared to the measurements are

( | L623-8)

(rr.623 9)

4 0  0 .80  1 .60  2 .40  3 .20  4 .00
J( r t )  1 .01  3 .8 '7  6 .52  9 .36  l2 .O i  14 .87
z(d  I .M 3 .11  6 .54  9 .30  12 .07  14 .83
r  . 0 3  . 1 0  . 0 2  . 0 6  . 0 0  . 0 4

The sum of the squares of the residuals is 0.0165 and the root mean square error of the
six data points is 0.052.
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CHAPTER 12

Calendars

by L.E. Doggett

12.1 INTRODUCTION

A calendar is a system of organizing units of time for the purpose of reckoning

time over extended periods. By convention, the day is the smallest calendrical unit

of time; the measurement of fractions of a day is classified as timekeeping. The

generality of this definition is due to the diversity of methods that have been used

in creating calendars. Although some calendars replicate astronomical cycles ac-

cording to fixed rules, others are based on abstractr perpetually repeating cycles of

no astronomical significance. Some calendars are regulated by astronomical obser-

vations, some carefully and redundantly enumerate every unit, and some contain

ambiguities and discontinuities. Some calendaxs are codified in written laws; others

are  I  ransmi t ted  by  ora l  t rad i t ion .

The common theme of calendar making is the desire to organize units of time

to satisfy the needs and preoccupations of society. In addition to serving practical

purposes, the process of organization provides a sense, however illusory, of under-

standing and controlling time itself. Thus calendars serve as a link between mankind

and the cosmos. It is little wonder that calendars have held a sacred status and have

served a.s a source of social order and cultural identity. Calendars have provided

the basis for planning agricultural, hunting, and migration cycles, for divination

and prognostication, and for maintaining cycles of religious and civil events. What-

ever their scientific sophistication, calendars must ultimately be judged as social

contractsr not as scientific treatises.

According to a recent estimate (Fraser, 1987), there are about forty calendars

used in the world today. This chapter is limited to the half-dozen principal calendars

in current use. Furthermore, the emphasis of the chapter is on function and calcu-

lation rather than on culture. The fundamental bases of the calendars axe given)

5 / C
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along \Mith brief historical summa,ries. Although algorithms are given for correlat-

ing these systems, close examination reveals that even the standard calendars are

subject to local variations. With the exception of the Julian calendar, this chapter

does not deal with extinct systems. Inclusion of the Julian calendar is justified by

its everyday use in historical studies.

Despite a vast literature on calendars, truly authoritative references, partic-

ula.rly in English, axe difficult to find. Aveni (1989) surveys a broad variety of

calendrical systems, stressing their cultural contexts rather than their operational

details. Parise (1982) provides useful, though not infallible, tables for date con-

version. Fotheringham (1935) and. the Encgclopedia of Religion and. Ethics (197o),

in its section on "Calendars," offer basic information on historical calendars. The

sections on "Calendars" and "Chronology" in all editions of the Encycloped.ia Bri-

tannica provide useful historical surveys. Ginzel (1906) remains an authoritative, if

dated, standard of calendrica.l scholarship. References on individual calendars are

given in the relevant sections.

12.11 Astronomical Bases of Calendars

The principal astronomical cycles are the day (based on the rotation of the Earth
on its axis), the year (based on the revolution of the Earth around the Sun), and the

month (based on the revolution of the Moon around the Earth). The complexity
of calenda.rs arises because these cycles of revolution do not comprise an integral
number of days, and because astronomical cycles are neither constant nor perfectly

commensurable with each other.
The tropical Eeor is defined as the mean interval between vernal equinoxes; it

corresponds to the cycle of the seasons. The following expression, based on the
orbital elements of Laskar (1986), is used for calculating the length of the tropical
year:

365i2421896698 - 0.000006153597- 7.29x10-t0T2 +2.64 x 10-1013 (12.11-1)

where T = (JD - 2451545.0) 136525 and JD is the Julian day number (see Sec-
tion 12.7). However, the interval from a particular vernal equinox to the next may
vary from this mean by several minutes.

The sgnod,ic month, lhe mean interval between conjunctions of the Moon and
Sun, corresponds to the cycle of lunar phases. The following expression for the syn-
odic month is based on the luna.r theory of Chapront-Touz6 and Chapront (1988):

29i5305888531 +0.0000002t621I  3.64 x lO r0I2. (12.rr-2)

Again T = (JD - 2451545.0)/36525 and JD is the Julian day number. Any particular
phase cycle may vary from the mean by up to seven hours,
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In the preceding formulas, I is measured in Julian centuries of Terrestrial Dy-
namical Time (TDT), which is independent of the variable rotation of the Earth.
Thus, the lengths of the tropical year and synodic month axe here defined in days
of 86400 seconds of International Atomic Time (TAI). (See Chapter 2 for further
information on time scales.)

From these formulas we see that the cycles change slowly with time. Further-

more, the formulas should not be considered to be absolute facts; they are the best
approfmations possible today. Therefore, a calendar year of an integral number of
days cannot be perfectly synchronized to the tropical year. Approximate synchro-

nization of calendar months with the lunar phases requires a complex sequence of
months of 29 and 30 days. For convenience it is common to speak of a Iunar year

of twelve synodic months, or 354.36707 days.

Three distinct types of calendars have resulted from this situation. A solor

caleru),ar, oI which the Gregorian calendar in its civil usage is an example, is de-

signed to maintain synchrony with the iropical yeax. To do so, days are intercalated
(forming leap years) to increase the average Iength of the calendar year. A lunar

calendar, snch as the Islamic calendar, follows the lunar phase cycle without regard

for the tropical year. Thus the months of the Islamic calendar systematically shift

with respect to the months of the Gregorian calendar. The third type ol calendar,

lhe lunisolar calend,ar, has a sequence of months based on the lunar phase cycle;

but every few years a whole month is intercalated to bring the calendar back in

phase with the tropical year, The Hebrew and Chinese calendars are examples of

this type of calenda,r.

12.12 Nonastronomical Bases of Calendars: the Week

Calendars also incorporate nonastronomical elements, such as numerical cycles,

loca,l environmental observations, or decisions by societal authorities. In the Gre-

gorian calendar, the week and month are nonastronomical units, though the month

can be traced back to calendars that counted the phase cycle of the Moon'

The origin of the seven-day week is uncertain. As a continuously running, un-

interrupted cycle, it comes to us as part of Jewish tradition. However, Biblical

and Talmu[ic texts indicate a varietv of conflicting calendrical practices. System-

atic observance of the Sabbath every seventh day may have developed as late as

the Babylonian Exile in the sixth century n.c., followed by a period of gradual

acceptance.
The number seven had mvstical and cosmological significance ihroughout the

Semitic cultures. It was used in the Babylonian and Assyrian calendars, though not

as a continuous cycle. Although the seven-day week may have its origin in number

mysticism, astronomy may have contributed to the mysticism. The Sun, Moon,

and naked-eye planets comprise the seven "wandering stars." Seven is a useful, if

inexact, count of days between the four Moon phases, and four times seven is a
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useful. if inexact. estimate of da1's from first to last visibil i tv of tho \loon in its
phase cycle.

In Jewish practice, the days of the week were designatecl by nrrrrrbers rather
than by names, except that day 7 was known as the Sabbath, Recognition of thc
week and the observance of the Sabbath as a rcst day gradually spread to the
Roman world. The use of names to dcsignate the days of the wr:ek developed irr
the Roman culture of the second and lirst centuries B.c. Thesc names come frorn
the astrological practicc of narning each day after the planct that governed the
day, At that time, thc Sun and \Ioon u'ere included amorrg the planets. ,,Saturn s
day" coincided rvith the .Jervish Sabbath. The planetarl 'Damcs wcre graduall l-. i f
reluctantly, accepted by the Jervish and Christian culturcs (Garrdz. 19.19).

It is a reasonable, but ult irnately unpror,able. assumption that the cyclic conti-
nuity of the u,'eek was naintained without interruption by rcligious authorities fron
its origin in Biblical times to the present day. Although ten <lays were dropped from
the Christian calendar in thc Gregorian Reform of 1582, the cyckr of weekdays u.as
not disturbed. Thus, in 1582, Thrrrsday. October 4, of the .Irrlia,n calendar. ,"r,as

followed by Friday, Octobcr 15, of the Gregorian caleudar.
Colson (1926) and Zcnrbavcl (1985) are standar.d refercrrccs on the l ieek. The

latter reference also considers other rveek-like numer.ical cvclcs used bl past ancl
present cultures.

'12.13 Calendar Reform and Accuracv

In most societies a calcrrclar r.cform is an extraordinary event. A<loption of a calendar
depends on the forcefulness with which it is introduced antl on the u,illingness of
soclety to accept it. For cxample, thc acceptance of the Glr:gorian calendal as a
worldn'ide standard spanrrcd nrore than three centuries.

The legal code of the United States does not specif\. an officiarl national calenciar.
Use of the Gregorian calcndar i l thc United States steuts fr.orrr an Act of Parlianrent
ofthe United Kingdonr in 1751. rvhich specified use ofthc Gregorian calendar i l
England and its colonir.s. Horvcvcr. its adoption in thr' l . lrr itctl Kinpidorn and ot]rcl
countries ivas frauglrt tvith confrrsion, coltroversv. aud (]vcrl violerrce (Bates. 1952:
Gingerich, 1983; Hoskin, 1983). It also had a deeper cultur.al inrl)a(:t through the
disruption of traditional lcstivals and calendrical prncticcs (trItL<rNcil l. 1982).

Because calcndars arc crcatccl to serve societal needs, thc qu<:stion of a calerr-
dar's accufacy is usually rrrislcacling or misguidcd. A ctrlcurlar l.hzrt is based on a
fixed set of rules is trccurate if the rules are consistentiv nppliol. For calendars that,
atteurpt to rcplicate astrorrornical cvclcs. one can ask how ac< urately the cycles arc
rcplicated. Hou'cver, astrorronrical cycles are not absolutely (.('lst;rDi.. and thel.arr:
not known exactlv (scc Ser.tiorr 12.11). hr the long ter.m. onh a purely obser'\ational
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calendar maintaius s] 'r t<l lrolr_ rvith astronomical phcrrorncna. Horvevcr_. an obser-

vational calendar exhibits sl tort-ternl uncertaintv, becattsc tho rratural phenornela

are complex and thc obsclvations are subject to error,

12.14 Historical Eras and Chronology

The calendars treated i l this chapter, except for the Chincsc c:alendar (see Sec-
tion 12.61). havo courrts ol 1'ears from init ial epochs. Irt t l to case of the Chinese
calendar and sone calcndirrs not included here, -vcars arc corrnted in cvcles. r';ith
no particular c:'cle spccificcl as the first c]-cle. Some cultures eschr:u'r 'ear coults al-
together but narne each tr ':u:rftcr an event that chalacterized thc \ 'ear- Ho11er-er. a
count ol1'cars fronr att itt i t ial cpoch is the most successful rvzn'of maintaining a con-
sistent chronology. Wlrcthel this epoch is associated q'ith an historical or legendary
event, it must bc ticd to i l sequence of recorded historica,l evcnts.

This is i l lustratecl bv thr: acloption of the birth of Clrrist as thc init ial epoch
of the Christian calendar'. This epoch rvas establishc<l by thc sixth <rcnturv scholar
Dionysius Exigrrus, rvho u'as <rrrnpil ing a table of datcs of Eastcr'. Arr existing table
covered the Dineteen-\'oar l)orio(l (lenoted 228 2.17, whcrc ycars w(!\r r:ountcd from
the beginning of the rcigrr of thc Rornan empelor Diocloti iur. Dioulsius continued

the table for a rtirtetcerr rtar pcrirxl. s'hich he clesignatcd .\ruti l)ornini \ostri Jesu

Christi 532 550. 
'I 'hus. 

Diorrlsius' .{nno Domini 532 is cqrrivalcnt to -\nno Dioclc-

tiani 2.18. In this sal a corrcsporrdcnce sas establishecl bct$r'( ' i l  the nel-Christiart

Era and an existing slslenl associaled rvith historical recor<ls. \\ 'hat Dionl'sius did

not do is establish iur ?lccura.tc datc for the birt ir of Chlist. .\ l thorrgh scholars gen-

crally believc thal, (lhrist rvas born sonre years before A.t). l. the historical evidencrr

is too sketchy to zrl lxr.a dofinit ir-e datiug.
Given an inil i ; l l  clxrrlr, ouc nust consider hour to record Prcccdirrg dates. Becle.

thc eighth-century Errglislr histolian, bcgan the practice of t ounting vt:ars backrvarrl

frotr A.D. 1 (scc Colgravc ancl Nlynors, 1969). In this svslcIn, t l ic vear A D. I ts

preceded by thc 1<rar- I I l .( .. $' ithout arr intef"ening year'0. Bocartst'oftbe nurnelic:rl

discontinuitl ' ,  this lr islorical" s1-stcnr is cunlbersomo fot cortpalittg .rl lcieIrt alld

modcrn datcs. Ttxlar'. astrononrers u-se +1 to desiglate.\.1). l. TLell *1 is naturall l

preccded b1 1car 0. t lr it h is precctlcd b1 r'ear l . Sitico tho rrsc of ncliative nulnller-s

developed sklvlt '  iu FJuropc. this ' 'astronotnical sl 'stenl of rlati lrg rras dr:la1-e<l unti l

the eightccnth ct:nlrrrt,. u' lx'n it rv;rs introduced b1'thc astrouorrrot .Iacques Cassitl i

(Cassini, 174t)).
Even as rrse of l) iottysirrs' C'hristian Era bet:antt: trrrtttttott itt ecclcsiastical u'rit

ings of the \I iddle Agcs. 1,ra(l it ional datirrg frorn regnal yoars coutinued in civil use.

In the sixteenth contury, . losrph .ltrstus Scaliger tricrl 1o t<:solv<: l,he patchwork ol

historical eras by yrl l<irrg cr'<:r.ything on a singlt 'systcnr (Scaliger. 1583). Instea<l

of introclucing negative ycar counts. he sought an init ial eJrocir in advance of aly

historical record. His l lurncrological approach uti l ized tlr lce ca.lcndrical cycles: thc

I
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28-year solar cv<:le. the rrittcteen-1-car c:1cle of Goklelrr Nutnbers, atrd tlrt: f i l tcerr-year

indiction c1.cle. 
' fhe solar clcle is thc period after rvhich $'eekdavs an<l calendar

dates repeat in the Julian calendar" The c1'cle of Golden \rt lnbers is the peliod

after which mool] phases rcpeat (approximatelv) on the satne calendar dalcs fhc

indiction cycle rvas a RoDru,n tax c1-cle. Scaliger cortld thelelbte charactt 't ize a year

by the combination of rttt l ttbers (S, G,1). n here S ruus ftoln I through 2U. G frorl

1 through 19, and 1 from l through l5 Scaligcr noted that zr given cotltbinatiotr

would recur after 7980 (= 28 x t9 x 15) years l{c called this a Julian Pc'riod, b<r

cause it was based on the .lulian calenclar year. Rrr his initial epoch scaliger chos|

the year in rvhich S, G. and 1 n'erc all c<1ual to 1. Hc knerv that the l 'ear 1 D C sas

characterized by the numbcr 9 of the solar c1-dc, by the Goldcn Nuntber 1, and lrv

the nurnber 3 ofthe indiclion cycle. i.e., (9, 1,3). He fourxl that thc tonbinatiotr

(l, l , l) occurred i l l  4713 B c. or. as i lstlononlels tlow sa]', 4712 Tlris serves as

year I of Scaliger's Julian Pcriod. It Nils later aclopted as the init ial eP()ch for thc

Julian day numbers (see Sr:ction 12.7).

12,2 THE GBEGORIAN CALENDAR

The Gregorian calcrrdar toclay serves .ls an interrtiltional st.uldard for <:ivil use llr

additiou. it reelulatcs the ccrernonial cr'<:le of the Roman Catholic and Protestall

churches. In fact. its original purposc strs ecclesiaslicai Altl iough a varictl ofotltt 'r '

calerldars are irt use today, thcl' arc reslricted t() l)itrticular rt:ligions or ctrlturcs'

12.21 Rules tor Civi l  Use

l-cars are counted lrom lho initial c1-roch dcfirtt:rl Jly Dion"vsius Exigults (see Stt

t iou 12.1.1), ancl are dividetl into trvo classcs: coltl l t lol l l 'ear-s and le.rl) lears A

colnnlon vear is 365 da1's in length: a lt ' trp ] 'ear is i366 da1s. uit lt au intet calzrrl- t lar-'

desigtrated February 29. preceding }larch l. Lcap ycars aro rlcterminc<l accorcli l lg

to the fir l lowing rule:

Everl '1'ear that is cxactl l 'dir-isible br' ' l  is a leap 1-cat. t 'xr:ept for lcar
that are cxactly divisible bv 100; these ccllturial r-c:rrs i lre leap vears

only if thoy are exacl,ly clivisible by 400.

As a result thc 1car 2000 is a leap 1'cat. rvhcrt'as 1900 ancl 2100 art'rtot lealr

years. These ruk-'s c:an lrc aPplied to tirDes prior to the Gregot' itur refoll l l  to creat('

a proleptic Grcgorian cak:rrclar. In this case, year' 0 (1 u (r.) is consi(lercd to l)( '

exactly divisiblc by 4, 100, :rnd 400; h<'nce it is a lca,p 1'ear.
The Gregorian calencl:u' is thus bascd on a crr le of 400 vt:ars. rvhit lt <rornpriscs

1,16097 days. Sirrce 1,16097 is eveuly divisible bv 7, the Grcgorian civil calendar

exactly repeats after,100 ycars. Divicli lrg 146097 by 400 yielt ls an avera,ge lengtlt
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fable 12.21.1
Months of the Gregorian Calendar

1. January 31
2. Febtuary 28'
3. March 31
4. April 30
5. May 31
6. June 30

7. July 31
8. August 31
9. September 30

10. October 31
11. November 30
12. December 31

' In a leap year, February has 29 days.

of 365.2425 tiays per calcndar year, r'hich is a close ap1>t'oxirrratiort lo the lerrgllr

of tho tropi<al year. Coutparison rvith Equatiolt 12.11 1 rcvoals th.lt l l to Gregol i i t l l

calendar acctttnulates an errol of otte daf in trbout 250{) lcars -\lt l tortgh vatiotts

adjustments 1,o the leap-Jear systeDr )tave beelr proposed, rtonc has bctrlt institut(xl.

Within cach year, diltes are spcr:ified accrrrclirrg to tllo count of tltr.vs from tlltr

beginning of the month. 
' l 'he order of nronths attd nuntbor of da1-s pcr lttottih *r'te

adopted fronr the Julian t alendar (scc Table 12.21 1 an<l Scction 12 E).

12.22 Ecclesiastical Rules

The ecclesiast ical calert<ltus of Clr l ist ian chur< l tes are bast 'd on cy lcs of nlol irblc

and immovable feasts. ( lhr istmas is the prirrciptr. l  iuturovablc feast, rvi lh i ts cl ir , lc

sct at Decenrlxrr 25. Eastcr is the prirrcipal t t tovablc feast. tr t tr l  dates ofmost ot lr t ' r '

novable feasts are detertt t i tred \\ ' i t l l  rcspect to Easter. Hout:ter. the I l torabic l i 'asls

of the Advent and Epiphrurl' seas(rls are SurrdaYs reckoncrl {iorn C-'luisl t as arttl l ltc

Feast of the Epiphanv, rcspectivelv.

In the Grcgorian calcttdar, the r late ofEastot is definc<l to occul-ol l  the Sutr<l lr '

fol lou' ing thc ecclesiast ical Ful l  \ Ioorr that fal ls on or r lcxt aftcr- \ laIch 21 
' f l r is

should not bt:  confused rvith the popular noti( t l  that Elstel is t l tc f i rst SuIl<l lu

aftcr the f irst Ful l  Moou lbl lowing t l te vernal ( lr l inox ln l , l te f i lst placc, the v(rrxal

eqrr irrox docs not neccssari l l '  occl lr  on \Iarcl l  21. In ad<li t iorr,  thc ( 'cclesiast i(  al

Rrl l  Nloon is lrot the aslt 'onomical Ful l  \ IooIr i t  is basctl  on tabl( 's lhat do lrol

take into actuunt thc ht l l  complcxit . l '  of lun:rr t l tot ion. As t l  rr :srr l t '  l l tc date of alt

ecclesiastic:al Full \'{oorr rnay diflcr frortr that of t}rc tru: Full Nloorr' llowever' tl()

Gregorian st 'stcIn of lezrp -vcars and l t t l lar tables <loes prevcttt  proglcssi!e clcpar-t l l r( '

of the tabulatod data frol l  the astrortomical pl lcnomena

The ecclesiastical Rrll Nloon is tlefined as tltc fourtct:rtth clay of a t'abular lulta-

tior, where cli\ 1 corresl>oncls to tltc trcclesiasticit l New N{oon. The tablcs are bastrl

on the Nlctorr ic c1'cle, in u'hich 235 rnean sylrodic months occur in t i939 688da1's

Since nineteert Gregoriatr years is 6939.6075dirys, the dates of Nlootl  phases in a

givcrr year will recur on uearly the same dates nineteen years latcr' To prevcnt
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the 0.08 day difierence between the cycles from accumulating, the tables incorpo-

rate adjustments to synchronize the system over longer periods of time. Additional

complications arise because the tabular lunations are of 29 or 30 integral days.

The entire system comprises a period of 5700000 years of 2081882250days, which

is equated to 70499183 lunations. After this period, the dates of Easter repeat

themselves.
The following algorithm for computing the date of Easter is based on the al-

gorithm of Oudin (1940). It is valid for any Gregorian year, L All variables are

integers and the remainders of all divisions are dropped. The final date is given by

M, the month, and D, the day of the month.

C = Y t 1 O O ,

N = Y - 1 9 x ( Y / 1 9 ) ,

K = (.C 1"t) | 2s,

I  =  C  -  C  t  4  -  G  -  n  /  3 +  1 9 x N +  1 5 ,

r = r , 3 0 x ( n 3 0 ) ,

I = I  ( I / 2 8 ) x ( r - ( t t 2 8 ) x ( 2 9 t ( I +  l ) )  x  ( ( 2 1  -  I )  /  1 1 ) ) ,

l = Y + Y l 4 + I + 2  C + C 1 4 ,

J = J  7 x ( , 1  t 7 ) ,

L =  I  -  J ,

M = 3 + ( L + 4 O ) t 4 4 ,

D  =  L + 2 8  3 1 x ( M t 4 ) .
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L = 9  - 2

M = 3 + ( 7 + 4 0 ) / 4 4

D  = ' 7  + 2 8  -  3 l  x  ( 4 1 4 )

Thus in +2010 Easter will occur on April 4.
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12.23 History of the Gregorian Calendar

The Gregorian calendar resulted from a perceived need to reform the method of
calculating dates of Easter. Under the Julian calendar the dating of Easter had
become standardized, using March 21 as the daie of the equinox and the Metonic
cycle as the basis for calculating lunar phases. By the thirteenth century it was
realized that the true equinox had regressed from March 21 (its supposed date
at the time of the Council of Nicea, *325) to a date earlier in the month. As a
result, Easter was drifting away from its springtime position and was losing its
relation with the Jewish Passover. Over the next four centuries, scholars debated
the "correct" time for celebrating Easter and the means of regulating this time

calendrically. The Church made intermittent attempts to solve the Easter question,

without reaching a consensus.

By the sixteenth century the equinox had shifted by ten days, and astronomical

New Moons were occurring four days before ecclesiastical New Moons. At the behest

of the Council of Trent, Pope Pius V introduced a new Breviary in 1568 and N{issal

in 1570, both of which included adjustments to the lunar tables and the leap-year

system. Pope Gregory XIII, who succeeded Pope Pius in 1572, soon convened a

commission to consider reform of the calendar, since he considered his predecessor's

measures inadequate.

The recommendations of Pope Gregory's calendar commission were instituted

by the papal bull "Inter Gravissimus," signed on 1582 February 24. Ten days were

deleted from the calendar, so that 1582 October 4 was followed by 1582 October 15,

thereby causing the vernal equinox of 1583 and subsequent years to occur about

March 21. And a new table of Nerv Moons and Full Moons was introduced for

determining the date of Easter.
Subject to the logistical problems of communication and governance in the six-

teenth century, the new calendar was promulgated through the Roman-Catholic

world. Protestant states initially rejected the calendar, but gradually accepted it

over the coming centuries. The Eastern Orthodox churches rejected the new cal-

endar and continued to use the Julian calendar with traditional lunar tables for

calculating Easter. Because the purpose of the Gregorian calendar was to regulate

the cycle of Christian holidays, its acceptance in the non-Christian world was ini-

tially not at issue. But as international communications developed, the civil rules

of the Gregorian calendar were gradually adopted around the world.

Example Compute the date of Easter in +2010.

c = 2 0 1 0 / 1 0 0

/r' = 2010 - 19x(2010t19)

K = ( 2 O _ 1 ' 7 ) t 2 5

I  = 2 0  -  2 0  I  4  -  ( 2 0  0 ) / 3 +  1 9 x  1 5 r  1 5

1 = 3 0 9 - 3 0 x ( 3 0 9 / 3 0 )

I = 9 - (9 t28) x (r - (9 t 28) x (29 t (9 + l)) x ((21 - 15) / l1))

= 9 - 0 x ( 1  0 x 2 x l )

J = 2010 + 2Ol0 I 4 + 9 + 2 - 20 +20 I 4

.l = 2508 -7 x (2508 /7)

- 309,

= 2508,
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Anyone seriously interested in the Gregorian calendar should study the col-

lection of papers resulting from a conference sponsored by the Vatican to com-

memorate the four-hundredth anniversary of the Gregorian Reform (Coyrre el ol.,

1983) .

P3 THE HEBREW CALENDAR

As it exists today, the Hebrew calendar is a lunisolar calendar that is based on

calculation rather than observation. This calendar is the official calendar of Israel

and is the liturgical calendar of the Jewish faith.

In principle the beginning of each month is determined by a tabular New Moorr

(molod) that is based on an adopted mean r-alue of the lunation cycle. To ensure that

religious festivals occur in appropriate seasons, months are intercalated according

to the Metonic cycle, in which 235 lunations occur in nineteen years.

By tradition, days of the week are designated by number, with only the seventh

day, Sabbath, having a specilic name. Days are reckoned from sunset to sunset, so

that day 1 begins at sunset on Saturday and ends at sunset on Sunday. The Sabbath

begins at sunset on Friday and elrds at sunset on Saturday.

12.31 Rules

Years ate counted from the Era of Creation, or Era N{undi, which corresponds to
-3760 October 7 on the Julian proleptic calendar. Each year consists of twelve or
thirteen months, with months consisting of 29 or 30 days. An irrtercalary month
is introduced in years 3, 6, 8, 11, 1,1, 17. and 19 in a nineteen-year cyclc of 235
lunations. The initiat year of the calendar, A.i!,I. (Anno N{undi) 1, is ycar 1 of the
nineteen-year cycle.

The calendar for a given year is established by determining the day of the rveek
of Tishri 1 (first day of Rosh Hashanah or Nen' Year's Day) and the nurnber of days
in the year. Years are classified according to the number of davs in the 1'ear (sec
Tab le  12 .31 .1) .

' In a cornplele year, Heshvan has 30 days.
I In a deficient year, Kislev has 29 days.
T In a leap year Adar I has 30 days; il is followed by Adar tt with 29 days

Table 12.31.3
Terminology of the Hebrew Calendar

Deficient (haser.) month: a month comprising 29 days.
Full (rnale) month: a month comprising 30 days.
Ordinary year: a year comprising 12 months, with a total of 353, 354, or 355 days.
Leap year: a year comprising 13 months, with a total o1383, 384, or 385 days.
Complete year (she/emah): a year in whjch the monlhs ol Heshyan and Kisley both contain

30 days.
Deficient year (hasea): a year in which the months of Heshya, and Klsleyboth contain

29 days.
Regular year (kesldrah)i a year in which Heshya, has 29 days and K/s/ev has 30 days.
Halakim (singula\ helek ): "parts" of an hour; there are 1080 halakim per hour.
Molad (plu.al, moladol)t "birth" of lhe N4oon, taken to mean the lime of conjunction tor modern

calendric ourooses.
Dehiwah (plutal, dehiyof): "postponenent"; a rule delaying 1 Tishtiuntil aflet the motad.

The months of Heshran and Kislcv vary in length to satisfl' requircrnents for
the length of the year (see Table 12.31.1). In leap years, the 29-day morrth Adar is
designated Adar II, and is preceded by the 30-day intercalary month Adar I.

For calcndrical calculations, the day begins at 6 p.M., which is designated 0
hours. Hours arc divided into 1080 halakim; thts one helefr is 3 l/3 seconds. (Ter-

minology is explained in Table 12.31.3.) Calendrical calculations are referlcd to thc
meridian of Jerusalcm 2 hours 21 minutes east of Greenwich.

Rules for corrstructing the Hebrew calendar are given in the sections that follo*.
Cohen (1981), Resnikoff (19,13), and Spier (1952) provide reliable guides to the rulcs
of calculation.

12.311 Determining Tishri I The calendar year begins with the first day of Rosh
Hashanah (Tishri 1). This is cletermined by the day of the Tishri molad and. lhe
four rules of postponements (dehiygot). The d,ehiyyot can postponc Tishri 1 until
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Table 12.31.2
Months of the Hebrew Calendar

'L Tishri
2. Heshvan
3. Kislev
4. Tevet
5. Shevat
6. Adar

30
29*
301
29
30
29t

7. Nisan 30
8. lyar 29
9. Sivan 30

10. Tammuz 29
11 .  Av  30
12. Elul 29

Table 12.31.1
Classification of Years in the Hebrew Calendar

Deticient Regular Complete

Ordinary year
Leap year

354
384

353
383
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(d) If the first molad following a leap year falls on day 2 at or after 15 hours,
589 halakim. then Tishri 1 is postponed one day to day 3.

E{ample 2 Find the day of A.M. 5760 Tishri  1.

Since the initial epoch, 5759 years have passed, comprising 303 nineteen year cycles plus
two years. Both of these years are ordinary years. The lunation constants given previously
(with whole weeks eliminated) provide the weekday displacement, which are added to the
epochal moladl

Days_Hou rs_Halaklm

19-year cycles 303 x 2 16 0595 : 2 22 l,OOs
ord ina ry  yea rs  2x408  0876 -  117  O672
l e a p  y e a r s  0 x 5 2 1  0 5 8 9 -  0  0 0  0 0 0 0
epochal molad 2 '05 0204
T ish r i  mo lod ,  A . \ r . 5760  C  21  0&X

Since the molarl occurs on day 6, dehiygah (a) causes Tishri 1 to be postponed to day 7.
It may be noted tliat tlehiygah (,b) r.ould also cause a postponernent of one day, since the
molad, occtrs after 18 hours. DehiyEah (a) takes precedencc, however.

12.312 Reasons for the Dehiyyot Dehiyya.h (a) prevenis Hoshana Rabba (Tishri

21) from occurring on the Sabbath and prevents Yom Kippur (Tishri 10) fro r

occurring on the day before or after the Sabbath.
DehiyyaLL (b) is an artifact of the ancient practice of beginrring each month t'ith

the sighting of the lunar crescent. It is assumed that if the m,oLad (i.e., the mean

conjunction) occurs after noon, the lunar crescent cannot be sighted until after

6 r.u., which will then be on the following day. (For further information about

visibil i ty of the lunar crescent. see Section 12.411.)
Dehiyyah (c) prevents an ordinary year from exceeding 355 days. If the Tishri

molad of an ordinary year occurs on Tuesday at or after 3:11:20 A.Nl., the next

Tishri molarl will occur at oi after noon on Saturday. According to dehiyyah (b),

Tishri 1 of the next year must be postponcd to Sunday, which Ly dehiyaoh (a)

occasions a further postponement to N{onday. This results in an ordirrary year of

356 days. Postponing Tishri 1 from Tuesday to Thursday produces a year of 354

davs.

Dehiyyah (d) prevents a leap year from falling short of 383 days. If the Tishri

rnolod following a lcap year is on Nfonday, at or after 9:32 43 ll3 A.M., the previ

ous Tislrri m,olo,d (t.hirteen months earlier) occurrcd on Tuesday at or after noon.

Therefore, by dehiygot (b) and (a), Tishri 1 beginning the leap ycar was postpon"d

to Thursday. To prevent a leap year of 382 days, dehiyllah (d) postpones by one

day the beginning of the ordinary year.

A thorough discussion of both the functional and religious aspects ol the de-

Aig3Tof is provided by Cohen (1981).

Tab le  12 .311.1
Lunation Constants for Determining Tishri 1

Lunations Weeks-Days-Hours-rtarak m

1

235

4-1-124793
sH-{H876
54-5 2t {589
991-2 1H595

one or two days following tb,e rnolad,, Tabular net' moons (maladol) are reckoned

from the Tishri molad of the year A.M. 1, rvhich occurred otr day 2 at 5 hours, 204

halaki.rn (i.e., 11:11:20 P.M. on Sunday, -3760 October 6, Julian proleptic calen-

dar). The adopted value of the mean lunation is 29 days, 12 horrs,793 haLakim

(29.530594 days). To avoid rounding and iruncation errors, calculations should be

done in halakim rather than decimals of a da1', since the adopted lunation constant

is expressed exactly in halakim.
Lunation constants required in calculations are shor\''n in Tabie 12.311.1. By-

subtracting off the weeks, these constants give the shift in weekdays that occurs
after each cycle.

Example 1 Find the weekday and time of the Tishri molad of e.lt. 2.

Since it is an ordinary year, A.M. t has twelve lunations. Therefore, the shift in weekdays
for twelve lunations can be added to the epochal molad:

Days Houts-Halakim
epocial moLad 2 05 0204

+ 12 lunations 4 01J 0876
f i . h r i  mo lod ,  A .M .  2  6  I . 1  0000

day 6 at 14 hours 000 ialalim corresponds to Thursday at 8 A.N{.

'lhe d.eh'iyyot are as follows:

(a) If the "Itshi molad. falls on day 1, 4, or 6, then Tishri 1 is postponed one
d.y.

(b) If the Tishri molad occurs at or after 18 hours (i.e., noon), then Tishri 1
is postponed one day. If this causes Tishri 1 to fall on day 1, 4, or 6, then
Tishri 1 is postponed an additional day to satisfy dehiyyah (a).

(c) If the Tishri molad of an ordinary year (i.e., of twelve months) falls on day
3 at or after t hours, 204 ho,Io,hirn, then Tishri 1 is postponed two days to
day 5, thereby satisfying dehigyah (a).
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12.313 Deterrnining the Length ofthe Year An ordinary Jear consists of 50 \'ccks

plus 3, 4, or 5 da1s. The number of cxcess da1's identifrcs the 1-ear as beirrg dcficient.

regular, or complcte, respectivel;r. A leap 1'ear consists of 5.1 *'eeks plus 5, 6. or 7

davs, which again;:rre designated deficicnt, regular, or coruplctc, respectively. The

length of a ycar can therefore bc dctcrmined by conqrnring the weekday of Tishri

1 with that of the ncxt Tishri 1.

First consider an ordinary vear. The t'eekday shift after tweh'e lunatious is

04 08-876. For exanple if a Tishri rrtolatl ol an ordittarl ' tear occurs on (la\' 2 at

0 hours 0 halakim (6 P.\I. on \Ionda) ). the next Tishri molad, v;i l l  occur on dar'

6 at 8 hours 876 ltahkim. The first Tishri molad <loes lrot lequire applicntion of

tlrc d.ehi.ygot, so Tishri 1 occuts on day 2. Because of dchi4yah (a), the follou'irrg

Tishri I is delayod by one day to day 7, five weekdays aflcr the previous Tishri 1.

Since this charactcrizes a complete vear, the months of l{eshlan and Kislcr, both

contain 30 da1's.

The weekdal' shift after t l l irteen lunations is 05 21 589. If the Tishri rnolcd

of a leap year occurred on day 4 at 20 horrrs 500 halakirn, the next Tishri rnolod

will occur on da1. 3 lt 18 hours t halnftim. Because ol delti;gyot (b), Tishri 1 of the

leap year is postponcd two days to clay 6. Because of dehi.ygah (c), Tishli 1 of the

follou'ing year is postponed t$'o davs to d.iy 5. This six-dal difference characterizes

a regular ]'ear. so that Heshvan has 29 dtr5's and Kislev ltn^s 30 days.

'12.32 History of the Hebrew Calendar

The codified llebrew calendar as we know it toda]' is gcrrerally considercd to <late
from -n.r't. 4119 (+359), though the exact date is uncu'tain. At that t ime thc pa-
triarch Hillel II, brcaking $'ith tradition, disseminatcd rules for calculalirrg tlte
calendar. Prior to that t ime the calendar rvas regardcd as a secret scieucc of the
religious authorit ies. The exact details of Hil lel 's calendar har.e not cornc clon n tcr
us, but it is gerrerally considered to irrclude rules for intercalation ol'er ninctccn-1-ear
cycles. Up to the tenth century A.D., however, there was disagreemerrt trbout the
proper years lbr iutercalation and the initial epoch for rcckorring years.

Information on calendrical practices prior to Hillel is fragmentary turd oftcn
contradictory. The carliest evidence indicates a calendar based ol obsen'ations of
\'loon phases. Sincc the Bible meutions seasonal festivals. there must hzrye becn
irrtercalation. Therc u.as Iikely an evolution of conflictilg calendrical practices.

The Babylonian cxile, in the first half of the sixth celtury B-C., greatly inflLl-
enced the Hebrew calendar. This is visible today in tlre narnes of the morrths. The
Babylonian influcnce may also havc lcd to the praciic{r of intercalating leap rrrontlts.

During the period of the Sanhedrin, a committcc of the Sanhedril] tnet to
cvaluate reports of sightings of the luuar crescent. If siglrtirrgs r.r'ere not possible,
the new month n'as begun 30 days after the beginning of the previous rlronth.
Decisions on intercalation were influenced, if not dcterrnined entirely, by the state
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ofvegetation and aniural l i fc. Although eight-1't ' irr. nineteen-vear. an(l lolgcr-period
intcrcal.t iou c1'cles rna'ha'c been instituted at 'arious times prior to Hil lel II. thcre
is l i tt le evidence that thel'rvere ernplo5red coDsistently orer long tirrro spnns.

For inforntation on the sevcn-day rveek, see Section 12.12.

12,4 THE ISLAMIC CALENDAB

The Islamic calendar is a purely Iunar calendar in o.hich months cor.rcspond to the
lunar phase cycle. As a result, the cycle of twelve lunar months rcgresscs through
the seasorrs over a period of about 33 years. F<rr religious purposcs. Mrrslims begirr
the months with the first visibil i tv of the lunar crescent alter c.ujrrrctiorr. For civil
purposes a tabulated cale:rdar that approxiuratcs the lunar pltasc cvdc is olten
used.

The scven-day rveek is observed rvith cach dal.beginning at sll lset. \\ cekclal,s
are specificd by number. u'ith day 1 beginning at sunset on Salru.rl:r1-and ending
at sunset on Sunday. Day 5, rvhich is called Jrrnr'a. is the day ftrr <rrtrgregationa,l
prayers. Unlike the Sabbath days of the Christiaus and Jews, hourrvcr, . lurn"a is not
a day of rest. Jrrrn'a begins at suuset on Thursdav and ends at suusct on Fridar-.

12.4'l Rules

Years ol twelve lunar months ir,re reckoned frorn the Era of the Hijra, commem-
orating the nigration of the Prophet and his lbllowers fron N,Ic< <ra lo Nledina.
This epoch, 1 ,1.n. (Anno Higcrae) \ ' IuharraIr. l, is generally taken b]'astr.onomers
(Neugebauer. 1975) to bc Thurs<la1', *622 Jul1 15 (Julian calendar). ' l 'his is callcd
the astronornir:al Hijra epoch. Chronological tables (e.g., \Ia1r zur<l Spuler. 1961:
Freeman-Grern'ille, 1963) gencrally use Friday. .lrrly 16, u.hich is clcsiguated I he civil
epoch. Irr both cases thc Islarni<: day begins at slurset of the prcvioris rlay.

For rcligious purposesr ca.ch rnonth begins irr principle with th(] Iirst sighting
of the lunar crescent aftcr thc Ncw Nloon. This is particularly irrrportant for es-
tablishing thc beginning aucl <:tr<l of Rauradan. Bccause of un({rrtairlt ies due to
weather, horvever. a neu' nronth nrav be declared thirty days aftcr t lrt' beginning of
the preccding month. Although \arious predictivc l)rocedures havc br:eu used for
determining first visibil i ty (scc Section 12.,111), they have always ha<l an equivocal
status. In practice, there is disagreement amoug countries, religious leaders, and
scientists about whether to rcly on observations, which are subject to euol, or to
use calculations, which may be based on poor ruodels.

Chronologists employ a thirty-year cyclic calerrdar in studying Islamic history.
In this tabular calendar, thcre are eleven leap years in the thirty-year cycle. Odd-
uumbered months have thirty days and even-numbered months have twenty-nine

ft
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" In a leap year, Dhu al-Hijjah has 30 days.
! Holy monlhs.
r Monlh of fasting.

days, rvith a thirtieth day added to the twelfth rnonth. Dhu al-Hijjah (see Ta-
ble 12.41.1). Years 2, 5, 7. 10, 13, 16, 18, 21, 2,1, 26. and 29 of the cycle arc des-
ignated leap years. This type of calendar is also used as a civil calenclar in some
\{uslim countries, though other years are sometimes used as leap years. The mean
length of the month of the thifty-year tabular calendar is about 2.9 scconds less
r l r a n  I l e  ' )  n o d i c  l , c r i o d  o f  t h e  \ l n o n .

12.411 Visibility ofthe Crescent Moon Under optimal conclitiolrs, the crescent
Moon has been sighted about 15..1 hours alter the astronomical Neu' Moon (i.c..
conjunctiorr) (Schaefer, 1988). Usually, horver.er, it is not seen rlntil it is more than
twenty-four hours old. Babyloniau astronomers were the lirst to devclop methods
for calculating first visibility. though no surviving tables are cxplicitly concerncd
with this (Neugebauer, 1975: 533 540). The earliest known visibil i ty tables are by
al Khwarizmi, a nineth-century astronomer of Baghdad (King. 1987). These tablr:s,
and n.tany subsequent tablcs, rvcrc based on the Indian critcrion that the N4oon u.ill
be visible if the local hour arrglc of the N{oon at sunset is equal to or less than
78". With the developmcnt ol Islamic astronomyl more complex criteria were also
developed by N{uslim astrononers.

Modern models for prcdicting first visibility incorporate ceiestial mechanics,
spherical astrorromv, selenology, atmospheric physics, and ophthaLnology. Bruin
(1977) was the Iirst to prepare such a model. I lyas (1984), rccognizing that the
Islamic calendar is used around the world. introduced the concept of an "Inter-
national Lunar Datcline," r'est of which thc N{oon should be visible under good
observing conditions- Further theoretical work has been done by Schaefer (1988).
Extensive observing prograrns have been orgalized by Doggett, Seidelmann, and
Schaefer (1988) and Doggett and Schaefer (1989).
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12.42 History of the lslamic Calendar

The {orm of the Islamic calcndar, as a lunar calcndar without intercalation, l'as laid
down bv thc Prophet in the Qur'an (Sura IX, verse 36 37) ald in his serrnon at thc
Farewell Pilgrimagc. This was a departure from the lunisolar calerrdar commonly

used in the Arab world, in which months were bascd or first sightings of the lular
crescent, but an intercalary month was added as deemed eccssary.

Caliph'Umar I is credited with establishing the Hijra Era in .q.u. 17. It is uot
known how the initial date was determined. However, calculations show that t|e
astronornical New N'Ioon (i.e., conjunction) occuued on f622 July 14 at 04,14 UT
(assuming A? = L 0 hour), so that sighting of the crescent nost likely occrrrred on

the evening of July 16.

12 .5  THE INDIAN CALENDAR

As a result of a calendar reform in A.D. 1957, the National Calendal ol India

is a formalized lunisolar calerrdar in rvhich lcap years coincide with those of the

Gregorian calendar (Calendar Reform Committee. 1957). Horvever. the init ial epoch

is thc Saka Era, a traditional epoch of Indian chronologl'. \'Ionths are named after

the traditional Indian morrths and are offset fron the beginning of Gregorian rru)rrths

(see Tab le  12 .51 .1) .

In addition to establishing a civil calendar, the Calendar Rcforrn Committee

set guidelines for religious calendars, which require calculations of the motions of

the Sun and NIoon. Tabulations of the religious holida.vs are prepared by thc India

Meteorological Dcpartment and publishcd annuallv in Tlrc Indian Astronomical

Ephemeri,s.
Despite the attcmpt to establish a unified calendar for all of India, manl' local

variations exist. The Gregorian calendar continues in usc for administrative pur

posesJ and holidays are still determined according to regional, religious, and ethnic

traditions (Chattcrjee, 1987).

12.51 Rules for Civi l  Use

Years are counted from the Saka Era; 1 Saka is considercd to begin with the vernal

equinox of l.l. 79. The reformed Indian calendar began with Saka Era 1879, Caitra

1, which corresporlds to A.D. 1957 N{arch 22. Normal )'eals have 365 days: leap

years have 366. In a leap yearl arl intercalaly day is added to the end of Caitra To

determine leap years, first add 78 to the Saka year. If this sum is evenly divisible by

4, the year is a leap ycar, rrnless the sum is a multiple of 100. In thc latter case, the

year is not a leap year unless thc suln is also a rnultiple of 400. Table 12.51.1 gives

the sequence of months ald their correlation with the months of the Gregorian

calendar.
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Table 12.41.1
lvlonths of Tabular lslamic Calendar

1. MuharramS
2. Safar
3. Rabi 'a I
4. Rabi 'a l l
5. Jumada I
6. Jumada l l

30
29
30
29
30
29

7. Bajab$
8. Sha'ban
9. RamadanT

10. Shawwal
11. Dhu al-Q'adahl
12. Dhu al-Hi j jah!

30
29
30
29
30
29*
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Table 12.51.1
Months of the Indian Civil Calendar
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Table 12.52.1
Solar lvlonths of the Indian Religious Calendar

Days per Month Correlation of Indian and cregorian Months Sun'sLongitude Approximate Approximate
at Beginning Duration creqorian

of Month of Month Date1. Caitra
2. Vaisakha
3. Jyaistha
4. Asadha
5. Sravana
6. Bhadra
7. Asvina
8. Kartika
9. Agrahayana

10. Pausa
11 .  Magha
12. Phalguna

30'

3'1

30
30
30
30
30
30

Cailra 1
Vaisakha 1
Jyaistha l
Asadha 1
Sravana 1
Bhadra 1
Asvina 1
Kartika 1
Agrahayana 1
Pausa 1
l\4agha 1
Phalguna 1

March 22'
Apr i l2 l
May 22
June 22
July 23
August 23
Septembef 23
October 23
November 22
December 22
January 21
February 20

1. Vaisakha
2. Jyestha
3. Asadha
4. Sravana
5. Bhadrapada
6. Asvina
7. Kartika
8. l\4argasirsa
9. Pausa

10. Magha
1 1. Phalguna
12. Caitra

23  15
53  15
83  15

1 1 3  1 5
143  15
173  15
203 1s
233 15
263 i5
293 15
323 '15

q

30.9
3 1 . 3
3 1 . 5
31.4
3 1 . 0
30.5
30.0
29.6
29.4
29.5
29.9
30.3

Apr .  13
l,4ay 14
June  14
Ju l y  16
Aug .  16
Sept 16
Oct. 17
Nov. 16
Dec .  15
Jan .14
F e b . 1 2
Mar. 14

"ln a leap year, Caitra has 31 days and Cailra 1 coincides wiih [,4arch 21.

A seven-day week, exactl.t, correlated with the \i'estero wcck, is kept. Days run
from midnight to midnight.

12.52 Principles of the Religious Calendar

Religious holidays are determined by a Iunisolar calcnda,r that is based on calcula-
tions of the actual positions of the Sun and Nloon. \4ost holidays occur on specified
lunar dates (lzlllis). as is explained later; a feu'occur on specified solar dates. Thc
calendrical methods presented here are those recommended by the Calendar Re-
form Committee (1957). They serl.e as the basis for the calendar published in Ti.r:
Indian Astronontical Ephemeris. However, many local calendar makers contimre to
use traditional astronomical concepts and formulas, some of *'hich date back 1500
years.

The Calendar Reform Comrnittee attcmpted to reconcilc traditional calenchi
cal practices with modern astronornical concepts. According to theil proposals,
precession is accounted for and calculations of solar and lunar positiorr are baseci
on accurate modern methods. AII astronomical calculations are performed rvith
respect to a Central Statiou at longitude 82"30' East, latitude 23'11' North. For
religiorrs purposes solar days are reckoned frorn surrrisc lo suririse.

A solar rnonth is defirrcd as the interval required lbr thc Sun's apparent longi
tude to increase by 30", corresponding to the passage of the Sun through a zodiacal
stgn (rasi). The initial month of the year. Vaisakha, begins when the truc longitude
ofthe Sun is 23"15' (see Table 12.5?.1). Because the Earth's orbit is ell iptical, the
lengths of the months \'ary lrom 29.2 to 3I.2 days. The short months all occur in
the second hall of the year around the tiure of the Earth's periheliorr passage.

Lunar molths are uleasured from one Nerv N{oon to the next (althorrglL sorne
groups reckon from thc Full Nloon). Each lunar month is given the name of the
solar month in q'hich thc lunar month begins. Because rnost lunations are sholtel
than a solar molth. lhere is occasionaliy a solar month in ri'hich trvo I'lelv Nloons
occur. In this case, both lunar months bear the sarne name. but the first rrxnth
is described u'ith the prefix adhiko.. ctt intercalary. Such a 1.ear has thirl,t:en lurar
months. ,4dAi,{:a months occur every trvo or three years follorving patterus describcd
by the N4etonic cycle or more complex lunar phase cvclcs-

More rarell', a year n'ill occur in which a short solar rnouth rvill pass u'ithout
having a New N4oon. In that case, the name of the solar niorrth does llot occur in
the calendar for that yoar. Such a decayed (Asoya) month can occur only iu the
months near the Eartlt 's pcrihclion passage. In compensation, a mouth in the firsl
half of the year ri'ill havc hzrd two Nerv \4oons, so the vear rvill still havc trvelvc
lunar months. I(salya rnorrths arc scparatcd by as ferv as nineteen ]rcars aDd as many
as 141 years.

Lunations are divided into 30 liliris. or lunar days. Ei,rch lzlh.z is defined by tIrc
time required for the longitrrde of the N{oorr to incrcase by 12" or.cr the longitude oI
the Sun. Thus the length of a lilhi may vary frorn about 20 hours to nearly 27 hours.
During tlx: rvaxing phases, tithis are counted from l to 15 lvith the clesignation
Sukkt. f ithis for the waning phases are designated Krsno, and are again counted
from 1 to 15. Each day is assigned the number ol the tithi in cflcct a.t surrrise.
Occasirrrrally a shoft tithi will begin after sunrise and be cornpleted before the next

ii
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sunrise. Similarl l a loug l i lh i lnav span tl 'o sunrises. In thc forrucr case. a number

is omitted from the day coutrt. In thc latter. a da1' nunrbr:r is carried over to a

second daY.

12.53 History of the Indian Calendar

The history of calendars irr In<lia is a remarkably cornplcx subject o$'ing to the

continuity of Indian civil izatiorr and to the diversit l '  of cultural influences. In the

mid-1950s, n'hen the Caleltriar Reform Committee rnade its sttrvcl', thcre u'ere about

30 calendars in use for sctting religious festivals for HindLrs, Bucldhists. and Jain-

ists. Some of these l.ere also usr:d for civil dating. Thcsc <'alendars rvere based

on common principles, thorrgh they'had local characteristics dotcrntined b1' long-

cstablished customs au<l thc astronomical practices of local <:abrrrlar makers. In

addition, Muslims in Irtditr ttsecl the Islamic calendar, ancl the Irrrliaut govcrnmpnt

used the Gregorian calendalr for administrative purposcs.

Early allusions to a lunisolar ca.lcndar with intercalat,trl rtrorttlts zrre found in the

hymns from the Rig Veda, clntirrg liorrr thc second rrrillcnrrirrrrt Il.c. Litelature fion

1300 B.c. to A.D. 300. proviclcs irrforrrration of a morc spccifi<: ttature. A five-1'ear

lunisolar calendar coordirraiecl solar 1'ears rvith s.u-nodic ancl sirlereal lutrar months.

Indian astronoml, rrndcr*cnt a general reform in the first fr:w celturies A.l l..

zrs adrances in Babvkrnian artcl Greek astronomv became knorvrr. \ew astrononl
i<al constants and nrodels for the rnotion ofthe \Ioon and Srur utre adapted to
traditional calendric pra<:ticcs. This u'as convel'ed in astronornical trcatises of this
period knorvn as Siddhanl.as. rnarry of u'hich have not survivcrl. The Suryo .9id-
d.hanta, which origirratcd iu thc fourth ceniury but ivas rrp<latc<l ovcr t.hc folloiving
centuties, influenccd Inditu <:aloudrics up to and cvcrr aftr:r tlrt: r'zrlcndar rcform of
A . D .  1 9 5 7 .

Pingrce (1978) providcs a survey of the developrnent of rlathcrlatical astron-
omy in India. Although he rloos not deal explicit ly n'ith calcrrrlr ic:s. this matcrial is
necessart' for a full uncicrst;ur<ting of the historv of Inclia's cakrrtdars.

12 ,6  THE CHINESE CALENDAR

The Chinesc calendar is a lunisolar calendar based on carlcrrlal ions of thc positions
of the Sun and Nloon. Nlonths of 29 or 30 days begin on davs of astronomical Ncrv
Moons. with an intercalalv urorrlh bein5q added everv two or t lrrce.r'ears. Since the
<alendar is based on the tnrc positions of the Sun and N,Ioorr, 1l:<: zrccura,cy of the
r:alcndar clepends ou tllrc a( ( luacy of the astronomical theorics zurd ca,l(:ulations.

Although the Grt:goriarr < zrl<rr<lar is used in tlrc Peoplcs' Republic of China
for adrninistra,tive purposcs, thc traditional Chinese calentlar is rrst:d for setting
traditional festirals and for t irning aglicultural activit ics in thc countryside. The
Chinese calendar is also usetl bv Chinese communities arouncl the lvorld. 

I

I
I
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Table 12.6'1.1
Chinese Sexagenary Cycle of Days and Years

Celestial Stems Earthly Branches

cY5

1. j ia 1. zi  rat
2. yl 2. chou ox
3. bing 3. yin tiger
4. dang 4. mao hare
5. wu 5. chen dragon
6. j i  6. si  snake
7. geng 7. wu horse
8. xin 8. wei sheep
9. ren 9. shen monkey

10. gui 10. you fowl
1  1 .  xu  dog
12. hai piS

Yeat Names

1. j ia-zi 16. j i -mao 31. j ia-wu 46. j iyou
2. yi-chou 17. geng-chen 32. yi-wei 47. geng-xu
3. bing-yin 18. xin-si 33. bing-shen 48. xin-hai
4. ding-mao 19. ren-wu 34. ding-yoo 49. rcn-zj
5. wu-chen 20. gLri-wei 35. wu-xu 50. goichoo
6. j i -si  21 . j ia-shen 36. j ihai 51. j ia-yin
7. geng-wu 22. yiyou 37. geng-zi 52. ylmao
8. xin-wei 23. bing-xu 38. xin-chou 53. bing-chen
9. ren-shen 24. ding-hai 39. ren-yin 54. ding-si

10. gui-you 25. wu-zi 40. gui-mao 55- wu-wu
11. j ia-xu 26. j i -chou 41. j ia-chen 56. j i"wei
12. yi-hai 27. geng-yin 42. yi-si  57. geng-shen
13. bing-zi 24. xin-mao 43. bing-wu 58. xin-you
14. ding-chou 29. ren-chen 44. ding-wei 59. ren-xu
15. wu-yin 30. gui-si 45. wu-shen 60. gui-hai

12.6.1 Rules

There is no specific init ial cpoch for counting 1ears. Irr historictrl lccords. dates $cre

sper:ified by counts of (lays iul(l yctus in sexagenary cy( los and by counts of t'eats
fron a succcssiorr of cras cstablishccl by reigning rnonalchs (scc Scction 12.62).

Thc sixty-ycal cyt:k: < orrsists of a set of ycar namcs that arr: r:reated by pairing a.

name from a list of tcrr (lelcstial Stems with a nanrc frorn a list of twelve Terrestrial
Branches. follon'ing thc ordcr spccificd in Table 12.61.1. TIrc Cclcstial Stems are
spccified by Chincsc charn ters that have no English trarrslatiorlj the Terrestrial
Branches are named after twch,e animals. After six repctitiorrs of the set of stems

and five repetitions of thc branches, a complete cycle of pairs is completed and
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a new cycle begirrs. Thc irrit ial ycar (j ia zi) of thc currcnt cyclc bcgan on 1984

FebruarY 2.

Days arc measured from midnight to midniglrt. The first dav of a calendar

month is the day on which the astronomical New \'Ioon (i.e., conjunction) is cal-

culated to occur. Since the al'erage interlal betrveen successive New N4oons is ap-

proximately 29.53 days, rnorths are 29 or 30 days long. I\,lonths are specified b1.

number from 1to 12. When an intercalary month is addcd, it bcars the rrunber

of the previous month, but is designated as intercalary. An ordinary year of twelve

months is 353. 354, or 355 days in length; a leap year of thirteen rnonths is 383,

384, or 385 days lortg.

The conditions for adding an intercalaly month trrc dctcrrnined by thc occur-

rence of the Nerv N'Ioon with respect to divisions of the tropical ycar. The tropical

year is divided into 24 solar terms, irl 15" segments of solar longitude. These di-

visions are paired into trvelve Sectional Terms (-/ieqz) and twelve Principal Terms

(Zhongqi), as showrr in Table 12,61.2. These terrns are numbered and assignerl

names that are seasonal or rneteorological in nature. For convenience in the ex

amples that follor', thc Scctional and Principal Tetms are denoted by' S and P.

respectively, followed by the number. Becausc ol the ellipticity of the Earth's orbit.

the interval between solar terms varics with thc seasons.
Reference works give a variety of rules for establishing New Year's Day and

for intercalation in the lunisolar calendar. Sincc the caleudar was originally based
on the assumption that the Sun's motion n'as unilorm through the seasons, the
published rules are frequently inadequate to handlc special cases.

The follorving rules (Liu and Stephenson, in press) are currently uscd as the
basis for calendars prepared by the Purple Nlorrntain Obserratory (1984):

(1) The first day of the month is the day on which the New Nloon occrrrs.
(2) An ordinarv vear has twelve lunar rnonths; an intercalary year has thirteen

lunar months.
(3) The Winter Solstice (term P 11) ahvays falls iu rnonth 11.
(4) In an intercalary year, a month in which there is no Principal Term is

the intercalarv morrth. It is assigned the nrrrnber of the preceding month.
with the further designation of intercalary. If tr-o rnonths of an intercalarl'
year contain no Principal Term, only the first such month after the Winter
Solstice is considered intercalarv.

(5) Calculations are based on the meridian 120'Easi.

The nurnber of the month usually corresponds to the number of the Principal
Term occurring during the month. In rare instances, however, there are months that
have two Principal Terms, with the result that a nonirrtercalary month n'ill have
no Principal Term. As a result the numbers of the months rvill temporarilv fail to
correspond to the numbers of the Principal Terrrrs. These cases can be resolved b1'
strictly applying rules 2 and 3. The second example deals with such a case.

'Terms are cassiJied as Secliona (Jeql) or Principal (Zhangqi),lollawed by lhe number ol the lerm.

Example 1 (typn:al r:ase): Firrd the Cregorian date of C.hinese Nen'Ycal in A.D. 1991

The Wirter Solst icc (Principal Tcrm 11) occurs on 1990 Decembcr 22, .rrrd the Nc*'f loon
whicir occurs on or prior to that date js on December 17. Hence we compilc the follorvirtg
tablc of phcnomcna:
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Tab le  12 .61 .2
Chinese Solar Terms
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Term* Sun's Approximate Approximate
Longitude Gregorian Date Duration

S-1 Lichun
P-l Yushui
S-2 Jingzhe
P-2 Chunten
S-3 Qingning
P 3 Guyu
S 4 Lixia
P4 Xiaoman
S-5 Mangzhong
P-5 Xiazhi
5-6 Xiaoshu

S-7 Liqiu
P-7 Chushu
S-B Bailu
P-8 Qiufen
S-9 Hanlu
P-S Shuangjiang
S-10 Lidong
P-10 Xiaoxue
S-11 Daxue
P 11 Dongzhi
S-12 Xiaohan
P-12 Dahan

Beginning of Spring
Rain Water
Waking of Insects
Spring Equinox
Pure Brightness
Grain Rain
Beginning of Summer
Grain Ful l
Grain in Ear
Summer Solst ice
Slight Heat
Great Heat
Beginning of Autumn
Limit of Heal
While Dew
Autumnal EqLrinox
Cold Dew
Descent ol Frost
Beginning ol Winter
Slighi Snow
Great Snow
Winter Solstice
Slight Cold
Great Cold

3 1 5

345
0

30

60

90
105
120
135
150
165
180
195
210
225
240
255
270
285
300

29.8

30.2

30.7

31  . 2

3 1 . 4

3 1 . 1

30.7

30.1

29.7

29.5

29.5

Feb .4
Feb. 19
Mar 6
Mat.21
Apr .5
Apt. 20
May 6
May 21
June 6

July 7
July 23
A u g . 8
Aug .23
Sept. 8
Sept. 23
Oc t .8
OcI.24
Nov. B
Nov .22
D e c . 7
Dec.22
J a n . 6
Jan. 20

Nerv l\'Ioon
P  1 1
s 1 2
New N{oon

P 7 2
S 1
Ncw trIoon
P 1
S 2
N€w Moon

1C90 Dec 17 month l l
Dec 22 Wintcr Solst ice
Jan 6

1991 Jarr 16 monlh 12
.Ian 20
Feb 4

Feb 19
Mar 6
NIar 16 month 2t
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Thus Chinese New Year occurs on February

this inteNal'

EXPLANATOBY SUPPLEI\,IENT

15. There are no intercalary months during

Dxample 2 (extraordinary case): Find the Gregorian date of Chinese New Year in A.D.

1985. Both the Winter Solstice and a New Moon occur on 1984 December 22.

New Moon 1984 Dec 22 month 11
P 11 Dec 22 Winter Solstice
S 12 1985 Jan 5
P 12 Jan 20
New Moon Jan 21 month 12?
S  1  F e b 4
P  1  F e b 1 9
New \{oon Feb 20 month 12 Intercalary?
S  2  M a r s
Nerv Moon Mar 21 month 1?
P  2  M a r 2 1

The first sign of difficulty is that month 11 has both Principal Terms 11 and 12. We will

also see that the month beginning on February 20 cannot be intercalary. This is discovered

by finding the next \\rinter Solstice, which must occur in month 11 and by checking the

number of New Moons. In 1985, P 11 occurs on December 22, and the New Moon that
begins month 11 occurs on December 12. \\rorking backward, we lind New Moons in 19E5
on November 13, October 1,1, Septernber 15, August 16, July 18, June 18, May 20, Apri l
20, March 21, February 20, and January 21. Since there are only twelve New N{oons from
month 11 in 1984 to month 11 in 1985, there is no room for an intercalary rnonth. So the
correct sequence of months is as foliows:

New N{oon 198,1 Dec 22 month 11
P 11 Dec 22 Winter Solstice
S 12 1985 Jan 5
P 12 Jan 20
New X{oon Jan 21 month 12
S  1  F e b 4
P 1 Feb 19
New Moon Feb 20 month 1
S  2  M a r S
Neq' Moon Mar 21 month 2
P  2  M a r 2 1

Chinese New Year therefore occurs on 1985 February 20.

In general, the first step in calculating the Chinese calendar is to check for
the existence of an intercalary year. This can be done by determining the dates of
Winter Solstice and month 11 before and after the period of interest, and then by
counting the intervening New Moons.
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Published calendrical tables are often in disagreement about the Chinese calen_
dar. Some of the tables are based on mean, or at least simplified, motions of the Sun
and Moon. Some are calculated for other neridians than l20o East. Some incor_
porate a rule that the eleventh, twelfth, and first molths are never followed by an
intercalary month. This is sometimes not stated as a rule, but as a consequence of
the rapid change in the Sun's longitude whcn the Earth is near perihelion. Horvel,er.
this statement is incorrect when the motions of the Sun and Moon are accuratelv
calculated.

12.62 History of the Chinese Calendar

In China the calendar was a sacred document, sponsored and promulgated bv the
reigning monarch. For more than two millennia, a Bureau of Astronoury rnade as-
tronomical observations, calculated astronomical events such as eclipscs, prepared
astrological predictions, and maintained the calendar (Needham, 1959). After all,
a successlul calendar not only served practical needs, but also confirmed the con-
so[ance bet$reen Heaven and the imperial court.

Analysis of surviving astronornical records inscribed on oracle bones reveals a
Chinese lunisolar calendar, with intercalation of lunar months, dating back to the
Shang dyrrasty of the fourteenth century B.c. Various intercalation schemes were
developed for the early calendars, including the nineteen-year and 76-year lunar
phase cycles that came to be known in thc West as the Metonic cycle and Callipic
cvcle.

From the earliest records, the beginning of the year occuued at a Ncw N{oon
near the winter solstice. The choice of month for beginning the civil I'ear varied
with time and place, however. In the late sccond century 8.c., a calendar reform
established the practice, which continues today, of requiring the winter solstice to
occur in month 11. This reform also introduced the intcrcalation system in whidl
dates of New Nloons are compared with the 24 solar terms (see Scction 12.61).

However, calculations rvere based on the mean motions resulting from the cycli<:

relationships. Inequalities in the Nrloon's motions were incorporatcd as early as the

seventh century a.l. (Sivin, 1969), but the Sun's mean longitude was used lbr

calculating the solar terms until 1644 (Liu and Stephenson, in press).

Years were counted from a succession of eras established by reigning empcrors.

Although the accession of an emperor would mark a new era, an emperor might

also declare a new era at various times within his reign. The introduction of a

new era was an attempt to reestablish a broken connection between Heaven and

Earth, as personified by the emperor. The break might be revealed by the death
of an emperor, the occurrence of a natural disaster, or the failure of astronomers
to predict a celestial event such as an eclipse. In the latter case, a new era might

mark the introduction of new astronomical or calendrical models.

599
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Sexagenary cycles were used to count 1'ears, months. days. and fractions of a day

using the set of Celestial Stems and Terrestrial Branches described in Section 12.61.

Use of the sixty-day cycle is seen in the earliest astronomical records. By contrast

the sixty-year cycle was introduced in the first century A.D. or possibly a century

earlier (Tung, 1960; Needham, 1959). Although the day count has fallen into disuse

in everyday life, it is stiil tabulated in calendars. The initial year (jia zi) of the

current year cycle began on 1984 February 2, which is the third day (bing-yin) of

the day cYcle.

Western (pre-Copernican) astronomical theories were introduced to China bv

Jesuit missionaries in the seventeenth century. Gradually, rnore llodern \VesterD

concepts became known. Following the revolution ol 1911, the traditional practice

of counting years from the accession of an emperor rvas abolished.

12,7 JULIAN DAY NUMBERS AND JULIAN DATE

The system of Juliau day numbers is a continuous count of days elapsed since the

beginning of the Julian period as defined by the sixteenth-century chronologist J.

J. Scaliger (see Section 12.14). Although Scaliger's original idea was to irrtroducc

a count of years, nineteenth-century astronomers adapted this system to create a

count of days. John Herschel (1849) thoroughly explained the system and proviclccl

a table of "Intervals in Days between the Commencement of the Julian Period, and

that of some other remarkable chronological and astronomical Elas."
Julian day 0 commenced at Greenwich noon on 4712 January 1, Julian pro

leptic calendar (see Section 12.8). The Julian day nurrrber, expressed as an integer.
denotes the number of complete davs elapsed sincc thr: initial epoch. The Juliau
date (JD) specifies a particular instant of a day by ending the Julian riay number
with a decimal fraction. For exarnple, the Julian day numbcr of 1990 Jrrne 25 is 24.1
8068, whereas the Julian datc:rt noon is 2,148068.0. The midniglrt that begins the
civil day is specified by subtraciirrg 0.5 from the .Julian date at rroorr.

A count of days (1 365) from thc bcginrrirrg of the 1'ear is sometirrrcs a useful
tool for record-kecping. However, the dubious practice of calling this a Julian date
merely causes confusion with Julian day nurnbers.

12 .8  THE JULIAN CALENDAR

The Jrrlian calendar, introduced by Julius Caesar in 45, was a solar calendar rvith
months of fixed lengths. Every fourth year an intercalary day was added to mairrtain
synchrony between thc caicndar year and the tropical ycar. It served as a standard
tbr European civilization rrutil thc Gregorian Reform oI +1582.

Today the principles of the Julian calendar continue to be use<l by chronologists.
The Julian proleptic calendar is lbrmed by applying the rules of the Julian calendar
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to times bcfbre Caesar's reforrn. This provides a simple chronological systern f6r
correlating other calendars and serves as the basis for the Julian rlal.rrumbers
(Section 12.7) .

12.81 Rules

Years ale classified as rrornral years of 365 days and leap years of 366 diws. Lcap
years occur in years that are evenly divisible by 4. For this purpose. venr.0 (or 1
8.c., see Sectiolr 12.14) is consiclered cvcnly divisible by 4. The vcar is diviclcd into
tlr,elr.e forrnalized months that werc cventually adoptt-'tl for the Gregorian calcndar.

12.82 History ot the Julian Calendar

Thc year -45 has bccn called the "1'ear of confusion,' br:cause in that year .Iulius
Caesar inserted 90 day's to bring thc months of the Rornan calerrclar ltrck to their
traditional placc t-ith respect to thc sc:rsons. This rvas Caosar's f irst step irr replat:ing
a calendat that had gone badlv awry. Although the prc-Julian calcridar rvas lunisol:rr
in inspirat,ion. its months no longcr lblloti'ed the lrrrrar phases arrd its 1'ear tracl lost
step u'ith thc c1.cle of seasons (scc l l ichels, 1967: Bickerman. 197-l). Follorvir.rg thc
advice of Sosigenes, an Alexandrine astrononlcr, Caesar created a soiar calenclal
n'ith tt'elvr: rnonths of fixerl )crrgths and a pror.isiotr Ibr an intelcalar.l day to be
added e\.cr]- fourth vear. As a rcsult, the averagc lcngth of the JrLlial cak:rrrlar .rr:ar
u'as 365.25 da,] 's. This is consistcnt rvith the length of the tropical ]ear as it \r 'as
known al thc time.

Folklving Caesar's death, lhc Roman calenrlrical authorit ies rnisappliecl 1lr<'
leap 1'r:ar rule, rvith the result that every tir ird. ralhcr than er-ert ' fourth. roar
was iutcrc.rlary. Although delailccl evidence is lacking. it is gcncralll. br:lit:r,t'd that
Etupcror Augustus correctcd tlre situation br-ornitt ing iutcrcalalion l iolr the Juliarr
years 8 through +4. After this the Julian calendar firrall,t '  lrt 'giui to function as
plarrnr:tl.

Tlirougir the \Iid<lle Ages thc use of the Julian calendar evoh'ecl ald accltirr:tl
loca,l pcculiarities that corltiuue to srrtrrc lhe unrvary historian. There w:r'e \-ariations
in thc initial epoch for r:ornting ycars, the date for beginning tlrr: r'ear, trnd the
melhod of specifving the da1'of the rrxruth. Not onlv clid these varl ' n' ith l, jrne attd
plar:c, but aiso ll'ith purpose. Different corlcutions ncrc sometirncs usetl Iirl clating
ecclcsiaslicr rccorcls. f iscal transactions, and pr:rsoril l  <rrrlcsl>orrtlt:nce.

Caesar dcsignated Januarl' 1 as the beginning of the "vear. Ho*'er'er. ollter corr
ventions florrrished at diflcrcnt tirrrcs errrd places. The most popular aiternativcs
were NIarch l, Nlarch 25, and December 25. This coutinues to c:rus<: problems for
historiaus, sirr<rc, for cxanrple. 1.998 February 28 as recorded in a city that began
its year on \{arch 1, would be the same day as +999 February 28 of a city that
lregan tire year on January 1.
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Table 12.82.1
Floman Dating in the Julian Calendar

January
August
Decembsr

March Apill
February May June

July September
Octobor Novembel

1 Kalends
2 t v
3  l l l
4 t l
5 Nones

Kalends Kalends

t v
l l  lv
Nones ll l

v t
Vll Nones
vl v l

Kalends

l

Nones

7

't0

1 l

1 3
1 4
1 5

v l
vtl

l
t l
ldes
XVIII
xvtl
XVI
XV
XIV
x l
xtl
XI
X
IX
v l
v t l

l

t v
tv

ldes l l l
XVI II
XV ldes

XIV XVII
XIII XVI
XII XV
XI XIV
X XI I I

IX XII
v t xl
V I I  X
VI IX

IV VII
| | | v l

V

l

v l
v t l
VI

I l

toes
XIX
XVIII

16 XVtl
'| 7 XVI
18 XV
19 x tv
20 x l

31  t l

Days within the month were originally counted from designated division points
within the month: Kalends, Nones, and Ides. The Kalends is the first day of the
month. The Ides is the thirieenth of the month, except in March, May, July, and
October, when it is the fifteenth day. The Nones is always eight days before the Ides
(see Table 12.82.1). Dates falling between these division points axe designated by
counting inclusively backward from the upcoming division point. Intercalation was

21 Xt l
22 Xl
2 3 X
24 tX
25 V I
26 Vtl
27 Vl
2 8 V
29 tV
30 l
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performed by repeating the day VI Kalends March, i.e., inserting a day between VI
Kalends March (February 24) and VII Kalends March (February 23).

By the eleventh century, consecutive counting of days from the beginning of
the month came into use. Local variations continued, however, including counts of
days from dates that commemorated local saints. The inauguration and spread of
the Gregorian calendar resulted in the adoptiou of a uniform standard for recordins
dates.

Cappelli (1930), Grotefend and Grotefend (1941), and Cheney (1945) offer guid_
ance through the maze of medieval dating.

12.9 CALENDAR CONVERSION ALGORITHMS

Conversion between calendar systems is perhaps most easily and generally accom-
plished by use of Julian day numbers. For calendars based on fixed. consistent
rules. calendar dates can be converted to Julian day numbers and Julian day num-
bers to calendar dates. Tables for this purpose were prepared by Harvey (1983). A
generalized set of algorithms was prepared by Hatcher (1935). Parisot (1986) has
contributed parameters for Hatcher's algorithms for a few additional calendars.

The algorithms given in this section do not conform to Hatcher,s general system
but were inspired by the algorithms created by Fliegel and Van Flandern (1968)
for conversion between Gregorian calendar dates and Julian day numbers. Other,
possibly more efficient, formulations are possible. Integer arithmetic is exclusively
used in this algorithms; i.e., the remainders of all divisions are dropped.

Julian day numbers run from noon to noo!. Thus a calculated Julian day
number pertains to the noon occurring in the corresponding calendar date. The
Dotation is:

JD = Julian day number
I : calendar year

M = month
D : day of month

All variables are integer. Since Julian day numbers for current times consist of seven
digits, a word size of at least four bytes is required to use these algorithms.

'12.91 Converting Day ot the Week

A problem common to several of the calendars is computing the day of the week.
The following formula gives the day of the week for the Julian day number that
pertains at noon. Given: JD. Compute: Day of week, 1, where 1 runs from 1 though
7, with 1 being Sunday.

1 = J D - 7 x ( ( J D + l ) / 7 ) + 2 (r2.9r-r)
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Exrmple 1 Compute the day of the week of JD 2451545.

I = 2451545 - 7 x ((2451545 + l) t7\ +2
= 2451545 -7 \350220 +2
= , 7

Therefore JD 2451545 is Saturday.

12.92 Converting belween Gregorian Calendar Date and Julian Day Number

These algorithms by Fliegel and Van Flandern (1968) are ralid for all Gregorian

calenda.r dates corresponding to JD ) 0, i.e., dates after *4713 November 23. Given:

Y, M, D. Comptte:. JD.

JD = (1461 x(y+4800+(M* 14)tr2)) t4+(367 x(M -2- 12 x ((M - 14)tr2))) t12
- (3 x ((r+ 4900 + (M - 14) / 12) t r00)) t 4 + D - 32075

Given: JD. Qomputre: Y, M, D.

(12.92-t )

a = J D + 6 8 5 6 9

N=(4xL) / t46O97

L = L - ( 1 4 6 O 9 7 x N + 3 ) 1 4

1= (4000 x (t+ 1)/ 1461001

L = L * ( 1 4 6 I x I ) 1 4 + 3 1

J=(8OxL)/2447

D = L - ( 2 4 4 7 x J ) t 8 0

L = J l 1 l

M = J + 2 - 1 2 x L

Y = l 0 0 x ( N - 4 9 ) + I + L (12.92-2)

12.93 Converting Between lslamic Tabular Calendar Date
and Julian Day Number

While the religious calenda.r is based on first sighting of the luna,r crescent after
New Moon, larious tabular calenda,rs have been used. In the system most often
ll€ed by historia.us, yea.rs 2, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16, 18, 21, 24, 26, and,29 of a 30-year
cycle a,re designated leap yea,rs. The following algorithms are valid for values of
I > 1 and JD > JDO, where I is the year of the Hijra era aqd JDO is the Julian
day number of the Hijra epoch. Two difierent initial epochs have been used for
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the Islamic calendar (see Section 12.41). If the astronomical epoch is preferred, in
which e.ri. 1 Muharram 1 corresponds to t.D. 622 July 15, then JDQ = 1948439
should be used in the equations belowl if the civil epoch is preferred, in which a.u.
1 Muha.rram 1 corresponds to *622 July 16, use JDO = 1948440. Given Y, M, D.
Compute: JD.

JD = (11 x y + 3) / 30 + 354 x y + 30 x M - (M - t) | Z + D + JDO - 385 (12.93_t)

Given: JD. Qomptte: Y, M, D.

L = J D - J D O + 1 O 6 3 2

N = (L _ L) n0631

L= L*  1O631xN+354

"/ = (10985 - z) / 53 16) x ((50 x L) t r77 19) + (L / s67o) x ((43 x L) / 15238)

L = L - ((3o - J) / |s) x ((177 19 x J) t 50) - (J / 16) x (15238 x t) / 43) + 29

M = (24 x L) t7o9

D = L - ( 7 0 9 x l u t t l 2 4

f = 3 0 x N + , I - 3 0 (r2.93-2)

12.94 Converting between lndian Civil Calendar and Julian Day Number

These algorithms a.re for the civil calendar recommended by the Calendar Reform
Committee of India. Years are counted from the Saka Era. The a.lgorithms are valid
for all ralues of Y 2 1, where Y is the year reckoned from the Saka Era, and JD )
1749995. Given: Y, M, D. Compute: JD.

JD = 365 x v + (Y + 78 - 1 / M) / 4 + 3l x M - (M + 9) / 1l - (M I 1) x (M - 7)

- (3 x ((r+78 - | / iO I l0o + l)) | 4 + D + 1749579 \12.94-r)

Given: JD. Compute: Y, M, D.

Z = J D + 6 8 5 1 8

N=(4xL) t146097

L = L - ( 1 4 6 0 9 7 x N + 3 ) 1 4

1= (4000 x (.+ 1))/ 1461001

L = L - ( 1 4 6 1 x 1 ) t 4 + 1

J = ((L - 1) t 3t) x (r - L / r85) + (L t 185) x ((t - 1s6) | 30 + 5) - L t 366

D  =  L  -  3 1  x " I + ( J + 2 ) / 8 )  x  ( J  -  5 )
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L=J / r l
M=J+2 -12><L

1=  100x (N  49 )+L+ I  -78 (  1)  gL_') \

12.95 Converting between Julian Calendar Date and Julian Day Number

These algorithms are valid for all values of Y > 4712, i.e., for all dates with JD >
0. The formula lbr computing JD from I, M, D was constructed by Fliegel (1990) as

an entry in "The Great Julian Day Contest," held at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

in 1970. Given: I, M, D. Compute: JD.

J D  =  3 6 ' 7  x  v -  ( 7  x  ( v  +  5 0 0 1  + ( M - 9 ) t ' 7 ) ) t 4 + ( 2 ' 7 5 x M ) 1 9 + D + l ' 7 2 9 ' 1 7 7

Given: JD. Compute: Y. M. D.

J = J D + 1 4 0 2

K = ( J - t ) / 1 4 6 1

L = J  1 4 6 l x K

N = ( L -  t ) 1 3 6 5  L t 1 4 6 1

I = L  3 6 5 x N + 3 0

J = ( 8 O x D t 2 4 4 7

D = I - ( 2 4 4 ' 7 x J ) / 8 O

I = J t 1 1

M = J + 2 - 1 2 x 1

Y = 4 x K + N + l - 4 7 1 6 (r2.9s-t)
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CHAPTER 13

Historical lnformation

compiled by J. Weeks

13.1 HISTORYOFTHEALMANACS

From earliest times humans have been interested in the Sun, Moon, planets, and
stars, and in determining their positions. In particular, they are interested in pre-
dicting the positions of solar-system bodies and interesting phenomena, such as
eclipses, planeta.ry groupings and directions, and times of rising and setting. The
results of these interests were numerous mathematical approaches to the ca,lcula-
tions, observations of limited accuracy, and attempts to predict the positions of the
"wandering" objects.

Eventually national publications of ephemerides appeared in various countries:
in France, the Connaissance d,es Temps (1679); in England, The Nautical Alma-
nac o,nd, Astronomical Ephemeri,s (1767); in Germany, the Berliner Astronom,isches
Jahrbuch (1776); in Spain, the Ephemerid,es AstrononLicas (1791); in the United
States, The American Ephemeris and Nauti,cal Almqnac (1855);in the Soviet Union,
the Astronomical Yearbook of the USSR (1923); in Japan, the Japanese Ephemeris
(1943); and in India, the Ind.ian Ephemeris arul. Na,utical Almanac (1958). Initially,
these publications were based on r,arious theories ofthe motions ofthe bodies, differ-
ent astronomica"l constants, difierent geographical coordinate systems, a.nd different
timescales.

International cooperation led to the use of standard reference systems, systems
of constants, and common timescales. The brief histories that follow a.re concerned
with the major changes of form and content.

,  , - z 1 , ' \ t o '  
^  " '

13.1 1 TheiAmericatEphemeris

"The Commissioners of Longitude, in pursuance of the Powers vested in
them by a late Act of Pa,rliament, present the Publick with the NAUTI-
CAL ALMANAC and ASTRONOMICAL EPHEMERIS for the Yea.r 1767.
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to be continued annually; a \Vork which must greatly contribute to thc Im-

provement of Astronomy, Geography, and Navigation. This EPHE\{ERIS

contains every Thing essential to general Use that is to be found in any

Ephemeris hilherto published, with many other useful and interesting Par-

ticulars never yet offered to the Prrblick in any Work of this Kind. The

Tables of the Moon had been brought by the late Professor IIAYER of Got-

tingen to a sufficient Exactness to determine the Longiiude at Sea, within a

Degree, as appeared by thc Trials of several Persons rvho made Use of them.

The Difficulty and Length of the necessary Calculations seemed the onll.

Obstacles to hinder them from becoming of general Use: To remove rvhich

this EPHEMERIS rvas made; the Ntlariner being hereby relieved from the

Necessil,y of calculating the Nloon's Place from the Tables, and afterwards

computing the Distance to Seconds by Logarithms, rvhich are the principal

and only very delicate Part of the Caiculus; sr.r that the finding the l,ougi

tude by the Help of the EPHENITERIS is now in a N'lanner reduced to the

Computation of the Time, an Operation..."

"All the Calculations of the EPHEN{ERIS relating to the Sun and

Nloon were made from Mr. NIAYER.'S last manuscript Tables, received bv

the Board ofLongitude after his Decease, which have been printed under my

Inspection, and wiil be published shortly. The Caiculations of the Plarets

were made from Dr. HALLEY'S Tables: and those of-.."

. These extracts from the preface to the fir'st cdition of The Nautical Alrnanac

antl American Ephemeris (7767) were written by Nevil l,Iaskelyne, then Astronomer

Royal. Thc main incentivc for, and the main emphasis of, the pubiication u'as

the determination of longitude at sea rrsing the method of lurar distances. The

ephemerides were all given in terns of apparent solar time, lbr thc' reasorLs given irL

the book's Explanation:

"It may be proper lirst to premise, that all the Calculations ale nade

according to apparent Tine by the N{eridian of thc R.oyal Obser'\'atory itt
Greenwich."

"What has been shown concerning ttrc Equation of Tirrte chiefly re-

spects the Astronomer, the Mariner having l itt le to do rvith it, irr computing

his Longitude from the Moon's Distances from the Sun and Stars observed
at Sea with the Help of the Ephemeris, all the Calculations thcr-eof being

adapted to apparent Time, the same which he will obtain by thc Altitudes
of the Sun or Stars in the N{anner hereafter prescribed."

"But if \\htches madc upon NIr. John Harrison's or other equivalcnt
Principles should be brought into Use at Sea, the appalerrt Time, decluced
from an Altitude of the Sun must be corrected by thc Equation of Time,

and the mcan Time found compared with that shewn by the Watch, the
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Difference will be the Longitude in Time from thc Meridian by rvhich the
Watch rvas set; as near as the Going of the \Vatch can be depended upon.,,

Apart from many changes in the sources of the data in the tables from which the
Moon's position was calculated, the rnain pages of the Almanac remained essentially
unchanged until 1834. For that year, to quote from the preface:

"The NAUTICAL ALMANAC and ASTRONOMICAL EpHEN{ERIS for
the Year 1834, has been construct-ed in strict conformity with the rec_
onllnendatiorls of the ASTRoNo\,IICAL SOCIETY of LONDoN, as con_
tained in their Report...; and wil l, i t is believed, be found to contain almost
every aid that the Navigator and Astronourer can require.,,

The changes werc both fundamental and substantial, and aimost doubled thc
size of the book. The most fundamental change was to replace apparent time as the
argulnent of the ephemerides with mean time. In thc words of the reporl:

"The attention of thc Committec was, il the first instance. <iir.ected to a
subject of general importance, as affectirrg alnost oll the results in the
Nautical Almanac; viz.. whethcr the quantit ies therein inserted should irr
future bc given for apparent tlrrte (as heretolbre), or lor meult solor time.
Considering that the latter is thc most convcnient, not only for ever-,v plu-
pose of Astronomy, but also (from the best information t,hey have been able
to obtain) for all the purposes ol Navigation; at the same time tirat it is
less laborious to the computer. and has already been introduced with good
efiect into the national Ephernerides of Coimbra and Berlin, the Committee
recornmend tlre abolition of thc use of appa,r'ent tine in a,ll the computations
of thc Nautical Almanac; excepting..."

The recognition of the irnl)ortance of practical astronorny a.lso played a role! as
notecl in the report:

"And herc perhaps it rnay be proper to remark, that, although in tlicse
discussions the Comrnittee have constantly kept iu vicrv the prirrcipal objcct
fbr rvhich the Nautical Almanac was originallv formed. viz, thc promotion
and advancement of n autical astronolny, they have not bccn rurmindful
that, by a vcry siight exterrsiorr of the computations, and by a few additional
articles (of no great expense or labour), the work might be rendered equally
useful for all tlre purposes of pracfiicol astronomy."

The requirernents of the navigator wcre by no meatrs ovcrlooked; in particular,
the number and presentation of "iunar distances," including distances from the
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planets, was greatly improved. Hoq'ever. a completely neu'explanation was writtcn

in which little reference q'as made to the use of the ephemerides for navigation.

Tables of refraction were excluded ald no example wns given of clearing an observed

Iuuar distance for the efiects of semidiameter' parallax. and refraction.

Apa,rt from the ornission of lunar distances in 1907, the first part of the almanac.

containing the ephernerides of the Sun and Moon, remaincd unchangcd in form

until 1931. From tirne to time. tho dzrta was based on different data and tables.

and occasionally new material n'as added, sttch as ephemerides of the Nloon and

planets at transit on the Grcenwich meridian and the apparent placcs of many

more staxs. Later, cphemerides for physical obserr-ations rl'ere included; and in 1929'

anticipating tlte redesign in 1931, cphemerides of the Sun referred to the standard

equinox of 1950.0 were given for the lears 1928 and 1929.

Much of the added matter t'as of no interest to the practical uavigator. In

1896, "Part I (contairring such data as are more partictrlar required for navigational

purposes)" was "also published separately for the convenicrtce of sailors." This

consisted of a straight reprint of thc monthly pages comprising the first part of

the almanac, with selectiorrs frour thc other data and a fcw specially prepared

pages. In the Preface to Lhe 1914 edition. it rvas announced briefly that "Part I has

been remodeled for the convenience of sailors": thus s'as introduced The Nadical

Alnr,anac, Abri.d,ged for the Use of Seamen. wlich was specially dr:signed for its
purpose. This almanac rvas redesigrred in 1929 and in 1952. *,hen it u'as renalned

The Abrid,ged, Nautiatl Almanac; it was rearrangcd in a different form in 1958. Since

1960, it takes on the appropriate poltion of l,he original title, namely The Nautical

Atrnanac.
Prior to the revision in 1931, a fundamental change in the measure of ntean

solar time had taken place, rvhich required changes in the almarrac. Before 1925. the
astronomical day u'as considcred to start at noon. and the principal ephemerides
had been given for 0h (i.e. noon) on each day. As of 1925 .Ianuary 1 the tabular
day n'as brought into coincidence q'ith the civil daf iurd r.as considered to st.rrt at
midnight; the ephemerides *ere sti l l  given for 0n, now indicating midnight.

The revision of 1931 was much more thau a rearrangement of thc same data
into a different fornr. Thc changes of page size. of presentation, of provision for'
interpolation, and of conterrt were less important than the conlplete break rvith the
century old layout designed primarily for navigation. The neu' form wtm designed for
the astronomer without considering the requirements of navigation. Its arrangettx:nt
remained basically rrnchanged. though there were freqrrent charrges in content of the
less fundamental matter.

Major changes rvere introduced in the 1960 cdition q'hcn the almanac rvas
unified with The American Ephemeris, including the use of ephemcris tirne, in-
stead of Universal Time (mean solar time on the mcridian of Greenwich). a-s the
argunent for the firndamental ephcrnerides. This change further enrphasized the
unsuitability of the volume for navigation, arrd led to the adoption of its new title:

The Astronornical Ephemeris. The changcs are full1. dcscribecl in thc prefacc to
the edition for 1960. (Some adclit ional notes on the historl,of The Artronontit,al
Ephe'nr'e'ris arc given on pages ix xviii of the v.rume for 1962, the two-rirrndredt,h
anniversary etlition.)

13.12 The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac

During the first half of the ninetcenth century, ?he Nauticar Alntanac rornained irr
general use on American ships nnd among astrorromers and survcyors in the Unitcd
States. However, $-ith the continued der.elopment of the countr1,, antl its grotvth
as a nraritirne nation, an incrcasing need for a nationzrl alr.arrac was felt. This
need eventually led to a bill in Congross, approved in 1g49. to establish a Nautical
Almarrac Office in the Nar-v Departnent. The Office rvas set ul). during the latter
part of 1849 in Cambridge, N{assachusetts. where library an<i pritrtirrg Lacilities wer.e
available. The first voluure of The American Ephemeris arrd Nau/tc:al Ahnanac *,its
for the year 1855, and u'as published in 1g52. The officc li'as moved to \\iashington
in 1866, and therr u'as rnoved rLgain to the Naval Observatorv il 1893.

For the vears 1855 1915 the r.oluure q,as cijvided irrtu ruo parts. l.hcn. begirr,
ning with 1882, it was divided into tluee parts. The first part cluring this entire
period u'as an ephemeris for thc use of navigators that was also reprintr:d sepa_
ratell'. r'ith the inclusir.r' of a ferv pages from thc remairrcler of thc rolur'e. as T6e
Ameri,can No,utical Almanac.It comprised twclvc uronthlv sections, lbr the meridiarr
of Greenwich, each containing cphemerides of thc surl. \Ioon. iurd runar distanccs
for the month. Follou'irrg the monthll. sections rver.e ephemeridc* oI Verurs, \Iars.
Jupiter, and Satrrrn for the ycar, a,nd, beginrrilg q.ith 1gg2, of N,Ielcur3r, Uranus,
and Neptune.

The secon<l part of the vohule contained ephemeridcs of the Sur. \Ioon. pliur_
ets, and principal stars, for mcridian transit at Washington; and tlata on eclipses.
occultations, and a few other pheDomena. In 1gg2. the sections on phetorneDa wcrc
formally grouped as a third part ivith the tit lo ,.phcnonrena... . l .he 

explanatory
sections and a lew misccllaneorrs tables <:ompletr:d thc volume.

During the period l l i55 1915. fen'changes rvere made in thc form or content.
The nautical part rernairred virtually unaltered; lunar distanccs were orlitted. be
gtnning u'ith 19i2, but n page explaining how to calculate then u,as i 'cl.decl. Th<r
principal .e' isions in the other parts of the 'olume *erc in 1882 and 1912 r9r3.
The rearrangerucnt of the 1882 volume was accornpaniecl by sonre additions arr<l
omissions. The principal ornission was thc epherueris of Moon_culrninating stars for
determining longitude. The prirrcipal additions u,ere: thc physical epheurerides of
Mercury and Vcnus for the reduction of meridian and photometric observations;
daily diagrams of the configurations of the four great satellites of Jupiter; and
ephemerides for the identification of the satellites of N,Iars, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune. In the volume for 1912, the ephemerides of the satellites were extended
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to include tables for determining the approximate position arrgle and apparent dis-

tance; in 1913, physical ephemerides were added for the Sun, \{oon' N'lars, and

Juptter.
Although the volume for 1916 (the first to be issued under the international

agreements resulting from the Paris Conference of 1911) contained ferv content

changes, extensive revisions were made in the form and artangement that had

been reiained essentially uncharrged since 1882 The arrangement of the Green-

wich ephemerides of the Sun and Moon by monthly sections was discontinued' and

replaced by annual ephemerides. At the same time, The Arnerican' Nautical Alma-

,ro" ."u""d to be a reprint of part of The American Ephemeris, but instead was a

sepa,rately prepared volume especiallv designed for the navigator'

In 1925, the astronomical reckoning of time frcrm 0h at noon rvas replaced bv

rhe  c iv i l  reckon ing  l rum midr r igh t

During the interval from 1916 until the fundamental revisions in 1960 when Tie

American Epherneri's was unified with ?he Astronomical Ephemeris' the revisions

of form and content were mostly only in details, althorrgh a few major changes

were incorporated. In the volumes for 1934 1937 a number of further subdivisions

and rearrangerlents of the contents were made. In 1937, the volurne was fortlally

divided into seven parts; the part constituting the epherneris for Washington was

reduced to only ephemerides o{ the Sun. Moon' and planets for meridian transit at

Washington all the other material rvas transferred to other parts and referred to

the Greenwich meridian.

The usefulness of the Washington-transit ephemerides was limited to observers

on the \\rashington meridian, therefore the publication of this part was discontinued

beginning with the 1951 r,olume. The other principal changes in content during

1916 1959 were the following: in 1919, tables of the rising arrd setting of the Sun

and the Moon were added; in 1941, the number of stars for wltich apparent places

were given rvas decreased to 212 (after reaching a high o1887) w\et Apparent Places

of Funtlamental Slars rvas first published; in 1957, apparent places were omitted

entirely, but precise mean places of 1551 stars, which had been given beginnirrg in

1951, were continue<i. The departure of the N{oon from gravitational theory drre

to the variations in ihe rotation of the Earth made it necessary to snccessively

extend the elements and predictions of occultations to more and fainter stars and

additional standard stations. An ephemeris of Phrto was added to the planetary

ephemerides in 1950; and ephemerides ol Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta in 1952'

13.13 The Cooperative British and American Almanacs (1960to Present)

Beginning with the editions ol 1960, The Astronom'ical Ephemeris z:r'd The Amer-

ican Ephemeri's antl Nautical Ahnanac wete joint publications The contents were
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prepared cooperativell' and ri'ith the exception of a few pages prior to the tabular
data, the volunres *'ere identical. The titlc The Astronomical Ephemeris replace4
the title of The Nautical ALmanac and t.he Astronomiatl Eph,emeris. The title ZAe
Nauti,cal Almanac was used both in the United Kingdom and the United States
for the unified edition of the almanac for surface navigation, which had previously
been titled The Abridged Nautical Almanac, arrd The American Nautical Almanac.
respectively. In accordance with the resolution of the IAU, the designation ephem-
eris time was adopted for the argument of the fundamental ephemeris ol the Sun.
Moon, and planets.

From 1960 onward, ?[e ATtparent Places of Fundo,mental Stars rl,'as publishcd
by the Astronomischcs Rechen Institute in Heidelberg, Germar5,., under the auspiccs
of the International Astronomical Union.

The IAU System of Constants adopted by the IAU at its Tlv'elfth Gcneral
Assembly in Hamburg, Germanf in 1964, were introduced with the edition lor
1968. The supplernent to the 1968 edition was bound in the back of the volrrme
and provided the details concerning the changes in the constants. An appendix
was bound in the front for the 1.ears 1968 through 1971 and gar,.e formulas and
corrections for conversion to ihe IAU System of Astronomical Constants. Frorn
1972 through 1980, the editions wele published rvith only minor physical changes
in the arrangements of the publication.

Beginning with thc edition lor 1981, the tit le ?Ae Astronorical Alrnano.c re-
placed the tille The American Ephemeris and Nautico,l ALmnnac and the title TAe
AstrononticaL Ephemeris. Thls edition of The Astronornical Alrnanacwas publishcd
jointly by the U.S. Government Printing Office and Her Majesty's Stationery Of-
fice. Tlre physical content of The AstronomicaL Almo,nac changed in many respects.
Howevcr, the bases for the ephemerides were unchanged, except that the funda
mental hclioccntric cphemerides of the Earth. \{ercury, and Mars s'ere computed
directly from Newcomb's theories instead of from Newcomb's Tables, and for the

Earth, thc IAU 1964 System of Astronomical Constants was used.
ID 1984, the bases for the ephcmerides r;r'ere changed. New fundarnental cphem-

erides of thc planets and the \'Ioon were prepared at the Jci Propulsion Laboratory

and titled DE200/LE200. These ephemerides rverc in gcncral accord rvith the recom-

mendations of the IAU 1976 System of Astronomical Coustants, except for minor

modifications necessary to better fit the observations. The dynarnical times,-ales

and the standard of reference of J2000.0 were introduced. The day numbers and

star positions were referred to the equinox and the equator of the middle o{ the

year instead of the beginning of the year. A supplcmcnt lo The A stronomi caL Al-

manac for 1984 was bound in the back of the volume, and gave the details of the

resolutions adopted by the International Astronomical Union and documentation

concerning the ephemerides.

EXPLANATORY SU PPLEIJENT
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13.2 HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

13.21 Cooperation Prior to the IAU

Formal international cooperation began in October 1884 at the International Merid-

ian conference held in Washirrgton The resolutions of that conference included:

"the adoption of the meridian passing through the center of thc transit

instrumerlt at the Observatory of Greent'ich as the initial meridian for

longitude "

"That from this uleridian longitude shall be counted in two directions

up to 180 degrees, east longitltde being plus and wcst longitude minus "

"the adoption of a universal day for all purposes for which it nrat' be

found convenient"

"That this universal daf is to be a mean solar da1'; is to begin for all the

world at the moment of mean midnight of the init ial meridian' coittcicling

with the beginning of the civil day and date of that meridian; and is to be

corrnted from zero up to twentv-four hours."

"That the Conference expresses the hope that as soon as may be prac-

ticable the astronomical attd natttical days rvill be arranged everl-where to

begin at mean midnight."

Although the other resolutions u'cre adopted. the convention of wcst lougitude

as positive was used in astronomy until 198'1 when tlte general use of East posi-

tive was introdrrced. The Astrontt'micaL Almanac switchecl convention at thtrt tine,

exactly one hundred years after the Intcrnational Nlelidian cont-etence'

At the iDvitation of the Bureatr des Longitudcs. the directors of the uzrtional

ephemerides and other astronomcrs. met irr Paris in \14]'1896 for the Confercnce

Internationale des Etoiles Fondarncntales. In addition to adopting tesolutions con-

cerning the fundamental catalog, zrttd the calculatiotr and publicatiotr ol apparent

places of stars, the Conferencc atlopted the follorving fundarnental constallts:

Nutation 9':21

Abcrration 20':41

Soltrr parallax 8'180

It also agreed to adopt Ncwcolnb's definitive values (which u"ere ttot theD in

final form) of lunisolar and plartetarv precession

Active < rxrperation betwrrcn thc offices of the nertiortal ephemericles datcs fiom

the Congrcss International cles Ephemerides Astrorl(nniques hcld at thr: Pnris Ob-

servatory in October 1911. This confcrence rvas called by B' Bailaud, Director of

the obser.vatory and President of the comite InterllatioDal Permanent de la C'arte
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Photographique du Ciel on the init iative of the Bureau des Longitu<les. Its pur_
pose wa-s 'tl'etablir une entente permettant d'augDlenter, sans norrvt:aux frais. la
masse dc donn6es numeriques fournies annuellement aux observateurs ct aux calcu_
lateurs." Although the CoDfererrce was primarilv coDcerned with obtairring n greatly
increasecl l ist of apparent places of stars, it extcnded its attention t,r all the cphem_
erides of bodies in the solar svstcn. Its comprehensive reco[rmenoaTrons co\€red
the distribution of calculations between the fir.e pri.cipal ephemeris ofl ices (France.
Germany, Great Britain, Spain, and the United States). specifietl st;r.rrdards of cal_
culation and presentation, arranged for publication of additional clata, ancl fixed
the values of two further constalts to be rrscd irr the ephemerides: thc flattenine
of the Earth (1,1297) and the semidiarneter of the Sun at unit distart.o for 

"clipsecalculatiorrs (15'59:'63). N{ost of these recommen.lations ar.e sti l l  in forrt.
Ofiicial approval rvas iu sorne cases necessart'for the adoption of these rec_

ollmendations. as i l lustratcd by the follorring extract f iom the Act of Congress of
August  22 .  1912 (37  Sta t .  L . ,328,342) :

"The Sccretary of the Navy is hcrebv authorizccl to arrange for the cx<fimrge
of data with such foreign alma.nac officcs as he ma1, from tinle to titno
dceur desirable, u'ith a vierv to reducing the arnount of duplicatiorr of l,ork
in preparing the differerrt natiorral nautical ancl astronomical alruana<.s ancl
increasing the total data s hich mal' be of use to uavigators and astLouomeLs
available for publication irr thc Americarr Epheurcris and Nautical Alnrauac:
Provided... "

Here follorvs a number of plovisions. The nost iurportaut provisiou astr.onomi-
cally was the repeal of ttre proviso in the appropriation Act of Septerrrber 28, 1850
(9 Stat. L., 513. 515 ) that "hercafter the rneridian of t he observator1- at \\ ashirrgton
shall be adopted and userl as tlrr. American mericli iur for all astrononrical pur.poses.
and that the utcridian of Greenl ich shall be acloptecl for all narrtical prrrposcs. '

Such excltange agreetucnts h:lvc been carried ollt in spite of intellal ional dil i-
culties.

13.22 International Astronomical Union

In 1911. trgrec'ments had been directed almost entjrclv to the reductiorr of t l le total
amount of work by the avoidance of duplicate r.ak.rrlation. In 193i1, Conrurission
4 reconrruoudcd that this principlc should be cxtqr(lod to the avoidarrce of dupli-
cate prrblication by the collection in a single volurnc of the apparent places of stars
then printrrl in each of the prirr<.ipal cphemerides. This recommendation, coupled
with the adoption of lhe Drittcr Fund,amentalkataloq des Berliner Astronontischen.
Jahrbuchs (FK3), u'as implerrrented for 1941 by the publication of the international

ll
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',tolutoe Apparent Places of Funda'ntental Stars (under ihe auspices of the Interna-

tional Astronomical Union). This work gave astronomers access to the apparent

places of stars in one volume, and the individual epherneris oflices {'ere savcd the

work of the compilation and proofreading' as well as the cost of typesetting'

Continuing the precedents of the 1896 and 1911 conferences' the Dircctor of

the Paris Observatory (Professor A. Danjon) convened a further conference that

was held in Paris in Nlarch 1950 to discuss the fundamental constants of astron-

omy. The leading recornmendation &'as "that no change be made in the conven-

tionally adopted value of any constantii But the recommendations with the most

far-reaching consequences were those u'hich defined ephemeris time and brought

the lunar ephemeris into accordance with the solar ephemeris in terms of ephemcris

time. These recommendaiions were adtiressed to the International Astrottomital

Union and formallv adopted b-v- Commission 4 and the General Assembly of thc

Union in Rome in SePtember 1952.

Commission 4 ha<i, at \arious times, made arrangernents for the redistribu-

tion of calculations between ihe ephemeris offices For example, the 1n"1i1q1e for

Theoretical Astronomv in Leningrad contributed apparcnt places of stars to the

internatiorral volume for the years 1951 1959. with the availability of fast, au-

tomatic calculating rnachines, it $'as rlow both practicable and cfficient for large

blocks of work. such as the calculation of apparent places of stars, to be done in

onc omce. At the 1955 General Assembll' of the Union in Dublin' a generai redis-

tribution of calculations along these iines was agreed upon by the directors of tl.re

national ephemerides and confirmed by Cornmission 4 The reports of Comn.rission

4 in Transactions of the International Astronomical Llnion dcrctrmented the full

details of these agreements. the charrges irr the bases of the ephemerides, ancl thc

discussions leading to the introduction of Apparent Places of Funr)om e'tftal Stars'

In the Draft Report for the Trvelfth Gtrreral Assembly' held in Hamburg in

1964. D. H. Sadler indicated that the fnnctions of Commission '1 on Ephemerides

were twofold: "firstly, to cllsure that the published ephemerides fullv meet the re-

quirernents of astronomers arrd other usersl and secondll'' to coordinate the work of

the offices of the national ephemerides to ensure consisterrcy. economy of e{Iort' and

efficiency." Cooperation within the IAU on ephemerides has bcen clirected ton'artl

these functions. The primary emphasis of the first function has bcen thc establish-

ment of a consistent and urriversal set of constants and bases for the ephemerides'

A brief review of the cfforts in these two areas may be helpful.

At a meetine on fundamental constants for astronornl'held in Paris during

March 1950, the dellnit ion of cphemeris time was recommended, and the lunar

ephemeris was brought into accotclance with the solar ephcmeris I'ith respcct to

ephemeris time. These recommendations t'ere adopted in 1952 by Comrnission'1 of

the IAU at the Eighth General Assembly in Rorne.
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The IAU Symposium No. 21 (paris. May f963) conclrrded that a change irr

the conventio.al IAf.l systern of constants courd no longer be avoided. The incon-
sistencies and inadequacies of the system of that time, the better values of some
constants from recent determinations, and deficiencies revealed by discussions of
high accuracy observations indicated the need for new constants

At, the Tu,'elfth General Assembly (Hamburg. 1964) a workirrg grorrp revrewed
the report of the IAU Symposiurn. A list ol constants proposed by the Wbrkiqe
Group on thc System of Astronomical Constalts was adopted and re"61nnqn4.j
for use at the earliest practicable date in the.ational and international astronornical
ephemerides. The$e constants vrere introduced in the ephernerides fbr 196g. It was
also troted that the constants of precession and planetary trasses had not been
changed and that consideration should be given to their future iulJrove[rent.

In August 197U, IAU Colloquium No. 9 cin the IAU System of Astlonom_
ical Constarrts was held in Heidelberg, and r.ecommelded the establishmeut of
three working grolrps on planetary ephemeridcs, on plecession, and on units and
timescales. The recommendations were adopted and the u,orking groups were es_
tablished at the 1970 IAIJ General Assemblf in Brighton, England. A working
meeting on constants and ephemerides rvas held in October 197,1. in \\rashington.
DC to draft a proposed report of the working groups. The chairmen ofthe *,orking
groups met in September 1975, arrd June 1976, in Herstmonceaux and \!-ashing-
ton, rcspectively. The Report and Rccommendations, known as the Joint Relnrt of
the Working Groups of IAu Comrniss,ion I on Precession, Planeto,r.y Ephemer.itles,
Un.its and Tirne Sco,Ies u'r:re adopted by the IAU in August 197tj in Grenoble.

In 1976. a r.orking group otr cartographic coordinates and rotational elements
of planets and satellites n.as established by IAl.l Cornmissions 4 ald 16. In 1977, a
working group on nutation was established bv Commission 4. These groups \4,ere ex
pected to pr-or.ide recorlmenclatiorrs for considcr.ation at thc 1929 General Assembiv
in \4ontreal.

The second prinary function of Commission 4 ol ephemeridcs the coolclina-
tion of the eflorts of thc various ofices was bcins fullilled wilh the move from the
distribution oI calculations arnorrg the separate offices. thc unifit:ation of printing,
and thc oxchange of reproduction proofs for printing by the various countrics. This
changc was made possible by the advent of high-speed courputcrs.

.A.t the Fourth Gerreral Assembly of the IAU held in Carnbridge, N{A in 1932,
Dr. L. J. Comrie, Dircctor of the Brit ish Nautical Almalac OI}icc, sug€lested that
duplicate printing in thc national volumes of ephcmerides be discussed. particu-
larly lvith lespcct to the apparent places of stars. At that time. Professor llcrrelo
srrggested that i'lre ideal would be an internntional alrnana,c. At the Fifth Gerrcral
Asscmbiy (Paris. 1935) an agreernent r'"-as reached for a single publication of the
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Apparent Places of Stars, initially to bc printed in Great Britain artd nou' priutc<l

in GermanY.
At the Ninth General Asscnbly (Dublin, f955). an international fundamerttal

astronomical ephemeris (IFAE) r'as discussed. The IFAE was to bc a single pub-

Iication, under the auspices of the IAU, containing the fundamenttrl astronoutical

ephemerides to the fullesi accuracy The national ephemerides could then be mrt<rh

smaller and cater more directly to the practical astronorner. Although nlany $'ele in

favor of this proposal, several factors prevented its adoption: the practical dilicultl'

that the sales were not Iikely to cover the cost of printing, because of the arrtic-

ipation of required, free distribution; the difliculty for astrononrets of purchasing

books published in other countries; the rcquired cooperation of alnrost all nationtr,l

ephemerides; artd the loss of flexibility Horvever. various countties usitrg reproduc-

tion proofs of material prepared by a single source rvas an attra<tive alternative

At the same tine, it was announced that an agrcetnont had becn reached for the

unification of The American Ephemeris arul Nautical Almanac and The Nautit:al

Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris beginning with the 1'ear 1960. It I'as hoped

that other ephemeris offices tl'ould save cousiderable composition arrd proofreading

costs by using photolithography for reprodrrction.

At the Tenth General Assembly (Moscow, 1958) it was reported that th(]

Astronomisch Geod,atisches Jahrbuch, introduced for the year 19'19, would ceasc

publication after the 1959 eclit ion and that the Berlincr A stronontis<:hes Jahrbuclt.

introduced for the year 1776. would ceasc publication alter the editiorr for 1959

As a result of these savings of composition and printing costs, the Astronomisches

Rechen-Institute was able to take over composition atd publication ol the Appat

ent Places of Fundamental Slors. Although it t'as sacl to see a publication of loug

standing cease, the change indicated an increased international cooperation iurd

permitted a beneficial transfer of functions.
G. M. Clemence and D. tI. Sadler rcported at thc Eleventh Gctreral Assemblv

(Berkeley, 1961) that an important step torvards unification of the national epheltt-

erides had taken place in the unification of the American and Brit ish volumes. Thcv

stated further thtrt:

"Many dearlyJreld, but cssentially urlitnportant. standards and prejudices

have had to be sacrifices on both sides; it is surprising horv quickll' these lose

their former importance in the satisftrction of a compreherrsive .rgreement.

That same cooperation, good will arrd confidence exists bctwccn all the

national ephemeris offices, and, although differenccs of languagc will intro-

duce soure further difficulties, there is no obstacle to complcte urtification

that will not be overcorne in course of time."

Between 1962 and 1964 the Japanese and Sovict ephemerides bcgan using the

advairced proofs from The Astronomical Ephemeris.
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I'October 1974, plaru wrtr.e begun to l.evise the orgarrization, collte't, aDd b.sis

fot The Arnet.ican. Ephemeris and, Nau,ticaL Almanac/AstronorniatL Ephemeris. It
*trs decided that a single.nif icd printing in English u'ould be madc iu the Unitccl
States, and that it would bc available fronr both Her \Iajest1..s Slatiouerl, Officc
in England a'd the superintende't of Do<uments in the united statcs. sincc tlrt:
United Statcs legal code requircd the title ?he Amerir,an Ephentens anrl. Nau.tical
Almanac, a bill was introriuqrd into Congress to modify the legal cocle to pcrrDit a
change in the namc of thc ptrblication. Also. it rvas decided th:rt thc organizatirrr
and content would be changed for the 1981 edition.

13.23 Otherlnternational Organizations

I'rprovemerrts i. accuracies and in knou,ledge concernirrg the motious aud rotatio.s
of the bodics i '  the solar systern, partic' la' ly the rottrt ion of thc E.rlh ancl orrr.
use of accurate time, has created a gron'iug need for doser cooperation betlr,et:rr
th. different i.temational organizations. Thus. mau1, i lrternational or.ga'izatiorrs
be<ome involretl in rariorrs .rsr)ects of internatio'al stanclardizatio'. so're of thtsc
different organiz,tions and thcir functions are describetl irr the foll.rvirg pa.agraph.

The International Association of Geodcsy (IAG) is irrterestecl in tlxr rotational
elements and physical chara< teristics of tht: planets. Thc Cornmittec orr Space Re
search (COSPAR) is interestcd in the ciutographic coorclinate s\.stems and the
gravity 6elds of thc planets alld satell i tes. The Consultative Comnrittee on IDter_
national Radio (CCIR) is responsible for standardizatiorr of t irne arrd frequcrrcy
as used in ratlio transmissions; its Stud). Clr.rup Sevcrr rcaches agreerucnts in this
area. The Corrrntittee Internationale cles Poides et \ lesurcs (CIp\l) <rrordinates
the standards of the units of measure. Thc Consultative Committrt ol the Dcf,
init ion ol the Srxud (CCDS) is responsible for the dcfinit ion of thc second arr<l
the principles for ureasuring the second. The Committeo on Data lor S<rience an<l
Technologl. (COIIATA) r'orks on an interrlisciplinary basis to improvc tlx: qualitv,
reliabil i t l .. prortssing. managcrnent, and accessibil i t l . of rlata of irnportance to sci-
ence and technologv. The Bur.cau Internationale des Poiclcs et Nlcasurcs (BIPN{) il
Paris, France, is rcsponsibkr for. rnaintaining Internationzrl Atomic'f irrru (TAI) arrd
providiug a sirrgle atomic tirucscrale. worldwide. The Intcrlational Flarth Rotatiorr
Service (IERS) rleternines thc rotation of tho Earth. and thus the UTC tirnescale.
It also determines rvheu leap seconds shorrlt l bc insertcd into the UTC ti luescale.

13.3 HISTORICAL LIST OF AUTHOBITIES

13.31 Introduction

It is irnportant to know the basis of the ephemerides to properly interpret the results
of pzrst discussious of observations. For this reason, and for purposes of historical
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interest and record, the following list of authorities is given in the original form. In

addition, a ferv uncertainties and ambiguities, rvhich could onll'have been resolved

by excessive research or recalculation, have been allowed to remain.

The material is arranged in the following subgroups: up to 1900 The NauticaL

Almanac and The American Ephemeris are treated separately, and after 1900 they

are combined. Each subsection is divided according to body or srrbject (e.g., Sun,

Moon, precession. nutation, satellite constants). \\rithin each division the author-

ities, arranged chronologically, are preceded by a short narrative of the quantities

tabulated. In these discussions "and" is used to indicate that the quantity is tabu-

Iated to r decimai places, and the term "precision" is used to indicate merely the

unit of the end figure. Usually, only names and dates are given for the unit of the

end figure. Also, only narnes and dates are given for the authorities; full references

are given in Section 13.4. In some cases, for example for the adopted semidiameters

of the planets, detailed references to the original publications have been omittecl.

Some of the tabulated ephemerides are based on theories. dcrivations, and

constants given in appendices and supplements to ?r\e Nautical Alrnanac and to

The American Ephe'neris. Lists of thcse appendices and supplements are given irr

Section 14.6.

13.32 The Nautical Almanac (1767-1900)

13.321 Sun All ephemerides from 1767 to 1833 were gir.en with the argumelt ap-
parent time. Quaatities tzrbulated for the Sun at irtervals of one day were longitudc
and declination (each to l"), and right ascension and equation of time (each to l").
Semidiameters in arc (to 0ll). in t ime (to 0:l), and log distancc (to 6D) l lere given
at intervals of6 days. From 1768, the equation oftirne (to 0:1) was given. ald fronr
1772, the right ascension (to 0:l) was also given. For the years 1815 1822, tho log
distance (to 5D) was given. In 1833, the semidiameters (to 0'i01, to 0?01) and log
distance (to 7D) r'ere given at intervals of one da1'.

The 1834 almanac wils largely remodeled in accordance rvith the Ro1.al Astro-
nomical Society's report prirlted in that almanac, and thereafter the argument of
most ephemerides was nrean time. Most quantities tabulated in time were given
to Cli01, those in arc to 0l '1 (except the Sun's latitude, given to 0:'01), and the log
radius vector to 7D. In many cases, differences or variations l€rc givcn. From 1848,
equational rectangular coordinates (to 7D) were inclrrded at intervals of one day,
Iatitude terms being included for the frrst time in 1866; the valucs for 1845 1847
were given in the 1848 volume. No other substantial changes wcre made bcforc
1900.

1,767 1796: Mayer's "last manuscript tables" assumed an annual precession of
5013.
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1797 1804: Mayer,s tables with the mean motion corrected to the revrsed preces-
sion of 501'2.

1805 1812: Delambre,s tables as given in Lalande (1792), but rvith certain (un_
specified) coefficicnts determined by Maskclyne.

1813 1821: Improved tables by Delambrc (1806).
7822 1832: The tables in Vince (180g, Volume III), ,,with the omrssior onlv of

some equations which do not materially effect the results.,. Ttre tables
are stated by Vince (lblume III. page 2) to have been ,.constructed
bv M. de Lambre, frorn observations of Dr. Maskelyne, ancl the theorv
of M. Laplace. See Les Memorics de Berlin, for 1784. 1785.., (In 1832.
the position of the Sun for the calculation of the transit ,rf flercurrl
was taken fronr Carlini,s tables.)

1833: The longitude was taken from Delambre's tables, improved by Airy,s
corrcctions based on Greenwich observations.

1834 1835: Carlini 's tables (1810) with Bessel,s corrections (1828) and nutation
rLs in the Astronomical Society's tables (Bail1,, 1g25). Thc elements
used by Carlini are the same as those of Delarnbre (1806). but the
arrangement is better for the construction of an ephemeris.

1836 1863: Carlini (1832).
1864-1900: Leverrier(1858).

13.322 Moon The N,Ioon's longitude, Iatitude. semidiamcter, and horizontal par_
allax (each to 1") and its right ascension and clcclination (each to l,) were tabulated
at inter\.?ls of 12h (apparent timc) for thc years 1Z6Z 1833. Lunar distances (fronr
at least one star, and after 1770 from one or t$,o stars as well as the Sun rvhen the
Sun was conveniently placed) u,.cre given to a precision of 1,, for every 3h. Frorn 1g23.
the right ascension and declination nere given to 1". In 1g34, the argument becarne
mean time and, with occasional rninor alterations, the tabulations werc given to aD
extra figure until the y'ear 1900. The right a^scension (to 0:01) and the clcclination
( lo  O: ' l )  wcrc  g ivc r  a t  in re r ra l .  o fone hour .

t (OI | / /t j : tvlaycl last marrrrscr.ipt iables,
1777 1788: Maver's tables, irrproved by Mzrson under Maskelyne's dircction, based

on Bradlel.'s obscrvations (the latter are printed ln The Na,u.tical Al-
manac for 7774).

1789 1796: Nlayer's tables were further improved by Mason (1280). Eight new
cquations were taken from Mayer's tables, the coefficients being de_
termined from Bradley's observations. The eighteenth equation in lon_
gil ude u-as omir red.

1797 1804: The same set of tables, but adjusted (as for the Sun) for the corrected
value of precession.



1821 1833:

1834-1855:
1856:

1896:
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1805-1807: Lalande (1792); the tables are the same as \Iason (1780) except for

the substitution of Laplace's acceleration and secular motion

1808: Lalande's tables, with the addition of two further inequalities found

by Laplace.

r809-1812: The epochs, Laplace's accelerations, and "a particular equation of his"

were taken by Maskelyne from Burg's tables, and the rnean Iongitudes

were computed. The parallax was taken from Mayer.

1813 1817: Burg (1806) on Laplace's theory, the coefficients being determined

from Maskelyne's observations, and the epochs from those of Nlaske-

lyne and Bradley.

1818-1820: According to Pond's preface, the tables of Burckhardt were rrsed. [Brrt
a note (initialed T.Y.) at the end of the 1820 preface statcs that those

of Burg were used.]

Burckhardt (1812).

Burkhardt's tables, r ' i th nutation from Baily (1825).

As in the previous years, but the parallax taken from Adams (1853b)

and the semidiameter taken as O.2725 times the horizontal parallax.

1857 1861: The ratio of semidiameter to horizontal parallax was changed to

0.273174.
1862 1882: Hansen (1857).

1883 1895: Hansen, but q'ith Newcomb's corrections (1878b) included iD the right

ascension and declination.

As in previous years, and with the substitution of Newcornb's Table

XXXIV for Hansen's.
1897-1900: Newcomb's corrections included in horizontal parallax and semidianl

eter.

13.323 Major Planets Ephemeridcs of the five 'classical" planets t'ere given at

intervals of 6 days until 1832, except for Nlercury, which were given at intervals of 3

days from 1778. Those of Uranus (at intervals of 10 days) were introduced in 1789

and again from 1791 onwards. The adopted precision was 1" for declinatkrtt arrd both

heliocentric and geocentric longitudes and latitudes. When the right as<r:rtsion u'as

added, in 1819, a precision of l '  was used.
Heliocentric coordinates were omitted in 1833, rvhile declination (to l"). geo-

centric longitude and latitude (to t"), right ascension (to 0:1). and log clistance (to

5D), rvere all given at intervals of one day.
The intervals were changed in 1834 to one-day intervals for all planets. In 1861,

when Neptrrne was introduced, the intervals for Uranus and Neptunc werc changed
to 4 days. Right ascension (to 0:01), declination (to 0'l l), heliocentric longitude
and latitude (to 011), and log distance and log radius vector (each to 7D) rvere

included. Geocentric longitude and latitude rvere omitted for the year 183'1. A geo-

centric (equatorial) ephemeris of Neptune *'as published between 1850 and 1860,
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at intervals of 5 days, usuallv as an appendix to later Almanacs.
Transit ephernerides were introduced in lg39 for \,Iercury to Urarurs, and in

1861 for Neptrrne.

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn

1767 177Y Halley (1749).
1780 1804: \4rargentin's tables, .annexed to NI. De Lalande,s Astrorrotrv.,,
1805 1833: Lalande (1792). These are the tables calculated by Delar.brr: on the

theory of Laplace. From 1822, the ta.blcs of Mars werc takcn from
"those of Lalande in Lhe Conn.aissance des Tems fsic] f<rr the 12th
year 11803 04].,, The places of Mercury for the transit of 1832 q.ere
taken from Lindenau's tables.

Mercury

1834 1863: Lindenau (1813).
1864 1900; Leverrier (1859).

Venus

1834 1864: Lindenau (1810). For the 1-ears 1837 1848 a correction of 2'1g,, l,as
applied to the tabular longitude of the rrode.

1865 1900; Leverrier (1861a).

1834 1865:  L indenau (1811) .
1866-1900: Leverrier (1861b).

Jupiter

1834 1877: Bourard (1821).
1878 1900: Leverrier (1876a).

Saturn

1834 1879: Bouvard (1821). lFbr the years 1852 1829, Bouvard,s Table 42 was
used in the corrccted form given by Adans (1849) and in The Nautical
Almanac 1851, xiv.]

1880 1900: Leverrier (1876b).

*
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uranus ("The Georgian" in The Nautical Almanac 1789 1850)

1789, 1791 1833: Computed from the same tables used for the "classical" planets.

1834-1876: Bouvard ( 1821).

1877-1881: Newcomb (1873).

1882-1900: Leverrier (1877a).

Neptune

1850-1857: Computed from elements given in various issues of the B erliner Jahrbuch

and The Nautical Almanqc.

1858-1870: Korvalski (1855). (This is a l itt le uncertain for the years 1859-1860,

as the supplements to the almanacs containing these ephemerides do

not quote the authority.)

1871-1881: Newcomb (1873).

1882-1900: Leverrier ( 1877b).

13.324 Minor Planets Ephemerides of minor planets were given for the first time

in the almanac for 1834. That issue corrtained ephemerides based on elements by

Encke, at intervals of 4 days throughout the year for Ceres, Palles' Juno, and Vesta

The right ascension was tabulated to 0T I . declination and heliocentric longitude and

latitude to 1', and log distance and log radius vector to 4D. For one rnonth on each

side of opposition, at intervals of one day, the right ascension was given to 0101,

declination to 011, and log distance and log radius vector to 5D

Similar ephemerides for the years to 1849 were based on the same elements,

with va.riations calculated by the method given by Airy (1835).

Between 1850 and 1866, the number of planets for which ephemerides at wider

intervals were published, was increased to as many as 36 in some years The elements

used were from a number of different authors. (Thc almanac lor 1856 contains a

translation (by Airy) of papers by Encke (1852a and 1852b) on the computation of

special perturbations.)

From 1867, ephemerides for only frve planets were published, and from 1876,

only the first four planets wcre included, on the grounds that mote accurate ephern-

erides were to be published in the Berlin.er Jahrbuch.

Ceres

1867 1881: Schubert ( 1854).
1882 1900: Godward (1878).

Pallas

1867 1900: Farley (1856a).
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Juno

1867-1893: Hind (1855).
1894 1900: Hind (1855), with corrections by Downing (1890).

Vesta

1867 1900: Farley (1856b).

Astrqea

7867-1875: Farley (1856).

13.325 Satellites No predictions for satellites, except for the Galilean satellites of
Jupiter, were published until 1899. Diagrams of the apparent orbits at the time of
opposition and elongations (to 0!l) for a limited period around opposition, were
given for the satell i tes of N{ars, Saturn, Uranus, and Nepturre. The authorit ies for
the latter are the same as that for 1901, and are l isted in Scction 13.3{5.

Diagrams of the configurations and predictions of eclipses for Jupiter,s satellites
have been published in every issue ol The Nautical Almanac.

1767 18O4: Eclipses to 1'; bascd on Wargentin (1746).
1805- 1823: Based on Lalande (1792) (quoting Delambre).
1824-1833: Based on Delambre (1817).

1834-1839: Eclipses to 0il. Other phenomena to 1'; based on Delarnbre (1817).
1840 1900: As in 1834 1839. From 1877, eclipses to 1.. From 1896, tiures of con-

junction to 011, bascd on Damoiseau (1836), and extensions bv Adams
and others.

13.326 Auxiliary Quantities Auxilia.ry quantities includc siclereal time, nrean obliq-
uity of the ecliptic, apparent obliquity of the ecliptic, precession, nutation, con-
stants. and sernidiameters at unit distance.

13.3261 Sidereal time The sidcreal timc was not tabulated explicitly for the first
sixty or seventy years, but from 1833, values were given at intervals of onc day. The
sidereal time at Dlean noon is stated to have been calculated from the followins
expresslons:

1833: Sun's mean lonsitude + 610 l6'i5 sin O - 0!917 sin2
1834 1900: Sun's rnean longitude + nutation, where the Sun's mean longitude

at Paris mean noon of January 0 of the year 1800 + t is given by
Bessel (1830a, p. xxiv) as 279"54'01'136+27:605844 I+O"OOOL22I8O' i2 -
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l4'471083/. t'here f is (for the 19th century) the nultrber of 1'cars frorrr

the preceding leap year.

13.3262 Meanobliquity ofthe ecliptic The following valucs wcrc rtsed for thc 1'ears

1767-1900 (r being measured in years):

1767 18O7 23a28'16" -x(t-1756). Mayer (1770, pp. 105 and v). Nlaskelync stated

in several almanacs that.{ was about half a secortd, but Mayer's table

indicates 0]',16. Tlte values seenr to have been adjusted occasiottally

by \laskelync.

1808-1833: Corrccted year by year, from Gleent'ich observations to a current

date.

1834-1863: 23"21'54':8 - 0:457(t - 1800.0). Bcssel (1830a' p xxvii).

1864-1900: 23'27'31':83 - 0:476(t - 1850.0). Levcrrier (1858, p.203).

The authorities for the r'alues of the obliquitv adopted for the conlersion of the

Moon's longitudc and latitudc to right ascension and declination rvere (see A.\{.W.

Downing ,  M.N.R.A.S. ,  69 ,  618,  1909) :

1862 1874: Hansen (1857, p. ,15i see Hansen and Olufseu. 1853, p. 5).

1875 1900: Leverrier (1858, p. 203).

Reducing all these to a cornmon date, for comparison with Peters (18'12) and

Newcomb (1895a), we have:
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Bctrvccn 1834 and 1853 there is no spe(.if ic statement of the r,ahres usc<I, but from
1854 to 1895 the aDrural (and daily) increments wcre given (to 01000t). aud the
preccssion from thc begiuni[g of the year rri,as tabulatcrl (to 0l '01) a1 interrals of
10 daYs. No authority is quoted for thcse frgures. FrolD 1896 to 1900. pclers. ralue
(18f2. p. 71) is stated to have been rrsed as the alrthorit l..

The following cornparison shorvs thc larious vahros of the arulral precession
that wcre used (7 being tncasured in <crrturies froIn 1850.0):

185,1 1856 (deduced): 50:2357 +0';0257.
1857 1895 (deduced): 50';2524 + 0:227 T.
1896 1900 (Peters): 50';2524 + 0';227 T.
1901 1959 (Nen'cornb): 50:2453 +O:O222T.

13.3265 Nutation Values for nutation have appearerl since 1767. Hontvcr-. the terrns
includcd have changerl over the l'ears.

1767 1833: The "Equation of the Eqrrinoctial Points" (rrrrtation in lorgitude) rvas
tabrrlatcd (to 0'l l) for t:vcrv three rnonths, brrt rvithout anv irrdication
of the authority or of tho terms includcd. In the years 1817 arrd 1818.
the samc e<|ration in sidereal t imc (or nutatiou irr r. iglrt ascension)
was gitcn (to 0:01) at intcrr.als of ten da].s.

183.1 1856: The ttrbulated valucs in longitude (to 0:'01) and irr right :r.sccnsion (to
0101) at intervals of 10 days, r, i 'ere basql on Baily's (1825) valucs and
inclutlcd the four terrns mrmbered 1,2,3, 14 in Table 13.341t.1 (page
654) .

1857 18U0: The sarrrt ' terrns q'ere tabulated. and tlre precision and 1h. iDter\al of
tabulatiorr rvere unchangcd. but the coefficients rrerc l)asc(l ol Peters
(1812 ) .

1881 1892: Nutation in obliquity wrs also included, to a prccision of 0l '01.
1893 1895: Two additional terms (5 and 7) were includr:<l in the talniations.
1896: Long-pcriocl and short-period terms in both longitude ancl obliquitl '

q'ere iu< lrrded in the tabulations. the intcrral of s'hich *':rs onc da1-.

Term no. 15 r'as inclucleri.
1897 1900: Nine ad(lit ional terms (6, 8 13, 17, 18) were includecl.

13.3266 Constants fhe lollowing valrres ofthe principal constants Ira\1'been used:

Solat' parallax

1834 1869: 8l '5776 Encke (1824, p. 108).
1870 1881: 8195 Leverrier (1858, p. 114).
1882 1900: 81848 Newcomb (1467, p. 29).

NIayer
Bessel
Leverrier
Hansen and
Peters
Newcomb

23"27'29' 0146(t - 1850.0).
23"27'31';95 01457(/ - 1850.0).
23"2 '7 '31:83 01476( /  -  1850.0) .

Olufscn 23'27'31'i42 0146784(r - 1850.0).
23' 2't' 30:99 - 014645(t - I 850. 0).
23'21', 31:68 - 01468(r - 1850. 0).

13.3263 Apparent obliquity ofthe ecliptic Vahres ofthe apparent obliquity (to0:' l)

at intervals of three months were published from the inception of the Almanac; ill

1817 and 1818, and again from 1834, the interval was changed to 10 days, and itt

1834, the precision was changed to 0'101. Frorn 1876 to 1895, thc short-period terms

of nutatiol were included in the aDDarent i?lucs. which q'ere tabulated at irtcrva]s

of one day.

13.3264 Precession Mayer's value (1770, p. 52) of 5013 was used in the almanac

from 1767 to 1796. but was corrccted to 501'2 fron 1797 to 1833, with a corre-

sponding adjustment of N{ayer's values of the mean motions of the Sun and N{oon. t
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Constant of Aberration

1834-1849: 20136 Baily (1825, p. x).
1850-1856: 20142 Baily (1845, p. 21).
1857-1900: 20!4451 Struve (1844, p. 275).

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

Constant of nutqtion

1834-1856: 9l'25 Baily (1823, p. xiv).
1857-1900: 9:2231 + 0:0009 T, where Z is in centuries ftom 1800.0 (Peters, 1842,

D .  ' D  I .

13.3267 Semidiameters at unit distance Semidiameters are given for the Sun, Mer-
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter (equatorial and polar), Saturn (equatorial and polar),
Ura.nus. and NeDtune.

Sun

7767 laoT: 962i8 Mayer (1770, p. 56).
1808 1833: 961"37 Mayer (1770, p. 56).
1834 1852: 960119 Bessel (1830a, p. L).
1853-1895: 9611'82 Airy (1855, p. xxviii).
1896-1900: 9611'18 Auwers (from observations at Greenwich, 1851-1883).
1896-1900: 9591'63 Auwers (1891, p. 367) (This value was used for eclipse

calculations only.)

Mercury

1834-1863: 3'i23
1864-1900: 3:'34

Lindenau.
Leverrier.

Venus

1834-1864: 8l'25 Delambre.
1865-1895: 8'i305 Leverrier.
1896-1900: 8'i40 Auwers.

Mars

18341 4:37.
1835-1865: 41435 Littrow.
1866-1895: 5155 [sic] Leverrier.
189G 1900: 41'68 Hartwig.
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Jupiter ( equatorial)

1837 1881: 99]704 Struve.
1882-1895: 98119 Leverrier.
1896-1900: 97136 Schur.

Jupiter (polar)

1834: 93l'37.
1835-1856: 93'j4 Delambre.
L857-L887: 92!426 Equatorial SD x 0.927.
1882-1895: 921200 Equatorial SD x 0 939.
1896-1900: 91110 Schur.

Saturn ( equatorial)

1834: 88l'72.
1837-1881: 811'106 Bessel.
1882-1895: 83131 Leverrier.
1896-1900: 84'175 Meyer.

Saturn (polar)

1835 1856: 751'25 Bessel.
1857 1881: 75119 Equatorial 5Dx.0.927.
1882 1895: 74'i56 Equatorial SD x 0.895.
1896 1900: 6188 Meyer.

Uranus

1834: 37':20.
1835 1881: 37'125 Delambre.
1882 1895: 34]28 Leverrier.
1896 1900: 34i128 Hind.

Neptune

1899-1900: 341'56 Barnardl however, no values were tabulated.

13.33 Tho American Ephemeris (1855-1900)

The twelve morthly sections that formed the principal content of the first part of
The American Ephemeris contained the Greenwich ephemerides of the Sun and
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Moon, which remained virtually unchanged during the period 1855 to 1900. The

Greenwich ephemerides of Venus, N{ars, Jupiter, and Saturnl similar ephcmerides of

Mercury, Uranus, and Neptune; and heliocentric ephcmerides for all seven planets

were added in 1882. An ephemeris of the rectangular coordinates of thc Sun was

also included, although for the period 1875 1881, it was relegated to the second

part ol The Amcricon Ephemeris,

The second palt of the book contained the ephemeris for the meridian of \\tash-

ington, and included further ephemerides of the Srrn, Moon, and planets, partly for

Washington noon and midnight and partly for meridian transit at \Vashington.

These ephemerides, which were rcvised someu'hat from time to time, included a

tabulation of the obliquity, precession, and nutation until 1882, rvhcn it was trans-

ferred to the first part of the volume.

13.331 Sun In thc Greenwich ephemerides of the Sun. the apparent right asccn-
sion (to 0101), the declination (to 0:l), and the equation ol t ime (to 0i01) were
tabulated at intervals of one day for apparent noon ald (except in 1855) for mean
noon. The semidiameter (to 0101) and the sidereal t irno of semidiameter passing

the meridian (to 0101) u'ere given for apparent noon. Except in 1855, the longi-
tude (to 0ll) referred both to the true equinox of date and to the mear equinox
of the beginning of the year. The latitude (to 0l '01), and the log radius vector (to
7D) were given for rnean noon. In the Washington ephemerides, the right ascension
and declination rvere given for mean and apparent noon. The equation of time,
the semidiameter, and the sidereal time of semidiameter passing the meridian were
given for apparent noon. From 1855 to 1881, the longitrrde, latitude, and log radiLrs
vector were given for \!-ashington mean noon and midniglrt. The tabular precisions
were the same as that in the Greenn'ich ephemerides.

During the period 1855 1881, the equatorial rectarrgular coorclirrates of thc
Sun (to 7D) tabulated for Grecnu'ich rrcan noonl referled to the true equinox and
equator of date. For Washingtorr, nrcan noon and midnight, r'eferred both to thc
true equilox of date and the mean equinox of the beginning of the vear. In 1882,
these ephemerides were replaced by a tabulation (to 7D) for Greenwich mean noon
and midnight, which referred both to the tme equinox of date and mean equinox
of the beginning ol the year.

The horizontal paralla-x (to 0l '01) and aberration (to 0101) of the Srrn $'ere
tabulated at intervals of 10 days, for 0h Washington sidereal tine frorn 1855 to
186.1, for Washirrgton mean noon from 1865 to 1881, and tor Greernich drean noon
thereafter.

1855 1857: Carlini (1810), q'ith Bessel's revisious (1828).
1858 1874: Hansen and Olufsen (18b3).
1875 1899: Hansen and Olufsen (1853), with aberration according to Struve (1844).
1900: Newcomb (1895a).
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13.332 Moon In the Greenrvich ephemerides of the \,Ioou, the right ascensiou (to
0:01) and declination (to 0i ' l) were tabulated lor everv hour; the s,nicliamerpr and
horizontal parallax (to 011) rvere given for noon ard midnight; and. frour 1860 to
1900, thc longitude arrd latitude (to 011) $€re given for noon and miclnight.

In the Washington ephemcrides, the right ascension (io 0:01) and cleclination
(to 0'jl) were tabulated for upper and lower culmination frour 1g55 to 1g6,1. ancl for
upper culmination fton 1882 to 1900. The sidcreal time of semidiameter passilg
the meridian (to 0i01) r.as given for both culminations during the perioci 1855
186,1, but onlv for upper culrnination aftcr 1864. The semidiameter tr,ncl horizo.tiil
paralla-x (to 011) rvere tabulated for Washington firean noon and rnidrright fror.rr
1855 to 1881, and for upper culmination frorn 1882 to 1900.

The times of the phases, apogee, and perigee were given both iu Grcenrvich
meatr time and in \\rashington rnean time. The mean longitude and the loneitude
of thc ascending node $,ere given at inter\'als of 10 days.

1855 1856: Picrce (1853). These tables are based on Airy (1848). rvith conections
by Air1. (18a9) and Longstrength (1853). The tables uscd bv Airl.
(18,18) were <ierir,.ed frorn Damoiseau (i824), and wcr-e sulrst:r,ntial]v a
devclopment of Plana's theory (1832). modified to irrclucle trvo Venus
incqualit ies discovered by Hansen (1847).

i857 1882: Picrcc (1853). dcrir-es paralla,x from tables basecl on formulas of Adarns
(1853a) and \\ralker (1848).

1883 1900: Hansen (1857) contains corrcctions by Ncwcomb (1878b). l ln the 1n-
troduction, lo The ArrLe,rir:an Ephemeris for 1912 and follor.ing ycars.
atteDtion n'as called to the thct that thesc corrections 'i,ere not pre-
cisel.v in accorclance $'ith the statement givcn in the volurnes for 1883
1911. artd the formula actue ly used rvas givcn.]

13,333 Major Planets AIter 1881, in thc Greenrvicir eplxrrrrcridcs of the pianets,
the apparent right ascerrsion (to 0:01)and declination (to 011)q,'ere tabulatcd for
mean noon at interr,als of one dav for Nlercury, Ventrs. Nlars, .rrlpiter, and Saturn.
and ilt intervals of 4 clays for Uranus and Neptune. 'I'he tiure of meritlian passag<:
(to 011) rvas also given. The semidiameter zrnd horizontal parallax (in general, 1,o
0l'1. and to 0l '01 for Uranus trnd Neptune il 1900, to 0l '01 for N1ercury. Venus. and
Nlars) rvere tabulated at \arious different inten,als for clifTerent pianets.

In tht: \Virshington epherncridcs, r'alues'"vere tabulatecl for the apparent riglrt
ascension (to 0:01) and declination (to 0']1). for the inferior planets a,t \Vashirrgton
mean noon and nleridian transit, and for the superior planets at Washington sidcreal
noon and meridian transit betrvccn 1855 and 1869. After 1870. mean noon and
meridian transit t inle'r\, 'cre used for all the plauets, but after 1882 thc cphemerides
for noon u.cre orrrittcd. The selnidiameter and horizoltal parallax (to 0l '01) were
given for 0h \Vashington sidereal tirne from 1855 to 1864, fbr Washington mean

I'
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noon from 1865 to 1881, and (to 0:'1) for Washington meridian transit beginning

with 1882. The sidereal time of semidiameter (to 0:01) passing the meridian was

tabulated throughout.

Included in the second part of the volume from 1855 to 1881 were also helio

centric ephemerides of the planets. The quantities tabulated were the rectangular

coordinates (to 4D) for Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Neptune; to 5D for Jupiter, Sat-

urn, and Uranus, and the orbital longitude (to 0:1 for the inner planets; to 1" for

the outer planets). The attraction on the Sun was added in 1961. During the period

1855 1860, the rectangular coordinates were referred to the equinox and equator

of date; beginning with 1861, they were referred to the ecliptic and mean equinox

of a selected epoch, and the coordinates of the Earth were included. A table of the

adopted masses and the orbital inclinations and nodes was also given.

In 1882, the heliocentric ephemerides were replaced by different ones and fol-

lowed immediately after the geocentric ephemerides in Part I. These heliocentric

ephemerides contained the longitude and latitude (to O'il) referred to thc ecliptic

and mean equinox of date. AIso included were the reduction to orbit, log radius

vector (to 7D); in 1900, to 8D for Venus and Mars, and log geocentric distance

(to 7D), for Greenwich mean noon at intervals of 8 days for Uranus and Neptune,

2 days for Mercury (one day in 1900), and 4 days for the other planets (2 days

for Venus and Mars in 1900). Log geocentric distance was also given for the dates

between the tabular dates.
During the years preceding the completion of the planetary tables of Newcomb

and Hill, the ephemerides were calculated with tables that, for the most part, were

constructed by applying corrections to the early tables of Lindenau and Bouvard

that were based upon Laplace's theories.

Mercury

1855 1899: Winlock (1864), based on the theory of Leverrier (1845).

1900: Newcomb ( 1895b).

Venus

1855 1875:

1876 1899:

1900:

Manuscript tables prepared from Lindenau (1810) by applying cor-

rections ba-sed on investigations by Airy (1832), Breen (1848), and

Leverrier (1841).

Hill (1872). (An ephemeris for I874-1875 calculated from these tables

is given in the Appendix to the 1876 volume.)

Newcomb (1895c).
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Mars

1855-1899: Manuscript tables based on Lindenau (1811), with corrections from
Breen (1851) and Leverrier (1841), and various other corrections from
time to time.

Manuscript tables, based on the elements derived by Newcomb (1895d).1900:

Jupiter

1855 1897:

1898 1900:

Saturn

1855 1882:

1883 1899:

1900:

Uranus

t 6 D D  1 6 / D :

1876:
1877 1900:

Neptune

1855 1869:

1870 1900:

Manuscript tables, prepared from Bouvard (1821), with corrections

to make them agree with observation.

Hil l (1895a). (In the 1898 volume, it is incorrectly stated that Bou-

vard's tables were used for that year.)

Manuscript tables prepared from Bouvard (1821), r'ith various cor-

rections from time to time.

N{anuscript tables prepared from a provisional theory by Hill (1890).

Hil l (18e5b).

Bouvard (1821), with revisions by Leverrier (1846) and Peirce (1848a),

and beginning with 1859, further corrections by Runkle (1855).

Manuscript tables constructed bv Newcomb.

Newcomb (1873). (An ephemeris for 1873 1876 calculated with these

tables is given in the 1877 volume.)

Tables based on Peirce's theory (1848b) and Walker's elements (1848)

(Ephemerides for 1853 and 1854 were given in the volumes for 1855

and 1856, respectively.)

Newcomb (1865). (An ephemeris for 1866-1869 calculated from these

tables is given in the Appendix to the 1869 volume.)

13.334 Minor Planets Among the early tables constructed and printed for Zl'e

American Ephemeris were tables ofthe minor plalets ( 15) Eunomia, (40) Harmonia'

(18) Melpomene, and (11) Parthenope. Ephemerides of these minor planets were

not included 1t The American Ephemeris, but an "Asteroid Supplement" in the

volume for 1861 contained opposition ephemerides for 33 minor pla.nets for 1859,

and the orbital elements of (1)-(55).
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13.335 Satellites Irr the volumes for 1855 1881, ephernerides were givcn only for

the four great satellites of Jupiter, and the apparcnt elements of thc rings of Saturn.

The ephemerides of t lrc satcll i tes of Jupiter gave the superior geocentric conjunc-

tions, the phenomerrtr, the coordinates irr thc nrean apparent eclipses. arrcl diargrams

of the phases of the eclipses.

In 1882, diagralr.rs of the configurations of the four satell i tes of.Iupiter l 'ere

added, and the forurcr cphemerides of the coorclinates in the appareut orbits rvere

omitted. A diagram of the apparent orbits was also added. Ephemerides of the

elongations of the satellitcs of t\lars, Saturn, Uramrs, and Neptune, and diagrams

of the apparent orbits, were introduced.

The elongations ol the fifth satellite of .lupiter were added in 1898, but no

statement of authority was given from 1898 to i900. No authority rvas given for the

satell i tes of \Iars frorn 1882 to 1900. The authorit ies for the othcr satell i tes q.ere:

Jupiter

1855 1881: Damoiseau (1836). Extended to 1880 by Kendall (1877).

1882 1900: For elongations and eclipses, To<1d's (1876) continuation of Damoi-

seau; for occultations, transits, etc., Woolhouse (1833), r ' i th Table II

for each satellite adapted to Damoiseau.

Saturn

1855 1900: For rings, cxcept the dusky ring, Bessel (1875a and 1875b).
1882 1900: For satellitcs, manuscript tables prepared by Newcomb.

Uranus and Neptune

1882 1900: Newcomb (1875).

13.336 AuxiliaryQuantiti€s

13,3361 Sidereal time The sidereal tirne (to 0:01) was tabulated for every Wash-
ington mean noon, and (cxcept in 1855) for every Greenwich mean noon. In the
Greenwich ephemeris, except in 1855, the mean of0h sidereal t irne (to 0l0l) r.as
also given for el'ery da1'.

13.3362 Obliquity ofthe ecliptic The adopted cxpressions and authorities for the
mean obliquity were:

1855 1881: 23'27' 54i22- 0':4645 t- 0:0000014 t2, where tis reckoned irr years from
1800 (Peters, 1842)
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1882 1899: 23"27'31'. '42-0':467841, rvhere r is reckorred irr years frorn 1850 (IJalscrr

1900:
zrrrd Olufsen. 1853).
23'27'08':26 - 01468t, q.here 1 is reckoned in 1.ears fLom 1900 (Ncr,'-
conrb. 1895d).

The apparent obliquitl. (to 0'l0l) sas tabulated at iDtcr\.als of l0 dar.s (5 da1.s
in 1900), for 0h \lhshington sidereal t irne frorn 1855 to 186.1. for \\hshington nrcarr
noon froln 1865 to 1881, and for Grcenrvich luean noon then'zrfte,.

The oblirlrity actually used in ctr,lculating the ephemerirlcs ol the Sun. [4oorr,
and planets irr the volunes for 1865 1899 was taken frorrr Ilansen arrd Olufscrr
(f853). hr 1900, it rvas taken fronr Neu'comb (1895a).

13.3363 Precession For the geleral precession in longitrrrlc. t lrc cxpressiorr giltrr
bv Peters (1812) 50:'241 1 + 0'10002268 /. rvhere r is reckorrcd in.\.cars from 1800
was used unti l 1900. rvhen the value given by Neq,comb (1895d) rvas adopted
50:2482 + 0'.'000221, where / is re<rkorred in years from 1900.

The aruount of precession (to 0:'01 ) since the beginning of thc yr:ar was tabulattrl
at intervals of 10 days (5 days in 1900) for 0h \l 'ashington sidereal t inre tiom 1855
1864, for \Vashington nlean noon cltrring 1865 1881, anrl f<rr Creeul' ich ulcall no(Jn
thereaftcr.

13.3364 Nutation From 1855 to 1899. thc terrrr 'equation of tlrt' crluinoxes il krn,
gitude" r' i  as uscd for the mrtation in longitude. The Dutatiorrs i l l  obliquitl 'used for'
the computations relating to the stars wcre calculated frorrr the forrnulas givcrr b1
Peters (1842). The lormulas of Peters wcrc given in the appordix to the volurrrc 1or'
1855; during latcr 1'ears, provision was rrra,<le for including trtlditional surall ternrs
when requirt:<I. In the volume for' 1900. thc nutations of obli<yuitv u'erc taken frorrr
Newcomb (1895a).

Fron 186j-) to 1891. the apparent obli<pit1'and mrtation rrst'd i l  the ephcntericlt 's
ofthe Sun. Iloon. and planets tere takcn frorn Hansen anrl OlLrfsctr (1853).In f90{).
the obliqrrity and the long-period rlrtati()n \\ 'ere takeu lrorrr Ncu,r:ornb (1895n).

The eqrraiion of the equinoxcs in krrrgiturie (to 0:'01) alxl irr right ascensiou (t,o

0l0l) for 1855 1877, and to 0i001 for 1878 1900 were tabrrl l lcd at intervals ol l{)

days (5 davs irr 1900) lor 0h. Washirrgton sidereal t ime in 1855 1864, for rfthshingtorr

mean noorr irr 1865 1881, and lor Greenwich mean noon thcreaftcr. In 1900. thc

nutation in oblirpitv (to 0:'01) rvas also explicit l l '  tabulatcd at intervals of 5 clal 's.

13.3365 Constants The values ancl ar.rthorities used for solar parallax, constant o[
aberration, and constant of nutation ilro as follorvs:

Solar parnlLat

1855 1869: 8:'5776 Encke (182.1).

t



Constant of nutation

1855 1899: 9:'2231 + 0:'0009 f, where Zis in centuries from 1800.0. Peters (1842)

1900: 9:'21 at 1900.0 Paris (1896).

13,3366 Semidiamet€rs The values and authorities for the Sun, Moon, and plan-

ets are:

Sun

1855-1899: 16'02" at mean distance (Greenwich observations).

1883 1899: In the calculation of eclipses, 15'59178 (Bessel 1830a)-

1900: 15'59163 at mean distance (Auwers 1891). This value was used in

calculating eclipses, but in the ephemeris of the Sun, li15 rvas added

to it for irradiation.

Moon

1855 1868: Burkhardt's (1812) value increased by 1/500 part.
1869 1900: 0.272274 - 215 for irradiation; the irradiatiou was omitted in the

calculation of eclipses and occultations.
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Newcomb (1867).

Paris (1896). (This value was used for eclipse calculations

from 1896 onward.)

Struve (1844). (In the ephemeris of the Sun for 1869

1874, the value 201255 from Hansen and Olufsen (1853)

was used.)

Paris (1896).

log distance
3':34 0.00
8:',546 0.00
2:842 0.25

18178 0.70
8:77 0.95
1168 1.30
t':28 1.48
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The value for N,Iercury was taken from Leverrier; the othcrs were determined

by Peirce from observations in 1845 and 1846 with the mural circle at Washington.

The values for Jupiter and Saturn *'ere the polar semidiarneters. It was statecl in

the 1869 r.olume thai 19'119 was erroneously used in 1858 1869 for Jupiter in the

Washington ephemeris. In the volumes for 1869 1900, the equatorial semidiameter

of Jupiter was given as 201'00 at Iog distance 0,70, and that of Saturn as 9l'38 at log

distance 0.95, without authority.

13.34 The Nautical Almanac, and The American Ephemeris (1901-1983')

The details given in this section and The Astronomical Almanac for 1901 to 1959

refer specifically to The Nautical Almanoc. Differences in the corresponding editions

of The American Ephemeris are speciallv noted in brackets in q'hich "A.E " refers

on ly  to  f i re  Amer tcon Ephemer ,s .

From 1960 through 1980, The Astronomical Ephemeris and Nautit:al Almanac

and The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanoc wele completely in agreement,

scientifically. Beginning in 1981, TDe Astronomical Almonttc replaccd those two

publications and was printed in a single printing. For the edition for 1968' the IAU

System of Astronomical Constants t'as introduced The supplement to the 1968

publications gives the details of the changes to the ephemerides as a resuit of this

new value of constants.

13.341 Sun The quantities tabulated, generally \r-ith argument mean trme,

a,re substantially the same as before: iongitude, latitude, right ascension, decli-

nation, and log radius vector; the precision, normally: 0'J1, 0101, 0i01, and 7D; and

(except for the mean longitude and anomaly and the equatorial rectangular coor

dinates) the interval one day. The mean longitude (to 0?00001 for 1906 1911, a:Ld

to 090001 since 1912) was given at intervals of 10 days since 1906 [In A E , the

mean longitude (io 0:0001), at intervals of 5 days, rvas given silce 1934.] Equato-

rial rectangular coordinates (to 7D) was referred to the tme equator and t'quinox

of date. with reductions to those of the beginning of the year, were givon at rnter-

vals of 12n and until 1930, while similar coorciinates at intervals of one day for the

equinox of the beginning of the year were tabulated since 1931, and those for the

standard equinox of 1950.0 (Comrie, 1926) since 1928. (The coordinates lor 1928

were given in the volume for 1929.) [In A.E., the interval of 12h was retained uutil

1950: from 1931 to 1950 the coordinates were referred to the beginning of the year'

and the reductions to the irue equinox of date were also tabulated. Coordinates for

1950.0 were tabulated since 1938, at intervais of l2h until 1950, and intervals of one

day from 1951.] Since 1954 lin A.E., since 1953] the coordinates on the "standard"

10-day dates (IAU, 1950) were emphasized by the use of bold type.
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1870-1899: 8'1848

1900: 8:80

Constant of aberration

1855-1899: 2014451

1900: 20:47

Planets

1855 1900: Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

1882-1900: Neptune
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Longitude, referred to the mean equinox of the beginning of the year. u'as

included from 1931 to 1937 lin A.E., from 1901 to 1915 and from 1931 to 1951].

Longitude and latitude, which referred to the mean equinox (to 0300001) of 1950.0,

were tabulated at intervals of one day from 1928 to 1937 lnot in A.E ]; from 1938

to 1959 [also in A.E.] longitude (to 0': l), latitude (to 0'l0l) were given. l ln A E.,

Iatitude referred to ecliptic of date given during 1901 1959.] Natural values of the

radius vector (to 7D) were introduced in 1928 [in A.E., in 1938], the logarithmic

value being omitted froln both almanacs in 1983.

From 1960 to 1980, the longitude of the Sun ll'as given rvith respect to the mean

equinox of the beginning of the year. Starting in 1981, the ccliptic longitude was

given for the mean eqrrinox of date. The geocentric rectangular coordinates of the

Sun were omitted in 1981 but reinstated from 1982 onward, and given with respect

to the mean equator and equinox of 1950.0 through 1983.

1901-1980: Newcombtables (1895a).

1981-1983: Newcombtheory (1895a).

13.342 Moon Values of the longitude and latitude (to 0:1), of the parallax (to

0l0l) [ in A.E., (to 0:l) unti l 1912], and ofthe sernidiameter (to 0:'01) l in A.E., unti l

19391 were tabulated at intervals of l2h. Values of the right ascension and tleclination

(to trO1 and 0'11) were given at intervals of one hour. rvhilc lunar distances continued

to appear unti l 1906 [in A.E., unti l 1911], and examples of their calculation u'crc

given in the issues for' 1907 1919 lirr A.E., for 1912 1935]. Elements of the mean

equator and orbit have been included througtrout. [The angrrlar distancc from thc

Sun (to 0:1) was given irr A.E. from 1937 to 1941, and to 1:0, thereafter'.]

In 1981, the hourly ephemeris of the Moon was replaced by a daily ephemeris

in polynomial fornr for irrterpolation. The apparent longitudc arrd latitrrde (each to

0301) of the Moon were given only daily from 1981 onward.

1901-1922: Hansen (1857) $'ith \ervcomb's corrections (1878b) to right ascensiox.

declinatiou, parallax, and semidiameter from 1901 to 1914, and tt '

longitude and latitude (before corrversion to cquatorial coordinates)

from 1915 to 1922. lA.E. for 1912 states that Nervcomb's fornrula for

the correction to Hansen's mean longitude was not, in fact, used for'

the years 1883 to 1911. The formula actually used was (lu')ted ]
1923 1959: Brown (1919). It is to be noted that the valrrcs of the lorrgitude (antl

correspondingly of the right ascension and dc<:lination) fol the )ear
1923 requirc a small correction of +0108 cos(r l').

1959 1983: Brown's theory as givcn in the Improued Lurtar Ephent, t is (1954)

13.343 Major Planets Values of the appareut right zLscension and <lcclination to

0?01 and 0'11 were tabulated at intervals of one <lay throughout the period. [In A E.,
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the interral for Uranus and Neptune rvas '1 davs until 1935.] Log distalce at the
satne interral and to 7D q,as given until 1934 for 1!lercur1'and ultil 19.1U for thc
othcr planets. [ ln A.E., the intervals unti l 1915 wcre l2h for Mercury, ono day lor
Venus and NIars, 2 days for Jupiter and Saturn and, from 1916, one day for cach of
thesc fir'e; for Uranus and Neptune, it \a'as ,1 dal s fron 1901 to 1935.] \atur.al values
of the distance (to 6D for \{ercurS-to Jupiter. and to 5D Saturn to \cpturre) rvere
given since 1935 for N,Iercluy and siur:c 1941 for the other six planets at illcrvals
of one day.

Heliocentlic longitude and latitude, (to 011). rcferred to the rnean eqrrinox of
datc, and log raclius vcctor (to 7D) r'er.e tabulatecl at inter\,als of one to four dar.s
unti l about 1915, and thcreafter thet' u'ere givcn, in the appurdices to various
almanacs between 1915 and 1920, at wider intervals (up to 40 dn1.s) for thc pcriod
up to 19,10 [in A.E.. at irrtervals of oue to ten tlar.s throughout thc periorl 1901
19591. Tlre first two volurnclt of Planetary Co ordinates (H.II.\.A.O., 1933 an<l
1939) contaiued similar coordinates (to 0?001) or 010001 , but roferred to the neari
equirrox of 1950.0, and rratural values of the radius vector (to 4D or 5D) for the
period 1920 to 1960. except that no tabulatiorrs are given for \Ierr.url.and pluto.
The rolumcs also containecl coordinates of the four outer plalcts .lupitt:r. Saturn,
Urarrus, and Neptune for 1800 to 1920.

Astrometric right ascetrsions, declinations, an.l distances of Pluto havc been
included since 1950, but no heliocentric. coordinates of this planet have be<,rr gir.en.

l ln A.E., heliocentric loDgitude and latitude (to 0il) and log rzr.dius for thc periocl
1960 1983, the riglrt ascensions (to 0:001) and declinations (to 0l '01) of tho outer
planets were tabulated.]

Mer<:urg and, Ve.nus

1901 1980: Ncq'comb Tables (1895b altd 1895c).
1981 1983: \encomb Thcor-ics (tXSsb arrd 1895c).

Mars

1901: Lcverrier (1861b). [In A.E.. tables iD Dranus(ripl (]onstnrctc(l froDr
clctnt'rtts b1' Nervcomb ( 1895d).]

l9O2: Lr:vcrrier (t i l6lb). [In A.E., Newcomb (1898).]
1903 1921: Ncr', 'comb (1898a).
1922 1980: \cu'cornb Tablcs (1898a) rvith Rosa's cor.rectious (1g17).
1981 1983: New< on.rb thcory (1898a) rvith Rosa's corr.ectiorrs (1917).

Jupitcr arLd Saturrt

l90l 1959: Hil l (18954 and 1895b).
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Uranus

1901-1903: Leverrier (1877a). [In A.E., Newcomb (1865).]

1904-1959: Newcomb (1898b).

1901-1902: Leverrier (1877b). [In A.E., Newcomb (i865).]

1903: Leverrier (1877b). [In A.E., Newcomb (1898c).]

1904-1959: Newcomb(1898c).

Pluto

1950 1959: Bower (1931).

Jupi.ter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and, Pluto

1960 1983: Eckert, Brouwer and Clemence (1951). Geocentric ephemerides only
include perturbations by inner planets (Clemence, 195.1).

13.344 Minor Planets Elements and ephemerides of the first four minor planets

were published as in previous years lnot in A.E.] from 1901 to 1913; ephemeridcs
alone were given in 1914 and 1915. Thereafter, no tabulations were given until
1952. Since that year ephemerides have been inclrrded to cover, at intervals of one
day, the periods during rvhich transit occnrs bet$'een sunset and sunrise at (most)
fixed observatories. Although in 1958, the period of tabulation was altered to thir.t
period of time during which the plarct is "not within about 40' of the Sun." The
quantities given were apparent right ascension and declination (to 0:01 and 0:'1)
with corrections "astrometric minus apparent." and distance (to 6D).

Starting in 1981 astrometric positions (to 0i1) and declination (to 110), respec-
tively, were tabulated at two-day interr,als for Ceres, Pallas, Juno. and Vesta. In
addition, opposition dates, magnitudes, and osculating elements were given for the
brighter minor planets coming to opposition during the year.

The basis of the tabulation has been:

Ceres

1901 1915: Godward (1878).

Pallas

1901 1915: Farley (1856a).

Juno

1901 1915: Hind (1855), with corrections by Downing (1890).
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Vesta

1901 1906: Farley (1856b).
1907-1915: Leveaau(1896).

Ceres, Palkts, Juno, arul, Vesta

1952 1959: Herget, Clemence, and Hertz (1950).
1960 1971: Herget (1962).
7972 7983: Duncombe (1969).

13.345 Satellites Satellite information is given for Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto.

13.3451 Mars Diagrams of the apparent orbits and times of elongations to a pre-
cision of 0?l, were given for a period of a month on each side of opposition from
1931 to 1980. From 1931 [in A.E. from 1920], tables were added for calculating the
position angle and apparent distance of each satellite from the planet at anv time
during the same period. From 1981, times of each eastern elongation for Deimos
and every third eastern elongation for Phobos were given for the entire year. Tables
for calculating the position angle and apparent distance were also extended to cover
the entire year.

1901 1902: Elements by Hall (1878). [In A.E., those of Harshman.]
1903 1915: Elements by Harshman (1894).

1916 1983: Elements by Struve (1911, p. 1073).

13.3452 Jupiter Phenomena and configurations of Satellites I IV are given from
1901, with considerable variation from time to time in the precision, which is usually
higher for eclipses than for other phenomena. Elongations every twentieth on each
side of Satell i te V were given in 1906 1980 fin A.E. 1901-i980]. From 1981, times of
every twentieth eastern elongation have been given for the whole year. Differential
coordinates of Satell i tes VI and VII have been given since 1931 [in A.E. since 1912].
Sidereal periods of Satellites VIII to XI, and XII have been included since 1953 and
1957. The sidereal period of Satellite XIII wm introduced in 1984. Differential
coordinates of Satellites VIII to XIII were introduced in 1981.

Satell i tes I IV

1901 1913: Damoiseau (1836) and later extensions. [In A.E., also Woolhouse
(1833).1

1914-1915: Sampson (1910). [In A.E., Damoiseau and extensions and Woolhouse.]
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1916:
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Sampson (1910), with Andoyer's (1915) modifications. [In A.E. unti l

1930, the configuration are attributed to Pottier's (1896) continuation

of Damoiseau.l

Satellite V

1901-1905: [In A.E. only, Robertson's elements (unpublished).]

1906-1915: Chon (1897). [In A.E., Robertson.]

1916-1959: Robertson (1924). [In A.E.; 1930-1933, "from Connaissance des Temps

for 1915"; 1934 1959, "from Connaissance des Temps every year be-

g inn ing  w i th  1919 
' . ]

1960-1983: van Woerkom (1950).

Satellites VI V

1912-1930: [In A.E. only, Ross (1907a and 1907b).]

1931-1947: Ross (1907a and 1907b).

1948-1983: Bobone (1937a and 1937b).

Satellites VIII X

1981 1983: Herget (1968).

Satellite XIII

1981 1983: Aksnes (1978).

13.3453 Saturn Until 1980, diagrams were given for part of each year of the orbits
of Satellites I VII. The volume also included times of elongations and conjunctions
of Satellites I-VIII to a precision of 0ll. Beginning in 1981, the tables cover the
entire year. Difierential coordinates of Satellite IX (Phoebe) were introduced in
1931 [in A.E. in 1909], as well as those of Satell i tes VII and VIII l in A.E. in 1960].
Elements for determining the distance and position angle were added in 1931 [in
A.E. in 1912]. During 1935 1959, The Nautical Almanac [not A.E.] contained, for
about nine months in each opposition, quantities to assist in the calculation of the
phenomena (eclipses, occulations, transits, and shadow transits) of Satellites I VI.

Satellites I V: Mimas, Encelad,us, Tethys, Dione, and Rhea

1901 1915: Tables in manuscript "prepared by" Newcomb, except tlte elongations

of Satellites I (Mimas) and III (Tethys), which are from H. Struve
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(1898). [In A.E.; 1901 1903, Hall (1886); 1904, Hall, except the el6n-
gations of Satell i tes I and III (from Struve, 1898); 1905 -1913, Struve
(1898); 19i  1915, Struve (1888, 1898, and 1903).]
Struve (1888, 1898, and unpublished corrections).
H. Struve (1888, 1898, and 1903) and G. Struve (192,1).

G. Struve f1924 and 1930).

1916-1930:
1931-1935:
1936 1983:

SatelLite VI (Titan)

1901 1915: Newcomb's manuscript tables. [In A.E.: 1901 1904, Hall (1886); 1905
1913, Struves (1898); 191a 1915, Struve (1888, 1898, and 1903).]

1916-1930: Struve (as for Satell i tes I V).
1936 1937: G. Struve (1933). [In A.E., H. Struve, as in 1931.]
1938 1983: G. Struve (1933).

Satellite VI I (Hsperion)

1901 1915: Newcomb's manuscript tables. [In A.E.: 1901-1902, Eichelberger (1892);
1903 1913, Struve (1898); 1914-1915, Struve (as for Satell i te VI).1

1916 1935: Struve (as for Satell i te VI).
1936 1983: \4/olt jer (1928).

SateLlite V III ( Iapetus)

1901-1902: As for Satell i te VII. [In A.E., Hall (1885).]

1903 1935: As for Satell i te VII
1936-1937: H. Struve (1888, 1898. and 1903).
1938 1983: G. Struve (1933).

Satellite IX (Phoebe)

1909 1930: [in A.E. only, Ross (1905).]

1931 1983: Ross (1905).

13,3454 Uranus Diagrams of the orbits of Satellites I-IV, and times ofelongations
to a precision of 0ll were given for about nine months in each opposition in 1901

1980. Elements for the calculation of distance and position angle were included in

1927 [in A.E., in 1912]. F]om 1981, the times of elongations and elements for cal-

culating the distance and position angle have been given for the entire year. The

sidereal period of Satellite V (Miranda) was added in 1953. In 1981, elements for

the rings of Uranus were introduced, as well as times of eastern elongation and

tables for the calculation of the distance and position angle of Satellite V.
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Satellites I-lV

1901-1915:  Newcomb(1875) .

Satellites I and II

1916 1983: Newcomb.

Satellites III and IV

1913-1983: Struve(1913).

R'ings

1981 1983: Ell iot el ol. (1978).

Satellite V

l98 l  1983:  Dunham (  ' |971) .

13.3455 Neptune Diagrams of the orbit of Triton, and times of elongations to a

precision of 0ll, were given for about ten months in each opposition in 1901 1980'

Elements for the calculation of distance and position angle were included in 1927

lin A.E., in 1912]. From 1981, times of elongation and tables for the calculation of

distance and position angle covered the whole year. The sidereal period of Nereid

was added in 1953. Times of eastern elongation, and tables for the calculation of

distance and position angle of Nereid were added in 1981.

T\'iton

1901: Newcomb (1875). [In A.E., Hall (1898).]

1902 1929: Hall (1898).
1930 1983: Eichelberger and Newton (1926).

Nereid

1981 1982: Rose (1974).
1983: Mignard (1981).

13.3456 Pluto In 1981, times of northern elongation were added for Charon'

1981: Christy and Harrington (1978).

1982-1983: Harrington and Christy (1981).
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13.346 Auxiliary Quantities Auxiliary quantities given are sidereal time, obliq-
uity of the ecliptic, precession, nutation (for both The Nautical Almanac and The
American Ephemeris), and constants.

13.3461 Sidereal time The entries for sidereal time include:

1901 1932: The tabulated values (to 001) at intervals of one day were based on
Newcomb's value (1895a) for the right ascension of the mean Sun af-
fected by aberration- 18h3 8'45i836 +8640184?5427 +Oi0929 22. where
T was measured in Julian centuries from 1900 January 0 at l2h UT,
and included the effect of long-period terms only of nutation.

1933 1959: The precision was changed to 0?001, and the effect of short-period
terms of nutation was included also.

1960 1983: Tabulated separately for both apparent and mean equinox- Universal
Time of transit of frrst point of Aries also tabulated.

13.3462 Obliquity ofthe ecliptic Newcomb's value (1895a) for the mean obliquity
was used througho:ut 23'27'O8126 - 461845 I - 0:005912 + 0100l8l 73. [In addition,
A.E. includes values attributed to Hansen and to Peters for the years 1901 to 1915,
also those due to Leverrier for the years 1902 to 1915.]

Values of the true obliquity (to 0'101) excluding the effect of short-period terms

of nutation were given at intervals of one day until 1930 [in A.E., until 1933; and at

intervals of 5 days from 1934 to 1959]. From 1931 to 1959, only the mean obliquity

for the beginning of the year and the daily nutation in obliquity were given. From

1960 to 1980, the obliquity of the ecliptic was given daily with the Solar ephemeris

and after that it was given with the Besselian day numbers.

13.3463 Precession The values given were based, throughout the period, on New-

comb's determination (1897, p. 73) 5012564 + 0'. '0222 T [A.E. for the years 1901

to 1911 also gave values based on Peters (1842).]

Values ofthe precession (to 0'l0l) ftom the beginning ofthe year were tabulated

at intervals of one day [in A.E., 5 days until 1915], while the daily and annual

increments (to 0'j0001) were given unti l 1930 [in A.E., unti l 1915].

From 1931 fnot in A.E.] additional prccessional constants, and tables for reduc-

tion of star positions, were included also.]

13.3464 Nutation: The Nautical Almanac "Ihe terms used in The Nautical Alma-

nac from 1901 to 1959 were:

1901-1902: The tabulations of long-period and short-period terms (separately)

in both longitude and obliquity were based on the values given by
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1903-191r :

1912 1930:

1931-1936:
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Newcomb (1895a), as modified by the Paris Conference (1896). Six

long-period terms, and seven short-period, were included, as shown

in Table 13.348.1. The precision was 0101.
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Solar parallax

1901 1968a: 8]80
1968 1983: 8'179405.

Paris (1896, p. 5.1).

Constant of aberration

1901 1968: 20'j,17 Paris (1896, p. 5.1).
1968- 1983: 20]4958.

Constant of nutation

1901 -1936: 9121 Paris (1896, p. 54).
1937-1983: 9,i210+0:'00091' Newcomb (1898d, p. 2a1).

lA.E. for the years 1901 1911 included tables for the Struve arrrl peters con-
stants of aberration and nutation as used formerly. as well as those for the above
Paris ralues.]

An IAU System of Astronornical Constants was adopted in 196,1 arrd introduced
in the 1968 Astrononttcal Eph.emeris and, American Ephemet-is. The compk:te list
of constants is given in Sectiorr 13.35.

13.347 Ephemeris for Physical Observations This section covers ephemerides for
the Sun. Moon. Mercury, Venus, Mars. Jupiter, and Saturn. Irr addition, semicliam-
eters are given for the years 1901 1983.

13,3471 Sun An cplrcrneris for physical obserrations of the Sun was first published
in The NauticaL ALmartac for the Year' 1907. Previous to lhat tirne, observations
were reduced u'ith thc aid of tables priratell '  printed b1' \Varren de la Ilue. (Sce the
volumes of tlre Greenrvir:h photo heliographic observation.) Thc Ameri.mn Ephem-
eris first included obscrvations of the Sun in 1913.

13.3472 Moon Ephemeris for physical observatiorts ol thc Moon, calcula,tcd by
NIartlr. appeared in Monthly Notices of the Royal Society d,uring the last quarter of
l,lre nirreteenth century. 'Ihe ephemeris was introdrrced ilotoTh.t: Nautical Alrn,anac
in 1907, and rvas first irrcluded 1t TIrc American Ephemeris in 1913. But the for-
mulas and tables for the calculation of the optical librations, and the times of the
greatest librations, had been included with the ephemeris of the elements of the
mean equator of the Moon, since 1855.

The coefficients of a few of the terms were modified in accordance

with the revised values given by Newcomb (1898d).

An additional term, (8), was included in the day numbem throughout

this period, but only in the tabulation of the nutation from 1918.

Nutation in obliquity and the short-pe od nutation in longitude rvere

no longer tabulated explicitly, though the former was available as -B

(the day number). Nutation in right ascension (to 0:001), including

short-period terms, was tabulateo.

Tabulations were the same as in former yearsJ but 21 terms (1 4, 6

10. 14 25) rvere included. The coefficients used $'ere those given by'

Newcomb (1898d) and are quoted in Tablc 13.348.1.

1937 1959:

13,3465 Nutation i The American Ephemeris The terms uscd in ?he American

Ephemeris from 1901 to 1983 were:

1901 1911: The tabulations of long-period terms (five-day intervals) and of short-

period terms (one-day intervals) were ba^sed on both the values of

Peters (1842) and those of the Paris Conference (1896). The terms

included were 1 3, 5, 6, and 8 15. From 1901 to 1911, the argunlert

Sun's true Iongitude was used instead of Sun's mcan longitude (L) in

the Peters calculation for terms 3, 5, 8, 6, 10, and 11, and from 1901 to

1907 in the Paris calculations for terms 8, 10, and 11. The coefficients

only difier in a very few cases from those shou'n in Table 13 3'18.1, attd

the individual discrepancies (usually of a single unit) are rrot listed.

1912-1936: The tabulations were basecl solelt' on the values of the Paris Corr

ference, and after 1915 were all at an intr:rval of one day; the terms

included were 1 4, 6 8, 14, 15, and 17 21.

1937 1959: Tabulation of long-period nutation in longitude, arrd short-period nu

tation in both longitude and obliquity, were givcll at intcrvals of onc

day, and included the terms I '1, 6 10, and 1'1 25. The coefficicrts

are those listed in Table 13.348.1.
1960 1983: The formulas adopted for computing nutation in lolgitudc and obliq-

uity were obtained by retaining all terms for the coemcierlts as grcat

as 010002 from the expression developed in trVoolard (1953).

13.3466 Constants The followine consta[ts wcrc used for the period 1901 1983'
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13.3473 Mercury and Venus The physical ephemerides of Mercury and Venus were

added to The American Ephemeris in 1882, and included in The Nautical Almanac

in 1907. Previously, only a small table of the versed sine of the illuminated disk

divided by the apparent diameter, for Venus and for Mercury, had been given.

13.3474 Mars and Jupiter Ephemerides for physical observations of Mars, calcu-

lated by Marth, appeared in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society

beginning in 1869, and for Jupiter beginning in 1875. They were continued by

Crommelin after Marth's death, and transferred Lo The Nautical Almanac in 19o7.

They were first included in The American Ephemeris in 1913.

For 1968, the ephemeris for "Physical Observations of Mars" was introduced

based on the IAU System of Astronomical Constants.

13.375 Saturn The physical ephemeris ofSaturn first appeared in the ephemeris

in 1960. The stellar magnitude that is included had previously been given in the

ephemeris for the rings.

13.3476 Semidiameters at unit distancet The NsuticalAlnttnac The values given in

The Nautical Almanac tor the period 1901 1959 are:

Sun

1901 1959:  961118
1901 1959: 959163

Mercury

1901 1959: 3'134

Venus

1901 1920: 8]40
1921 1959: 8141

IWArS

1901-1959: 4'i68

Jupiter (equatorial)

1901-1920: 97136
1921 1959: 98i47

Auwers (1891).
Auwers (1891, p. 367); for eclipses only.

Leverrier (1843).

Auwers ( 1891).
Auwers (1894).

Hartwig (1879).

Schur (1896).
Sampson (1910).
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Jupiter (polar)

1901-1920: 911'10 Schur (1896).
1921 1959: 911'91 Sampson (1910).

Satum ( equatorial)

1901 1920: 84'i75 Meyer (1883).
1921-1959: 83'133 Struve (1898).

Saturn (polar)

1901 1920: 76188 Meyer (1883).
7927 7959: 74!57 Struve (1898).

Uranus

1901 1930: 34]28 Hind.
1931 1959: 34128 Barnard (1896); See (1902); and Wirtz (1912).

Neptune

1901 1959: 36'156 Barnard (1902).

13.3477 Semidiameters at unitdistanceiThe American Ephemeris The values given
in The American Ephemeris for the period 1901 1959 are:

Sun

1901 1902:
1903 1959:
1901-1959:

Mercury

1901-1959:

Venus

1901 1919:
1920 1959:

960'178
961t50
959'163

8'i55
8141

Auwers (1891); includes 1'j15 for irradiation.
Harkness (1899); includes 1l'15 for irradiation.
Auwers (1891); for eclipses only.

3134 Leverrier (1843).

Peirce.
Auwers (1894).
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Mars

1901-1919: 5:05

1920-1959: 4:'68

Jupiter ( equatorial)

1901-1919: 100]24
7520-7959:98:47

Jupiter (polar)

1901-1919: 94112
1920-1959: 911'91

Saturn ( equatorial)

1901-1911: 831'60
1912 1919; 841'88
1920-1959: 83133

Saturu (polar)

1901-1919: 781'16
l9L2 7919: 77'!47
792O-1959: 74i57

Ure,rurs

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

Peirce.
Hartwig (1879).

Sampson (1910).
Sampson (1910).

Peirce.
Sampson (1910).

Ba,rnard (1902).

Barnard (1902).
Struve (1898).

Peirce.
Barnard (1902).
Struve (1898).

1901 1919: 33]b2 Peirce.
1920 1959: 34'i28 Barnard (1896); See (1902); Wirtz (1912).

Neptune

1901-1919: 38'166 Barnard (1902).
1920 1959: 36156 Barna.rd (1902).

133478 Semidiametersat unit distance (1961)-1983) From 1960 to 1983 the follow-
ing constadrts were used:

Mercuru

3:34 Leverrier (1843).
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Venus
653

8141 Auwers (1894).

Mq,rs

4168

Jupiter (equatorial)

Hariwig (1879).

S8:47 Sampson (1910).

Jupiter (polar)

91191 Sampson(1910).

Saturn (equatorial)

83:'33 Struve (1898).

Saturn (polar)

74:57 Struve (1898).

Uranus

34':28 Bernard (1896); See (1902); and Wirtz (1912).

Neptune

36156 Bernard (1902).

13.38 Coefficients of Nutation (1S34-1959) Table 13.348.1 gives the values
adopted, beginning with each year shown, of the coefficient of sine (Argument)
in the nutation in longitude (Ary'), and of cosine (Argument) in the nutation in
obliquity (Ae). A blank indicates that the term rvas not included in the tabulations
for that year. A leader (...) indicates that the coefficient used was the same as in
the preceding entry. The subheading ,,Ae,' is omitted for those terms that do not
occur in the obliquity. Terms nurnbered 1 to 13 all have periods greater than 100
days, and are known as long-period terms; terms 14 to 2E have periods shorter than
35 days, and a,re known as short.period terms.
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13.35 system of constants (1968-1983)

13351 System ofAstronomical Constants This system of constants was replaced

for the 1984 edition of the Astronomical Almanac by the IAU (1976) System of

Astronomical Constants given on pages K6 to K7 in the Astronomical Almanac

and in Table 16.2.

Def.ning constants
Number of ephemeris seconds in one

tropical year (1990)

Gaussian gravitational constant

Pri,mary consto,nts

Astronomical unit

Velocity of light

Equatorial radius of the Earth

Dynamical form-factor for Earth

Geocentric gravitational constant

Mass ratio: Earth/Moon
General precession in longitude per

tropical century (1900)
Constant of nutation

Derfued, constants
Solar parallax

Light-time for unit distance
Constant of aberration
Flattening factor for Earth
Heliocentric gravitational constant
Mass ratio: Sun/Earth
Mass ratio: Sun/(Earth * Moon)
Mean distance of the Moon
Constant of sine parallax for Moon

Figure of the Earth
Equatorial radius (primary)
Polar radius
Squa.re of eccentricity
Reduction from geodetic Iatitude /

to geocentric latitude /'
Radius vector

The complete system of astronomical constants is given in Supplement to the
American Ephemeris 1968 (pp.4s 7s).

13.352 Otd Constants The printed ephemeris of the Sun and inner planets are
based on the following values of the constants that were in use prror to the intro_
duction of the IAU (1964) System.
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Figurc of the Earth, continued.
One degree of latitude (m)

One degree of longitude (m)

I  I133.  35 -  559.  84cos 2/
+ l. I7 cos 4d
(d = mid-latitude of arc)

11413.28 cos 0 -  93.51cos 3d
+ 0.  l2cos5d

299860 x 103 m/sec
6378388m
20';47
r/2e7
a( l - f )=6356911.946r .L
8:'80
,198:',38

20:47

oc /

31556925.9747

0.017202098950000
= 354811876069651

149600 x l0o m
299792.5 x 103 m/sec
6378160 m
0.0010827
398.603 x l0e m3 s-2
81.30
5025]64

9:210

81794
4991012
20]496
r1298.25
132?18 x l0r5 mr s-2
332958
328912
3844fi) x 103 m
3422':457

6378160 m
4(1 - f) = 63567'74.7 ri
0.00669.154

d' - d = -ll '32')743O sin2S
+ I I1633 sin 4d - 010026 sin 6/

p = 4(0.9983270'13
+ O. O01616438 cos 2$
- 0. O00003519 cos 4/
+ 0. 000000008 cos 6d)

Velocity of light
Equatorial radius of the Earth
Constant of aberration
Flattening factor of the Earth
Polar radius of the Earth
Solar parallax

Light-time for unit distance
Constant of aberration
Mass ratio:

Sun/(Earth+X,Ioon) 329390
Earth/Moon (planetary theory) 81.4b
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CHAPTER 14

Related Publications

compiled by M.R. Lukac

14.1 CURRENTPUBLICATIONS

14.1 1 Joint Publications of the Royal Greenwich Observatory and the Uniled
States Naval Observatory

These publications are available from Her Majesty's Stationery Office and from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC,
20402.

In the United States, the Sight Reduction Tables may be obtained from the De-

fense Mapping Agency, which includes the former Hydrographic Department. The

Defense Mapping Agency's distribution center address is: DMA Combat Support

Services, Washington, DC, 20315-0010.
The Astronomi,cal Almanac contains the ephemerides of the Sun, Moon, planets

and their natural satellites, as well as data on eclipses and other astronomical
phenomena. It includes information concerning timescales and coordinate systems;

data on staxs and stellar systems, including bright stars, standards for photometry,

radial velocity, and radio sourcesl and lists of bright galaxies, X-ray sources, variable

stars, quasars, and pulsars. It also contains a list of the observatories of the world,

information concerning the calendar, and the Astrouomical System of Constants'

The Nauticol Almanac contaiDs ephemerides at an interlal of one hour and

auxiliary astronomical data for marine navigation.
The Air Almanac contains ephemerides at arr interval of ten minutes and aux-

iliary astronomical data for air navigation,
Astronomical Phenomena conta.ins extracts ftom The Astronomical Almano,c

and is published aonually in advance of the main volume. It contains the dates and
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times of planetary and lunar phenomena and other astronomical data of general

interest.
Planetary and Lunar Coonl,inates, 1981 2000 provides low-precision astronom-

ical data for use in advance of the annual ephemerides and for othcr purposes. It

coniains heliocentric, geocentric, spherical, and rectangular coordinates ol the Sun,

Moon, and planets; eclipse data; and auxiliary data, such as orbital elements and

precessional constants.

Sight Red,uction Tables for Air Nauigoiion, (Pub. No. 249, reproduced as (British)

Air Publication, A.P. 3270). Volurnc 1 cortains the altitude to 1' and the azimuth

to l' for the seven most suitable stars for navigation, for each degree of latitude

and for each degree of local sidereal time. Volumes 2 and 3 give similar data for

each degree of declination to 29' and for each degree ol hour angle. Tabulations

extend to depressions of at least 5o below the horizon.

Sight Reduction. Tables Jor Marine Nauigation, (Pub. No. 229, reproduced as

(Brit ish) Hydrographic Department, N.P.,101, 1971 onward). These tables give alti-

tude to 011, r'ith variations for declination and azimuth to 091, rvith arguments for

latitude, hour angle, and declination, all at f intervals. They provide all solutions

of the spherical triangle, given two sides and the included angle, to flnd a third side

and adjacent angle.

14.12 Other Publications of lhe United States Naval Observatory

Almanac for Computers contains shori mathematical series that are used to repre-
sent the positions of the Sun, Nloon, and planets for eficient evaluation with small
computers or programmable calculators. Data for both astronomical and naviga-
tional applications are included. Discontinued.

Astronomical Papers of The Arnerim,n Ephemeris are issued irregrrlarly and
contain reports ofresearch in celestial mechanics with particular relevance to ephem-
erides.

Uniterl States Naual Obseruatory Circzlors are issued irregularly to dissemilrate
astronomical data concerning ephemerides or astronomical phenomena.

The Multi-gear Interactiue Computer Almanac (\,IICA) is an integrated package
of software and astronomical data on a floppy diskette. MICA v'ill produce to full
precision most of the daia in The Astronomical Almanac, including both positional
and physical data interpolated to any date and time within the appropriate year.
Versions are available for microcomputers running under MS-DOS and Nrlacintosh
Systems.

Publications of the United States Nat:al Obse.rtatory, Second, Series, are issued
irregularly and contain observational results or data related to obtaining observa-
irons.
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14.13 Other Publications olthe Royal Greenwjch Observatory

The Star Almanac for La,nd Surueyors contains tabulations of R. declination, and
E for the Sun for every 6 hours, and right asce'sion to 0: I and declinatio. of I ,, of
all stars brighter than magnitude 4.0 for each month. In addition. thc ephemericles
of R, declination, and E lor the Sun are represented by polynomial series for each
month. This volume is availa.ble from Her Majesty,s Stationery Office and frorn
Bernan Associates, 9730 E. George palmer Highway, Lanham. NID, 20706.

compact Data for Natigation and Astronomy for 1gg6 to 799, coltains data,
which are mainly in the form of polynomial coefficients, for use by navigators and
astronomers to calculate the positions of the Sun, \,Ioon. navigatioual plarrets, and
bright stars using a small programmable calculator or personal colnpurer.

Interpolation and Allied ?116les contains tables, formulas, and explanatory notes
on the techniques for numerical interpolation, difierentiation, and integration. In
particular, it contains extensive tables of Bessel and Er€rett interpolation coeri_
cients. This booklet is available from Her tr{ajesty,s Stationery Of6ce and Bernan
Associates.9730 E. George Palmer Highway, Lanham, MD, 20706. ,l.he 

companion
booklet Subtabulalzon contains tables of Lagrange interpolation cotfficicnts at in
tervals of 7/2O and 1/24, as well as details for two other techniques oi systetratic
interpolation.

Royal Obse,r,tatory Bulletins (21 181) and Royal Greenwich Obseruatory Bul
lettnt; (I 2O and frorn 182) are issued regularly and contain details of cuuent astro-
nomical research. These publications may be obtained, subject to availabilitl,, from
the Ro1,al Greenwich Obsenatory, Madingly Road, Cambridge CB3 OEZ.

Selected NAO Technical Notes of the Royal Greenuich. Obseraatorg are issued
irregularly to disseminate technical information concerning astrorromical phenom_
ena. ephemeridcs, and navigation.

Greenuich Obseruations is a complete list of the appendices ancl special in_
vestigations included in thc annual volumes of observations macle at thc Ro1.al
Observatorv, Greenli'ich. A list of the separate publicatious of the Observatory arc
given in the volume for 1946.

Royal Obseraatory ,4 nnols This series of publications includes: Number 1. ,,Nu_

tation 1900 1959," 1961; values based on E.W. \Voolard,s series.
Annals of Cape Obseruatory "fhis serics includes Dapers and observational data

tha t  c re  o [  rc jevar rce  ro  rhe  ephemer ides .

14.14 Publications of Other Countries

Apparent PLaces of Fund,amental ,9fars is prepared annually by the Astronomis_
ches Rechen-Institut in Heidelberg and contains mean and apparent coordinates of
1535 stars of theafih Fund.amental Catalogue (FKs). This volume is a'ailable from
Verlag G. Braun, Karl-Friedrich-Strasse, 14 18, Karlsruhe, Germa.lv.
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Ephemerides of Minor Planets is prepared annually by the Institute of The-

oretical Astronomy, and published by the Acaderny of Sciences of the U S S'R'

Included in this volume are elements, opposition dates, and opposition ephemer-

ides of all numbered minor planets. This volume is available from the Institute for

Theoretical Astronomy, 10 Kutuzov Quay, 191187 St. Petersburg.

14.2 ASTRONOMICAL PAPERS PREPARED FOR THE USE OF THE
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND NAUTICAL ALMANAC

Astronomical Papers of The Arnerican Ephemeris ate available from the U'S Naval

Obseri.?tory, Washington, DC, 20392. Volumes I through X a.re out of print and no

Ionger available.

Introduced in 1882, the series is published irregularly and contains reports of

research in celestial mechanics with particular relevance to ephernerides' A full list

of the papers published to date follows:

Volume I

I. Newcomb, Simon "On the Recurrence of Solar EcliPses with Tables ofEclipscs

from g.c. 700 to A.D. 2300" 1879.
II. Newcomb, Simon, assisted by John N{eier "A Transformation of Hansen s

Lunar Theory Compared with the Theory of Delaunay" 1880'

III. Michelson, Albert A. "Experimental Determination of the Velocity of Light

Made at the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis" 1880.
IV. Newcomb, Simon "Catalogue of 1098 Standard Clock and Zodiacal Stars"

1882.
V. Hil l, George W. "On Gauss's N{ethod of Computing Secular Perturbations.

with an Application to the Actiorr of Venus on N{ercury" l 88l '

VI. Newcomb, Simon "Discussion and Results of Observations on Transits of

Mercury, from 1677 to 1881" 1882.

Volume II

L Newcomb, Simon, assisted by John Meier "Formulae and Tables for Express-

ing Corrections to the Geocentric Place of a Planet in Terms of Symbolic

Corrections to the Elements of the Orbits of thc Earth and Planet" 1883'

II. Safford, tuman Henry "Investigation of Corrections to the Greertwich Plan-

etary Observations from 1762 to 1830" 1883.
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III Newcomb' simon "Measures of the velocity of Light N{ade u'der Direction
of the Secretary of the Navy During the years 1880 1882" 1885.

IV. Nfichelson, Albert A. ,,supplementary Measures of the Velocitics of \\rhite
and Colored Light in Air, Water, and Carbon Disulphid", l,I..tu ,ith tl]
Aid of the Bache Fund of the National Academy of Sciences', 18g5.

v. Newcomb, simon "Discussion of observations of the Transits of Venus in
1761 and 1769, 1890.

VI. Newcomb, simon "Discussion of the North porar Distances observed with
the Greenwich and Wa_shington Transit Circles with Determtnatrons of the
Constant of Nutation', 1891.

Volume III

I. Newcomb, simon "Deveropment of the perturbative Function and its Deriva-
tives, in Sines and Cosines of Multiples of the Eccentric Anomalies, and in
Powers of the Eccentricities and Inclinations,' 1gg4.

II. Hil l, G.W. ,,Determination of the Inequalit ies of the N{oon,s \lotion Which
are Produced by the Figure of the Earth: A Supplcment to Delaunay,s
Lunar Theory" 1884.

III. Newcomb, Simon ,,On the Motion of Hyperion. A New Case in Celestial
Mechanics" 1884.

IV. Hil l, G.W. "On Certain Lunar Inequalit ies Due to the Action of .)upiter
and Discovered bv Mr. E. Neison" 1995.

V. Newcomb, Simon "Periodic Perturbations of the Longitudes and Radii Vec
tors of the Four Inner Planets of the First Order as to the Masses,' 1g91.

Volume IV

Hill, G.W. "A New Theory of .)upiter and Saturn', 1890.

Volume V

I. Newcomb, Simon "A Development of the Perturbative Function in Cosines of
Multiples of the Mean Anomalies and of Aneles Between the perihclia and
Cornmon Node and in Powers of the Ecccntricities and Mutual Inclination',
1895.

II. Ncwcomb, Simon "Inequalities of Long period, and of the Second Order as
to the Masses, in the Mean Longitudes of the Four Inner planets" 1g95.

III. Newcomb, Simon "Theory of the Inequalities in the Motion of the Moon
Produced by the Action of the Planets', 189b.

IV. Newcomb, Simon "Secular Variations of the Orbits of the Four Inner plan_
ets" 1895.

V. Newcomb, Simon "On the Mass of Jupiter and the Orbit of polvhvmnia"
1895.
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Tables of the four inner Planets.

I. Newcomb, Simon "Tables ofthe Motion ofthe Earth on its Axis and Around

the Sun" 1895.

II. Newcomb, Simon "Tables of the Heliocentric Motion of Mercury" 1895.

III. Newcomb, Simon "Tables of the Heliocentric Motion of Venus" 1895.

IV. Newcomb, Simon "Tables of the Heliocentric Motion of Mars" 1898.

Volume YII

I. Hill, George William "Tables of Jupiter, Constructed in Accordance with the

Methods of Hansen, and Prepared for Use in the Office of the American

Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac" 1895.

II. Hill, George William "Tables of Saturn, Constructed in Accordance with the

Methods of Hansen, and Prepared for Use in the Ofrce of the American

Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac" 1898.
III. Newcomb, Simon "Tables of the Heliocentric Motion of Uranus" 1898.

IV. Newcomb, Simon "Tables of the Heliocentric Motion of Neptune" 1898.

Yolume YIII

I. Newcomb, Simon "A New Determination of the Precessional Constant with

the Resulting Precessional Motions" 1897.
II. Newcomb, Simon "Catalogue of Fundamental Stars for the Epochs 1875 and

1900 Reduced to an Absolute System" 1899.
III. Hedrick, Henry B. "Catalogue of Zodiacal Stars for the Epochs 1900 and

1920 Reduced to an Absolute System" 1905.

Volume IX

I. Newcomb, Simon "Resea.rches on the Motion of the Moon. Part II. The Mean
Motion of the Moon and Other Astronomical Elements Derived from Ob-

servations of Eclipses and Occultations Extending from the Period of the
Babylonians unti l A.D. 1908' 1912.

II. Ross, Frank E. "New Elements of Mars and Tables for Correcting the He-

liocentric Positions Derived from Astronomical Papers, Vol. VI, Part IV"
1917.

III. Eichelberger, W.S. and Newton, Arthur "The Orbit of Neptune's Satellite
and the Pole of Neptune's Equator" 1926.

Yolume X

I. Eichelberger, W.S. "Positions and Proper Motions of 1504 Standard Stars
for the Equinox 1925.0" 1925.

II. Robertson, James .Catalog of 3839 Zodiacal Stars for the Equinox 1950.0,,1940.

Yolume XI
I. Clemence, G.M. *The Motion of Mercury t76S 1987,, I9a3.
II. Clemence, G.M. ,,First-order 

Theory of-Mars,, 1949.
III. Morgan, H.R. ,,Definitive positions and proper Motions of primary Refer-ence Stars for pluto,' 1950.
IV' Herget, Paul, cremence, G.M., and Hertz, Hans G. ,,Rectangurar 

coordi_nates of Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta 1920 1960,, 1950.

Volume XU

Eckert' w.J., Brouwer, Dirk, and clemence, G.M. ,,coordinates 
of the FiveOuter Planets 165A,2060, 1951.

Volume XIII
I. van woerkom, A.J.J. "The Motion of Jupiter's Fifth satell i te 1892 1949,,1950.
II. Brouwer, Dirk and van Woerkom, A.J.J. ,,The Secular Variations of theOrbital Elements of the principal planets,, 1950.
III. Morg-an, H.R. ,,Catalog of 5268 Standard Stars, 1950.0, Based on the Nor-

mal System N30" 1952.
IV. Clemence, G.M. ,,Coordinates 

of the Center of Mass of the Sun and the
Five Outer Planets, 1g00_2060,, 1953.

V. Clemence, G.M. ,,perturbations 
of the Five Outer planets by the Four Inner

Ones" 1984.

Volume XIV
Herget, Paul ',Solar Coordiuates 1g00-2000,' 1953.

Volume XV
L Woolard, Edgar W. ,,Theory of the R.otation of the Earth Arouncl Its Center

of N{ass" 1953.
IL Hertz, Hans G. ,,The Mass of Saturn and the N{otion of Jupitcr 1884 194g"

1953.
III. Herget, Paul ,,Coordinates 

of Venus 1800 2000" 1955.

Volume XVI
I. Duncombe, Raynor L. ,,I\{otion of Vcnus t7b0 -1949', 1958.
II. Clemence, G.N,I. ,,Theory of Mars-Cornpletion,, 1961.
III. Herget, Paul ,,Rectangular 

Coordinates of Ceres, pallas, Juno, Vesta 1960
1980" 1962.
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Volume XVII

Watts, C.B. "The Ntlarginal Zone of the Moon" 1963.

Volume XVIII

Jarnagin, Jr., Milton P. "Expansions in Ell iptic Motion" 1965.

Volume XIX

I. Franz. Otto G. and \'Iintz, Betty F. "Tables ofX and Y- Elliptic Rectangular
Coordinates" 196,1.

II. Eckert, W.J. and Smith, Jr., Harry F. "The Solution of the N{ain Problem
of the Lunar Theory by the Method of Airy" 1966.

Volume XX

I. Jackson, Edrvard S. "Determination of the Equinox and Equator frorn Ilerid-
ian Observation of the Minor Planets" 1968.

II. Duncombe, Raynor L. "Heliocentric Coordinates of Ceres, Pallas, Juno,
Vesta 1928 2000" 1969.

III. O'Handley, Douglas A. "Deternination of the Mass of Jupiter from the
Motiorr of 65 Cybele" 1969.

Volume XXI

I. Janiczek, Paul N,L "The Orbit of Polyhymnia and the Mass of Jupiter" 1971.
II. Fiala, Alan D. "Determination of the Mass of Jupiter lrom a Study of the

Motion of 57 Nlnemosyne" 1972.
III. Branham, Jr., Richard L. "The Orbits of Fir,e \l inor Planets and Corrcc

tions to the FK4 Equator and Equinox" 1979.

Volume XXII

I. Cohen, C.J., Hubbard, E.C., and Oc.sterwinter, Claus "Elements of the Outer
Planets for One Nli l l ion Years" 1973.

II. Jackson, Edrvard S. "A Discussion of the Observations of \epturc 1846
1970" 1971.

III. Pierce, David A. "Star Catalog Corrections Deterrrrirred from Observations
of Selected Minor Planets" 1978.

IV. Laubscher, Roy Edward "The Nlotion of NIars 1751 1969" 1981.

Volume XXIII

I. Gutzwiller, Nlartin C. and Schmidt, Dieter S. "Thc Motion of the Nloon as
Computed by thc Method of Hil l, Brown, and Eckert" 1986.
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14.3 UNITED STATES NAVAL OBSERVATORY CIRCULARS

United States Naual Obseruatory Circulars are issued irregularly to dissemilate
astronomical data concerning ephemerides or astronomical phenomena.

Circulars are available from the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, DC 20392.
Copies of the first 100 circulars are no longer available. Circulars from 101 onward
are available with the exceptions of 103, 104, 109, 115, 11g, and 138. The content
of the first one hundred circulars can be summarized as follows:

Subiocl Circular #

Sunspols, positions, areas, counts

Eclipses, 1952-'1964
Minor Planet Ephemerides
Naval Observalory -Ilfi e Service
Ephemeis of Mars
Coordinates ol the Moon
Radio Longiludo ollhe Meridian ot Jupiler
GC and DM Numb€rs
Distancs and V€locity of Venus
Polaris and Equalion ot Time
Machine Readablo Data

3, 4, 6, 8-13, 15, 17, 19,21_26,2&_39, 41_4a, 50_52, 54_58, 60-77,
7F84, 86, 87
'1 
, 2, 16, 27 , 40, 53, 59, 7 8, 85, 88, 89

5 , 7 , 1 4 , 2 0
14,49
90, 95, 98
91
92,94
93
96
97
99
100

Unlted Stataa Neval Obseruatory Clrcdats, *1O1 onward

101 Solar  Ecl ipses,  1971-1975
102 Tolal Solar Eciipse ol30 May j965
103 Observations of the Sun, Moon, and planets/Six-lnch Transit Circle Rosults
104 Durchmusterung and Henry Drap€r Numbers ol Atbany Generat Catatog Stars
105 Observations of the Sun, Moon, and ptanets/Sixtnch Transil Circte Results
106 Rectangular Coordinates of Mercury 1800-2OOO
1O7 Sunlight, Moonlight, and Twitight lor Antarcljca j966-1960
108 Observalions of the Sun, Moon, and Ptanetvsix-lnch Transit Circt€ ResLrlts
109 Annular Solar Eclipse ot 20 May 1966
'110 TotalSolar Ectipse of t2 Novomber 1966
111 Aslronomical Dala in Machin€ Beadable Form
112 Phas€s ot the Moon 180G..1959
113 Solar Eclioses. 1976-1980
114 Aslronomical Dala in l\rachine Beadabte Form
115 Observations of the Sun, I\,loon, and Ptanets/Six-tnch Transit Circte Rosults
116 Total Solar Eclipse ol22 Sept€mber 1968
1 17 Eph6m6ris of lhe Radio Longilude of lhe C€ntrat Meridian ot Jupiter Syst€m I t (1 957.0)
1 1 8 Observalions of lhe Sun, Moon, and Planets/Six- Inch Transit Circte Resutts
1 1 I Phases of lhe Mcton 1 960-2003
120 Sunlight, Moonlight, and Twilighl lor Antarctica t969-1971
121 A Linolron System Manual lor lhe Photo-Composition of Astronomicat and Mathematicat Tabtes
i22 Annular Solar Eclipse ot 18 lrarch 1969
123 Annular Solar Eclipse ol 1l Seplemb€r 1969
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14.4 PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES NAVAL OBSERVATORY
SECOND SERIES

The Publicati,ons of the United States Naral Obsertatory, Second Series are issued
irregularly to disseminate observational results. Thcsc publications, from Volume
XVII onward, are available frorn the U.S. \aval Observatory. Wa^shingtol. DC
20392.

Volume I

Harkness, W. and Skinner, A.N. "Transit Circle Observations of the Sun,
Moon, Planets, and Miscellaneous Stars, 1894 1899" 1900.

Volume II

Skinner, A.N. "Zone Observations lrith the Nine-Inch Tr.ansit Circle, 1894
1901"  1902.

Volume III

I. See, T.J.J. "Observations of Eros with the Twenty-Six Inch Equatorial, 1900
1901" 1903.

II. King, T.I- "Observations of Eros and Reference Stars rvith the \ine-Inch
tansit Circle, 1900 1901" 1903.

III. Eichelberger, W.S. "Observations of 495 Zodiacal Stars with thc Nine-Inch
Transit Circle, 1900" 1903.

IV. Updegrafi, M. "Observations with the Six-Inch Transit Circle, 1900 1901'
1903.

V. Ingersoll, R.R., Bowman, C.G., and Taylor, H. "Observations rvith the Prime
Vertical Transit Instrument, 1882-188,1" 1903.

Volume IV

I. "Transit Circle Observations of the Sun, Moon, Planets, and Miscellancous
Stars, 1900 1903" 1906.

II. Eastman, J.R. "Ttansit Circle Observations of the Sun, Moon, Planets, arrd
Comets, 1866-1891" 190o.

III. Updegraff, M. "Observations with the Six-Inch Transit Circle, 1901 1902"
1906.

IV. Appendices
L "Total Solar Eclipses of May 28, 1900, and May 17, 1901" 1906.
II. Eichelberger, W.S. "Reduction Tables for TYansit Circle Observations"

1906.
III. Frederick, C.W. "Reduction Tables for Equatorial Observations" 1906.
IV, Hayden, Edward Everett "The Present Status of the Use of Standard

Time" 1906.

Unllnd Statea Naval ObseNalory Ctrculars, conlinued

No. lllle

124 Obs€rvalions oflhe Sun, Moon, and Planels/Sixlnch Transil Circle Fesults
125 Tolal Solar Eclipse of 7 l\,,larch 1970
126 Annular Solar Eclips€ ol31 August-l S€pt€mber 1970
127 Obsetuations ol the Sun, Moon, and Planels/Six-lnch Transil Circle Resulls
128 Aslronomical Data in Machine Roadable Form
129 Annular Solar Eclipse ol 16 January 1972
1 30 Perjgee and Apogee of the Moon 1 959-1 999
'131 Total Solar Eclipse ol 10 July 1972
132 Sunlight, Moonlighl, and Twilight tor AntarclicalgT2-1g74
't3:l Sunspot Areas 1907-1970
134 Nomaliz€d Obseruations of Venus 1901-'1949
135 Total Solar Eclipse of 30 June 1973
136 Obsetuations of the Sun, Moon, and Plansts/Six-lnch Transit Circle Besulls
137 Ephemeris ol the Radio Longitude ol tho Central Meridian ot Jupiler System lll {1957.0)
138 Geocenlric solar Data
139 Astromelric Ephemeris ol Plulo 1970-1990
lzlo R€ctangular Coordinates of lhe Moon 1971-1980
141 Lunar Ulnb Profiles for Solar Ecliosos
142 Solar Eclipses, 1981-1990
I 43 Obs6rvations of the Sun, Moon, and Planets/Six-lnch Transit Circl€ B€sults
144 Total Solar Eclipse of 20 Jun€ 1974
145 Normalized Observations ol Mercury 1901 1937
146 Astronomical Dala in Machine Readabl€ Form
147 Sunfighl, Moonlight, and Twilight lor Anlarclica 1975-1977
148 Physical Ephemeris ol Mars
149 Fodran Aulomalic Typesetling systsm
150 Index to Uniled Slales NavalObservatory Chculars Nos- 101-150
151 Appar€nt Ephemeris of Mars 1960-19m
152 Total Solar Eclipse ot 23 October '1976

153 Coordinates of lJ.S- Naval Obssrvatory Installalions
154 Th€ Dotomination ol lJniversalTime at th€ lJ.S. Naval Obssruatory
155 Almanac lor Compul€rs, 1977
156 Solar Eclioses ol 1977
157 Tolal Solar Eclapse of26 February'1979
158 Tolal Solar Eclipse ol 16 F€bruary 1980
I 59 Observations ol the Sun. Moon. and Planets/Sixlnch Transat Cifcle Results
160 Total Solar Eclios€ ol31 Julv 1981
161 Ephem€ds ol the Systom lll (1965) Longitude of th€ Cenval Meridian of Jupiier
162 G€ocenlric Ephemeris ol Plulo 1975-1985
163 The IAU Resolutions on Astronomical Conslants, Time Scales, and the Fundamental Felerence Frame
164 Astronomical Data in Machine Readable Form
'165 Total Solar Eclipse ot 11 Jun€ 1983
166 Annular Solar Eclipse ol30 May 1984
167 Projecl M6rit Slandard
168 Total Solar Eclipse of 22-23 November 1984
169 Phasos of the Moon 2000-2049
170 Solar Ecljpses, 1991-2000
171 Compulor Prognms for Sun and Moon llluminance with Contingent Tables and Diag.ams
172 Tolal Solar Eclipse of l7-18 March 1988
173 Tolal Solar Eclips€ of 22 Juty t990
174 Total Solar Eclipse ot 11 July 1991
1 75 Annular Solar Eclips€ of 1 S-1 6 Januarv 1 99 j
176 C€ntralSolar Eclipses ol 1992
177 On High Frequoncy Spectral Analysis oJ Very Noisy Slochaslic Procgsses and lts Application lo EFIP

S€ies Delermined bv VLBI and SLR
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Volume V

,,Meteorological Observations and Results, 1893 1902" 1903.

Volume VI

"Equatorial Observations, 1893 1907" 1911.
Appendices

I. "Miscellaneous Astronomical Papers by Nlembers of the Naval Observa-
tory staff" 1911.

II. "Miscellaneous Reports on the Transit of Mercury of November 10,
1894"  1911.

III. Horigan, Wm.D. "List of Publications Issued by the United States
Naval Observatory, 1845 1908" 1911.

Volume VII

Eichelberger, W.S. and Littell, F.B. "Catalogue of 23521 Stars between 13o35'
and.45'25' South Declination for the Equinox 1850 from Zone Observations
Made at the United States Naval Observatory, 1846 1852" 1911.

Volume VIII

Littell, F.B., Hil l, G.A., and Evans, H.B. "Vertical Circle Observations Made
with the Five-Inch Alt-Azimuth Instrument, 1898 1907" 1914.

Volume IX

I. Eichelberger, W.S. and Morgan, H.R. "Results of Observations with the Nine-
Inch Transit Circle, 1903 1911" 1920.

IL Eichelberger, W.S. "Observations Made with the Nine-Inch
1903 1908" 1915.

IiI. Littell, F.B. and Eichelberger, W.S. "Observations N{ade
Inch Transit Circle, 1908 1911" 1918.

IV. Littell, F.B. and Morgan, H.R. "Observations Made with
Transit Circle, 1912 1913" 1918.

Appendix:
Littell, F.B. and Hill, G.A. "Determination of the Difference of Longitude

Between Washington and Paris. 1913 1914" 1918.

Volume X

I. Hill, G.A. "Observations Made with the Prime Vertical Transit Instrument,
1893 1912" 1926.

II. "Total Solar Eclipses of August 30, 1905, and June 8, 1918, with Aviators'
Notes on the Total Solar Eclipse of September 10, 1923" 1926.
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Volume XI

Hammond, J.C. and Watts, C.B. ,,Results of Observations rvith the Six-Inch
Transit Circle, 1909 1918' 1927.

Volume XII

L "Equatorial Observations, 1908 1926" 1929.
II. "Photographic Equatorial Observations, l9I2 1924 and Photoheliographic

Observations, 1977 1927" 1929.
Appendix:

Littell, F.B., Hammond, J.C., Watts, C.8., and Sollenberger, p. ,,World

Longitude Operation of 1926 Results of Observations at San Diego
and Washington" 1929.

Yolume XIII

Nlorgan, H.R. "Results of Observations with the Nine Inch Transit Circle,
1913 1926. Observations of the Sun, Moon, and Planets. Catalogue of 9,989
Standard and Intermediarv Stars. Miscellaneous Stars" 1933.

Appendices
I. Vening Meinesz, F.A. and Wright, F.E. "The Gravity Measuring Cruise

of the U.S. Submarine S-21 with an Appendix on Computational Pro-
cedure" 1930.

II. Lamson, Eleanor A. "Declinations of Stars Dcrived from Observations
with the Prime Vertical Transit Instrument, 1927 7925" 1932.

III. "Total Solar Eclipses of January 24, 1925, January 14, 1926 and NIay
9,  1929"  1932.

IV. Nlorgan, H.R. "Washington Observations of the N{oon, 1894 1922"
t932.

Volume XIV

I. Hammond, J.C. "CataIog ol 3,52O Zodiacal Stars Based on (Jbservations rvith
the Six-Inch Transit Circle, 1928 1930 Reduced Without Proper Nlotion to
the Equinox 1925.0" 1938.

II. N{organ, H.R. and Lyons, U.S. "Results of Observations on the Nine-Inch
Transit Circle, 1932 193.1. Positions and Proper Motions of 1.117 Reference
Stars in Declination -l0o to 20". Miscellaneous Stars" 1938.

iII. Littell, F.8., Morgan, H.R., and Raynsford, G.M. "Vertical Circle Observa-
tions Made with the Five-Inch Alt-Azimuth Instrument, 1916 1933. Cat-
alog of Declinations of Standard Stars. Declinations of the Sun, Mercury,
and Venus" 1938.

IV. Morgan, H.R. "Proper Motions of 2,916 Intermediary Stars Mostly in Dec-
lination 5' to -30'" 1938.

Transit Circle,

with the Nine-

the Nine-Inch
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V. Watts, C.B., Sollenberger, P., and Willis, J.E. "\&brld Longitude Operation
of 1933 at San Diego and Washington" 1938.

Volume XV

I. Wylie, L.R. "A Comparison of Newcomb's Tables of Neptune with Observa-
tion, 1795 1938" 1942.

II. Clemence, G.M. and Whittaker, G.C. "Observations of the Transit of Mer-
cury November ll-I2, 1940" 1942.

III. Wylie, L.R. "An Investigation of Newcomb's Theory of Uranus" 1947.
IV. Burton, H.E., Lyons, U.S., Raynsford, G.M., Wylie, L.R., Browne, W.M.,

and Smith, J.L. "Observations of Double Stars Made with the 26-Inch
Equatorial of the U.S. Naval Observatory, 7928 44" 1917.

V. Morgan H.R. and Scott, F.P. "Results of Observations Made with the Nine-
Inch Transit Circle, 1935 1945. Observations of the Sun and Planets. Cat-
alog of 5,446 Stars. Corrections to GC and FK3" 19.18.

Volume XVI

I. Watts, C.B. and Adams, A.N. "Results of Observations Made with the Six-
Inch Transit Circle, 1925 1941. Observations of the Sun, Moon, and Plan-
ets. Catalog of 2,383 Stars for 1925.0. Catalog of 1,536 Stars for 1950.0.
Corrections to GC and FK3" 1949.

II. Watts, C.B. "Description of the Six-Inch tansit Circle. Instrumental De-
velopments, 1932 1948" 1950.

IIL Watts, C.8., Scott, F.P., and Adams, A.N. "Results of Observations \t lade
with the Six Inch Transit Circle, 1941 1949. Observations ofthe Sun, Moon,
and Planets. Catalog of 5,216 Stars for 1950.0. Conections to GC and FK3"
t952.

\blume XVII

i. Hall, John S. and \{ikesell, A.H. "Polarization of Light in the Galaxy as
Determined from Observations of 551 Early-Type Stars" 1950.

II. Lyons, U.S. and Wylie, L.R. "Observations of Double Stars N4ade q'ith the
26-Inch Equatorial of the U.S. Naval Observatory, 1945 1948" 1953.

III. Hall, Jr., A., Burton, H.E., Lyons, U.S., Wylie, L.R., Raynsford, G.M.,
Browne, W.M., and Smith, J.L. "Observations of Satell i tes Made with the
26-Inch Equatorial of the U.S. Naval Observatorx 1928 1947" 1953.

IV. Mikesell, A.H. "The Scinti l lation of Starlight" 1955.
V. Markowitz, W. "Observations of Double Stars, 1949 52, and a Study of the

Optics of the 26-Inch Refractor" 1956.
VI. Hall, J.S. "Polarization of Starlight in the Galaxy" 1958.
VII. Hoag, A.A., Johnson, H.L., Iriarte, B.. Mitchell, R.I., Hallam, K.L., and

Sharpless, S. "Photometry of Stars in Galactic Cluster Fields" 1961.
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Volume XVIII

I. Franz, O.G., Gossner, J.L., Josties, F.J., Lindenblad, I.W., Mikesell, A.H.,
Mintz, B.F., and Riddle, R.K. ,,photographic Measures of Double St.r"ii
1963.

IIA. Mikesell, A.H. ,,Mechanical Improvement of the 26-Inch Refractor,, 1968.
IIB. Riddle, R.K. ,,A Study of the Optical properties of the 26_Inch Refractor,,

1968.
III. Worley, C.E. ,,A Catalog of Visual Binary Orbits" 1963.
IV. Walker, Jr., R.L. ,,Micrometer Nleasures of 256 Double Stars,, 1966.
V. Strand, K. Aa. "Photovisual N{agnitude Differences of Double Stars,, 1969.
VL Worley, C.E. ,,Micrometer Measures of 1164 Double Stars,' 1962.
VII. Kallarakal, V.V., Lindenblad, I.W., Jostics, F.J., Riddlc, R.K., N,{iranian,

M., Mintz, 8.F., and Klugh, A.p. ,,photographic N{easures of Double Stars,i
1969.

Volume XIX

I. Adams, A.N., Bestul, S.M., and Scott, D.K. ,,Results ol Observatiors X,iade
withthe Six-Inch Transit Circle, 1949 1956. Observations ofthc Sun. N4oon,
and Plancts. Catalog of b,965 Stars for 1950.0. Corrections to FK4. GC,
and N30" 1964.

II. Adams, A.N. and Scott, D.K. ,,Results of Obsenations N,Iacle u,ith the Six_
Inch Transit Circle, 1956 1962. Observations of the Sun. tr{oon, ancl plan
ets. Catalog of 2,554 Stars for 1950.0. Corrections to FK4, GC, arrd N30"
1968.

III. Adams, A.N., Klock, B.L., and Scott, D.K. ,,\,Vashington \rleridian Obser_
r'ations of the }Ioon. Six-Inch Trausit Circle Results, 1925 1968' 1969.

Volume XX

I. Strand, X. Aa. "Thc 61-Inch Astrometric Reflector System" 1971.
II. Hoag, A.A., Priser, J.B., Riddle, R.K.. and Christ1,. J.W. ,,Installation.

Tests, and Initial Performancc of the 61-Inch Astrometric Reflector,, 1967.
IIIA. Riddle, R.K. "First Catalog of Tligonometric paraliaxes of Faint Stars

Astrometric Rcsults,' 1970.
IIIB. Priser, J.B. "First Catalog of Trigonometric parallaxes of Faint Stars

Photometric Results', 1970.
IIIC. Strand, K. Aa. and Riddle, R.K. ,,First Catalog of Trigonometric paral-

laxes of Faint Stars Discussion,, 1970.
IV. Ables, H.D. "Optical Study of Nearby Galaxies" 1971.
V. Kron, G.E., Guetter, H.H., and Riepe, B.y. ,,A Catalog of Colorimetric

Measures of Stars on the Six-Color Systern of Stebbins and Whitford"
r972.

VI. Routly, P.M. "Second Catalog of Trigouometric parallaxes of Faint Stars',
1972.

lr
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VII. Priser, J.B. 'UBV Sequences in Selected Areas" 1974.

Volume XXI

Blanco, V.M., Demers, S., Douglass, G.G., and Fitzgerald, M.P. "Photoelectric
Catalogue. Magnitudes and Colors of Stars in the U, B, V and U", B, V

Systems" 1968.

Volume XXII

I. Walker, Jr., R.L. "Micrometer Measures of 463 Double Stars" 1969.

II. Worley, C.E. "Micrometer Measures of 1,343 Double Stars " 1971.

III. Harrington, R.S. and Mintz, B.F. "Positions of Bright Minor Planets" 1972.

IV. Worley, C.E. "Micrometer Measures of 1,056 Double Stars" 1972.

V. Walker, Jr., R.L. "Micrometer Measures of 618 Double Stars" 1972.
VI. Josties, F.J., Dahn, C.C., Kallarakal, V. V., N{iranian, M., Douglass, G.G.,

Christy, J.W., Behall, A.L., and Harrington, R.S. "Photographic Measures
of Double Stars" 1974.

Volume XXIII

I. Rhynsburger, R.W. and Gauss, F.S. "Catalog of Proper Motions for the 5,965
Stars of the Six-Inch Transit Circle Program, 1949 1956' 1975.

lI. Rhynsburger, R.W., Gauss, F.S., and Crull, Jr., H.E. "Motions and Phys-
ical Properties of 1,086 Cepheids and Early-Type Stars Observed in the
Washington Six-Inch Transit Circle Program, 1949 1956" 1980.

IIL Hughes, J.A. and Scott, D.K. "Results of Observations Made with the
Six-Inch Transit Circle. 1963 1971. Observations of the Sun, Moon, and
Planets. Catalog of 14,916 Stars lor 1950.0. Comparison with FK,l, GC,
and N30" 1982.

Volume XXIV

I. Harrington, R.S., Dahn, C.C., Behall, A.L., Priser, J.B., Christy, J.W., Riepe,
8.Y., Ables, H.D., Guetter, H.H., Hewitt, A.V., and Walker, R.L. "Third
Catalog of Trigonometric Parallaxes of Faint Stars" 1975.

IL Behall, A.L. "Micrometer Measures of 267 Double Stars" 1976.
III. Dahn, C.C., Harrington, R.S., Riepe, B.Y.. Christy, J.W.. Guetter, H.H.,

Behall, A.L., Walker, R.L., Hewitt, A.V., and Ables, H.D. "Fourth Catalog
of Trigonometric Parallaxes of Faint Stars" 1976.

IV. Harrington, R.S., Dahn, C.C., Miranian, M., Riepe,8.Y., Christy, J.W..
Guetter, H.H., Ables, H.D., Hewitt, A.V., Vrba, F.J., and Walker, R.L.

"Fifth Catalog of Trigonometric Parallaxes of Faint Stars" 1978.
V. Josties, F.J.. Kallarakal, V.V., Douglass, G.G., and Christy, J.W. "Photo-

graphic N{easures of Double Stars" 1978.
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VI. Worley, C.E. "Micrometer Measures of 1,980 Double Stars,' 1928.
VII. Worley, C.E. and Heintz, W.D. ,,Fourth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary

Staxs" 1983.

Volume XXV

I. Rydgren, A.E., Schmelz, J.T., Zak, D.S., and Vrba, F.J. ,,Broad Band Spec_
tral Energy Distributions of T Tauri Stars in the Taurus-Auriga Region',
1984.

II. Walker, Jr., R.L. "Micrometer Measures of 711 Double Stars', 19g5.
III. Worley, C.E. "Micrometer Measures of 2589 Double Stars', 1989.

Volume XXVI

L Scott, D.K. "Results of Observations Made with the Six-Inch Transit Circle,
1956 1962. Catalog of 10,010 AGK3R Stars for 1950.0. Comparison with
GC and N30" 1987.

II. Hughes, J.A., Smith, C.A., and Branham, R.L. ,,Results of Observations
Made with the Seven-Inch Transit Circle, 1967 1973" Igg2.
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14.5 SELECTED NAO TECHNICAL NOTES OF THE ROYAL GBEENWICH
OBSERVATORY

'lhe NAO Techni.cal Notes are published irregularly by the Royal Greenwich Ob-

servatory to disseminate technical information of speciflc interest.

No. Author

6 Hobden, D.E.

11 Sadler, O.H.

12 Scott, W.A.
Sadler, D.H.

18 Taylor, G.E.
26 Sinclair, A.T'

29 Taylor, G.E.
3l Wilkins, G.A.

Computations for lhe Decca Hyperbolic Lattice
System
Interpolation in H.O.299, Sight Reduction Tables lor
Marine Navigation
Corrections, for lrradiation, to the Observed Altitude
of the Sun
Predictions ol Grazing Occultations
The Representation of Planetary Ephemerides for
use in the Automatic Reduction of Navigational
Sights
The Visual Observation of Occultations
The Future Publication of Astronomical
Ephemerides
The Orbits ol Tethys, Dione, Rhea, and Titan
The Tabulation of i/onthly Sets of Polynomial Coef-
ficients for Astronomical Data in the Star Almanac
for Land Surveyors
The Zenithai Blind Spot of a Large Altazimuth
Telescope
The Movements of the Sun, Moon, and Stars in the
skv
Formulae lor Computing Astronomical Data with
Hand-Held Calculators
Approximate Solar Coordlnates
Approximate Lunar Coordinates
The Computation of Physical Ephemerides of Plan-
ets and Satellites
Geocenlric and Heliocentric Phenomena
The Phase Correctlon for Venus

Approximate Coordinates of Jupiter and Salurn
Ground l l lumination
Formulae for Determining Carringlon's Elements
and Differential Solar Rotation
The Effect of Atmospheric Refraction on Laser
Ranging Dala
Coefficients for Calculating the cHA and DEC of
Stars
The Computation of Angular Almospheric Befrac-
tion at Large Zenith Angles
Algorithms for Calculating the Dates of Easter
Determinalion of Polynomial Coefiicients from B-
Spline Coefiicients

1966

1966

1967

1970
1971

1974
1974

1974
1975

1976

'| 976

'1978

1978
1979
1980

1981
1981

1981
1986
1982

1982

1985

1985

1986
1986

36
37

Sinclair, A.T.
Sinclair, A.T.

Watson, F.G.

Morrison, L.V

Yallop, B.D.

Emerson, B.
Emerson, B.
Sinclair, A.T.

Yallop, B.D.
Yallop, B.D.
Emerson, B.
Emerson, B.
Yallop, B.D.
Yallop, B.D.

Sinclair, A.l

Yallop, B.D.
Hohenkerk, C.Y
Hohenkerk, C-Y
Sinclair, A.t
Yallop, B.D.
Hohenkerk, C.Y

39

40

46

47
48
53

54
55

57

59

62

63

64
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14.6 LISTS OF APPENDICES AND SUPPLEMENTS

o65

14.61 The Bntish Nautical Almanac

Many issues, especially the earlier years, of the almanac contain appendices on
various astronomical and navigational subjects. A list of these and of separatc sup_
plements, together with sections of a similar nature in the prefaces and explanations
to certain issues, is given belorv. Unaltered, or nearly unaltered. reprints in later
issues are ignored.

The appendices to the almanacs lor 1772 to 1778, 1787, 1788, arrd 179,1 u,-ere
collected and published in 1813 with the title Setections from the Ad.d.itions That
Haae Been Occasionally Annexed, to The Nautical Almanac from its Comm,encernent
to the Year -1879, while those to the almanacs for 1835 to 1854 *,ere similarly
published irr 1851 with the title Append,ices to Various Nautical Alrnanar:s Bettueen
the Years 1837 and 1857.

1766:

1769:

Maskelyne, N., el al. "Tables Requisite to be Used wjtb The Asro-
nomical and Nautical Ephemeris." Separate publication. 166 pages.
Ntlaskelyne, N. "Instructions Relative to the Obserr,ation of thc En-
suing Transit of the Planet Venus over the Sun's Disk, on the 3rd of
June 1769." 9 pages.

Ntlaskelyne. N. "Use of the Astronomical Quadrant in Taking Alti-
tudes." 38 pages.

Douwes, C. and Campbell, J. "Tables for...Finding the Latitude of a
Ship at Sea." 77 pages.
Maskelyne, N. "Determination lby John Bradley] of the Position of
the Lizard." 6 pages.
Wargentin, P.W. "Tabulae Novae et Correctae Pro Supputandis Eclipsi-
bus Terti i  Satell i t is Jovis..." 16 pages.
Maskelyne, N. "A Correct and Easy Nlethod of Clearing the fl-unar]
Distance..." 25 pages.

"Eclipses of Jupiter's Third Satellite, and Tables of the Hour Angle
of the Sun and Jupiter." 6 pages.
Lyons, I. and Dunthorne, R. "Problems in Navigation." 8 pages.

"A Table of the Equations to Equal Altitudes." 24 pages.

"A Catalogue ofthe Places of387 Fixed Stars,...(for 1760.0)." 14 pages.
Mason, C. "Longitudes and Latitudes of the Moon, Deduced from
Dr. Bradley's Observations, Made Between September 13th 1750 and
November 2nd 1760, and Compared with a Set ofManuscript Tables."
36 pages.
Maskelyne, N. "Elements of the Lunar Tables." 11 pages.
Maskelyne, N. "Remarks on the Hadley's Quadrant." 14 pages.

7777:

1772:

1773:

177 4 :
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1778:

1779:

t78L:

1787:

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

Lyons. I. "Astronomical Problems." 10 pages.

Mason. C. "Right Ascensions and Zenith Distances of the \Ioon..."

40 pages.

Lyons, I. "Astronomical Problems." 11 pages.

Wargentin, P.W. "Tabulae Novae et Correctae Pro Supputandis Eclipsi-

bus Secundi Satell i t is Jovis..." 30 pages.

Edwards, J. "Astronomical Problems." 27 pages.

Edn'ards. J. "Addition to the...Tables Annexed to the NauticaL Al-

manac of 1771." l0 pages.

Edlv'ards, J. "Directions for \ ' laking...Reflecting Telescopes and...

Polishing.. .Them.. ." 48 pages.

Edwards, J. and Maskelyne, N. "An Account of the...Tremors of Re-

flecting Telescopes..." 12 pages.

Blair. R. "Description of a...Nlethod of Adjusting Hadlel's Quad-
rant." 20 pages.

Nlaskelyne, N. "Advertisement of the Expected...Comet of...1788.

and Relative to...Saturn's Ring in 1789 and 1790." 4 pages.

Brinkley, J. "Tables to Improve. ..the Method of Finding the Latitude.. ."

15 pages.

Brinkley. J. "Tables to Improve...Latitude..." (Second edition. re-

vised and corrected), 16 pages.

Each issue contains one or more catalogs of stars, some of Iongitude

and latitude, some of right ascension and declination; the number of

stars varies between 9 and about 50.

Pond, J. "On the Obliquity." 3 pages.

Brinkley. J. "Two Practical Rules for Reducing the Observed Distance

of the \loon from the Sun or a...Star..." 18 pages.

Brinkley. J. "A Practical \Iethod of Computing the Latitude.' '  16 pages.

"Tables of. . . Refraction,. . ,of Second Differences, and, . . of Star Places. "
16-40 pages.

"Elements of Occultations." 6 l7 pages.

"Rules for [Predicting] Occultations." 8 pages.

Young. T. and Henderson, T. "Rules for [Reducing] Occultations.'

4 pages.

Separately issued supplements for each of these years contained a

number of quantities that were transferred, between 1832 and 1834,

to the pages of the almanac proper.
Lax, W. "An Easy Method of Finding the Latitude and Time at

Sea..." 23 pages.

La-x, W. "An Easy N{ethod of Correcting the Lunar Distance..."
6 pages.
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1832: Airy, G.B. "Corrections of the Longitudes and
the Sun,.." 4 pages.
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Right Ascensions of

Jenkins. H. "Recalculated Elements of Delambre's Tables...of Jupiter,s
Satell i tes." 12 pages.

Schumacher, H.C. "Ephemeris of...Lunar Distances of Venus. Mars,
Jupiter. and Saturn." 44 pages.

"Geocentric Places of the Planets." 75 pages.

"Report of the Committee of the Astronomical Society of London.,'
l l  pages.

\\toolhouse. W.S.B. "New Tables for...Jupiter's Satell i tes... ' , 39 pages.
\lbolhouse, W.S.B. "On the Computation of an Ephemeris of a Comet..., '
9 pages.

"Comparison of. . . Burckhardt's and Damoiseau's Lunar Tables... ' ,
4 pages.
\\:oolhouse. \\'.S.B. "On Eclipses." 96 pages.
Airl ' , G.B. "On the Calculation of...Perturbations..." 23 pages.
\\roolhouse, W.S.B. "On the Determination of the Longitude..."
12 pages.

Stratford, trV.S. "On the Elements of the Orbit of Halley's Cornet..."
79 pages.

Adams. J.C. "On the Perturbations of Uranus." 29 pages.
Each contains the elements and ephemerides of a number (from 4 to
36) of minor planets.
Chall is. J. "On the Correction of a Longitude..." 23 pages.
Encke, J.F. (trans. Airy, G.B.) "On a New Method of Computing the
Perturbations of Planets." 33 pages.
Adams. J.C. 'On \ew Tables of the \{oon's Parallax." 20 pages.
''Comparison of \Ioon's Places by Burckhardt's Tables rvith Similar
Ones by Hansen's Tables." 2 pages.

Breen, H. "Corrections...to...the [Tabulated] Values of the \ ' loon'e...
Parallax...1831 1839." 6 pages.

"Predictions for the Transit of Venus." 6 pages.
Adams. J.C. "Continuation of... Damoiseau's Tables ofJupiter's Satel-
lites." 9 pages.

Between about 1850 and 1900, a series of "Nautical Almanac Circu-
lars" was issued, mostly giving details and local predictions of total
eclipses.
Newcomb. S. "Corrections. . . to Hansen's Tables of the Nloon." [These
contain longitude and latitude corrections only from 1883 to 1895,
those for right ascension and declination being included also from
1896.] 2 4 pages.

"Approximate Places for 1900.0 of 834 Zodiacal Stars..." 11 pages.

1788:

1791:

r794:

1798:

1809 1821:

1812:
1818:

18221
1822 1833:

1824 1833:
1826:
t827:

1828 1833:

1829:

1831:

1833:

1834:

1835:

1836:
1837:

1839:

1 8 5 1 :
1853 1914:

1854:
1856:

1862:

1867:

t874:
1881:

1883 1922:

1883 1922:

i
1897:
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1900:
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Downing, A.N{.W. "Continuation of...Damoiseau's Tables of Jupiter's

Satellites." 7 pages.

1901-1906: 
' 'Corrections to the Apparent Places...to Obtain Appareut Places

Corresponding to the Struve-Peters Constants." Separate publica-

tions, 22 pages.

1907-1919: "Calculation of a Lunar Distance." 2 pages.

1907-7914: "Ephernerides for Physical Observations." 30 pages.

1915: "Some Constants and Formulac." 4 pages.

"Heliocentric lCo-ordinates] of... [Planets]." 68 pages

1915: "Corrections to...1532 Stars..." (Separate publication, by Pulkovo

Observatory), 308 pages.

"Heliocentric [Co-ordinates]. . . of Venus." 82 pages.

"Heliocentric [Co-ordinates] . - . of N{ars." 82 pages.

"Derivation of Quantit ies Contained in the Nautical AImanac. ' 23 pages.

"Ross's Corrections to...Places of N{ars..." 16 pages.

"Coordinates of the Sun for 1950.0 for 1928 and 1929." 32 pages.

Fotheringham, J.K. "The Calendar." 14 pages.

"Derivation of Quantii ies..." 26 pages.

"Tables for Interpolation. . . by the End-Figure Process." 32 pages.

Fotheringhan, J.K. "The Calerrdar." 17 pages.

"Interpolation Tables." 14 pages.

"Interpolation and AIlied Tables." (Reprinted for scpalate sale) ,18 pages.

"The Prediction and Reduction of Occultations." (Scparate publica-

tion) 50 pages.

"The Total Solar Eclipse of 1940 October 1." (T'ypescript) 19 pages.

"Heliocentric Co-ordinates of Mcrr,ury." 4 pages.

"Corrections FK3 - Eichclberger." 6 pages-

"Occultation Reduction Elcrrrerrts... '  (Separate publication by Yale

Un i rc ls i t . r  (  )hser \a to r \  )  37  pages.

"Epherneris of Pluto." 2 pages.

"Implovcd Lunar Ephemeris 1952 1959." (Separatc prrblicalion as a

"Joint Supplement to The Anrcricarr Ephemeris and Thc (tsrit ish)

Nauticrl Alrnanac" ) 435 pagcs.
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the Superintendcnt, sailing directions, wi'd and current charts, sprr:ificatio.s relat_
ing to the new Nar,al Observatory, rrrathcrnatical and astrono[ri<,al tablcs, special
reports, obselvations, circulars. and reports on the U.S. Naval Astronomical Ex
pedition to thc Southern Hemispherc and the publicatious of thc Transit of venus
Commission.

Unlike nrost of the other national epheurerides. The American Ephemeris was
never a medium for the publication of technical articles. The voluures from 1g55 to
1911, inchrsive, coutained an appendix, but ordinarily it compr.isccl only the miscel
ianeous tables rcgularly included every ycar, arrd the list of funclarner)tal constants
and tables used in preparing the ephemerides. In 1912, this l ist was transferred to
the beginning of the volume. leaving thc se<:lion of miscellarreorrs tables at the erd.
and the appendix was discontinued. Oct iuionally. appendices containing r.arious
ephemerides havc also been added to irrdividual volumes; but r.err. ferv technical
contributions \rere e\rer included.

Hou.ever, scparate supplements to Tie Am,erican Epherult.ts lrtrve beel issueci
from time to time. Sornetimes these tr,'erc separatc printings of tnatt:riaJ lrom thc ap_
pendices but rnore often they were in addition to the conterlts of t lxr volumes. Most
of them contain supplcmentary epherrreris data, especially lbr total sol:rr eclipses.
but some havc also bcen several important lechnical publicatiols.

The appcndi<:cs and supplemerrts thzrt are of interest for their tcchnical content.
other thau qrhonrcral data. are l isto<l irr St:ction 14.621. A l ist of the supplenents
giving extcncled data and large sctrlc rnaps for total solar eclipsos is given in Sec
tion 14.622.

Prior to tlrc t'stablishment of the scrios of AstronrnticrLl Palx:rs Prepared for
the Use of Th.r: Anteri,can Ephemcris arul Nautical Almono,c (set: S(\.tioD 1,1.2 for
a complete list of contents), the principal tables constructed lirr' t.hc olice were
printed, each as a single publication (a l ist of these is given in Scctiol 14.623); but
many tables rvcro plepared onlf in marurscript.

14.621 Appendices and Supplements
p lem,  r r t '  t , '  The  A rn '  r i con  Ephen t r  t r . , :

'l'hc 
lollorving are aplx.ldices a l sup-

1916:
1917:
1918:
1920:
L929:
1931:

1935:

1936:
1938:

1938:
1940:

1941:

1950:
1954:

14.62 The American Eohemeris

Appendix III of Vrlume VI of the Publications of the U.S. Naral Obst'rvatorl ' , Sec-
ond Series, corrtains a l ist by \\ ' i l l iam D. Horrigan of publicatious issurrl bl the U.S.
Naval Observatory fiom 18.15 to 1908. This l isls the publications of lhe Depot of
Charts and Instrunlents, the annual volurrnrs of the \Vashingtorr Obst rvations, the
Publications "Second Scrics,'! appcndiccs to tLc \'{hshingtol Observatiors, appen-
dices to the Publications "Second Series," ructcorological observatiorrs, reports of

1855:

185 7 :

Clltaurvr:rrct's tables for rorrccting lrrnar distanccs, with dircctions lor
ttsilrg thc tables, and expli lnation of their <ronstnrctiol. Pages 13 7{)
of the appendix.
Chaur,enet's tablcs for corrccting lunar distances, u'ith dircctions lor
ttsirtg thc tables. and explarration ()f their constr.l l(.t ion. Pages 11 67.
Chauvenet. \\:. "Improved \lcthod of Finding t]rc Error and Rate of
a Chronometer by Equal Altitudes." Pages 69 9.1.
\\ralker, S.C. "Logarithrls of the LeVerrier Coeflicicnts of the Pertur-
bativr: Function of Planetary Motion." Pages 95 117.
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Pages 11 94 of this appendix were later reprinted as a separate publi-

cation. (Chauvenet, W. "New Nlethod of Correcting Lunar Distances,
and Improved Method of Finding the Error and Rate of a Chronome-

ter by Equal Altitudes." 1866.)
Coffin, J.H.C. "Tables for Finding the Latitude of a Place by Altitudes

of Polaris." (Supplement for 1874 1877).
This article, which included the formulas from which the tables were

calculated, with instructions for using the tables, and an illustrative
example, was also put into the Appendix (pages 25 33) in The Amer-

ican Ephemeris for 1877, the first volume in which these tables were
glven.

A similar supplement for the years 1878-1881, inclusive, was sepa-

rately printed, and was also included in the Appendix in The Amer-

ican Ephemeris for each of these years. In the volume for 1882, these

tables were replaced by a simple one-page table which was retained

until it, in turn, was replaced by the table that was given throughout

the period 7972 7959.
Newcomb. S. "The Elements of the Four Inner Planets and the Fun-

damental Constants of Astronomy." (Supplement for 1897.)

"Tables of Sunrise, Sunset, and Twilight." (Supplement for 1946.)

"Ephemeris of Pluto."

"Improved Lunar Ephemeris 1952 1959." Published as a "Joint Sup-
plement to The American Ephemeris and ?he (British) NauticaL AI-

manac.t '

14 / RELATED PUBLICATIONS 691
In addition, data for two other eclipses were issued in Il,S, Naual ObseruatorE Circu_
lar no. 27 and U.S Naual Obser-uatory Circular no.78. The former gives information
on the annular eclipse of 1951 September l, while the latter gives inforrnation on
the total eclipse of 1959 October 2.

14.623 Thbles Prepared for Th€ American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac The
following tables were printed by the U.S. Naval Observatorv:

Schubert, E. "Tables of Melpomene." 1860.
"Almanac catalogue of zodiacal stars." 1864.

Winlock, J. "Tables of Mercury." 1864.
Peirce, B. "Tables of the Moon." 1st ed. 1853; 2nd ed. 1865.
Schubert, E. "Tables of Eunomia." 1866.
Schubert, E. "Tables of Harmonia." 1869.
Schubcrt, E. "Tables of Parthenope." 1871.

"Tables to facilitate the reduction of places of the fixed stars." 1st
ed. 1869; 2nd ed. 1873.

Hil l, G.W. "Tables of Venus." 1872 (on tit le page; cover has 1873),
Todd, D.P. "Continuation of de Damoiseau's tables of the satell i tes of Jupiter

to 1900." 1876.

.14.63 Joint Supplements and Appendices

1968: The 1968 editions of The Astronornical Ephemeris and. Nau.tical AIma-
nac and The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac corrlain The
Supplement to the A.E. 1968, "'Ihe Introduction of the IAU Svstem
of Astronomical Corrstants." The supplement gives the values for the
astrononrical constants. the theory of the corrections, and tlte changes
ft The Explanatory Supplement that result from these changes.

1968 1971: These editiorrs of Tlte Astronomical Eplrcmeris and, Nautical Alrrtanac
and The American Ephemeri,s and Nautical,4lmanoc corrtairr appen-
dices with the forrrrulas and corrcctiorrs for conversions to the IAU
system of astronomical constants. The ephemerides irr thc volume
lrrre not bascd on the new constants, so the appendices were neces-
sary to give the corrections for the ephemerides to be on the system
of constants.

198,1: The 1984 edition ol The Astronomi,cal Almanac contains Supplement
to the Astronornical Almanac 1981. "The Introduction of the Im-
proved IAU System of Astronomical Constants, Time Scales and
Reference Frame into The Astronomical Almanac." This supplement
gives the various resolutions involved and the resulting equations that

1874:

1895:

1945:
1950:
1954:

14.622 Supplementary Publications for Solar Eclipses The series of supplements
to The American Ephemeris that were published for the occasions when total
eclipses of the Sun u'ere visible in the United States began with a supplement
to the volume for 1869. Prior to that, pamphlets had been issued for the annular
eclipse of 185,1 N{ay 26 and the total eclipse of 1860 July 17.

For the total eclipse of 1869 August 7, a supplement was issued containing
predicted data, and also one containing suggestions for observing the eclipsc, In
1885, a publication containing reports of observations of this eclipse was issued by
the Nautical Almanac Office.

Since the eclipse of 1869, supplements have been published for the total eclipscs
that occurred on the followine dates:

1878 July 29 1936 June 19
1900 May 28 .t940 Ocl ohr.r I
1918 June 8 1945 July 9
1925 January 24 1947 NIay 20

1932 August 31 1954 June 30
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introduce the IAU (1976) System of Constants, the FK5 reference

frame on J2000.0, and the TDT and TDB time systems.

CHAPTER 15

Reference Data

Table 15.1
Fundamental Constants (1986 Recommended Values)

Quantlty

General Conslanls

Symbol Value Units Relative
uncertainty (ppm)

Unlveraal Consiants
speed of light
permeability of vacuum

permittivity of vacuum, 1 / poC
Newtonian constant of gravitation

Planck constant
in electron volts, h/ {e}
h / 2 r
in electron volts, fi/ {e}

Planck mass, (hc / G)1/2

Planck length, h/ mpc
Planck tjme, /p / c

Electromagnelic Constanls
elementary charge

magnetic flux quantum, /l/ 2e

quantized Hall conductance,
zot / tloc

299792458 ms-r (exact)
4 r  x  1o -7  NA  2
'12,566370614...  1o-7NA-2 (exact)
8.854187817...  10-12 Fm-1 (exact)
6.672s9 (95) 10 11m3kg 1s 2 128

6.6260755 (40) 10 sJs 0.60
4.1356692 (12) 1O-15Js 0.60
1.054s7266 (63) 10-sJs 0.60
6.s921220 (2ol 10-16 Js 0.60
2.17671 (14) 10-8 kg 64

1.61605 (10) 1o-35m 64
5.39056 (34) 10-ss 64

c

h

mp

lp
tp

e 1.60217733 (49)
e/h 2.41798836 (72)

o 2.06783461 (61)
2e/h 4.4359767 (141

e/h 3.a74046i9 (17)

1o- le  c
1O14AJ  1

10 -15  wb
10 l4HzV- l

10 -5AV 1

0.30
0.30

0.30
0.30

0.045

Table 15.1 is continued on nexl page.

693
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Ili!?lt;li"i?l"1iXi,,?is(les6Recommendedvarues)

15 /  REFERENCE DATA

Table 15.1, continued
Fundamental Constants (1986 Recommended Values)

oYc

Ouantity Syrnbol Value Units Relative
uncedalnty (ppm) Quantity Symbol Value Units Relative

uncertainty (ppm

}ofi magnelon, ehl2me PB

in electron volts, la / {e}
in herlz, 1ts / h

in kelvins, pe I k

in wavenumbers' lalhc

nuclear magneton, efi./ 2mp lN

in  e l eckon  vo l t s , ,  N / {e }
in F,eftz, pN I h
in wavenumbers, plv / nc

in kelvins, /rN / t(

fine-skucture constanl .}

9.2740154 (311
5.78838263 (52)
1.39962418 (42)
0.6717099 (57)
46.686437 (14)

s.0507866 (17)
3.15245166 (28)
7 .622s91 4 (231
2.54262281 (77)
3.658246 (31)

Atomlc Constants

1O 24 JT I

10 5 evr-1
1o1o  HzT  1

KT-1
m - r T r

10 -27  JT  1

1o  5  evT -1
MHZT I

1 0  2 m  1 T - l

10 4 KT 1

1o -3

1015  Hz
1 0  r 8 J

1 o  l o  m

1 0  a m 2 s  1

10 4 kg/mol

1 o  2 6 J T 1

1o -3

1.32141002 /.12)
2.10308937 (19)
'| .41060761 147)
1.521032202 (15)
2.792847386 (36)

prolon Compton wavelength,
).6.p | 2tr

proton magnetic moment
in Bohr magnetons,
in nuclear magnetons,

diamagnetic shielding
correction for protons

In pure waler,
spherical sample, 25'C

shielded proton moment
(H2O, sph., 25'c)
in Bohr magnetons,
in nuclear magnetons,

proton gyromagnetic ratio

Avogadro constant
atomic (unified) mass unit,

atomic mass constanl
1 u = m u = 1 1 1 2 m 1 1 2 C )
in electron volls, rnuC / {e}

Faraday constant
molar Planck conslanl

gas constant
Boltzmann constant, ,g / NA

in electron volts,

molar volume (ideal gas)

T = 273?15K; p = 101325Pa
Loschmidt number, NA / Ym

r = 273915 K; p = 100 kPa

Loschmidt number, NA / Vm
Stef an-Boltzmann constanl
first radaation constant, 2rhC
second radiation constant, hcl k

Wein displacement law constant,
b = \rr'a)<T = c2 | 4.96511423 ...

2s.689 (1s)

1 .41057s1 4 l47l
1.520993129 (17)
2.792847386 \63)
267522128 (81)'

7.29735308 (33)
137.03s9895 (61)

10973731.534 (13)

3.2898419499 (39)

2.1798741 \13)
13.6056981 (40)

o.529177249 \24)
4.3s97482 (26)

27 .2113961  (81 )

3.63694807 (33)

1 .13428913  (17 )

4.4904514 (15)

4.84197097 171)
8.890s981 (13)

0.001165923 (84)

2.002331846 \17)

3.18334547 (47)

1.6726231 (10)

1 .007276470 112)

938.27231 (28)

1836.152701 (37)

La802444 (13)

95788309 (2S)
1 .007276470 (12)

0.34
0.089
0.30
8.4
0.30

0.34
0.089
0.30
0.30
8.4

0.045
0.045
0.0012
0.0012
0.60
0.30

0.045
0.60
0.30
0.089
0 . 1 5

0.33
0.  t5
0 .15

7.2

0.085

0.15
0.59
0.012

0.30
0.020
0 . 1 5
0.30
o.012

1 o  1 s  m
1o-16  m
1O-26  JT -1
1 0  3

0.089
0.089
0.34
0.010
0.013

Rydberg constant

in eV R-hcl {e}

Bohr radius, a/4?r8-
Hartree energy, e /4Teoao

-, in eV Eh / {e}
quantum of circulation
muon molar mass

muon magnetic moment
in Bohr magnetons,
in nuclear magnetons,

muon magnetic moment anomaly,
u r \ e n t Z m t , ) - 1

muon gJactor,2(1 + ap)
muon-proton magnetic

moment ratio
proton mass

in electronvolts, npC / {e}
Proton-eleckon mass ratio
proton-muon mass ralro

Proton specific charge
prolon molar mass

uo
P b t P e
P ; t P N

k

k t { e }

{ e } i k

nO

VN

,o

C1

02

b

1 o - 6

10 26 JT 1

1 0  3

R-

B-c

R*hc

aO

h l 2 m e

M(p)

ap

sp

et mp

M(pl

Physico-chemical Constanls

0.34
0.011
o.o22
0.30

0.59
0.30

0.30
0.089
0.089
4.4
8.4

8.5
8.5

6.0221367 (36)

1.6605402 (10)

931.49432 (28)

96485.309 (29)

3.99031323 (36)

0 .11962658  (1 r )

8.314510 (70)
1.3806s8 (12)

4.617384 \72)
11604 .45  (10 )

22.41410119l
2.686773 \23)

22.711O8/.19)
2.651625l22l
5.67051 (19)

3.7417749 \22)
0.01438769 (12)

2.a977s6 (24)

1o23mo l  1  059

1o 27 kg

cmol r

1O-10  Jsmo l -1
Jm mol 1

J  mo l  r  K - r
1 o  2 3 J K  r

10 5 eV/K
KeV

10  27  kg

C/k9
10 3 kg/mol

Umol 8.4

1025m 3 8.4

Umol 8.4

io2sm 3 8.4

10  8wm 2K-4  34 .
tO 16 Wm2 0.60
mK 8 .4

1 0  3 m K  8 . 4

Notei The digits in parentheses are the one standardd€vialion uncertainty jn lh€ last digits ot the given value.
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Table 15.2
tAU (1976) System of Astronomical Constants
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Table 15.2, continued
IAU (1976) System of Asironomical Constants

17. Ratio of mass of Sun to that of rhe Earth (GS)/(GE) =S/E=932946.0

18. Ralio ol mass ol Sun to that of
Earth + Moon

19. l\rass of the Sun
20. System ol planetary masses

Batios of mass of Sun to masses of the olanets
It ercury 6023600 Jupiter i047.355 [1047.350]
Venus 408523.5 Satum 3499.5 13498.01
Earth + Moon 328900.510.551 Uranus 22A69 iZZeAq'
Mars 3098710 Neptune .t 9314

Pluto 3000000 [130000000]
Other Ouantilies tor Use In the prepara on of Ephemerides

]-t l"-I9991la!_."9tlar the vatues given in the fo owing tist shoutd normafly be used in the prepararionor new epnemenoes.
21. Masses of minor Dlanets

Minor planet Mass in solar mass
(1)Ceres  5 .9  x  10-10
( 2 ) P a l l a s  l . 1 x 1 0 - 1 0 [ 1 . 0 8 1 4 x 1 0  r 0 ]
(4 )Ves ta  1 .2  x  10-1011.3787 x  10  101

22. Masses of satellites
Planet Saleltite
Jupiter lo

Europa
Ganymede
Ca isto

Saturn Titan
Neptune Triton

23. Equatorial radii in km
Mercury 2439
Venus 6052
Earth 6378.140
lrars 3397.2

24. Gravity fields ol planets
Planet Jz Js
Earth +0.00108263 -0.254 x 10 5
Mars +0.001964 +0.36 x 10-a
Jupiter +0.01475 0.58 x 10 3

Saturn +0.01645 -0. 10 x 10 2

Uranus +0.012
Neptune +0.004

697

Unlts: . The unils meter (m), kilogram (kg), and second (s) are the units ol length, mass, and tame
in the lnternational System ot Units (Sl).

. The astronomical unit ot time is a time interval of one day (D) ol 86400 seconds. An interval
of 36525 days is one Julian cenlury

. The astronomical unit of mass is the mass of the Sun (S).

. The astronomical unit of length is that length (,4)forwhich the Gaussion gravilational constant
(k) takes the value 0.017202098 95 when the units of measurem€nt are the astronomical
unils of length, mass, and time. The dimensions of k2 are those of the constant of gravitation
(cl, i.e., L3 M-1T-2.rhe term "unit distance" is also used for the length A.

. In the preparation of the ephemerides and the fitting of the ephemerides to all the obser-
vational data available, it was necessary to modify some of the constants and planetary
masses. The modilied values otthe constants are indicated in brackets following the (1976)
System values.

[332946.038...]
(s/ F) / (1 + p)=328900 5

[328900.55]
(GS) /  G =  S=1 9891 x  1O3okg

Oetlnin9 conslants:
1. Gaussiangravitatjonalconstant
2. Speed ol light

Prlmary constanls:
3. Light-time for unit distance

4. Equatorial radius for Earth
IUGG value

5. Dynamical form"factor for Earth
6. Geocentricgravitationalconstant

7. Constant of gravitation

8. Ratio of mass of Moon to that ot Earth

9. General precessaon in longitude, per
Julian century at standard epoch
J2000.0

10. Obliquityofthe ecliptic, at standard epoch
J2000.0

Dsrlvsd constants:
'11. Constant of nulation, at standard epoch

J2000.0
12. Unit distance

13. Solar parallax

14. Constant of aberration, for stanoaro
epoch J2000.0

15. Flattening factor lor the Earth

16. Heliocentricgravitationalconstanl

k= 0.01720209895
c= 299792458 ms I

rA =499.004782s

[499.00478370... ]
ae = 6378140 m
ae = 6378136 m
Jz=O 001O42626

GE= 3.986005 x 1or4 mo s-2

[3.98600448...  x 1014]
G = 6 . 6 7 2 x 1 0  1 1  m 3  k g  1 s  2

[6.67259 x 10 11]

P=0 01230002
[0.012300034]

P=502910966

e = 23'26'21! 44a 123" 26'21:4119)

N=912025

cr1 = A= 1.49597870 x 10rr m

[1.4959787066 x 10rr]
arcsin (as / A) = tro =81794148

Satellite/Planet
4 .70  x  10 -5
2 .56  x  1O-5
7 .84  x  10  s

5 . 6 x 1 0  s

2 . 4 1  x  1 0  a

2  x  10 -3

Jupiter 71398 Pluto 25OO
Saturn 60000
Uranus 25400 Moon 1738
Neplune 24300 Sun 696000

Ja
- 0 .  1 6 1  x 1 0  s

18.7941441
n=20!49552

l=0.00335281
=1 t298.257

Fk2te=GS=1.32712438x
11.32712440..

\Ma.s. C22 = 0.000055, S22 = +0.000031, .%1 = +0.000026)
25. Gravity field ot lhe Moon

1=lB - A\ |  C =0.0OO2278 C / MR2 =O 392
B=(C A) /a=0 0006313 r =5552':7 = 1432'32!7
C2a= O.O0O2O27 Cso = -0.000006 Ca2=+0.0000048
q2=+0.0000223 Q1 =+0.000029 q2 = +0. OOOOOIT

qr =+0.000004 Ca3 =+0.0000018
si33 = 0.00oo011020 m3 S-2

x ldol
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Table 15.3
Time and Standard EPochs

1 day = 24 hours = 1440 minutes = 86400 seconds
'| Julian year = 365.25 days = 8766 hours = 525960 minutes = 31557600 seconds

Length ot lhe Year at 1990

Tropical (equinox to equinox)
Sidereal (fixed star to tixed star)
Anomalistic (perihelion to perihelion)
Eclipse (Moon's node to Moon's node)
caussian (Kepler's law for a = 1)
Julian

Lengnh ol the Month

Synodic (new moon to new moon)
Tropical (equinox lo equinox)
Sidereal (tixed star to fixed star)
Anomalistic (perigee lo perigee)
Draconic (node to node)

Lenglh of the Day

1d ot mean solar time

ld of mean siderealtime

= 1900273790935 of rnean siderealtime
= 24h03m56:555368 of m€an sidereal time
= 86636.555368 mean sidereal seconds
= 0!99726956633 of mean solar time
= 23h56n04909054 of mean solar time
= 86164.09054 mean solar seconds

365.2421897
365.25636
365.25964
346.62005
365.25690

o
29.s3059
27.32158
27.32't66
27.55455
27.21222

d
365
365
365
345

365

d
29
27
27
27
27

h m
05 4A
06 09
06 13
14 52
06 09
06 00

h m
12 44
07 43
07 43
'13  18
05 05

45.19
'10

56
00

s
03
05
1 2

15 / REFERENCE DATA

Table 15.3, continued
Time and Standard EDochs
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Standard Epochs

Julian Yoar epochs

J.Y Julian date
J1900.0 2415020.0
J 1950.0 2433282.5
J2000.0 24s1545.0
J2050.0 2469807.5
J2100.0 2498070.0

1900 January 0.5 = JD 2415020.0
1925 January 0.5 = JD 2424151.0
'1950 January 0.5 = JD 2433282.0
2000 January 0.5 = JD 245i544.0
2050 January 0.5 = JD 2469807.0
2100 January 0.5 = JD 24a8069.0

Beginning of Besselian year

B.Y Julian Date B.Y
81850.0 2396758.203 82000.0
81900.0 2415020.313 82025.0
81950.0 2433282.423 82050.0
41975.0 2442413.47A 8'2100.0

Julian Date
2451544.533
2460575.58a
2469806.643
2488068.753

j



Table 15.4
Sun, Earth, and Moon

15 / REFERENCE DATA

Table 15.4, continued
Sun, Earth, and Moon
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IAU System Best Estlmate

Sun IAU System Best Estimate

Radius
Semidiameter at mean dislance
Mass
Mean density
Surface gravity
lnclination ot solar equator to

ecliPtic
Longitude olascending node (f in

centuries f rom J2000.0)
Period of synodic rotation (d =

latitude)
Period ot sidereal rotation adopted

tor heliographic longitudes
irotion relatave to near stars

Equatorial radius
Dynamicalform factor for Earth
Flattening
Polar radius
Mass of the Earth
Mean density
Normal gravity (g)
Geocentric gravitational conslanl

1' of latitude
1o of longitude
Geodetic latitude (C) - geocenkic

latitude (d/)

Solar parallax
Constant ol aberration (J2000.0)
Light-time for 1 AU
1 astronomical unit of length
Mass ratio-Sun/Earth

Sun/Eadh + Moon
Moon/Earth

Mean eccentricity
Mean obliquity ot the ecliptic
Annual rate ol rotation on the

ecliptic
Mean distance ot Eanh from Sun
l\,lean orbital speed
Mean centripetal acceleration

Flgure and Gravity Field of the Eanh

a = 6378140 m
4 = 0.00108263
f=1 /298 .257
b = 6356755 m
5.9742 x 1o24kg
5.5ZECm-
9.80621 - O.02593 cos2d + O. OOOO3cos4d m/s2
3.986005 x  1014 m3 s -2  3 .98600440x1014m3s 2

110.575 +  1 .  11os inz  d  km
(111.320 +  0 .373 s in2  d)cos  dkm
692:74sin2O - 1:'16sin 4d

Orbit ot the Earlh

6 .96  x  1O8m
'| 5'59163 = 959163
1.9891 x 1030 kg
1 .41  9  cm-3
2.74 x 102 ms-z = 27.9g
7015 '

75'46' + 84' T

26.90 + 5.2 sin2 d days

25.38 days

a p e x : a = 2 7 1 o 6 = + 3 0 o
speed: 1.94 x 104 m/s = O. 0112AU/d

6378136 m
O.001082626  -  2 .8  x  1O  11  y r -1

6356752 m
5. 97 42 x 1024 k9

Mean orbital speed
Mean centripetal acceleration

Period with respect to fixed stars
in mean sidereal time
in mean solar time

Rate of rotation

Orbit ol Moon about the Earth

Sidereal mean motion ol Moon 2.661699489 x 10 6 rad s 1
l'rean distance of Moon from Earth 3.844 x 10s km

60.27 Earth radii
0.002570AU

Eauatorialhorizontaloarallax 57'021608
at mean dastance 3422':6Oa

Mean dastance of center of Earth
from Earth-Moon barycenter

l/|ean eccentricity
l\.4ean inclination to ecliptic
Mean inclination to lunar equator 6'41'
Limits of geocentric declination t 29"
Saros = 223 lunations = 19 passages of Sun through node = 65851/3 days
Period ol revolution of node 6798d
Period ot revolution of perigee 3232d

1023 ms-1 = 0.000591 AU/d
0.00272 ms 2 = O.OOO3g

Rotation ol the Earth

24h00.00:0084
23h56'04:0989
15:'04106717866910s- j

7 . 2 9 2 1 1 5 1 0  x  1 O  5 r a d s 1

Annual aates of orecession (f in
centuries f rom J2000.0)

general precession in longilude 50':290966 + 0]0222226 T
lunasolar precession in longitude 50:387784 + 010049263 f
planetary precession 0.0188623 - 010476128 f

4.671 x ' lO3 km
0.05490
59 145396

For a point on the spheroid of the IAU System at geodetic latitude (4):

8':794148
20:49552
499.004782 s

a':794144

499.00478353s

Mean radius
Semi-diameter at mean distance
l,Iass
irean density
Surface gravity

Moon

1738 km
15',3216
7.3483 x 1 022 kg
3 .34gcm 3

1.62ms 2 = 0.179
'1.49597870 x 1011m 1.4959787066 x 1011m
332946.0
328900.5
0.0123002
0.016708617
230 26'21i 448
o':4704

1.0000010178 AU
29.7859 km/s
0.00594 ms 2

332946.045
328900.55
0.012300034

23.26'21':41 19

1 .00000105726665 AU
29.784766966 km/s
5.9301134387 x 1O 3 ms-2
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Table 15.6
Planets: Mean Elements
(For epoch J2000.0 = JD2451545.0 = 2000 January 1 5)

Planet Incllnation (t Eccentrlclty (e)

EXPLANATOBY SUPPLEMENT Table 15.7
Planets: Flotational Data

(North Pole of Rotation and the Prime Meridian)

Sun ao  =  286 :13
60 = 63:87
l,Y = 84910 + 14:1844000 d

Mercury 7000'17:95051
Venus 30 23'40:07a2A
Earth 0.0
Mars 1o50',59:01532
Jupiler 1o 18'11:77079
Satun 2'29'19:96115
UranLls 0046'23150621
Neptune 1"46'11182795
Pluto 17"08'31:8

-  0 .003 r
- 0.005 r
+ 6. 1385025 d'

1 .4813596  d
- 0.641 T

0.557 r
+ 360. 9856235 dl

0.2056317524914
0.0067/1881 91 42
0.0167086171540
0.09340061 99474
0_048494a51 21 99
0_055508621 71 72
0.0462958985125
0.0089880948652
0.249050

Mercury

Venus

lvlars

oo  =  281 .01
60  =  61 .45
W = 329.71

do = 272.72
6o = 67. 15
W = 16O.26

. Y o = 0 0 0
60 = 90.00
w  =  190 .  16

Earth

lt6en Longitude Moan Longllud€
ol ode (r2) ol Perlhellon (@)

Mean Longllude
al Epoch (L) oo  =  317 .681  0 .108  f

6o = 52.886 - 0.061 r

Mercury 4€o19'51:21495
V€nus 76o 40'47:71268
Earth 0.0
Mars 49o33'29:13554
Jupirer 100o27'51198631
sarurn 113039'55:88533
Uranus 74" OO 21:41OO2
Nepiune 131o47'02:60528
Pluto 110017',49:7

77" 27'22:02855
'| 31 '33'49134607

102056'14145310
336"03',36184233

144 19'52:7 1326
93' 03'24:43421

173000'18157320
4a" 07'25:28581

224008'05:5

252"15 03:25985
1A1" 5a 47:28304
100" 27' 59:21464
355025'59t78866

344 21'05:?/211
50004'38:89695

314003'18:01840
304020'55:19574
23ao 44'3A:2

YY = 176.868 + 350.8919830 di

Jupiter ao = 268.05 -0.009f
6o = 64.49 + 0.003 f
W = 2a4.g5 + 870.5360000 db

Saturn do = 40.58 - 0.036 I
60 = 83. 54 _ 0.004 r
W = 38.90 + 810.7939024 d$

Uranus do = 257.43
60  =  -15  10
w  =203 .A1  -  501 .1600928  d5

Neptune a6 = 299.36
bo = 43.46
W = 253.18
N = 359.28

do  =  313 .02
6 0 = 9 0 9
W = 236.77

+  0 .70s in  N
- 0.51 cos N
+ 536.3128492 d 0.48sin N
+ 54.308 r

- 56.3623195 d

lrean Distance (AU) Meen Dlatance (10' ' m)

Eanh

Jupiter
Salum
Uranus
Nepiune

0.3870983098
o.7233294200
1.0000010178
1.523679U19
5.2026031913
9.5549095957

19.2184460618
30.1103868694
39.544674

0.579090830
1.08208601
1.49598023
2.27939146
7.78298361

14.29394133
28.75038615
45.04449769
59.157990

Pluto

Sldereal Synodlc
P€rlod (Jullan years) Perlod (d)

Mean Oaily Orbltal
Molion (r) Veloclty (knv3)

aO, ,O are slandard equalorial coordinales with equinox J2000 al epoch J2000. Approxtmate coordtnates oi
lhe nonh pole of the invariable plane are ao = 273:85, 60 = 66:99-

Eadh
Mars
Jupiter
Salum

Neptun€
Plulo

47.8725
35.0214
29.7855
24.1305
13.0697
s.6724
6-8352
5.4774
4.7490

024044445
0-61518257
0.99997862
1.88071105

11.85652502
29.42351935
83.74740682

163.7232045
244.0204

Not€: The elsmonts lor Plulo are based on a fit over one century The values tor lhe other
plansls are based on an evaluaiion of the exorossions for lhe mean elemenls evalual€d at
the epoch.

location oJthe prime m€ridian moasured along lhe planets equatorin an easterty direction wilh respecl
lo the planel's north pole lrom the node (located al ighl ascension 9Oo + oo) of lhe planets equalor
on lhe slandard equator. ll l/ increases wilh time, the plan€t has direct rotation and it W decreases
wilh lime, roialion is said to be retrograde.

T = inlerval in Julian centuries (o136525 days) i.om the standard epoch.
d = inlerval in days Jrom the slandard epoch.

The slandard epoch is 2000 January 1.5, i e., JD 2451545.0 TDB.

Notes: * Th€ 20' me dian is delined by the crater Hun Kal.
I Th€ expression lor W might be in error by as much as 0 2 because ol uncertainty in lhe t€nglh ol the UT

day and th€ TDT -  uTon 2000 January ' t .
t Th€ O0 mefidian ls delined by the crater Airy-O.
ll The equations Jor !y lorJupiter, Saturn, and Uranus refer to rhe rotation oJ thejr magnetic tiotds {systsm

lll). On Jupitsr, System | { n1 = 67: 1 + 877: 900 d) refers to lh€ msan almospheric equatorial roralion;
System fl ( l 1l = 43? 3+A7O? 27O d) telerc lo lhe mean atmospheric rctation norlh ot the south component
ol th6 nonh equatorialbelt, and south ofths north component ol thg south equatoialbslt.

115.8775 4?09237706
583.9214 19 60216874

0:98564736
779.9361 0:52407109
398.8840 0908312944
378.0919 0903349791
369.6560 0:01176904
367.4867 0:006020076
366.7207 09003973966
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Table 15.11
Planetary Rings

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEIT/ENT 15 / REFERENCE DATA

Table 15.12
Constellation Names and Abbreviations

713

Saturn Riog Data

Distance (km)

Norninative Genilive Nominative Abbrev. Geniiive

Feature Distance (Rs)
Andrcm€da And
Anllia Anl

Boo

Cae
Camelopardalis Cam

Anlliae

Aquarii

Argus

Auagae
Bootis

Caeli
Came{opardalis
Cancri
Canurn Venaircorum
Canis lMajo s

Canis [rinoris
Cap corni
Carinae
Cassiopeiae
Centau

Cephei
Ceti
Chamaeleontis
Circini
Columbae

Comae Berenices
Coronae Auslrinae
Coronae Borealis

. Corvi
Crateris

Crucis
Cygni
Delphin i
Ooradus
Draconis

Equul€i
Eridani

Gemrnorum
Gruis

Hercu/is
Horologii
Hydrae
Hydri
Indi

Leonis
Leonrs [rinoris
Lepons
Librae

Lupi
Lyncis
Lyrae

Ivlicroscopii

Octantis
Ophjuchi

Orionis

Pegasi

Pictoris
Piscium

Puppis
Pyxidis

Rel icul i
Sagitlae
Sagitlarii
Scorpii
Sculptoris

Scuti
Sepentis
Sextantis
Tauri
Telescopil

Trianguli
TrianguliAuslralis
Tucanae
Ursae lrajoris
Ursae Minoris

Virginis

Lacena
Leo
Leo Minor
Lepus
Libra

Lupus

Lyra
Mensa
Microscopium

Octans
Ophiuchus

O o n

Pisces Psc
TPiscis Auslrinus PsA

Puppis Pup

Equatorial radius
D-ring inner edge
C-ring inner edge

B-ring inner edge
B-ring outer edge
A-ring inner edge

A-ring gap center
A-ring outer edge
F-ring cenler

G-ring center

60330
67000
74400

91900
117400
121900

133400
136600
140300

170000
E-ring inner edge - 180000
E-ring outer edge - 480000

Cancer

Cepheus cep

Hercules Her
Horologium Hor
Hydra Hya

Canes Venatici CVn
Canis lJajor CMa

Canis lrinor CL4i
Capicornus Cap
Carina car
Cassiopeia Cas
Centaurus Cen

1.000
1 . 1 1
1.233

1.524
1.946
2.021

2.212
2.265
2.326

2.8
- 3
- 8

Aquarius
Aquila

-Argo

Aunga
Eootes

Caelum

Lac

Ltl i

Lib

Lup
Lyn
Lyl

I\,{us

Oct
oph

Ori

Rel
sse
sgr
Sco
Scl

Sct
Ser
Sex

Aps

Aru

Rings of Uranus

Ring Semi-major Axis (km) Eccentricily Azimuth of
Periapse (deg.)

Precession Rale (deg./day)

5
4

p

1

41870
42270
42600

44750
45700
47210

47660
48330
51180

0.0014
0.0018
0.0012

0.0007
0.0005

*oo,
0.0079

236
142
120

331
231

't oo
216

2.77
2.66
2.60

2 . 1 8
2.O3

tau

Cetus Cet
Chamaeleon Cha
Circinus Cir
Columba Col

Coma Berentces Com
t Corona Ausl na CrA
Corona Borealis CrB
Corvus Crv
Crater

Crux
Cygnus
Delphinus
Dorado
Draco

Equuleus
E danus

Rel iculum
Sagitla
Sagittarius
Scorplus
ScrJlptor

Sculum
rserpens

Sextans
Taurus Tau
Telescopium Tel
Triangulum Tri
T angulum Australe TrA
Tucana Tuc
Ursa l ajor UMa
Ursa [,4]nor Ul\,li

Vela Vel

Epoch: 1977 March 10, 2oh uT (JD 2443213.35/

CN

Cru
cyg
Del
Dor
Dra

Equ
Eri

Gem
Gru

Hyi
Ino

Gemini

Hydrus
Indus

Virgo Vir
Volans Vol
Vulpecula Vul

Note: This lisl0l constellalion names and abbreviations is in accordance with the resolulions ol the lnternational
Ashonomical Union ( r/ar s. tAl) 1,ls1t 4.22119,66 and 77). The boundaries ol the conste ations are tisted by E.
uelporle, on b€half of the tAU , in Delmtation scientiftque des constelations (tabtes et cattes) l:ambtidge
unlversily Press. 1930): the areas ol the constellations are gtven 'n Handbooh B.A.A., 1961.
* In moctern usage Argo is divided into Carina, Puppis, and Vela.
' Auslralis is somelimes used. in both nomtnative and genilive.
+ Serp€ns may bs divided Into Serpens Caput ancl Serpens C.uda.
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Ttble 15.17
Inbmational System of Units (Sl)

sl Bs unltr

EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT

Quantity Symbol

bngrh
mass
tme
glactaic cun€nt
thgrmodynamic temperature
amount of subatance
lumlnous intensity

mqer
kilogram
sacond
ampere
kelvin
more
candela

m
kg
s

K
mol
co

Sl Derlved Un[s wilh Speclal Namg6

Ouantity Symbol Expression Expression
In lerms in terms
of other units of Sl base unitrs

frequency
lorce
pressure, su€ss
engrgy, woft quantity

of heat
power, radiant flux
electric charge,

quantity ot electricity
el€c,tric potgntial,

potential difference,
electromotivo force

capacitanc€
electric resislance
elgctric conductance
magnetic flux
magnetic flux density
inductance
C€lsius tBmperalure
lUminous flux
lllumlnance

Sl Supplem€ntary Units

hertz
neMon
pas0al

volt
tarad
onm
s|emens
weDer
tesla
henry
degree Celsius
lumen
lux

s- t
m kg s-2
m- l  kgs  2

m2 kg s-2
m2 kgs-3

S A

mz kgs-3A-r
m-2 kg-l s4./A2
m-2 kgs-3 A-2
m-2 kg-1s3A2
m2 kg s-2 A-1
kg s-2l4 1

m2 kgs 2A-2

K
co sr
m-2 cd sr

Hz
N
PA

o

wb
T
H

tm
tx

lVm2

N m
J/s

ioule
watt

coulomb

CN

wby'm2
wb/A

lnlm2

Ouantity Symbol

plane angle
solid anglg

radian
steradian

rao
sr

15 / REFERENCE DATA

Table 15.17, contlnued
International System of Units (Sl)

Unlt8 In Use rvllh lhe Internatlonal System

719

Symbol Value in Sl unlt

minute
nour
day
oogree

mlnute
sscond
liler
metric ton

Sl Pl€tixes

mln
h
d

I , L
t

1 min
t h
1 d

I

' t L

1 t

60s
60 min = 3600 s
24h=88100s
(?r / 180) rad

(1 / 60)0 = (?r / 10800) rad
(1 / 60)' = (?r / 648000) rad
1 dm3 = 1O-3 m3
103 kg

Factor Prefix Symbol Factor Prefix Symbol

1o t8
1015
1012
1oe

1 d
1 d
102
101

10-1
1o-2
1o-3
1o-E

10-e
1o-12
1o-15
10-18

deci d
centi c
mill i  m
m|cro p

nano n
pico p
femto f
atlo a

exa E
p€ta P
tera T
giga G

mega M
kilo k
hecto h
deka da
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Glossary

aberration the apparent angular displacement of the observed position of a celestial
object from its geometric position, caused by the finite velocity of light in
combination with the motions of the observer and of the observed obiect.
(See aberration, planetary.)

aberration, a.nnual the component of stellar aberration (see aberration, stellar) re-
sulting from the motion of the Earth about the Sun.

aberration, diurnal the component of stellar aberration (see aberration, stellar)
resulting from the observer's diurnal motion about the center of the Earth.

aberration, E-terms of terms ofannual aberration (see aberration, annual) depend-
ing on the eccentricity and longitude of periheliou (see longitude; pericenter)

of the Earth.

aberration, elliptic see aberration, E-terms of.

aberration, planetary the apparent angular displacement of the observed position

of a celestial body produced by motion of the observer (see aberration, stellar)

and the actual motion of the observed object (see correction for light-time).

aberration, secular the component of stellar aberration (see aberration, stellar)

resulting from the essentially uniform and rectilinear motion of the entire
solar system in space. Secular aberration is usually disregarded.

aberration, stellar the apparent angular displacement of the observed position of

a celestial body resulting from the mqtion of the observer. Stellar aberra-
tion is divided into diurnal, annual, and secular components. (See aberration,
diurnal; aberration, annual; abenation, secular.)



722 GLOSSABY

altitude the angular distancc of a celestial body above or below tltc hotizort, mea-

sured along lltc grcat cirt le passing through the boclv and the zenith. Altitucle

is 90' minus zenith distance.

anomaly angular meiuurement of a borly in its orbit frotrr its perihelion.

aphelion thc point iIr a plattotnrl' orbit that is at the gr'catest clist:rnce frotrt the

Sun.

apogee the point at rvhich a bodv in orbit aroultcl the Eartir rcirchcs its farthest

distarrcc from the Earth.

apparent place thc 1>osition ott a celestial sphere. tentelecl at the Earth. dctcrlninr:cl

by removing from the diroctly obscrved posil ion of a celestial body thc cffects

that clcpeud oll the topocentric locatiorr ol the obscrverl i <:.. refraction, di-

uural aberratjon (see aberration, diurnal). and geoccntric (dirrural) parallax

Thus the positioll at which thc objcct wottlt l  actriall i  be seelt from tlx'<clttel

oftlrc Earth, displaced lry plarrcl erry aberration (cx<r'pt t l ie t l i ttrnal piit ' t see

aberration, planetaryt aberration, diurnal) and rcforred to tirc true equator

and equinox.

apparent solar t irne the mcasurc of t irtrc basctl ott the dittrnal rttotiott of t lte' trut:

Sun. The rate of diulnal urotiott tttclergoos seasoual variatiott ltccaust'of the

obliquity of tltc ecliptic aud bec:utse of tlrc eccentricity of tlrtr Earth s orbit

Additiollal srtrzrl l variations rcsri l l  fLom it rt:gulalit i t 's in tl l , '  lotaliori of the

Earth on its axis.

aspect thc apparelt, l)osil ioll ofany ol l l tc plern<'ls or tht'Nloon rell l ive to l ltc Sutr,

as sr.cn from Eiuth.

astrometric ephemeris al ephemeris ofa solat system bo<iv in lt i< lr the talrlt latcd

posil. ioDs are cssentiallY (orripalalrlc to calalog meaD places ()l slars at i i  stan-

dard epoch. An astror('1.ic positiou is olrt:rincd lt l aclding 1o tl le geometric

position, comlrrrted l irrtr gravil,al iorral t lu'ott ' , t,1n' (\)rrectiorr for l ight-time

Priol t o 1981, 1 Ire E-t r:r 'r us of artt lral abclt-41 iotr (sor: aberration, annual: aber-

ration, D-terms of) lcrc also addc<l to tlrc gcornetl i( l)osit i(t l.

astronomical coordinates 1lx: krngitudt' :trr) lati l  rrde of a poilt otr l l tt: IJa.rtlt lclativt '

to tlx'geoid. TIrcse coor'<linates irrc irrf lrrerrcr'<l l l ' local glavilr attomalics. (S*'

zenith; longitude,';errestrial latitude, tenestrial.)

astronomical unit (AU) the latl ius of a cir< ulal orbit itr rvlrich a l>orlv ol lrcgligible

urass, lncl froc of perturbations, rvould r-t 'rrrhc atottttt l  the Stttt in 2;/t da1's.

rvherc I is thc Gaussian gravitational constant. This is sligJtl ly less tltarr the

semi-rnajor axis of thc Earth's oll) it.

GLossaRY 723

atomic second see second, Systime International.

augmeutation the amount by which the apparent semidiameter of a celestial bo<11,.
as observed from the surface of the Earth, is greater than the scnridianr,,rcr
that would be observed from the center of the Earth.

azimuth the angular distance measured clockwise along the horizon from a specilicd
reference point (usually north) to the intersection with the great circle drawl
from the zenith through a body on the celestial sphere.

barycenter the center of mass of a system of bodies; c.g., thc center of mass of l lrc
solar systcm or the Earth Nloon system.

Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) the independent argument of ephemeridcs arr<l
cquations of motion that are referred to the barycenter of the solal systeDr. A
family of timescales results from the transformation by various theories arr<l
metrics of relativistic theories of Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT). TI)II
differs from TDT only by periodic variations. In the terrninology of the gt,n_
eral theorl ' of relativity. TDB may be considered to be a coordinate time. (Sr,c
dynamical time.)

bri l l iancy for Nlercury and Venus the quantity /<s2 / r:, r-here t = 0.5(1 +cosl). i
is the phase angle, s is the apparent sernidiameter, and r is the helioceutr.ic
distance.

calendar a system of reckoning tirrre in rvhich dat.s are enurlerated accordirrg to
thcir position in cyclic patterns.

catalog equinox the intersection of the hour circle of zero right ascension of a srirr.
catalog $ith the celestial equator. (Sec dynamical equinox; equaror.l

celestial ephemeris pole the referetrce polc for nutation and polar motion: tlie 2rxis
of f igure for the mean surface of a rnodel Earth in u,hich the frec urotion lras
zero amplitude. This pole has no nearly diurnal Dutation q,ith rcrspect to t[
space-fixed or Earth-fixed coordinate svstem.

celestial equator the projection orrto the celestial sphere of the Earth s equator.
(See mean equator and equinox; equinox; true equator and equinox.)

celestial pole either of the two points projected onto the celestial sphere bl t lrr:
extension of the Earth's axis of rotation to irrfiuity.

celestial sphere an imaginary sphclp ofarbitrary radius uporr rvhich celestial bodics
may be corrsidered to be located. As cifcumstances requirt:, the celestial sphcr.r:
may be centcred at thc observcr, at the Earth's center, or at any othcr locatiorr.
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coqiutrction the phenourenon in which two bodies have the sane apparent celes-

tial longitudo (see longitude, celestial) or right ascension as viewed from a

third body. Conjunctions are usually tabulated as geocentric phenomena. For

Mercury and Venus, geocentric inferior conjunction occurs when the planet is

between the Earth and Sun, and superior conjunction occurs when the Sun is

between the planet and Earth.

constellation a grouping of stars, usually !',,'ith pictorial or mythical associations,

that serves to identify an area of the celestial sphere. Also, one of the preciselv

defined areas of the cclestial sphere. associated with a grouping of stars, that

the International Astronorrrical Union has designated as a <:onstellation.

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) thc tirnescale available from broadcast tirne

signals. UTC difiers from TAI (see International Atomic Time) by an integral

number of seconds; it is maintained within +0.90 second of UTI (sce Univer-

sal Time) by the introduction of one second steps (leap seconds). (Sec leap

second.)

cubninatiou pa^ssage of a celestial object across the observer's meridian; also callecl

"rneri<lian passago." Nlore precisel"v, culmination is the passagc through the
point of greatest alt itude in the diurnal path. Upper culmination (also callod

"culmination abovc pole" for circumpolar stars and the \{oon) or transit is
the crossirrg r:loser to the obscr'"'er's zenith. Lower culmination (also callcd

"culmination belorv polc" for r: ircunrpolar stars and the \loon) is the crossing

farthel from the zenith.

day an intcrral of 86100 SI secorrds (sce second, Systime International), unless
othenvise iudicated.

day numbers quantities that facilitate hand calculations of the reduction of mean
place to apparent place. Bessclian dal nurnbers depend solelv on the Earth's
position and rnotion; secorrd-order day numbers, rrsed in higher prccision rc-
ductions, depend on the positions of both the Earth aucl t ltc star.

declination angular distanc:c orr the celestial sphere north ol south ol the celestial
equator. It is mcasured along thc hour circle passing through thc celestial
object. Drxlirtation is usuall l 'givcn in cornbination $'ith right ascension or
hour angle.

defect of illumination the augrrlar amorrnt of the observed lunar or planctary disk
tl lat is nol, i l lumirrat<d to an observer on the Earth.

deflection of light the er,ngle bv which the app.uent path of a photon is altered
from a straight lirre bv the gravitational 6eld of the Sun. Thc path is deflccted
radially away fronr the Sun by up to ll'75 at the Sun's limb. Correction for
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this cffe(t rvrrich is indepcndent of *averc'gtrr. is incruclecl iu the rcdrrctio.
from mean place to apparent place.

deflection of the vertical theangle between the astrorronrical vertical aud the gcoclc_
tic vcrtical. (See zenith; astronomical coordinates; geodetic coordinates,)

Delta T (AT) the cliflercnce betwecn dynamical time arrd Universal Time: spe<.if_
icallr- thc difference betrvcen Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) ancl UT1:
A T = T D T  U T I .

direct motion for orbital motion iD the solar sJ,stenl. motio[ thilr ls counter(j lock_
q.ise in the orbit as seen frour thc north polc of the ecliptic: for. an objer.t
oltserved on the cclestial sphere. rnotion that is from \\,cst ro cast. resltlting
from the relative rnotion of the ob.fect ancl thc Earth.

diurnal motion the appare.t daily motion of celestial b.dic,s across th. sky fior.
east to wcstJ r:auscd b"v tlxt Earth,s rotatiotr.

AUT1 the prcdicted l,alue of thc dif lerence betwcen UTI arxl UT.CI. tr.tnsmitlcd in
code on broadcast t inrc signals: AUTt = UTI tiTC. (Sr.c Universal Time;
Coordinated Universal Time.)

dynarnical equinox the asccndi'g node of the E.rth s urca' orbit o. tho E.rth.s
equator: i.e.. 1.he i lrterscction of thc ecliptic ', i th t lrc r:ek.stial equ.tor at *.hic.lr
the Srrn's declination is changing from soulh to nolth. (Sec catalog equinox;
equinox.)

dynamical time tho falrily of tirnescales introduccd in 19g.1 to r.r:pl:rce ephemeris
time trs the irrclependent argunlelt of d1,n:r,mic.al lheories :rrrd ephcrncricles.
(See Barycentric Dynamical Time: Terrestrial Dynarnical Time. )

eccentric anomaly in urrtl istrrrbcd ell iptic motiorr. t i tc aDgle nrcasure(l at the (..Dter.
of the ell\rse from pericelter to the l)oinl orr the circr rrlst.ribirrg ;u rxil inrl. ci lclc
fron-r which a per.pcndicrrlnr to thc nirjor axis rorrlcl inter.s(:ct th(, or.l)itina
bodl'. (See mean anomaly: true anomaly.)

eccentricity a par.aluctor t lrat specifics the shape of a t.rlrric sct:l, iorr; orrc of t lto
starrdard clcnronts userl to desc,ribc an oll iptic orbit. (Soe elements, orbital.)

eclipse the obscllration of a <.r:lcstial bocly catrsccl ltv its passag<: througll th. sl)adoi,!,
cast by alother bo(h,.

eclipse, annular a solar eclipse (see eclipse, solar) in nhich the solar disk is nerer
cornplctell' covcrcd but is seen as arr atnulus or ring at rnaxirnur eclipso. An
annular eclipse occurs when the apparent disk of the Moorr is smaller tharr
that of the Sun.
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eclipse, lunar an eclipse in rvhich the Nloon passes through the shadorv cast by

the Earth. The eclipse may be total (the Moon passing completely through

the Earth's urnbra), partial (the Moon passing partially through the Earth's

umbra at maximum eclipse), or penumbral (the Moon passing only through

the Earth's penumbra).

eclipse, solar an eclipse in which the Earth passes through the shadow cast by the

Moon. It may be total (observer in the Moon's umbra), partial (observer in

the Moon's penumbra), or annula,r. (See eclipse, anmrlar.)

ecliptic the mcan plane of the Earth's orbit around the Sun.

elements, Besselian quantities tabulated for the calculation of accurate predictions

of an eclipse or occultation for any point on or above the surface of the Earth.

elements, orbital parameters that specify the position and motion of a body in

orbit. (See osculating elements; mean elements.)

elongation, greatest thc instants when the geocentric angular distances of Nlercury

and Venus are at a maximum from the Sun.

elongation (planetary) the geocentric angle between a planet and the Sun, mea-

sured in the plane of the planet, Earth and Sun, Planetary elongations are

measured from 0o to 180o. east or west of the Sun.

elongation (satellite) the geocentric angle betr-een a satellite and its primary, mea-
sured in the plane of the satellite, planet and Earth. Satellite elongations are
measured from 0o east or west of the planet.

epact the age of the Moon; the number of days since New Nrloon, diminished by one
day. on January 1 in the Gregorian ecclesiastical lunar cycle. (See Gregorian
calendar and lunar phases.)

ephemeris a tabulation of the positions of a celestial object in an orderly sequence
for a number of dates.

ephemeris hour angle an hour angle referred to the ephemeris meridian.

ephemeris longitude lorrgitude (see longitude, terrestrial) measured eastward from
the ephemeris meridian.

ephemeris meridian a fictitious meridian that rotates independently of the Earth
at the uniform rate implicitly defined by Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT).
The ephemeris meridian is 1. 002738ull east of the Greenwich meridian, where
A? '=  TDT -  UT l .
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ephemeris time (ET)

in gravitational

dynanical tirne.

ephemeris tra$it the
meridian.
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the timescale used prior to 1984 as the independent r,ariable
theories of the solar svstem. In 1984. ET l,as replaced b3r

passage of a celestial body or point across the ephemeris

epoch an arbitrary fixed instant of time or date used as a chronological rcfercnce
datum for calendars (see calendar), celestial reference systems, star cataloes.
or orbital motions (see orbit).

equation of center in elliptic motion the true anomaly minus the mean anomaly. It
is the difierence between the actual angular position in the elliptic orbit and
the positiol the body would have if its angular urotion rvcre uniform.

equation of the equinoxes the right ascension of the mean equinox (see mean equa-
tor and equinox) referred to the true equator and equinox: apparent sidereal
time minus mean sidereal time. (See apparent place; mean place.)

equation of time the hour angle of the true Sun minus the hour angle of the ficti-
tious mean sun; alternatively, apparent solar time minus mean solar time.

equator the great circle on the surface of a body formed bv the intersectior of the
surface with the plane passing through the center of the body perpendiorlar
to the axis of rotation. (See celestial equator.)

equinox either of the trvo points on the celestial sphere at which the ecliptic in-
tersects the celestial equator; also the time at $'hich the Sun passes througlr
either ofthese intersection points; ie., when the apparent longitude (see appar-
ent place; longitude, celestial) of the Sun is 0o or 180". (See catalog equinox;
dynamical equinox for precise usage.)

era a system of chronological notation reckoner.l from a given dat..

fictitious mean sun an imaginary body introduced to define mean solar time; cs
sentiallv the name ol a mathematical formula that defined mean solar time.
This concept is no longer used in high precision work.

flattening a parameter that specifies the degree by which a planet's figure differs
from that of a sphere; the ratio / = (a b) I a, where a is the equatorial radius
and b is the polar radius.

frequency the number of cycles or complete alternations per unii time of a carrier
wave, band, or oscillation.
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frequency standard a generator t'hose output is used as a precise frequencv refer-

ence; a prinrary liequency standard is one rvhose frequclcy corresporrds to the

adopted definition of the second (see second, Systdme International), rvith its

specified accuracl'' achievcd t'ithout calibration of the device

Gaussian gravitational constant (,t = 0.01720209895) thc corrstarrt defining the as-

tronomical systern of units of length (astronomical r.rnit), mass (solar mass)

and tirre (day), bl rneans of Kcpler's third law. The dimensions of k2 arc

those of Nct'ton's constant of gravit atiort L3M tT 2.

gegenschein faint nebulous light about 20o across near the ecliptic and opposite

the Sun, best seen in September and October. AIso called counterglorv.

geocentric rvith refercrrcc to, or pelterining to, the center of the Earth.

geocentric coordinates the latitude and longitucle of a point on the Earth's surfacc
relative to the center of the Earth; also celestial coordinates given u'ith rc-
spect to th. center of the Earth. (See zenith: latitude, terrestrial; longitude,
terrestrial.)

geodetic coordinates the latitude and longitude of a point on the Earth's surface
determined frorn the geodetic vertical (normal to thc specified spheroid). (See
zenith; latitude, terrestrial; longitude, terrestrial.)

geoid an equipotential surface that coincidcs with mean sea ler.el in the open ocean.
On land it is the level surface that ri'ould bc assumed by water in an imaginarl
network of frictionless charrrrcls connected to the ocean.

geometric position the geocentric position of an object on the celestial sphere re-
ferred to the true equator and equinox, but rvidhout the displacement due to
planetary aberration. (See apparent place; mean place; aberration, planetary.)

Greenwich sidereal date (GSD)
since the beginning of the
Julian date 0.U.

Greenwich sidereal day number

the number of sidereal days eiapsed at Greenwich
Greenwich sidereal dav that u,as in progress at

the intcgral pari of the Greenwich sidereal date.

Gregorian calendar thc calendar introduced by Pope Grcgory XIII in 1582 to re-
place the Julian calendar; the calendar now used as the civil calendar iu most
countries. Every year that is exactly divisible by four is a leap yearj except
for centurial ycars, which must be cxactly divisiblc by 400 to be lcap years.
Thus 2000 is a leap vear, but 1900 and 2100 are not leap years.

height elevation above ground or distance upu'ards from a given level (especially
sea level) to a 6xed point. (See altitude.)
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heliocentric with reference to. or periaini[g to, the center of the Sun.

horizon a plane perpcndicular to the line from an observer to the zenith. The great
circlc formcd by the intersection of the celestial sphere with a plarre perpen-
dicular to the line from an observer to the zenith is callcd the astronomical
horizon.

horizontal parallax the difference between the topocentric and geocentric positions
of an object, r 'hen the object is on the astronomical horizon.

hour angle angular distance on the celestial sphere measured wesdrvard along the
celestial equator from the meridian to the hour circle that passes through a
celestial obiect.

horu circle a great circle on the celestial sphere that passes through thc celestial
poles and is therefore perpendicuiar to the celestial equator

inclination the angle betrveen two planes or theil poles; usually the angle betu'eerr
an orbital plane and a reference plane; one of the standard orbital elements
(see elements, orbital) that specifies the orientation of an orbit.

International Atomic Time (TAI) the cortinuous scale lesulting from analyses by

the Bureau International des Poids et \Iesures of atomic tirne standards in

many courltries. The firndamental unit of TAI is the SI second (see second,
Systdne International), and the epoch is 1958 January 1.

invariable plane thc planc through thc cerrter of mass of the solar system pcrper-

dicular to the angular monrentum vector of the solar system

irradiation an optical eflect of contrast that makes bright objects viewed against a

dark background appear to be larger than they rcally are.

Julian calendar the calendar introduced by Julius Caesar in 46 B.c. to replacc the

Roman calendar. In the Julian calendar a common 1'ear is defined to cornprise

365 days. and every fourth year is a leap year comprisirrg 366 days Thc .lulian

calendar was superseded by the Gregorian calendar.

Julian date (JD) the interral of time in days and fraction of a day since 4713 B.c.

January 1, Greenr.ich noon. Julian proleptic cal€ndar. ln precise work tlc

timescalc, c.g., dynamical time or Universal Time, should be spccilied.

Julian date, modiffed (MJD) the .Julian date minus 2400000.5.

Julian day number (JD) the integral part of the Julian date.

Julian proleptic calendar the calcndric system employing the rules of the Julian

calendar, but extended and applied to dates preceding the introduction of the

.Julian calendar.
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Jglian year a period of 365 25 days. This period served as the basis for the Julian

calendar.

Laplacian plane for planets see in'ariable plane; for a system of satellites. the fixcd

plane relative to which the vector sum of the disturbirg forces has no orthog-

onal comPoncnt

latitude, celestial angular distance on the celestial sphere measured north or south

of the ecliptic along the great circle passing through the poles of the ecliptic

and the celestial object.

latitude, terestrial angular distzrnce on the Earth measured north or south of thc

equator along the meridian of a geographic locatiou.

leap second a second (see second, SystEme International) :rdded betwccrt 60' and 0"

at announced times to keep llTC t'ithin 0:90 of UT1. Generalll,, leap seconds

are added at the end ol June or Decentber.

librations variatious in the orientation of the Nloon's surface with respect to an

observer on the Earth. Physical librations are due to variatious in the rate

at which the \,loon rotates on its axis. The much largcr optical librations are

due to rariations in the rate of the l{oon's orbital notion. the obliquity of

the \'Ioon's equator to its orbital plane, and the diurnal changes of geometric

perspective of an observer on the Eartlt's surface.

light, deflection of the bending of the beam of light due to gravity. It is observable

when the l iglrt from a star or planet passes a massilc object such as the Sun.

light-time the interval of time rcquired for Iight to travcl from a cclestial bodv
to the Earth. During this interval the motion of the body in space causcs
an angular displacement of its apparent place from its geometric place (scc

geometric position). (See aberration, planetary.)

light-year the distarrce that light tlaverses iD a vacuutl clrrring one ycar.

l imb the apparent cdge ol the Srrn, \foou. or a planet or arrl other cclostial bodv
with a detectable disc.

limb correction corrcction that must be made to the distance betwecl the center
ol mass of the \Ioon and its l imb. These corrections are due to the irregular'
surface of the Nloon and arc a function of the librations in longitude (scr:

longitude, celestial) and latitude (see latitude, celestial) and thc position angk:
fron the central meridian.

local sidereal time the local hour angle of a catalog equinox.
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longitude, celestial angular distance on the celestial sphere measured east$'ard
along the ecliptic from the dynamical equinox to the great circle passilq
through the poles of the ecliptic and the celestial object.

longitude, terrestrial angular distance measured along the Earth's equator from
the Greenwich meridian to the meridian of a geographic location.

luminosity class distinctions among stars of the same spectral class. (See spectral
types or classes.)

lunar phases cyclically recurring apparent forms of the Moon. New N{oon, First

Quarter, Full \Ioon, and Last Quarter are defined as thc times at which the
excess of the apparent celestial longitude (see longitude, celestial) of thr: NIoon
over that of the Sun is 0". 90", 180", and 270o, respectivell..

lunatiou the period of time between two consecutive New Nloons.

magnitude, stellar a measure on a logarithmic scale of the brighlness of a celestial
object considered as a point source.

magnitude ofa lunar eclipse the fraction of the lurrar diameter obscurecl by the
shadorv of the Earth at the greatest phase ol a lunar eclipse (see eclipse,
luuar). measured along the common diameter.

magnitude ofa solar eclipse the fraction of the solar diameter obscured by the

\{oon at the greatest phase of a solar eclipse (see eclipse, solar), tneasurcd
a long thn  romrnon d ianre le r

mean anomaly in undistrrrbed elliptic motion, the product of the mean motion of

an orbiting body and the interval of t ime sincc the body passed pericenter.

Thus thc nrean anortrall is the anglc fi'om pericenter of a hypothetical botll'

moving q'ith a constant angular speed that is equal to the mean motion. (Sce

true anomaly; eccentric anomaly. )

mean distance the semi-major axis of an elliptic orbit.

mean elements elements of an adopted reference orbit (see elements' orbital) that

approxirnates the actrral, perturbcd orbit. Nlcan elemeuts rna), serve rrs the

basis for calculating perturbations.

mean equator and equinox the celestial reference s1-steur detcrnrined bl ignoling

small variations of sholt period in the motions of the celestial equator. Thus

the mean equator and equinox arc affected only by precession. Positions in

star catalogs are normally referred to the mean catalog equator and equinox
(sce catalog equinox) of a standard epoch.
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mea-n motion in undisturbed elliptic motion. the constant angular speed rerlttired

for a body to complete one revolution in an orbit of a spccifled semi-major

axis.

mean place the coordinates, referred to the mean equator and equinox of a stan-

dard epoch. of an object on the celestial sphere centered at the Sun. A rnean

place is detcrrnined by rcrnoving from thc directly observctl position thc ef-

fects of refraction, geocentric and stellar parallax, and stcllar aberration (scc

aberration, siellar), and lry referring the coordinatcs to the mean equator

and equinox of a standard cpoch. In cotrtpil ing star catalogs it has been the

practice not to remove the sccular part of stellar aberration (see aberration,

secular). Prior to 198,1. it u'ns additionally tlle practicc llot to remove the cl-

liptic part of annual abcrration (see aberration, annual; aberration, D-terms

of).

mean solar t ime a neasure of t itttc based conccptuall l 'on the clittrnal motion of the

ffctit ious mean sun. urrdcr the assumptiort t ltat the Earth s rate of rotatiorl is

constant.

meridian a great <rircle passing through the celestial poles ancl through the zenith

of ant location on Earth. For planetary obserrations a nreridian is half thc

great circlc passing through the planet s poles and througlt aur' location on

the planet.

month the period of one complctc slrnodic or sidclcal revolution of tho \ '{oon aroltrd

the Earth; zrlso a calendrical unit that appfoxilnates the periocl of revolutiotr.

moonrise, moonset thc times at rvhich the apparcnt uppcr limb of the \IooD is ou

the astronornical horizon; i.e.. rlhen thc tnrc zenith distance, referred to tlt<r

center of the Earth, of the <trrt,ral point of the disk is 90'34' + s - z. u'here s is

the Moon's semidiameter. r is the horizontal parallax. ancl 34' is the ad<4rtcrl
valrrc of horizontal refractiorr.

nadir the poil l on thc celestial sphere diaructricallv oppositc to the zenith.

node either ol the points on tho celestial sphere at which thc pJaue of an orbit
i l tersects a u:fcrence planc. The position of a node is olc of the stancliud
orbital clcux:nls (see elements, orbital) uscd to specif-r ' t lrc olicutation of atr
orbit.

nutation the short-yrcriod oscil lations in the rrxrtion of the pok. of rotation of n
freely rotarting bodv that is rrndergoing tolquc fiorn extclnal gravitafional

forces. NutatioD of the Ezrrth's pole is cliscrtssr:d in tcrns of corDponents in

obliquity zurtl longitude (scc longitude, celestial.)
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obliquity in gencrarl the angle br:lween the equa,tolia.l arrcl orbilnl plaucs of a bocly
or. equir,aleni,lv, between the rot.ational and orbital poles. Rrr the Earth tlro
obliquity of l lrt: ecliptic is thc angle bet$'eort the planes of thc equator arrcl
the ecliptic.

occultation thc obs< rrration of one cclcstial bodv bv anothcr of groater i lpparcnt
cliarneter; espr:cially the passage of the Nloorr in front of a star or planet. or
the disappearance of a satell i t<: behind the clisk of its priurarv. If 1,he prinrarv
source of i l luuriuation of a refic< ting body is <:ut off by tho <x crrltation, thr:
phenomenon is also called an eclipse. The occrrltation of the Sun b1. the \Ioon
is a solar eclipse (see eclipse, solar.)

opposition a configruation of thc Srrn, Earth and a plarrct in ivhich tll-' appir,rent
geocentric krrrgitude (sec longitude, celestial) ol the plarrct rl i f lcrs by 180.
frorn the apptrrcut geocentric krrrgitude of the Srrrr.

orbit the path in space follorved bv a cclestial bodr'.

osculating elements a sct ol paranlclors (see elements, orbital) thal specifies thc
iDslantaneous position ancl vclo< itv of a celestinl body iu its lrt 'r ' l  rrrbed orbil,.
Osculating elerrx.rrts describe tlrr. unperturbecl (tu.o-bodl') (n bil t lrrt thc boclv
u ould follos' if perturbations $<.I c to cease inst zurtaneousl\'.

parallax thc diffelen< c irr appalent <lirottion ofan objcct as seen florn 1t'o differcnt
locrtions: convcrscly, the anglc al the object lhnt is subtenrk'rl by thc l in<:
joirrirrg trvo desigrra.lod points. Gtnccntric (diulral) parallax is 1hc differencrr

irr rl ircction bctrv*l a topocentric obselvation arrrl a h1-potlrr '1icrl geocentric

olrscrvation. Hcliortntric or annutl palallax is thc diffcrcrr<r: lrt ' tneen hr'pr>

thcti<al geocculric and heliocerrlric obserratious: it is thc arrglc sul)1.cD(le(l at

1,lrc obserr-ed objr:ct b1'the semi-major a-ris of lhc Earth's orbit. (See alsrr

horizontal pa.rallax. )

parsec l lx.distancenl i\ lr ich one astronomical unit sulrlt 'rrcls arr artglt 'ofoDc secolt(l

of ar<: cquiralt 'nl h. the distarrrt to au objcct havirtg an artttrtal parallax ol'

orlr: sttond of nt< .

penumbra ttrc porl, iott of a shaclorv irr rvhich l ight frorn an extetrdo<l sollr(:e is p2r1-

1i;rl lv but rrol <rrrupletell 'crrt off by an inter\ '( ' lr ing body; thc alczr of paltial

shados' surrorrrr<ling the umbra.

pericenter the poirrt i l  au orbit th;rt is nearest to tlrc ccuter of forct:. (Sct: perigee:

perihelion.)

perigee the point al w'hich a bocly iu orbit arotrtrl thc Earth nnsl closely ap-

proaches the Ealth. Perigee is sotnctiures used u.ith reference to tlxr itpparent
()rbit of the Srur around the Ealth.
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perihelion the point at rvhich a bodv in orbit around the Sun most closely ap-

proaches the Sun.

period the interval of time required to complete one rcvolution in an orbit or one

cycle of a periodic phenomenon, such as a cycle of phases. (See phase.)

perturbations deviations between the acttral orbit of a celestial body and an as-

sumed reference orbit; also, the forces that cause deviations between the actual

and reference orbits. Perturbations, according to the first mearing, are usually

calculated as quantities to be added to the coordinates of the reference orbit

to obtain the precise coordinates.

phase the ratio of the illuminated area of the apparent disk of a celestial body to

the area of the entire apparent disk taken as a circle. For the Nloon, phase

designations (see lunar phases) are defined by speciflc configurations of the

Sun, Earth and Moon. For eclipses, phase designations (total, partial, penurn-

bral, etc.) provide general descriptions of the phenomena. (See eclipse, solar:

eclipse, armrlar: eclipse, lunar. )

phase angle the angle measured at the center of an illuminated body between thc

light source and the observer.

photometry a measurement of the intensity of light usually specified for a specific

frequency range.

planetocentric coordinates coordinatcs for general usc, where the z-axis is the mean
axis of rotation; the r-axis is the intersection of the planetary equator (normal

to the z-axis through the center of mass) and an arbitrary prime meridiar: and
the y-axis completes a right-hand coorditrate system. Longitude (see longitude,
celestial) of a point is rneasured positive to the prime meridian as defined by
rotational elements. Latitude (see latitude, celestial) of a point is the angle
between the planetary equator and a line to the ccnter of mass. The radius is
measured from the center of mass to the surface point.

planetographic coordilates coordinates for cartographic purposes depcndent on au
equipotential surface as a reference surface. Longitude (see longitude, celes-
tial) of a point is nreasured in the direction opposite to the rotation (positive
to the west for direct rotation) from the cartographic position of the prime
meridian defined by a clearly observable surface feature. Latitude (see lati-
tude, celestial) of a point is the angle between the planetary equator (norrnal
to the z-axis and through the center of mass) and normal to the reference
surface at the point. The height of a point is specifled as thc distance above
a point with the same longitude and latitude on the reference surface.

polar motion the irregularly varying motion of the Earth's pole of rotation with
respect to the Earth's crust. (See celestial ephemeris pole.)
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precession the uniformly progrcssing motion of the polc of rotation o[ :r freelr.
lotating bodl undergoing torque from external gravitational forces. In the case
of the Earth. thc comporrcnt of precession caused bv the Sun and \Ioorr acting
on the Earth's equaiorial bulge is called lunisolar precessiolt the conrponent
caused by the action of the planets is called planetary precession. The sum of
lunisolar arrd planetary precession is calle<l general precession. (See nutation.)

proper motion the projection orrto the celestial sphere of thc space nx)tiur of a
star relative to the solar systern; thus the transverse component of thc space
motion of . i star with rcspect to the solar system. Proper motiotr is usuallv
tabulated in star catalogs as changes in right ascension and declination per

J,ear or ceDtur)'.

quadrature a configuration in utich two cclcstial bodies havc apparent lorrgitudes
(see longitude, celestial) that difler by 90" as viervc<l from a tirir.d body.

Quadraturcs are usualll' tabulated u'ith respect to thc Sun as r-iervcd fronr
the center of the Earth.

radial velocity thc rate of chtrnge of the distauce to an objcct.

refraction, astronomical the change in dircctiorr of travel (bcrrrling) of a liglrt lny as
it passes obliquely through the atmospht're. As a result of refractiou. t lrt: ob-
serr,ed altitude of a celestial object is grcatef than its goometric alt itu<le. The

amount of rcfraction depentls on the altitutle of the oi.rjt:<:t and on atnrospheric
conditions,

retrograde motion for orbital nlotion in the solar system, rrlotion that is clockwise

in the orbit as seen from thc lrorth polc of the ecliptic: for trn object obselved

on the celestial sphere. ulotioD that is from east to &'est. rcsulting froI the

relative rnotion of the objcct aud the Eiuth. (See direct rnotion.)

right ascension ertrgular distarrce on the celestial sphere rneasrtred eastlvar<l trlr>ttg

the celestial equator frolrt the equinox to the hour circle passing tluottglt the

celestial obje<:t. Right ascelrsion is usually given in combination rvith declina-

tion.

Saros a Babylonian lunar cycle of 6585.32 days, or 18 ycitrs 11.33 dat's, or 223

lunations. at the end of which the centets of the Strn and \ 'Ioon retrtrn so

nearly to thc relative positions of the beginning that all the cdipst:s (see

eclipse) of the period recrrr approximately as before, but in longitudcs (see

longitude, terrestrial) approxirnately 1200 to the west. (See lunar phases.)

satellite natural body revolving around a planet.

satellite, artificial device launched into a closed orbit around the Earth, another

olanet. the Sun. etc.
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second, Systbme International (SI) the cluration of 9192631770 ocles of radiation

corresporrtl i lg to thc transition betnccn tu-o hvpetlinc k:r'els of t ire ground

state of cesiurrl 133

selenocentric with rcltrcnce to. or perla"iriirrg to, the centcr ol the Nloon.

semidiameter the anglc art the obsen'er sublcrrded bv the equatorial radius of thc
Sun, Nloon, or a planet.

semi-major axis half thc lcngth of the major axis ol an eliipsr:; zr standard elemett
used to describc an ell iptical orbit (scc elements, orbital).

sidereal day the iltenal of tirnc bet$'een tu,o consccutive transits of the catalog
equinox. (Scc sidereal time.)

sidereal hour angle angular distance on the celestial sphere measured rl"'est',r,arc1
along the celestial equator from the catalog equinox to the hour circle pass-
ing through the celestial objcct. It is equal to 360' rninus right ascension in
degrees.

sidereal time the rneasure of time delincd bl' the apparelt diurnal motion of the
catalog equinox; hence a measure of the rotatiorl of the Eilrth $'itlt respect to
the stars rather than the Srrrr.

solstice either of the t$'o poirrts on the ecliptic at rvhich the apparent longitude
(see longitude, celestial) of the Sun is 9Uo or 270"; also the time at u,hich the
Sun is at cither point.

spectral types or classes catagorization ofstars according to their spcctra, primar-
i ly due to differing temperatures of thc stellar atmosphere. From hottest to
coolest. the spectral types are O. B, A, F. G. K. ald M.

standard epoch a date and timc that specifies thc relerence system to which cdcs
tia"l coordinatcs are referrcd. Prior to 1984 coordinates of star catalogs rvcrc
commonly rcferred to thc mean equator and equinox of thc beginning of a
Bcsselian year (see year, Besselian). Beginning rvith 198.1 the Julian year has
becn used. as denoted by the prefix J, e.g., J2000.0.

stationary point (of a planet) the position a,t which thc ratc ol charrgc of the appar-
ent right ascension (see apparent place) of a plaiei, is momcnt.irily zero.

sunrise, sunset thc timcs at which the apparent upper. Iirnb of the Sun is on the
astronomical horizon; i.e., whcD the tlue zenith distance, referrcd to thc center
of the Earth, of the central point of thc disk is 90'50'. bascd on adopted values
of 34' for horizontal refraction and 16' fbr the Sun's semidiameter.
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surface brightness (ofa planet) the visual rnagnitude ofan averagc square arc-second

area of thc i l luminated portion of the apparent disk.

synodic period for plancts, the mcan inter\,.al of time between successive conjrurc-
tions of a pair of planets. as obse.ved from the Sul; for satellites, the rnean
intelval between slrccessive conjunctions of a satcllite with the Sun. as ob-
ser r " t l  f ro rn  rhe  sare l l i re  s  p r lmar l .

synodic time pcrtaining to successive coniunctions; successive retrrrns of a planet
to the same aspect as determined by Earth.

Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) thc indcpendent argunlent for apparerrt geo-
centric ephemerides. At 1977 January 1d00h00'00' TAI. thc vahre of TDT rvas
exactlv 1977 .lanuarv 190003725. The unit of TDT is 86,100 SI seconds at
niealr sea level. For practical pulposes TDT = TAI + 32:184. (See Barycentric
Dynamical Time: dynamical time; International Atomic Time.)

terminator the boundary beirveen the illuminated and dark ir,rcas of the apparent
disk of the N{oon. a planet or a planetary satell i te.

topocentric rvith reference to. or pertaining to. a point on tlrr: surla.cc of the Darth,
usuallv ri'ith reference to a coordinate system.

transit the passage of a celestial object across a meridian; also the passage of one
celestial body in front of another of greater appare[t diameter (e.g.. the pas

sage of Nlercury or Venus across the Sun or Jupiter's satell i tes across its disk);
hor.ever. the passage of the \'Ioon in front of the larger apparent Srrrt is called

an annulal eclipse (see eclipse, annular). T'he passage of a body's shadon'

across another bodv is called a shadorv transit; holvever. the passage of the

Nloon's shadorv across the Earth is called a solar eclipse. (See eclipse, solar.)

true anomaly the angle, rneasured at the focus nealest the pericenter ofan ellipti<:al

orbit, between the pericenter and the radius vector f lorr the l ircus t,, thc

orbitir lg bodl r one of the standard orbital elements (sr:r: elements, orbital).

(See also eccentric anomaly; mean anomaly.)

true equator and equinox thc cclcstial <rror<linatc system detelnincd bt- t,he in-

stantancous positiols of the celestial equatirr and ecliptic. The rtrotion of this

svstem is due to the progressive effect of precession an<l the short-terrn, peri-

odic rariations ol nutation. (See mean equator and equinox.)

twilighi the intenal of tirnc prcceding sunrise and follon'ing sunset (see sunrise'

sunset) during $'hich the sky is partially illuminated. Civil trvilight comprises

the intr:rval rvhen the zenith distance, referrcd to the center of the Earth, of

the central point of the Sun's disk is between 90'50' and 96', nautical twilight
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comprises the interval from 96o to 102o, astronomical twilight comprises the

interval from 102' to 108'.

urnbra the portion of a shadow cone in which none of the light from an extended

Iight source (ignoring refraction) can be observed.

Universal Time (UT) a measure of time that conforms, within a close approxima-

tion, to the mean diurnal motion of the Sun and serves as the basis of all civil

timekeeping. UT is formally defined by a mathematical formula as a func-

tion of sidereal time. Thus UT is determined from observations of the diurnal

motions of the stars. The timescale determined directly from such observa-

tions is designated UT0; it is slightly dependent on the place of observation.

When UTO is corrected for the shift in longitude (see longitude, terrestrial) of

the observing station caused by polar motiou, the timescale UT1 is obtained.

Whenever the designation UT is used in this volume, UT1 is implied.

vernal equinox the ascending node of the ecliptic on the celestial equator; also the
time at which the apparent longitude (see apparent place; lougitude, celestial)
of the Sun is 0'. (See equinox.)

vertical apparent direction of gravity at the point of observation (normal to the
plale of a free level surface.)

week an arbitrary period of days, usually seven days; approximately equal to the
number of days counted between the four phases of the Moon. (See lunar
phases. )

year a period of time based on the revolution of the Earth around the Sun. The
calendar year (see Gregorian calendar) is an approximation to the tropical
year (see year, tropical). The anomalistic year is the mean interval between
successive passages of the Earth through perihelion. The sidereal year is the
mean period of revolution with respect to the background stars. (See Julian
year; y€irr, Besselian. )

year, Besselian the period of one complete revolution in right ascension of the
ffctitious mean sun, as defined by Newcomb. The beginning of a Besselian
year, traditionally used as as standard epoch, is denoted by the suffix ".0".
Since 1984 standard epochs have been defined by the Julian year rather that
the Besselian year. For distinction, the beginning of the Besselian year is now
identif ied by the prefix B (e.g.,81950.0).

year' tropical the period of one complete revolution of the mean longitude of the
sun with respect to the dynamical equinox. The tropical year is longer than
the Besselian year (see year, Besselian) by Gl48I, where 7 is centuries from
81900.0.
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zenith in general, the point directly overhead on the celestial sphere. The astro_
nomical zenith is the extension to infinity of a plumb line. The geocentric
zenith is defined by the line from the center of the Earth through the observer.
The geodetic zenith is the normal to the geodetic ellipsoid at the observer,s
location. (See deflection ofthe vertical.)

zenith distance angular distance on the celestial sphere measured along the great
circle from the zenith to the celestial object. Zenith distance is g0. minus
altitude.

zodiaca.l light a nebulous light seen in the east before twilight and in the west
after twilight. It is triangular in shape along the ecliptic with the base on the
horizon and its apex at varying altitudes. It is best seen in middle latitudes
(see latitude, terrestrial) on spring evenings and autumn mornrngs.
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Abenation, 23, 127-135, l5O

$n\al21 129-130
constant of, 131, 170
coFection for light-time, 23, 393
day numbers, 130, 169
differential, 134
diumal, 129, 132, 160
elliptic (.ree E-terms)
E-terms, 131, 169
planetatry,23,127,133
secular, 129
stella\ 23, l2'1 - 128, l3O

Adrastea (Jupiter XV), 4O9, 7 08,'l lO
Airglo% 493
Albedo

geometric of asteroids, 415
Allan variance, 59
Altitude, 14
Altitude and azimuth formulas, 208
Amalthea (Jupiter V) , 4O9,'7O8,'7 l0

oftital elements, 349
American Association of Vadable Star

Observers (AAVSO), 5 1 3-5 14
Analemmic curve, 485
Analytical theories, 27
Ananke (Jupiter XII), 708, 710

stale vector, 353
Angular velocity, Barth, 51

Apparent ephemerides, 307-308
Apparent places of fundamental stars, 5 I 0
Apparcnt position, 23, 145-160, 165
Apparent sidercal time, .144

Apparent solar time, 74
Aryument of pericenter, 27
Ariel (Uranus I), 709, 7 I I

appare[t distance and position angle orbital
elements, 368

physical and photometric data, 412
Aries, first point of (ree Equinox)
Ascending node, major planets, 315-316, 704

Asteroids (see Minor planets), 3 I 0
Astrogmphic place, 167
Astrometric position, 23, 166, 308, 3ll-313

Astronomical constant s, 280, 289,302-303,
31'7*319

coordinates, 16, 2O2--2O7
Astronomical unit, 27
Adas (Satum XV), 410,7O9,711
Atmospheric loading, 244, 248-249
Atomic time, 39, 84
Aurora, 493
Axis of figure, 14, 109, I l0
Azimuth, 14
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B

Barycentric coordinates, I I

Barycentric Coordinate Time {TCBl. 3. 45

Barycentric Dynamical Tim€ (TDB), 2, 42

Belinda (Uranus XIv), 412,'7 09,'l l l

Besselian elements (.te? Eclipses)

Besselian solar Year, 8

Bianca (Umnus VIII), 412,'l 09,'1 | |

BilliancY,479
Pluto, 406
Sahrm's rings, 404

c
Calendar, 575

accuracy, 578
Chinese, 577, 594, 599
Gregorian, 577, 580, 583, 604
Hebrew, 577, 584, 588
Indian, 591, 594, 605
Islamic, 577, 589, 591, 604
Jewish (see Hebrew)
Julian, 600, 605
lunar,577
lunisolar, 577
Moslem, (see Islamic)
relorTn, ) /6
solar, 577

Callisto (Jupiter IV), 708, 710
conjunctions, 348
orbital elements, 345
phenomena, 348
physical and photometric data, 409

Calypso (Satum XIV), 410
state vector 353, 708, 710

Came (Jupiter XI), 708, 710
Cartographic coordinates, 383-388

Galilean satellites, 408 409
longitude systems,403

Sysrem III, 403
planetocentric coordinates, 385-388

latitude, 387, 395
longitude,387
range,387

INDEX

planetographic coordinates, 385-388
height,387
laritude, 387, 395
longitude, 38?, 395
reference surface, 385

prime meridian, 384
Mars,403
Mercury, 402
Pluto, 406
Sun,398

Satum's satellites, 41 I
selenographic, 399-400

colongitude,399
Catalog ddft, 293
Catalogs

compiled, 505
differential,506
fundamental, 506
observational, 505, 508

absolute, 507
differential, 507
fundamental, 501

reference, 507
Celestial coordinates, 20
Celestial ephemeris pole, 109, I 10, 139
Celestial reference system, 199
Celestial sphere, 10
Ceres, 697
Cesium-beam standards, 60
Chandler wobble, 257
Charon (Pluto I), 709, 7l I

o6ital elements, 377
physical and photometdc data,4l4

Chebyshev polynomials, 305-307
Chronological cycles and eras, 579

Christian,579
Hebreq 584
lndian,59l
lslamic,589

Circulation,331
Clock performance, 58-61
Comets, 3l0 3l5
Commensurability, 330
Configurations, 47fu82
Conjunctions, 33, 479
Connected-Element Radio Interferometry, 258

INDEX

Constants, 693
astronomical, 696
fundamental, 693
gravitational, 696
mathematical, 714

Constellations, Tl3
Conventional Intemational Origin (CIO), 15,

53, tto,139,223
Conventional te.restrial reference system, 200,

223 224
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 6, 53, 76
Coordinates, astronomi cal, 202-20'7

barycentric, 11, 164
conversion from B1950.0 to J2000.0, 167,

184

Eeocentic, 202-207
geodetic, 202-207, 2!7 218

84d,209 2t0
loca'|,2O'7-216
planetocentric, 31, 37, 385-388
planetographic, 37, 385-388
rcductions between apparent and mean

places, 145, 152
reference frame, 8
selenographic, 399
state plane,214 216
topocentric, 10, 160-165
transformations, 555-559

Cordelia (Umnus VI), 412,'7O9,'7 | |
Cressida (Uranus IX) , 412,'7O9, '111

D

Data centers, 509
Centre de Donndes Stellaires, 509
Goddard Space Flight Center, 509, 513

Datums' 16,216-223
Day corrections, 292
Day numbers, Besselian, 157, 169

Greenwich sidereal, 49, 75
independent, 157-158
Julian, 8, 55, 580, 600, 604
second-order, 158-160

Defect of illumination, 397
Deflection of light, 24
Deflection of the vertical, 204
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Deimos (Mars II), 385, 708, 710
orbital elements, 343
physical and photometic data, 4O'1
reference surface, 385

Delta T, 54, 81, 83, 265-269
Desdemona (Uranus X), 412,'709, 7 | I
Despina (Neptune V), 709, 711
Diameter

apparent polar, 397
asteroids, radiometric method, 4 I 4-4 I 7
equatorial, 397
polar, 396

Differential abenation, I 34
Differential nutation, 1 20
Differential precession, I 08
Dione (Satum IV), 708, 710

orbital elements, 356
physical and photometric data,4l0

Dip, 488
Distance, apparent, 392, 395. 396
Doppler method, 62
Doppler satellite tacking,251 258
Double stars, 515-516
Dynamical t ime, 39,41, 54, 63

E

Eafih, apheliorl, 4'7'7 , 479
figure, 200, 700

$avlty field, 224-233
mass, 697
orbital elements, 316, 700, 704
orientation, 199
perihelion, 477, 479
physical and photometric data, 706
rotation, 251
rotation elements, 701, 705
rotation measurements, 61 43, 7 6
rldes, 233-238, 283-284

Easter,581,583
F.{:cenfi i,city, 27, 3 | 5-3 | 6, 7 04
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Eclipses, 34, 421

Bessel's method, 434

center of figure offset,424
Circula.s, 423
circumstances, 421
elements, 421
elements, orbital, 315-316
ellipsoid, 200, 202, 206. 218-220, 223
ephemeides,424425
lunar, 35

Besselian elements, 468 469
contacts, 467, 469
magnitude, 470
obscuration,469
occurrence, conditions for. 426'431
paftial, 430,46'7 , 470
penumbral, 430, 467, 470
phases, 470
position angle,470
total, 431, 467,4'10
visibility, 470-471

penumbra, 428,438
published data, 422-424
satellites of Jupiter, 348
solar, 35

annular,433
annular-total, 433
Besselian elements (see elements)
central line, 455-456
circumstances, general, 421 . 446, 450,

459461
circumstances, local, 46 l -467
contacts, 459-460,462
curves, 450, 453-458
duration, 455, 458
elements,450

Besselian, 435-441
Besselian, auxiliary, 445, 449

elevation, correction for, 467
equations of condirion, 446-450
limb conections, lunar, 425
rnagnitude, 458, 463 464
maps, 423, 462
obscuration, 463, 465 466
observer's coordinates, 441 446
occulrence, conditions for, 426-128,

432434

partial, 431
position angle, 463
total,433

time scale (Delta T), 425, 467
umbm,429,438

E c l i p t i c ,  l l , 1 1 4
Elara (Jupiter VII), 708, 710

state vector, 353
Elements, Besselian (.r?e Eclipses and

Occultations)
Elements, orbital, 315 316, 704
Effipsoid, 200, 202, 206, 218-220,223
EIongations,33
Enceladus (Saturn II), 708, 7l0

orbital elements, 356
physicai and photometric data, 410

Energy conversion factors, 715
Ephemerides, fundamental, 279

init ial conditions, 304
Ephemeris meridian, 54-55
Ephemeris time, 2-3, 42,'16,'19, 81 82
Ephemeris transit, major planets, 309
Epimetheus (Saturn XD, 410, 709, 7l l
Epochs, 27, 698
Equation of center, 327
Equations of motion, 26
Equat ion  o f  the  equ inoxes .4 .48 .5J .  l l6
Equation of time, 5, 55, 74, 485
Equator I l, I 14, 386, 393
Equinox, catalog, 48 49. 54, 97, 293

dynamical, I 1, 55, 97, 288-289
Equinox conection, |67-l68
Equinox of date, 75

dates of, 477
Enors, 566_568
Euler angles, 284-285
Europa (Jupiter II), 708, ?10

conjunctions,348
orbital elements, 345
phenornena, 348
physical and photometric data, 409

F

Figure effects, 282
First point of Aries (see Equinox), 12
FKs, 167

INDEX

Flattening, major planers and Moon, 398_407
apparent,390
Mercury, 402

Force model evaluation, 2g7
Frequencies, standard, 5g
Fundamental ephemerides, 279 2gl

G
Galatea (Neprune Vt). 709, 7t I
Galaxies, bright, 5l I

Second Reference Catalogue of Bright
Galcxies, St 1,528

Third Reference Catalogue of Bright
Galaries, S3O

X-ray sources, 533
cali lean sarel l i res, 345
Ganymede (Jr.rpiter I I I) ,  ?08,710

conjunctions,348
orbital elements, 345
phenomena, 348
physical and photometric data, 409

Gaussian gravitational constant, 27
Gegenschein,493
Geocentdc coo.dinates, 10, | 26, 202-20.7
Geocentric Coordinate Time (TCG), 3, 45
Geocentric planetary phenomena, 47g
Geodetic coordinates, 16,126, ZO2 201,

2t ' | -2 t8
Geodetic datums, 702
Geodetic reference spheroids, 701
Geographic coordinates, l6
Geoid, 17

undulat ion,202
Geopotenrial held, 22'l 233
Geopotential surface, 201
Global Positioning Sysrem (GpS), g, 68,

259-261
Globular star clusters, 5l l ,  526
Gravitational model, 280
Creek alphabet,7l7
Greenwich civil time, 76
Greenwich mean astronomical time, 76
Greenwich mean time, 7, 76
Greenwich meridian, 384, 386, 393
Greenwich sidereal angle, 2l
Greenwich sidereal date, 49, 75
Greenwich sidereal time, 4,49-53, l16

745
Greenwich transit ,54
Gregorian calendar, 7
Gyroscopes, 26 I -262

H

Helene (Saturn XII), 410..709,71|
Heliocentric coordinates, I I
Heliocentric planetary phenomena, 4gl 4g2
Hirnalia (Jupirer VI), 708, 710

state vector, 353
Horizon system, 208 209
Horizontal parallax

Moon, 400
Sun,398

Hubble sequence, 528
Hydrogen masers. 60
Hype.ion (Satum VII), 385, 4l l, 708, 7t0

differential coordinates, 367
orbital elements, 360
physical and photomerric dara, 385, 4t I

I

Iapetus (Sarum VItI),  4|, ' t08,7 tO
differential coordinates, 367
orbital elements. 360
physical and photometric data, 4l I

I l luminated disk, 388-397
Illumination, 490-492

planets,401 407
Illumination. defective, 397
I mproved Lunar Epheme ris, 81
Incl ination,2T
lnit ial  condit ions, 304
Intemational Aromic Time (TAI), 2, 40
Intemational Earrh Roration Service (IERS),

86, I  t t ,2N, 223_224,262,265
Interpolation, 546-548
lnvariable plane, ll
Inverse interpolation, 545, 54g
Io (Jupiter I), 708, 710

conjunctions, 348
obital elements, 345, 708
phenomena, 348
physical and photometric dara,409, 710

INDEX
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J
Janus (Satum X)' 410, 708' 710
Julian calendar, 7
Julian date, 8' 55' 600

modifred, 8
Julian day numba$, 8,55, 580, 600, 603
Julian period, 580
Julian year, 8
Juliet (Uranus XI), 412,709,711
Juno, 697
Jupiter

magnitude, 404
mass, 697
orbital elements, 316, 704
phase, 404
physical and photometric data, 706
physical ephemeris, 403-404
rotation elements, 404, 705
satellites, 345, 409, 708, 710

Jupiter's satellites, 708, 710
I-IV 345, 409
Y 348, 409
vr-xllr, 352, 409
XIY 35I

K
Kepler's law, 26

L
Laplacian plane, 327
Larissa (Neptune VII), 709, 711
Laser ranging, 254-255
l-atitude (see dLro Coordinates)

planetocentric, 387, 395
plaretographic, 38?, 395

Laws of motion, 24
l-eap second, 7, 53
Least squares, 300-301, 568-573
lada (Jupirer XUI), 708, 710

state vector, 353
Length of day, 19,265-269
Librations, Moon, 398,400

geocentric optical, 396
physical rorational, 398
topocenric optical, 399-400

Librations, satellite, 33 I
Light, deflection of, 135-139, 166

velocity of, 693
Light-time, 127, 148

corection for, 23, 393
Local apparent solar time, 4
Local coordinates, 207-21 6
Local hour angle, 14, 55
Local mean time, 5, 76
Local meridian, I l, 55
Local place, 165
Local sidereal time, 4,49,52-53
Longitude (ree a/so Coordinates)

n l r n a t ^ . e n r ; .  l e ?

planetographic, 387, 395
Longitude of node, 27
LORAN-C, 66
Love numbers, 31, 233, 250
Luminositt Iapetus, 4l I
Luminosity class, bright galaxies

planetocentdc, 387
planetographic, 387, 395

Luriar eclipses (.ree Eclipses, lunar)
Lunar ephemeris,3l7
Lunar Laser-Ranging, 62, 299-300
Lunar librations, 284-286, 398-400

geocentric optical, 398
physical rotational, 398
topocentric optical, 399-400

Lunar secular acceleration, 288
Lysithea (Jupiter X), 708, 710

state vectot 353

M

Magnitude
asteroids, 414-416

infrared,415
visual,414

major planets (see individual planets)
at I AU and 0o phase, 388
mean opposition, 389
minor planets, 414-416

infrared,415
visual,414

Satum's rings, 404

INDEX

Mals
defective illumination, 403
magnitude, 403
mass, 697
orbital elements, 316, 704
physical and photometric data, 706
physical ephemeris, 403
rotation elements, 403, 705
satellites, 342, 403, 708, 710

Masses, 697
Mathematical model, 28 I
Matdces, 552-559
Maaix methods, 180
Maximum defect of illumination, 397
Mean sea level, 201-202
Mean sidereal time, 4, 48, 75
Mean solar time, 3, 74-75, 79
Mercury

brilliancy, 402
elongations, 479
magnitude, 402
mass, 697
orbital elements, 316, 704
physical and photomeric data, 402, 106
physical ephemeris, 401 403
rotation elements, 402, 705
tuansit, 471

Mercury ion frequency standard, 6l
Meridian passage (see Transit, meridian, 33
Metis (Jupiter XVI), 708, 710
Minas (Satum I), 708, 710

orbital elements, 356
physical and photometric data, 410

Minor Planet Center, 310
Minor planets, 310-315

geocentric phenomena, 4lMl7
magnitudes, 3l I

Miranda (Uranus V), 709, 71 1
orbital elements, 368
physical and photometic data,4l2

MK spectral classification system, 520
Modified Julian date, 56
Month, 577

lengths, 698
synodic, 486, 576

747
Moon

defective illumination, 399
eclipses (sea Eclipses, lunar)
eph€meris, basis of, 317
fraction illuminated, 399
horizontal parallax, 400
librations, 398-400

optical,398
physical, 398
topocentric, 399-400

limb corrections, 425
mass, 696
mean longitude, 115
midpoint of bright limb, 399
node, 115
orbital elements, 701, 708
perigee, I 15
phases,478-479
physical and photometric dara, 398 401,

'101,706,110

physical ephemeris, 398301
principal moment of inenia, 399
rise and set, 485-486
secular acceleration, 77, 84
selenographic coordinates, 399-400
semidiameter, 401
topocentric parallax, 400

Moonlight, 493
Moonrise and moonset, 32, 485486

N

Naiad (Neptune III), 709, 711
Nautical twilight, 33,483, 492
Neptune

magnitude, 406
mass, 697
orbital elements, 316, 704
physical and photometric data, 405-406,

706
physical ephemeris, 405-406
rotation elements, 705
satell i tes, 373, 4l3 414,709,7|I

Nereid (Neptune II), 709, 7l I
differential coordinates, 376
orbital elements, 375

Newcomb's Tables,317
Nonrigid-body effects, 286

i
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North pole, 384 385, 392-393
apparent,391
Sun,398

Numerical differentiation, 560 562
Numerical integration, 2'l, 286. 562-566
Nuta t ion ,  12 ,99 ,  109,  l l l ,  l16-121,151

conections, 116 119
differential, 120
IAU theory, l l l-113
in longitude and obliquity, I l2-115
planetary terms, I 17-119

o
Oberon (Uranus IV), 709, 711

oblateness, l4
orbital elements, 369
physical and photometric data, 412

Obiiquity of the eclipttc, 12, 1'71,289
Observational catalog, 179
Occultations, 34, 494--498
Occultations, lunar, 494

elements (Besselian), 494
planets,498

Ocean loading, 244-248
Ocean tide model, 240-244
Open star clusters, 51 |,  522

Lund Catalog,51l, 522
Trumpler classification system, 524

Ophelia (Uranus VII),  4 12, 7 09, ' j  I  I
Opposit ion,33
Orbital elements, 27

P

Pallas,697
Pandora (Sarurn XVII ),  4lO,'109, j  1l
Pa ra l l ax ,  2 l ,  l 2 l ,  123
Paral lax, annual, 22, I25

diurnal (geocenrric), 22, 123 124,l60
equatorial horizontal, Moon, 400
horizontal,  Moon,400
horizonlal,  Sun,398
in alt i tude, 125
solar, 22
topocentr ic, Moon,400

Parameterized posFNewtonian equation, 281

INDEX

Pasiphae (Jupiter VIID, 708, 710
state vector, 353

Perihelion,4TT
Perturbations, 28
Phase,396

ang le ,388,396
coefficient,388

Calilean sateilites, 408-409
Mercury, 402
Venus, 403

corrections, 291 292
fraction of Moon illuminated, 399
Moon,399,478

Phases and magnitudes, 388-397
intrinsic propefties, 388

Phobos (Mars I), 385, 708, 710
orbital elements, 343
physical and photometric data, 385, 407

Phoebe (Sarum IX), 708, 710
differential coordinates, 368
orbital elements, 367
physical and photometric data,410

Photometric standards, stars, 5 I l, 5 l6
UvBRI,511,51'7
,r1rl '  and HB, 5l l, 517

Physical ephemerides, 36, 383-419
astero ids ,414 417
Moon, 398-401
planets,401 407

Jupiter, /t03 404
Mars,403
Mercury, 401 402
Neptune, 405 /t06
Pluto, 406
Satum,404-405
Uranus,405
Venus, 402-'403

references,4l7--' l l9
satell i tes,407 414

Galilean,408 409
Jupiter, 2t08 409
Mars,40? .tr08
Neptune,  413 414
Plu to ,414
S a t u m , 4 0 8 , 4 1 0  4 1 1
Uranus,  411 413

Sun,397-398
Planetocent c coordinares, 3l, 37, 385 3{i8
Planetocenlric orbital longitude. Sun, 401

INDEX

Planetographic coordiDares, 37, 385-388
Planets

aberration, 150
apparent positions, 145-l 52
astrometric positions, 166, 308
brightness

Pluto,406
Satum's rings, 404

bri l l iancy,479
confi gurations, 476-482
deflection of light, 149
elements, 315-316, 704
elongations, 479
geocentric phenomena, 4'7 848 1
heliocentric phenomena, 48 1-482
masses, 697
orbital elements, 315-316, 704
physical and photometric data. 401 407,

706
precession, 150
r i ngs ,325 ,712
rotation elements, 705
satel l i tes, 325, 407J1 4, '708-1 1 |
semidiameters,401 407
stationary, 479
synodic periods, 480-481
visibi l i ty,480

Plate motions, 249-250
Pluto

mass,697
orbital elements, 316, 704
physical and photometric data, 406, 706
physical ephemeris, 406
rotation elements, 406, 705
satellite, 3'7'7 , 414,'709 ,'7 | I

Point mass interactions, 281
Polaris,498-502
Po la r  mo t i on ,  14 ,  18 ,  109 ,  111 ,139  140 ,

238 240,269 272
Polynomials, 548
Portable clocks, 65
Port ia (Uranus XII),  412,709, '711
Positions

ang le ,392 ,395
bright limb, Moon, 399
greatesl defect of illumination, 397

apparenr, 23, 145-160, 165
astrometric, 23, 166, 308, 3l l -313

749
geocent c, 10, 126,202-207
heliocentric, 1 I

kecession, 105, 150
differential, 108
drifL,293
general,99
geodesic, 100
tAU t9'16, t',73
luni solar, 12, 99
Newcomb's, 106, 173
planetary 13, 99
reduction, day number formulas. 108
rotation matrix, 103

Prime meridian, 384, 386, 393
Mars, 403
Mercury, 402
Pluto,406
Sun,398

Prime venical, 204
Prometheus (Saturn XVD, 410, 709, 7l I
Proper motion, 22, 121,111. 1'71, 184
Proteus (Neptune VIID. 709, 711
Puck (Uranus XV), 412. 709, 1 1 1
Pu lsars ,  511,  521

a
Quartz-crystal oscillators, 60

Quasars, 511, 530

Quasi stel lar objects, 530
active galacl ic nuclei,  531
catalogs, 53G-531

Radar ranging, 294 297
Radial velocity, 22, 121. 51 l ,  518
Radio interferomctry, 62
Rarl ionretr ic method ol diametcr est imation,

414- 41'7
geometric albedo, 415
intiared magnitudes, ,l l5
phase integral,416

Radio sources
astrometric cal ibrators, 5l I ,  531
flux cal ibrators, 5l l ,  532

Radius of the planets, 387
apparent potar, 390, 396
apparent subsolar, 396

Ref-erence frame, inertial, 96
Reference frames, 223, 280
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Reference systems, 95-99' 199

Refaactior, 24, 140-145
rising and setting Phenomena, 488
Saastamoinen, 143

Relativ ity, 4O, 1 0, 96, | 49, 29 5
Rhea (Satum V),410, 708, 710

orbital elements, 360
physical and photometric data,410

Rings of Satum, brilliance, 404
Rising atrd setting phenomena, 482-49(

Moon,485-486
Sun, ,183-485

Rosalind (uftnus XIII), 412, 7O9, 7 | I
Rotational elements, 383-388

deformation, 238-240
direct,385
retrogade, 385
Sun, 397

Rotation of axes, 552-553
Rotation of the Earth, 251
Rubidium clocks, 6l

S

Saros, 35
Satellite Alnm@c,325
Satellites

apparent distance and position angle, 341
apparcnr orbits, 336
authorities,3T8
differcntial coordinates, 34 I
elongations,34l
invariable plane, 327
Laplacian plane, 327
orbital data, 708
planetocentric coordinates, 333
rectaDgular coordinates, 341

Satum
mass, 697
orbiral elemenrs, 316, 704
physical and phorometric data, 404-405,'706

physical ephemeris, 404-405
rin$s, 354, 404, 1 12
rotation elements, 404, 705
salell ires, 356, 408, 410-41t, 708-71
semidiameter, 4(X

Schwiderski model, 242-243

Seasons, 477, 479
Second, SI, 40, 84
Selenocentric coordinates, 1 I
Selenographic coordinates, 399
Semidiameter

Moon, 401
Sun, 398

Sidereal day, 48
Sidereal hour angle, 1l
Sidereal time, 3-4, 39,48,55

aPparent, 4, 48
local,4,49
mean, 4, 48
relation to universal time, 50-53

Sinope (Jupiter IX), 708, 710
Shadow lengths, 489
State vector 353
Solar corona, 295
Solar eclipse (see Eclipses, solar)
Solar parallax, 398
Solid Eanh tides, 233-238
Solstices, times of, 477
Spacecraft data, 297-299
Space motion, 121
Space-Time coordinates, 45
Spectral classification, 519

MK spectral standards, 5l l-520
Morgan-Keenan classifi cation system

(MK), s20
Sphe cal astronomy, 543,549-552
Spherical coordinates, 9, 553
Spherical triangles, 542
Sph€rical trigonometry, 554
Star clust€rs

globular, 5l l, 526
oDF-n, 5ll,522

Starlight, 493
Stars

apparent places, 23, 152-160,510
bright,5ll-512
double,515-516
foreshortening, 122
me an places, 511
parallax, 121, 123,398
photometric standards, 5l I, 516
proper motion, l2l

INDEX

St^rs (continued)
iadial velocity standards, 5l l, 518
secularvariations, l2l
spectral classifi cation, 5 19

MK spectral standards, 511, 520
Morgan-Keenan system (MK), 520

stellar positions, 184
shatosphere, l4l
variable,5l I

Stationary points, 479
Statistics, 566-568
Stellar data,509
Stellar positions, 184
Sub-Earth point, 391-395
Subsolar point, 392-395
Subtabulation, 546
Sun, 700

eclipses (Jee Eclipses, solar)
ephemeris, basis of, 317
low precision ephemeris, 484
mass,697
physical ephemeris, 397-398
rise and set, 483-485
rotation elements, 705

Sundials, 73
Sunrise and Sunset, 32,483485
Surface brightness, 390
Surface brightness, planets, 390
Synodic periods, 48G481
System III longitudes, Jupiter, 403

T
TAI (Intemational Atomic Time), 2, 39, 84
Telesto (Satum XIII), 410
Television transmissions, 67
Terminator, geometric, 397
Terestrial coordinates, 13, 20, 126
Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT). 2.42. 54
Terrestrial reference system, 199, 200,

2t"t-2t8
Tenestrial Time (TT), 3, 45
Tethys (Satum III)

orbital elements, 356, 708
physical and photometdc data,410, 710

Thalassa (Neptune IV), 7O9, 7 | I
Thebe (Jupiter xIV), 708, 7 I 0

orbital elemenis, 351

751
Tidal friction, l9
Time (see specific names)

equation of, 5, 55, 74, 485
signals,65
transfer, 64
zones,56-57

Titan (Satum VI)
orbital elements, 360, 708
physical and photomerric data,410, 710

Titania (Uranus III)
orbital elements, 369, 709
physical and photometic data, 412, 'l I l
topopause, 14l
troposphere, 295

Topocentric coordinates, 10, 160-165
Topocentric parallax, Moon, 400
Transformations to FK5, 167-187

matrix method, 180
Transit across Sun's disk, 471

planets,47l
Transit circle data, 290 294
Transit, ephemeris, 309
Transits, 34
Trigonometric functions, 544
Triton (Neptune I)

orbital elements, 373
physical and photometric data,413
troposphere, l4l

Tropical year, length, 80
Twilight,33, 482, 492

astronomical, 33, 483, 492
civil,33,483,492
na]utical, 33 , 483, 492

U
UByRI photometric standards, 51 l, 5 17
Umbriel (Uranus II)

orbital elements, 369, 709
physical and photometic data, 4I2, 7 | I

Unit, astronomical, 27
Units

Intemational System, 718-719
length, 716
mass, 716
speed, 716

Universal Polar Stereographic, 2 lO-2 | 4
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Universal Time (UT), 3, 39, 50-54, 76-77
rclation to sidereal time,51-52
ndal etrects, 250-254

Universal Time Coordinated (UTC),6, 53, 76,
85-a6

Universal Transverse Mercator, 2lU2I4
Uranus

mass, 697
orbital elements, 3 I 6, 368, 704
physical and photometric data, 706
physical ephemeris, 405
dngs,368,712
rotation elements, 405, 705
satell i tes, 411-413, 709, 711
semidiametet 405

zvry and HB photometric standards, 511, 517

V

Variable stars, 511, 513
American Association of Variable Star

Observers (AAVSO), 5 l3-5 14
General Catalog ofUariable Stars (GCVS),

5 1 3
Name Lists ofUariable Stars,514

Venus
billiancy,4O2, 479
magnitude, 402
mass, 697
orbital elements, 3 1 6, 704
physical and photometic data, 402403,

,7M

physical ephemeris, 402-403
rotation elements, 402, 705
semidiameter, 402
transit of,471

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI),
69,255J56

Vesta, 697
Vinual place, 165

w
We€k, 577, 603
wwv, 86

X
X-ray sources,511,533

catalogs, 533

Y
Year, 576, 698

lengths, 576, 698
lunar,57'7
sidercal, 698
ffopical, 80, 576

Z
Zodiacal light, 493
ZaMl tlde tems, 252--253
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